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Preface

The ISIPTA meetings are one of the primary international forums to present and discuss new results on the theory and applications of imprecise probabilities. Imprecise probability has a wide scope, being a generic term for the many mathematical or statistical models that measure chance or uncertainty without sharp numerical probabilities. These models include belief functions, Choquet capacities, comparative probability orderings, convex sets of probability measures, fuzzy measures, interval-valued probabilities, possibility measures, plausibility measures, and upper and lower expectations or previsions. Imprecise probability models are needed in inference problems where the relevant information is scarce, vague or conflicting, and in decision problems where preferences may also be incomplete.

A total of 44 papers were presented at ISIPTA ’03, covering a wide range of topics, including: new model based inference with imprecise probabilities; computations and foundations of inference with imprecise probabilities; applications of imprecise probabilities in engineering, finance, and medicine; connections with graph theory, belief functions, and fuzzy random variables; and the introduction of new principles and tools for decision theory.

To help promote the exchange of novel ideas, at ISIPTA ’03 we continued the conference format begun at ISIPTA ’01. Each of the 44 papers were presented both in a 20 minute plenary overview and as part of a poster session. Authors presenting at the plenary sessions were encouraged to use some of their 20 minutes to identify the context for their research, in addition to giving an overview of the research paper appearing in the proceedings. In this way the poster sessions served, again, as a forum for extended discussions of the papers.

This ISIPTA meeting included three invited contributions from Terrence L. Fine, Irving J. Good, and Patrick Suppes. Copies of their papers were distributed at the conference and are included in the electronic version of the proceedings (http://www.sipta.org/~isipta03).

Each paper appearing in these printed proceedings has been the subject of a careful refereeing process. We feel confident that the selection process has resulted in a symposium and proceedings with contributions displaying both very high quality and unusual originality.

We want to thank the contributors for their diligence in preparing their submissions, and for their patience with our selection process. The Program Committee members discharged their refereeing responsibilities effectively and constructively, with the result that all the papers have been improved by the reviewing process. We are grateful to the tutorial leaders (Jean-Marc Bernard: “Imprecise Dirichlet model for multinomial data,” Gert de Cooman: “A gentle introduction to imprecise probability models and their behavioral interpretation,” Fabio G. Cozman: “Graph-theoretical models for multivariate modeling with imprecise
probabilities,” Charles F. Manski: “Partial identification of probability distributions,” Sujoy Mukerji: “Imprecise probabilities and ambiguity aversion in economic modeling”), who have contributed their time and talents in such a generous fashion. As with ISIPTA ’01, the Board is exceptionally thankful to Serafín Moral, who has overseen the electronic management of these papers, their submissions and reviews, and who has tirelessly given his time to fixing the inevitable breakdowns that happen in a complicated web-based system. These proceedings simply would not be possible without his expertise.
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Maximum of Entropy in Credal Classification
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Abstract
We present an application of the measure of maximum entropy for credal sets: as a branching criterion for classification trees based on imprecise probabilities. We also justify the use of maximum entropy as a global uncertainty measure for credal sets, and a deduction of this measure, based on the best lower expectation of the logarithmic score, is presented. We have also carried out several experiments in which credal classification trees are built taking a global uncertainty measure as a basis. The results show that there is a lower degree of error when maximum entropy is used as a global uncertainty measure.

Keywords
imprecise probabilities, uncertainty, maximum entropy, imprecision, non-specificity, classification, classification trees, credal sets

1 Introduction
Classification is an important problem in the area of machine learning in which classical probability theory has been extensively used. Basically, we have an incoming set of observations, called the training set, and we want to obtain a set of rules to assign a value of the variable to be classified to any new case. The set used to assess the quality of this set of rules is also called the test set. Classification has notable applications in medicine, recognition of hand-written characters, astronomy, banks, etc. The learned classifier can be represented as a Bayesian network, a neural network, a classification tree, etc. These methods normally use the Theory of Probability to estimate the parameters with a stopping criterion to limit the complexity of the classifier and to avoid overfitting.

*This work has been supported by the Spanish Ministry of Science and Technology, project Elvira II (TIC2001-2973-C05-01).
In some previous papers [4, 5, 6], we have introduced a new procedure to build classification trees based on the use of imprecise probabilities. Classification trees have their origin in Quinlan’s ID3 algorithm [18], and a basic reference is the book by Breiman et al. [8]. We also applied decision trees for classification, but as in Zaffalon [25], the imprecise Dirichlet model is used to estimate the probabilities of belonging to the respective classes defined by the variable to be classified. In classical probabilistic approaches, information gain is used to build the tree, but then other procedures must subsequently be used to prune it, since information gain tends to build structures which are too complex. We have shown that if imprecise probabilities are used and the information gain is computed by measuring the total amount of uncertainty of the associated credal sets (a closed and convex set of probability distributions), then the problem of overfitting disappears and results improve.

In Abellán and Moral [1, 2, 3], we studied how to measure the uncertainty of a credal set by generalizing the measures used in the Theory of Evidence, Dempster [10] and Shafer [20]. We considered two main sources of uncertainty: entropy and non-specificity. We proved that the proposed functions verify the most basic properties of these types of measures (Abellán and Moral [2], Dubois and Prade [12], Klir and Wierman [15]).

We previously proved that by using a global uncertainty measure which is the result of adding an entropy measure and a non-specificity measure, classification results are better than those obtained by the C4.5 classification method, based on Quinlan’s ID3 algorithm. In this paper, we have carried out some experiments in which the maximum entropy of the probability distributions of a credal set is used to measure its uncertainty, and we show that the results obtained are even better. We consider two methods of building classification trees. In the first method, Abellán and Moral [4], we start with an empty tree and in each step, a node and a variable are selected for branching which give rise to a greater decrease in the final entropy of the variable to be classified. In classical probability, a branching always implies a decrease in the entropy. It is necessary to include an additional criterion so as not to create models which are too complex and therefore overfit the data. With credal sets, a branching will produce a lower entropy but, at the same time, a greater non-specificity. Under these conditions, we follow the same procedure as in probability theory, but measuring the total uncertainty of a branching. The stopping criterion is very simple: when every possible branching produces an increment of the total uncertainty.

Finally, in order to carry out the classification given a set of observations, we use a strong dominance criterion to obtain the value of the variable to be classified and a maximum frequency criterion when we want to classify all the cases.

The extended method quantifies the uncertainty of each individual variable in each node in the same way, but also considers the results of adding two variables at the same time. In this way, we aim to discover relationships involving more than two variables that were not seen when investigating the relationships of a
single variable with the variable to be classified.

In Section 2, we present the necessary previous concepts on uncertainty on credal sets. We place special emphasis on the maximum of entropy as a global uncertainty measure. In Section 3, we introduce the necessary notation and definitions for our procedure of building classification trees. In Section 4, we describe the methods based on imprecise probabilities. In Section 5, we test our procedure with known data sets used in classification by comparing the use of two global uncertainty measures.

2 Total Uncertainty on Credal Sets

Dempster-Shafer’s theory is based on the concept of basic probability assignment (bpa), and it defines a special type of credal set [10, 20]. In this theory, Yager [24] distinguishes two types of uncertainty: one is associated with cases where the information is focused on sets with empty intersections; and the other is associated with cases where the information is focused on sets with a greater than one cardinality. We call these randomness and non-specificity, respectively. In Abellán [6] we justify that a general convex set of probability distributions (a credal set) may contain the same type of uncertainty as a bpa: we consider similar randomness and non-specificity measures.

In Abellán and Moral [2], we define a measure for non-specificity for convex sets that generalizes Dubois and Prade’s measure of non-specificity in the theory of evidence [11]. Using the Möbius inverse function for monotonic capacities [9], we can define:

Definition 1 Let \( \mathcal{P} \) be a credal set on a finite set \( X \). We define the following capacity function,

\[
f_\mathcal{P}(A) = \inf_{P \in \mathcal{P}} P(A), \quad \forall A \in \wp(X),
\]

where \( \wp(X) \) is the power set of \( X \). This function is also known as the minimum lower probability which represents \( \mathcal{P} \).

Theorem 1 (Shafer [20]) For any mapping \( f_\mathcal{P} : \wp(X) \to \mathbb{R} \) another mapping \( m_\mathcal{P} : \wp(X) \to \mathbb{R} \) can be associated by

\[
m_\mathcal{P}(A) = \sum_{B \subseteq A} (-1)^{|A-B|} f_\mathcal{P}(B), \quad \forall A \in \wp(X),
\]

Where \( |A - B| \) is the cardinal of the set \( A - B \). This correspondence is one-to-one, since conversely, we can obtain

\[
f_\mathcal{P}(A) = \sum_{B \subseteq A} m_\mathcal{P}(B), \quad \forall A \in \wp(X).
\]

These functions, \( f_\mathcal{P} \) and \( m_\mathcal{P} \), are Möbius inverses.
Definition 2 Let \(\mathcal{P}\) be a credal set on a frame \(X\), \(f_\mathcal{P}\) its minimum lower probability as in Definition 1 and let \(m_\mathcal{P}\) be its Möbius inverse. We say that function \(m_\mathcal{P}\) is an assignment of masses on \(\mathcal{P}\). Any \(A \in X\) such that \(m_\mathcal{P}(A) \neq 0\) will be called a focal element of \(m_\mathcal{P}\).

We can now define a general function of non-specificity.

Definition 3 Let \(\mathcal{P}\) be a credal set on a frame \(X\). Let \(m_\mathcal{P}\) be its associated assignment of masses on \(\mathcal{P}\). We define the following function of non-specificity on \(\mathcal{P}\):

\[
IG(\mathcal{P}) = \sum_{A \subseteq X} m_\mathcal{P}(A) \ln(|A|).
\]

In Abellán and Moral [3], we proposed the following measure of randomness for general credal sets:

\[
G^*(\mathcal{P}) = \max \left\{ -\sum_{x \in X} p_x \ln p_x \right\},
\]

where the maximum is taken over all probability distributions on \(\mathcal{P}\), and \(\mathcal{P}\) is a general credal set. This measure generalizes the classical Shannon’s measure [21] verifying similar properties. It can be used either as one of the components of a measure of total uncertainty, or as a total uncertainty measure, Harmanec and Klir [14]. We have proved that this function is also a good randomness measure for credal sets and possesses all the basic properties required in Dempster-Shafer’s theory [3].

We define a measure of total uncertainty as \(TU(\mathcal{P}) = G^*(\mathcal{P}) + IG(\mathcal{P})\). This measure could be modified by the factor introduced in Abellán and Moral [1], but this will not be considered here, due to its computational difficulties (it is a supremum that is not easy to compute). The properties of this measure are studied in Abellán and Moral [2, 3] and these are similar to the properties verified by total uncertainty measures in Dempster-Shafer’s theory [17].

In this paper, we shall also consider \(G^*(\mathcal{P})\) as a measure of total uncertainty. In the particular case of belief functions, Harmanec and Klir [14] consider that maximum entropy is a measure of total uncertainty. They justify it by using an axiomatic approach: it possesses some basic properties. However, uniqueness is not proved. But perhaps the most compelling reason is given in Walley’s book [22]. Walley calls this measure the upper entropy. We start by explaining the case of a single probability distribution, \(P\). If You are subject to the logarithmic scoring rule, that means that You are forced to select a probability distribution \(Q\) on \(X\) that if the true value is \(x\), then You must pay \(-\log(Q(x))\). For example, if You say that \(Q(x)\) is very small and finally \(x\) is the true value, You must pay a lot. If \(Q(x)\) is close to one, then you must pay a small amount. Of course, You should choose \(Q\) so that \(E_P[−\log(Q(x))]|\) is minimum, where \(E_P\) is the mathematical expectation with respect to \(P\). This minimum is obtained when \(Q = P\) and the value
of $E_p[-\log(P(x))]$ is the entropy: the expected loss or the amount that you could accept to be subject to the logarithmic scoring rule. In the case of a credal set, $\mathcal{P}$, we can also have the logarithmic scoring rule, but now we choose $Q$ in such a way that the upper loss $E_\mathcal{P}[-\log(Q(x))]$ (the supremum of the expectations with respect to the probabilities in $\mathcal{P}$) is minimum. Walley shows that this minimum is obtained for the distribution $P_0 \in \mathcal{P}$ with maximum entropy. Furthermore, $E_\mathcal{P}[-\log(P_0(x))]$ is equal to the maximum entropy in $\mathcal{P}$: $G^*(\mathcal{P})$. This is the minimum payment you require before being subject to the logarithmic scoring rule. This argument is completely analogous with the probabilistic one, except that we change the expectation for the upper expected loss. This is really a measure of uncertainty, as the better we know the true value of $x$, then the less we should need to accept the logarithmic scoring rule (lower value of $G^*(\mathcal{P})$). We are not saying that $P$ can be replaced by the distribution of maximum entropy, only that its uncertainty can be measured by considering maximum entropy in the credal set.

3 Notation and Previous Definitions

For a classification problem we shall consider that we have a data set $\mathcal{D}$ with values of a set $\mathcal{L}$ of discrete and finite variables $\{X_i\}_{i=1}^n$. Each variable will take values on a finite set $\Omega_{X_i} = \{x_1^i, x_2^i, ..., x_{|\Omega_{X_i}|}^i\}$. Our aim will be to create a classification tree on the data set $\mathcal{D}$ of one target variable $C$, with values in $\Omega_C = \{c_1, c_2, ..., c_{|\Omega_C|}\}$.

Definition 4 A configuration of $\{X_i\}_{i=1}^n$ is any m-tuple

$$(X_{r_1} = x_{r_1}^1, X_{r_2} = x_{r_2}^2, ..., X_{r_m} = x_{r_m}^m),$$

where $x_{r_j}^j \in \Omega_{r_j}$, $j \in \{1, ..., m\}$, $r_j \in \{1, ..., n\}$ and $r_j \neq r_h$ with $j \neq h$. That is, a configuration is an assignment of values for some of the variables in $\{X_i\}_{i=1}^n$.

If $\mathcal{D}$ is a data set and $\sigma$ is a configuration, then $\mathcal{D}[\sigma]$ will denote the subset of $\mathcal{D}$ given by the cases which are compatible with configuration $\sigma$ (cases in which the variables in $\sigma$ have the same values as the ones assigned in the configuration).

Definition 5 Given a data set and a configuration $\sigma$ of variables $\{X_i\}_{i=1}^n$ we consider the credal set $\mathcal{P}_C^\sigma$ for variable $C$ with respect to $\sigma$ defined by the set of probability distributions, $p$, such that

$$p_j \in \left[\frac{n_{c_j}^\sigma}{N+s}, \frac{n_{c_j}^\sigma+s}{N+s}\right].$$
for every \( j \in \{1, \ldots, |\Omega_C|\} \), where for a generic state \( c^j \in \Omega_C \), \( n^j_\sigma \) is the number of occurrences of \( \{C = c^j\} \) in \( D[\sigma] \). \( N \) is the number of cases in \( D[\sigma] \), and \( s > 0 \) is a parameter.

We denote this interval as
\[
[\mathcal{P}(c^j|\sigma),\mathcal{P}(c^j|\sigma)].
\]

This credal set is the one obtained on the basis of the imprecise Dirichlet model, Walley [23], applied to the subsample \( D[\sigma] \).

The parameter \( s \) determines how quickly the lower and upper probabilities converge as more data become available; larger values of \( s \) produce more cautious inferences. Walley [23] suggests a candidate value for \( s \) between \( s = 1 \) and \( s = 2 \), but no definitive statement is given.

## 4 Classification Procedure

We have proposed two methods to build a classification tree: the simple method [4] and the double method [5]. Here we describe the double procedure and give the simple as a particular case.

A classification tree is a tree where each interior node is labeled with a variable of the data set \( X_j \) with a child for each one of its possible values: \( X_j = x_j^r \in \Omega_{X_j} \). In each leaf node, we shall have a credal set for the variable to be classified, \( \mathcal{P}^\sigma \), as defined above, where \( \sigma \) is the configuration with all the variables in the path from the root node to this leaf node, with each variable assigned to the value corresponding to the child followed in the path. We use a measure of total uncertainty to determine how and when to carry out a branching of the tree. The method starts with a tree with a single node, which will have an empty configuration associated. This node will be open. In this node the set of variables \( L^* \) is equal to the list of variables in the database.

I. For each open node already generated, we compute the total uncertainty of the credal set associated with the configuration, \( \sigma \), of the path from the root node to that node: \( TU(\mathcal{P}^\sigma) \). Then we calculate the values of \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) with

\[
\alpha = \min_{X_i \in L^*} \left( \sum_{r \in \{1, \ldots, |\Omega_{X_i}|\}} \rho_{\{x_i^r\}|\sigma} TU(\mathcal{P}^\sigma_{X_i=x_i^r}) \right)
\]

\[
\beta = \min_{X_i, X_j \in L^*} \left( \sum_{r \in \{1, \ldots, |\Omega_{X_i}|\}, t \in \{1, \ldots, |\Omega_{X_j}|\}} \rho_{\{x_i^r, x_j^t\}|\sigma} TU(\mathcal{P}^\sigma_{X_i=x_i^r, X_j=x_j^t}) \right),
\]

where \( L^* \) is the set of variables of the data set minus those that appear on the path from the actual node to the root node, \( \rho_{\{x^r\}|\sigma} \) is the relative
frequency with which $X_i$ takes the value $x_r^i$ in $D[\sigma]$, $\rho_{(X_i,x_r^i)|\sigma}$ is the relative frequency with which $X_i$ and $X_j$ take values $x_r^i$ and $x_r^j$, respectively, in $D[\sigma]$, and $\sigma \cup (X_i = x_r^i)$ is the result of adding the value $X_i = x_r^i$ to configuration $\sigma$ (analogously for $\sigma \cup (X_i = x_r^i, X_j = x_r^j)$).

II. If the minimum of $\{\alpha, \beta\}$ is greater or equal than $TU(\mathcal{P}_C)$ (including the case in which $L^*$ is empty), then the node is closed and the credal set $\mathcal{P}_C$ is assigned to it.

III. If the minimum of $\{\alpha, \beta\}$ is smaller than $TU(\mathcal{P}_C)$, then if $\alpha \leq \beta$, we choose the variable that attains the minimum in $\alpha$ as branching variable for this node; and if $\alpha > \beta$ we consider the pair of variables $X_i, X_j$ for which the value of $\beta$ is attained, and select as branching variable that from $X_i, X_j$ with a minimum value of uncertainty (calculated in an individual way as in $\alpha$ computation).

If $X_{\alpha}$ is the branching variable we add to this node a child for each one of its possible values. All the children are open nodes.

The simple method does not need $\beta$, Abellán and Moral [4]. It only considers $\alpha$ and it carries out a branching if this value is less than or equal to the uncertainty of the actual node ($TU(\mathcal{P}_C)$). As above, the branching variable is the one for which the value $\alpha$ is attained. In the double method, we demand that the uncertainty is reduced. However, the double method looks for relationships of two variables with $C$ at the same time. The simple method only considers the information of a single variable about $C$. In some cases, some multidimensional relationships do not give rise to pairwise relationships between the implied variables, and then they will not be detected by the simple method.

4.1 Decision in the Leaves

In order to classify a new case with observations of all the variables except in the variable to be classified $C$, we start at the root of the tree and follow the path corresponding to the observed values of the variables in the interior nodes of the tree, i.e. if we are at a node with variable $X_i$ and this variable takes the value $x_r^i$ in this particular case, then we choose the child corresponding to this value. This process is followed until we arrive at a leaf node. We then use the associated credal set about $C$, $\mathcal{P}_C$, to obtain a value for this variable.

We will use a strong dominance criterion on $C$. This criterion generally implies only a partial order, and in some situations, no possible precise classification can be done. We will choose an attribute of the variable $C = c^h$ if $\forall i \neq h$

$$\mathcal{P}(c^i|\sigma) < \mathcal{P}(c^h|\sigma)$$
When there is no value dominating all other possible values of $C$, the output is the set of non-dominated cases (cases $c^l$ for which there is no other case $c^h$ verifying inequality). In this way, we obtain what Zaffalon [26] calls a credal classifier, in which, for a set of observations, we obtain a set of possible values for the variable to classify, non-dominated cases, instead of unique prediction. In the experiments, when there is no dominant value, we simply do not classify, without calculating the set of non-dominated attributes. This implies a loss of some valuable information in certain situations.

We want to compare our methods with existing classification methods. These methods classify all the records of the training and test sets, without rejecting any of the cases. In order to carry out a fair comparison with such complete procedures, we also use the maximum frequency criterion based on frequency of the data, i.e. we will choose the case with maximum frequency in $D[\sigma]$ as the attribute of the variable to be classified.

5 Experimentation

We have applied this method to some known data sets, obtained from the UCI repository of machine learning databases, which can be found on the following website: http://www.sgi.com/Technology/mlc/db. We use the less conservative parameter $s = 1$, since with $s > 1$, we obtained a high degree of non-classified data in some databases (although with a greater percentage of correct classifications).

We plan to compare the behavior of the two total uncertainty measures we have previously defined:

- $TU_1 = G^* + IG$
- $TU_2 = G^*$

The data sets are: Breast, Breast Cancer, Heart, Hepatitis, Cleveland, Cleveland nominal and Pima(medical); Australian (banking); Monks1 (artificial) and Soybean-small (botanical).

These databases were used by Acid [7]. Some of the original data sets have observations with missing values and in some cases, some of the variables are not discrete. The cases with missing values were removed and the continuous variables have been discretized using MLC++ software, available at the website http://www.sgi.com/Technology/mlc. The measure used to discretize them is the entropy. The number of intervals is not fixed and it is obtained following the Fayyad and Irani procedure [13]. Only the training part of the database is used to determine the discretization procedure. In Table 1 there is a brief description of these databases.

In general, when there is no case dominating all the other possible values of the variable to be classified, we simply do not classify this individual.
Table 1: Description of the databases. The column N. Tr contains the number of cases of the training set, the column N. Ts is the number of cases of the test set, the column N. variables is the number of variables in the database and the column N. classes is the number of different values of the variable to be classified.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data set</th>
<th>N. Tr</th>
<th>N. Ts</th>
<th>N. variables</th>
<th>N. classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Breast Cancer</td>
<td>184</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breast</td>
<td>457</td>
<td>226</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heart</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hepatitis</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland nominal</td>
<td>202</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pima</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vote1</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australian</td>
<td>460</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monks1</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>432</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soybean-small</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Algorithms have been implemented using Java language version 1.1.8. In order to obtain the value of $G^*$ for probability intervals we have used the algorithm proposed in Abellán and Moral [3].

The percentages obtained of correct classifications with the simple model and $TU1$ can be seen in Table 2.

In Table 2, the training column is the percentage of correct classifications in the data set that was used for learning. The UC(Tr) column shows the percentage of rejected cases, i.e. the observations that were not classified by the method due to the fact that no value verifies the strong dominance criterion, and the UC(Ts) column shows the rejected cases in the test set.

In the results presented in Table 2 (Abellán and Moral [4]) there is no overfitting (one of the most common problems of learning procedures): the success of the training set and the test set are very similar.

Only the Cleveland database has a high rate of non-classified data. This is the case with the highest number of cases of the variable to be classified and then it is more difficult to obtain a class dominating all the other classes. In this case, we would have obtained more information by changing the output to a set of non-dominated cases. In most of the other databases, the variable to be classified has two possible states and in this situation our classification is equivalent to the set of non-dominated values.

In Table 3, we see the success of other known methods on the same databases, Acid [7]. The NB-columns correspond to the results of the Naive Bayesian classifier on the training set and the test set. Similarly, the C4.5-columns correspond to Quinlan’s method [19], based on the ID3 algorithm [18], where a classification
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data set</th>
<th>Training</th>
<th>UC(Tr)</th>
<th>Test</th>
<th>UC(Ts)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Breast Cancer</td>
<td>75.5</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>81.7</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breast</td>
<td>98.0</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>96.9</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heart</td>
<td>92.2</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>95.2</td>
<td>6.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hepatitis</td>
<td>96.4</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>94.7</td>
<td>9.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland nominal</td>
<td>62.7</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>66.0</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland</td>
<td>72.8</td>
<td>21.0</td>
<td>69.9</td>
<td>24.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pima</td>
<td>79.7</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>80.5</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australian</td>
<td>92.3</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>91.0</td>
<td>3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vote1</td>
<td>96.1</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>96.9</td>
<td>5.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soybean-small</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: The measured experimental percentages of the simple method and TU1. The columns UC(Tr) and UC(Ts) are the percentages of the rejected cases obtained with the training and the test set respectively.

tree with classical precise probabilities is used. We report the results obtained by Acid [7]. We can see that there is overfitting in these methods, principally in C4.5, being especially notable in certain data sets (Cleveland nominal, Cleveland, Hepatitis).

In Table 4 we can see the results of the simple method with TU2 and strong dominance. We have a higher percentage of success and a higher percentage of unclassified cases. This total uncertainty measure obtains larger trees as we can observe for the number of leaves presented in Table 5.

The success of the simple method with all cases classified (0% of rejected cases) with the frequency criterion are presented in Table 6 for the test set, to compare it with the models C4.5 and Naive Bayes. Table 7 shows the results of similar experiments with the double method. We can see the high percentages of correct classifications with TU2. These are a little higher than those obtained with TU1 and notably higher than the other methods (C4.5 and Naive Bayes).

The results of the simple and double methods are similar (slightly better in the double method). In order to see the potential of the double method we use an artificial database: Monks1.

Monks1 is a database with six variables. The variable to be classified has two possible states: a0 and a1, being a1 when the first and the second variables are equal or the fourth variable has the first of its possible four states. This type of dependency is very difficult to find for some classification methods, as this is a deterministic relationship involving more than two variables. The double method should be much better than the simple one.

Table 8 shows the success of the methods C4.5 and Naive Bayes. Table 9 shows the success of the simple and double method with all cases classified.
Table 3: Percentages of another methods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data set</th>
<th>NB(Tr)</th>
<th>NB(Ts)</th>
<th>C4.5(Tr)</th>
<th>C4.5(Ts)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Breast Cancer</td>
<td>78.2</td>
<td>74.2</td>
<td>81.5</td>
<td>75.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breast</td>
<td>97.8</td>
<td>97.3</td>
<td>97.6</td>
<td>95.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland nominal</td>
<td>63.9</td>
<td>57.6</td>
<td>69.3</td>
<td>51.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland</td>
<td>78.0</td>
<td>50.5</td>
<td>73.5</td>
<td>54.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pima</td>
<td>76.4</td>
<td>74.6</td>
<td>79.9</td>
<td>75.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heart</td>
<td>87.8</td>
<td>82.2</td>
<td>83.3</td>
<td>75.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hepatitis</td>
<td>96.2</td>
<td>81.5</td>
<td>96.2</td>
<td>85.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australian</td>
<td>87.6</td>
<td>86.1</td>
<td>89.3</td>
<td>83.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vote1</td>
<td>87.6</td>
<td>88.9</td>
<td>94.5</td>
<td>88.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soybean-small</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>93.8</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Simple method with TU2 and strong dominance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data set</th>
<th>Training</th>
<th>UC(Tr)</th>
<th>Test</th>
<th>UC(Ts)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Breast Cancer</td>
<td>89.0</td>
<td>16.3</td>
<td>93.5</td>
<td>17.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breast</td>
<td>99.1</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>98.6</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland nominal</td>
<td>73.6</td>
<td>21.2</td>
<td>74.4</td>
<td>13.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland</td>
<td>82.6</td>
<td>34.0</td>
<td>80.3</td>
<td>31.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pima</td>
<td>86.6</td>
<td>15.6</td>
<td>86.2</td>
<td>15.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heart</td>
<td>93.9</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>93.8</td>
<td>10.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hepatitis</td>
<td>96.4</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>94.7</td>
<td>9.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australian</td>
<td>95.3</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>94.4</td>
<td>6.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vote1</td>
<td>98.2</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>98.4</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soybean-small</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Number of leaves of the trees obtained with the simple method and $TU1$ and $TU2$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data set</th>
<th>TU1</th>
<th>TU2</th>
<th>N of possible leaves</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Breast</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>635904</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 6: Success of the simple method with TU1 and TU2 with the frequency criterion on the test set

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data set</th>
<th>TU1(Ts)</th>
<th>TU2(Ts)</th>
<th>NB(Ts)</th>
<th>C4.5(Ts)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Breast Cancer</td>
<td>81.7</td>
<td>90.3</td>
<td>74.2</td>
<td>75.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breast</td>
<td>96.9</td>
<td>97.8</td>
<td>97.3</td>
<td>95.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland nominal</td>
<td>65.7</td>
<td>75.8</td>
<td>57.6</td>
<td>51.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland</td>
<td>67.0</td>
<td>80.4</td>
<td>50.5</td>
<td>54.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pima</td>
<td>80.5</td>
<td>80.9</td>
<td>74.6</td>
<td>75.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heart</td>
<td>93.3</td>
<td>92.2</td>
<td>82.2</td>
<td>75.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hepatitis</td>
<td>95.2</td>
<td>95.2</td>
<td>81.5</td>
<td>85.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australian</td>
<td>90.9</td>
<td>93.5</td>
<td>86.1</td>
<td>83.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vote1</td>
<td>94.8</td>
<td>97.8</td>
<td>88.9</td>
<td>88.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soybean-small</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>93.8</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 7: Success of the double method with TU1 and TU2 with the frequency criterion on the test set

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Database</th>
<th>TU1(Ts)</th>
<th>TU2(Ts)</th>
<th>NB(Ts)</th>
<th>C4.5(Ts)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Breast Cancer</td>
<td>81.7</td>
<td>91.4</td>
<td>74.2</td>
<td>75.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breast</td>
<td>96.9</td>
<td>98.7</td>
<td>97.3</td>
<td>95.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland nominal</td>
<td>68.7</td>
<td>74.7</td>
<td>57.6</td>
<td>51.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland</td>
<td>67.0</td>
<td>80.4</td>
<td>50.5</td>
<td>54.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pima</td>
<td>80.5</td>
<td>82.4</td>
<td>74.6</td>
<td>75.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heart</td>
<td>93.3</td>
<td>94.4</td>
<td>82.2</td>
<td>75.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hepatitis</td>
<td>95.2</td>
<td>95.2</td>
<td>81.5</td>
<td>85.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australian</td>
<td>89.1</td>
<td>91.7</td>
<td>86.1</td>
<td>83.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vote1</td>
<td>94.8</td>
<td>98.5</td>
<td>88.9</td>
<td>88.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soybean-small</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>93.8</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 8: C4.5 and Naive Bayes on Monks1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data set</th>
<th>NB(Tr)</th>
<th>NB(Ts)</th>
<th>C4.5(Tr)</th>
<th>C4.5(Ts)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Monks1</td>
<td>79.8</td>
<td>71.3</td>
<td>83.9</td>
<td>75.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8: C4.5 and Naive Bayes on Monks1
Table 9: Percentages on *MonksI* of the methods with TU1 and TU2 and all cases classified

We can see some interesting things. There is an appreciable overfitting in C4.5 and Naive Bayes but not in our methods. The percentage obtained with the test set is better in the extended method than in the simple method and there is a difference of 23.1% of the extended method and TU2 with respect to Naive Bayes success.

**6 Conclusions**

In this paper, we have discussed the role of maximum entropy as a total uncertainty measure in credal sets. First, we have revised some decision theoretic justification based on the logarithmic scoring rule. We have carried out a series of experiments in which we compare this measure with the one we had previously used in our experiments. The main conclusion is that, in general, the results are always the same or better when only the maximum entropy is used than when a non-specificity value is added to it (the other total uncertainty measure). And in some cases, the percentages of success are notably better.

Other conclusions from the experiments can be summarized in the following points:

- Imprecise probability methods are outstandingly better than classical probabilistic methods, and also have the option of not classifying difficult cases.
- In general, the double method produces slightly better results than the single one, but in some particular cases the differences can be remarkable.
- Maximum entropy (TU2) produces larger trees than the other uncertainty measure (TU1), but even this classifier does not suffer from overfitting.
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Abstract
Bayes decision problems require subjective elicitation of the inputs: beliefs and preferences. Sometimes, elicitation methods may not perfectly represent the Decision Maker’s judgements. Several foundations propose to overlay this problem using robust approaches. In these models, beliefs are modelled by a class of probability distributions and preferences by a class of loss functions. Thus, the solution concept is the set of non-dominated alternatives. In this paper we focus on the computation of the efficient set when the preferences are modelled by a class of convex loss functions, specifically the quantile loss functions. We illustrate the idea with examples and introduce the use of stochastic dominance in this context.
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1 Introduction
Robust Bayesian analysis arises to avoid demanding an excessively precision in the decision maker’s judgements concerning his beliefs and preferences. Thus, the
imprecision in preferences leads to a class of loss functions while the imprecision in beliefs is modelled by a class of prior probability distributions which would be actualized via Bayes Theorem. For some interesting revisions on Bayesian Robustness axiomatic systems see e.g. Ríos Insua and Martín [13], Nau [11], Seidenfeld et al [18] and Weber [19].

In summary, using a class $G$ of prior distributions over the set of states $\Theta$ and a class $L$ of loss functions, given $a, b \in A$, set of alternatives, we say that $b \preceq a$ if and only if

$$T(a, L, \pi) \leq T(b, L, \pi), \quad \forall \pi \in \Gamma, \forall L \in L,$$

where $T(a, L, \pi)$ is the posterior expected loss for the action $a$, $L$ is the loss function, $\pi$ is the prior and $\preceq$ is the preference relationship between alternatives:

$$T(a, L, \pi) = \frac{\int_{\Theta} L(a, \theta) l(\theta) d\pi(\theta)}{\int_{\Theta} l(\theta) d\pi(\theta)},$$

$l(\theta)$ being the likelihood for an experiment $x$.

This model is similar to a multicriteria optimization problem. The optimal solution is the one that minimizes $T(\cdot, L, \pi)$ for every pair $\pi \in \Gamma, L \in L$. Unfortunately, in general, that optimal solution does not exist. Thus, the non-dominated set is taken as an starting point. Any dominated alternative must be discarded. See Coello [6] for an excellent discussion on multiobjective optimization. We say that $a$ dominates $b$ if and only if $a \prec b$, (that is, $a \preceq b$ and $\neg (b \preceq a)$). A non-dominated alternative $a$ is such that there is no other alternative $b$ which dominates $a$. Arias [1] and Arias and Martín [2] provide theoretic results about the existence of such a set and its relationship with the set of Bayes alternatives. Martín and Arias [8] provide a method based on comparing pairs to approximate the non-dominated set. Some references for Bayesian sensitivity are Berger [4], Ríos Insua and Ruggeri [14] and Ríos et al [15].

We study the calculus of the non-dominated set for problems in which the imprecision in preferences is modelled by quantile loss functions. We give general results that we will particularize for classes of quantile prior distributions, see Moreno and Cano [9]. Since we are interested in Bayesian inference, we will consider $A = \mathbb{R}$ although the results will be easily applicable when $A$ is an interval of $\mathbb{R}$.

We organize this work as follows. We begin with some results concerning convex loss functions and their implications in the calculus of the non-dominated set. Secondly, we particularize for quantile loss functions, indicating the relationship with the Bayes alternatives in this case. We also consider a quantile class for prior distributions giving some results and an example. Third part of the paper is dedicated to various stochastic orders, only those that hold for the posterior distributions once the priors have been ordered, and how they can be used in order to calculate the non-dominated set.
2 Bayesian Robustness with convex loss functions

We will denote \( \mathcal{L}_C \) the class of all convex loss functions in \( \mathcal{A} \). Every loss function \( L \in \mathcal{L}_C \), verifies for all \( \theta, a, b \in \mathcal{A} \), and \( \lambda \in [0, 1] \) that

\[
L(\lambda a + (1 - \lambda)b, \theta) \leq \lambda L(a, \theta) + (1 - \lambda)L(b, \theta).
\]  

(1)

A first useful result, easy to prove, is:

**Lemma 1** Let \( \Gamma \) be any class of prior distributions and \( \mathcal{L}_C \) the class of convex loss functions. The function \( T(\cdot, L, \pi) : \mathcal{A} \rightarrow \mathbb{R} \) is convex for every pair \( (L, \pi) \in \mathcal{L}_C \times \Gamma \).

A well known result is that every convex function is continuous in the interior, see Roberts and Varberg [16]. Then considering the set of alternatives, \( \mathbb{R} \), the function \( T(\cdot, L, \pi) \) is continuous in \( \mathbb{R} \) and if it exists the set of Bayes alternatives, this will be a closed interval in \( \mathbb{R} \). In the case that, for some pair \( (L, \pi) \in \mathcal{L}_C \times \Gamma \) the set of Bayes alternatives is empty, the function \( T(\cdot, L, \pi) \) will be increasing or decreasing in \( \mathbb{R} \) (strictly increasing or strictly decreasing if the functions are strictly convex).

If the set of Bayes alternatives is not empty, then the function \( T(\cdot, L, \pi) \) is strictly decreasing in \( (-\infty, a(L, \pi)) \) and strictly increasing in \( (a(L, \pi), +\infty) \), being

\[
a(L, \pi) = \min_{a \in B(L, \pi)} a, \text{ and }\]
\[
a^{(L, \pi)} = \max_{a \in B(L, \pi)} a.
\]

Note that the alternatives \( a(L, \pi) \) and \( a^{(L, \pi)} \) are also Bayes for \( (L, \pi) \).

An immediate result is that the set of non-dominated alternatives is included in the closed interval \([\mu_*, \mu^*] \), being \( \mu_* \) and \( \mu^* \), respectively, the infimum and the supremum of the Bayes alternatives, that is,

\[
\mu_* = \inf_{(L, \pi) \in \mathcal{L} \times \Gamma} a(L, \pi), \text{ and }\]
\[
\mu^* = \sup_{(L, \pi) \in \mathcal{L} \times \Gamma} a(L, \pi).
\]

In the Bayesian literature the range of this interval is considered as the robustness measure of the problem, see Berger [4]. However, if we are interested in calculating exactly the set of non-dominated alternatives, we can give a more accurate approximation using the following result due to Arias et al [3]:

**Theorem 1** Let \( \mathcal{L} \subseteq \mathcal{L}_C \) be a family of convex loss functions, \( \Gamma \) a class of prior probability distributions, so that, for every pair \( (L, \pi) \in \mathcal{L} \times \Gamma \), the set of Bayes alternatives is non-empty. Then, the set of non-dominated alternatives is included in the closed interval \([\mu_*, \mu^*] \), where \( \mu_* \) and \( \mu^* \) are defined as above.
alternatives $B_{(L,\pi)}$ is not empty and let
\[ a_* = \inf_{(L,\pi) \in \mathcal{L} \times \Gamma} a_{(L,\pi)} \]
\[ a^* = \sup_{(L,\pi) \in \mathcal{L} \times \Gamma} a_{(L,\pi)} \]

We have
1. If $a_* < a^*$, then $(a_*, a^*) \subseteq \mathcal{N}(\mathcal{D}(\mathcal{A}) \subseteq [a_*, a^*)$.
2. If $a_* \geq a^*$, then $\mathcal{N}(\mathcal{D}(\mathcal{A}) = [a^*, a_*]$.

In order to study the robustness of the problem, it is not necessary to determine whether the alternatives $a_*$ and $a^*$ are dominated or not. Nevertheless, it is interesting to calculate the efficient set in an accurate way. In this paper we will see inference problems modelled by particular classes of loss functions and prior distributions in which we can assure that the extremes of the interval $a_*$ and/or $a^*$ are non-dominated alternatives. If the set of Bayes alternatives is empty for some pair $(L,\pi) \in \mathcal{L} \times \Gamma$ then the result is valid considering $a_* = -\infty$ (when $T(\cdot, L, \pi)$ is increasing) or $a^* = \infty$ (decreasing).

3 Quantile loss functions

Let us consider the case where preferences are modelled by quantile loss functions. A particular case of this type is the absolute value loss function. The class of quantile loss functions is defined as
\[ \mathcal{L} = \{L_p : L_p(a, \theta) = |a - \theta| - a(2p - 1), \ p \in [0, 1]\} \tag{1} \]

Functions equivalent to these have been used in Economy, such as the ones studied by Geweke [7]
\[ L(a, \theta) = c_1(a - \theta)I_{(-\infty,a]}(\theta) + c_2(\theta - a)I_{(a,\infty)}(\theta) \tag{2} \]

where $I$ is the indicator function. Bayes alternatives for this type of function are the quantiles of order $c_2/(c_1 + c_2)$ (If $c_1 = c_2$, it coincides with the median) Thus, they are asymmetric functions with different weights on the positive and negative errors. Next example shows the use of this type of functions.

Example 1 Noortwijt and Gelder [12] studied the Bayes estimators of the optimal dyke height under asymmetric linear loss function. Let us suppose we have to decide the height of the dykes to prevent flooding. The height of the dyke $h$ will be the decision variable and $h_0 = 3.25$ the initial height at the moment when the decision has to be taken. Inundation will occur as soon as the sea water level
exceeds the height of the dyke. We assume that the maximal sea levels per year $X_i$ for $i = 1, \ldots, n$ are conditionally independent, exponentially distributed, with a known location parameter $x_0 = 1.96$ meters and an unknown parameter $\lambda$ with expected value 0.33 meters. Therefore the likelihood function is

$$l(x|\lambda) = \prod_{i=1}^{n} f(x_i, \lambda) = \prod_{i=1}^{n} \frac{1}{\lambda} \exp\{-\frac{x_i - x_0}{\lambda}\}.$$ 

The prior density of $\lambda$ is assumed to be an inverted gamma distribution with scale parameter $\mu > 0$ and shape parameter $\nu > 0$

$$I\gamma(\lambda, \nu, \mu) = \left[\frac{\mu^{\nu}}{\Gamma(\nu)}\lambda^{-(\nu+1)}\exp\{-\mu/\lambda\}\right] \lambda > 0.$$ 

The loss function is (2) with $c_1 = 5.37 \cdot 10^7$ and $c_2 = 1.94 \cdot 10^7$. △

This type of loss function have also been used in Forecast Theory, see Capistrán [5] and references therein.

We will use the functions defined in (1) as they only depend on a single parameter. Quantile loss functions are convex in $A$. The posterior expected loss is

$$T(a, L_p, \pi) = D_{Q\pi}(a) - a(2p - 1),$$

and their Bayes alternatives are the quantiles of order $p$ of the posterior distributions, since

$$T'(a, L_p, \pi) = 2D_{Q\pi}(a) - 2p,$$

for every point $a$ where the distribution function is continuous.

Let us recall that it is called quantile of order $p$ of a random variable $X$, the value $Q_X(p)$ such that

$$P[X \leq Q_X(p)] \geq p \quad \text{and} \quad P[X \geq Q_X(p)] \geq 1 - p.$$ 

As it happened with the absolute value loss function, when using quantile loss functions, the posterior distribution quantiles may not be unique.

Based on theorem 1 we have the following result, when there is precision in DM’s beliefs.

**Proposition 1** Let $\mathcal{L}$ be the class of quantile loss functions

$$\mathcal{L} = \{L_p : L_p(a, \theta) = |a - \theta| - a(2p - 1), \ p \in [p_0, p_1]\}$$

and $\pi$ a prior distribution so that the posterior distribution quantiles are unique, then

$$\mathcal{N}(\mathcal{D}_{\pi}(A)) = [Q_{\pi}(p_0), Q_{\pi}(p_1)],$$

where $Q_{\pi}(p_0)$ and $Q_{\pi}(p_1)$ are, respectively, the quantiles of order $p_0$ and $p_1$ of the posterior distribution of $\pi$. 
This result can be generalized in the case that we also have imprecision in the decision maker’s beliefs.

**Proposition 2** Let $\mathcal{L}$ be the class of quantile loss functions

$$
\mathcal{L} = \{ L_p : L_p(\theta, \alpha) = |\theta - \alpha| - \alpha(2p - 1), \; p \in [p_0, p_1] \},
$$
a class of distributions

$$
\Gamma = \{ \pi : \pi(\theta|x) \text{ with posterior quantiles } Q_\pi(p) \text{ unique, } p \in [0, 1] \}
$$

and the values

$$
a_s = \mu_s = \inf_{\pi \in \Gamma} Q_\pi(p_0) \quad \text{and} \quad a^* = \mu^* = \sup_{\pi \in \Gamma} Q_\pi(p_1),
$$

then

$$
(\mu_s, \mu^*) \subseteq \mathcal{D}(\mathcal{A}) \subseteq [\mu_s, \mu^*].
$$

If posterior quantiles are not unique we must appeal to theorem 1 with

$$
a_s = \inf_{\pi \in \Gamma} \{ \sup Q_\pi(p_0) \} \quad \text{and} \quad a^* = \sup_{\pi \in \Gamma} \{ \inf Q_\pi(p_1) \}
$$

and

$$
(a_s, a^*) \subseteq \mathcal{D}(\mathcal{A}) \subseteq [a_s, a^*].
$$

In general it can not be assured that $\mu_s$ or $\mu^*$ are non-dominated alternatives as we illustrate with the following example.

**Example 2** Let us consider the class of absolute value loss functions and a class of discrete posterior distributions with probability distribution:

$$(n \in \mathbb{N})$$

$$
\pi_n(\theta) = \begin{cases} 
\frac{2n + 3}{4(n+1)} & \text{if } \theta = \frac{1}{n}, \\
\frac{2n + 1}{4(n+1)} & \text{if } \theta = 1.
\end{cases}
$$

The Bayes alternative for each distribution $\pi_n$ would be its posterior median $1/n$ and the set of non-dominated alternatives is the interval $(0, 1]$. The alternative 0 is dominated by the alternative 1, since for every $n \in \mathbb{N}$

$$
T(0, L, \pi_n) = \frac{2n^2 + 3n + 3}{4n(n+1)} > \frac{2n^2 + n - 3}{4n(n+1)} = T(1, L, \pi_n).
$$

△
Obviously if $\mu_\ast$ and $\mu^\ast$ are unique Bayes alternatives, then they are also non-dominated alternatives.

Note that, if having precision in beliefs, then the range of the non-dominated set is the range between the quantile $p_0$ and the quantile $p_1$. Sometimes the non-dominated set can be the same as the (HPD), as in next example. However, so that this happens the elicitation of the class should depend on the posterior distribution.

**Example 3** Let us consider the class of loss functions

$$L = \{L_p : L_p(a, \theta) = |a - \theta| - a(2p - 1), p \in [0, 0.8]\}$$

and a Pareto prior distribution with parameters $\alpha$ and $\beta$.

We take a sample $\{X_1, \ldots, X_n\}$ of a population which is distributed following an uniform distribution with mean $\theta/2$. Therefore, the posterior distribution is

$$P(\alpha + n, \max(\beta, X(n))), \text{ with } X(n) = \max\{X_1, \ldots, X_n\}$$

Then, the posterior quantiles of $\pi$ are

$$Q_\pi(p) = \frac{1}{\alpha + n} \max(\beta, X(n)).$$

Thus, the set of non-dominated alternatives would be the closed interval

$$ND(\mathcal{A}) = \left[\max(\beta, X(n)), Q_\pi(0.8)\right].$$

This means than the non-dominated set coincides with the confidence interval HPD for the parameter $\theta$ at a confidence level of 80%.

The table 1 shows the non-dominated set when $\alpha = 2$ and $\beta = 5$ for various samples.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$n$</th>
<th>$X(n)$</th>
<th>$ND(\mathcal{A})$</th>
<th>range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>[5, 5.0938]</td>
<td>0.0938</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>[5, 5.0215]</td>
<td>0.0215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>[5, 5.011]</td>
<td>0.011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>[5.9, 5.9026]</td>
<td>0.0026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>[5, 5.0011]</td>
<td>0.0011</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Non-dominated set for the example 3.

△

### 3.1 Relationship with the non-dominated set

An important question is the relationship between the Bayes set and the non-dominated set. It is easy to prove that, in general, they are different, see Arias et al [1]. In this case, we have the following result:
Proposition 3 Let $L$ be the class of quantile loss functions with $p \in [p_0, p_1]$. If the class $\Gamma$ of prior distributions is convex and $Q_p(p)$ are unique for every $\pi \in \Gamma$ and $p \in (p_0, p_1)$, then the set of non-dominated alternatives is the closure of the set of Bayes actions, and the interiors of both sets are the same.

Proof.

If the set of prior distributions is convex, then the set of posterior distributions is convex as well, see Arias et al. [1]. As the quantiles are unique for any $p$, all bayes actions are non-dominated. So, we only have to prove that given a and $b$ bayes actions for $(\pi, L_1)$ and $(\pi, L_2)$, $\alpha a + (1 - \alpha)b$ is also bayes for $\alpha \in (0, 1)$. Consider $a = Q_{\pi_1}(p')$ and $b = Q_{\pi_2}(p'')$ with $p', p'' \in [p_0, p_1]$ and $a < b < p' < p''$.

Then

$$
\int_{-\infty}^{\alpha a + (1 - \alpha)b} \pi_1(\theta|x)d\theta > p'
$$

$$
\int_{-\infty}^{\alpha a + (1 - \alpha)b} \pi_2(\theta|x)d\theta < p''
$$

so, there is $\beta$ such that

$$
\beta \int_{-\infty}^{\alpha a + (1 - \alpha)b} \pi_1(\theta|x)d\theta + (1 - \beta) \int_{-\infty}^{\alpha a + (1 - \alpha)b} \pi_2(\theta|x)d\theta = p \in (p', p'')
$$

Then $\alpha a + (1 - \alpha)b$ is the $Q_p(p)$ with $\pi(\cdot|x) = \beta \pi_1(\cdot|x) + (1 - \beta) \pi_2(\cdot|x)$.

4 Quantile prior distributions

We now consider some classes of prior distributions to model imprecision in beliefs. Let $A_i = [\theta_i, \theta_{i+1}]$ be a partition of the parameter space and the class of prior distributions:

$\Gamma_Q = \{ \pi : \pi(A_i) = q_i, \ i = 1 \ldots n, \ q_i \geq 0 \ \forall i \ \sum_i q_i = 1 \}$

This is a particular case of the quantile class, see Moreno and Cano [9] and Moreno and Pericchi [10] and Martín and Ríos Insua [13] among others.

A well known result states that the suprema and the infima of functionals over $\Gamma$ are attained for discrete distributions. So, we have

Lemma 2 We have

$$
\max_{\pi \in \Gamma} \pi(i \bigcup_{j=1}^i A_i|x) = \frac{\sum_{j=1}^i \max_{\theta \in A_j} l(x|\theta)p_j + \sum_{d=i+1}^n \min_{\theta \in A_d} l(x|\theta)p_k}{\sum_{j=1}^i \max_{\theta \in A_j} l(x|\theta)p_j + \sum_{d=i+1}^n \min_{\theta \in A_d} l(x|\theta)p_k}
$$

1 by $[a,b]$ we denote any type of interval in $\mathbb{R}$
Let us denote \( r_i \) the second term in (8). Lemma 2 lead us to the following iterative scheme to calculate \( \mu_n^* \):

\[
\begin{align*}
    r_0 &= 0 \quad i = 0 \\
    \text{while} \quad r_i < p_0 &\quad i = i + 1 \\
    \text{compute} \quad r_i
\end{align*}
\]

Let \( A_k \) be the first interval for which \( r_k \geq p_0 \). We define now

\[
    r_k(\theta) = \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{i-1} \max_{\lambda \in A_k} l(x|\lambda)p_j + l(x|\theta)p_k}{\sum_{j=1}^{i-1} \max_{\lambda \in A_k} l(x|\lambda)p_j + \sum_{j=k}^{n} \min_{\lambda \in A_k} l(x|\lambda)p_j} \quad \forall \theta \in A_k
\]

then

\[
    \mu_n = \inf\{\theta \in A_k : r_k(\theta) \geq p_0\}
\]

By Theorem 1, for the calculus of \( a_* \), we will distinguish two cases, if the last inequality is strict then \( \mu_n = a_* \) which is the only quantile of order \( p \). Otherwise, there are several quantiles. For the calculus of \( a_* \) we proceed as follows. In \( A_k \) we will search a point \( a > \mu_n \) for which the inequality is strict. If such point exists then \( a_* = \inf\{a \in A_k : r_k(a) > p_0\} \). If there is no point \( a > \mu_n \) in \( A_k \) such that this is verified then \( a_* = \inf\{a \in A_{k+1} : r_{k+1}(a) > p_0\} \) and so on.

**Example 4** The decision maker considers that negative errors are more important than positive, so he uses the class of loss functions:

\[
    \mathcal{L} = \{L_p : L_p(a, \theta) = |a - \theta| - a(2p - 1), \ p \in [0.45, 0.48]\}.
\]

For believes representation he adopts a quantile class with quantiles given in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( A_i )</th>
<th>( -\infty, -16.44 )</th>
<th>( -16.44, -5.22 )</th>
<th>( -5.24, -2.53 )</th>
<th>( -2.53, -1.25 )</th>
<th>( -1.25, 0 )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( p_i )</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( A_i )</td>
<td>(0.1, 1.25)</td>
<td>(1.25, 2.53)</td>
<td>(2.53, 5.24)</td>
<td>(5.24, 16.44)</td>
<td>(16.44, ( \infty ))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( p_i )</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Probabilities for some intervals

Applying the proposed iterative scheme to obtain \( \inf Q_\pi(0.45) \) we get the \( r_i \) values showed table 3. Therefore \( \min_{\pi \in \Gamma} Q_\pi(0.45) \in A_4 = [-2.533, -1.257] \) and solving \( \min\{\theta \in A_i \text{ such that } r_k(\theta) \geq 0.45\} \) we obtain \( \inf Q_\pi(0.45) = -2.533 \). Moreover, \( r_k(-2.5333) > 0.45 \) so \( a_* = -2.533 \).

We apply the equivalent algorithm for \( \sup_{\pi \in \Gamma} Q_\pi(0.48) \) obtaining 2.533. Then \( \mathcal{N}(D(A)) = [-2.533, 2.533] \)
Table 3: $r_i$ values

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$i$</th>
<th>$r_i$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The class of quantiles $\Gamma_Q$ can be generalized considering bounds over the sets $A_i$ obtaining the class

$$\Gamma_{QG} = \{ \pi : \alpha_i \leq \pi(A_i) \leq \beta_i, \quad 0 \leq \alpha_i \leq \beta_i \leq 1 \}$$

In this case the proposed scheme can be modified taking into account that

$$\Gamma_{QG} = \bigcup_{\alpha \leq p \leq \beta} \{ \pi : \pi(A_i) = p_i \sum_i p_i = 1 \}$$

where $\alpha = (\alpha_1, \ldots, \alpha_n)$ $p = (p_1, \ldots, p_n)$ $\beta = (\beta_1, \ldots, \beta_n)$ and $\alpha \leq p \leq \beta$ indicates $\alpha_i \leq p_i \leq \beta_i \quad i = 1, \ldots, n$.

Thus, to calculate $r_k$ it is enough to consider sequentially the linear problems:

$$\max \sum_{i=1}^k \max_{\theta \in A_i} l(x|\theta_i) p_i$$

s.a. $\sum_{i=1}^n p_i = 1$

$\alpha_i \leq p_i \leq \beta_i \quad i = 1, \ldots, n$

with optimum $p_1^*, \ldots, p_k^*$ and

$$\min \sum_{i=k+1}^n \min_{\theta \in A_i} l(x|\theta_i) p_i$$

s.a. $\sum_{i=1}^k p_i^* + \sum_{i=k+1}^n p_i = 1$

$\alpha_i \leq p_i \leq \beta_i \quad i = 1, \ldots, n$

with optimum $p_{k+1}^*, \ldots, p_n^*$ and we replace in the algorithm $p_i$ for $p_i^*$. A similar modification gives us the values $\mu_*$ and $a_*$.

A natural extension of the quantile class for continuous parameters is the class

$$\Gamma_{LU} = \{ \pi : L(A) \leq \pi(A) \leq U(A), \quad \forall A \in \beta \}$$

where $\beta$ is a $\sigma$-field on the state set $\Theta$. This is the class studied, among others, by Moreno and Pericchi [10] who provide the following result for posterior probabilities of sets in $\beta$. 

A natural extension of the quantile class for continuous parameters is the class

$$\Gamma_{LU} = \{ \pi : L(A) \leq \pi(A) \leq U(A), \quad \forall A \in \beta \}$$

where $\beta$ is a $\sigma$-field on the state set $\Theta$. This is the class studied, among others, by Moreno and Pericchi [10] who provide the following result for posterior probabilities of sets in $\beta$.
Theorem 2 Let $A$ be an arbitrary set in $\beta$. Suppose that $l(x|\theta)$, $L$ and $U$ satisfy $U([l(x|\theta) = z]) = L([l(x|\theta) = z]) = 0$ for any $z \geq 0$ where $[l(x|\theta) = z] = \{\theta: l(x|\theta) = z\}$. Then we have

(i) if $U(A) + L(A^c) > 1$ then $\sup_{\pi \in \Gamma_{LU}} P^{\pi}(A|x) = P^{\pi_0}(A|x)$

where $\pi_0(d\theta) = U(d\theta)I_{A \cap \{l(x|\theta) \geq z\}}(\theta) + L(d\theta)I_{A \cap \{l(x|\theta) < z\} \cap A^c}(\theta)$

$z_A$ being such that $\pi_0(\Theta) = 1$

(ii) if $U(A) + L(A^c) = 1$ then $\sup_{\pi \in \Gamma_{LU}} P^{\pi}(A|x) = P^{\pi_0}(A|x)$

where $\pi_0(d\theta) = U(d\theta)I_A(\theta) + L(d\theta)I_{A^c}(\theta)$

(iii) if $U(A) + L(A^c) < 1$ then $\sup_{\pi \in \Gamma_{LU}} P^{\pi}(A|x) = P^{\pi_0}(A|x)$

where $\pi_0(d\theta) = U(d\theta)I_{A \cup A^c \cap \{f(x|\theta) < z\}}(\theta) + L(d\theta)I_{A^c \cap \{f(x|\theta) \geq z\}}(\theta)$

$z_A$ being such that $\pi_0(\Theta) = 1$

This result allows us to compute $\mathcal{N}(\mathcal{D}(\mathcal{A}))$.

Theorem 3 Let be the class $\Gamma_{LU} = \{\pi : L(A) \leq \pi(A) \leq U(A) , \forall A \in \beta\}$ and $L = \{L_p : L_p(a, \theta) = |a - \theta| + a(2p - 1), p \in [p_0, p_1]\}$ and $l(x|\theta), L$ and $U$ satisfy $U([l(x|\theta) = z]) + L([l(x|\theta) = z]) = 0 \forall z \geq 0$ then

$\mu_* = \inf\{\theta \in \Theta : \sup_{\pi \in \Gamma_{LU}} P^{\pi}(-\infty, \theta) \geq p_0\}$,

where $P^{\pi}$ denotes the posterior probability.

Proof. Let $\theta_* = \inf\{\theta \in \Theta : \sup_{\pi \in \Gamma_{LU}} P^{\pi}(-\infty, \theta) \geq p_0\}$. If $\theta < \theta_*$ then $P^\pi(-\infty, \theta) < p_0 \forall \pi$. Then by Theorem 1, $\theta$ is a dominated alternative. Moreover, if $\theta_* \in Q_{\pi_0}(p_0)$. In other case, by previous Theorem 2 there is a sequence of values $\theta_n$ such that $\theta_n \in \Gamma_{LU}$, $\theta_n \in Q_{\pi_0}(p_0)$ with $\theta_n \rightarrow \theta_*$ so $\theta_* = \mu_*$. \qed

Theorem 4 If $L$ and $U$ verify that $L(A) > 0 \ U(A) > 0 \ \forall A$ with $\mu(A) > 0$ then $\mu_* = \alpha_*$.\bigskip

Proof. It is easy to prove that $\pi_0$ of theorem 2 has unique quantiles. \qed

These results can be applied using searching methods based on simulation schemes.
5 Stochastic order applied to the calculus of the non-dominated set

The relationship between a prior distribution \( p(\theta) \) and its corresponding posterior distribution \( p(\theta|x) \), through Bayes Theorem, is not simple in the sense that, properties in the prior distribution not always hold for the posterior distribution.

In this context, starting from the class \( \Gamma \) of prior distributions which models the decision maker’s uncertainty, it would be greatly useful if one could be able to establish order relationships between the posterior distributions from the order relationships already known among the prior distributions. In other words, given two distributions \( p_1(\theta) \) and \( p_2(\theta) \) belonging to the class \( \Gamma \) such that \( p_1(\theta) \prec p_2(\theta) \), where \( \prec \) is an order relationship between both distributions, it would be of great interest that this relationship remained in the posterior distributions, this is, that it is verified \( p_1(\theta|x) \prec p_2(\theta|x) \). We find the ideal tool for this study in the general theory of stochastic orders. We introduce a brief summary about the concept of stochastic order between distribution functions and the definitions of various orders. The applications of such orders notably simplifies the calculus of the non-dominated set as we will show.

Let \( \Gamma \) be a family of distribution functions over which a binary relationship, which is a partial order, has been defined “\( \prec \)”. Each time we assess the relationship \( F \prec G \), we will extend this order to the random variables \( X \prec Y \), where \( F \) and \( G \) are the distribution functions of \( X \) and \( Y \) respectively.

**Definition 1** The random variable \( X \) is said to be stochastically smaller than the random variable \( Y \), we will denote \( F \prec_{st} G \), if \( F(x) \geq G(x) \) for every \( x \) belonging to \( \mathbb{R} \) being \( F \) and \( G \) the corresponding distribution functions.

This is the most common order in the stochastic distribution theory. If two random variables are stochastically ordered, this implies that all their location parameters are also ordered. Let us remember that, in many examples in decision theory, the Bayes alternatives are the location parameters of the posterior distributions. Besides, it is immediate, from the definition, that the stochastic order between two variables implies the order between their respective quantiles.

**Definition 2** Given \( X \) and \( Y \) two continuous random variables with density functions \( f \) and \( g \) respectively, we will say that \( X \) is smaller in likelihood ratio than \( Y \), we will denote \( X \prec_{lr} Y \), if

\[
\frac{g(t)}{f(t)} \text{ is increasing over the union of the supports of } X \text{ and } Y,
\]

where \( a/0 \) is consider \( \infty \) every time that \( a \) is greater than zero.

Given two random variables \( X \) and \( Y \) it is verified that

\[ X \prec_{lr} Y \implies X \prec_{st} Y \]
see Shaked and Shantikumar [17] and Whitt [20].

As indicated in the beginning of this section, the relationship between the density function of the prior distribution and the posterior distribution is not easily treatable from a mathematic point of view; although, this relationship is more intuitive when we study properties associated to the quotient of two prior distributions. Due to the form of the posterior density function, it is not difficult to translate these properties to the quotient of the respective posterior distributions. In this way we give the following two propositions, easy to prove, but of great use as we show later with various examples.

**Proposition 4** Let $p_1(\theta)$ and $p_2(\theta)$ be two prior distributions for an unknown parameter of interest. Let $p_1(\theta|x)$ and $p_2(\theta|x)$ be the respective posterior distributions of the parameter once the sampling experiment information has been incorporated. Then if $p_1(\theta) \prec_{lr} p_2(\theta)$ it is verified that $p_1(\theta|x) \prec_{lr} p_2(\theta|x)$. Particularly, it is verified that $p_1(\theta|x) \prec_{st} p_2(\theta|x)$.

**Example 5** Let us consider a decision problem where the decision maker’s beliefs are modelled by a parametric class of Pareto distributions with unknown parameter $\alpha$

$$\Gamma = \{\pi \sim \mathcal{P}(\alpha, \beta) : \alpha \in [\alpha_1, \alpha_2], \alpha_1, \beta > 0\}$$

and the preferences are modelled by the class of quantile loss functions

$$L = \{L_p : L_p(\alpha, \theta) = |a - \theta| - \alpha (2p - 1), p \in [p_1, p_2]\}.$$

The class of Pareto distributions can be ordered in the sense of likelihood ratio, since, for any two distributions $\mathcal{P}(\alpha_1, \beta)$, $\mathcal{P}(\alpha_2, \beta)$,

$$\frac{p_2(\theta)}{p_1(\theta)} = \frac{\alpha_2}{\alpha_1} \left(\frac{\beta}{\theta}\right)^{\alpha_2 - \alpha_1}$$

is an increasing function in $[\beta, +\infty)$, as long as $\alpha_1 > \alpha_2$. Then, it is stochastically ordered and, therefore, all the location parameters are ordered, in particular, the quantiles are ordered. If we take a sample of size $n$ of a population that is distributed according to an uniform distribution of mean $\theta/2$, we have that, by proposition 4, the non-dominated set coincides with the closed interval

$$[Q_{\mathcal{P}(\alpha_2, \beta)}(p_1), Q_{\mathcal{P}(\alpha_1, \beta)}(p_2)].$$

Table 4 shows the non-dominated set for some samples and supposing that $\beta = 4$, $\alpha_1 = 2$, $\alpha_2 = 4$, $p_1 = \frac{1}{3}$ and $p_2 = \frac{1}{4}$.

**References**

Table 4: Non-dominated set for the example 5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>n</th>
<th>$X_{(n)}$</th>
<th>$ND(A)$</th>
<th>range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>[4.208, 4.489]</td>
<td>0.2819</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>[4.534, 4.560]</td>
<td>0.0264</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>[4.819, 4.833]</td>
<td>0.0139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>[5.905, 5.908]</td>
<td>0.0034</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>[4.702, 4.703]</td>
<td>0.0013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10000</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>[6.1002, 6.1004]</td>
<td>0.00017</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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On the Suboptimality of the Generalized Bayes Rule and Robust Bayesian Procedures from the Decision Theoretic Point of View: A Cautionary Note on Updating Imprecise Priors
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Abstract
This paper discusses fundamental aspects of inference with imprecise probabilities from the decision theoretic point of view. It is shown why the equivalence of prior risk and posterior loss, well known from classical Bayesian statistics, is no longer valid under imprecise priors. As a consequence, straightforward updating, as suggested by Walley’s Generalized Bayes Rule or as usually done in the Robust Bayesian setting, may lead to suboptimal decision functions. As a result, it must be warned that, in the framework of imprecise probabilities, updating and optimal decision making do no longer coincide.
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1 Introduction
A powerful method of inference has to provide answers to (at least) the following three questions:

- What is updating?
- How to learn from data? (inference)
- How to make optimal decisions?
The classical Bayesian statistical theory, based on precise probabilities, claims to provide a comprehensive framework to deal with all these aspects simultaneously. For a Bayesian, inference and decision making coincide, and the solution to both tasks is essentially based on updating prior probabilities by means of the Bayes rule. More precisely, Bayesian statistics is based on two paradigms [P1] and [P2], where

[P1] Every uncertainty can adequately be described by a classical probability distribution. This in particular allows to assign a prior distribution $p(·)$ on parameter spaces in inferential problems and on the space of states of nature in decision problems.

[P2] After having observed the sample $\{x\}$, the posterior $p(·|x)$ contains all the relevant information. Every inference procedure depends on $p(·|x)$, and only on $p(·|x)$.

There are several strong arguments for [P2], see, for instance, the discussion in [25]. Among them is the decision theoretic foundation by the often so-called ‘main theorem of Bayesian decision theory’: As discussed below, it says that decision functions with minimal risk under a prior $p(·)$ can be constructed from considering optimal actions with respect to the posterior probability $p(·|x)$ as an ‘updated prior’.

In the last decade a rapidly increasing number of researches have objected against [P1], and so theories of imprecise probabilities and interval probability emerged (see, e.g., the monographs by Walley [33], Kuznetsov [22], Weichselberger [39], the conference proceedings de Cooman, Fine, Moral and Seidenfeld [6] and the web page de Cooman and Walley [7]), offering a comprehensive framework to deal with a more realistic and reliable description of uncertainty. In this context also concepts generalizing conditional probability have been developed, suggesting the straightforward extension of [P2], namely to use imprecise posteriors to update imprecise priors. This approach is discussed, among others, by Levi ([23],[24]), and is rigorously justified by general coherence axioms in Walley’s theory ([33]). Moreover, it is even often understood as self-evident, and applied in many cases without a moment of hesitation, for instance, in the robust Bayesian Analysis (e.g., [35, 26]) and in economic applications following Kofler and Menges’ [21] approach of decision making under linear partial information.\footnote{For further references see, e.g., Cozman’s survey ([8]) on computational aspects and the references in [41, Section 1].}

The self-evidence of this way to proceed is questioned here. From a rigorous decision theoretic point of view, which is taken up in this paper, it is becoming clear without any ifs and buts that – quite surprisingly – such a procedure may be suboptimal: the resulting decision function may have higher risk than the optimal decision function. The present paper wants to illuminate this aspect. To achieve this goal, it proceeds as follows: Section 2 collects basic notions needed...
later from classical decision theory. After recalling some general aspects and terminology from the theory of interval probability in Section 3.1, both ingredients are melt together in Section 3.2, where the general framework for decision making under interval probability developed in [1, 2] is described briefly. Behind this background Section 4 explores the suboptimality of decision functions based on imprecise posteriors, while Section 5 returns to the fundamental questions formulated above and concludes with a short reflection on the consequences to be drawn from the observation made here.

2 Classical Decision Theory

2.1 The Basic Decision Problem and the Data Problem

Classical decision theory provides a formal framework for decision situations under uncertainty. The decision maker aims at choosing an action from a non-empty, finite set IA = \{a_1, \ldots, a_i, \ldots, a_n\} of possible actions. Apart from trivial border cases, the consequences of every action depend on the true, but unknown state of nature J ∈ Q = \{J_1, \ldots, J_j, \ldots, J_m\}. The corresponding outcome is evaluated by a loss function

\[ l : (IA \times Q) \rightarrow \mathbb{R}, \quad (a, J) \mapsto l(a, J) \]

and by the associated random variable I(a) on (\Theta, P(\Theta)) taking the values \( l(a, \Theta) \).

For brevity of reference, the relevant components, the set IA of actions, the set Θ of states of nature and the precise loss function \( l(\cdot) \), is collected in the triple (IA, Θ, l(\cdot)), which is called basic decision problem.

For many applications it will prove of value to extend the problem by allowing for randomized actions. Formally, every randomized action can be identified with a classical probability \( \lambda(\cdot) \) on (IA, P(IA)) where \( \lambda(\{a\}), a \in IA \), is interpreted as the probability to choose action a. The set of all randomized actions will be denoted by \( \Lambda(IA) \). Pure actions, i.e. elements a of IA itself, are identified with the Dirac measure in the point \{a\}, and therefore are also understood to be elements of \( \Lambda(IA) \). The loss function is extended to the domain \( \Lambda(IA) \times \Theta \) by \( l(\lambda, \theta_j) := \sum_{i=1}^{n} \lambda(a_i) \cdot l(a_i, \theta_j) \). Analogously to \( I(a) \), \( I(\lambda) \) is that random variable which gives the loss of \( \lambda \) in dependence on the true state \( \theta \).

Quite often it is possible to obtain some information on the states of nature by collecting additional data. Formally, this can be described by an additional ’experiment’ where the probability \( p_\theta(\cdot) \) of the outcomes depends on the true state \( \theta \) of nature. Let X be the sample space of this experiment, and assume

---

2 Throughout the paper it is assumed that a (precise) loss function is given. On the construction of loss functions in the presence of ambiguity, generalizing the Neumann Morgenstern approach, see, e.g., [14] and the references therein.)
throughout the paper $X$ to be finite, so that $X = \{x_1, \ldots, x_s, \ldots, x_k\}$. The triple $(X, \mathcal{P}o(X), (p_0(\cdot))_{\theta \in \Theta})$ is called sample information, the basic decision problem together with the sample information data problem.

Now the decision problem consists in the choice between decision functions (strategies)

\[
d : \{x_1, \ldots, x_k\} \rightarrow \Lambda(IA)
\]

i.e. functions which map every observation $x$ into a (randomized) action $\lambda$ which has to be chosen if $x$ occurs. Let $\mathcal{D}$ be the set of all decision functions. Decision functions are compared via their overall expected loss under $p_0(\cdot)$, i.e. one considers the so called risk function

\[
R(d, \Theta) := \sum_{x=1}^{k} l(d(x), \Theta) \cdot p_0(x), \tag{1}
\]

which produces, analogous to above, the random variable $R(d)$.

### 2.2 Optimality Criteria

If the states of nature are produced by a perfect random mechanism (e.g. an ideal lottery), and the corresponding probability measure $\pi(\cdot)$ on $(\Theta, \mathcal{P}o(\Theta))$ is completely known, the Bernoulli principle is nearly unanimously favored. One chooses that action $\lambda^*$ which minimizes the expected loss

\[
\mathbb{E}_\pi l(\lambda) = \sum_{j=1}^{m} l(\lambda, \Theta_j) \cdot \pi(\{\Theta_j\}) \tag{2}
\]

among all $\lambda \in \Lambda(IA)$, and that decision function which minimizes the expected risk

\[
\mathbb{E}_\pi R(d) = \sum_{j=1}^{m} R(d, \Theta_j) \cdot \pi(\{\Theta_j\}) \tag{3}
\]

among all $d \in \mathcal{D}$, respectively.

In most practical applications, however, the true state of nature can not be understood as arising from an ideal random mechanism. And even if so, the corresponding probability distribution will be not known exactly. There are two main directions to proceed in this situation:

Since for a classical subjectivist, or Bayesian, according to [PI], every situation under uncertainty can be described by a single, precise probability measure $\pi(\cdot)$, the lack of such a known random mechanism does not make any important difference to the decision maker. (S)he acts according to subjective expected loss/risk. In this context a special terminology became quite common: $\pi(\cdot)$ is called prior probability, and the expression in (3) prior risk.
In contrast, from the viewpoint of an ‘objectivist’ it does not make any sense at all to assign a probability on \((Q, P_0(Q))\). Therefore, the objectivist concludes that the decision maker is completely ignorant about which state of nature will occur; (s)he has to act according to a criterion based on complete ignorance. The most common criterion is the minimax rule, which concentrates on the worst state of nature, leading in the basic decision problem to
\[
\max_{\theta \in \Theta} l(\lambda, \theta) \rightarrow \min
\]
and in the data problem to
\[
\max_{\theta \in \Theta} R(d, \theta) \rightarrow \min.
\]

2.3 The Main Theorem of Bayesian Decision Theory

It is quite an essential characteristic of Bayesian decision theory that an optimal decision function \(d^*(\cdot)\) minimizing the prior risk (3) can be obtained by minimizing, for every observation \(\{x\}\), the posterior loss,
\[
\mathbb{E}_{\pi(\cdot|x)} l(\lambda) = \sum_{j=1}^{m} l(\lambda, \theta_j) \cdot \pi(\theta_j|x)
\]
where, compared to (2), the prior \(\pi(\cdot)\) is replaced by the ’updated prior’, i.e., the posterior \(\pi(\cdot|x)\). This is the decision theoretic foundation for the usual Bayesian updating (see also [P2] from the Introduction). More precisely this fundamental relation is formulated in

Proposition 1 (“Main theorem of Bayesian decision theory”)

Consider a data problem, consisting of a basic decision problem \((A, \Theta, l(\cdot))\), a sample information \((X, P_0(X), (p_\Theta(\cdot))_{\Theta \in \Theta})\) and a prior probability \(\pi(\cdot)\). For every \(s = 1, \ldots, k\), let \(\pi(\cdot|x_s)\) be the corresponding posterior given \(x_s\), and \(\lambda^*_s\) be an optimal solution to the basic decision problem with respect to \(\pi(\cdot|x_s)\), i.e. an action minimizing (6).

Then \(d^* := (\lambda^*_1, \ldots, \lambda^*_s, \ldots, \lambda^*_k)\) is an optimal decision function minimizing (3).

Remark 1 The property formulated in Proposition 1 is constitutive for Bayesian decision making. In particular, an analogous reduction of the data problem to basic decision problems is not possible for the maximin criterion (4) and (5).

3 Decision Making under Interval Probability

It has often been complained that both classical ways to proceed – relying on subjective expected loss as well as acting according to a criterion based on complete ignorance – are inappropriate, because they both distort the partial nature of

\[\text{Compare, for instance, [4, p. 159, Result 1].}\]
the knowledge on the decision maker’s hand: The objectivist’s criteria treat partial knowledge like complete ignorance, often leading to unsatisfactory, overpessimistic solutions. Subjective utility/loss theory on the other hand identifies partial knowledge with complete probabilistic knowledge. This conflicts with Ellsberg’s [11] experiments, which made it perfectly clear that ambiguity (i.e. the deviation from ideal stochasticity) plays a constitutive role in decision making — neglecting it may lead to deceptive conclusions.

Imprecise probabilities and related concepts are understood to provide a powerful language which is able to reflect the partial nature of the knowledge suitably and to express the amount of ambiguity adequately. (See [7] and [39, Ch. 1] for recent reviews on the development in this field.)

3.1 Basic Terminology of Interval Probability

With respect to the intended application the whole consideration is restricted here to the case of a finitely generated algebra $\mathcal{A}$ based on a sample space $\Omega$. Then, without loss of generality, $\Omega$ is finite, and $\mathcal{A}$ is the power set of $\Omega = \{\omega_1, \ldots, \omega_k\}$.

To distinguish in terminology, every probability measure in the usual sense, i.e. every set function $p(\cdot)$ satisfying Kolmogorov’s axioms is called a \textit{classical probability}. The set of all classical probabilities on the measurable space $(\Omega, \mathcal{A})$ will be denoted by $\mathcal{K}(\Omega, \mathcal{A})$.

Axioms for interval-valued probabilities $P(\cdot) = [L(\cdot), U(\cdot)]$ can be obtained by looking at the relation between the non-additive set-function $L(\cdot)$ and $U(\cdot)$ and the set of classical probabilities being in accordance with them. On a finite sample space, as considered throughout this paper, several concepts of interval probability coincide. They all are concerned with set-functions

$$P(\cdot) : \mathcal{A} \rightarrow \mathbb{R}_{0} = \{[L, U] \mid 0 \leq L \leq U \leq 1\}$$

with

$$\mathcal{M} := \{p(\cdot) \in \mathcal{K}(\Omega, \mathcal{A}) \mid L(A) \leq p(A) \leq U(A), \forall A \in \mathcal{A} \} \neq \emptyset.$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

and

$$\begin{align*}
\inf_{p(\cdot) \in \mathcal{M}} p(A) &= L(A) \\
\sup_{p(\cdot) \in \mathcal{M}} p(A) &= U(A)
\end{align*}$$

\hspace{1cm} \forall A \in \mathcal{A}. \hspace{1cm} (8)

Such $P(\cdot)$, and the corresponding set functions $L(\cdot)$ and $U(\cdot)$, are called lower and upper probability ([17]), envelopes ([34, 9]), coherent probability ([33]) and F-probability ([37, 38, 39]). In the game theoretic setting $\mathcal{M}$ is the ‘core’. Here Weichselberger’s terminology is used calling $\mathcal{M}$ structure. Note that, by (8), there is a one-to-one correspondence between $P(\cdot)$ and the structure $\mathcal{M}$. 
Two-monotone capacities ([17], also called supermodular capacities ([9]) or convex capacities ([18]), as well as belief functions ([28, 42]) are special cases. More general sets of classical probabilities are obtained by the theory of coherent previsions ([33]), i.e. by assigning interval-valued expectations $\mathbb{E}_M(\cdot) := [L_M(\cdot), U_M(\cdot)]$ on a set $\mathcal{K}$ of random variables on $(\Omega, \mathcal{A})$. By the lower envelope theorem ([33, p.134]) and the fact that classical expectation and classical probabilities uniquely correspond with each other, the definition of coherence can be rewritten in a way similar to (8). Since Walley [33] did not coin a name for the resulting set of classical probabilities, it will be called structure, too.

The interval-valued functions or functionals and the structure are dual concepts, they uniquely determine each other. The results obtained in this paper will be given in terms of the structure.

Many concepts of classical probability theory can be generalized appropriately. For decision making the notion of expectation is the most important one. Looking at the structure $M$, one way how to define expectation for interval probability and how to extend the functional $\mathbb{E}_M$ to random variables $X \notin \mathcal{K}$ suggests itself (see also the natural extension in [33]): Given a structure $M \subseteq \mathcal{K}(\Omega, \mathcal{A})$

$$\mathbb{E}_M X := [L_M X, U_M X] := [\inf_{p(\cdot) \in M} \mathbb{E}_p X, \sup_{p(\cdot) \in M} \mathbb{E}_p X]$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

is the (interval-valued) expectation of $X$ (with respect to $\mathcal{F}$).\footnote{An alternative way to define expectation for non-additive set functions is the Choquet integral (or fuzzy integral) (c.f., e.g., [9]). For the case of two-monotone and totally monotone capacities both notions are equivalent (cf., e.g., [9, Prop. 10.3, p. 126]). Therefore, the results developed below are then valid for the Choquet integral, too.}

3.2 Generalized Expected Loss and Risk

In this section the decision problem as described in the Introduction will be analyzed in the situation where the decision maker’s knowledge on the states of nature is ambiguous, expressed by a structure $M$ of classical probabilities on $(\Theta, \mathcal{P}_0(\Theta))$. To focus the argumentation on the essential ideas, it is assumed that the sampling information consists of classical probabilities.\footnote{The whole framework can be extended to imprecise sample information without substantial difficulties (cf., also the brief outline in [1]).}

The generalization of the concept of probability now allows to consider generalized prior probabilities describing the decision maker’s state of knowledge. With the notion of interval-valued expectation from (9) one immediately obtains the basic element of a generalized decision theory:

**Definition 1** Consider the basic decision problem $(IA, \Theta, I(\cdot))$, a structure $M \subseteq \mathcal{K}(\Theta, \mathcal{P}_0(\Theta))$, and a sample information $(X, \mathcal{P}_0(X), (p_0(\cdot))_{\theta \in \Theta})$. For every (randomized action) $\lambda \in \Lambda(IA)$, and every decision function $d \in \mathcal{D}$, the expectations
\(\mathbb{E}_M l(\lambda)\) and \(\mathbb{E}_M R(d)\) are the generalized expected loss and the generalized expected risk (with respect to the prior information \(M\)), respectively.

Note that \(\mathbb{E}_M l(\lambda)\) and \(\mathbb{E}_M R(d)\) are interval-valued quantities. In most cases, comparing the generalized expected loss of actions directly will lead only to partial orderings on \(IA\) and \(\Lambda(IA)\). If a linear (complete) ordering of actions is desired, an appropriate representation is needed. This is a mapping from \(\mathbb{R} \times \mathbb{R}\) to \(\mathbb{R}\) which evaluates intervals by real numbers to use the natural ordering on \(\mathbb{R}\) for distinguishing optimal actions.

Expressing the probabilistic knowledge by a structure means that inside the structure there is complete ignorance: none of the elements of the structure is ‘more likely’ than another one. Therefore several authors (see the literature cited below) suggested to apply ‘the maximin criterion to the structure’. Then the interval-valued expectations are represented by the upper interval limit alone. Accordingly, an action \(\lambda^*\) or a decision function \(d^*\) is optimal iff

\[
\mathbb{U}\mathbb{E}_M l(\lambda^*) \leq \mathbb{U}\mathbb{E}_M l(\lambda), \quad \forall \lambda \in \Lambda(IA),
\]

(10)

and

\[
\mathbb{U}\mathbb{E}_M R(d^*) \leq \mathbb{U}\mathbb{E}_M R(d), \quad \forall d \in ID,
\]

(11)

respectively. The criterion (10) corresponds, among others, to the Maxmin expected utility model ([15]) and to the MaxEMin criterion considered by Kofler and Menges ([21]; cf. also [20] and the references therein). (11) is also called Gamma-Maximin principle (e.g. [4, Section 4.7.6],[32]). These criteria will be used in this paper, too.

**Remark 2** It should be noted that the criterion considered here contains the two main classical decision criteria as border cases: If there is perfect probabilistic information and therefore no ambiguity, then \(M\) consists of one single classical prior probability \(\pi(\cdot)\) only; (10) and (11) coincide with Bayes optimality with respect to \(\pi(\cdot)\). On the other hand, in the case of completely lacking information, the prior information consists of all classical probabilities on \((\Theta, \mathcal{P}_o(\Theta))\) (‘non-selective’ or ‘vacuous’ prior). Then it is easily derived that

\[
\mathbb{U}\mathbb{E}_M l(\lambda) = \min_{j \in \{1, \ldots, m\}} l(d, \hat{\theta}_j) \quad \text{and} \quad \mathbb{U}\mathbb{E}_M R(d) = \max_{j \in \{1, \ldots, m\}} R(d, \hat{\theta}_j),
\]

and (10) as well as (11) lead to the minimax criterion.

---

6This is done, however, without claiming that this is the only appropriate choice. Indeed, already in the seminal paper by Ellsberg [11] there are strong arguments for additionally taking into account other criteria. A convenient and nevertheless flexible choice is a linear combination of lower and upper limits (compare, e.g., with [11, p. 664], [18],[40], [39, Ch. 2.6]).
4 Robust Bayesian Analysis and Generalized Bayes Rule

4.1 Posterior Loss Analysis

The search for a decision function is much more costly than the calculation of optimal actions. Therefore, a natural attempt to solve (11) relies on the idea of the main theorem of Bayesian decision theory (compare Proposition 1): after having observed \( \{ x \} \), calculate the (now imprecise) posterior to update the imprecise prior, and then determine the action minimizing posterior loss.

Before discussing properties of this way to proceed in detail, the informal description just given has to be made precise:

**Definition 2** Consider the basic decision problem \((IA, \Theta, l(\cdot))\), a structure \( \mathcal{M} \subseteq \mathcal{X}(\Theta, \mathcal{P}_0(\Theta)) \), and a sample information \((X, \mathcal{P}_0(X), \langle p_\Theta(\cdot) \rangle_{\Theta \in \Theta})\). Assume that \( p(\{ \Theta \}) > 0, \forall \Theta \in \Theta, \forall \pi \in \mathcal{M} \).

i) Then, for every \( x \in X \), call

\[
\mathcal{M}_M = \{ \pi(\cdot | x) | \pi \in \mathcal{M} \}
\]

(12)

the imprecise posterior given \( x \), and \( \lambda^* \in \Lambda(IA) \) with

\[
\mathcal{U}_M^\pi(\lambda^*, \Phi_j) \leq \mathcal{U}_M^\pi(\lambda, \Phi_j), \quad \forall \lambda \in \Lambda(IA), \quad \forall \Phi_j \in \mathcal{P}_0(X),
\]

(13)

an optimal action with respect to the posterior loss given \( x \).\(^7\)

ii) A decision function \( \tilde{d} = (\tilde{d}(x_1), \ldots, \tilde{d}(x_k)) \) where, for every \( s = 1, \ldots, k \), the action \( \tilde{d}(x_s) \) is optimal with respect to the posterior loss given \( x_s \), is called a posterior loss optimal decision function.

The imprecise posterior from (12) is the main tool in robust Bayesian analysis (e.g., [35]), and its use is understood as self-evident in the decision theoretic work based on the theory of linear partial information ([21] and subsequent work). Moreover, a strong justification is provided by Walley’s [33] theory. The calculation of \( \mathcal{M}_M \) is equivalent to applying his generalized Bayes rule, which is thoroughly derived from general axioms on coherent updating (cf. [33]). And indeed — next to its intuitive plausibility — working with the imprecise posterior has many further appealing properties. For instance, it is a vivid tool to reflect prior-data conflict ([33, p.6]) and it is naturally applied in successive updating where the imprecise posterior serves as an imprecise prior, once additional data are available.\(^8\)

\(^7\)Vidakovic [32] calls such optima conditional Gamma-Minimax solutions.

\(^8\)See, however, [41, Section 6].
4.2 Suboptimality of Posterior Loss Optimal Decision Functions

Though this procedure seems to suggest itself, it must, however, be noted that its decision theoretic foundation is lost. As has to be discussed here, the decision function constructed along the lines of Part ii) of Definition 2 may be suboptimal with respect to the criterion (11).

A very simple counterexample can be obtained from a border case: Consider the vacuous prior information \( K(Q, P_0(Q)) \). Then, independent of \( x \), also the imprecise posterior is vacuous\(^9\). Using it as the ‘updated prior’ yields, for every \( x \), according to Remark 2, the maximin solution \( \lambda^{mm} \) of the basic decision problem as the optimal randomized action. In contrast, the optimal decision function coincides with the maximin decision function \( d^{mm}(\cdot) \) of the data problem. Typically, \( d^{mm}(\cdot) \) has lower risk than the decision function \( \tilde{d} = (\lambda^{mm}, \lambda^{mm}, \ldots, \lambda^{mm}) \). Other counterexamples can be obtained, for instance, by considering situations, where the posterior probabilities are dilated (for this phenomenon see: [31, 36]).

The relation to minimax solutions goes far beyond the border case counterexample just given. Indeed, the following representation theorem even shows that optimal actions in the sense of (10) and optimal decision functions according to (11) are minimax solutions (in a different decision problem, where the structure serves as the set of states of nature) — except in the case of classical probability where the structure consists of a single element only. Therefore, the optimal solution must share all the (un)pleasant properties of minimax solutions, and so a reduction of the data problem to smaller basic decision problems cannot be expected; the equivalence of optimality with respect to posterior loss and to prior risk has to be given up.\(^{10}\)

Theorem 1 (Representation Theorem) Consider the basic decision problem \((\Lambda \Theta, I, l(\cdot))\), the prior structure \( M \subseteq K(\Theta, P_0(\Theta)) \), and a sample information \((X, P_0(X), (p_\theta(\cdot))_{\theta \in \Theta})\). Then the following equivalences hold:

i) An action \( \lambda^* \) is optimal with respect to the criterion (10), iff it is minimax action in the basic decision problem \((\Lambda(\Lambda), M, \bar{l}(\cdot))\) with
\[
\bar{l} : (\Lambda(\Lambda) \times M) \rightarrow \mathbb{R} \\
(\lambda, \pi) \mapsto \bar{l}(\lambda, \pi) := \mathbb{E}_\pi(l(\lambda, \theta)).
\]

ii) A decision function \( d^*(\cdot) \) is optimal with respect to the criterion (11), iff \( d^*(\cdot) \) is minimax solution in the basic decision problem \((\mathcal{D}, M, \bar{R}(\cdot))\) with
\[
\bar{R} : (\mathcal{D} \times M) \rightarrow \mathbb{R} \\
(d, \pi) \mapsto \bar{R}(d, \pi) := \mathbb{E}_\pi(R(d, \theta)).
\]

\(^9\)See, for instance, [33, p.308].

\(^{10}\)For the same reason also the essential completeness of unrandomized actions, known from classical Bayesian theory, is no longer valid.
Sketch of the proof: For Part i) read the criterion (10)
\[
\max_{\pi(\cdot) \in \mathcal{M}} \mathbb{E}_\pi(I(\lambda, \theta)) \rightarrow \min
\]
from the viewpoint of the minimax criterion (4), where \(\Theta\) has been replaced by \(\mathcal{M}\). To show Part ii), analogously rewrite (11) in the light of (5).

The basic idea of this theorem is similar to Schneeweiss’ [27] representation of a basic decision problem. A closer study of the proof shows that this theorem can also be directly extended to imprecise sample information and to the Hurwicz-like optimality criteria briefly mentioned in Footnote 6. Moreover, the fact that in this representation the structure \(\mathcal{M}\) now serves as the set of states of nature provides straightforwardly a framework for decision making with second order probabilities: in this setting, a prior weighing the states of nature is nothing but a second order distribution.

5 Concluding Remarks

The paper showed that, for imprecise probability, optimality with respect to prior risk and to posterior loss need no longer coincide. Decision functions constructed by collecting, for every potential observation \(x \in X\), the optimal actions given the corresponding imprecise posterior structure may have higher risk than the direct solution to (11). From the computational point of view this means that, in order to calculate the risk minimizing solution, the reduction to small, easy to solve basic decision problems, which is characteristic for the Bayesian approach in the classical setting, is not possible any more; it is indispensable to go the costly way, fraught with difficulty, via the optimal decision function. Efficient algorithms solving this challenge in contexts of optimal design and testing are provided by Fandom Noubiap and Seidel [12, 13]. Augustin [1, 3] gives a general algorithm which is, in principle, applicable to arbitrary decision problems on finite spaces.

Concerning the foundations of statistics it is remarkable that, in the area of imprecise probabilities, the intensive debate between frequentists and Bayesians on topics like counterfactual effects and the principle of conditionality, obtains new importance. Should inference be based only on the concrete observation \(x\), or should one take all potential observations \(x \in X\) into account, i.e., evaluate the decision function as a whole? There are sound arguments for both views and, quite evidently, the author is not the one to decide the question definitely. But, at least, it can be said that one should be aware of the fact that in the area of imprecise probability, in contrast to classical theory, now the standpoint matters; it may influence the results substantially. The imprecise posterior does no longer contain all the relevant information to produce optimal decisions. Inference and decision do not coincide any more — just as in every day life, there is a difference between accumulating as much information as possible (inference and updating knowledge) and making optimal decisions. This may lead to a number of paradoxes, since
statisticians up to now have been used to phrase estimating and testing problems equivalently as inference as well as decision problems.

Important further insights into the topic should arise from a deeper understanding of the relationship between the result obtained here and the phenomenon of dilation in conditioning imprecise probabilities as described by Seidenfeld and Wasserman [31] and Wasserman and Seidenfeld [36]. There should also be a close and illuminating connection to Jaffray’s [19] observations on sequential decision making, and to Seidenfeld’s paper ([29]) on incoherence in sequential decision making when preferences fail the independence axiom.\(^{11}\)

Further research may also attempt at reconciling the conditional and the so-to-say global point of view, the more as the debate on appropriately defining conditional imprecise probabilities is far from being closed. An increasing number of results supports the idea that there should be a symbiosis of several concepts of conditional interval probability ([10, 16, 41] and the references provided there.). There may be some hope to find a notion of conditional probability or a meaningful optimality criterion under which both ways to proceed coincide. In such a setting there would be unanimity on the meaning of terms like ‘updating’, ‘inference’ and ‘optimal decision making’, because then, and only then, the posterior would contain all the relevant information for decision making.
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Abstract
We consider the statistical problem of analyzing the association between two categorical variables from cross-classified data. The focus is put on measures which enable one to study the dependencies at a local level and to assess whether the data support some more or less strong association model. Statistical inference is envisaged using an imprecise Dirichlet model.
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1 Introduction

1.1 The problem of association in contingency tables
The problem of measuring association in two-way contingency tables arising from cross-classifications has a long tradition in statistical research (see, e.g., the numerous association measures reviewed by Goodman & Kruskal [6]). Though every one agrees on the meaning of “independence”, the opposite notion of “complete association” is felt more ambiguous, because there are several directions in which the data may depart from independence. For the simplest case of $2 \times 2$ tables, Kendall & Stuart [9] make the distinction between “complete association” (one empty cell) and “absolute association” (two empty cells on either diagonal of the table). Although such distinctions are occasionally mentioned in the literature, most statistical research appears to have focused on proposing global measures of association.

The motivation behind this article arise from two (apparently) independent goals. The first one is to provide a local and/or asymmetric approach to the analysis of contingency tables and to define well-suited descriptive indices for that purpose. The second one is to build the inferential part of the analysis on a generalization of the Bayesian framework, the imprecise Dirichlet model (IDM). Let us comment on these two aspects.
1.2 Analysis of local/asymmetric dependencies: two examples

The first aim of this article is to address two related types of statistical issues, that we shall illustrate by two psychological examples.

Example 1 (Stages data, Logical model) Jamison [8] studied several cognitive tasks related to the Piaget’s stage concept. Table 1 gives the levels attained by a group of children in two tasks, A and B, with three levels each. One model predicts that attaining a given level in task A is a prerequisite for attaining the same level in task B, i.e., predicts that cells \( a_1 b_2 \), \( a_1 b_3 \) and \( a_2 b_3 \) should be empty. This model can also be expressed as the logical expression \( M = [b_3 \implies a_3 \land b_2 \implies (a_2 \lor a_3)] \). The issue here is to assess whether a conclusion of quasi-agreement of the data with model \( M \), can be reached or not.

Table 1: “Stages” example. Observed counts for \( n = 101 \) children cross-classified according to their performance level in Seriation of lengths (A) and Inclusion of lengths (B), from [8, p. 248]. For each task, children were classified as “preoperational” (\( a_1 \) and \( b_1 \)), “transitional” (\( a_2 \) and \( b_2 \)) or “operational” (\( a_3 \) or \( b_3 \)). Shaded cells are error cells associated to the logical model \( M = (b_3 \implies a_3 \land b_2 \implies (a_2 \lor a_3)) \).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>b1</th>
<th>b2</th>
<th>b3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a1</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a2</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a3</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Example 2 (Dyad data, Directional association model) Another type of problem is the study of local dependencies within an \( A \times B \) table, which aims at showing that a specified group of cells is over- or under-represented. For example, Danis et al. [5] analyzed data about adult-child verbal interactions in a situation of book reading. Each statement produced by either actor was categorized into one of four levels of increasing complexity. Table 2(left) gives one transition matrix (child statement followed by adult statement) for one dyad. One hypothesis of interest here is that some regions of Table 2(left) should be over- or under-represented according to the pattern shown in Table 2(right): over-representation of statements of the adult at the same level as the child’s (denoted “+”), moderate under-representation of statements at an higher level (denoted “−”), and high under-representation of statements at a lower level (denoted “−−”).

The two types of questions raised by these examples, either asymmetric and expressed in terms of quasi-agreement with a logical model, or local and expressed in terms of over-/under-representation, can be answered using indices of
Table 2: Dyad data. Counts of transitions from the child’s statement level (A) to the adult statement level (B) for one dyad (left). Expected pattern of over-representations (+) and under-representations (− or −−) (right). Levels correspond to increasing cognitive complexity: “perceptual identification” (a1 and b1), “perceptual relationship” (a2 and b2), “displaced reference” (a3 and b3), and “inferential statement” (a4 and b4); categories a0 and b0 indicate cases in which one of the actors did not speak.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>b0</th>
<th>b1</th>
<th>b2</th>
<th>b3</th>
<th>b4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a3</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>b0</th>
<th>b1</th>
<th>b2</th>
<th>b3</th>
<th>b4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a0</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a1</td>
<td>−−</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a2</td>
<td>−−</td>
<td>−−</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a3</td>
<td>−−</td>
<td>−−</td>
<td>−−</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>−</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a4</td>
<td>−−</td>
<td>−−</td>
<td>−−</td>
<td>−−</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

the same family. Hildebrand et al. [7], beside the main trend of research sketched previously, proposed a general index, named Del, which measures the degree of agreement of cross-classified data to a specified logical model. The building block of the Del index is what [10] call the association rate between modalities. Our method will be based on these two indices.

1.3 Inference for local/asymmetric analyses

Several difficulties arise when it comes to making inferences about these indices. The inferential methods that were initially proposed were based on the frequentist framework, and, due to the presence of nuisance parameters, relied on asymptotic arguments (see e.g., [7, Chp. 6]), so that the validity conditions of these methods are satisfied neither for small samples, nor for extreme data sets in which some cells are empty or nearly so. These difficulties come in addition to some fundamental shortcomings of the frequentist methods, and, in particular, the fact that they do not obey the likelihood principle (LP).

The Bayesian approach to inference answers most of these problems. However, it also encounters some difficulties when one wants to make inferences from a prior state of ignorance. None of the various solutions which were proposed for that goal simultaneously satisfies some general desirable principles (see [11]), i.e., the LP, and the representation invariance principle (RIP) (invariance with respect to how categories are distinguished).

A generalization of the Bayesian framework, involving imprecise probabilities, allows one to overcome most, if not all, of the difficulties of the Bayesian approach, while keeping its attractive features (see [11]). In particular, Walley [12] proposed a new method of inference for categorical data based on the imprecise Dirichlet model (IDM). In the IDM, prior uncertainty about the cells’ true
frequencies is described by a set of Dirichlet priors, each of which being updated into a Dirichlet posterior using Bayes’ theorem. Posterior uncertainty is described by the set of these Dirichlet posteriors. The IDM has several desirable properties as a model for making inferences from a prior state of near ignorance. Firstly, it satisfies both the LP and the RIP. Secondly, the IDM distinguishes between a relative lack of information (high imprecision) and a more substantial state of knowledge (low imprecision). The IDM can also be viewed as a method for making robust inferences.

Our purpose here is to apply the IDM to the problem of studying the association in contingency tables. This article contains relatively few new results about the IDM itself, but we think it is important to face the IDM with several types of applications and data sets, in order to develop more insights about its properties and the scope of its application.

This article is structured as follows. Section 2 defines local or asymmetric association measures. Sections 3 and 4 review the usual Bayesian Dirichlet models and the IDM, respectively. Our main contribution is the study of inferences about association measures from the IDM which is presented in Sections 5 and 6.

2 Descriptive analysis: defining relevant indices

Consider a data set of size \(n\) categorized in \(K\) categories, with observed counts \(x = (x_1, \ldots, x_K)\), with \(n = \sum_k x_k\). The observed (relative) frequencies are denoted \(f = (f_1, \ldots, f_K)\), with \(f_k = x_k/n\). The data \(x\) will be considered as a sample from a larger population, characterized by the parent or true frequencies \(\theta = (\theta_1, \ldots, \theta_K)\), which are the population counterparts of \(f\). Both \(f\) and \(\theta\) belong to the \(K\)-dimensional unit simplex \(S(1, K)\). Throughout this paper, the generic expression “association model” (or simply “model”) denotes some summary statement about a frequency-vector, either \(f\) or \(\theta\), i.e., a statement saying that it belongs to some subset \(R \subset S(1, K)\). The qualifiers “descriptive” and “inductive” are used for models bearing on \(f\) and \(\theta\) respectively. At the descriptive level, a model is either true or false, whereas, at the inductive level, the model’s truth can only be assessed with some probability.

In this section, we define various indices in terms of which the association models considered in this paper will be defined. Here, these indices are defined as functions of \(f\), but each one has its inductive counterpart as a function of \(\theta\). The problem of making inferences about parameters \(\theta\) (and indices derived from them) will be envisaged in later sections.

2.1 Notation and preliminary definitions

The \(K\) categories are obtained here as combinations of modalities of the \(A\) and \(B\) variables, so we shall use more specific notations: \(ab\) or \((a, b)\) for a cell of the
contingency table, \( x_{ab} \) for its observed count, \( f_{ab} \) for its observed frequency; we note \( f_a = \sum_b f_{ab} \) and \( f_b = \sum_a f_{ab} \) the marginal frequencies of categories \( a \in A \) or \( b \in B \), and \( \hat{f}_{ab} = f_a f_b \) the product-frequency of cell \( ab \).\(^1\)

**Definition 1 (Local independence)** There is local independence between modalities \( a \) and \( b \), noted \( a \perp \perp b \), whenever \( f_{ab} = \hat{f}_{ab} \).

**Definition 2 (Global independence)** There is global independence between variables \( A \) and \( B \), noted \( A \perp \perp B \), whenever \( \forall a \in A, b \in B, \ a \perp \perp b \).

### 2.2 The association rates as measures of local association

Being interested in the association between variables \( A \) and \( B \) amounts to being interested in the departures from global independence, i.e., all departures from local independence. This is done by introducing a measure of local association.

**Definition 3 (Association rate, [10])** The association rate between \( a \) and \( b \) is defined as \( t_{ab} = (f_{ab} - \hat{f}_{ab}) / (\hat{f}_{ab}) \).

The sign of \( t_{ab} \) indicates whether there is an attraction (case \( t_{ab} > 0 \)), a local independence (case \( t_{ab} = 0 \)), or a repulsion (case \( t_{ab} < 0 \)) between \( a \) and \( b \). The maximum repulsion is obtained when \( t_{ab} = -1 \), i.e., when \( f_{ab} = 0 \), but there is no a priori upper limit for \( t_{ab} \). The index \( t_{ab} \) can also be interpreted as a over- or under-representation rate of cell \( ab \) with respect to the \( a \perp \perp b \) case: for example, \( t_{ab} = +0.50 \) (resp. \(-0.50\)), indicates that cell \( ab \) contains 50\% more (resp. less) observations than in the \( a \perp \perp b \) case.

#### 2.2.1 Properties of association rates

As should be clear from properties given below (see also [10, Chp. 7]), the product-frequencies \( \hat{f} = (\hat{f}_{ab})_{a \in A, b \in B} \) must be considered as a canonical set of weights for \( t = (t_{ab})_{a \in A, b \in B} \). In the following, we denote \( \text{Mean}_R(t, \hat{f}) \) the weighted mean of \( t \) (with weights \( \hat{f} \)) over \( R \subset A \times B \) (\( R \) being omitted when \( R = A \times B \)).

**Property 1** The marginal weighted average of \( t \), for any \( a \in A \) or any \( b \in B \), is equal to 0, i.e., \( \text{Mean}_{\{(a,b)\},b \in B}(t, \hat{f}) = 0 \) and \( \text{Mean}_{\{(a,b)\},a \in A}(t, \hat{f}) = 0 \).

**Corollary 1** If in any row \( a \) (resp. column \( b \)) some \( t_{ab} \) is positive, then some other \( t_{ab} \) (resp. \( t_{ab} \)) is negative: over-representation of some cells implies the existence of some under-represented cells. In particular, for a 2 \(\times\) 2 table, \( a \perp \perp b \) implies \( A \perp \perp B \).

\(^1\)Throughout this paper, we use \( K \) to denote both the set of categories and its cardinal, and similarly for \( A \) and \( B \), the distinction being always clear from the context. Unless otherwise stated, all sums over \( k \) (resp. \( a, b \)) run from 1 to \( K \) (resp. \( A, B \)).
Property 2 (Pooling) Consider two applications $A \rightarrow A^*$ and $B \rightarrow B^*$ and the pooled table, $A^* \times B^*$, then, $\forall a^* \in A^*, \forall b^* \in B^*, t_{a^*b^*} = \text{Mean}_{(a,b) \in a^* \times b^*}(t, \hat{f})$. In particular, consider cell $ab$ and the pooled table $A^* \times B^*$, where $A^* = \{a, a'\}$ and $B^* = \{b, b'\}$. Then $t_{ab}$ is unchanged, whether it is defined from table $A \times B$ or from $A^* \times B^*$.

Note 1 (Global independence and $t$) From Definitions 2 and 3, $A \perp \!\!\!\!\!\perp B$ occurs if and only if the $t_{ab}$’s are all equal to 0. Conversely, the departure of any $t_{ab}$ from 0 indicates a departure from independence. What is important here is that the precise pattern of the $t_{ab}$’s departures from 0 points to the direction of association.

2.2.2 Example: Dyad data (continued)

Table 3 gives the $t_{ab}$’s for all cells of Table 2(left). Descriptively, (i) all diagonal cells but one are over-represented, (ii) all cells below the diagonal but one are maximally under-represented, and (iii) four of the six cells above the diagonal are under-represented (two maximally). Several of these results go in the direction of the pattern of Table 2(right), but this model, if taken at the cell level, is not descriptively satisfied.

2.3 Mean association rate over a region $R$: index $t_R$

In order to express the idea that some region $R \subset A \times B$ is over- or under-represented, we shall have recourse to a more global index as in [5].

Definition 4 (Mean association rate) Given a region $R \subset A \times B$, the mean association rate over $R$ is defined as, $t_R = \text{Mean}_R(t, \hat{f})$.

The index $t_R$ varies from $-1$ (all cells in $R$ are empty), to negative values (under-representation of $R$), to 0 (independence on average in $R$), to positive values (over-representation of $R$) without any a priori upper bound.

Table 3: Dyad data. Observed association rates $t_{ab}$ from data of Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$b0$</th>
<th>$b1$</th>
<th>$b2$</th>
<th>$b3$</th>
<th>$b4$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$a0$</td>
<td>-1.00</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>-0.15</td>
<td>-1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a1$</td>
<td>-0.16</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>-0.41</td>
<td>-0.71</td>
<td>0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a2$</td>
<td>1.74</td>
<td>-1.00</td>
<td>10.50</td>
<td>-1.00</td>
<td>-1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a3$</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>-1.00</td>
<td>-1.00</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a4$</td>
<td>-1.00</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>-1.00</td>
<td>-1.00</td>
<td>-1.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.3.1 Example: Dyad data (continued)

Consider the Dyad data and the pattern of over-/under-representation of Table 2(right). One possible way to confront the data to this model, at a descriptive level, is to compute the observed mean association rates for the three regions, $D$ for cells on the diagonal, $U$ for cells above and $L$ for cells below it. This yields $t_D = 0.75, t_U = -0.50$ and $t_L = -0.91$. A global descriptive summary of the data, which goes in the direction of the expected pattern, is thus: $t_D > t_U > t_L$.

2.4 The Del index, a measure of agreement with a logical model

2.4.1 Quasi-implication for a $2 \times 2$ table

Consider a $2 \times 2$ table, with binary variables $A = \{a, a'\}$ and $B = \{b, b'\}$. We assimilate $a$ and $b$ to logical propositions, and denote negation by priming, conjunction by concatenation, implication by $\Rightarrow$, and the false proposition by $/0$. Then the statement $a \Rightarrow b$ (i.e., any observation of type $a$ is necessarily of type $b$) is equivalent to $ab' \Rightarrow /0$, i.e., that cell $ab'$ is empty (cell $ab'$ is an error cell for model $a \Rightarrow b$, see [7]). Bernard [4] weakened the notion of a strict implication $a \Rightarrow b$ into that of a quasi-implication, denoted by $a \rightarrow b$, by defining the descriptive index $d_{a \rightarrow b} = -t_{ab'}$ as a measure of the degree of agreement with the logical model $a \Rightarrow b$. For a given threshold $d_{\text{quasi}} > 0$, quasi-implication was defined by: $a \rightarrow b \iff d_{a \rightarrow b} \geq d_{\text{quasi}}$.

2.4.2 Generalization to any logical model, the Del index

**Definition 5 (Del index, [7])** More generally, consider a logical model $M$ relative to an $A \times B$ table, and denote by $E_M$, or $E$ for short, the set of all error cells that contradict $M$, i.e., such that $M = \{ab \Rightarrow /0\}_{(a,b) \in E}$. Let $t_E$ be the mean association rate over region $E$. Then a global measure of the degree of agreement of the data with $M$ is the Del index, $d_M = -t_E$.

Properties of $d_M$ flow from those of (mean) association rates. The index $d_M$ varies in the range $[-\infty, 1]$; $d_M = 0$ in case of independence on average in region $E$ and $d_M = 1$ when $M$ is verified. A value of $d_M$ between 0 and 1 can thus be interpreted as a quasi-agreement of the data with $M$ at degree $d_M$; the closer to 1 its value is, the better the quasi-agreement is.

**Property 3 (Equivalent logical models)** Consider two logical models $M_1$, defined on $A \times B$, and $M_2$, defined on a table $A^* \times B^*$ obtained by coarsenings of the $A$ and $B$ classifications, such that $M_1$ and $M_2$ are logically equivalent. Then, $d_{M_1} = d_{M_2}$. This property follows from Property 2.

As seen from Definition 5, $d_M$ and $t_E$ are equivalent indices. In using $t_E$, we want to stress the over-/under-representation interpretation and the independence
case as a privileged reference ($t_R = 0$), whereas, in using $d_M$, we stress the interpretation in terms of quasi-agreement with a strong/logical model and we point model $M$ as a privileged reference ($d_M = 1$).

2.4.3 Example: Stages data (continued)

Consider the Stages data in Table 1 and the logical model $M$ associated with $E = \{(a1, b2), (a1, b3), (a2, b3)\}$. We see that only two observations fall in region $E$ and we find $d_M = 0.851$. Descriptively, at threshold, say, $d_{\text{quasi}} = 0.80$, we may conclude that the data quasi-agree with model $M$.

3 Bayesian inference

We now assume that the data $\mathbf{x} = (x_1, \ldots, x_K)$ is a multinomial sample (with $K = A \times B$ categories) of size $n$ from a population characterized by the unknown parameters $\mathbf{\theta} = (\theta_1, \ldots, \theta_K)$, the true frequencies of the $K$ categories: $\mathbf{x} \sim Mn(n, \mathbf{\theta})$. We now want to make inferences about $\mathbf{\theta}$, and, more precisely here, about derived parameters such as $t_{ab}$, $t_R$ and $d_M$ which are the population counterparts of the descriptive indices $t_{ab}$, $t_R$ and $d_M$.

3.1 Dirichlet model for $\mathbf{\theta}$

In the usual Bayesian conjugate analysis, prior uncertainty about $\mathbf{\theta}$ is described by a Dirichlet prior distribution, $\mathbf{\theta} \sim \text{Diri}(\mathbf{\alpha})$, where $\mathbf{\alpha} = (\alpha_1, \ldots, \alpha_K)$ and each hyper-parameter $\alpha_k > 0$. We call the $\alpha_k$’s the prior strengths and $\nu = \sum_k \alpha_k$ the total prior strength. We shall use an alternative parameterization of the Dirichlet in terms of the prior frequencies $\mathbf{\phi} = \mathbf{\alpha}/\nu$, where $\mathbf{\phi} \in S^*(1, K)$ and $S^*(1, K)$ denotes the interior of simplex $S(1, K)$.\(^2\) The prior expectations are simply $E(\theta_k) = \phi_k$. The posterior distribution on $\mathbf{\theta}$ is then an updated Dirichlet distribution, $\mathbf{\theta} | \mathbf{x} \sim \text{Diri}(\mathbf{x} + \mathbf{\alpha}) = \text{Diri}(\mathbf{x} + \nu \mathbf{\phi})$, with posterior expectations given by,

$$E(\theta_k | \mathbf{x}) = \frac{x_k + \nu \phi_k}{n + \nu}. \quad (1)$$

3.2 Objective Bayesian models

For multinomial data, four Dirichlet priors have been proposed as models for prior ignorance about $\mathbf{\theta}$. All are symmetric Dirichlet, that is $\phi_k = 1/K$ for any $k$, and they only differ in their respective total prior strength $\nu$: $\nu \to 0$ (Haldane), $\nu = 1$ (Perks), $\nu = K/2$ (Jeffreys) and $\nu = K$ (Bayes-Laplace’s uniform prior).

Haldane’s improper prior leads to some undesirable inferences: when $x_k = 0$, it leads to infer that $\theta_k = 0$, even when $n$ is small. A major difficulty with the other

\(^2\)Walley [12] uses symbols $s$ and $t_k$ in place of $\nu$ and $\phi_k$ respectively.
three objective Bayesian priors is that inferences they produce depend on how the $K$ categories are distinguished, which is partly arbitrary, and thus they do not satisfy the RIP (see [12]). Jeffreys’ prior does not satisfy the LP either. Although it is often claimed that inferences from these priors differ in a negligible way when $n$ is not small, large discrepancies can be obtained for statements bearing on unobserved or rare cells, even with large $n$.

4 Imprecise Dirichlet model

4.1 Presentation of the model

Walley [12] proposed the imprecise Dirichlet model (IDM) as a model for prior ignorance in the case of categorical data. The model consists in describing prior uncertainty about $\mathbf{q} = (q_1, \ldots, q_K)$ by a set of Dirichlet priors. The prior IDM($\nu$) is defined as the set of all Dirichlet priors on $\mathbf{q}$ with a fixed total prior strength $\nu > 0$, i.e., the set \{Diri($\alpha$) : $\alpha_k > 0$ for all $k, \sum_k \alpha_k = \nu$\}, or equivalently

$$\{\text{Diri}(\nu \varphi) : \varphi \in S^*(1, K)\}, \quad (2)$$

where $S^*(1, K)$ is the interior of the simplex $S(1, K)$.

Let $P_{\nu \varphi}(\cdot)$ and $E_{\nu \varphi}(\cdot)$ be respectively a prior probability and a prior expectation provided by a particular $\text{Diri}(\nu \varphi)$ in the set (2). The uncertainty about any event $Z$ concerning $\mathbf{q}$ is described by prior lower and upper probabilities, denoted by $P(Z)$ and $P'(Z)$, and calculated by minimizing and maximizing $P_{\nu \varphi}(Z)$ with respect to $\varphi \in S^*(1, K)$. Similarly, for any real-valued function $\lambda = g(\mathbf{q})$, prior lower and upper expectations $E(\lambda)$ and $E'(\lambda)$ are calculated by minimizing or maximizing the expectation $E_{\nu \varphi}(\lambda)$ with respect to $\varphi$. Inferences about $\lambda$ can be summarized by the prior lower and upper cumulative distribution functions (cdf’s), $F_{\lambda}(l) = P(\lambda > l)$ and $F'_{\lambda}(l) = P'(\lambda > l)$.

Each Dirichlet prior in the prior IDM($\nu$) is updated into a Dirichlet posterior using Bayes’ theorem. This updating procedure guarantees coherence of the inferences [11]. Hence the posterior uncertainty about $\mathbf{q}$ from the IDM($\nu$) is expressed by the set

$$\{\text{Diri}(x + \nu \varphi) : \varphi \in S^*(1, K)\} \quad (3)$$

As for the prior IDM, posterior lower and upper probabilities, expectations and cdf’s are obtained by minimization or maximization with respect to $\varphi \in S^*(1, K)$.

The IDM satisfies several desirable principles of inference, and in particular both the LP and the RIP (see [12]). The RIP states that posterior inferences about any derived parameter $\lambda = g(\mathbf{q})$ should not depend on the number of categories $K$ used for defining $\lambda$. The RIP is satisfied by the IDM in so far as the total prior strength $\nu$ is specified independently of $K$. 
4.2 Prior and posterior inferences about $\theta_k$ from the IDM

The posterior lower and upper expectations of $\theta_k$ are given by

$$E(\theta_k | x) = \frac{x_k}{n + v} \quad \text{and} \quad \bar{E}(\theta_k | x) = \frac{x_k + v}{n + v},$$

(4)

and are obtained as $\phi_k \to 0$ and $\phi_k \to 1$ respectively. The two same limiting values lead to the posterior upper and lower cdf’s respectively, $P(\theta_k > l | x)$ which is the Beta($x_k, n - x_k + v$) cdf, and $P(\theta_k > l | x)$ which is the Beta($x_k + v, n - x_k$) cdf.

By setting $n = x_k = 0$ in (4), we see that prior uncertainty about $\theta_k$ is maximal. We have $E(\theta_k) = 0$ and $\bar{E}(\theta_k) = 1$, and $P(\theta_k > l) = 0$ and $P(\theta_k > l) = 1$ for any $0 < l < 1$, that is vacuous lower and upper probabilities.

4.3 Choice of $v$

The IDM as defined in (2) and (3) depends on the choice of $v$. The constant $v$ determines how fast the lower and upper probabilities converge one towards the other as $n$ increases, and can thus be interpreted as a measure of the caution of the inferences. The larger $v$ is, the more cautious the inferences are. The most important criterion for the choice of $v$ is the requirement that the IDM should be cautious enough to encompass frequentist or objective Bayesian alternatives, while not being too cautious to avoid too weak inferences.

The first researches about the IDM lead to several convincing arguments for choosing $1 \leq v \leq 2$, but most of these arguments are relative to the binary case ($K = 2$) only (see [2, 12]. More recent work provides some support for $v = 2$ in the case of large $K$, for non-parametric inference about a mean [3]. In the following, we shall use $v = 2$, a value which is also supported by results in Section 5.4.

4.4 Two conjectures about the IDM

**Conjecture 1 (Expectation of a derived parameter)** Let $\lambda = g(\theta)$ be a real-valued function of $\theta$, and $E_{\varphi}(\theta)$ the prior (resp. posterior) expectation of $\theta$ under the prior Dirichlet($v\varphi$) (resp. posterior Dirichlet($x + v\varphi$)). Then the upper and lower expectations of $\theta$ under the IDM($v$) are obtained from the (or one of the) Dirichlet prior which maximizes (resp. minimizes) $g(E_{\varphi}(\theta))$ with respect to $\varphi$.

**Conjecture 2 (Cdf of a real-valued derived parameter)** Let $\lambda = g(\theta)$ be a real-valued function of $\theta$. Let Dirichlet($v\varphi$) be a Dirichlet prior which provides the lower (resp. upper) prior or posterior expectation of $\lambda$ under the IDM($v$), then it also provides the prior or posterior upper (resp. lower) cdf of $\lambda$.

The two conjectures hold if $g(.)$ is a linear function of the $\theta_k$’s. We don’t expect them to be true in the general case (there are simple counter-examples to Conjecture 1). Nevertheless, we suggest that these conjectures actually provide
reasonable approximations for the lower and upper expectations and cdf’s of $\lambda$ for most functions $g(.)$. In any case, the procedures they induce necessarily lead to an upper (resp. lower) bound for $E(\lambda)$ and $F_\lambda(.)$ (resp. $E(\lambda)$ and $F_\lambda(.)$).

5 Inference about a single association rate $\tau_{ij}$

We first investigate the properties of the inferences about a single association rate $\tau_{ab}$ from the IDM. The following lemma shows that inferences about $\tau_{ab}$ can be carried out from the analysis of a simple $2 \times 2$ table.

Lemma 1 Consider the pooled table $A^* \times B^*$, with $A^* = \{a, a'\}$ and $B^* = \{b, b'\}$ and denote $\tau_{ab}$ the association rate of cell $ab$ from the pooled table. From Property 2, $\tau_{ab} = \tau_{ab}$. Further, inferences from the IDM are invariant by such a pooling, since the IDM obeys the RIP. Thus, inferences about any single $\tau_{ab}$ only involve the relevant $2 \times 2$ table, $A^* \times B^*$.

5.1 Prior upper and lower expectation and cdf

The prior lower and upper expectation of $\tau_{ab}$ are given by $E(\tau_{ab}) = -1$ and $E(\tau_{ab}) \rightarrow +\infty$, and are attained respectively by $\varphi_{ab} = \varphi_{a'b'} \rightarrow \frac{1}{2}$, and by $\varphi_{ab} = \lambda$, $\varphi_{a'b'} = 1 - \lambda$, with $\lambda \rightarrow 0$. The same limiting values of $\varphi$ also lead to the prior upper and lower cdf’s respectively. $P(\tau_{ab} > t) = 0$ and $P(\tau_{ab} > t) = 1$, for any $0 < t < 1$. These results show that prior inferences about $\tau_{ab}$ are vacuous. The prior IDM thus expresses a state of prior ignorance about parameter $\tau_{ab}$.

5.2 Posterior upper and lower expectation and cdf

As in [4], we have recourse to Conjecture 1 in order to find approximate values for the posterior upper and lower expectations of $\tau_{ab}$. Write $\tau_{ab} = g(\theta)$ where $g(.)$ is such that $\tau_{ab} = g(f)$ and $g(.)$ is given by Definition 3. Under a single Dirichlet prior, $Diri(\nu \varphi)$, the posterior expectation $E_{\nu \varphi}(\tau_{ab}|x)$ is approximated by replacing each $\theta_k$ in $g(.)$ by $E(\theta_k|x)$ given in (1), that is

$$E_{\nu \varphi}(\tau_{ab}|x) = \frac{x_{ab} + \nu \varphi_{ab}}{(x_a + \nu \varphi_a)(x_b + \nu \varphi_b)} - 1$$ (5)

where $x_a$ and $x_b$ are the marginal counts of cell $ab$, and $\varphi_a$ and $\varphi_b$ its marginal prior frequencies. Conjecture 1 suggests then to minimize (resp. maximize) $E_{\nu \varphi}(\tau_{ab}|x)$ with respect to $\varphi$, in order to estimate the posterior lower (resp. upper) expectations of $\tau_{ab}$ under the IDM($\nu$). The minimum value is attained by letting $\varphi_{ab} \rightarrow 1$, $\varphi_{a'b'} \rightarrow 1$, or $\varphi_{ab} = \varphi_{a'b'} \rightarrow 1/2$, whether $f_{a'b'}$ is lower than, greater than, or equal to $f_{ab}$ respectively. The maximum value is attained by letting $\varphi_{ab} \rightarrow 1$ or $\varphi_{a'b'} \rightarrow 1$ whether $x_a x_b > x_{ab}(x_a + x_b + \nu)$ or not. Following Conjecture 2, we use the same values for finding approximate posterior lower and upper cdf’s of $\tau_{ab}$.
5.3 Dyad data: Summary of local inferences

Table 4 gives the lower and upper probabilities of a positive association rate from the IDM with \( n = 2 \), for each cell \( ab \) concerned by the prediction given in Table 2(right). Three of the four diagonal cells, \((a1,b1), (a2,b2)\) and \((a3,b3)\), can be assessed to be inductively over-represented with a high guarantee, \( P(\tau_{ab} > 0) \) being at least 0.99 for any of them. For cell \((a4,b4)\), the probability interval, [0.00; 1.00] is almost vacuous; uncertainty still dominates, even after observing 115 observations. For the regions off the diagonal, only cells \((a1,b3)\) and \((a3,b1)\) are guaranteed to be under-represented, since, in both cases, \( P(\tau_{ab} < 0) = 1 - P(\tau_{ab} > 0) = 1.00 \); cells \((a2,b1)\) and \((a3,b2)\) have a probability of at least 0.79 and 0.61 to be under-represented; uncertainty concerning the 8 remaining off-diagonal cells is even larger, since \( P(\tau_{ab} < 0) < 0.50 \) for each cell.

The first overall conclusion that may be drawn from these results is that the model shown in Table 2(right) cannot not be inductively assessed at the cell level. Of course, any other reference value for \( \tau_{ab} \) than 0 can be used in a similar way. For instance, the probability intervals for event \( \tau_{ab} > 0.50 \) for diagonal cells are: [0.30; 0.50] for \((a1,b1)\), [0.98; 1.00] for \((a2,b2)\), [0.99, 1.00] for \((a3,b3)\) and [0.00, 0.99] for \((a4,b4)\). Both cells \((a2,b2)\) and \((a3,b3)\) can be assessed to be over-represented by at least 50% with a high lower probability.

5.4 Comparison with frequentist and Bayesian approaches

Let us consider the test of the hypothesis \( H_0 : \tau_{ab} \leq 0 \) versus \( H_1 : \tau_{ab} > 0 \). Due to Corollary 1, this test is equivalent to \( H_0 : \Phi \leq 0 \) versus \( H_1 : \Phi > 0 \), where \( \Phi \) is the usual contingency coefficient for a \( 2 \times 2 \) table.

In the frequentist framework, the usual corresponding test is Fisher’s exact test for a \( 2 \times 2 \) table. The one-sided level \( p_{oc} \) of this test is usually computed as the probability of the \textit{observations or more extreme cases} (inclusive test) under \( H_0 \). However, as argued by [2], this choice is a matter of convention and one could also envisage the \textit{exclusive} alternative with level \( p_{exc} \) involving more extreme cases.
only. The following lemma shows that both these frequentist tests can actually be reinterpreted in a Bayesian way.

**Lemma 2** Let \( p_{\text{exc}} \) and \( p_{\text{inc}} \) by the exclusive and the inclusive levels (one-sided) of Fisher’s exact test of \( H_0 : \Phi \leq 0 \) versus \( H_1 : \Phi > 0 \) for a \( 2 \times 2 \) table with counts \( x \). Let \( P_{\text{Diri}}(\cdot) \) be a Bayesian probability obtained from the prior \( \text{Diri}(\cdot) \) on \( \Theta \). Then, \( p_{\text{exc}} = P_{\text{Diri}}(H_1|\Theta) \) with \( n = 2 \) and \( \Phi = (1, 0, 1) \). The former prior allocates non-null strengths evenly to cells \((a,b')\) and \((a',b)\), the latter to cells \((a,b)\) and \((a',b')\).

**Lemma 3** Under the same assumptions, the probability \( P_{\text{Diri}}(\tau_{ab} > 0|\Theta) \) from any of the four symmetric (\( \Phi \) constant) objective Bayesian priors, i.e., \( \nu \to 0 \), \( \nu = 1 \), \( \nu = 2 \) and \( \nu = 4 \), are in the interval \([p_{\text{exc}}, p_{\text{inc}}]\).

**Proof.** Lemmas 2 and 3 can be readily deduced from results in [1, Sec. 3]. \( \blacksquare \)

**Theorem 1** For any cell \((a,b)\), the posterior lower and probabilities of event \( \tau_{ab} \leq 0 \) from the IDM with \( \nu = 2 \) encompass (i) Fisher’s exact probabilities for \( H_0 : \tau_{ab} \leq 0 \) versus \( H_1 : \tau_{ab} > 0 \) using either the exclusive or the inclusive convention and (ii) the Bayesian posterior probabilities of the same event under the objective priors of Haldane, Perks, Jeffreys and Bayes-Laplace (the latter two being defined on the relevant specific \( 2 \times 2 \) table).

**Proof.** The proof follows from (i) the equivalence between \( \tau_{ab} > 0 \) and \( \Phi > 0 \) for the pooled \( \{a,a'\} \times \{b,b'\} \) table, (ii) the two Lemmas 2 and 3, and (iii) from the fact that the two Bayesian priors equivalent to \( p_{\text{exc}} \) and \( p_{\text{inc}} \) are such that \( \nu = 2 \) and thus belong to the IDM(\( \nu = 2 \)). \( \blacksquare \)

**Note 2** In analyzing a \( 2 \times 2 \) table, Walley et al. [13, Sec. 5.4] advocate the use of two independent IDM’s with same prior strength \( \nu_1 \), one for each line of the table. They note that the value \( \nu_1 = 1 \) leads to \( P(H_0|\Theta) = p_{\text{inc}} \), a result which is only half of what Lemma 2 says. Here, we propose a more cautious model, a single IDM with \( \nu = 2\nu_1 = 2 \) for the whole table, which encompasses Walley’s model. As Theorem 1 implies, our model has the advantage of producing inferences that encompass inferences from alternative objective models for all cells of the table simultaneously. The IDM(\( \nu = 2 \)) is the smallest IDM having this property.

### 5.5 Absent or rare cells

For some cells, posterior uncertainty is still quite large. As an example, consider the unobserved cell \((a2,b4)\) for which the posterior probability interval for \( \tau_{ab} > 0 \) is almost vacuous, \([0.00; 0.986]\) (see Table 4). Such a wide interval results from the rareness of both \( a2 \) and \( b4 \) (\( f_{a2} = f_{b4} = 4/115 \)). Even if \( a2 \) and \( b4 \) were locally independent, the expected number of observations in cell \((a2,b4)\) would
be extremely small, \( \hat{x}_{a2b4} = n f_{a2b4} = 16/115 \), far less than one observation. Thus, despite the extreme descriptive result \( t_{a2b4} = -1 \), both the hypotheses \( a2 \perp b4 \) (\( t_{a2b4} = 0 \)) and \( a2b4 \Rightarrow 0 \) (\( t_{a2b4} = -1 \)) are compatible with the data. A similar result was found by [4]. This uncertainty is also reflected in the large differences between the alternative objective models: \( P(t_{a2b4} > 0) \) ranges from 0 (Haldane), 0.350 (Perks), 0.571 (Jeffreys), to 0.802 (Bayes-Laplace), and the corresponding probability from Fisher’s exact tests are 0 (exclusive) and 0.866 (inclusive).

6 Inference about a mean association rate \( \tau_R \)

Without loss of generality (see Property 1), we consider a non-empty region \( R \) which does not contain any full row or a full column of the \( A \times B \) table. It is easy to find a Dirichlet prior within the IDM for which the prior lower expectation of \( \tau_R \) is \(-1 \) (\( \forall (a, b) \in R, \varphi_{ab} \rightarrow 0 \) with strengths of cells outside \( R \) carefully chosen). This limiting value for \( \varphi \) also provides the prior upper cdf, \( \overline{P}(\tau_R > t) = 1 \) for \( 0 < t < 1 \). We believe that the prior upper expectation and lower cdf of \( \tau_R \) lead to vacuous inferences about \( \tau_R \), but we have no formal proof of that.

6.1 Posterior inferences about a single \( \tau_R \)

Let \( \tau_R = g(\mathbf{f}) \), with \( \mathbf{f} = g(\mathbf{f}) \) as given in Definition 4. We shall assume that allocating \( v \) to a single cell suffices to attain the lower or upper expectation or cdf of \( \tau_R \). This assumption actually appears to be true in most cases we tested, but is certainly not true in all cases. However, we shall consider that it provides a reasonable approximation for inferences about \( \tau_R \) from the IDM. As a second level of approximation, we use the same argument as in Section 5.2 using Conjectures 1 and 2. Define \( E_{\varphi}(\tau_R | \mathbf{x}) = g(E_{\varphi}(\mathbf{f} | \mathbf{x})) \) and \( E_{\varphi}(\mathbf{f} | \mathbf{x}) \) is given by (1).

**Theorem 2** Denote by \( r_{ab} \) the indicator variable of \( (a, b) \in R \) and \( R' \) the complement of \( R \) in \( A \times B \). Compute \( m_{ab} = \sum_{i=1}^{A} c_{iab}x_i + \sum_{j=1}^{B} c_{ajb}x_j \) for each cell \( (a, b) \).

Then \( E_{\varphi}(\tau_R | \mathbf{x}) \) is minimized by letting \( \varphi_{ab} \rightarrow 1 \) for cell \( (a, b) \in R' \) maximizing \( m_{ab} \). (We have no simple formula for maximization of \( E_{\varphi}(\tau_R | \mathbf{x}) \).) Proof involves tedious but rather simple algebra.

6.2 Stages data: Inference on \( \delta_M \)

Consider the Stages data (Table 1) and the model \( M \) defined therein. We found \( d_M = 0.851 \) and we now want to make inferences about parameter \( \delta_M \) using the IDM(\( v = 2 \)). For various statements about \( \delta_M \), we find the following probability intervals: [1.00; 1.00] for \( \delta_M > 0 \), [0.95; 1.00] for \( \delta_M > 0.50 \), [0.84; 0.98] for \( \delta_M > 0.60 \) and [0.62; 0.93] for \( \delta_M > 0.70 \). We thus may assess that the data quasi-agree with \( M \) at threshold \( d_{\text{quasi}} = 0.50 \), with probability at least 0.95.
6.3 Inferences about a complex directional association model

The IDM can be applied to study any kind of complex model expressed as a conjunction of constraints about association rates of specific cells or regions of an A × B table. Consider the Dyad data in Table 2(left) and the two models $M_1 = \tau_L < \tau_U < 0 < \tau_D$ and $M_2 = \tau_L < -0.70 < \tau_U < 0 < 0.50 < \tau_D$. Both try to express the expected pattern shown in Table 2(right), in a more or less strong way. Computing the posterior lower and upper probabilities of $M_1$ or $M_2$ can be done numerically by minimization/maximization over the set of Dirichlet posteriors. Using the IDM with $\nu = 2$, we find $\underline{P}(M_1) = 0.98$, $\overline{P}(M_1) = 1.00$, and $\underline{P}(M_2) = 0.84$, $\overline{P}(M_2) = 0.96$. Model $M_1$ only is supported by the data with a sufficiently high lower probability.

Of course, models $M_1$ and $M_2$ are only two candidates amongst the possible inductive summaries of the data. The task of model selection (which is not addressed here) would require taking into account, not only the (lower) probability of each model, but also the degree of specificity or generality of each model.

7 Concluding remarks

This paper proposes a method for analyzing local or asymmetric dependencies in a contingency table, by focusing on previously suggested indices — (mean) association rates [5, 10] and Del index [7] —, which, we believe, are simple and natural, and yet provide means to define a wide variety of association models.

We showed how the imprecise Dirichlet model (IDM) can be applied to assess whether the data support such association models or not. Several results provide approximate solutions to the minimizing/maximizing problems required by the IDM. Further research would be needed to develop exact solutions or to measure the accuracy of our approximate procedures.

The exact comparison between the IDM and alternative frequentist or objective Bayesian models, carried out in Section 5.4 (see especially Theorem 1), provides a new argument for choosing $\nu = 2$ in the IDM, for a problem involving a possibly large number of categories (see also [4]). The large discrepancies which can be obtained in the inferences from these various alternative models are translated as a high imprecision in the IDM (see an example in Section 5.5). Section 5.4 shows that this phenomenon occurs whenever the frequentist probability of the observed data (under some particular null hypothesis) is not negligible.
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Abstract
Based on the coherence principle of de Finetti and a related notion of generalized coherence (g-coherence), we adopt a probabilistic approach to uncertainty based on conditional probability bounds. Our notion of g-coherence is equivalent to the “avoiding uniform loss” property for lower and upper probabilities (a la Walley). Moreover, given a g-coherent imprecise assessment by our algorithms we can correct it obtaining the associated coherent assessment (in the sense of Walley and Williams). As is well known, the problems of checking g-coherence and propagating tight g-coherent intervals are $NP$– and $FP^{NP}$–complete, respectively, and thus $NP$–hard. Two notions which may be helpful to reduce computational effort are those of non relevant gain and basic set. Exploiting them, our algorithms can use linear systems with reduced sets of variables and/or linear constraints. In this paper we give some insights on the notions of non relevant gain and basic set. We consider several families with three conditional events, obtaining some results characterizing g-coherence in such cases. We also give some more general results.
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1 Introduction
Among the many symbolic or numerical approaches to the management of uncertain knowledge, the probabilistic treatment of uncertainty by means of precise or imprecise assessments is a well known formalism often applied in real situations.
A general framework which allows a consistent management of probabilistic assessments is obtained by resorting to de Finetti’s coherence principle ([2], [7], [8], [11]), or suitable generalizations of it given for upper and lower probabilities ([20], [19]). In our approach we adopt the notion of g-coherence (i.e. generalized coherence) introduced in [1] (see also [10]), which is weaker than the notion of coherence given in [19]. Actually, the notion of g-coherence is equivalent to the property of “avoiding uniform loss” given in [19]. Within our framework, a given g-coherent assessment can be corrected, obtaining the associated coherent one, and possibly extended to further conditional events. As is well known, if we discard the case of conditioning events with zero probability the probabilistic reasoning can be reduced to a linear optimization problem (we also point out that g-coherent probabilistic reasoning generally does not coincide with probabilistic reasoning as in, e.g., [12], [14], when the conditioning event has a non-zero probability). When conditioning events may have zero lower/upper probability, the methods presented in the literature (our one too) usually exploit sequences of linear programs. Among them, a "dual" approach for the extension of lower and upper previsions, explicitly based on random gains, has been developed in [20]. With the aim of improving the method given in [20], an interesting technique for computing lower conditional expectations through sequences of pivoting operations has been proposed in [9]. Roughly speaking, probabilistic reasoning can be developed by local approaches, based on the iteration of suitable inference rules, and global ones (the issue of local versus global approaches has been examined especially in [17], [18]). We recall that probabilistic reasoning based on a global approach tends to become intractable. Hence, it is worthwhile to examine any method which try to eliminate or reduce computational difficulties, possibly finding efficient special-case algorithms. This problem has been faced by many authors (see, e.g., [5], [7], [8], [9], [12], [14], [20]). Many aspects concerning the complexity of probabilistic reasoning under coherence have been studied in [3]. The relationship between coherence-based and model-theoretic probabilistic reasoning has been widely explored in [4]. In [16] an efficient procedure has been proposed for families of conjunctive conditional events. Such procedure can be characterized in the framework of coherence introducing suitable notions of non relevant gains and basic sets ([2]). Exploiting such notions, our algorithms for g-coherence checking and propagation of conditional probability bounds can use linear systems with reduced sets of variables and/or constraints. In this paper we illustrate the notions of non relevant gain and basic set, by examining several examples of families constituted by three conditional events. We obtain some theoretical results which characterize g-coherence in such particular cases. In this way, the characterization of g-coherence in the case of larger families of conditional events should be facilitated. We obtain some necessary and sufficient conditions for the g-coherence of lower probability bounds. We also give some more general results. Notice that the case of families with three conditional events may have a specific importance, e.g., in the field of default reasoning where...
many inference rules consist of two premises and one consequence. We also recall that coherence-based probabilistic reasoning can be reduced to standard reasoning tasks in model-theoretic probabilistic logic, using concepts from default reasoning ([4]). The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we recall some preliminary concepts. In Section 3 we illustrate the notions of non relevant gain and basic set and we recall some theoretical results. In Section 4 we consider several cases of families constituted by three conditional events and we give some necessary and sufficient conditions of g-coherence. In Section 5 we give some more general results. Finally, in Section 6 we give some conclusions and an outlook on further developments.

2 Some preliminary concepts

For each integer \( n \), we set \( J_n = \{1, \ldots, n\} \). Given any event \( E \), we denote by the same symbol its indicator and by \( E^c \) its negation. Given a further event \( H \), we denote by \( EH \) (resp. \( E \lor H \)) the conjunction (resp. disjunction) of \( E \) and \( H \). Let \( P \) be a conditional probability assessment defined on a family of conditional events \( \mathcal{K} \). Given a finite subfamily \( \mathcal{F}_n = \{E_i|H_1, \ldots, E_n|H_n\} \subseteq \mathcal{K} \), let \( \mathcal{P}_n \) be the vector \( (p_1, \ldots, p_n) \), where \( p_i = P(E_i|H_i), i \in J_n \). With the pair \( (\mathcal{F}_n, \mathcal{P}_n) \) we associate the random quantity \( G_n = \sum_{i \in J_n} s_i H_i (E_i - p_i) \), with \( s_1, \ldots, s_n \) arbitrary real numbers. Moreover, we denote by \( G_n|\mathcal{P}_n \) the restriction of \( G_n \) to \( \mathcal{P}_n = H_1 \lor \cdots \lor H_n \). Then, based on the betting scheme, we have

Definition 1 The probability assessment \( P \) on \( \mathcal{K} \) is said coherent if, for every integer \( n = 1, 2, \ldots \), for every subfamily \( \mathcal{F}_n \subseteq \mathcal{K} \) and for every real numbers \( s_1, \ldots, s_n \), the condition Max \( G_n|\mathcal{P}_n \geq 0 \) is satisfied.

We denote by \( \mathcal{A}_n \) a vector \( (\alpha_1, \ldots, \alpha_n) \) of lower probability bounds on \( \mathcal{F}_n \). We say that the pair \( (\mathcal{F}_n, \mathcal{A}_n) \) is associated with the set \( J_n \).

Definition 2 The vector of lower bounds \( \mathcal{A}_n \) is g-coherent iff there exists a coherent probability assessment \( \mathcal{P}_n = (p_1, \ldots, p_n) \) on \( \mathcal{F}_n \) such that \( p_i \geq \alpha_i, \forall i \in J_n \).

By expanding the expression \( \bigwedge_{i \in J_n} (E_i|H_1 \lor E_i^c|H_1 \lor H_i^c) \), we obtain the constituents associated with \( \mathcal{F}_n \). We denote by \( C_1, \ldots, C_m \), where \( m \leq 3^n - 1 \), the constituents contained in \( \mathcal{P}_n = \bigvee_{j \in J_n} H_j \). A further constituent (if it is not impossible) is \( C_0 = \mathcal{P}_n = H_1^c \cdots H_n^c \).

Remark: With the family \( \mathcal{F}_n \) we associate a set \( L \) which describe the logical relationships among the events \( E_i, H_i, i \in J_n \). Then, the set of constituents is the set of those conjunctions \( \chi_1 \cdots \chi_m \), with \( \chi_i \in \{E_i, H_i, E_i^c, H_i^c\}, \forall i \in J_n \), which satisfy the set of logical relations \( L \). Notice that, if \( L = \emptyset \), then \( m = 3^n - 1 \) and \( C_0 \neq 0 \), i.e. the number of constituents is \( 3^n \).

For each constituent \( C_r, r \in J_n \), we introduce a vector \( V_r = (v_{r1}, \ldots, v_{rn}) \), where for each \( i \in J_n \) it is respectively \( v_{ri} = 1 \), or \( v_{ri} = 0 \), or \( v_{ri} = \alpha_i \), according to
whether \( C_r \subseteq E_i H_i \), or \( C_r \subseteq E_i H_i^c \), or \( C_r \subseteq H_i^c \). With the pair \((f_n, A_n)\) we associate the random gain \( G_n = \sum_{i \in J_n} s_i H_i (E_i - \alpha_i) \), where \( s_i \geq 0 \), \( \forall i \in J_n \). Moreover, we denote by

\[
g_h = G_n(V_h) = \sum_{i \in J_n} s_i v_{hi} - \alpha_i = \sum_{i \in C_h \subseteq H_i} s_i v_{hi} - \alpha_i
\]

(1)

the value of \( G_n \mid H_n \) associated with \( C_h \). We denote by \((S_n)\) the following system in the unknowns \( \lambda_r \)'s.

\[
\sum_{r \in J_n} \lambda_r v_{ri} \geq \alpha_i, \quad i \in J_n; \quad \sum_{r \in J_m} \lambda_r = 1; \quad \lambda_r \geq 0, \quad \forall r \in J_m.
\]

(2)

**Remark:** The solvability of \((S_n)\) means that there exists a non negative vector \((\lambda_r; r \in J_m)\), with \( \sum_{r \in J_m} \lambda_r = 1 \), such that \( \sum_{r \in J_m} \lambda_r V_r \geq A_n \). In other words, in the convex hull of the points \( V_r \)'s there exists a point \( V^\ast = \sum_{r \in J_m} \lambda_r V_r \) such that \( V^\ast \geq A_n \) (this geometrical approach will be used in the proof of Theorem 4).

As shown in [10], a set of lower bounds \( A \) defined on \( \mathcal{K} \) is g-coherent iff, for every \( n \) and for every \( f_n \subseteq \mathcal{K} \), the system (2) is solvable. Moreover, based on a suitable alternative theorem, it can be shown ([2]) that the solvability of system (2) is equivalent to the following condition

\[
\text{Max } G_n \mid H_n \geq 0.
\]

(3)

Then, we have

**Proposition 1** A set of lower bounds \( A \) defined on a family of conditional events \( \mathcal{K} \) is g-coherent iff \( \forall n, \forall f_n \subseteq \mathcal{K} \), and \( \forall s_i \geq 0, i \in J_n \), it is \( \text{Max } G_n \mid H_n \geq 0 \).

We remark that, if the case of zero probability for conditioning events is discarded, then to check g-coherence of the assessment \( A_n \) on \( f_n \) it is enough to check solvability of system (2). However, in our coherence-based approach, some (or possibly all) conditioning events may have zero probability. Then, to check g-coherence we should study the solvability of a very large number of systems, like (2). Actually, we can exploit algorithms which only check (the solvability of) a small number of linear systems (see, e.g., [1], [2], [5]).

## 3 Non relevant gains and basic sets

In this section we illustrate the notions of non relevant gain and basic set. Exploiting such notions, the algorithms for g-coherence checking and propagation of conditional probability bounds can use linear systems with reduced sets of variables and/or constraints. We recall some theoretical conditions given in [2].

**Definition 3** Let \( \mathcal{G} = \{ g_j \}_{j \in J_m} \) be the set of possible values of the random gain \( G_n \mid H_n \). Then, a value \( g_r \in \mathcal{G} \) is said "not relevant for the checking of condition (3)", or in short "not relevant", if there exists a set \( T_r \subseteq J_m \setminus \{ r \} \) such that:

\[
\text{Max } \{ g_j \}_{j \in T_r} < 0 \implies g_r < 0.
\]

(4)
we can exploit the following result ([2]).

and by

Based on the previous result and on suitable alternative theorems, in order to reduce the number of variables. The basic idea is illustrated by the following theorem ([2], [5]).

Remark: Notice that, in the previous definition, it wouldn’t be equivalent to use the condition \( T_r = J_m \setminus \{ r \} \) instead of \( T_r \subseteq J_m \setminus \{ r \} \). In fact, it may happen that (4) holds with \( T_r \subseteq J_m \setminus \{ r \} \), so that \( g_r \) is not relevant, while at the same time it may be \( \text{Max} \{ g_j \}_{j \in J_m \setminus \{ r \}} > 0 \).

Definition 4 A set \( G_\Gamma = \{ g_r \}_{r \in \Gamma} \), with \( \Gamma \subseteq J_m \), is said not relevant if, \( \forall r \in \Gamma \), there exists a set \( T_r \subseteq J_m \setminus \{ r \} \) such that (4) is satisfied.

Definition 5 A set \( \mathcal{T} \subseteq J_m \) is said basic if the following property holds:

Basic Property. For every \( r \in J_m \setminus \mathcal{T} \) there exists a set \( T_r \subseteq \mathcal{T} \) such that the condition (4) is satisfied.

A basic set \( \mathcal{T} \) is said minimal if, for every \( T \subset \mathcal{T} \), the set \( T \) is not basic.

We observe that \( \text{Max} \ G_n \mathcal{H}_m = \text{Max} \{ g_j \}_{j \in J_m} \). Then, we have

Theorem 1 Let \( \mathcal{T} \subset J_m \) be a basic set. Then

\[
\text{Max} \{ g_j \}_{j \in J_m} \geq 0 \iff \text{Max} \{ g_j \}_{j \in \mathcal{T}} \geq 0.
\] (5)

Remark: We point out that, given a subset \( \mathcal{T} \), if there exists \( r \notin \mathcal{T} \) such that, for every \( T_r \subset \mathcal{T} \), the condition (3) is not satisfied, then \( \mathcal{T} \) is not a basic set. Moreover, we observe that the condition (5) is trivially satisfied for \( \mathcal{T} = J_m \). Then, as for \( \mathcal{T} = J_m \) the set \( J_m \setminus \mathcal{T} \) is empty, we can enlarge the class of basic sets by including in it \( J_m \). too.

Given \( r \in J_m \) and a set \( T_r \subseteq J_m \setminus \{ r \} \), let us consider the following condition

\[
g_r \leq \sum_{j \in T_r} a_j g_j ; \quad a_j > 0 , \quad \forall j \in T_r .
\] (6)

By Definition 3 one has that, if the above condition is satisfied, then \( g_r \) is not relevant. The condition (6) can be exploited in general to reduce the number of variables. The basic idea is illustrated by the following theorem ([2], [5]).

Theorem 2 Let \( \mathcal{T} \) be a strict subset of the set \( J_m \) such that for every \( r \notin \mathcal{T} \) there exists \( T_r \subseteq \mathcal{T} \) satisfying the condition (6). Then:

\[
\text{Max} \{ g_j \}_{j \in J_m} \geq 0 \iff \text{Max} \{ g_j \}_{j \in \mathcal{T}} \geq 0 .
\] (7)

Based on the previous result and on suitable alternative theorems, in order to check g-coherence we can replace \( (S_n) \) by an equivalent system \( (S_n^n) \), which has a reduced vector of unknowns \( A_T = (\lambda_r ; r \in T) \). We denote by \( S_T \) the set of solutions of \( (S_n^n) \). Moreover, for each \( j \in J_n \), we consider the function \( \Phi_j^T (A_T) = \sum_{r \in T : C \subseteq H_j} \lambda_r \). We denote by \( j_0 \) the (strict) subset of \( J_n \) defined as

\[
j_0^T = \{ j \in J_n : M_j = \text{Max} \_{A_T \in S_T} \Phi_j^T (A_T) = 0 \}
\] (8)

and by \( (f_0^T , j_0^T) \) the pair associated with \( j_0^T \). Then, to check g-coherence of \( \mathcal{A}_n \), we can exploit the following result ([2]).
Theorem 3 The imprecise assessment $\mathcal{A}_n$ on $\mathcal{F}_n$ is g-coherent if and only if:
1) the system $(S^T)$ is solvable; 2) if $I^T_0 \neq \emptyset$, then $\mathcal{A}_0^T$ is g-coherent.

Note that, if $|I^T_0| = 1$, say $I^T_0 = \{h\}$, then $\mathcal{A}_0^T = (\alpha_0)$ and the g-coherence of $\mathcal{A}_0^T$ simply amounts to the condition: $\alpha_0 \leq 1$.

4 Some results on g-coherence of lower probability bounds for families of three conditional events

In this section we will illustrate the notions of non relevant gain and basic set by examining several examples which concern particular families of three conditional events.

Remark: We recall that such kind of families may be relevant in the field of default reasoning, where many inference rules are associated with two premises and one conclusion. As an example, with the following basic inference rules of System $P$ ([15])

$$
A \mid \neg B, A \mid \neg C \implies A \mid \neg BC, \quad \text{(And)},
$$

$$
A \mid \neg C, A \mid \neg B \implies AB \mid \neg C, \quad \text{(Cautious Monotonicity)},
$$

$$
A \mid \neg C, B \mid \neg C \implies A \lor B \mid \neg C, \quad \text{(Or)},
$$

are associated, respectively, the following families of conditional events

$$
\{B|A, C|A, BC|A\}; \quad \{C|A, B|A, C|AB\}; \quad \{C|A, C|B, C|(A \lor B)\}.
$$

We also note that the theoretical results obtained in the case $n = 3$ may be useful in establishing more general results when $n > 3$.

In what follows, to avoid the analysis of trivial or particular cases, we assume

$$
\emptyset \subset E_i H_i \subset H_i, \quad 0 < \alpha_i < 1, \quad \forall i.
$$

Then, for each $r \in J_m$, as $\alpha_i < 1$, if $v_{ri} = 1$ for some $i$, it follows $C_r \subseteq E_i H_i$.

Let $\mathcal{A}_3 = (\alpha_1, \alpha_2, \alpha_3)$ be a vector of lower bounds on $\mathcal{F}_3 = \{E_1|H_1, E_2|H_2, E_3|H_3\}$.

Given the set $\mathcal{V}' = \{V_1, \ldots, V_m\}$, we define

$$
\mathcal{W} = \{V_r \in \mathcal{V}' : v_{ri} \neq 0, \forall i \in J_n\} \quad \text{(9)}
$$

and, for each $V_r \in \mathcal{W}$,

$$
N_r = \{i \in J_n : C_r \subseteq H_i\} \quad \text{(10)}
$$

Of course, $N_r \subset J_n$. Then, we define

$$
\mathcal{V}'_h = \{V_r \in \mathcal{W} : |N_r| = h\}, \quad h = 0, 1, \ldots, n - 1. \quad \text{(11)}
$$
With each \( V_r \in \mathcal{V}, \ r \in J_m \), we associate the set \( N_r \) defined in (10) and the set
\[
M_r = \{ i \in J_n : v_{ri} = 0 \}.
\] (12)

Then, introducing the set \( I = \{(h,k) : h = 0, \ldots, n-1; k = 1, \ldots, n\} \), we define the sets
\[
\mathcal{U}_{h,k} = \{ V_r \in \mathcal{V} : |N_r| = h, |M_r| = k \}, \quad (h,k) \in I.
\] (13)

We observe that, if the sets \( \mathcal{U}_{h,0} \) were defined, then recalling (11) we would have \( \mathcal{V}_h = \mathcal{U}_{h,0} \). Then, recalling (9), we have
\[
\mathcal{V}' = \mathcal{W} \cup \bigcup_{(h,k) \in I} \mathcal{U}_{h,k} = \left( \bigcup_{h=0}^{n-1} \mathcal{V}_h \right) \cup \left( \bigcup_{h,k} \mathcal{U}_{h,k} \right).
\] (14)

As \( n = 3 \), the set of vectors \( \mathcal{V}' = \{ V_1, \ldots, V_m \} \), where \( m \leq 26 \), is a subset of the set \( \{(1,1,1),(1,1,\alpha_3),(1,\alpha_2,1),(\alpha_1,1,1),\ldots,(\alpha_1,0,0),(0,\alpha_2,0),(0,0,\alpha_3),(0,0,0)\} \).

By (14), we have
\[
\mathcal{V}' = \mathcal{V}_0 \cup \mathcal{V}_1 \cup \mathcal{V}_2 \cup \mathcal{U}_{0,1} \cup \mathcal{U}_{1,1} \cup \mathcal{U}_{0,2} \cup \mathcal{U}_{1,2} \cup \mathcal{U}_{0,3},
\] (15)

where
\[
\mathcal{V}_0 \subseteq \{(1,1,1)\}, \quad \mathcal{V}_1 \subseteq \{(1,1,\alpha_3),(1,\alpha_2,1),(\alpha_1,1,1)\},
\]
\[
\mathcal{V}_2 \subseteq \{(1,\alpha_2,\alpha_3),(\alpha_1,1,\alpha_3),(\alpha_1,\alpha_2,1)\}, \quad \mathcal{U}_{0,1} \subseteq \{(1,1,0),(1,0,1),(0,1,1)\},
\]
\[
\mathcal{U}_{1,1} \subseteq \{(1,\alpha_2,0),(1,0,\alpha_3),(\alpha_1,1,0),(0,1,\alpha_3),(\alpha_1,0,1),(0,\alpha_2,1)\},
\]
\[
\mathcal{U}_{0,2} \subseteq \{(1,0,0),(0,1,0),(0,0,1)\}, \quad \mathcal{U}_{1,2} \subseteq \{(\alpha_1,\alpha_2,0),(\alpha_1,0,\alpha_3),(0,\alpha_2,\alpha_3)\},
\]
\[
\mathcal{U}_{1,3} \subseteq \{(\alpha_1,0,0),(0,\alpha_2,0),(0,\alpha_3)\}, \quad \mathcal{U}_{0,3} \subseteq \{(0,0,0)\}.
\]

**Remark:** Notice that each given set of logical relationships \( L \) among the events \( E_i, H_i, i = 1,2,3 \), determines a particular representation (15) for the set of vectors \( \mathcal{V}' \). Then, in what follows, instead of assigning the set \( L \), we directly assume some hypotheses on the subsets \( \mathcal{V}_h \)'s and \( \mathcal{U}_{h,k} \)'s. We list below some sufficient conditions, proved in [6], for \( g \)-coherence of the vector of lower bounds \( \mathcal{A}_3 \) on \( \mathcal{F}_3 \).

1. \( |\mathcal{V}_0| = 1 \); 2. \( \mathcal{V}_0 = \emptyset, |\mathcal{V}_1| \geq 1 \); 3. \( \mathcal{V}_0 = \mathcal{V}_1 = \emptyset, |\mathcal{V}_2| \geq 2 \);
4. \( \mathcal{V}_0 = \mathcal{V}_1 = \emptyset, \mathcal{V}_2 = \{(1,\alpha_2,\alpha_3)\}, E_2 H_2 E_3 H_3 \lor E_2 H_2 H_3^c \lor H_2^c E_3 H_3 \neq \emptyset \).

Some further conditions obtained in [6] are given below.

5. If \( \mathcal{V}_0 = \mathcal{V}_1 = \emptyset, \mathcal{V}_2 = \{(1,\alpha_2,\alpha_3)\}, E_2 H_2 E_3 H_3 = E_2 H_2 H_3^c = H_2^c E_3 H_3 = \emptyset \), then \( \mathcal{A}_3 \) is \( g \)-coherent iff \( \alpha_2 + \alpha_3 \leq 1 \).
6. \( \mathcal{V}_0 = \mathcal{V}_1 = \mathcal{V}_2 = \emptyset, \quad \alpha_1 + \alpha_2 + \alpha_3 > 2 \implies \mathcal{A}_3 \) not \( g \)-coherent.
7. If $\mathcal{V}_0 = \mathcal{V}_1 = \mathcal{V}_2 = \emptyset$, $|\mathcal{U}_{0,i}| = 3$, $\alpha_i < 1$, $\forall i$, then: a) there exists a basic set $\mathcal{T}$, with $|\mathcal{T}| = 3$; b) $\mathcal{A}_3$ is g-coherent iff $\alpha_1 + \alpha_2 + \alpha_3 \leq 2$.

8. If $\mathcal{V}_0 = \mathcal{V}_1 = \mathcal{V}_2 = \mathcal{U}_{0,1} = \emptyset$, $\mathcal{U}_{0,2} = \{(1,0,0),(0,1,0),(0,0,1)\}$, $\alpha_i < 1$, $\forall i$, then:
   a) if $\alpha_1 + \alpha_2 \leq 1$, $\alpha_1 + \alpha_3 \leq 1$, $\alpha_2 + \alpha_3 \leq 1$, then $\mathcal{T} = \{1,2,3\}$ is a basic set;
   b) $\mathcal{A}_3$ is g-coherent iff $\alpha_1 + \alpha_2 + \alpha_3 \leq 1$.

Now we give further results concerning the case $n = 3$. Besides providing a better understanding of the notions of basic set and non relevant gain, these results permit in particular the deepening of the condition (6). In next theorem the hypotheses concerning the set of logical relations $L$ specify that the conjunctions

$$E_1H_1E_2H_2E_3H_3, \quad E_1H_1H_2^2H_3^2, \quad E_1H_1H_2^2E_3H_3, \quad H_1^3E_2H_2E_3H_3, \quad E_1H_1E_2H_2E_3H_3$$

are impossible, while the conjunctions

$$E_1H_1E_2E_3H_3, \quad E_1H_1H_2^2E_3H_3, \quad E_1H_1E_2H_2H_3^2, \quad E_1H_1H_2^2E_3H_3$$

are possible. Then, concerning the number $m$ of unknowns in the system $(S_1)$, one has: $4 \leq m \leq 18$. Actually, we will use a system $(S_2^3)$ with only 3 or 4 unknowns.

**Theorem 4** If $\mathcal{V}_0 = \mathcal{V}_1 = \mathcal{V}_2 = \emptyset$, $\mathcal{U}_{0,1} = \{V_1, V_2\} = \{(1,1,0),(1,0,1)\}$, $\mathcal{U}_{1,1} = \{(0.1,0.3),(0.2,1)\} \subseteq \mathcal{U}_{1,1}$, $0 < \alpha_i < 1$, $\forall i$, then one has:
   a) for every $r > 4$, the gain $g_r$ is not relevant;
   b) if $\alpha_1 + \alpha_2 \leq 1$, or $\alpha_2 + \alpha_3 \leq 1$, or $\alpha_1 + \alpha_3 \leq 1$, then there exists a basic set $\mathcal{T}$, with $|\mathcal{T}| \leq 3$, and $\mathcal{A}_3$ is g-coherent;
   c) if $\alpha_1 + \alpha_2 > 1$, $\alpha_2 + \alpha_3 > 1$, $\alpha_1 + \alpha_3 > 1$, then $\mathcal{A}_3$ is g-coherent iff

$$\alpha_1, \alpha_2 + \alpha_3 \leq 1, \quad \text{or} \quad \alpha_1, \alpha_2 + \alpha_3 \leq 1.$$  

**Proof.** a) by the hypotheses, it follows that for each $V_r \in \mathcal{V}_r$ with $r > 4$, there exists $h \in \{1,2,3,4\}$ such that $V_r \leq V_h$; hence $g_r$ is not relevant. Then, $\mathcal{T} = \{1,2,3,4\}$ is a basic set.

In order to study the g-coherence of $\mathcal{A}_3$, we first determine the gains associated with the vectors $V_1, V_2, V_3, V_4$. Recalling (1), these gains are respectively

$$g_1 = s_1(1 - \alpha_1) + s_2(1 - \alpha_2) - s_3\alpha_3, \quad g_2 = s_1(1 - \alpha_1) - s_2\alpha_2 + s_3(1 - \alpha_3), \quad g_3 = -s_1\alpha_1 + s_2(1 - \alpha_2), \quad g_4 = -s_1\alpha_1 + s_3(1 - \alpha_3).$$

We also need the equations of the planes $\pi_1, \pi_2, \pi_3, \pi_4$, containing respectively the triangles $V_1V_2V_3, V_1V_2V_4, V_1V_3V_4, V_2V_3V_4$, which are given below

$$\pi_1: \alpha_3x + y + z = 1 + \alpha_3; \quad \pi_3: \alpha_3(1 - \alpha_2)x + (1 - \alpha_3)y + (1 - \alpha_2)z = 1 - \alpha_2\alpha_3; \quad \pi_2: \alpha_2x + y + z = 1 + \alpha_2; \quad \pi_4: \alpha_2(1 - \alpha_3)x + (1 - \alpha_3)y + (1 - \alpha_2)z = 1 - \alpha_2\alpha_3.$$
The intersection points of the segment \((x, \alpha_2, \alpha_3), 0 \leq x \leq 1\), with the planes \(\pi_1\) and \(\pi_2\), are respectively \(V_x^* = (\frac{1-\alpha_2}{\alpha_3}, \alpha_2, \alpha_3)\) and \(V_x^{**} = (\frac{1-\alpha_2}{\alpha_3}, \alpha_2, \alpha_3)\). Moreover,

\[ V_x^* \geq A_3 \iff \alpha_1 \alpha_3 + \alpha_2 \leq 1; \quad V_x^{**} \geq A_3 \iff \alpha_1 \alpha_2 + \alpha_3 \leq 1. \]

The intersection point of the segment \((\alpha_1, y, \alpha_3), 0 \leq y \leq 1\), with the plane \(\pi_3\) is

\[ V_y = (\alpha_1, \frac{1-\alpha_3-\alpha_1(1-\alpha_2)}{1-\alpha_3}, \alpha_3) \geq A_3, \quad \forall \alpha_2 \in [0, 1]. \]

The intersection point of the segment \((\alpha_1, \alpha_2, z), 0 \leq z \leq 1\), with the plane \(\pi_4\) is

\[ V_z = (\alpha_1, \alpha_2, \frac{1-\alpha_2-\alpha_1(1-\alpha_3)}{1-\alpha_2}) \geq A_3, \quad \forall \alpha_3 \in [0, 1]. \]

b.1) assume that \(\alpha_1 + \alpha_2 \leq 1\) and consider the set

\[ S = \{(a, b) : a \geq \frac{1-\alpha_2}{1-\alpha_1-\alpha_2}, \quad 1 + \frac{\alpha_2}{1-\alpha_2}a \leq b \leq \frac{1-\alpha_1}{\alpha_1}a - \frac{1-\alpha_1}{\alpha_1} \}. \]

We have: \(a > 0, \quad b > 0, \quad ag_2 + bg_3 \geq g_1, \quad \forall (a, b) \in S\). Then, \(g_1\) is not relevant and \(T = \{2, 3, 4\}\) is a basic set. Moreover, \(V_x^* = \lambda_2 V_2 + \lambda_3 V_3 + \lambda_4 V_4\), with

\[ \lambda_2 = \alpha_1, \quad \lambda_3 = \frac{\alpha_1 \alpha_2}{1-\alpha_2}, \quad \lambda_4 = \frac{1-\alpha_1-\alpha_2}{1-\alpha_2}. \]

We recall that \(0 < \alpha_i < 1, \quad i = 1, 2, 3\), so that \(\lambda_2 > 0, \quad \lambda_3 > 0, \quad \lambda_4 \geq 0\). Then, the vector \((\lambda_2, \lambda_3, \lambda_4)\) is a solution of the system \((S_5^{ij})\), with \(|I_{ij}^*| \leq 1\), and hence, by Theorem 3, \(A_3\) is g-coherent.

b.2) assume that \(\alpha_2 + \alpha_3 \leq 1\) and consider the sets

\[ S_1 = \{(a, b) : 0 < a \leq \frac{1-\alpha_2-\alpha_3+\alpha_2 \alpha_3}{1-\alpha_2-\alpha_3}, \quad \frac{\alpha_3}{1-\alpha_3} \leq b \leq \frac{1-\alpha_2}{\alpha_2}a - \frac{1-\alpha_2}{\alpha_2} \}; \]

\[ S_2 = \{((\gamma, \delta)) : 0 < \gamma \leq \frac{\alpha_2 \alpha_3 (1-\alpha_3)}{1-\alpha_2-\alpha_3}, \quad 1 + \frac{\alpha_3}{1-\alpha_3} \delta \leq \frac{1-\alpha_2}{\alpha_2} \}. \]

For each \((a, b) \in S_1, \quad (\gamma, \delta) \in S_2\), one has

\[ a > 0, \quad b > 0, \quad \gamma > 0, \quad \delta > 0, \quad ag_1 + bg_2 \geq g_3, \quad \gamma g_1 + \delta g_2 \geq g_4. \]

Then, \(g_3\) and \(g_4\) are not relevant and \(T = \{1, 2\}\) is a basic set. Moreover, defining \(V^* = (1, \alpha_2, 1-\alpha_2), \quad \lambda_1 = \alpha_2, \quad \lambda_2 = 1-\alpha_2\), one has

\[ V^* \geq (1, \alpha_2, \alpha_3) \geq A_3; \quad V^* = \lambda_1 V_1 + \lambda_2 V_2, \quad \lambda_1 > 0, \quad \lambda_2 > 0, \quad \lambda_1 + \lambda_2 = 1. \]

Then, the vector \((\lambda_1, \lambda_2)\) is a solution of the system \((S_3^{ij})\), with \(I_{ij}^* = 0\), and hence, by Theorem 3, \(A_3\) is g-coherent.

b.3) assume that \(\alpha_1 + \alpha_3 \leq 1\) and consider the set

\[ S = \{(a, b) : a \geq \frac{1-\alpha_3}{1-\alpha_1-\alpha_3}, \quad 1 + \frac{\alpha_3}{1-\alpha_3}a \leq b \leq \frac{1-\alpha_1}{\alpha_1}a - \frac{1-\alpha_1}{\alpha_1} \}. \]
We have: $a > 0$, $b > 0$, $ag_1 + bg_2 \geq g_2$, $\forall (a, b) \in S$. Then, $g_2$ is not relevant and $T = \{1, 3, 4\}$ is a basic set. Moreover, $V^*_a = \lambda_1 V_1 + \lambda_3 V_3 + \lambda_4 V_4$, with
\[
\lambda_1 = \alpha_1 > 0, \quad \lambda_3 = \frac{1 - (\alpha_1 + \alpha_3)}{1 - \alpha_3} \geq 0, \quad \lambda_4 = \frac{\alpha_1 \alpha_3}{1 - \alpha_3} > 0.
\]
Then, the vector $(\lambda_1, \lambda_3, \lambda_4)$ is a solution of the system $(S'^*_T)$, with $|t'^*_T| \leq 1$, and hence, by Theorem 3, $\mathcal{A}_3$ is g-coherent. Therefore, under the condition
\[
\alpha_1 + \alpha_2 \leq 1, \quad \text{or} \quad \alpha_2 + \alpha_3 \leq 1, \quad \text{or} \quad \alpha_1 + \alpha_3 \leq 1,
\]
$\mathcal{A}_3$ is g-coherent.

c) assume that $\alpha_1 + \alpha_2 > 1$, $\alpha_2 + \alpha_3 > 1$, $\alpha_1 + \alpha_3 > 1$.

c.1) if $\alpha_1 \alpha_3 + \alpha_2 \leq 1$, then $V^*_a \geq \mathcal{A}_3$. Moreover, $V'^*_a = \lambda_1 V_1 + \lambda_2 V_2 + \lambda_3 V_3$, with
\[
\lambda_1 = \frac{(1 - \alpha_2)(1 - \alpha_3)}{\alpha_3} > 0, \quad \lambda_2 = 1 - \alpha_2 > 0, \quad \lambda_3 = \frac{\alpha_2 + \alpha_3 - 1}{\alpha_3} > 0.
\]
Then, considering the basic set $T = \{1, 2, 3, 4\}$, the vector $(\lambda_1, \lambda_2, \lambda_3, 0)$ is a solution of the system $(S'^*_T)$, with $t'^*_T = 0$, and hence, by Theorem 3, $\mathcal{A}_3$ is g-coherent.

c.2) if $\alpha_1 \alpha_2 + \alpha_3 \leq 1$, then $V'^*_a \geq \mathcal{A}_3$. Moreover, $V'^*_a = \lambda_1 V_1 + \lambda_2 V_2 + \lambda_4 V_4$, with
\[
\lambda_1 = 1 - \alpha_3 > 0, \quad \lambda_2 = \frac{(1 - \alpha_2)(1 - \alpha_3)}{\alpha_2} > 0, \quad \lambda_4 = \frac{\alpha_2 + \alpha_3 - 1}{\alpha_2} > 0.
\]
Then, considering the basic set $T = \{1, 2, 3, 4\}$, the vector $(\lambda_1, \lambda_2, 0, \lambda_4)$ is a solution of the system $(S'^*_T)$, with $t'^*_T = 0$, and hence, by Theorem 3, $\mathcal{A}_3$ is g-coherent.

c.3) assume that $\alpha_1 \alpha_2 + \alpha_3 > 1$, $\alpha_2 \alpha_3 + \alpha_2 > 1$, and let us make the (absurd) hypothesis that $\mathcal{A}_3$ were g-coherent. Then, considering the basic set $T = \{1, 2, 3, 4\}$, the system $(S'^*_T)$ should be solvable and hence, for suitable non negative values $\lambda_1, \ldots, \lambda_4$, with $\lambda_1 + \cdots + \lambda_4 = 1$, defining
\[
V^* = \lambda_1 V_1 + \lambda_2 V_2 + \lambda_3 V_3 + \lambda_4 V_4 = (\lambda_1 + \lambda_2, \lambda_1 + \lambda_3 + \alpha_2 \lambda_4, \lambda_2 + \alpha_3 \lambda_3 + \lambda_4),
\]
it should be: $V^* \geq \mathcal{A}_3$, that is
\[
\lambda_1 + \lambda_2 \geq \alpha_1; \quad \lambda_1 + \lambda_3 \geq \alpha_2 - \alpha_2 \lambda_4; \quad \lambda_2 + \lambda_4 \geq \alpha_3 (\lambda_1 + \lambda_2 + \lambda_4), \quad (16)
\]
or, equivalently
\[
\lambda_1 + \lambda_2 \geq \alpha_1; \quad \lambda_1 + \lambda_3 \geq \alpha_2 (\lambda_1 + \lambda_2 + \lambda_3); \quad \lambda_2 + \lambda_4 \geq \alpha_3 - \alpha_3 \lambda_3. \quad (17)
\]
Then, assuming $\alpha_3 - \alpha_2 \geq 0$ and recalling that $\alpha_1 \alpha_3 + \alpha_2 > 1$, by summing the last two inequalities in (16) we would obtain
\[
1 \geq \alpha_3 (\lambda_1 + \lambda_2) + \alpha_2 + (\alpha_3 - \alpha_2) \lambda_4 \geq \alpha_1 \alpha_3 + \alpha_2 + (\alpha_3 - \alpha_2) \lambda_4 > 1,
\]
which is absurd. On the other hand, assuming $\alpha_3 - \alpha_2 < 0$ and recalling that $\alpha_1 \alpha_2 + \alpha_3 > 1$, by summing the last two inequalities in (17) we would obtain

$$1 \geq \alpha_2 (\lambda_1 + \lambda_2) + \alpha_3 + (\alpha_2 - \alpha_3) \lambda_3 \geq \alpha_1 \alpha_2 + \alpha_3 + (\alpha_2 - \alpha_3) \lambda_3 > 1,$$

which is absurd too. Hence, $(s^I)$ is not solvable and $\mathcal{A}_3$ is not g-coherent.

We observe that the hypotheses concerning the set of logical relations $L$ can be modified in many ways. Then, by the same reasoning as in Theorem 4, we obtain many similar results, which we give without proof in the remaining part of this section (the proofs of these results can be found in [6]).

**Theorem 5** If $\mathcal{V}_0 = \mathcal{V}_1 = \mathcal{V}_2 = \emptyset$, $\mathcal{U}_{0,1} = \{V_1, V_2\} = \{(1, 1, 0), (1, 0, 1)\}$, $V_3 = (0, 1, \alpha_3) \in \mathcal{U}_{1,1}, (0, \alpha_2, 1) \notin \mathcal{U}_{1,1}$, $\alpha_i < 1, \forall i$, then one has:

a) for every $r > 3$, the gain $g_r$ is not relevant;
b) if $\alpha_2 + \alpha_3 \leq 1$, then there exists a basic set $\mathcal{T}$, with $|\mathcal{T}| = 2$, and $\mathcal{A}_3$ is g-coherent;
c) if $\alpha_2 + \alpha_3 > 1$, then $\mathcal{A}_3$ is g-coherent iff $\alpha_1 \alpha_3 + \alpha_2 \leq 1$.

**Theorem 6** If $\mathcal{V}_0 = \mathcal{V}_1 = \mathcal{V}_2 = \emptyset$, $\mathcal{U}_{0,1} = \{V_1\} = \{(1, 1, 0)\}$, $V_3, V_4, V_5, V_6 = \{\alpha_1, 0, 1\}, \{0, \alpha_2, 1\}, \{1, 0, \alpha_3\}, \{0, 1, \alpha_3\} \subseteq \mathcal{U}_{1,1}$, $\alpha_i < 1, \forall i$, then one has:

a) for every $r > 5$, the gain $g_r$ is not relevant;
b) if $\alpha_1 + \alpha_2 \leq 1$, then there exists a basic set $\mathcal{T}$, with $|\mathcal{T}| = 4$, and $\mathcal{A}_3$ is g-coherent.
c) if $\alpha_1 + \alpha_2 > 1$, then $\mathcal{A}_3$ is g-coherent iff

$$\alpha_3 \leq \max\left\{\frac{\alpha_1 + \alpha_2 - 2 \alpha_1 \alpha_2}{\alpha_1 + \alpha_2 - \alpha_1 \alpha_2}, 1 - \alpha_1 + \alpha_1 \alpha_3 - \alpha_1 \alpha_2 \alpha_3, 1 - \alpha_1 \alpha_3\right\}.$$

**Remark:** We observe that, by suitably modifying the hypotheses in Theorems 4, 5, and 6, we obtain similar results on non relevant gains and basic sets, with further conditions characterizing the g-coherence of the assessment $\mathcal{A}_3$ on $\mathcal{F}_3$. As an example, by Theorem 4, still assuming $\mathcal{V}_0 = \mathcal{V}_1 = \mathcal{V}_2 = \emptyset$, under the hypotheses

$$\mathcal{U}_{0,1} = \{V_1, V_2\} = \{(1, 1, 0), (0, 1, 1)\}, \{V_3, V_4\} = \{(1, 0, \alpha_3), (\alpha_1, 0, 1)\} \subseteq \mathcal{U}_{1,1},$$

we obtain a new result, which is similar to such theorem, and so on.

**Theorem 7** If $\mathcal{V}_0 = \mathcal{V}_1 = \mathcal{V}_2 = \emptyset$, $\mathcal{U}_{0,1} = \{V_1, V_2, V_3, V_4, V_5, V_6\} = \{(1, \alpha_2, 0)\}, \{1, 0, \alpha_3\}, \{(\alpha_1, 1, 0), (0, 1, \alpha_3), (\alpha_1, 0, 1), (0, \alpha_2, 1)\}$, $\alpha_i < 1, \forall i$, then one has:

a) for every $r > 6$, the gain $g_r$ is not relevant;
b) if $\alpha_1 + \alpha_2 \leq 1$, or $\alpha_1 + \alpha_3 \leq 1$, or $\alpha_2 + \alpha_3 \leq 1$, then there exists a basic set $\mathcal{T}$, with $|\mathcal{T}| = 4$, and $\mathcal{A}_3$ is g-coherent.
c) if $\alpha_1 + \alpha_2 > 1, \alpha_1 + \alpha_3 > 1, \alpha_2 + \alpha_3 > 1$, then $\mathcal{A}_3$ is not g-coherent.
If \( A \) is not g-coherent.

a) there exists a basic set \( T \) such that \( (\alpha_i, 0, 1) \) for every \( i \), with \( |T| = 2 \), and \( \mathcal{A}_3 \) is g-coherent.

b) if \( \alpha_1 + \alpha_3 \leq 1 \), or \( \alpha_2 + \alpha_3 \leq 1 \), then there exists a basic set \( T \) with \( |T| = 2 \), and \( \mathcal{A}_3 \) is g-coherent.

c) if \( \alpha_1 + \alpha_2 > 1 \), or \( \alpha_2 + \alpha_3 > 1 \), then \( \mathcal{A}_3 \) is not g-coherent.

\[ \mathcal{A}_0 = \mathcal{A}_1 = \mathcal{A}_2 = \emptyset, \quad \mathcal{A}_{i+1} = \{V_1, V_2, V_3, V_4\} = \{(1, \alpha_2, 0), (\alpha_1, 1, 0), (\alpha_1, 0, 1), (0, \alpha_2, 1)\}, \quad \alpha_i < 1 \quad \forall i, \text{ then one has:} \]

a) for every \( r > 4 \), the gain \( g_r \) is not relevant;

b) if \( \alpha_1 + \alpha_2 \leq 1 \), or \( \alpha_2 + \alpha_3 \leq 1 \), then there exists a basic set \( T \) with \( |T| = 2 \), and \( \mathcal{A}_3 \) is g-coherent.

c) if \( \alpha_1 + \alpha_2 > 1 \), or \( \alpha_2 + \alpha_3 > 1 \), then \( \mathcal{A}_3 \) is not g-coherent.

\[ \mathcal{A}_0 = \mathcal{A}_1 = \mathcal{A}_2 = \emptyset, \quad \mathcal{A}_{i+1} = \{V_1, V_2, V_3, V_4\} = \{(1, 0, \alpha_3), (0, 1, \alpha_3), (\alpha_1, 1, 0), (\alpha_1, 0, 1)\}, \quad \alpha_i < 1 \quad \forall i, \text{ then one has:} \]

a) for every \( r > 4 \), the gain \( g_r \) is not relevant;

b) if \( \alpha_1 + \alpha_2 \leq 1 \), or \( \alpha_2 + \alpha_3 \leq 1 \), then there exists a basic set \( T \) with \( |T| = 2 \), and \( \mathcal{A}_3 \) is g-coherent.

c) if \( \alpha_1 + \alpha_2 > 1 \), or \( \alpha_2 + \alpha_3 > 1 \), then \( \mathcal{A}_3 \) is not g-coherent.

\[ \mathcal{A}_0 = \mathcal{A}_1 = \mathcal{A}_2 = \emptyset, \quad \mathcal{A}_{i+1} = \{V_1, V_2, V_3, V_4\} = \{(1, 0, \alpha_3), (0, 1, \alpha_3), (1, \alpha_2, 0), (0, \alpha_2, 1)\}, \quad \alpha_i < 1 \quad \forall i, \text{ then one has:} \]

a) for every \( r > 4 \), the gain \( g_r \) is not relevant;

b) if \( \alpha_1 + \alpha_2 \leq 1 \), or \( \alpha_1 + \alpha_3 \leq 1 \), then there exists a basic set \( T \) with \( |T| = 2 \), and \( \mathcal{A}_3 \) is g-coherent.

c) if \( \alpha_1 + \alpha_2 > 1 \), or \( \alpha_1 + \alpha_3 > 1 \), then \( \mathcal{A}_3 \) is not g-coherent.

5 Some general results

In this section we give some theorems on g-coherence of a vector of lower probability bounds \( \mathcal{A}_n \) defined on a family of \( n \) conditional events \( \mathcal{F}_n \). Notice that detailed proofs of all theorems presented in this section are given in [6].

In the next theorem we generalize the condition 6 in Remark 4. In such theorem the set of logical relations \( L \) specifies that the conjunctions

\[
E_1 H_1 \cdots E_n H_n, \quad E_1 H_1 \cdots E_{n-1} H_{n-1} H_n, \quad \ldots, \quad H_1 E_2 H_2 \cdots E_n H_n, \\
E_1 H_1 \cdots E_{n-2} H_{n-2} H_{n-1} H_n, \quad \ldots, \quad H_1 E_2 H_2 \cdots E_n H_n, \\
E_1 H_1 H_2^c \cdots H_n^c, \quad \ldots, \quad H_1 H_2^c \cdots H_{n-1}^c E_n H_n
\]

are impossible. Then, under such hypotheses, the condition \( \alpha_1 + \cdots + \alpha_n \leq n - 1 \) is necessary for the g-coherence of \( \mathcal{A}_n \).

Theorem 11 If \( \mathcal{A}_0 = \mathcal{A}_1 = \cdots = \mathcal{A}_{n-1} = \emptyset \) and \( \alpha_1 + \cdots + \alpha_n > n - 1 \), then \( \mathcal{A}_n \) is not g-coherent.

In the next theorem we generalize the condition 7 given in Remark 4.

Theorem 12 If \( \mathcal{A}_0 = \cdots = \mathcal{A}_{n-1} = \emptyset, \quad |\mathcal{U}_{0,1}| = n, \quad \alpha_i < 1 \quad \forall i, \text{ then one has:} \]

a) there exists a basic set \( T \) with \( |T| = n; \)

b) \( \mathcal{A}_n \) is g-coherent iff \( \alpha_1 + \cdots + \alpha_n \leq n - 1 \).
We denote by $\mathcal{Z}$ the set defined as

$$\mathcal{Z} = \{(h,k) : h + k = n - 1, h > 0\} \cup \{(h,k) : h + k < n - 1\}.$$ 

Then, we have

**Theorem 13** If $\mathcal{V}_0 = \cdots = \mathcal{V}_{n-1} = \emptyset$, $\mathcal{U}_{h,k} = \emptyset$ for each $(h,k) \in \mathcal{Z}$, and $\alpha_1 + \cdots + \alpha_n > 1$, then $\mathcal{A}_n$ is not g-coherent.

The next result generalizes the condition 8 in Remark 4.

**Theorem 14** If $\mathcal{V}_0 = \cdots = \mathcal{V}_{n-1} = \emptyset$, $\mathcal{U}_{h,k} = \emptyset$, for each pair $(h,k) \in \mathcal{Z}$, $|\mathcal{U}_{0,n-1}| = n$, $0 < \alpha_t < 1 \forall t$, then one has:

a) if, for every $j \in J_n$, it is $\sum_{i \in J_n \setminus \{j\}} \alpha_i \leq 1$, then $T = J_n$ is a basic set;

b) $\mathcal{A}_n$ is g-coherent iff $\alpha_1 + \cdots + \alpha_n \leq 1$.

### 6 Conclusions

Exploiting the coherence principle of de Finetti and the related notion of g-coherence, we illustrated a probabilistic approach to uncertain reasoning based on lower probability bounds. We examined the notions of non relevant gain and basic set which may be helpful, in g-coherence checking and propagation of conditional probability bounds, to reduce the sets of variables and/or constraints in the linear systems used in our algorithms. We observe that such notions and in particular the condition (6), in the form $g_T = \sum_{j \in T} g_j$, have been used in ([3], Theorem 5.6) to characterize in term of random gains an efficient procedure proposed in [16] for families of conjunctive conditional events. To provide a better understanding of these notions, we examined several examples of families constituted by three conditional events. This case may have a specific importance, e.g., in default reasoning where many inference rules consist of two premises and one conclusion. We obtained some necessary and sufficient conditions of g-coherence and we also generalized some theoretical results. Further work should allow to extend the results of this paper to the case of families of $n$ conditional events, with $n > 3$.
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The Maximal Variance of Fuzzy Interval*
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Abstract
The paper gives the solution of calculating maximal variance of fuzzy interval in the scope of the theory of imprecise probabilities. As it appears, this problem is more difficult than analogous one connected with evaluation of lower and upper expectations of fuzzy interval. This paper gives some contribution to possibility theory in the framework of probability approach.
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1 Introduction
There is a well-known interpretation of fuzzy interval in the framework of the theory of imprecise probabilities [1, 2]. To get this, we associate with any fuzzy interval a possibility or necessity measure, and then consider that values of the pointed measures give us lower or upper assessments of probabilities. This interpretation was discussed in detail in [3], and there it is proposed to use upper and lower expectations for evaluating uncertainty of such intervals. These characteristics and other crude moments of order $k$ can be easily calculated by Choquet integral. However, to calculate upper and lower central moments is more difficult as it is shown in investigations, presented below.

Throughout the paper we will use the following notations: 1) $E[ξ]$ is an ordinary expectation of the random variable $ξ$, i.e. $E[ξ] = \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} x dP(x)$, where $P$ is a probability measure associated with the random variable $ξ$; 2) $\sigma^2[ξ]$ is an ordinary variance of the random variable $ξ$, i.e. $\sigma^2[ξ] = E[ξ^2] - (E[ξ])^2$.

*I would like to express my sincere thanks to the German Academic Exchange Service (DAAD), Bremen University and Prof. Dr. Dieter Denneberg for the research opportunity provided.
2 Basic definitions and problem statement

We will consider fuzzy intervals with a form (fig.1). The function $\mu$ is assumed to be continuous, and the functions $\mu_1$ and $\mu_2$ are differentiable on the intervals $(a,b)$ and $(c,d)$ correspondingly.

$$
\mu(x) = \begin{cases} 
0, & x \leq a \text{ or } x \geq d, \\
\mu_1(x), & a < x < b, \\
1, & b \leq x \leq c, \\
\mu_2(x), & c < x < d. 
\end{cases}
$$

In addition, $\mu_1$ is increasing on $(a,b)$, $\mu_2$ is decreasing on $(c,d)$.

In possibility theory, for each fuzzy interval, a possibility measure $P(A) = \sup_{x \in A} \mu(x)$ and a necessity measure $N(A) = \inf_{x \not\in A} [1 - \mu(x)]$ are introduced, and can be considered as lower or upper estimation of probability of the event $A \in \mathcal{F}$ (where $\mathcal{F}$ is Borel algebra of real axis). Taking this into account, possibility measure $P$ and necessity measure $N$ define a family of probability measures $\Xi = \{ P \mid N(A) \leq P(A) \leq P(A) \}$, and the problem arises, how to calculate digital characteristics of such family, in particular, the maximal variance $\sigma^2(\mu) = \sup_{P \in \Xi} \sigma^2(\xi)$. In the last expression, it is assumed that the probability measure $P_i$ determines a random value $\xi_i$. For the fuzzy interval, the value $\sigma^2(\mu)$ can serve as some characteristic of uncertainty.

3 The research of possibilistic inclusion

**Theorem 1** [4, 5]. Let $P$ be a probability measure, $\Xi$ a family of probability measures, generated by a fuzzy interval with a membership function $\mu$. Then $P \in \Xi$ iff $P\{A(p)\} \leq p$ for all $p \in [0, 1]$, where $A(p) = \{ x \in \mathbb{R} \mid \mu(x) \leq p \}$.

Theorem 1 can be reformulated by using standard terms for random values as follows.
Theorem 1*. Let we use the same notations as in theorem 1, and the random value $\xi$ is described by the probability measure $P$ on $\Xi$. Consider also a random value $\eta = \mu(\xi) \in [0, 1]$. Then $P \in \Xi$ iff $F_\eta(y) \leq y$, where $F_\eta(y) = P\{\eta \leq y\}$.

Remark. The function $F_\eta$ is a distribution function of $\eta$, whenever $\eta$ is continuous.

4 The solution of the optimization problem

Theorem 2. Let $\xi$ be a random value, described by a probability measure $P \in \Xi$, in addition, $\sigma^2[\xi] = \sigma^2(\mu)$. Then we have $P\{(b, c)\} = 0$ for fuzzy interval (1).

Proof. Suppose that the coordinate system has been chosen in a way that $E[\xi] = 0$. Assume also that $b < 0$, and the condition of the theorem is not fulfilled, i.e. $P(b, 0) > 0$. The theorem is valid if one can find such a measure $P^*$ that $P^* \in \Xi$ and $\sigma^2[x^*] > \sigma^2[\xi]$. We will search the probability measure $P^*$ in a form:

$$P^*(A) = \begin{cases} P(A)\varepsilon, & A \subseteq (b, 0], \\ P(b) + P(b, 0)(1 - \varepsilon), & A = \{b\}, \\ P(A), & A \cap [b, 0] = \emptyset. \end{cases}$$

It is obvious that $P^*$ extends on $\Xi$ uniquely and $P^* \in \Xi$. Calculate derivative of

$$\sigma^2[x^*] = \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} x^2dP^*(x) - \left[\int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} xdP^*(x)\right]^2$$

w.r.t. $\varepsilon$ at the point $\varepsilon = 1$. Since $\int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} xdP^*(x) = 0$ at the point $\varepsilon = 1$,

$$\frac{d}{d\varepsilon} \left(\sigma^2[x^*]\right)_{\varepsilon=1} = \frac{d}{d\varepsilon} \left[\int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} x^2dP^*(x)\right]_{\varepsilon=1}.$$ 

Describe the last expression in detail.

$$\int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} x^2dP^*(x) = \int_{R \setminus [b, 0]} x^2P(x) + b^2 (P\{b\} + P(b, 0)(1 - \varepsilon)) + \varepsilon \int_{(b, 0]} x^2dP(x).$$

Therefore,

$$\frac{d}{d\varepsilon} \left(\sigma^2[x^*]\right)_{\varepsilon=1} = -b^2 P\{b, 0\} + \int_{(b, 0]} x^2dP(x) < 0.$$ 

It means that there exists $\varepsilon < 1$ that $\sigma^2[x^*] > \sigma^2[\xi]$. For the complete proof of the theorem, we must consider also a case, where $c > 0$ and $P(0, c) > 0$. 
Corollary. Let \( P \in \mathbb{Z}, \sigma^2[\xi] = \sigma^2(\mu) \) as in theorem 2, in addition, \( E[\xi] = 0 \).

Then

1) \( P[0,c] = 0 \) if \( c > 0 \);
2) \( P(b,0) = 0 \) if \( b < 0 \).

Theorem 3. Let \( P \in \mathbb{Z}, \sigma^2[\xi] = \sigma^2(\mu) \) as in theorem 2. Then the random value \( \eta \) has a distribution function \( F_\eta(y) = y \).

Proof. We will assume that the coordinate system has been chosen in a way that \( E[\xi] = 0 \). Suppose the contrary assumption, that for \( \xi \) from the theorem, \( F_\eta(y) \neq y \). The theorem will be proved, if under this condition, there exists a random value \( \xi^* \) associated with a probability measure \( P^* \in \mathbb{Z} \) for which \( \sigma^2[\xi^*] > \sigma^2[\xi] \). The random value \( \xi^* \) will be searched for a certain \( \alpha \in [0,1] \), using the expression:

\[
\xi^* = \begin{cases} 
\mu_1^{-1}[\alpha F_\eta(\mu(\xi))] + (1 - \alpha)\mu(\xi), & \xi \in [a,b], \\
\mu_2^{-1}[\alpha F_\eta(\mu(\xi))] + (1 - \alpha)\mu(\xi), & \xi \in [c,d].
\end{cases}
\]

Hence, we need to find \( \alpha \in [0,1] \) such that \( \sigma^2[\xi^*] > \sigma^2[\xi] \). But at first, check that \( \xi^* \) generates the probability measure \( P^* \in \mathbb{Z} \). To do this, we need to confirm that the inequality

\[
F_\eta^*(y) = P\{\mu(\xi^*) \leq y\} \leq y
\]

is valid. Actually,

\[
\eta^* = \mu(\xi^*) = \alpha F_\eta(\mu(\xi)) + (1 - \alpha)\mu(\xi),
\]

\[
F_\eta^*(y) = P\{\alpha F_\eta(\mu(\xi)) + (1 - \alpha)\mu(\xi) \leq y\}.
\]

Since \( F_\eta(y) \leq y \), then \( \{\alpha F_\eta(\mu(\xi)) + (1 - \alpha)\mu(\xi) \leq y\} \subseteq \{F_\eta(\mu(\xi)) \leq y\} \). Therefore,

\[
F_\eta(y) \leq P\{F_\eta(\mu(\xi)) \leq y\} = P\{\mu(\xi) \leq F_\eta^{-1}(y)\} = F_\eta(F_\eta^{-1}(y)) = y.
\]

Thus, it has been shown that \( P^* \in \mathbb{Z} \). Further we will prove that \( \sigma^2[\xi^*] > \sigma^2[\xi] \) for a certain \( \alpha \in [0,1] \). To do this, calculate derivative of

\[
\frac{d}{d\alpha}\sigma^2[\xi^*] = \frac{d}{d\alpha}\left(E[(\xi^*)^2] - (E[\xi^*])^2\right)_{\alpha=0}
\]

at the point \( \alpha = 0 \). Since \( E[\xi^*]_{\alpha=0} = E[\xi] = 0 \),

\[
\frac{d}{d\alpha}\sigma^2[\xi^*]_{\alpha=0} = \frac{d}{d\alpha}E[(\xi^*)^2]_{\alpha=0} = \frac{d}{d\alpha}\left(\int_{a}^{b} [\mu_1^{-1} \mu F_\eta(\mu(x)) + (1 - \alpha)\mu(x)]^2 dP(x)\right)_{\alpha=0}
\]
\[ + \frac{d}{d\alpha} \left( \int_c^d \mu_2^{-1} \left[ \alpha F_\eta (\mu(x)) + (1 - \alpha) \mu(x) \right]^2 dP(x) \right)_{\alpha=0}. \]

Taking derivative w.r.t. \( \alpha \) at the point \( \alpha = 0 \), we get

\[ \left. \frac{d}{d\alpha} \sigma^2 [\xi^*] \right|_{\alpha=0} = \int_a^b 2x \frac{d}{dy} \mu_1^{-1}(y) \left. (F_\eta (\mu(x)) - \mu(x)) dP(x) + \right. \]

\[ + \int_c^d 2x \frac{d}{dy} \mu_2^{-1}(y) \left. (F_\eta (\mu(x)) - \mu(x)) dP(x) \right. \]

Analyze signs of factors stating in the integrands.

1) \( F_\eta (\mu(x)) - \mu(x) \leq 0 \), in addition, since according to our supposition \( F_\eta (y) \neq y \), \( y \in [0, 1] \), there exists a non-empty set of points, in which \( F_\eta (\mu(x)) - \mu(x) < 0 \). Since \( F_\eta \) is continuous, increasing function, \( P \{ F_\eta (\mu(\xi)) - \mu(\xi) < 0 \} > 0 \).

2) The function \( \mu_1 \) is increasing on \([a, b]\), therefore, \( \frac{d}{dy} \mu_1^{-1}(y) \left|_{y=\mu(x)} \right. > 0 \) if \( x \in (a, b) \).

3) According to the corollary of theorem 2, \( P[0, c] = 0 \). It enables to exchange the area of integration to \((a, \min \{b, 0\})\). Notice that \((2x) < 0 \) if \( x \) is in this interval.

4) The function \( \mu_2 \) is decreasing on \([c, d]\), thus, \( \frac{d}{dy} \mu_2^{-1}(y) \left|_{y=\mu(x)} \right. < 0 \), whenever \( x \in (c, d) \).

5) According to the corollary of theorem 2, \( P[d, 0] = 0 \). It enables to exchange the area of integration to \((\max \{c, 0\}, d)\) in the second integral. Note that the factor \((2x) > 0 \) in this interval.

Analyzing signs of integrals, one can confirm that value of each of them is non-negative; in addition, one of them is strictly positive. Hence, \( \frac{d}{d\alpha} \sigma^2 [\xi^*] \left|_{\alpha=0} \right. > 0 \). It means that one can find \( \alpha > 0 \) that \( \sigma^2 [\xi^*] > \sigma^2 [\xi] \), i.e. the supposition has been made is wrong, and it implies \( F_\eta (y) = y \).

The proved theorems enable to make some simplifying of our optimization problem. To do this, introduce into consideration the functions

\[ F_{\eta_1}(y) = P \{ \mu_1(\xi) \leq y | \xi \in [a, b] \}, F_{\eta_2}(y) = P \{ \mu_2(\xi) \leq y | \xi \in [c, d] \}. \]

It is clear that \( \eta_1 = \mu(\xi_1) \), \( \eta_2 = \mu(\xi_2) \), and also the random value \( \xi_1 \) is associated with the probability measure \( P \{ * | \xi \in [a, b] \} \), \( \xi_2 \) with the probability measure \( P \{ * | \xi \in [c, d] \} \). Let \( P \in \Xi \) and \( \sigma^2 [\xi] = \sigma^2 (\mu) \), then \( P \{ R \setminus [a, b] \cup [c, d] \} = 0 \), and, using formula of composite probability, one can write:

\[ F_\eta (y) = F_{\eta_1}(y) P \{ \xi \in [a, b] \} + F_{\eta_2}(y) P \{ \xi \in [c, d] \}. \]
By theorem 3, \( F_\eta(y) = y \). Assume that functions \( F_{\eta_1}(y) \) and \( F_{\eta_2}(y) \) are differentiable, then the calculation of probability is transformed to Riemannian integral:

\[
P \{ \xi \in A \} = P \{ \xi \in [a, b] \} \int_{\mu(A')} \! dF_{\eta_1}(y) + P \{ \xi \in [c, d] \} \int_{\mu(A')} \! dF_{\eta_2}(y).
\]

By analogy, using the expression \( \xi = \left\{ \begin{array}{ll}
\mu_1^{-1}(\eta_1), & \xi \in [a, b], \\
\mu_1^{-1}(\eta_2), & \xi \in [c, d],
\end{array} \right. \)

one can write the formula for calculating moments:

\[
E \left[ \frac{x^k}{h} \right] = P \{ \xi \in [a, b] \} \int_{0}^{1} \! \left[ \frac{1}{h} \right] \! dF_{\eta_1}(y) + P \{ \xi \in [c, d] \} \int_{0}^{1} \! \left[ \frac{1}{h} \right] \! dF_{\eta_2}(y).
\]

Introduce the following notations:

\[
h_1(y) = P \{ \xi \in [a, b] \} F'_{\eta_1}(y), \quad h_2(y) = P \{ \xi \in [c, d] \} F'_{\eta_2}(y).
\]

Then

\[
E \left[ \frac{x^k}{h} \right] = \int_{0}^{1} \! \left[ \frac{1}{h} \right] \! h_1(y)dy + \int_{0}^{1} \! \left[ \frac{1}{h} \right] \! h_2(y)dy.
\]

It is clear, that functions \( h_1, h_2 \) have to be non-negative in \([0, 1]\), in addition, \( h_1(y) + h_2(y) = 1 \) by theorem 3.

**Theorem 4.** Let \( \xi \) be associated with a probability measure \( P \in \Xi, \sigma^2[\xi] = \sigma^2(\mu), E[\xi] = 0 \), and \( E \left[ \frac{x^k}{h} \right] \) is calculated by formula (3). In addition, functions \( h_1, h_2 \) are piecewise continuous. Then in the range of \( h_1 \) continuity the following formula is valid:

\[
h_1(y) = \left\{ \begin{array}{ll}
1, & \left| \frac{1}{h} \right| > \left| \frac{1}{h} \right|, \\
0, & \left| \frac{1}{h} \right| < \left| \frac{1}{h} \right|,
\end{array} \right. \quad h_2(y) = 1 - h_1(y).
\]

**Proof.** Assume, on the contrary, that the condition of the theorem takes place, but formula (4) is not valid at least for one point of \( h_1(y) \) continuity. The theorem is valid if, for this case, we can find a random value \( \xi^* \), associated with a probability measure \( P^* \in \Xi \) such that \( \sigma^2[\xi^*] > \sigma^2[\xi] \). To do this, introduce into consideration the following functions:

\[
g_1(y) = \left\{ \begin{array}{ll}
1, & \left| \frac{1}{h} \right| > \left| \frac{1}{h} \right|, \\
0, & \left| \frac{1}{h} \right| < \left| \frac{1}{h} \right|,
\end{array} \right. \quad g_2(y) = 1 - g_1(y),
\]

and also

\[
h_1^*(y) = g_1(y)\alpha + h_1(y)(1 - \alpha), \quad h_2^*(y) = g_2(y)\alpha + h_2(y)(1 - \alpha), \quad y \in [0, 1].
\]
It is assumed that functions $h_1^*, h_2^*$ generate the probability distribution of $\xi^*$ by the formula:

$$P \{ \xi^* \in A \} = \int_{\mu\{A^\cap[a,b]\}} h_1^*(y)dy + \int_{\mu\{A^\cap[c,d]\}} h_2^*(y)dy.$$ 

It is clear that the last formula is an analog of formula (2), and the random value $\xi^*$ generates the probability measure $P^* \in \mathcal{E}$ for all values $\alpha \in [0,1]$. Calculate derivative of \( \frac{d}{d\alpha}\sigma^2[\xi^*] = \frac{d}{d\alpha}\int_0^1 \left[ \mu_1^{-1}(y) \right]^2 [g_1(y)\alpha + h_1(y)(1 - \alpha)]dy + \frac{d}{d\alpha}\int_0^1 \left[ \mu_2^{-1}(y) \right]^2 [g_2(y)\alpha + h_2(y)(1 - \alpha)]dy =$$

$$= \int_0^1 \left[ \mu_1^{-1}(y) \right]^2 [g_1(y) - h_1(y)]dy + \int_0^1 \left[ \mu_2^{-1}(y) \right]^2 [g_2(y) - h_2(y)]dy.$$ 

Since $g_1(y) - h_1(y) = h_2(y) - g_2(y)$, we get at last

$$\frac{d}{d\alpha}\sigma^2[\xi^*] \bigg|_{\alpha=0} = \frac{1}{0} \left( \left[ \mu_1^{-1}(y) \right]^2 - \left[ \mu_2^{-1}(y) \right]^2 \right) [g_1(y) - h_1(y)]dy.$$ 

Analyze signs of integrands factors.

1) Let $g_1(y) > h_1(y)$, then $g_1(y) = 1$, i.e. $\mu_1^{-1}(y) > \mu_2^{-1}(y)$ by formula (4).

2) Let $g_1(y) < h_1(y)$, then $g_1(y) = 0$, i.e. $\mu_1^{-1}(y) < \mu_2^{-1}(y)$ by formula (4).

From this, one can make a conclusion that the integrand on $[0,1]$ is non-negative. In addition, by our assumption, there is a point in the range of $h_1(y)$ continuity such that $g_1(y) \neq h_1(y)$. It implies $\frac{d}{d\alpha}\sigma^2[\xi^*] \bigg|_{\alpha=0} > 0$. It means, there is a point $\alpha > 0$ such that $\sigma^2[\xi^*] > \sigma^2[\xi]$, i.e. the assumption made is wrong. It proves the theorem in the whole.

**Theorem 5.** Let a set $\{\xi\}$ of random values with maximal variance $\sigma^2[\xi] = \overline{\sigma^2}(\mu), E[\xi] = 0$, be in a fuzzy interval $F$ with the membership function $\mu$. Then there is a random value $\xi^* = \{\xi\}$ such that

$$h_1^*(y) = \begin{cases} 1, & \mu_1^{-1}(y) > \mu_2^{-1}(y), \\ 0, & \mu_1^{-1}(y) < \mu_2^{-1}(y), \\ \alpha, & \mu_1^{-1}(y) = \mu_2^{-1}(y), \end{cases} \quad h_2^*(y) = 1 - h_1^*(y), \quad \alpha \in [0,1].$$
Proof. By theorem 4, the set \( \{ \xi_i \} \) includes a random value \( \xi \) such that

\[
h_1(y) = \begin{cases} 1, & \mu_1^{-1}(y) > \mu_2^{-1}(y), \\ 0, & \mu_1^{-1}(y) < \mu_2^{-1}(y), \end{cases} \quad h_2(y) = 1 - h_1(y).
\]

Denote \( A = \{ y \in [0, 1] | \mu_1^{-1}(y) = [\mu_2^{-1}(y)] \} \). For the random value \( \xi^* \), choose parameter \( \alpha \in [0, 1] \) as follows. Under the condition, \( E[\xi] = E[\xi^*] = 0 \), in addition, \( h_i(y) = h_i^*(y) \) if \( y \in \tilde{A} \). Therefore,

\[
E[\xi^*] - E[\xi] = \int_A \mu_1^{-1}(y) h_1(y) dy + \int_A \mu_2^{-1}(y) h_2(y) dy - \\
- \left( \int_A \mu_1^{-1}(y) h_1^*(y) dy + \int_A \mu_2^{-1}(y) h_2^*(y) dy \right).
\]

For \( y \in A, \mu_1^{-1}(y) = -\mu_2^{-1}(y) \), thus,

\[
\int_A \mu_1^{-1}(y) h_1(y) dy + \int_A \mu_2^{-1}(y) h_2(y) dy = \\
= \int_A \mu_1^{-1}(y) (h_1(y) - h_2(y)) dy = \beta \int_A \mu_1^{-1}(y) dy,
\]

where \( \beta \in [0, 1] \). The last equality is obtained with the help of mean-value theorem. By analogy,

\[
\int_A \mu_1^{-1}(y) h_1^*(y) dy + \int_A \mu_2^{-1}(y) h_2^*(y) dy = \\
= \int_A \mu_1^{-1}(y) (h_1^*(y) - h_2^*(y)) dy = (2\alpha - 1) \int_A \mu_1^{-1}(y) dy.
\]

Thus, \( E[\xi] = E[\xi^*] = 0 \) if \( \beta = 2\alpha - 1 \). Let us show that \( \sigma^2[\xi^*] = \sigma^2[\xi] \) in this case. Actually,

\[
\sigma^2[\xi] - \sigma^2[\xi^*] = E\left[\xi^2\right] - E\left[\xi^2\right] = \\
- \left( \int_A [\mu_1^{-1}(y)]^2 h_1(y) dy + \int_A [\mu_2^{-1}(y)]^2 h_2(y) dy \right) = \\
= \int_A [\mu_1^{-1}(y)]^2 dy - \int_A [\mu_2^{-1}(y)]^2 dy = 0.
\]

The theorem is proved.
5 The practical calculation of maximal variance

Theorem 6. Let the function $\mu_1^{-1} + \mu_2^{-1}$ be increasing. Then functions $h_1$ for calculating the maximal variance have a form:

$$
h_1(y) = \begin{cases} 1, y < \alpha, \\ 0, y > \alpha, \end{cases} \quad h_2(y) = 1 - h_1(y), \quad y, \alpha \in [0, 1].$$

Proof. Let $\xi$ be associated with a probability measure $P \in \Xi$ and $\sigma^2[\xi] = \sigma^2(\mu)$. Suppose that $E[\xi] = m$, then by theorem 4,

$$h_1(y) = \begin{cases} 1, |\mu_1^{-1}(y) - m| > |\mu_2^{-1}(y) - m|, \\ 0, |\mu_1^{-1}(y) - m| < |\mu_2^{-1}(y) - m|. \end{cases}$$

Thus, we need to solve the inequality, $|\mu_1^{-1}(y) - m| > |\mu_2^{-1}(y) - m|$. One can consider that $|\mu_1^{-1}(y) - m| < 0$ and $|\mu_2^{-1}(y) - m| > 0$ (see corollary of theorem 2). Therefore, the last inequality is transformed to a form:

$$\mu_1^{-1}(y) + \mu_2^{-1}(y) < 2m.$$ 

Let the number $2m$ belong to the range of values of the function $\mu_1^{-1} + \mu_2^{-1}$, $g$ be an inverse function to this median, then, since $g$ is increasing function, we get that $y < g(2m) = \alpha$. The cases, where $2m$ does not belong to the range of median values, are also described by formula (5).

Corollaries of theorem 6. Let we use notations of theorem 6. Then

1) $h_1(y) = \begin{cases} 1, \mu_1^{-1}(y) + \mu_2^{-1}(y) < 0, \\ 0, \mu_1^{-1}(y) + \mu_2^{-1}(y) > 0, \end{cases}$ \quad $h_2(y) = 1 - h_1(y)$, if $E[\xi] = 0$.

2) Let the function $\mu_1^{-1} + \mu_2^{-1}$ be increasing on $[0, 1]$, then there is a certain $\alpha \in [0, 1]$ such that $h_1(y) = \begin{cases} 1, y > \alpha, \\ 0, y < \alpha, \end{cases}$ \quad $h_2(y) = 1 - h_1(y)$, $y, \alpha \in [0, 1]$.

Theorem 7. Let $\xi$ belong to a fuzzy interval $F$ with a membership function $\mu$ and $\sigma^2[\xi] = \sigma^2(\mu)$. Then $E[\xi] \in \{\mu_1^{-1}(y) + \mu_2^{-1}(y) \mid y \in [0, 1]\}$.

Proof. Assume that the condition of the theorem is not satisfied. Then, using corollary 1 of theorem 6, we get that either $h_1(y) \equiv 1$ or $h_2(y) \equiv 1$. For the sake of determinacy, let $E[\xi] = 0$. 1) Let $h_1(y) \equiv 1$, then $E[\xi] < b$. It means that $P[0, c] > 0$, but this contradicts to the corollary of theorem 2. 2) Let $h_2(y) \equiv 1$, then $E[\xi] > c$. It means that $P[b, 0] > 0$, but this contradicts to the corollary of theorem 2. The contradictions found prove the truth of the theorem.

Corollary. Let a fuzzy interval $F$ be symmetric, i.e. $\mu_1^{-1}(y) + \mu_2^{-1}(y) = \text{const}$, and, for the sake of determinacy, const $= 0$. Then $E[\xi] = \int_0^1 \left[\mu_1^{-1}(y)\right]^2 dy$.

Proof. According to theorem 7, for $\xi$ with maximal variance, the value $E[\xi]$
belongs to the range of \( \mu_1^{-1} + \mu_2^{-1} \) values, i.e. \( E[\xi] = \text{const} = 0 \). Therefore,

\[
\sigma^2[\xi] = \int_0^1 [\mu_1^{-1}(y)]^2 h_1(y)dy + \int_0^1 [\mu_2^{-1}(y)]^2 h_2(y)dy.
\]

Since \( [\mu_1^{-1}(y)]^2 = [\mu_2^{-1}(y)]^2 \) and \( h_1(y) + h_2(y) = 1 \), we get \( \sigma^2[\xi] = \int_0^1 [\mu_1^{-1}(y)]^2 dy \).

The corollary is proved.

**Theorem 8.** Let functions \( h_i(y) \) in the formula (3) for calculating maximal variance have a form:

\[
h_1(y) = \begin{cases} 1, y < \alpha, \\ 0, y > \alpha, \end{cases} \quad h_2(y) = 1 - h_1(y), \quad y, \alpha \in [0, 1].
\]

Then \( \alpha \) can be found from the equality:

\[
\frac{\mu_1^{-1}(\alpha) + \mu_2^{-1}(\alpha)}{2} + \int_0^\alpha [\mu_2^{-1}(y) - \mu_1^{-1}(y)] dy - \frac{1}{2} \int_0^1 [\mu_2^{-1}(y) - \mu_1^{-1}(y)] dy = 0,
\]

if the coordinate system is chosen such that \( \int_0^1 [\mu_2^{-1}(y) + \mu_1^{-1}(y)] dy = 0 \). There is a unique solution if the function \( \mu_1^{-1} + \mu_2^{-1} \) is increasing.

**Proof.** Let the functions \( h_i \) have a form (6). Then

\[
\overline{\sigma^2}[\mu] = E[\xi^2] - E^2[\xi] = \int_0^\alpha [\mu_1^{-1}(y)]^2 h_1(y)dy + \int_\alpha^1 [\mu_2^{-1}(y)]^2 h_2(y)dy - \left( \int_0^\alpha \mu_1^{-1}(y)dy + \int_\alpha^1 \mu_2^{-1}(y)dy \right)^2.
\]

Taking derivative w.r.t. \( \alpha \) and using the necessity condition for extremum, we get the equality:

\[
[\mu_1^{-1}(\alpha)]^2 - [\mu_2^{-1}(\alpha)]^2 - 2 [\mu_1^{-1}(\alpha) - \mu_2^{-1}(\alpha)] \left( \int_0^\alpha \mu_1^{-1}(y)dy + \int_\alpha^1 \mu_2^{-1}(y)dy \right) = 0.
\]

Since \( \alpha < 1 \) and \( \mu_1^{-1}(\alpha) - \mu_2^{-1}(\alpha) < 0 \), then we can reduce this factor. As result,

\[
\mu_1^{-1}(\alpha) + \mu_2^{-1}(\alpha) - 2 \left( \int_0^\alpha \mu_1^{-1}(y)dy + \int_\alpha^1 \mu_2^{-1}(y)dy \right) = 0.
\]
Transform the expression:

\[
2 \left[ \frac{\alpha}{0} \mu_1^{-1}(y)dy + \int_0^1 \mu_2^{-1}(y)dy \right] = \frac{\alpha}{0} \mu_1^{-1}(y)dy - \int_0^\alpha \mu_2^{-1}(y)dy + \int_0^1 \mu_2^{-1}(y)dy \\
+ 1 \int_0^\alpha \mu_1^{-1}(y)dy - \int_0^1 \mu_1^{-1}(y)dy + \int_0^\alpha \mu_2^{-1}(y)dy = \left( \int_0^\alpha \frac{\mu_2^{-1}(y) - \mu_1^{-1}(y)}{dy} \right) + \int_0^\alpha \mu_2^{-1}(y) + \mu_1^{-1}(y)dy.
\]

By the supposition, \( \int_0^1 \left[ \mu_2^{-1}(y) + \mu_1^{-1}(y) \right] dy = 0 \), in addition, the first item in the last expression can be transformed to a form:

\[
\int_0^\alpha \mu_2^{-1}(y) - \mu_1^{-1}(y)dy = 2 \int_0^\alpha \mu_2^{-1}(y) - \mu_1^{-1}(y)dy.
\]

Taking this into account, the equality (8) is written as follows:

\[
\mu_1^{-1}(\alpha) + \mu_2^{-1}(\alpha) + 2 \int_0^\alpha \frac{\mu_2^{-1}(y) - \mu_1^{-1}(y)}{dy} = - \int_0^1 \left[ \mu_2^{-1}(y) - \mu_1^{-1}(y) \right] dy = 0,
\]

i.e. we really prove the truth of equation (7).

Denote the left part of equation (9) by \( f(\alpha) \). Let the function \( \mu_1^{-1} + \mu_2^{-1} \) be increasing, then, since by supposition \( \int_0^1 \left[ \mu_2^{-1}(y) + \mu_1^{-1}(y) \right] dy = 0 \), it is obvious that \( \mu_1^{-1}(0) + \mu_2^{-1}(0) \leq 0 \) and \( \mu_1^{-1}(1) + \mu_2^{-1}(1) \geq 0 \). Taking this into our account, analyze signs of \( f(\alpha) \) at the ends of [0, 1]:

\[
f(0) = \mu_1^{-1}(0) + \mu_2^{-1}(0) - S,
\]

\[
f(1) = \mu_1^{-1}(1) + \mu_2^{-1}(1) + S,
\]

where \( S \) is an area of the fuzzy interval. Therefore, \( f(0) < 0 \) and \( f(1) > 0 \), i.e. the equation has at least one root. Analyze the sign of \( f'(\alpha) \):

\[
f'(\alpha) = \frac{d}{d\alpha} \left[ \mu_1^{-1}(\alpha) + \mu_2^{-1}(\alpha) \right] + 2 \left[ \mu_2^{-1}(\alpha) - \mu_1^{-1}(\alpha) \right].
\]

It is obvious, that \( f'(\alpha) > 0 \) for \( \alpha \in [0, 1] \). Thus, the equality \( f(\alpha) = 0 \) has only one root, and this root is a point of maximum (you should remind, that for obtaining
equality (8), we reduce the expression by the negative factor \((\mu_1^{-1}(\alpha) - \mu_2^{-1}(\alpha))\). Thus, the theorem is proved in the whole.

**Remarks.**

1) Theorem 8 is easily generalized for the case, where

\[
h_1(y) = \begin{cases} 
1, & y > \alpha, \\
0, & y < \alpha,
\end{cases} \quad h_2(y) = 1 - h_1(y), \quad y, \alpha \in [0, 1],
\]

and the function \(\mu_1^{-1} + \mu_2^{-1}\) is decreasing. In this case \(\alpha\) can be found from the equation:

\[
\frac{\mu_1^{-1}(\alpha) + \mu_2^{-1}(\alpha)}{2} - \int_0^\alpha [\mu_2^{-1}(y) - \mu_1^{-1}(y)] \, dy + \frac{1}{2} \int_0^1 [\mu_2^{-1}(y) - \mu_1^{-1}(y)] \, dy = 0.
\]

We also suppose that \(\int_0^1 [\mu_2^{-1}(y) + \mu_1^{-1}(y)] \, dy = 0\).

2) The equation (7) has a geometrical interpretation (fig. 2).

![Figure 2: Fuzzy interval: inverse functions](image)

a) \(0.5(\mu_1^{-1} + \mu_2^{-1})\) is the median of the fuzzy interval;
b) \(\int_0^\alpha [\mu_2^{-1}(y) - \mu_1^{-1}(y)] \, dy\) is the area of the fuzzy interval;
c) \(\int_0^\alpha [\mu_2^{-1}(y) - \mu_1^{-1}(y)] \, dy\) is the area of the part of the fuzzy interval that is below of \(\alpha\) level;
d) \(\mu_2^{-1}(\alpha) - \mu_1^{-1}(\alpha)\) is the length of the level line \(y = \alpha\) for the fuzzy interval.

3) Introduce into consideration functions

\[
m(y) = \frac{\mu_1^{-1}(y) + \mu_2^{-1}(y)}{2}, \quad w(y) = \frac{\mu_2^{-1}(y) - \mu_1^{-1}(y)}{2}, \quad F(\alpha) = \int_0^\alpha \left[ w(y) + \frac{m'(y)}{2} \right] \, dy.
\]

Then equation (7) can be transformed to a form:

\[
2F(\alpha) - F(1) = 0. \quad (7^*)
\]
Example. Consider, how to calculate the maximal variance for the fuzzy interval having a form of trapezium (fig. 3). In this case, the functions $m, w$ are linear.

![Diagram of a fuzzy interval with a form of trapezium](image)

Figure 3: Fuzzy interval with a form of trapezium

We assume that $m$ is increasing and $\int m(y) dy = 0$. In this case, one can easily show that $m(y) = k(y - 0.5)$, where $k > 0$. The function $w$ is expressed through lengths of the trapezium sides $l_1 = |BC|$ and $l_2 = |AD|$. Since $w(0) = 0.5l_2$ and $w(1) = 0.5l_1$, then $w(y) = 0.5[l_2 - (l_2 - l_1)y]$. The parameter $\alpha$ can be found from equation (7*). Then $F(\alpha) = 0.5(k + l_2)\alpha - 0.25(l_2 - l_1)\alpha^2$, and we need to solve the equation:

$$(l_2 - l_1)\alpha^2 - 2(k + l_2)\alpha + \frac{l_1 + l_2 + 2k}{2} = 0.$$ 

Solving it, we get

$$\alpha = \frac{(k + l_2) - \sqrt{0.5[(k + l_2)^2 + (k + l_1)^2]}}{l_2 - l_1},$$

in addition, $\alpha \in [0, 1]$. The precise value of $\sigma^2(\mu)$ can be calculated by formula (3). Namely, according to the form of $h_1, h_2$ we can write

$$\sigma^2(\mu) = \int_0^\alpha \left[ \mu_1^{-1}(y) \right]^2 dy + \int_\alpha^1 \left[ \mu_2^{-1}(y) \right]^2 dy - \left( \int_0^\alpha \mu_1^{-1}(y) dy + \int_\alpha^1 \mu_2^{-1}(y) dy \right)^2,$$

where

$$\mu_1^{-1}(y) = \left[ k + 0.5(l_2 - l_1) \right](y - 0.5) - 0.25(l_2 + l_1),$$

$$\mu_2^{-1}(y) = \left[ k - 0.5(l_2 - l_1) \right](y - 0.5) + 0.25(l_2 + l_1).$$

Let $l_1 = 1, l_2 = 3, k = 0.5$, then $\alpha = 0.404, \sigma^2(\mu) = 1.342$. Fig. 4 shows this fuzzy interval, and probability distribution function $F$ of the extreme random value $\xi$, being in the fuzzy interval, for which $\sigma^2(\mu) = \sigma^2[\xi]$. 
Figure 4: Numerical example
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Abstract
We analyze communication of uncertainty among individuals as a function of the parties’ preference for modes of communication. We assume that different individuals may prefer precise Numerical probabilities, Ranges of probabilities or Verbal descriptions of probabilities, and consider all possible pairings of communicators and receivers under this classification. We propose a general criterion of optimal conversion among the various modalities, describe several instantiations tailored to fit the special features of the various modalities, and illustrate the efficacy of the proposed procedures with empirical results from several experiments.
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1 Introduction
Consider a situation where two individuals communicate about stochastic events. The two are equally interested and motivated to communicate as efficiently and precisely as possible. This paper is concerned with procedures that can be employed to address the individuals’ different preferences for modality of communicating probabilistic opinions. Although many decision analysts and orthodox Bayesians consider precise numerical probabilities to be the language of uncertainty, many people (layman and experts, alike) prefer to use probability phrases (e.g. review by Budescu and Wallsten [6]) or other imprecise variants of probability. In this paper we propose ways to achieve the highest possible level of accuracy in communication while accommodating these individual preferences.
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1.1 Reasons for preferences of specific communication modes

Spontaneous preferences for one particular mode may be due to several factors:

The perceived nature of the uncertainty to be communicated—Budescu and Wallsten [6] have speculated, and Olson and Budescu [14] have documented empirically that most individuals prefer to use precise numerical estimates to communicate uncertainty about repeated events with aleatory uncertainty, but tend to use more imprecise methods when communicating the probabilities of unique events with epistemic uncertainty.

The perceived strength of the available information—The responses to the survey conducted by Wallsten, Budescu, Zwick, and Kemp [18], indicate that people would gravitate towards more precise modes of communication, if they perceive the available information to be firmer, reliable and valid.

The person’s role in the communication—In the same survey Wallsten et al. [18] have found that most people prefer to use imprecise terms when they communicate to others, but prefer others to communicate to them in precise terms, if possible (see also, Brun and Teigen [2] and Erev and Cohen [8]).

In addition to these systematic factors, preferences may be due to plain individual differences that reflect one’s lifetime experiences in dealing with, and communicating, uncertainties.

1.2 The problem

The need to communicate probabilities arises in a variety of situations. A common case is when both individuals have prior opinions, have access to some relevant (possibly overlapping) information, and wish to exchange information to further refine their respective estimates. In this symmetric case the designation of communicator and receiver is arbitrary, as the two individuals can act in both capacities. For example, think of two friends who talk about the chances of their favorite team to win a game. The other prototypical case involves asymmetric communication: only one individual, the Forecaster (F for short), has access to, or possesses the necessary expertise to make sense of, the relevant information for the probability estimation. The second individual, the Decision Maker (or DM) needs to make a choice or decision on the basis of the F’s estimate, and without the benefit of his, or her, own probability assessment. For example, think of an investor (the DM) who gets from his, or her, favorite financial advisor estimates of the likelihood that certain investment policies will succeed.

The two situations are similar in many respects but the former is more complex because a complete analysis should take into account the processes that govern the combination of one’s own opinions with estimates obtained from others (Yaniv and Kleinberger [19]). To simplify the analysis, we will focus on the second case. In the same spirit, we will not consider the case where one needs to aggregate multiple forecasts from various sources (Budescu, Rantilla, Yu and
To summarize, we analyze an asymmetric dyadic communication situation where one F and one DM share a common interest in optimizing communication, but they may have different preferences for modality of communicating probabilistic opinions.

1.3 A typology of communication preferences in a dyad

We distinguish between three modes of communication: precise (point) Numerical probability estimates (e.g., 0.45), precise Ranges of numerical values (e.g., 0.3 - 0.55), and Verbal phrases (e.g., good chance). Ranges with precise end points exclude implicit vague ranges such as "in the forties" or "at least 0.80", but such expressions can be analyzed as verbal terms.

The three modes can be ranked from the most precise (N) to the most vague (V). In fact, the more precise modes can be represented as special cases of the more vague modes: clearly an N is an R where the lower and upper limit coincide, and we will show later how N and R can be viewed as special cases of V under a particular representation of the probability phrases. This typology implies 9 distinct dyadic patterns of dyadic preferences for modes of communication that will be denoted by ordered pairs, where the first character in the pair refers to the F’s preference.

2 The translation process

The problem we wish to address is deceptively simple – How to best convert a judgment originally expressed in the F’s favorite response mode (N, R or V), to an estimate in the DM’s favorite mode (N, R or V).

The criterion of optimality is the level of (dis)similarity between the F’s judgments translated into the DM’s favorite mode, and the DM’s spontaneous (and independent) judgments of the same events in his, or her, favorite mode. For example, assume that the F prefers numbers and the DM prefers verbal terms (i.e., an [N,V] dyad). If both had the same prior probability distribution and could access the same information pertaining to the target event, $X_i$, their spontaneous and independent judgments would be $n_F(X_i)$, and $v_{DM}(X_i)$, respectively.

Any mapping of the F’s spontaneous judgment into the DM’s favorite communication mode is a translation. For example, $v_{DM}[n_F(X_i)]$ is the verbal translation of the F’s original numerical judgments. An optimal translation is one that maximizes the similarity between the translation of the F’s term into the DM’s favorite mode, and the DM’s spontaneous judgment of the target event (assuming he/she has the same priors and could access the same information).

Note that (dis)similarity is measured in the scale of the target modality (i.e., the one that is favored by the DM), so it always relies on commensurable units or
entities. On the other hand, these entities vary as a function of the DM’s favorite modality. Next we describe some sensible choices for the dissimilarity metrics. Our goal in this paper is to provide a general framework for the translation process and illustrate the feasibility of the approach. We make no claim of optimality, or uniqueness on behalf of these choices, and realize that other metrics could be used in this context.

Dissimilarity between two numbers, $n_{DM}$ and $n_F$, is defined as the distance between them:

$$DS_n\{n_{DM}, n_F\} = |n_{DM} - n_F|.$$  

(1)

Dissimilarity between two ranges, $r_{DM}$ and $r_F$, is a function of their respective lengths, and their overlap. Consider two ranges, $r_1$ (ranging from $l_1$ to $u_1$) and $r_2$ (from $l_2$ to $u_2$). The width of the range over which the two overlap is $OV_{12} = \text{Max}\{0, |\text{Min}(u_1, u_2) - \text{Max}(l_1, l_2)|\}$, and the joint range of values they span is $JR_{12} = [\text{Max}(u_1, u_2) - \text{Min}(l_1, l_2)]$. We define the dissimilarity between the two ranges as:

$$DS_r\{r_{DM}, r_F\} = JR_{DM,F} - OV_{DM,F}.$$  

(2)

This measure is zero if, and only if, the two ranges coincide. For any pair of ranges, $r_{DM}$ and $r_F$, the index is maximal when they are disjoint.

Dissimilarity between two verbal terms, $v_{DM}$ and $v_F$, is defined in the context of a particular representation of such phrases. Wallsten, Budescu, Rapoport, Zwick, and Forsyth [16] suggested that probability phrases are fuzzy concepts and proposed using Membership Functions (MFs) over the $[0, 1]$ probability interval to represent their vague meanings (see Zadeh [20]). A phrase’s MF assigns to each probability a real number that represents the (non-negative) degree of its membership in the concept defined by the phrase. These values are scaled between 0 and 1 (Norwich and Turksen [13]), such that memberships of 0 denote probabilities that are absolutely not in the concept and memberships of 1 denote elements that are perfect exemplars of the concept. All other positive values represent intermediate degrees of membership. MFs can be estimated directly (non-parametrically) based on the participants’ direct or indirect judgments (see Budescu and Wallsten [6], Wallsten et al. [16]). Alternatively, one can fit MF using specific families of functions, such as polynomials (Budescu, Karelitz and Wallsten [4]), or trapezoidal functions.

Let $\mu_{v_{DM}}(p)$ and $\mu_{v_F}(p)$ be the MFs representing the two words being compared. The similarity between the two words should reflect the closeness between their respective MFs. There are many possible single-valued indices of closeness between the two functions (see review by Zwick, Carlstein, and Budescu [21]), and we will only list two of them here (these are not necessarily monotonically related). The first measure is the total absolute distance between the two functions.
Formally, we can write:

$$DS_{v} \{v_{DM}, v_{F}\} = \int_{p=0}^{1} |\mu_{v_{DM}}(p) - \mu_{v_{F}}(p)| dp. \quad (3)$$

The second index is the distance between the peaks of the two functions. Assume that both $\mu_{v_{DM}}(p)$ and $\mu_{v_{F}}(p)$ are single peaked (see Budescu and Wallsten [6] on this point). Let $\pi(v)$ be the probability (or the center of the range of probabilities) at which the function $\mu_{v}(p)$ reaches its maximal value. We define, a second measure of dissimilarity as:

$$DS_{v} \{v_{DM}, v_{F}\} = |\pi(v_{DM}) - \pi(v_{F})|. \quad (4)$$

### 2.1 General comments on the measures of dissimilarity

The various measures may appear at first glance to be unrelated and, somewhat arbitrary, so a few comments and clarifications are in order. First, we should point out that all the dissimilarity indices are distances. In all cases they assign to every pair of (N,R or V) judgments a non-negative real number ($DS = 0$ only if the two members of the pair are identical). The measures are symmetric, satisfy the triangle inequality and induce a weak order over all pairs.

One could invoke other metrics for these comparisons. A particularly elegant approach would be to use the same metric for all modalities. Technically, this is feasible since numbers can be represented by point MFs (membership of 0 everywhere, and 1 for the chosen number) and ranges can be represented by flat MFs (membership of 0 everywhere outside, and 1 everywhere within the chosen range), and treated in the same fashion as the MFs obtained for verbal terms. However, we believe that the metrics identified above are better suited for our purposes because they are more in line with the particular level of (im)precision implied by the three modalities.

The last comment is subtler. Our definition of similarity relies on a counter-factual scenario that gives rise to a hypothetical entity - the DM’s spontaneous judgment of the target event if he, or she, had the same prior probability distribution and could access the same information that was used by the F as a basis for his/her judgment. Strictly speaking, this definition is meaningful only in those cases where it makes sense to assume that a person’s judgment depends only on the specific information presented. This implies that the relevant information is unambiguous and does not lend itself to different (subjective) interpretations. In other words, the observed variability among probabilities assigned to a target event by different individuals can be attributed solely to different response styles and/or random factors within the judges. This formulation makes perfect sense
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1In most empirical applications the MFs are approximated by a set of $n$ points over $[0,1]$, so a discrete version of this measure can be used to approximate it.
for repeatable and exchangeable events, but not for unique events where subjective probabilities rely on internal epistemic uncertainty that can vary systematically across individuals. (Ariely, Au, Bender, Budescu, Dietz, Gu, Wallsten and Zauberman [1] and Wallsten, Budescu, Erev and Diederich [15], discuss various facets of this key distinction).

For example, it is quite unlikely that if we were to present anti-smoking activists and tobacco lobbyists with the results of a new study on the effects of second-hand smoking, they would agree in their estimation of the probabilities that second-hand smoking has serious public health consequences. The differences between their estimates would reflect (a) their different prior probabilities, and (b) their differential assessment of the quality, reliability and validity of the new data. Clearly, no translation method can be expected to reconcile disagreements of this type. Despite these irreconcilable differences in their opinions, we can still take advantage of optimal translation schemes derived for various pairs of communicators based on their judgments of a standard set of exchangeable events. When these translation methods are applied they can reduce the effect of other sources of variability among the participants and provide the most accurate representation of the F’s assessment in the DM’s favorite communication mode, where accuracy is measured by one of the dissimilarity metrics discussed above.

2.2 Methods of translation

We return now to our original question: how to best convert a judgment originally expressed in the F’s favorite response mode (N, R or V), to an estimate in the DM’s favorite mode (N, R or V). Before we discuss translation schemes for each of the 9 cases, it makes sense to classify them into three distinct groups:

Common modalities - In three cases ([N,N], [R,R] and [V,V]) both individuals share a common preference for mode of communication, so there is no need to worry about differential precision. Conversions may be employed to account for inter-personal differences in the way the relevant terms are chosen and used.

Resolving vagueness - In three cases ([R,N], [V,R] and [V,N]) the DM prefers a more precise mode of communication than the F. Thus, the challenge is to find a translation that resolves the vagueness implicit in the F’s judgment to achieve the higher level of precision required by the DM.

Imputing vagueness - In the other three cases ([N,R], [N,V] and [R,V]) the DM prefers a more vague mode of communication than the F. Thus, the challenge is to find a translation that replaces the precision implicit in the F’s judgment to reflect the higher level of vagueness expected by the DM.

We will discuss the three classes separately. In each case we describe and justify a translation method designed to optimize our stated goal and, when appropriate, we review and discuss relevant results from several empirical studies that are described in the next section.
2.3 The data

Over the last two years we have conducted four experiments designed to test the efficacy and accuracy of various translation methods of probability phrases (V). The studies vary in many specific details (Budescu and Karellitz [3] and Karellitz and Budescu [11]) but they share a set of common features that allow us to analyze some of their results jointly. The focus on the N and V responses is neither accidental, nor arbitrary. Subjects rarely communicate their probabilities by means of ranges even when offered the opportunity (e.g. references in Budescu and Wallsten [6]). For example, in one of the studies analyzed below when this option was present, it was used in less that 7.5% of the cases. Thus, we will not present any empirical results concerning translations involving Rs.

The four studies involved a total of 128 individuals (all students at the University of Illinois in Urbana Champaign, and most of them native English speakers). All the experiments were computer controlled, and included the following three tasks: (1) Selection of a personal verbal probability lexicon including 5-11 phrases (In a few cases some, or all, the phrases were selected by the experimenters based on previous research); (2) Elicitation of MFs for all the phrases; and (3) Numerical and verbal estimation of probabilities of a common set of events.

Subjects created their lists by selecting combinations of words and semantic operators (modifiers, intensifiers, etc.) from two lists, or typing in phrases. They were instructed to select phrases that span the whole probability range, and they tend to use regularly. Membership functions were elicited using a method validated by Budescu et al. [4]. Each phrase was presented with a set of eleven probabilities ranging from 0 to 1 in increments of 0.1. The subjects judged the degree to which the target phrase captured the intended meaning of each of the eleven numerical probabilities by using a bounded scale, anchored by the terms 'not at all' and 'absolutely'. In the last task, the participants saw a series of circular, partially shaded, targets. Their task was to assess the likelihood that a dart, aimed at the center of the target, would hit the shaded area. The shaded areas varied from one trial to another and covered the full (0,1) range. On separate presentations these probabilities were judged numerically (by selecting one value from a list of 21 probabilities, ranging from 0 to 1 in increments of 0.05), or verbally by selecting (in some cases up to four) phrases from their lexicons.

2.4 Common modalities

\[ \text{[N,N]} \] This is the "gold standard" case of Bayesian decision analysis. Presumably numbers are universal and everyone understands, interprets and uses them in identical fashion. Therefore, no transformation is required. There is, however, evidence that people’s mapping of their internal feelings of uncertainty into
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*One of the studies was concerned with translation of probability phrases across languages and we recruited native speakers of French, German, Spanish, Russian and Turkish.*
numbers is imperfect. In particular, most people over-(under-) estimate low(high) probabilities (e.g. references in Erev, Wallsten and Budescu [9]), and it is conceivable that there are systematic differences in the degree to which individuals tend to avoid (or favor) the extreme values. In principle, one could quantify this tendency and apply appropriate stretching (or contracting) transformations. To illustrate this point consider multiple judges \((1, 2, \ldots, j, \ldots, J)\) who judge a set of stochastic events \((1, 2, \ldots, i, \ldots, I)\). Assume that: (1) All judges have access to the same amount of information, implying that differences in their judgments are due only to (a) differences in their use of the response scales and (b) random components. (2) All judges spontaneously recognize events that are impossible (probability = 0), certain (probability = 1), and as likely as not (probability = 0.5). (3) Assume an "ideal judge" who is perfectly calibrated (no biases) and accurate (no random component). Thus his/her judgments, \(p_1, p_2, \ldots, p_i\), coincide with the events’ "objective probabilities".

The probability assigned by judge \(j\) to event \(i\) is denoted by \(p_{ij}\), and can be expressed as a function of the objective probability, \(p_i\), his/her bias parameter, \(\alpha_j\), and the random component, \(e_{ij}\) which we assume is distributed with \(\mu_e = 0\) and (finite) \(\sigma_e\). We use a variation of Karmarkar’s [10] model, that assumes that the logit of the judged probabilities is a linear function of the logit of their objective counterparts:

\[
\text{Log} \left[ \frac{p_{ij}}{(1 - p_{ij})} \right] = \alpha_j \cdot \text{Log} \left[ \frac{p_i}{(1 - p_i)} \right] + e_{ij} \tag{5}
\]

Individual differences between judges are captured by the parameter \(\alpha_j\), which is bounded from below by 0 (when all events are assigned a probability of 0.5). An unbiased judge should have an \(\alpha_j\) of 1, but we expect that most individuals would have parameters between 0 and 1 that are consistent with the regressive model described above. We used a least-squares procedure to estimate the individual parameter, \(\alpha_j\), in model 5. The model fits the data well for almost all subjects (median \(R^2 = 0.98\), median \(MSE = 0.13\)). The distribution of the individual parameters matches our expectations: 64 values (50%) are between 0.55 and 0.98, 45 participants (35.2%) are almost perfectly calibrated \((0.99 \leq \alpha_j \leq 1.01)\), and only 19 individuals (14.8%) have parameters values above 1. To verify that these differences reflect systematic individual differences rather than pure random error, we performed two additional analyses: (a) we compared these results with a model where the parameter, \(\alpha_j\), was constrained to be 1 (thus the model includes only random error). A comparison of the two models in terms of \(R^2_{adj}\) favors slightly the fitted model. The modal difference (34% of the cases) is 0, but there is a clear majority (43% vs. 23%) of cases where the fitted model fits better (mean difference in fit = 0.02), even after we account for its extra parameter. Significance tests comparing the fit of the two models (separately for each subject) revealed that this differences was significant at the traditional 0.05 level, for 25.2% of the subjects. (b) We re-analyzed two of the studies in which all subjects judged all the displays
twice, so we could obtain two estimates of the parameter, $\alpha_j$, for each person. In both studies (involving a total of 55 subjects) the between-subjects variance component was considerably larger than the within-subject component (in fact the within-subject component was not significantly greater then 0).

In principle, one could convert numerical estimates from one person to another in an optimal fashion by applying simple stretching (contracting) transformation based on the estimates of the individual parameters, $\alpha_j$, $\alpha_j'$. The use of precise ranges instead of simple point estimates reflects one’s perceived level of imprecision in his or her estimate of the probability of the target event. Clearly, the arguments invoked in the [N,N] case regarding the nature of the numbers, apply here as well. This would suggest that no transformations are indicated. It is conceivable, however, that there are systematic differences in the degree of imprecision perceived by different individuals and this would induce systematic differences in the widths of their ranges. One could quantify this tendency and apply appropriate imprecision equating transformations.

This situation is, probably, the most interesting and it has been the focus of much of our recent research. This case is qualitatively different from the previous two for several reasons. There is a large literature indicating that (a) spontaneously, people tend to use highly different and diverse lexicons, and (b) the numerical meanings (as well as other forms of representation) associated with these words vary dramatically across people (e.g. review in Budescu and Wallsten [6]). Thus, one cannot assume that everyone is equally comfortable with, or interprets identically terms such as "likely", "poor chance", etc. For this case we advocate the following multi-stage procedure that is sensitive to these empirical findings: (a) each participant selects his/her own subjective lexicon; (b) MFs are elicited for all the terms in the list; (c) the MFs of the words selected by the F and the DM are placed on a common probability scale and are matched according to the criterion of choice ($DS_{\mu}$ or $DS_{\mu'}$). Occasionally this procedure does not yield a unique solution, i.e., one of the F’s words can be translated equally well into several of the DM’s words. Of course, all these words are equally valid translations of the F’s judgment. If practical considerations prevent one-to-many translations, one of them can be selected randomly (or by some other sensible tie-breaking procedure).

We have done quite a lot of empirical work documenting the efficacy of this approach (Karelitz and Budescu [11], Karelitz, Dhami, Budescu, and Wallsten [12]). In each of our studies we compared the level of agreement in assignment of verbal phrases to the same events among numerous pairs of distinct individuals. We hypothesized that the lowest level of agreement would be observed with spontaneous (un-aided), verbal discourse, and the best level of agreement would be found in the case of numerical communication. Most importantly, we expect that communication with converted phrases would be superior to un-aided verbal communication, and closer in quality to the numerical case. To quantify the level of inter-personal agreement we defined two indices of co-assignment. We use two
measures because some of the events were judged more than once and yielded different responses from the subjects. Both measures range from 0 to 1 (higher values indicate stronger agreement), and can be interpreted as measures of the accuracy of inter-personal communication of imprecise opinions.

**PIA** - Proportion of Identical Assignments - the proportion of comparisons where both participants assigned the same phrase to a given event.

**PMA** - Proportion of Minimal Agreement - the proportion of stimuli for which both participants assigned at least one common phrase to a given event.

In the interest of brevity we only report results based on PIA, which is a more stringent measure than PMA (PIA ≤ PMA) because it weighs the agreement by the number of comparisons made (The PMA results are very similar in a qualitative sense). Table 1 summarizes the results of 4 studies (details in Karelitz and Budescu [11]). Each cell presents the mean (and SD) PIA in the various modes, and across all pairs of subjects analyzed.

Table 1: Summary of agreement indices from 4 studies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>No. of pairs</th>
<th>Translation Criterion</th>
<th>Verbal Judgments</th>
<th>Numerical Judgments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>VJ: Unaided</td>
<td>$D_{eq}$ (Eq. 3)</td>
<td>$D_{eq}$ (Eq. 4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>306</td>
<td>0.05 (0.03)</td>
<td>0.23 (0.12)</td>
<td>0.22 (0.10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>0.04 (0.04)</td>
<td>0.22 (0.11)</td>
<td>0.19 (0.09)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>0.04 (0.07)</td>
<td>0.35 (0.16)</td>
<td>0.35 (0.16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4*</td>
<td>509</td>
<td>0.06 (0.09)</td>
<td>0.34 (0.15)</td>
<td>0.35 (0.14)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Experiment 4 involves translations of words across various languages. VJ is based of the subjects’ spontaneous translation of words from their native languages to English.

The results clearly support our predictions: unaided VJ had the lowest values for both indices in all the studies and NJ had the largest values. The two translation criteria clearly outperformed the unaided verbal communication.

2.5 Resolving vagueness

In principle, any sensible person should be able to infer a single N value from his/her partner range without invoking any translation scheme. The individual differences discussed in the [N,N] and [R,R] cases apply here as well. In principle, one could improve the quality of communication by (a) inferring the F’s best guess (presumably, the center of the reported range) and, if necessary, (b) applying the appropriate stretching (or contracting) transformation.

Recall that every word in the F’s lexicon has a (single-peaked) MF defined over the [0,1] interval that describes the degree to which the various prob-
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abilities match the intended meaning of that particular word. The MF’s peak, \( \pi(v) \), is the single numerical probability that is most representative of the word’s meaning and is the translation of choice. Occasionally, the MF does not have a unique maximum, so all probabilities within a given range can be considered to be equally good representations of the word’s meaning. In these cases it is convenient to translate the word into the mid-range of these probabilities. To illustrate the potential accuracy of this approach we compared the peaks of the 977 verbal phrases used by 113 of the subjects in our experiments with the mean of their numerical judgments when judging the same events. We found a remarkable similarity between the two sets: (a) the median within-subject difference between the two is 0.006 and the median absolute difference between them is 0.097; (b) the median within-subject rank order correlation between the peaks of the words and the mean numerical judgments is 0.89; and (c) the two sets are almost perfectly related linearly with a median within-subject intercept of \(-0.022\), a median within subject slope of 1.06, and a median \( R^2_{adj} \) of 0.90. These results indicate that the translation procedure can map with high accuracy the intended meaning of the words and predict accurately the numerical probabilities used to describe the same events.

Every MF is, essentially, a collection of ranges since every level of membership, \( 0 \leq n \leq 1 \), defines a range of values, \( R(n) \), such that \( \mu(v) \geq n \). Typically, as \( n \) increases, \( R(n) \) becomes narrower indicating the range of values that possess that (higher) level of membership is more restrictive. Thus, the translation from a \( V \) to a \( R \) boils down to the issue of which threshold, \( n \), to choose. Presumably, there are systematic differences in the “typical” threshold that individuals tend to use in these circumstances, so one could quantify this tendency and identify the most appropriate range for each individual. We are not aware of any studies that have collected both verbal and upper and lower numerical bounds of the probabilities of the same events, so we are not in a position to assess the efficacy of the proposed approach.

2.6 Imputing vagueness

If numbers are the universal language of uncertainty and everyone interprets them identically, any sensible DM would infer that the F’s single N is the center of a range that describes his/her opinions, but there is no clue regarding the implied imprecision of the F’s opinion. One could improve the quality of communication by reversing the procedure described for \( [R,N] \), i.e., (a) applying the appropriate stretching (or contracting) transformation for the DM, and (b) imputing the DM’s typical band of imprecision. We are not familiar with any empirical work along these lines.

Recall that all the words in the F’s lexicon have single-peaked MFs defined over the \([0,1]\) interval. These functions describe the degree to which any given probability matches the intended meaning of the various phrases. The pro-
posed translation rule calls for the choice of that phrase that has the highest membership at the N in question. This procedure is not guaranteed to yield a unique solution, i.e. there could be several words with equally high membership at that probability, and all these words should be considered equally valid translations of the numerical judgment. If necessary, one of these words can be selected randomly (or by some other tie-breaking procedure). In analyzing our studies we looked at responses from 118 subjects who used an average of 14.85 distinct numerical judgments. We analyzed the verbal responses that were assigned by the subjects to the events to which they assigned a certain numerical response. On the average, each set of events that were judged to be equally probable (in the numerical mode) generated 1.81 distinct verbal phrases, and in 68% of the cases at least one of these verbal responses had, indeed, the maximal membership for that probability. Another look at the same data indicates that for 59.7% of the numerical judgments at least one of the verbal terms used was predicted from the MFs. Interestingly, we found large individual differences: 30 subjects (25.4%) are at, or below a 40% success rate, while for 27 subjects (22.9%) the rate of accurate translation is greater than, or equal to 75%. Not surprisingly, the level of agreement is considerably higher for the extreme (0 and 1), and the central (0.5) numerical probabilities.

\[ \text{R, V} \]

All the words in the F’s lexicon have (single-peaked and continuous) MFs defined over the [0,1] interval. For any fixed range of numerical probability these functions describe the degree to which the probabilities in that range match the intended meaning of the various phrases. The proposed translation rule calls for the choice of that verbal term that has the highest average membership over the R in question. It is possible that there would be several words with equally high membership over that range probabilities. All these words should be considered equally valid translations. We are not aware of studies that have collected the relevant data for the empirical evaluation of this procedure.

### 3 General Discussion

In this paper we proposed a unifying conceptual framework for optimal interperson translation of probabilistic information for the 9 distinct cases we identified. We discussed the 9 scenarios at different levels of details, and provided extensive empirical support for some of them. Although the cases are not encountered with similar frequency in applied settings, we decided to review all of them to illustrate the generality, feasibility and flexibility of the overall approach.

This line of research is part of an effort to create a general Linguistic Probability Translator (LiProT, for short) that could serve both as a useful research tool, and a general decision aid. LiProT would facilitate communication of subjec-

---

4In 14.5% of the cases more than one word tied for the highest membership at a given probability. The mean number of words tied for maximal membership was 1.14.
tive uncertainties between participants in various decision situations - forecasters, judges, experts and decision makers - by reducing the dangers of miscommunication of probabilities among the various members of the group.

To fix ideas consider a group of experts (physicians, intelligence officers, financial forecasters, etc.) who communicate with each other, possibly electronically, from various locations. As part of this process they need to exchange probabilistic information based on the evidence available to them and reflecting their own unique expertise. If various people in this group have differential preferences for modes of communicating probabilities to others and receiving information from others, then each of the 9 cases discussed above may be relevant for some of the pairs. The procedures described and partially tested in this paper provide a foundation for such a system. Before the meeting, the participants’ preferred modes of communication are ascertained, their verbal probability lexicons are mapped, and LiProT derives the appropriate translation scheme for each dyad. During the meeting, every probability (N, R or V) used by each of the experts is instantly converted optimally to the favorite modality (N, R or V) of each of the other participants.

For example, assume that participant A prefers to communicate and to receive numbers, participant B has a universal preference for Vs, and participant C prefers to communicate with V, but to receive Ns (the modal pattern according to Wallsten et al. [18]). Every uncertainty judgment provided by A (using Ns) will be translated by LiProT into the closest V in judge B’s lexicon (using the [N,V] module), and into the most appropriate N for judge C (using the [N,N] module). Similarly, the verbal uncertainty judgments provided by C will be translated into the closest N for judge A (using the [V,N] module), and into the most appropriate V in B’s lexicon (using the [V,V] module). Thus, all judges communicate their opinions and receive information in their respective preferred modes. This approach may be too restrictive, since preferences for a particular mode may vary as a function of the situation, the nature of the target event and its underlying uncertainty. A good translator should allow the receiver of the communication to choose the mode of communication. For example, judge B may choose to have judge A numerical translated by LiProT into the closest V in judge in most cases, but occasionally he/she may opt for a simpler, and more direct, translation into the most appropriate N.

In closing we emphasize that this work has focused on communication of uncertainty, and has not addressed the issue of the efficacy of the proposed translations in the context of specific decision situations. We are now conducting empirical work that seeks to determine the degree to which these translation rules, which were shown to improve the inter-personal communication of uncertainties, could also improve the quality of the ultimate decisions involving these uncertainties.
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Relevance of Qualitative Constraints in Diagnostic Processes
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Abstract
This paper reviews recent results obtained in the medical diagnosis field by adding to a coherent inference process qualitative constraints. Such further considerations turn out to be significant whenever a basic lower-upper conditional probability assessment induces extension bounds too vague to take any decision. Three general types of qualitative judgments are proposed and fully described. They do not constitute a “panacea” to solve any problematic situation, but their application can considerably improve inferences results in specific fields, as two practical applications show.
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1 Introduction
In many practical applications, and in particular in the medical field, there is the problem that the information at hand is not so fully detailed and sound to adopt sophisticated statistical tools. This happens especially whenever information is based on data collected from different sources or by heterogeneous samples. In these cases a genuinely probabilistic reasoning can anyway help to reach considerable results about relevant statements. Of course, with such approach, answers differ from usual uniquely determined statistical results, having, in general, interval-based conclusions. Unluckily, there is the widespread bad habit of avoiding not unique answers by forcing in the model artificial assumptions, such as independence, and this can bring to misleading inferences. On the other hand, it is true that, especially if information is very limited, results could be so vague that it is impossible to make any reasonable decision. Hence, it is reasonable to search for further properties that can help us to reach sharper conclusions. This can be obtained by a deeper analysis of the problem and also by further qualitative judgements. Of particular importance are conditional exchangeability assumptions, which are more general and reasonable than those of independence,
comparisons between conditional probabilities, which are apt to capture expert convictions not numerically expressible, and restrictions on the admissible class of agreeing conditional measures, which are induced by indirect considerations on some statement not considered at the beginning.

In this paper we will explicitly show how such further considerations can be formalized and operationally adopted in general inference processes. Moreover we will have an idea of their relevance by applying them on two medical diagnostic procedures: a median decision process for the asbestosis diagnosis based on X-ray film’s readings and a reliability judgement of a GIST (gastrointestinal stromal tumor) diagnosis based on istochemical results.

2 Coherent Inferences with Limited Information

As already sketched out in the Introduction, whenever a problem does not allow a description by usual statistical models, a simple probabilistic approach can anyway be adopted to extrapolate which are the bounds induced by the available information. This is possible by embedding the problem at hand in a coherent setting, i.e. representing the relevant entities through conditional events endowed with numerical values or bounds and looking for some class of conditional measures agreeing with them. Once a class has been detected, it can be used to make inference on relevant quantities (usually called “indexes”).

With such approach, we have, on one side, the peculiarity of a direct introduction of conditional probability assessments, hence they are not derived as sub-products of joints and marginal evaluations, on the other hand we are aware of working with imprecise tools (interval assessments, classes of distributions, bounds for conclusions, etc.). The wide range of subjects covered in the previous ISIPTAs symposia ([8, 9]) testifies of the meaningfulness and soundness of the last aspect, while appropriateness and usefulness, both from a theoretical and a practical point of view, of the first are contained in the work started in [6] and recently fully described in Coletti & Scozzafava’s book [7].

2.1 Preliminaries

Let us now introduce a proper formalization to operate with the framework depicted before. For the sake of simplicity we will use conditional and unconditional events, but everything can be easily generalized to (finite) random variables, conditional or not (see for example what it has been done about conditional previ- sions in [4]). The initial information, usually a knowledge and/or rule base, is represented trough a conditional lower-upper probability assessment. Hence we will have a generic list of n conditional events \( F = (S_1|C_1, \ldots, S_n|C_n) \), where each \( S_i|C_i \) represents some macro-situation \( S_i \) (i.e. some combination of events) considered in some particular hypothetical circumstances \( C_i \) (usually the \( C_i \)'s represent
Incompleteness of the information can have two origins: the $S_i$s do not describe all possible combinations and the different circumstances $C_i$s can overlap or do not cover all possibilities. For this, it is crucial to know which are the relationships of incompatibility, implication, coincidence or whatever, among the events $\mathcal{U}_f = \{C_1, \ldots, C_n, S_1, \ldots, S_n\}$ because they represent constraints that any model must fulfill. Moreover they limit which are the possible atoms. The atoms are elementary events obtained by full combinations of affirmed or negated events in $\mathcal{U}_f$.

We will generally denote by $\mathcal{L}_C$ the set of such logical constraints and we will refer only to atoms $A_r$, with $r = 1, \ldots, a$, spanned by $\mathcal{U}_f$ and inside the disjunction $\bigvee_{i=1}^n C_i$. In the sequel we will also need to use the characteristic vectors of the events, i.e. vectors whose components are 1 or 0 depending if the corresponding atom implies or not the event, and we will denote them with the same letter of the event but in boldface lower-cases. Hence, for example, $s_i$ and $c_i$ will denote the characteristic vectors of $S_i$ and $C_i$, respectively, while their juxtaposition $s_i c_i$ will represent the characteristic vector of the conjunction $S_i C_i$ (for the sake of simplicity we will omit the usual conjunction operator $\land$). To complete this notational parenthesis, in the following we will use the logical operator $\neg$ to denote negations.

The last component of an assessment is represented by numerical bounds $p = ([lb_1, ub_1], \ldots, [lb_n, ub_n])$, each closed interval $[lb_i, ub_i]$ associated to the corresponding conditional event $S_i|C_i$, and usually estimated by expert believes, literature reports or by collected data.

Note that some $S_i|C_i$ could be actually unconditional (i.e. the situation $S_i$ is considered independently from any specific circumstance) and in such case $C_i$ will coincide with the sure event $\Omega$. Moreover some of the numerical bounds $[lb_i, ub_i]$ could degenerate in a single value $p_i$, representing a precise assessment.

2.2 Coherence

If we don’t want, or we cannot, adopt for the domain $(\mathcal{F}, \mathcal{L}_C, p)$ a unique probabilistic model, it is just possible to search for a class $\mathbb{P}_f$ of conditional probability distributions, such that $p$ coincides with the restriction to $\mathcal{F}$ of the closed envelop of $\mathbb{P}_f$. This can be operationally checked by the satisfiability of a class of sequences of linear systems. Sequences of linear systems are necessary to allow the possibility that conditioning events $C_i$s have induced probability not bounded away from 0. Hence there could be the need of classifying the conditional events in different zero layers. On the other hand, a class of linear systems is required because, to be sure $p$ agrees with a closed envelope, each bound $lb_j$ or $ub_j$ must be cyclically forced to be strictly fulfilled as an equality (for a deeper exposition

\footnote{In some discipline atoms are called possible worlds.}
of both aspects refer again to [7], in particular to chapt. 12 and 15).

Such linear systems will anyway have a common structure like

\[
\begin{align*}
E \cdot x &= 0 \\
L \cdot x &\geq 0 \\
U \cdot x &\leq 0 \\
x &\geq 0 , \ x \neq 0
\end{align*}
\]

(1)

where \( \cdot \) represents the row-column matrix product, \( x \) is a column vector of unknowns, with each component \( x_r \) associated to an atom \( A_r \), \( r = 1, \ldots, a \), while \( E \), \( L \) and \( U \) are matrices that reflect the numerical constraints induced by \( p \). Hence in \( E \) a generic row is of the form

\((s_i c_i - p_i c_i)\)

for each \( S_i | C_i \) with a precise assessment \( p_i \) and cyclically for one \( S_k | C_k \) with an imprecise assessment and forcing \( p_k \) to be equal to \( lb_k \) or to \( ub_k \). On the other hand, in \( L \) and \( U \) there are, respectively, rows like

\((s_j c_j - lb_j c_j)\)

and

\((s_j c_j - ub_j c_j)\)

for each \( S_j | C_j \) with probability bounds \( lb_j \) and \( ub_j \) different from the chosen \( p_k \).

Through the set of solutions \( x \), it is possible to represent the searched class \( \mathbb{P}_F \).

2.3 Extension

Once coherence of the assessment \((\mathcal{F}, L_C, p)\) has been assured, and in practical application this turns out to be a compulsory step whenever information comes from different sources, it is possible to perform inference on any conditional event \( H | E \) judged important to reach conclusions on the problem. Usually \( H \) represents some hypothesis to test on the basis of some fact \( E \).

In this context, inference reduces to compute the coherent extension of \( p \) to \( H | E \), obtainable as the closed envelop \([lb_{H|E}, ub_{H|E}]\) of the values \( P(H|E) \) with \( P \in \mathbb{P}_F \). Operationally we need to perform sequences of optimizations of the form

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{minimize} / \text{maximize} & \quad h \cdot x \\
\text{s.t.} & \quad E \cdot x = 0 \\
& \quad L \cdot x \geq 0 \\
& \quad U \cdot x \leq 0 \\
& \quad e \cdot x = 1 \\
& \quad x \geq 0
\end{align*}
\]

(2)
where the normalization constraint $\mathbf{e} \cdot \mathbf{x} = 1$ permits the optimization problem to be linear instead of fractional.

The main difficulty of such procedure is the usually huge number $a$ of atoms but, thanks to a smart use of null probabilities, in [2, 5] this complexity problem has been tackled and mainly solved for practical applications.

### 3 Results Improvement by Qualitative Constraints

Extension bounds $[lb_{H|E}, ub_{H|E}]$ are what, from a pure probabilistic point of view, our information implies on $H|E$ but, sometimes, they could result too wide to take any decision. Anyway, it is possible, maintaining a model free approach, to shrink the reference conditional probability class $\mathcal{P}_f$ adding qualitative (i.e. not numerically expressed) considerations to the numerical constraints $p$. Of course there are several possible different kinds of constraints to introduce, but we will focus on few of them, either because they are quite natural or because by them we have reached quite satisfactory results.

#### 3.1 Conditional Exchangeability vs Independence

As already mentioned, a widespread tool for restricting the variability of the conclusions is to adopt some assumption of independence. And it is actually a powerful restriction, but usually it is a too strong assumption, not supported by the problem. It is in fact usually confused with the information that some evaluations are made independently (i.e. one given without knowing the others), while it should be used to model situations whose measure of uncertainty cannot be modified by simply taking into account some other aspect. Moreover its formalization and use in a context of partial information should be done with the awareness of all its implications, that are deeper than the simple factorization of some joint probabilities (for more details see once more [7], chapt. 17).

In the presence of strong symmetries, like for example assessment on the same statement made independently by different experts with similar skills (see for example Lad et al. [11]), it is more suitable to introduce some kind of exchangeability. This is opportune whenever it is relevant how many instead of which events realize, or, in other words, whenever it possible to identify a sum as a sufficient statistic (for a detailed explanation refer to [10], sect. 3.9). In particular, whenever the assessment is mainly conditional, the judgement of conditional exchangeability could be the more suitable and it is formulated as follows:

if there is a group of $k$ events $E_1, \ldots, E_k$ regarded exchangeable under a specific scenario $C_j$, then any conjunction of the $E_i$s with the same number of affirmed and negated events must be equally evaluated. In other words, for any fixed number $s \in \{0, \ldots, k\}$ there must be a constant $c_s$ such that

$$P(E_{i_1} \cdots E_{i_s} \neg E_{i_{s+1}} \cdots \neg E_{i_k} | C_j) = c_s$$

(3)
for any permutation of the indexes $i_1, \ldots, i_k$.

Conditions like (3) actually reduce the “degree of freedom” for the unknowns $x$ respect the constraints (1) of the original assessment, restricting “de facto” the admissible class of conditional measures $P_j$ and, possibly, shrinking some extension bounds.

Since (3) refers to a fixed conditioning event $C_j$, restriction of this type are easily reported as linear constraints. In fact, denoting with $\pi_s$ and $\pi'_s$ the characteristic vectors of two different permutations of the combination $E_{i_1} \ldots E_{i_s} \neg E_{i_{s+1}} \ldots \neg E_{i_k}$, extensions with the further conditional exchangeability requirement obtain by adding to (2) pairwise equalities of the form

$$\langle \pi_s c_j - \pi'_s c_j \rangle \cdot x = 0$$

for each pair of permutations $\pi_s$ and $\pi'_s$ and each $s = 1, \ldots, k-1$ (note that extreme cases $s = 0$ and $s = k$ do not actually constitute any constraint).

### 3.2 Conditional Probabilities Comparison

Sometimes there are conditional events which an expert believes more than some other, but he/she cannot express neither precise nor imprecise probability assessments on them, being only capable to compare them.

This is immediately interpretable as

$$P(S_j|C_i) \geq k^+ P(S_j|C_j)$$

for some constant value $k^+$.

Anyway, if none of the conditional probabilities present in (5) is uniquely constrained, its direct representation by vectors would be

$$x^T \cdot [(s_j c_j)^T \cdot c_j - (k^+ s_j c_j)^T \cdot c_i] \cdot x \geq 0$$

that has the drawback of being quadratic. This increases the difficulties for the computation of the extension bounds. In fact, to deal with quadratically constrained optimization problems there are specific Operational Research’s techniques, like interior-point algorithms [13] or duality bound methods [14], but they are not so safe and confirmed like those for linear programming problems.

That is why we propose an approximation of (5) that, even being a weaker constraint, has the advantage of leaving the extension problem in a linear form. The idea is of expressing (5) in a parametric way and introducing further unknowns that can capture the basic structure of the parameterization.

If we focus our attention on one of the two conditional probabilities in (5), let us say $P(S_j|C_i)$, we can take it as an inference target and compute its extension bounds $[lb_{S_j|C_i}, ub_{S_j|C_i}]$ as it has been illustrated in Subsection 2.3. We can now introduce new variables $y_i, i = 1, \ldots, a$, representing the quantities $P(S_j|C_j)x_i$, so
that the inequality (5) can be represented by
\[ s_i c_i \cdot x - k^i c_i \cdot y \geq 0; \]  
(7)
the link by new and old variables by
\[ s_j c_j \cdot x - c_j \cdot y = 0; \]  
(8)
while the variability bounds for \( P(S_j|C_j) \) imply the constraints
\[ lb_{S_j|C_j} x_i \leq y_i \leq ub_{S_j|C_j} x_i \quad \text{for } i = 1, \ldots, a. \]  
(9)
These constraints are all implied by (5), while the vice versa does not hold in general. Hence, if the minimization/maximization of \( \textbf{he} \cdot \textbf{x} \) is performed with constraints (2), (7), (8) and (9) we are not guaranteed to have obtained the coherent extension for \( P(H|E) \) of \( \textbf{p} \) plus (5), but just an interval containing it. However, once such optimal solutions \( \textbf{x} \) are obtained, they can be substituted in (6) to check if the interval \([lb_{H|E}, ub_{H|E}]\) is coherent. If not, the left-hand-side of (6) will result a negative value that can be adopted as a measure of violation of (5).

Of course it is not needed to add sequences of optimizations to cyclically impose equalities in (7) and (9) because they must be fulfilled as they are by each \( P \in \mathbb{P}_F \).

Anyway, (7), (8) and (9) increase significantly the space complexity of the optimization procedure. Hence, before to adopt them it would be better to check if the optimal solutions of the original linear program (2) already satisfy (6). If it is the case, it means that the qualitative comparison (5) is redundant because it actually does not restrict the class \( \mathbb{P}_F \).

3.3 Selectors Restriction

We introduce now a consideration that will result more technical than the previous ones. It will be less intuitive and also more debatable, hence it should be used more carefully and it will anyway need an interpretation process before being presented to a field’s expert for its acceptance.

Analyzing the inference procedure for some conditional event \( H|E \), it could happen to notice that results are mainly influenced by the possible variability of some other \( K|F \). As usual \( K|F \) can be conditioned to a proper \( F \) or unconditional, i.e. with \( F = \Omega \). If \( K|F \) does not belong to the initial list of conditional events \( \mathcal{F} \), the induced bounds \([lb_{K|F}, ub_{K|F}]\) for its conditional probability could be extremely vague, and usually this is not noted at the beginning because \( K|F \) could be of no direct interest.

However, it could be impossible to assess bounds for \( P(K|F) \) either because the data on which \( \textbf{p} \) was built are not available anymore or because there is not direct information on \( K|F \). Anyway, an indirect consideration is possible.
Variability range \([lb_{K|F}, ub_{K|F}]\) results from the union of all the extensions, say 
\([lb_{j|K|F}, ub_{j|K|F}]\), with \(1 \leq j \leq n\), of the extreme conditional distributions \(P_j \subset \mathbb{P}_F\).

With extreme distribution we mean those \(P \in \mathbb{P}_F\) that reach at least one the lower or upper bounds (\(lb_j\) or \(ub_j\)) of the assessment \(p\). It could happen that some of the 
\([lb_{j|K|F}, ub_{j|K|F}]\) is narrow enough to drastically influence \(P(H|E)\), showing that not all the admissible distributions play the same role for the inference.

Hence, adopting a more restrictive attitude and thanks also to some extra consideration, it is possible to select only some of the admissible \(P_j \subset \mathbb{P}_F\) by choosing more informative lower-upper bounds for \(P(K|F)\) (possibly coinciding with the narrower interval 
\([lb_{j|K|F}, ub_{j|K|F}]\)) so that the initial assessment can be updated and a new inference on \(H|E\) performed.

4 Two Medical Applications

We will show now how the procedures described before can be applied on practical problems. In particular we will illustrate the results we recently attained for two different medical diagnostic processes. The first problem will show how to apply and the relevance of the conditional exchangeability assumptions and of the conditional probabilities comparisons as depicted in subsections 3.1 and 3.2. On the contrary, with the second one we will show the importance of a preliminary check of coherence whenever information comes from different sources and the influence in the results of selector restrictions, in line with subsections 2.2 and 3.3, respectively.

4.1 Accuracy Rates for an Asbestosis Median Decision Procedure

In [3] we re-examined the procedure of median decision making in the context of radiological determination of asbestosis. Median decision applies whenever there is a pool of experts, usually equivalent in skill, examining the same patients and each single case is finally diagnosed on the basis of the agreement of the majority of judgments.

In particular, in a recent paper [12], Tweedie and Mergersen analyze a previous case-report about incidence of asbestosis among a group of people with a similar history of asbestos exposure. Opinions of three radiologists are based on X-ray films readings, and the authors have rather limited information about the median decision procedure. Anyway, they are able to propose a tricky methodology to retrieve some conclusion about the probability of the diagnosis being correct.

However, the authors’ analysis deeply relies on a assumption of independence for the experts’ assessments and they adopt it because X-ray films are read in-
dependently by the radiologists. But this consideration should pertain to experts’ assessment procedure, not to our belief about information’s influence one expert opinion could have on an other. Actually, since the experts have similar skills, the response of one of them is already a significant indicator of what we could expect from an other.

Tweedie and Mergersen are aware of the inadequacy of the independence presumption, but they wonder how it could be replaced. The fact is that they “need” to introduce independence to maintain uniqueness of the agreeing conditional probability distribution. On the other hand, the information that the three experts are judged equivalently because of their similar skill cannot be ignored. As we have underlined in Subsection 3.1, assumptions of conditional exchangeabilities could be an appropriate answer to this need.

To make a synthesis (a full description can be obviously found in the cited papers), we can formalize the problem as it follows.

First of all we introduce events that refer to a generic patient with a X-ray film available:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>label</th>
<th>description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$F$</td>
<td>asbestosis (fibrosis) presence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_i$, $i = 1, 2, 3$</td>
<td>$i$-th expert positive asbestosis judgment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D^*$</td>
<td>positive median decision diagnosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S^*$</td>
<td>positive median decision with a splitting vote</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Since the similarity among radiologists, their sensitivities for the films’ reading process $P(D_i|F)$, $i = 1, 2, 3$, are thought to be equal.

On the basis of recorded data on 642 patients and of specific literature references, the following conditional probability assessment $p$ on $\mathcal{F} = \{D_1|F, D_2|F, D_3|F, D^*, S^*(D^*)\}$ is considered$^2$:

$P(D_i|F) = .82 \quad i = 1, 2, 3$

$P(D^*) = .12$

$P(S^*|D^*) = .42$

The first probability $P(D_i|F)$ comes from literature results on sensitivity analyses performed by comparing radiological and histopathological evaluations. The other two $P(D^*)$ and $P(S^*|D^*)$ derives from the only data reported in [12]. In particular, $P(D^*)$ is directly estimated by the ratio $77/642$ of positive median diagnoses, while $P(S^*|D^*)$ is attained indirectly by the three individual 82%, 86% and 90% positive assessments through the formula

$P(S^*|D^*) = (100 - 82)\% + (100 - 86)\% + (100 - 90)\% = 42\%$.

To complete the assessment we must explicitly give which are the possible logical relations $\mathcal{L}_C$ among the unconditional events $\mathcal{U}_F = \{F, D_1, D_2, D_3, D^*, S^*\}$.

$^2$In [12] and [3] several assessments with different sensitivity values are examined, here we report only the first one as prototype
By the problem description we can pick out logical dependencies among the median decisions, with or without splitting vote, and individual experts’ diagnosis

\[ S^* = (D_1D_2\neg D_3) \lor (D_1\neg D_2D_3) \lor (\neg D_1D_2D_3) \]

\[ D^* = S^* \lor (D_1D_2D_3) \]

It is easy to check that the numeric assessment \( p \) is coherent and that, even being a precise conditional probability assessment, the admissible class \( F \) is not a single conditional distribution, as it will appear in the sequel.

We can consider the assessment \((F, L_C, p)\) as a partial knowledge base whose main “lack” is the absence of an estimate for the expert’s specificity \( P(\neg D_i \mid \neg F) \).

Anyhow, thanks to the conditional independence assumptions

\[ P(D_i \mid D_j F) = P(D_i \mid F) \quad \text{and} \quad P(D_i \mid D_j \neg F) = P(D_i \mid \neg F) \quad (10) \]

and thanks to some algebraic manipulation involving Bayes’ Theorem, Tweedie and Mergersen uniquely determine probability values for the usual accuracy indexes specificity, positive predictive value, negative predictive value and estimate the true positive proportion. We can compare their results with what we obtained firstly without any assumption, secondly adopting the method of Subsection 3.1 to incorporate the following conditions of conditional exchangeability:

\[ P(D_1D_2\neg D_3 \mid F) = P(D_1\neg D_2D_3 \mid F) = P(\neg D_1D_2D_3 \mid F) \]

\[ P(D_1\neg D_2\neg D_3 \mid F) = P(\neg D_1\neg D_2D_3 \mid F) = P(\neg D_1D_2\neg D_3 \mid F) \quad (11) \]

and finally using considerations of Subsection 3.2 to consider the following conditional probabilities’ comparisons that arise from the formalization of an interview with a further physician: \(^4\)

\[^3\text{With respect to the notation of Subs.3.1 we have } k = 3, E_i = D_i \text{ and } C_j \text{ equal at first to } F \text{ and after to } \neg F.\]

\[^4\text{These comparisons are the result of the formalization of a long and detailed analysis of the influence of the knowledge of the answers of some expert on the behaviors of the others. It has been performed with a physician extraneous to the rest of the work.}\]
Note that such relations, even being similar in structure (the first three actually reflect odds ratios comparisons), are distinguished, by labels, between those of them that are actually linear constraints since some quantity is uniquely determined and those that are properly quadratic and need the proposed linear approximation.

We cannot go into technical details, but it is important to mention just one computational feature: the number of atoms in this problem is 16, but conditional independence assumptions (10) reduce at two the degrees of freedom for their probabilities, i.e. everything is fully determined once the experts' sensitivity \( P(D_1|F) \) and specificity \( P(\neg D_1|\neg F) \) could be selected, while with conditional exchangeabilities (11) we have only a reduction at 8 degrees of freedom.

Here we report the different inferences performed on several accuracy indexes, specifying the particular assumptions adopted:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>index</th>
<th>description</th>
<th>extension bounds under</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( P(\neg D_1</td>
<td>\neg F) )</td>
<td>experts' specificity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( P(D_1</td>
<td>D_2</td>
<td>F) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( P(D_1</td>
<td>\neg D_2</td>
<td>F) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( P(D_1</td>
<td>D_2</td>
<td>\neg F) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( P(D_1</td>
<td>\neg D_2</td>
<td>\neg F) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( P(D_1</td>
<td>D_2</td>
<td>\neg F) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( P(D_1</td>
<td>\neg D_2</td>
<td>\neg F) )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Whenever conditional exchangeability cannot help on limiting vague inference bounds, the further qualitative probabilistic comparisons are determinant. In fact, apart from the positive predictive value, all the intervals in the last column are tight enough to judge the procedure. About the only "vague" interval [0.0 , .779], even it does not bound from below the positive predictive value, it gives an interesting upper limitation for such index.
Moreover, note that some interval of the last column do not contain the corresponding values obtained by Tweedie and Mergersen. This because the further constraints go in the opposite direction of independence, bringing some kind of correlation but leaving "untouched" the conditional exchangeability framework.

Our computations needed to solve several linear programming problems, but what we obtained is really based on reasonable probabilistic statements and not on tricky manipulation that have the only justification of bringing to single values instead of intervals.

4.2 Reliability of GIST Diagnosis Based on Partial Information

Other prototypes of applications of inference with a not fully detailed model are the medical diagnostic procedures where there is not a golden standard protocol to follow. This happens when new advances in the understanding of the biology are done or new techniques are discovered. In such situations, different opinions appear in scientific literature and they are based on disparate case studies, each one with its peculiarity and heterogeneity of data.

In particular, in [1] we analysed a diagnostic process for gastrointestinal stromal tumors (GISTs) where only recently a new and reliable phenotypic marker (the KIT protein CD117) for these neoplasm has been introduced.

The diagnosis path consist mainly of two stages: at first a histological analysis is done and later an immunohistochemical schema is adopted to confirm cases previously suspected to be GISTs. What we have done was to numerically evaluate the quality of the first discrimination and it was possible by matching information from a personal case study\(^5\) and immunohistochemical behaviors reported in the relevant literature.

The problem can be synthesized as it follows: we have selected as relevant for a lesion the events

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>label</th>
<th>description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DIAGNOSIS</td>
<td>lesion is histologically suspected to be a GIST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GIST</td>
<td>lesion is really a GIST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD117</td>
<td>KIT protein expression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD34</td>
<td>Hematopoietic progenitor cell antigen expression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMA</td>
<td>Muscle actin expression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DESM</td>
<td>Desmin expression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S100</td>
<td>S-100 protein expression</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

where the first two distinguish the suspected tumors by those actually belonging to the GIST’s family, while the others represent the positivity for specific immunohistochemical markers.

\(^5\)Data was collected at Istituto di Anatomia e Istologia Patologica - Divisione di ricerca sul cancro - Universit degli Studi di Perugia - Italy during the period Jan.1998–Sept.2002
We had only the following logical restriction due to the extreme specificity of the KIT marker

\[ \text{CD117} \subseteq \text{GIST}. \]

By the personal case study we estimated (by observed frequencies) the following “knowledge base”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>statement</th>
<th>cond. prob.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DIAGNOSIS</td>
<td>.510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD117 CD34 ~DESM ~S100</td>
<td>DIAGNOSIS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>~SMA ~CD117 CD34 DESM ~S100</td>
<td>DIAGNOSIS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>~SMA CD117 CD34 ~DESM S100</td>
<td>DIAGNOSIS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMA CD117 ~CD34 ~DESM ~S100</td>
<td>DIAGNOSIS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMA CD117 ~CD34 ~DESM S100</td>
<td>DIAGNOSIS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>~SMA CD117 ~CD34 ~DESM S100</td>
<td>DIAGNOSIS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMA CD117 ~CD34 ~DESM S100</td>
<td>DIAGNOSIS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMA CD117 ~CD34 ~DESM S100</td>
<td>DIAGNOSIS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

but it turned out to be incoherent with the “rule base” we derived by collecting different literature sources

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>statement</th>
<th>expected frequencies bounds</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CD34</td>
<td>CD117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMA</td>
<td>CD117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S100</td>
<td>CD117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DESM</td>
<td>CD117</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A deeper analysis of the observed results has shown that there were two cases with dubious S100 positivity and they have judged as the cause of the inconsistency. In fact, performing an inference based only on the knowledge base, we obtain that the percentage for S100 | CD117 results between 13% and 70%, while it should be around 10% as indicated in the rule base.

Revising these two judgements, we have obtained a different knowledge base consistent with the literature rule base

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>statement</th>
<th>cond. prob.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DIAGNOSIS</td>
<td>.510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD117 CD34 ~DESM ~S100</td>
<td>DIAGNOSIS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>~SMA ~CD117 CD34 DESM ~S100</td>
<td>DIAGNOSIS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMA CD117 ~CD34 ~DESM ~S100</td>
<td>DIAGNOSIS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMA CD117 ~CD34 ~DESM S100</td>
<td>DIAGNOSIS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>~SMA CD117 ~CD34 ~DESM S100</td>
<td>DIAGNOSIS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMA CD117 ~CD34 ~DESM S100</td>
<td>DIAGNOSIS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMA CD117 ~CD34 ~DESM S100</td>
<td>DIAGNOSIS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMA CD117 ~CD34 ~DESM S100</td>
<td>DIAGNOSIS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMA CD117 ~CD34 ~DESM S100</td>
<td>DIAGNOSIS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMA CD117 ~CD34 ~DESM S100</td>
<td>DIAGNOSIS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Further considerations has induced us to add the further constraint \( P(\text{CD117}|\text{GIST}) \in [0.95, 0.99] \) for the sensitivity of the KIT marker.

Putting together all these assessments, they force the usual accuracy indexes to be in the following bounds
that, apart from the positive predictive value, reflect a weak “influence” of the constraint considered.

Adding to the assessment the probabilistic comparison \( P(\text{DIAGNOSIS} \mid \text{GIST}) \geq P(\text{DIAGNOSIS} \mid \neg\text{GIST}) \) we have not obtained appreciable improvements.

On the contrary, reasoning as described in Subsection 3.3, we have focused the attention on the “a priori” values of GIST’s incidence. In fact, its coherent bounds result \( P(\text{GIST}) \in [.59, .97] \) while one extreme sub-class of the admissible conditional probabilities induce the more restrictive lower bound of .81. Since the pathologist judged as reasonable a variability around 81% of the GIST’s incidence, we have added to the whole assessment the restriction \( P(\text{GIST}) \in [.806, .815] \) obtaining the more relevant results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>index</th>
<th>description</th>
<th>extension bounds</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( P(\text{DIAGNOSIS} \mid \text{GIST}) )</td>
<td>sensitivity</td>
<td>[.53, .59]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( P(\neg\text{DIAGNOSIS} \mid \neg\text{GIST}) )</td>
<td>specificity</td>
<td>[.58, .80]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( P(\text{GIST} \mid \text{DIAGNOSIS}) )</td>
<td>positive predictive value</td>
<td>[.85, .93]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( P(\neg\text{GIST} \mid \neg\text{DIAGNOSIS}) )</td>
<td>negative predictive value</td>
<td>[.22, .32]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

that confirm a good positive predictive performance of the diagnostic procedure, while they express a really bad reliability in the case of a negative diagnosis. This, in a way, reverses the role that the KIT marker should have. Instead of being used as a confirmatory tool in already suspected cases, it should have a crucial role for the right diagnosis of lesion at first not suspected to be GISTs.
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Abstract
Let $\succsim$ be a preference relation on a convex set $F$. Necessary and sufficient conditions are given that guarantee the existence of a set $\{u_l\}$ of affine utility functions on $F$ such that $\succsim$ is represented by $U(f) = u_l(f)$ if $f \in F_l$; where each $F_l$ is a convex subset of $F$. The interpretation is simple: facing a “non-homogeneous” set $F$ of alternatives, a decision maker splits it into “homogeneous” subsets $F_l$, and acts as a standard expected utility maximizer on each of them.

In particular, when $F$ is a set of simple acts, each $u_l$ corresponds to a subjective expected utility with respect to a finitely additive probability $P_l$; while when $F$ is a set of continuous acts, each probability $P_l$ is countably additive.

Keywords
preference representation, subjective probability, nonexpected utility, integral representation, multiple priors, countable additivity

1 Introduction
Given a preference relation $\succsim$ on a convex set $F$, we provide necessary and sufficient conditions that guarantee the existence of a set $\{u_l\}$ of affine utility functions on $F$ such that $\succsim$ is represented by

$$U(f) = u_l(f) \quad \text{if } f \in F_l,$$

*We gratefully acknowledge the financial support of CNR and MIUR. First version: November 1999.
where each $F_l$ is a convex subset of $F$. This representation has a simple interpretation: facing a “non-homogeneous” set of alternatives $F$, a decision maker splits it into “homogeneous” subsets $F_l$ and, on each of them, she behaves as a standard expected utility maximizer. For example, the $F_l$ can be commodities traded in a local market $l$ and $F$ be the global market, or the $F_l$ can be sets of lotteries on which the decision maker feels she has the same information.

The idea underlying these results is close to the one of Castagnoli and Maccheroni (2000), but the difference of setups heavily reflects on the techniques we use in the proofs.

In particular, if $F$ is a convex set of objective lotteries, the model falls in the class of lottery dependent utility (see, e.g., Maccheroni, 2002, and the references therein).

While, when $F$ is a set of simple (resp. continuous) acts, each $u_l$ corresponds to a subjective expected utility with respect to a finitely additive (resp. countably additive) probability $P_l$. This time we are in the spirit of multiple priors models: for example, Choquet Expected Utility of Schmeidler (1989) and Maxmin Expected Utility of Gilboa and Schmeidler (1989) are particular cases of the proposed model when the family $\{F_l\}_{l \in L}$ consists of sets of comonotone and affinely related acts, respectively. In fact, many recent papers focus on specific cases of the model obtained here, and provide interesting interpretations on the derived family of probabilities. See, e.g. Nehring (2001), Ghirardato, Maccheroni, and Marinacci (2002), Kopylov (2002), Siniscalchi (2003). In particular, the latter work builds on a similar idea and looks for conditions ensuring the uniqueness of the subjective probability used to evaluate the expected utility of each act; furthermore, differently from us, the sets $F_l$ are elicited from the preference.

2 A general representation result

Let $F$ be a convex subset of a vector space, $X$ a nonempty convex subset of $F$, $\{F_l\}_{l \in L}$ a family of convex subsets of $F$ such that $F = \bigcup_{l \in L} F_l$ and $X \subseteq \bigcap_{l \in L} F_l$, and $\succeq$ a binary relation on $F$. As usual, we denote by $\succ$ and $\sim$ the asymmetric and the symmetric parts of $\succeq$. In the sequel we will make use of the following assumptions on $\succeq$.

**Weak Order (WO):** For all $f_1$ and $f_2$ in $F$: $f_1 \succeq f_2$ or $f_2 \succeq f_1$. For all $f_1, f_2, f_3$ in $F$: if $f_1 \succeq f_2$ and $f_2 \succeq f_3$, then $f_1 \succeq f_3$.

**Local Independence (LI):** For all $l \in L$, all $f_1, f_2,$ and $f_3$ in $F_l$, and all $\alpha$ in $(0, 1)$: $f_1 \succeq f_2$ implies $\alpha f_1 + (1 - \alpha) f_2 \succeq \alpha f_2 + (1 - \alpha) f_3$. When $L$ is a singleton this property is the standard Independence (I).

**Local Continuity (LC):** For all $l \in L$ and all $f_1, f_2,$ and $f_3$ in $F_l$: if $f_1 \succ f_2$ and $f_2 \succ f_3$, then there exist $\alpha$ and $\beta$ in $(0, 1)$ such that $\alpha f_1 + (1 - \alpha) f_3 \succ f_2$.
and \( f_2 \succ \beta f_1 + (1 - \beta) f_3 \). When \( L \) is a singleton this property is the standard Continuity (C).

**Boundedness (B):** For all \( f \) in \( F \): there exist \( x_1, x_2 \in X \) such that \( x_1 \succeq f \) and \( f \succeq x_2 \).

**Quasiconcavity (Q):** For all \( f_1 \) and \( f_2 \) in \( F \) and all \( \alpha \) in \((0, 1)\): \( f_1 \sim f_2 \) implies \( \alpha f_1 + (1 - \alpha) f_2 \succeq f_1 \).

As suggested by Siniscalchi (2003), a natural way to elicit the sets \( F_l \) from the preference is to look for the maximal convex subsets of \( F \) on which it satisfies the standard assumptions of expected utility. Next theorem shows that the first four properties are necessary and sufficient to yield a piecewise affine representation of \( \succsim \).

**Theorem 1** Given a binary relation \( \succsim \) on \( F \), the following conditions are equivalent:

(i) \( \succsim \) satisfies WO, LI, LC, and B.

(ii) There exists a family \( \{u_l\} \) of affine functionals on \( F \) such that the functional

\[
U(f) = u_l(f) \quad \text{if} \quad f \in F_l
\]

represents \( \succsim \) on \( F \) and \( U(X) = U(F) \).

Moreover, \( U \) is unique up to positive affine transformations.

Ghirardato, Maccheroni, and Marinacci (2002), show that under suitable topological assumptions, the closed and convex hull of the family \( \{u_l\} \) is the Clarke subdifferential of \( U \).

Next we show that the quasiconcavity assumption Q implies concavity of the representation.

**Corollary 1** Let \( \succsim \) be a binary relation represented by (1). Then, \( \succsim \) satisfies Q if and only if \( \{u_l\} \) can be chosen such that

\[
U(f) = \min_{l \in L} u_l(f)
\]

for all \( f \in F \).

It is easy to see that the assumptions WO, LI, LC, B, and Q are independent. Moreover, the Example on page 216 of Castagnoli and Maccheroni (2000) with \( F = \mathbb{R}^2 \) and \( X = \{0\} \) shows that WO, LI, and LC are not sufficient to obtain a representation like (1). Further notice that \( U(\alpha f + (1 - \alpha) x) = \alpha U(f) + (1 - \alpha) U(x) \) for all \( \alpha \in [0, 1], f \in F, \) and \( x \in X \). We call this property X-affinity.
A special case of interest is the one in which only $F$ and $X$ are a priori given and, for all $f \in F - X$, $F_f$ is the convex hull $\text{co} \{ f, X \}$ of $f$ and $X$. In this case LI and LC can be restated with no explicit reference to the family $F_f$, moreover they can be replaced by

**$X$-Independence ($X$-I):** For all $f_1, f_2$ in $F$, all $x$ in $X$, and all $\alpha$ in $(0, 1)$: $f_1 \succeq f_2$ iff $\alpha f_1 + (1 - \alpha) x \succeq \alpha f_2 + (1 - \alpha) x$.

**$X$-Continuity ($X$-C):** For all $x_1, x_2 \in X$ and all $f$ in $F$: if $x_1 \succ f$ and $f \succ x_2$, then there exist $\alpha$ and $\beta$ in $(0, 1)$ such that $\alpha x_1 + (1 - \alpha) x_2 \succ f$ and $f \succeq \beta x_1 + (1 - \beta) x_2$.

The previous Theorem takes the following form.

**Corollary 2** Let $\succeq$ be a binary relation on $F$, and $F_f = \text{co} \{ f, X \}$ for all $f \in F - X$. The following statements are equivalent:

(i) $\succeq$ satisfies WO, LI, LC, and B.

(ii) $\succeq$ satisfies WO, $X$-I, $X$-C, and B.

(iii) There exists an $X$-affine functional $U : F \rightarrow \mathbb{R}$ representing $\succeq$ and such that $U(X) = U(F)$.

Moreover, $U$ is unique up to positive affine transformations.

In this case, $\succeq$ satisfies $Q$ iff there exists a family $\mathcal{U}$ of affine functionals on $F$, all of which are concordant on $X$, such that

$$U(f) = \min_{u \in \mathcal{U}} u(f).$$

We think that the above general results shed some light on the common traits of several well-known particular results in the literature. As an exemplification in the next section we apply them to a problem of choice under uncertainty. We are confident that they can be fruitfully employed to the study of different problems; e.g., decision models in which $F$ is the convex set of all (closed and convex) sets of lotteries over a finite set $Z$ of outcomes, and its elements are considered as menus of alternatives available to a decision maker (see, e.g., Dekel, Lipman, and Rustichini, 2001).

### 3 The Anscombe - Aumann setup

We now consider the special case in which $F$ is a set of acts; more precisely, we focus on two possible settings.

The first one is the classical Anscombe - Aumann setup. $S$ is a nonempty set of *states of the world*, $\Sigma$ an algebra of subsets of $S$ called *events*, $X$ a convex set
of outcomes. A simple act is just an $X$-valued, simple and $\Sigma$-measurable function; $F = F^s$ is the set of all simple acts. In this setting a probability on $\Sigma$ is a finitely additive set function $P : \Sigma \to [0, 1]$ such that $P(\emptyset) = 0$ and $P(S) = 1$.

The second one is a topological variation of the first. $S$ is a compact metric set, $\Sigma$ its Borel $\sigma$-field, and $X$ a finite dimensional simplex. A continuous act is just an $X$-valued, continuous function; $F = F^c$ is the set of all continuous acts. In this setting a probability on $S$ is a countably additive set function $P : S \to [0, 1]$ such that $P(\emptyset) = 0$ and $P(S) = 1$.

For every $f_1, f_2 \in F$ and $\alpha \in [0, 1]$ we denote by $\alpha f_1 + (1 - \alpha) f_2$ the act in $F$ which yields $\alpha f_1(s) + (1 - \alpha) f_2(s) \in X$ for every $s \in S$. With a slight abuse of notation, we identify $X$ with the set of all constant acts (thus making it a convex subset of $F$).

We will replace assumption B with the mildly stronger conditions:

**Monotonicity (M):** For all $f_1$ and $f_2$ in $F$: if $f_1(s) \succeq f_2(s)$ on $S$, then $f_1 \succeq f_2$.

**Nondegeneracy (N):** Not for all $f_1$ and $f_2$ in $F$, $f_1 \succeq f_2$.

Let $G \supseteq X$ be a subset of $F$, a functional $U : G \to \mathbb{R}$ is said to be monotone if $g_1(s) \succeq g_2(s)$ on $S$ implies $U(g_1) \geq U(g_2)$; automonotone if $U(g_1(s)) \geq U(g_2(s))$ on $S$ implies $U(g_1) \geq U(g_2)$ (that is, if $U$ is monotone with respect to the pointwise dominance relation it induces on $G$). Next lemma is a little variation on the von Neumann - Morgenstern Theorem to yield a subjective probability result à la Anscombe and Aumann (1963). In particular, the lemma guarantees an expected utility representation for any preference $\succeq$ on $G$ that satisfies WO, I, C, M, and N.

**Lemma 1** Let $G \supseteq X$ be a convex subset of $F$, $U : G \to \mathbb{R}$ a nonconstant, automonotone, affine functional, and $u$ the restriction of $U$ to $X$.\footnote{More precisely: denoted by $x_s$ the constant act taking value $x$ for all $s \in S$, $u$ is the function defined by $u(x) = U(x_s)$; the shorter expression we adopted derives from the identification of $X$ with the set of all constant acts.} There exists a probability $P$ on $\Sigma$ such that

$$U(g) = \int_S (u \circ g) dP$$

for all $g \in G$.

We are now ready to state the anticipated result.

**Theorem 2** Given a binary relation $\succeq$ on $F$, the following conditions are equivalent:

(i) $\succeq$ satisfies WO, LI, LC, M, and N.
(ii) There exists a family \( \{ P_l \}_{l \in L} \) of probabilities on \( \Sigma \), and an affine nonconstant function \( u \) on \( X \), such that the functional

\[
U(f) = \int_S (u \circ f) \, dP_l \quad \text{if} \quad f \in F_l
\]  

represents \( \succeq \) on \( F \) and it is monotone.

Moreover, \( U \) is unique up to positive affine transformations.

In the next corollary we consider the special case when the quasiconcavity axiom \( Q \) holds.

**Corollary 3** Let \( \succeq \) be a binary relation represented by (2). Then, \( \succeq \) satisfies \( Q \) if and only if \( \{ P_l \}_{l \in L} \) can be chosen such that

\[
U(f) = \min_{l \in L} \int_S (u \circ f) \, dP_l
\]

for all \( f \in F \).

The counterpart of Corollary 2 for \( F = F^c \) is Theorem 1 of Gilboa and Schmeidler (1989), and we explicitly state it only in the case \( F = F^c \). Here, the set of all probability measures is endowed with the weak* topology.

**Corollary 4** A binary relation \( \succeq \) on \( F^c \) satisfies \( WO, X-I, X-C, M, N, \) and \( Q \) iff there exist an affine function \( u : X \to \mathbb{R} \) and a compact and convex set \( C \) of probability measures, such that

\[
f \succeq g \iff \min_{P \in C} \int_S (u \circ f) \, dP \geq \min_{P \in C} \int_S (u \circ g) \, dP
\]

for all \( f, g \in F^c \). \( C \) is unique and \( u \) is unique up to a positive linear transformation.

Differently from the Gilboa and Schmeidler (1989) result, the set of priors \( C \) consists of countably additive probability measures. This way of obtaining countable additivity is alternative to that used by Marinacci, Maccheroni, Chateauneuf, and Tallon (2002); in fact, we add assumptions on the structure of the model rather than assumptions on the preference.

### 4 Proofs

Next Lemma is a minor variation on the Hahn - Banach Extension Theorem. Its proof is part of the one of Lemma 4 p. 829-830 in Maccheroni (2002).

**Lemma 2** Let \( F \supseteq G \supseteq X \) be nonempty convex subsets of a vector space. If a functional \( U : F \to \mathbb{R} \) is X-affine, concave, and \( U|G \) is affine, then there exists an affine functional \( u : F \to \mathbb{R} \) such that \( u \succeq U \) and \( u|G = U|G \).
The following is a topological version of the previous one. We refer to Aliprantis and Border (1999) Chapter 5 for the basic notation and results on topological vector spaces’ theory.

**Lemma 3** Let $E$ be a vector space, $E'$ be a total subspace of its algebraic dual, and $K$ be a $\sigma(E',E)$-compact subset of $E'$. Set

$$I(e) = \min_{e' \in K} \langle e, e' \rangle$$

for all $e \in E$. If $I$ is affine on a convex subset $C$ of $E$, there exists an extreme point $e'_C$ of $K$ such that $I_{|C} = I_{|e'_C}$, i.e.

$$e'_C \in \text{Argmin}_{e' \in K} \langle e, e' \rangle$$

for all $e \in C$.

**Proof of Lemma 3.** For all $e \in C$, $\text{Argmin}_{e' \in K} \langle e, e' \rangle$ is a $\sigma(E',E)$-closed subset of $K$. By compactness of $K$, it is enough to show that $\bigcap_{j=1}^n \text{Argmin}_{e' \in K} \langle e_j, e' \rangle \neq \emptyset$ for any $e_1, e_2, \ldots, e_n \in C$. Choose $w' \in \text{Argmin}_{e' \in K} \left\{ \sum_{j=1}^n \frac{1}{n} e_j, e' \right\}$.

$$I \left( \sum_{j=1}^n e_j \right) = n I \left( \frac{1}{n} \sum_{j=1}^n e_j \right) = n \left\langle \frac{1}{n} \sum_{j=1}^n e_j, w' \right\rangle = \sum_{j=1}^n \langle e_j, w' \rangle$$

but, since $I$ is affine on $C$

$$I \left( \sum_{j=1}^n e_j \right) = n I \left( \frac{1}{n} \sum_{j=1}^n e_j \right) = n \sum_{j=1}^n \frac{1}{n} I(e_j) = \sum_{j=1}^n \min_{e' \in K} \langle e_j, e' \rangle.$$

We can conclude that $w' \in K$ and

$$\sum_{j=1}^n \langle e_j, w' \rangle = \sum_{j=1}^n \min_{e' \in K} \langle e_j, e' \rangle.$$

Hence

$$\langle e_j, w' \rangle = \min_{e' \in K} \langle e_j, e' \rangle$$

for all $j = 1, 2, \ldots, n$, that is $w' \in \bigcap_{j=1}^n \text{Argmin}_{e' \in K} \langle e_j, e' \rangle$.

Moreover, $\bigcap_{e \in C} \text{Argmin}_{e' \in K} \langle e, e' \rangle$ is a nonempty intersection of compact extreme sets, hence it is a compact extreme set, and it contains an extreme point. Q.E.D.

**Proof of Theorem 1 and Corollary 1.** By the von Neumann - Morgenstern Theorem for all $l \in L$ there exists an affine functional

$$u_l : F_l \rightarrow \mathbb{R}$$

2The proofs are not separated to avoid duplicate notation.
representing $\succeq$ on $F_l$. We still denote by $u_l$ an arbitrarily fixed affine extension of $u_l$ to $F$. Since $u_{l|X}$ is an affine representation of $\succeq$ on $X$, it is unique up to positive affine transformations. Fix arbitrarily $m \in L$ and set $u = u_{m|X}$. For all $l \in L$ choose $u_l$ so that $u_l|X = u$.

By B, for all $f \in F$ there exist $x_1, x_2 \in X$ such that $x_1 \succeq f \succeq x_2$. Therefore $u(x_1) = u_l(x_1) \geq u_l(f) \geq u_l(x_2) = u(x_2)$, for all $l \in L$ such that $f \in F_l$, and there exists $\alpha \in [0, 1]$ such that

$$u_l(f) = \alpha u(x_1) + (1 - \alpha) u(x_2)$$

$$= u(\alpha x_1 + (1 - \alpha) x_2)$$

$$= u_l(\alpha x_1 + (1 - \alpha) x_2),$$

therefore $u_l(f)$ does not depend on the choice of $l \in L$ such that $f \in F_l$. Moreover, the argument above shows that there exists $x_f \in X$ (i.e. $\alpha x_1 + (1 - \alpha) x_2$) such that $x_f \sim f$ and

$$u_l(f) = u(x_f)$$

for all $l \in L$ such that $f \in F_l$.

We set

$$U(f) = u_l(f) \quad \text{if } f \in F_l.$$

What precedes guarantees that $U$ is well defined, and $U(f) = u(x_f) = U(x_f)$ implies $U(F) = U(X)$. For all $f_1, f_2 \in F$, let $f_1 \sim x_1 \in X$ to obtain

$$f_1 \succeq f_2 \iff x_1 \succeq x_2 \iff u(x_1) \geq u(x_2) \iff U(f_1) \geq U(f_2).$$

If $U' : F \to \mathbb{R}$ is affine on $F_l$ for all $l \in L$ and represents $\succeq$, then $u' = U'|_X = au + b$ for some $a > 0$ and $b \in \mathbb{R}$; for all $f \in F$, let $f \sim x_f \in X$ to obtain

$$U'(f) = u'(x_f) = au(x_f) + b = aU(f) + b.$$ 

This concludes the proof of Theorem 1.

For any $\alpha \in [0, 1], f \in F$, and $x \in X$, choose $l \in L$ such that $f \in F_l$ to obtain

$$U(\alpha f + (1 - \alpha) x) = u_l(\alpha f + (1 - \alpha) x)$$

$$= \alpha u_l(f) + (1 - \alpha) u_l(x)$$

$$= \alpha U(f) + (1 - \alpha) U(x),$$

this shows that $U$ is $X$-affine.

Next we prove Corollary 1. If $U$ is constant, the result is trivial. If $U$ is not constant, there exist $f_1, f_2 \in F$ such that $f_1 \succ f_2$ and, by B, there exist $x_1^*, x_{-1}^* \in X$ such that $x_1^* \succ x_{-1}^*$. W.l.o.g. assume $x_{-1}^* = -x_1^*$ (so that $0 \in X$) and $U(x_1^*) = 1$, $U(x_{-1}^*) = -1$, whence $U(0) = U\left(\frac{1}{2}x_1^* + \frac{1}{2}x_{-1}^*\right) = 0$. Then $U$ is positively homogeneous. The (unique) positively homogeneous extension of $U$ to the convex cone $H$ generated by $F$ is the functional defined by

$$V(\gamma f) = \gamma U(f)$$
if \( f \in F \) and \( \gamma > 0 \). Let \( h \in H \) and \( y \) in the convex cone \( Y \) generated by \( X \), there exist \( \gamma > 0, f \in F \) and \( x \in X \) such that \( h = \gamma f \) and \( y = \gamma x \), whence

\[
\frac{1}{2} V (h + y) = \frac{1}{2} V (\gamma (f + x))
\]

\[
= \gamma V \left( \frac{1}{2} (f + x) \right)
\]

\[
= \gamma U \left( \frac{1}{2} f + \frac{1}{2} x \right)
\]

\[
= \gamma \left( \frac{1}{2} V (f) + \frac{1}{2} V (x) \right)
\]

\[
= \frac{1}{2} (V (h) + V (y)),
\]

that is \( V (h + y) = V (h) + V (y) \).

Let \( h_1, h_2 \in H \); there exist \( \gamma > 0, f_1, f_2 \in F \) such that \( h_i = \gamma f_i \). If \( V (h_1) = V (h_2), U (f_1) = V (f_1) = V (f_2) = U (f_2) \), so that \( f_1 \sim f_2 \) and \( U (\frac{1}{2} f_1 + \frac{1}{2} f_2) \geq U (f_1) = \frac{1}{2} U (f_1) + \frac{1}{2} U (f_2) \), that is \( V (h_1 + h_2) \geq V (h_1) + V (h_2) \). Else if \( V (h_1) > V (h_2) \), there exists \( y \in Y \) such that \( V (y) = V (h_1) - V (h_2) \) (take \( (V (h_1) - V (h_2)) x_1^* \)), then

\[
V (h_1 + h_2) + V (y) = V (h_1 + h_2 + y)
\]

\[
\geq V (h_1) + V (h_2 + y)
\]

\[
= V (h_1) + V (h_2) + V (y).
\]

That is, \( V \) is superlinear and \( U \) is concave. Now using Lemma 2 for each \( F_i \) we can choose \( v_i \) such that \( v_i : F \to \mathbb{R} \) is affine, \( v_i \geq U \) and \( v_i | F_i = U | F_i \). Replace the \( u_i \) chosen at the beginning of the proof with \( v_i \) to obtain

\[
U (f) = v_i (f) = \min_{i \in L} v_i (f)
\]

if \( f \in F_i \). The rest is trivial. \( \text{Q.E.D.} \)

Given Theorem 1 and Corollary 1, the proof of Corollary 2 is a long, simple exercise.

We denote by \( B_0 (S, \Sigma) \) the vector space of all real valued, simple and \( \Sigma \)-measurable functions, endowed with the supnorm topology. If \( S \) is a compact metric set, we denote by \( C (S) \) the vector space of all real valued, continuous functions, endowed with the supnorm topology. It is well known that the topological dual of \( B_0 (S, \Sigma) \) (resp. \( C (S) \)) is the vector space \( ba (S, \Sigma) \) of all bounded, finitely additive set functions on \( \Sigma \) (resp. the vector space \( ca (S) \) of all countably additive set functions on \( \Sigma \)); the duality being

\[
\langle \phi, \mu \rangle = \int_S \phi d\mu
\]
for all \( \varphi \in B_0(S, \Sigma) \) and \( \mu \in ba(S, \Sigma) \) (resp. \( \varphi \in C(S) \) and \( \mu \in ca(S) \)). If \( k \in \mathbb{R} \), the constant element of \( B_0(S, \Sigma) \) or \( C(S) \) taking value \( k \) on \( S \) will be denoted again by \( k \). A functional \( I \) on a subset of \( B_0(S, \Sigma) \) or \( C(S) \) is *monotone* if \( I(\varphi_1) \geq I(\varphi_2) \). A monotone linear functional \( I \) on \( B_0(S, \Sigma) \) or \( C(S) \) corresponds to a positive set function \( \mu \).

**Proof of Lemma 1.** Let \( u = U_X \); obviously \( u \) is affine, (and continuous if \( F = F^e \)). For all \( g \in G \), let \( \mathfrak{x} \in g(S) \) be such that \( u(\mathfrak{x}) \geq u(g(s)) \) for all \( s \in S \) and \( \mathfrak{x} \in g(S) \) be such that \( u(\mathfrak{x}) \leq u(g(s)) \) for all \( s \in S \). The existence of such \( \mathfrak{x} \) and \( \mathfrak{y} \) descends from the finiteness of \( g(S) \) if \( F = F^e \), from the continuity of \( g \) and \( u \) if \( F = F^c \). Then \( U(\mathfrak{x}) \leq U(g) \leq U(\mathfrak{y}) \), and there exists \( x_\varepsilon \in X \) such that \( U(x_\varepsilon) = U(g) \). Hence \( U(G) = U(X) \) and there exists \( x_\varepsilon, x^* \in \text{int} U(X) \) with \( U(x_\varepsilon) < U(x^*) \). Assume first \( -U(x_\varepsilon) = U(x^*) = 1 \). Autonomonicity of \( U \) yields that \( g_1, g_2 \in G \) and \( u \circ g_1 = u \circ g_2 \) imply \( U(g_1) = U(g_2) \). It is easy to see that \( \Phi = \{u \circ g : g \in G\} \) is a convex subset of \( B_0(S, \Sigma) \) or \( C(S) \) containing the constant functions \( 1 \) and \( -1 \).

Define \( I : \Phi \to \mathbb{R} \) by

\[
I(\varphi) = U(\varphi)
\]

if \( \varphi = u \circ g \). \( I \) is monotone, affine, \( I(0) = 0 \) and \( I(1) = 1 \). It is routine to extend \( I \) to the vector subspace \( \langle \Phi \rangle \) of \( B_0(S, \Sigma) \) or \( C(S) \) generated by \( \Phi \) and obtain a linear, monotone functional \( \hat{I} : \langle \Phi \rangle \to \mathbb{R} \) such that \( \hat{I}(0) = 0 \) and \( \hat{I}(1) = 1 \). A classical extension result of Kantorovich (see, e.g., Aliprantis and Border, 1999, Lemma 7.31) guarantees that there exists a linear, monotone extension \( \hat{I} \) of \( I \) to the whole \( B_0(S, \Sigma) \) or \( C(S) \). We can conclude that there exists a probability \( P \) on \( \Sigma \) such that

\[
U(g) = \int_S (u \circ g) \, dP
\]

for all \( g \in G \).

Finally, if it is not the case that \( -U(x_\varepsilon) = U(x^*) = 1 \), there exist \( a > 0 \) and \( b \in \mathbb{R} \) such that \( -(aU(x_\varepsilon) + b) = (aU(x^*) + b) = 1 \), and the proposed technique yields

\[
aU(g) + b = \int_S (a(u \circ g) + b) \, dP
\]

for all \( g \in G \), as wanted. 

**Q.E.D.**

**Proof of Theorem 2 and Corollary 3.** \(^3\) M implies B. If \( F = F^s \), for any act \( f \) take \( \mathfrak{x} \in f(S) \) such that \( \mathfrak{x} \geq f(s) \) for all \( s \in S \) and \( \mathfrak{x} \in f(S) \) such that \( f(s) \geq \mathfrak{x} \) for all \( s \in S \) to obtain \( \mathfrak{x} \geq f \) and \( f \geq \mathfrak{x} \). If \( F = F^e \), let \( \nu : X \to \mathbb{R} \) be an affine function that represents \( \geq \) or on \( X \); for any act \( f \), there exists \( \mathfrak{x} \) and \( \mathfrak{y} \) such that \( \nu(f(S)) \geq \nu(f(s)) \geq \nu(f(\mathfrak{g})) \) for all \( s \in S \), then M guarantees that \( f \geq f \). By Theorem 1 there exists a functional \( U : F \to \mathbb{R} \), affine on \( F_1 \) for all \( l \in L \), that represents \( \geq \) (and for all \( f \in F \) there exists \( x_f \in X \) such that \( x_f \sim f \)).

\(^3\)The proofs are not separated to avoid duplicate notation.
M also implies that \( U \) is automonotone on \( F \) (a fortiori on \( F_l \) for all \( l \in L \)). In fact, \( U(f_1(s)) \geq U(f_2(s)) \) on \( S \) implies \( f_1(s) \geq f_2(s) \) on \( S \) and \( f_1 \geq f_2 \), whence \( U(f_1) \geq U(f_2) \). M and N imply that \( U \) is nonconstant on \( F_l \) for all \( l \in L \) (just take \( f_1^* > f_1 \), and \( x_1^*, x_2^* \in X \) with \( x_1^* \sim f_1 \) to have \( U(x_1^*) > U(x_2^*) \)). Apply Lemma 1 to \( F_l \) for each \( l \in L \) to obtain a family \( \{P_l\}_{l \in L} \) of probabilities on \( \Sigma \) such that

\[
U(f) = \int_S (u \circ f) dP_l \quad \text{if} \ f \in F_l,
\]

where \( u : X \to \mathbb{R} \) is the restriction of \( U \) to \( X \). This proves Theorem 2.

Next we prove Corollary 3. Assuming Q holds, then \( U \) is concave.

If \( F = F^e \), w.l.o.g. \( u(X) \subseteq [-1, 1] \), and \( \{u \circ f : f \in F\} \) is the set \( B_0(S, \Sigma, u(X)) \) of simple, \( \Sigma \)-measurable functions from \( S \) to \( u(X) \).

Else if \( F = F^c \), w.l.o.g. \( u(X) = [-1, 1] \), and \( \{u \circ f : f \in F\} \) is the set \( C(S, u(X)) \) of continuous functions from \( S \) to \( u(X) \).

For all \( \varphi \in B_0(S, \Sigma, u(X)) \) or \( C(S, u(X)) \), set

\[
I(\varphi) = U(f)
\]

if \( \varphi = u \circ f \). \( I \) is monotone, \( u(X) \)-affine, concave, \( I(0) = 0 \) and \( I(1) = 1 \). Therefore, its positive homogeneous extension \( \hat{I} \) to \( B_0(S, \Sigma) \) or \( C(S) \) is monotone, superlinear, and such that \( \hat{I}(\varphi + k) = \hat{I}(\varphi) + k \) for all \( \varphi \in B_0(S, \Sigma) \) or \( C(S) \) and all \( k \in \mathbb{R} \). Moreover, being bounded on \( B_0(S, \Sigma, [-1, 1]) \) or \( C(S, [-1, 1]) \), \( \hat{I} \) is continuous in the supnorm. Standard convex analysis results guarantee that there exists a unique convex and weak* compact set \( C \) of probabilities such that

\[
\hat{I}(\varphi) = \min_{P \in C} \int_S \varphi dP
\]

(just take as \( C \) the superdifferential of \( \hat{I} \) at 0). The functional \( \hat{I} \) is affine on the convex set \( \Phi_l = \{u \circ f : f \in F_l\} \) for all \( l \in L \). In fact, for all \( l \in L \) and all \( \varphi_i = u \circ f_i \) with \( f_i \in F_l \), and \( \alpha \in [0, 1] \) we have

\[
\hat{I}(\alpha \varphi_1 + (1 - \alpha) \varphi_1) = I(u \circ (\alpha f_1 + (1 - \alpha) f_2)) = U(\alpha f_1 + (1 - \alpha) f_2) = \alpha U(f_1) + (1 - \alpha) U(f_2) = \alpha \hat{I}(\varphi_1) + (1 - \alpha) \hat{I}(\varphi_2).
\]

By Lemma 3, there exist \( P_l' \in C \) such that

\[
\hat{I}(\varphi) = \int_S \varphi dP_l'
\]

\(^4\)Let \( x_1^* \in u^{-1}(1) \) and \( x_2^* \in u^{-1}(-1) \). The restriction \( v \) of \( u \) to \( [x_1^*, x_2^*] \) is an homeomorphism between \( [x_1^*, x_2^*] \) and \([-1, 1]\); so if \( \varphi : S \to [-1, 1] \) is continuous, \( f = v^{-1} \circ \varphi : S \to [x_1^*, x_2^*] \subseteq X \) is a continuous act such that \( u(f(s)) = u(v^{-1}(\varphi(s))) = v(v^{-1}(\varphi(s))) = \varphi(s) \).
for all $\varphi \in \Phi_l$. Therefore for all $l \in L$ and all $f \in F_l$

$$U(f) = I(u \circ f) = \min_{P \in C} \int_S (u \circ f)\,dP = \int_S (u \circ f)\,dP'_l = \min_{m \in L} \int_S (u \circ f)\,dP'_m.$$ 

The rest is trivial. \textit{Q.E.D.}

The proof of Corollary 4 is immediate.
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Abstract
Dempster’s rule for combining two belief functions assumes the independence of the sources of information. If this assumption is questionable, I suggest to use the least specific combination minimizing the conflict among the ones allowed by a simple generalization of Dempster’s rule. This increases the monotonicity of the reasoning and helps us to manage situations of dependence. Some properties of this combination rule and its usefulness in a generalization of Bayes’ theorem are then considered.
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1 Introduction
In the theory of belief functions, Dempster’s rule allows us to pool the information issued from several sources, if we assume that these are independent. In his original work [2], Dempster based the independence concept on the usual statistical one and underlined the vagueness of its real world meaning. Shafer reinterpreted Dempster’s work and in his monograph [8] defined a belief function without assuming an underlying probability space, making so the independence assumption even more problematic.

In probability theory, the independence concept refers to classes of events or to random variables, with respect to a single probability distribution (this kind of independence for belief functions is studied for instance in Ben Yaghlane, Smets and Mellouli [1]). On the contrary, the concept considered here refers to several sources of information issuing several belief functions over the same frame of discernment. The assumption of the independence of the sources can be justified only by analogies with other situations in which this assumption proved to be sensible (cf. Smets [10]).

Following Dubois and Prade [3], I consider a generalization of Dempster’s rule which allows the sources of information to be dependent. This general rule
just assigns to a pair of belief functions a set of possible combinations, compelling us to make a choice. If the independence of the sources of information is doubtful (that is, we cannot adequately justify its assumption), I suggest to choose the least specific combination minimizing the conflict. This increases the monotonicity of the reasoning (in particular, complete monotonicity is assured if it does not entail incoherence) and helps us to manage situations of dependence (in particular, idempotency is assured).

2 Setting and Notation

It is assumed that the reader has a basic knowledge of the Dempster-Shafer theory and of classical propositional logic (refer for instance to Shafer [8] and to Epstein [4], respectively).

Let \( \mathcal{U} \) be a finite set of propositional variables, which represents the topic considered. \( \mathcal{L}_\mathcal{U} \) denotes the language of propositional logic built over the alphabet \( \mathcal{U} \cup \{ \top, \bot, \land, \lor, \neg, \rightarrow \} \), where \( \top \) is the tautology. \( \mathcal{V}_\mathcal{U} \) denotes the set of (classical) valuations of \( \mathcal{L}_\mathcal{U} \), i.e. the consistent assignments \( v : \mathcal{L}_\mathcal{U} \rightarrow \{ t, f \} \) of truth values to the formulas of \( \mathcal{L}_\mathcal{U} \) (thus \( |\mathcal{V}_\mathcal{U}| = 2^{|\mathcal{U}|} \)). The mapping

\[
T_{\mathcal{U}} : \mathcal{L}_\mathcal{U} \rightarrow 2^{\mathcal{V}_\mathcal{U}}
\varphi \mapsto \{ v \in \mathcal{V}_\mathcal{U} : v(\varphi) = t \}
\]

assigns to each formula of \( \mathcal{L}_\mathcal{U} \) the set of its models, i.e. the valuations for which the formula is true.\(^1\)

**Definition 1** A basic belief assignment (bba) is a function

\[
m : 2^{\mathcal{V}_\mathcal{U}} \rightarrow [0, 1] \text{ such that } m(\emptyset) = 0 \text{ and } \sum_{A \subseteq \mathcal{V}_\mathcal{U}} m(A) = 1.\(^2\)
\]

\( \mathcal{M}_\mathcal{U} \) is the set of bbas on \( 2^{\mathcal{V}_\mathcal{U}} \).

The belief and the plausibility about \( \mathcal{U} \) with bba \( m \) are the functions

\[
bel : \mathcal{L}_\mathcal{U} \rightarrow [0, 1] \\
\varphi \mapsto \sum_{A \subseteq T_{\mathcal{U}}(\varphi)} m(A),
\]

\[
pl : \mathcal{L}_\mathcal{U} \rightarrow [0, 1] \\
\varphi \mapsto \sum_{A \cap T_{\mathcal{U}}(\varphi) \neq \emptyset} m(A).
\]

\(^1\)\( T_{\mathcal{U}} \) is not injective (\( \mathcal{L}_\mathcal{U} \) is redundant) but it is surjective (\( \mathcal{L}_\mathcal{U} \) is sufficient).

\(^2\)The beliefs are normalized, since the “open-world assumption” (see for instance Smets [9]) does not make sense in the setting of classical propositional logic: a formula and its negation cannot both be false.
Consider two finite sets of propositional variables \( U \subseteq V \). If \( \text{bel} \) is a belief about \( V \), the belief \( \text{bel} \mid_U \) about \( U \) is the restriction of \( \text{bel} \) to \( L_U \). If \( \text{bel} \) is a belief about \( U \), the belief \( \text{bel} \upharpoonright_V \) about \( V \) is the vacuous extension of \( \text{bel} \) to \( L_V \), i.e. the minimal belief about \( V \) whose restriction to \( L_U \) is \( \text{bel} \) (where minimal means that if \( \text{bel}' \) is a belief about \( V \) satisfying \( \text{bel}' \mid_U = \text{bel} \), then \( \text{bel} \upharpoonright_V \leq \text{bel}' \)).

**Definition 2** A joint belief assignment (jba) with marginal bbas \( m_1, m_2 \in M_U \) is a function
\[
m : 2^V \times 2^V \rightarrow [0, 1]
\]
such that
\[
\sum_{B \subseteq V_U} m(A, B) = m_1(A) \quad \text{for all } A \subseteq V_U \quad \text{and}
\]
\[
\sum_{A \subseteq V_U} m(A, B) = m_2(B) \quad \text{for all } B \subseteq V_U.
\]

\( M_{U}^{m_1, m_2} \) is the set of jbas with marginal bbas \( m_1, m_2 \in M_U \).

The conflict of a jba \( m \) is the quantity
\[
c(m) = \sum_{A \cap B = \emptyset} m(A, B).
\]

For any \( m_1, m_2 \in M_U \), the function \( m_D \) on \( 2^V \times 2^V \) defined by
\[
m_D(A, B) = m_1(A) m_2(B)
\]
is a jba with marginal bbas \( m_1 \) and \( m_2 \) (it is the jba which corresponds to the independence assumption). Thus \( M_U^{m_1, m_2} \) cannot be empty.

In the following, \( \text{bel}_1 \) and \( \text{bel}_2 \) will denote two beliefs about \( U \) with bbas \( m_1 \) and \( m_2 \), respectively (and \( \text{pl}_1 \) and \( \text{pl}_2 \) will denote the respective plausibilities). If \( m \in M_U^{m_1, m_2} \) with \( c(m) < 1 \), the function \( m \) on \( 2^V \) defined by \( m(\emptyset) = 0 \) and
\[
m(A) = \frac{1}{1-c(m)} \sum_{B \cap C = A} m(B, C) \quad \text{if } A \neq \emptyset
\]
is a bba. The belief about \( U \) with bba \( m \) is called combination of \( \text{bel}_1 \) and \( \text{bel}_2 \) with respect to \( m \), and is denoted by \( \text{bel}_1 \otimes_m \text{bel}_2 \). The rule \( \otimes \) generalizes Dempster’s one \( \oplus \), since the latter is the combination with respect to the particular jba \( m_D \), or symbolically \( \oplus = \otimes_{m_D} \).

### 3 Monotonicity and Conflict

A reasoning process is called monotonic if the acquisition of new information does not compel us to give up some of our beliefs; otherwise it is called non-monotonic. In the Dempster-Shafer theory, the reasoning process consists in the

---

3If \( m \) is the bba associated with \( \text{bel} \), then the bba associated with \( \text{bel} \mid_V \) is the function \( m' \) on \( 2^V \) defined by \( m'(T_V(\varphi)) = m(T_U(\varphi)) \) for all \( \varphi \in L_U \), and \( m'(A) = 0 \) if \( A \notin T_V(L_U) \).
combination of beliefs. That is, the reasoning would be monotonic only if
\[ \text{bel}_1 \otimes_m \text{bel}_2 \geq \max (\text{bel}_1, \text{bel}_2), \]
which does not always hold (cf. Yager [12]). Proposition 1 gives the best possible lower bound for \( \text{bel}_1 \otimes_m \text{bel}_2 (\varphi) \) based only on the knowledge of \( \text{bel}_1 (\varphi), \text{bel}_2 (\varphi) \) and \( c(m) \).

**Proposition 1** If \( m \in M_{\mathcal{U}}^{m_1,m_2} \) with \( c(m) < 1 \), and \( \varphi \in \mathcal{L}_{\mathcal{U}} \), then
\[ \text{bel}_1 \otimes_m \text{bel}_2 (\varphi) \geq \max \left( \frac{\text{bel}_1 (\varphi) - c(m)}{1 - c(m)}, \frac{\text{bel}_2 (\varphi) - c(m)}{1 - c(m)} \right). \]

**Proof.** \((1 - c(m)) \text{bel}_1 \otimes_m \text{bel}_2 (\varphi) = \sum_{\emptyset \neq (A \cap B) \subseteq \mathcal{T}_{\mathcal{U}}(\varphi)} m(A, B) \geq \sum_{A \subseteq \mathcal{T}_{\mathcal{U}}(\varphi)} \left( \sum_{B \subseteq \mathcal{V}_{\mathcal{U}}} m(A, B) \right) - \sum_{A \cap B = \emptyset} m(A, B) = \text{bel}_1 (\varphi) - c(m). \)

Similarly, \((1 - c(m)) \text{bel}_1 \otimes_m \text{bel}_2 (\varphi) \geq \text{bel}_2 (\varphi) - c(m). \)

From Proposition 1 it follows that if \( m \) has no conflict (i.e. \( c(m) = 0 \)), then we have monotonicity. But if \( m \) has some conflict (i.e. \( c(m) > 0 \)), then the monotonicity is assured only for the formulas \( \varphi \) such that \( \max (\text{bel}_1 (\varphi), \text{bel}_2 (\varphi)) = 1 \). In general we can affirm that the more \( m \) has conflict, the more we have nonmonotonicity.

The monotonicity is admissible only if there is a belief \( \text{bel} \) about \( \mathcal{U} \) with \( \text{bel} \geq \max (\text{bel}_1, \text{bel}_2) \). If there is a formula \( \varphi \) with \( \text{bel}_1 (\varphi) > \text{pl}_2 (\varphi) \), then the monotonicity is not admissible, since \( \text{bel} \geq \max (\text{bel}_1, \text{bel}_2) \) implies that
\[ \text{bel}(\top) \geq \text{bel}(\varphi) + \text{bel}(\neg \varphi) \geq \text{bel}_1 (\varphi) + \text{bel}_2 (\neg \varphi) > 1. \]

Proposition 2 assures that if the monotonicity is admissible, then it is feasible (that is, there is a jba without conflict).

**Proposition 2**
\[ \min_{m \in M_{\mathcal{U}}^{m_1,m_2}} c(m) = \max_{\varphi \in \mathcal{L}_{\mathcal{U}}} (\text{bel}_1 (\varphi) - \text{pl}_2 (\varphi)). \]

**Proof.** Let \( m \) be a jba minimizing the conflict (such a jba certainly exists since \( M_{\mathcal{U}}^{m_1,m_2} \subset \mathbb{R}^{2|\mathcal{U}|} \) is compact and not empty).

If \( A_1, A_2, B_1, B_2 \subseteq \mathcal{V}_{\mathcal{U}} \) with \( A_1 \cap B_1 = \emptyset, A_1 \cap B_2 \neq \emptyset, A_1 \neq A_2, m(A_1, B_1) > 0 \) and \( m(A_2, B_2) > 0 \), then \( A_2 \cap B_1 = \emptyset \) and \( A_2 \cap B_2 \neq \emptyset \), and without loss of generality we may assume that \( m(A_2, B_1) > 0. \)

\(^4\)Notice that \( \text{bel}_2 (\varphi) - \text{pl}_1 (\varphi) = \text{bel}_1 (\varphi) - \text{pl}_2 (\varphi) \) with \( \varphi = \neg \psi. \)
To prove this, consider the function $m'$ on $2^U \times 2^U$ defined by

$$m'(A, B) = \begin{cases} 
    m(A, B) - \varepsilon & \text{if } (A, B) \in \{(A_1, B_1), (A_2, B_2)\}, \\
    m(A, B) + \varepsilon & \text{if } (A, B) \in \{(A_1, B_2), (A_2, B_1)\}, \\
    m(A, B) & \text{otherwise},
\end{cases}$$

for an $\varepsilon$ such that $0 < \varepsilon < \min(m(A_1, B_1), m(A_2, B_2))$. It is easily verified that $m' \in \mathcal{M}^{m_1, m_2}_{\mathcal{A}I}$ and $c(m') \leq c(m)$, with equality only if $A_2 \cap B_1 = \emptyset$ and $A_2 \cap B_2 \neq \emptyset$.

Let $\mathcal{A} = \{A \subseteq V_I : \exists B \subseteq V_I \ A \cap B = \emptyset, m(A, B) > 0\}$ and $\mathcal{A} = \bigcup_{A \in \mathcal{A}} A$.

If $B \cap \mathcal{A} \neq \emptyset$, then $m_2(B) = \sum_{A \in \mathcal{A}, B \neq \emptyset} m(A, B)$.

This can be proven as follows. Since $B \cap \mathcal{A} \neq \emptyset$, there is an $A_1 \in \mathcal{A}$ with $A_1 \cap B \neq \emptyset$. Since $A_1 \in \mathcal{A}$, there is a $B_1 \subseteq V_I$ with $A_1 \cap B_1 = \emptyset$ and $m(A_1, B_1) > 0$. If $A_2 \subseteq V_I$ with $A_2 \neq A_2$ and $m(A_2, B) > 0$, then we are in the situation considered above (with $B_2 = B$). Therefore $A_2 \in \mathcal{A}$ (since $A_2 \cap B_1 = \emptyset$ and $m(A_2, B_1) > 0$) and $A_2 \cap B \neq \emptyset$. Thus $m(A, B) > 0$ implies $A \in \mathcal{A}$ and $A \cap B \neq \emptyset$.

Let $\varphi \in \mathcal{L}_I$ with $T_I(\varphi) = \mathcal{A}$. Then

$$c(m) = \sum_{A \in \mathcal{A}, B = \emptyset} m(A, B) = \sum_{A \in \mathcal{A}} m_1(A) - \sum_{A \in \mathcal{A}, B \neq \emptyset} m(A, B) = \sum_{A \in \mathcal{A}} m_1(A) - \sum_{B \subseteq \mathcal{A}, A \neq \emptyset} m_2(B) \leq \text{bel}_1(\varphi) - \text{pl}_2(\varphi).$$

On the other hand, for any $\psi \in \mathcal{L}_I$ (let $C = T_I(\psi)$ and $\overline{C} = V_I \setminus C$),

$$c(m) \geq \sum_{A \subseteq C, B \subseteq \overline{C}} m(A, B) = \sum_{A \subseteq C} m_1(A) - \sum_{A \subseteq C, B \subseteq \overline{C} \neq \emptyset} m(A, B) \geq \sum_{A \subseteq C} m_1(A) - \sum_{B \subseteq \overline{C}} m_2(B) = \text{bel}_1(\psi) - \text{pl}_2(\psi).$$

Let $c^{m_1, m_2}_{\text{min}}$ denote the value of $\min_{m \in \mathcal{M}^{m_1, m_2}_{\mathcal{A}I}} c(m)$, and let $\text{bel}_1$ and $\text{bel}_2$ be called compatible if $\text{bel}_1 \leq \text{pl}_2$. Proposition 2 enables us to determine $c^{m_1, m_2}_{\text{min}}$ and to prove Corollary 1.

**Corollary 1** The following assertions are equivalent.

- The monotonicity of the combination of $\text{bel}_1$ and $\text{bel}_2$ is admissible.
- $\text{bel}_1$ and $\text{bel}_2$ are compatible.
- $c^{m_1, m_2}_{\text{min}} = 0$. 
4 The Choice of a Combination Rule

The only case in which the marginal bbas uniquely determine the jba is the conditioning of a belief. The conditioning on $\varphi \in L_{\mathcal{U}}$ of a belief $\operatorname{bel}$ about $\mathcal{U}$ is the result of its combination with $\operatorname{bel}_U^\varphi$, where $\operatorname{bel}_U^\varphi$ denotes the minimal belief about $\mathcal{U}$ assigning the value 1 to the formula $\varphi$. It is easily verified that if one of the two beliefs which have to be combined has the form $\operatorname{bel}_U^\varphi$, then the jba is unique (i.e., $M_{m_1,m_2} = \{\text{m}_D\}$). Thus in the case of conditioning the general rule $\otimes$ reduces itself to Dempster’s one.

Generally, in order to combine two beliefs $\operatorname{bel}_1$ and $\operatorname{bel}_2$ about $\mathcal{U}$, we must choose a jba $m \in M_{m_1,m_2}$. Sometimes we can analyse in detail the situation and base our choice on specific assumptions about the nature of the dependence of the sources of information, but usually we can at most assume their independence. Thus there is little loss of generality in considering only the two usual cases: the one in which the independence is assumed, and the one in which nothing is assumed about the sources. In both cases we need a combination rule; that is, we need an operator $\ast$ assigning to every pair of bbas $m_1, m_2 \in M_{\mathcal{U}}$ a jba $m_1 \ast m_2 \in M_{m_1,m_2}$, for any finite set of propositional variables $\mathcal{U}$. Such an operator can be sensible only if it satisfies the following basic requirements (the first two make the combination rule independent of the particular logical formalization, whereas the third one is a technical necessity).

- The influence of $\mathcal{U}$ on $\ast$ must be limited to the cardinality of $V_{\mathcal{U}}$. That is, if $\mathcal{V}$ is a set of propositional variables and $f : V_{\mathcal{V}} \longrightarrow V_{\mathcal{U}}$ is a bijection, then
  $$(m_1 \circ f) \ast (m_2 \circ f) (A,B) = m_1 \ast m_2 (f (A), f (B)) \text{ for all } A,B \subseteq V_{\mathcal{V}}.$$

- The operator $\ast$ must be “equivariant” with respect to the vacuous extensions. That is, if $\mathcal{V}'$ is a finite set of propositional variables with $\mathcal{U} \subseteq \mathcal{V}'$ and $m'_1, m'_2$ are the bbas associated with $\operatorname{bel}_1 \upharpoonright \mathcal{V}'$ and $\operatorname{bel}_2 \upharpoonright \mathcal{V}'$, respectively, then
  $$m'_1 \ast m'_2 (T_{\mathcal{V}'} (\varphi), T_{\mathcal{V}'} (\psi)) = m_1 \ast m_2 (T_{\mathcal{U}} (\varphi), T_{\mathcal{U}} (\psi)) \text{ for all } \varphi, \psi \in L_{\mathcal{U}}.$$

- The combination with respect to $m_1 \ast m_2$ must be defined as often as possible. That is, if $c_{m_1,m_2} < 1$, then $c (m_1 \ast m_2) < 1$.

It is easily verified that the operator which corresponds to Dempster’s rule $(m_1 \ast m_2 = m_D)$ satisfies these basic requirements. Thus if in the considered situation the assumption of the independence of the sources of information is sensible, we should employ Dempster’s rule. But if the independence is doubtful, employing this rule can be hazardous, since the conflict is in general pretty high (even if

---

5The bba associated with $\operatorname{bel}_U^\varphi$ is the function $m$ on $2^{\mathcal{U}}$ defined by $m (T_{\mathcal{U}} (\varphi)) = 1$ and $m (A) = 0$ if $A \neq T_{\mathcal{U}} (\varphi)$. In particular, $\operatorname{bel}_U^\varphi$ is the vacuous belief about $\mathcal{U}$.  
the combined beliefs are exactly the same) and this means unnecessary nonmonotonicity.

In order to reduce the unnecessary nonmonotonicity, I suggest to choose the jba which minimizes the conflict (with this choice the monotonicity is assured if it is admissible). If this is not unique, it seems natural to me to choose the least specific one. This is the jba whose respective combination of beliefs maximizes the well established measure of nonspecificity (see for instance Klir and Wierman [7]) among the combinations with respect to the jbas with minimal conflict.

**Definition 3** If bel is a belief about \( \mathcal{U} \) with bba \( m \), the measure of nonspecificity of bel is the quantity

\[
N(\text{bel}) = \sum_{A \neq \emptyset} m(A) \log_2 |A|.
\]

Thus if \( c_{m_1,m_2}^{\min} < 1 \), I suggest to choose as \( m_1 \cdot m_2 \) a jba \( m \) maximizing \( N(\text{bel}_1 \otimes m \text{bel}_2) \) among the \( m \in \mathcal{M}_{\mathcal{U}^2} \) with \( c(m) = c_{m_1,m_2}^{\min} \) (if \( c_{m_1,m_2}^{\min} = 1 \), the choice of a jba is useless, since anyway we cannot combine \( \text{bel}_1 \) and \( \text{bel}_2 \)). From Proposition 3 follows that the task of finding such a \( m \) is a problem of linear programming. ²

**Proposition 3** If \( m_1, m_2 \in \mathcal{M}_{\mathcal{U}^2} \), \( c_{m_1,m_2}^{\min} < 1 \) and \( f : \mathbb{N} \rightarrow \mathbb{R} \) with \( f(0) < -|\mathcal{U}| \) and \( f(n) = \log_2 n \) for all \( n > 0 \), then

\[
\arg \max_{m \in \mathcal{M}_{\mathcal{U}^2}} N(\text{bel}_1 \otimes m \text{bel}_2) = \arg \max_{m \in \mathcal{M}_{\mathcal{U}^2}} \sum_{A \subseteq \mathcal{U}} m(A,B) f(|A \cap B|).
\]

**Proof.** Let \( F(m) = \sum_{A \subseteq \mathcal{U}} m(A,B) f(|A \cap B|) \). If \( c(m) = c_{m_1,m_2}^{\min} \), then

\[
F(m) = c_{m_1,m_2}^{\min} f(0) + (1 - c_{m_1,m_2}^{\min}) N(\text{bel}_1 \otimes m \text{bel}_2).
\]

Therefore it suffices to show that if \( m \) maximizes \( F(m) \), then \( c(m) = c_{m_1,m_2}^{\min} \).

In the proof of Proposition 2 it is shown that \( c(m) = c_{m_1,m_2}^{\min} \) is implied by the following property: if \( A_1, A_2, B_1, B_2 \subseteq \mathcal{U} \) with \( A_1 \cap B_1 = \emptyset, A_1 \cap B_2 \neq \emptyset, A_1 \neq A_2 \), \( m(A_1, B_1) > 0 \) and \( m(A_2, B_2) > 0 \), then \( A_2 \cap B_1 = \emptyset \) and \( A_2 \cap B_2 \neq \emptyset \).

Assume that \( m \) maximizes \( F(m) \) and consider the transformation \( m \rightarrow m' \) defined in the proof of Proposition 2. If the hypothesis of the property stated above holds, we have

\[
F(m') = F(m) + \varepsilon (f(|A_1 \cap B_2|) + f(|A_2 \cap B_1|) - f(|A_1 \cap B_1|) - f(|A_2 \cap B_2|)) > F(m) + \varepsilon (f(|A_2 \cap B_1|) + |\mathcal{U}| - f(|A_2 \cap B_2|)).
\]

²The proof of Proposition 3 suggests an iteration algorithm for solving this problem: start for instance from \( m_0 \) and recursively apply a transformation of the form \( m \rightarrow m' \) in order to increase the value of the linear functional \( \sum m(A,B) f(|A \cap B|) \). I have not studied the properties of such an algorithm yet.
Therefore $F(m') \leq F(m)$ implies $f(|A_2 \cap B_1|) < 0$ and $f(|A_2 \cap B_2|) \geq 0$; that is, $A_2 \cap B_1 = \emptyset$ and $A_2 \cap B_2 \neq \emptyset$. □

The least specific jba minimizing the conflict is not always unique, thus $m_1 \ast m_2$ is not always defined. Consider first the set $S$ of pairs $(m_1, m_2)$ for which the operator $\ast$ is defined: the following properties can be easily verified. In $S$ the operator $\ast$ satisfies the three basic requirements stated above (notice that if $(m_1, m_2) \in S$, then $(m_1 \circ f, m_2 \circ f) \in S$ and $(m_1', m_2') \in S$). If $(m_1, m_2) \in S$, then $(m_2, m_1) \in S$ and $m_1 \ast m_2 (A, B) = m_2 \ast m_1 (B, A)$ for all $A, B \subseteq V_{\Omega}$. If $m \in M_{\Omega}$, then $(m, m) \in S$ and $m \ast m (A, A) = m(A)$ for all $A \subseteq V_{\Omega}$. The last two properties imply commutativity and idempotency for the respective combinations of beliefs.

Commutativity is a necessary requirement in symmetrical situations where the two sources of information have the same importance and credibility. In other situations we can prefer that one of the two beliefs has a prominent role in the combination: since these cases can be worked out with other methods (such as discounting), I shall consider commutativity as necessary.

For any pair of bbas $m_1, m_2 \in M_{\Omega}$, the least specific jbas minimizing the conflict form a convex polytope (i.e. the bounded intersection of a finite number of closed half-spaces) in $\mathbb{R}^{2|V_{\Omega}|}$. Therefore the completion of the definition of the operator $\ast$ consists in a rule for assigning to every pair of bbas a point of the respective convex polytope, in such a way that commutativity and the first two basic requirements remain satisfied (the third one being trivially satisfied). Symmetry considerations could lead to the choice of the centre of the polytope (that is, the barycentre with respect to the uniform mass density): this choice fulfills the requirements. Another possibility fulfilling them is for instance the selection of the point of the polytope which minimizes the Euclidean distance from $m_D$. I think that the choice of a rule should be based not only on its theoretical properties, but also on considerations about the computational complexity of possible implementations of this rule; since I have not analysed this aspect yet, I leave the question of the completion of the definition of $\ast$ open. The contents of the rest of this paper are independent of any particular completion of this definition (such that the above requirements are fulfilled): simply let $\ast$ be the obtained operator and let $\odot$ be the respective rule for the combination of beliefs.

Both rules $\oplus$ and $\odot$ satisfy the three basic requirements (to be precise, the corresponding operators satisfy them) and commutativity; $\oplus$ is associative, while $\odot$ is idempotent. Dempster’s one is perhaps the only rule of the form $\otimes$ with the four common properties and associativity;\footnote{The axiomatic derivations of Dempster’s rule in Klawonn and Schwecke [5] and Smets [9] do not allow an answer to this question, since both sets of axioms contain a property which is stronger than the ones considered here; while Klawonn and Smets [6] consider a framework which is more restrictive than the one used here.} anyway, Example 1 shows that associativity and idempotency are two incompatible properties for rules of this form, even if we abandon every other assumption.
Example 1 Let \( q \in \mathcal{U} \) and \( \frac{1}{2} < \alpha < 1 \). Let \( \text{bel}_1 \) and \( \text{bel}_2 \) be the minimal beliefs with \( \text{bel}_1 (q) = \alpha \) and \( \text{bel}_2 (\neg q) = \alpha \), respectively. That is, \( m_1 (\mathcal{Q}) = m_2 (\mathcal{Q}) = \alpha \) and \( m_1 (V_{\mathcal{U}}) = m_2 (V_{\mathcal{U}}) = 1 - \alpha \) with \( Q = T_{\mathcal{U}} (q) \) and \( \mathcal{Q} = V_{\mathcal{U}} \setminus Q \).

Then the bba \( m \) associated with \( \text{bel}_1 \otimes \text{bel}_2 \) satisfies \( m (\mathcal{Q}) = m (\mathcal{Q} \setminus Q) = \beta \) and \( m (V_{\mathcal{U}}) = 1 - 2 \beta \), for a \( \beta \) such that \( 0 \leq \beta \leq \frac{1}{2} \) (the value of \( \beta \) depends on the choice of a jba).

If we assume idempotency and associativity, we obtain

\[
\text{bel}_1 \otimes \text{bel}_2 = (\text{bel}_1 \otimes \text{bel}_1) \otimes \text{bel}_2 = \text{bel}_1 \otimes (\text{bel}_1 \otimes \text{bel}_2).
\]

That is, there is a jba \( m \in \mathcal{M}_{\mathcal{U}}^{m_1,m} \) with

\[
m(\mathcal{Q}) = \frac{m(V_{\mathcal{U}}, \mathcal{Q})}{1 - c(m)} = \frac{m(\mathcal{Q} \setminus Q) - m(Q, \mathcal{Q})}{1 - m(Q, \mathcal{Q})}.
\]

Therefore \( c(m) = m(Q, \mathcal{Q}) = 0 \), and from Proposition 1 follows that

\[
\beta = \text{bel}_1 \otimes \text{bel}_2 (q) \geq \text{bel}_1 (q) = \alpha,
\]

which is a contradiction to \( \beta \leq \frac{1}{2} < \alpha \). Thus idempotency and associativity are incompatible (if \( |\mathcal{U}| \geq 1 \)).

In order to combine two beliefs without assuming the independence of the sources, I suggest the rule \( \odot \). This can be considered as the most conservative rule of the form \( \otimes \): it conserves as much as possible of both beliefs (it has minimal conflict, i.e. maximal monotonicity) without adding anything (it has minimal specificity among the rules with minimal conflict). It is idempotent, thus it cannot be associative. It can be easily verified (for instance by considering epistemic probabilities, defined in Example 3) that associativity is incompatible also with the minimization of the conflict (which is the basic feature of the rule \( \odot \)).

Idempotency is only a particular case of the following property of the rule \( \odot \): if \( \text{bel}_2 \) is a specialization of \( \text{bel}_1 \) (i.e. \( m_2 \) can be obtained through redistribution of \( m_1 (A) \) to the non-empty sets \( B \subseteq A \), for all \( A \subseteq V_{\mathcal{U}} \)), then \( \text{bel}_1 \odot \text{bel}_2 = \text{bel}_2 \). This property is important if strong dependence is possible: if \( \text{bel}_2 \) is a specialization of \( \text{bel}_1 \), the information encoded by \( \text{bel}_1 \) can be part of the information encoded by \( \text{bel}_2 \), in which case the result of pooling the information is actually \( \text{bel}_2 \).

Associativity is important because (with commutativity) it implies that the result of the combination of \( n \) beliefs is independent of the order in which these beliefs are combined. In a sense, this independence of the order can be obtained also for the rule \( \odot \): if we have to combine \( n \) beliefs simultaneously, we can consider the set of \( n \)-dimensional jbas and extend our rule for the selection of a jba to the \( n \)-dimensional case. An interesting problem could be the search for an analogue of Proposition 2 for the \( n \)-dimensional case.

Example 2 and Example 3 illustrate the differences between the two rules \( \oplus \) and \( \odot \) in two simple situations.
Example 2  Consider the situation of Example 1. Since \( \text{bel}_1 \) and \( \text{bel}_2 \) are not compatible, the monotonicity of their combination is not admissible. In fact, for both \( \varphi \in \{ q, \neg q \} \) we have \( \max(\text{bel}_1, \text{bel}_2)(\varphi) = \alpha > \frac{1}{2} \), while \( \text{bel}_1 \otimes \text{bel}_2(\varphi) = \beta \leq \frac{1}{2} \). Using \( \oplus \) we obtain \( \beta = \frac{\alpha}{\alpha + \frac{1}{2}} < \frac{1}{2} \), whereas using \( \odot \) we obtain \( \beta = \frac{1}{2} \). Thus, unlike the rule \( \odot \), the rule \( \oplus \) allows only the necessary nonmonotonicity.

In Example 1 we have seen that no rule of the form \( \otimes \) can satisfy both equations \( \text{bel}_1 \otimes \text{bel}_1 = \text{bel}_1 \) and \( (\text{bel}_1 \otimes \text{bel}_1) \otimes \text{bel}_2 = \text{bel}_1 \otimes (\text{bel}_1 \otimes \text{bel}_2) \). Obviously, \( \odot \) satisfies the second one, whereas \( \odot \) satisfies the first one. If we want to combine the three beliefs of the second equation in a unique way with the rule \( \odot \), we can extend it to the 3-dimensional case. The 3-dimensional \( \text{bba} \) minimizing the conflict is unique and the respective combination of the three beliefs is the one that we obtain by using the rule \( \odot \) in the left-hand side of the equation: \( \text{bel}_1 \otimes \text{bel}_2 \).

Example 3  The beliefs \( \text{bel}_1 \) and \( \text{bel}_2 \) considered in Example 2 are consonant. In some senses, at the opposite extreme from consonant beliefs we find the epistemic probabilities. A belief about \( \mathcal{U} \) with \( \text{bba} \) \( m \) is an epistemic probability if \( m(A) = 0 \) for all \( A \subseteq V_{\mathcal{U}} \) with \( |A| \neq 1 \). Such a belief is completely defined by the \( r = |V_{\mathcal{U}}| \) values \( p_1, \ldots, p_r \), that \( m \) assigns to the \( A \subseteq V_{\mathcal{U}} \) with \( |A| = 1 \) (it suffices to decide an order for the elements of \( V_{\mathcal{U}} \)).

Let \( \text{bel}_1 \) and \( \text{bel}_2 \) be two epistemic probabilities defined by \( p_1^{(1)}, \ldots, p_r^{(1)} \) and \( p_1^{(2)}, \ldots, p_r^{(2)} \), respectively. Then their combination \( \text{bel}_1 \otimes \text{bel}_2 \) is still an epistemic probability; let it be defined by \( p_1, \ldots, p_r \). The monotonicity is admissible only if \( \text{bel}_1 = \text{bel}_2 \), and to assure this monotonicity a rule must be idempotent. Using \( \oplus \) we obtain that \( p_i = b p_i^{(1)} p_i^{(2)} \) for each \( i \in \{1, \ldots, r\} \), where \( b \geq 1 \) is a normalizing constant. Using \( \odot \) we obtain that \( p_i = c \min \left\{ p_i^{(1)}, p_i^{(2)} \right\} \geq \min \left\{ p_i^{(1)}, p_i^{(2)} \right\} \) for each \( i \in \{1, \ldots, r\} \), where \( c \geq 1 \) is a normalizing constant (notice that the inequality is strict unless \( \text{bel}_1 = \text{bel}_2 \)).

If we want to simultaneously combine \( n \) epistemic probabilities defined, respectively, by \( p_1^{(j)}, \ldots, p_r^{(j)} \) (for each \( j \in \{1, \ldots, n\} \)), we can easily extend the rule \( \odot \) to the \( n \)-dimensional case. The result of the combination is the epistemic probability defined by \( p_1, \ldots, p_r \), with \( p_i = d \min \left\{ p_i^{(1)}, \ldots, p_i^{(n)} \right\} \) for each \( i \in \{1, \ldots, r\} \), where \( d \geq 1 \) is a normalizing constant.

5  A Generalization of Bayes’ Theorem

Now I present a situation in which a combination rule minimizing the conflict is especially sensible and in which we can get many results without need to consider the whole combination of beliefs: it suffices to know the value of the conflict between them (which for a combination rule minimizing the conflict can be determined thanks to Proposition 2).
Consider a hypothesis $h$ implying a belief $\text{bel}$ about $\mathcal{U}$ (with $h \notin \mathcal{U}$). If we have a belief $\text{bel}_{\mathcal{H}}$ about $\mathcal{H} = \{h\}$, we can combine these two beliefs in the following way. We first expand $\text{bel}$ to the belief about $\mathcal{U}' = \mathcal{U} \cup \mathcal{H}$ which contains nothing more than the implication $h \Rightarrow \text{bel}$: let $(h \Rightarrow \text{bel})$ be the minimal belief about $\mathcal{U}'$ assigning for all $\varphi \in \mathcal{L}_{\mathcal{H}}$ the value $\text{bel}(\varphi)$ to the formula $h \rightarrow \varphi$. Then we can combine $(h \Rightarrow \text{bel})$ with the vacuous extension of $\text{bel}_{\mathcal{H}}$ to $\mathcal{L}_{\mathcal{H}}$, obtaining

$$\text{bel}_{\mathcal{H}} |_{\mathcal{U}'} \oplus (h \Rightarrow \text{bel}).$$

The use of Dempster’s rule is justified in the sense that this is only a formal construction to apply a “metabelief” $\text{bel}_{\mathcal{H}}$ about $\mathcal{H}$ to the consequence $\text{bel}$ of the hypothesis $h$ (in particular, there can be no conflict). The resulting belief about $\mathcal{U}$ is

$$\left(\text{bel}_{\mathcal{H}} |_{\mathcal{U}'} \oplus (h \Rightarrow \text{bel})\right) |_{\mathcal{U}} = \text{bel}_{\mathcal{H}}(h) \text{bel} + (1 - \text{bel}_{\mathcal{H}}(h)) \text{bel}_{\mathcal{H}}(h).$$

that is, the discounting of $\text{bel}$ with discount rate $1 - \text{bel}_{\mathcal{H}}(h)$. This is sensible, since $p_{\mathcal{H}}(\neg h) = 1 - \text{bel}_{\mathcal{H}}(h)$ measures the amount of our uncertainty about the hypothesis $h$.

If we get some information in the form of a belief $\text{bel}'$ about $\mathcal{U}$, we can combine its vacuous extension to $\mathcal{L}_{\mathcal{H}}$ with our belief about $\mathcal{U}'$, obtaining in particular a new belief $\text{bel}'_{\mathcal{H}}$ about $\mathcal{H}$:

$$\text{bel}'_{\mathcal{H}} = \left(\left(\text{bel}_{\mathcal{H}} |_{\mathcal{U}'} \oplus (h \Rightarrow \text{bel})\right) \otimes \text{bel}' |_{\mathcal{U}'}\right) |_{\mathcal{H}}.$$

Thus in order to get $\text{bel}'_{\mathcal{H}}$, we must choose a jba $m$. If we reason on the form of the marginal bba, we can see that $m$ is sensible only if it is “naturally” based on a jba $m_0$ for the combination of $\text{bel}$ and $\text{bel}'$.

Then $c(m) = \text{bel}_{\mathcal{H}}(h) \text{c}(m_0)$, so the combination is possible unless we are sure of the hypothesis and this totally conflicts with the new information (i.e., $\text{bel}_{\mathcal{H}}(h) = 1$ and $c(m_0) = 1$). The changes in the belief about $\mathcal{H}$ are entirely determined by the conflict $c(m_0)$:

$$\text{bel}'_{\mathcal{H}}(h) = \frac{\text{bel}_{\mathcal{H}}(h) - c(m)}{1 - c(m)} \leq \text{bel}_{\mathcal{H}}(h)$$

and

$$\text{bel}'_{\mathcal{H}}(\neg h) = \frac{\text{bel}_{\mathcal{H}}(\neg h)}{1 - c(m)} \geq \text{bel}_{\mathcal{H}}(\neg h).$$

If $m$ is the bba associated with $\text{bel}$, then the bba associated with $(h \Rightarrow \text{bel})$ is the function $m'$ on $2^{\mathcal{U}'}$ defined by $m'(T_{\mathcal{U}}(h \rightarrow \varphi)) = m(T_{\mathcal{U}}(\varphi))$ for all $\varphi \in \mathcal{L}_{\mathcal{H}}$, and $m'(A) = 0$ if $A \notin T_{\mathcal{U}}((h \rightarrow \varphi) \in \mathcal{L}_{\mathcal{H}})$.

If $m_{\mathcal{H}}$ and $m'$ are the bbas associated with $\text{bel}_{\mathcal{H}}$ and $\text{bel}'$, respectively, then $m$ is the jba which satisfies (for all $\varphi, \psi \in \mathcal{L}_{\mathcal{H}}$)

$$m(T_{\mathcal{U}}(h \land \varphi), T_{\mathcal{U}}(\psi)) = m_{\mathcal{H}}(T_{\mathcal{H}}(h)) m_0(T_{\mathcal{U}}(\varphi), T_{\mathcal{U}}(\psi)),$$

$$m(T_{\mathcal{U}}(h \rightarrow \varphi), T_{\mathcal{U}}(\psi)) = m'(V_{\mathcal{H}}) m_0(T_{\mathcal{U}}(\varphi), T_{\mathcal{U}}(\psi))$$

and

$$m(T_{\mathcal{U}}(\neg h), T_{\mathcal{U}}(\psi)) = m_{\mathcal{H}}(T_{\mathcal{H}}(\neg h)) m'(T_{\mathcal{U}}(\psi)).$$
If \(0 < \text{bel}_{\mathcal{H}}(h) < 1\), then \(\text{bel}'_{\mathcal{H}}(h)\) is a strictly decreasing function of \(c(m_h)\), and in particular we maintain our belief in \(h\) only if \(c(m_h) = 0\). Thus \(c(m_h)\) (that is, the conflict between the implications of the hypothesis \(h\) and the new information) is clearly a measure of disagreement. Therefore it is especially sensible to choose a jba \(m_h\) minimizing the conflict (and if we are only interested in the new belief about \(\mathcal{H}\), then knowing the minimal conflict suffices). With such a choice we obtain in particular that if \(\text{bel}\) and \(\text{bel}'\) are compatible, then we maintain our belief in \(h\) (this is in general not true if \(m_h = m_D\), even if \(\text{bel} = \text{bel}'\)).

Consider now the general case with \(n\) hypotheses \(h_1, \ldots, h_n\) implying, respectively, the beliefs \(\text{bel}_1, \ldots, \text{bel}_n\) about \(\mathcal{U}\) (with \(h_1, \ldots, h_n \notin \mathcal{U}\)). Given an “a priori” belief \(\text{bel}_{\mathcal{H}}\) about \(\mathcal{H} = \{h_1, \ldots, h_n\}\) and an “observation” belief \(\text{bel}'\) about \(\mathcal{U}\), we can combine these beliefs to obtain an “a posteriori” belief \(\text{bel}'_{\mathcal{H}}\) about \(\mathcal{H}\):

\[
\text{bel}'_{\mathcal{H}} = \left( \text{bel}_{\mathcal{H}} | \mathcal{U}' \oplus \bigotimes_{i=1}^{n} (h_i \Rightarrow \text{bel}_i) | \mathcal{U}' \right) \ominus m \text{bel}' | \mathcal{U}' \rangle_{\mathcal{H}}.
\]

As before, \(\mathcal{U}' = \mathcal{U} \cup \mathcal{H}\) and the use of Dempster’s rule in the first combination can be justified as a formal construction. The new element is \(\bigotimes_{i=1}^{n} (h_i \Rightarrow \text{bel}_i) | \mathcal{U}'\), which is any combination of the \(n\) beliefs \(h_i \Rightarrow \text{bel}_i) | \mathcal{U}'\) using the general rule \(\ominus\) (we can obtain it by \(n-1\) applications of the binary rule or with a \(n\)-dimensional jba). This allows the hypotheses to be dependent (for instance if two hypotheses differ only by a detail and the two implied beliefs are almost the same), and it is important to notice that anyway there can be no conflict among the \(n+1\) beliefs \(\text{bel}_{\mathcal{H}} | \mathcal{U}'\) and \(h_i \Rightarrow \text{bel}_i) | \mathcal{U}'\).

This way to update a belief about \(\mathcal{H}\) is a broad generalization of Bayes’ theorem for epistemic probabilities and of Smets’ generalized Bayesian theorem (gBt) for normalized beliefs (see for instance Smets [11]). The construction of \(\bigotimes_{i=1}^{n} (h_i \Rightarrow \text{bel}_i) | \mathcal{U}'\) allows a lot of freedom, which of course can be limited by some additional assumptions. Before introducing two such assumptions, I consider a simple special case.

Let \(\text{bel}_{\mathcal{H}}\) be a belief about \(\mathcal{H}\) satisfying

\[
\sum_{i=0}^{n} \text{bel}_{\mathcal{H}}(\phi_i) = 1, \text{ where } \\
\phi_0 = \neg h_1 \land \ldots \land \neg h_n \text{ and } \\
\phi_i = \neg h_1 \land \ldots \land \neg h_{i-1} \land h_i \land \neg h_{i+1} \ldots \land \neg h_n \text{ if } i \in \{1, \ldots, n\};
\]

that is, \(\text{bel}_{\mathcal{H}}\) is an epistemic probability on \(\phi_0, \ldots, \phi_n\). Then

\[
\text{bel}_{\mathcal{H}} | \mathcal{U}' \oplus \bigotimes_{i=1}^{n} (h_i \Rightarrow \text{bel}_i) | \mathcal{U}'
\]
is independent of the choice of $\bigotimes_{i=1}^n (h_i \Rightarrow bel_i) \mid \mathcal{U}'$, and its restriction to $\mathcal{L}_U$ is

$$\sum_{i=1}^n bel_{\mathcal{H}}(h_i) bel_i + bel_{\mathcal{H}}(\varphi_0) bel_{\mathcal{H}}(\mathcal{U}).$$

This shows that $\varphi_0$ can be considered as an additional hypothesis $h_0$ implying the vacuous belief $bel_0 = bel_{\mathcal{H}}(\mathcal{U})$, and $bel_{\mathcal{H}}$ can be seen as an epistemic probability on the mutually exclusive and exhaustive hypotheses $h_0, \ldots, h_n$. As before, in order to get $bel_{\mathcal{H}}'$, we must choose a jba $\mathbf{m}$. And as before, if we reason on the form of the marginal bbas, we can see that $\mathbf{m}$ is sensible only if it is “naturally” based on the jbas $\mathbf{m}_i$ of the combinations of $bel_i$ and $bel'$ (for each $i \in \{0, \ldots, n\}$).\(^{10}\)

Then $c(\mathbf{m}) = \sum_{i=1}^n bel_{\mathcal{H}}(h_i) c(m_i)$ (notice that $c(m_0) = 0$), so the combination is possible unless we are sure that the truth is among some hypotheses and these totally conflict with the new information. The belief about $\mathcal{H}$ remains an epistemic probability on $j_0, \ldots, j_n$, and as before, the changes are entirely determined by the conflicts $c(m_1), \ldots, c(m_n)$:

$$bel_{\mathcal{H}}'(h_i) = \frac{1 - c(m_i)}{1 - c(\mathbf{m})} bel_{\mathcal{H}}(h_i) \text{ for each } i \in \{0, \ldots, n\}.$$

Thus the belief in a hypothesis $h_i$ increases if and only if the respective conflict $c(m_i)$ is less than $c(\mathbf{m})$, which is a weighted average of the conflicts of the $n+1$ hypotheses ($h_0$ included). Therefore the conflicts $c(m_1), \ldots, c(m_n)$ measure the disagreement between the respective hypotheses and the new information, and thus it is especially sensible to choose jbas $\mathbf{m}_1, \ldots, \mathbf{m}_n$ minimizing the conflict. With such a choice we obtain in particular that if $bel_i$ and $bel'$ are compatible, then the belief in $h_i$ does not decrease (and it increases if $c(\mathbf{m}) > 0$); this is in general not true if $m_j = m_n$, even if $bel_i = bel'$.

I now consider the two announced assumptions which limit the freedom in the construction of $\bigotimes_{i=1}^n (h_i \Rightarrow bel_i) \mid \mathcal{U}$. The first one is that the hypotheses $h_1, \ldots, h_n$ are mutually exclusive (i.e. $bel_{\mathcal{H}}(\varphi_0 \lor \ldots \lor \varphi_n) = 1$), but not necessarily exhaustive (which would mean $bel_{\mathcal{H}}(\varphi_1 \lor \ldots \lor \varphi_n) = 1$). The second one is that the beliefs $bel_1, \ldots, bel_n$ are issued from independent sources of information (the sources can be identified with the respective hypotheses $h_1, \ldots, h_n$). Since the hypotheses are mutually exclusive, this simply means that the belief about $\mathcal{U}$ implied

\(^{10}\) $m$ is the jba which satisfies (for all $\varphi, \psi \in \mathcal{L}_U$ and $i \in \{0, \ldots, n\}$)

$$m(T_{\mathcal{U}}(\varphi \land \psi), T_{\mathcal{U}}(\psi)) = bel_{\mathcal{H}}(\varphi_i) m(T_{\mathcal{U}}(\varphi), T_{\mathcal{U}}(\psi)).$$
by a disjunction of hypotheses is the disjunctive combination of the respective beliefs (the disjunctive rule of combination is defined for instance in Smets [11]). With these two additional assumptions, we obtain

\[ bel'_{\mathcal{H}} = \left( \left( bel_{\mathcal{H}} \upharpoonright \mathcal{Q} \right) \oplus \bigoplus_{i=1}^{n} (h_i \Rightarrow bel_i) \upharpoonright \mathcal{Q} \right) \otimes m \left( bel' \downharpoonright \mathcal{Q} \right) \downharpoonright \mathcal{H}. \]

This is a generalization of Smets’ gBt for normalized beliefs (which corresponds to the special case with \( m = m_D \)), and thus also of Bayes’ theorem for epistemic probabilities. If \( bel' \) has the form \( bel_{\mathcal{Q}1}^D \) (in the literature the gBt is usually restricted to this case), the jba \( m \) is unique and the updated belief \( bel'_{\mathcal{H}} \) is the one that we would obtain by applying the gBt to the \( n + 1 \) hypotheses \( h_0, \ldots, h_n \) (with \( bel_0 = bel_{\mathcal{Q7}} \)). But if \( bel' \) has not the form \( bel_{\mathcal{Q}1}^D \), we must choose a jba \( m \); and as before, \( m \) can be sensible only if it is “naturally” based on the jbas of the combinations of the new information \( bel' \) with the beliefs implied by the hypotheses or by any disjunction of hypotheses. Since also in this more general case the conflicts measure the disagreement between the respective hypotheses (or disjunctions of hypotheses) and the new information, it is especially sensible to choose jbas minimizing the conflict. With such a choice we obtain in particular that if the beliefs implied by some hypotheses are compatible with the new information, then the values of the belief in these hypotheses and in their disjunctions do not decrease (and they increase if \( c(m) > 0 \)). If instead we use Dempster’s rule (that is, we use the gBt), we can get very bad results, since the conflict between the new information \( bel' \) and a hypothesis \( h \) implying the belief \( bel \) can be very high, even if \( bel' = bel \) (i.e. the prevision of \( h \) is perfect). In fact, if a hypothesis is correct, can we assume that the belief which is a theoretical consequence of the hypothesis and the belief which is a practical consequence of the correctness of the hypothesis are independent?

6 Conclusion

In this paper a rule has been proposed to combine two belief functions issued from sources of information whose independence is doubtful. This rule increases the monotonicity of the reasoning, assuring in particular complete monotonicity if this is admissible. The proposed combination rule is commutative and idempotent. It is not associative, but it can be easily extended to a rule for the simultaneous combination of any number of belief functions.

The proposed combination rule leads to sensible results in a generalization of Bayes’ theorem for epistemic probabilities and of Smets’ generalized Bayesian theorem. This generalization allows the new information to be any belief function: in this situation the use of Dempster’s rule (that is, the independence assumption) leads to questionable results.
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Abstract
We present the application of a recently introduced nonparametric predictive inferential method to compare two groups of data, consisting of observed event times and right-censoring times. Comparison is based on imprecise probabilities concerning one future observation per group.
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1 Introduction
We apply a recently introduced method for statistical inference, called ‘nonparametric predictive inference’ (NPI) [1, 6], to the problem of comparing two groups of data, or, if one prefers to use such terminology, two underlying populations, where the data include right-censored observations. This generalizes the results presented by Coolen [3], who did not allow censoring. Right-censoring typically occurs in study of event times, e.g. survival times of patients in medical applications, or periods without failures of technical systems in reliability engineering, where a right-censoring at a time $t$ just implies that the event of interest has not yet happened before or at time $t$. Throughout, we assume that no further information is available about the random quantities corresponding to right-censored observations, an assumption often called ‘noninformative censoring’ [6, 11, 13]. We also assume that the two populations compared are independent, in the sense that any information about the random quantities from one population does not influence our inferences on random quantities from the other population.

The method of statistical inference used here is based on quite minimal modelling assumptions, and is directly in terms of random quantities representing future observations. We assume that either a well-specified event happens, at a
particular time, to each item for which, or individual for who, we have an observation, or that a time is reported at which such an event has not yet occurred. All data are referred to as ‘observation (time)’, if it is a time at which the event of interest actually occurred we call it ‘event (time)’, else ‘(right-)censoring (time)’. Speaking in terms of ‘time’, we restrict attention to non-negative random quantities, so to random quantities and observations on the time-axis \([0, \infty)\). However, the method presented is more widely applicable, as only a finite partition of (part of) the real line is required.

In Section 2, the basics of nonparametric predictive inference are briefly summarized. Section 3 presents the main result on predictive comparison of two groups of lifetime data, which is illustrated, and briefly compared with an alternative nonparametric method, via two examples in Section 4. For ease of notation, we assume that there are no ties of any kind in the data, so no two observations are equal. In Section 5, we briefly discuss how the method can be adapted for dealing with tied observations, and we add a few concluding remarks about the presented method and results, including some attention to when this method might be used.

2 Nonparametric predictive inference

In this section, we summarize NPI for data including right-censored observations, as recently presented by Coolen and Yan [6], to which we refer for the theoretical justification and further detailed discussion of this method.

Let a single group of data consist of \(n\) observations, of which \(u\) are event times, \(0 < t_1 < \ldots < t_u\), and \(v = n - u\) right-censoring times, \(0 < c_1 < \ldots < c_v\). Let \(t_0 = 0\) and \(t_{u+1} = \infty\), and let the right-censoring times in \((t_i, t_{i+1})\) be \(c_i^1 < \ldots < c_i^l_i\). We assume that there are no ties among the data, the method is easily adapted for ties [6]. Let \(n_t\) be the number of items with observation time greater than or equal to \(t\). We call this the number of items ‘at risk just prior to time \(t\)’, at an observation time the corresponding item is included in \(n_t\).

Based on such data, Coolen and Yan [6] introduce, and justify, the assumption ‘right-censoring \(A_{(n)}\)’ (rc-\(A_{(n)}\)) for NPI, for the random quantity \(X_{n+1}\) representing the lifetime of a future item, or the survival time of a future individual. Right-censoring \(A_{(n)}\) generalizes Hill’s \(A_{(n)}\) [7], which underlies NPI if the data do not include right-censored observations [1, 3]. Description of rc-\(A_{(n)}\) requires notation for partial specification of probability distributions, called ‘M-function’.

**Definition 1 (M-function) [6]**

A partial specification of a probability distribution for a real-valued random quantity \(X\) can be provided via probability masses assigned to intervals, without any further restriction on the spread of the probability mass within each interval. A probability mass assigned, in such a way, to an interval \((a, b)\), is denoted by \(M_X(a, b)\), and referred to as M-function value for \(X\) on \((a, b)\).
Clearly, all $M$-function values for $X$ on all intervals should sum up to one, and each $M$-function value should be in $[0,1]$.

**Definition 2** (rc-$A(n)$) [6]
The assumption 'right-censoring $A(n)$' (rc-$A(n)$) is that the probability distribution for a nonnegative random quantity $X_{n+1}$, based on $u$ event times and $v$ right-censoring times, as described above, is partially specified by $(i = 0, \ldots, u; k = 1, \ldots, l_i)$

\[
M_{X_{n+1}}(t_i, t_{i+1}) = \frac{1}{n+1} \prod_{\{r : c_r < t_i\}} \frac{\tilde{n}_{c_r} + 1}{\tilde{n}_{c_r}},
\]

\[
M_{X_{n+1}}(c^I_k, t_{i+1}) = \frac{1}{(n+1)\tilde{n}_{c^I_k}} \prod_{\{r : c_r < c^I_k\}} \frac{\tilde{n}_{c_r} + 1}{\tilde{n}_{c_r}}.
\]

The product terms are defined as one if the product is taken over an empty set. The $M$-function values for $X_{n+1}$ on other intervals are zero. This implicitly assumes non-informative censoring, as a post-data assumption related to exchangeability of all items known to be at risk at any time $t$, see Coolen and Yan [6], who also justify rc-$A(n)$. We illustrate the $M$-function values in rc-$A(n)$ via an example, followed by a brief explanation of the key ideas behind rc-$A(n)$.

**Example 1**
Table 1 gives the data for group $A$ which are part of Example 2 in Section 4, where the data are introduced in more detail. For this group, there are 10 observed event times and 6 right-censoring times. Table 1 also presents the $M$-function values, with corresponding intervals, according to rc-$A(n)$ for these data.

These $M$-function values sum up to one (subject to a minor rounding effect), and illustrate the effects of right-censoring. Notice, for example, that there is some probability mass defined on each interval from a right-censoring time to the next observed event time, and that a right-censored observation also leads to larger $M$-function values between two later observed event times.

This assumption rc-$A(n)$ is generalizing Hill’s assumption $A(n)$ [7], the idea is roughly as follows. If $n+1$ real-valued random quantities are exchangeable, and we assume that ties occur with probability zero, then the $n+1$-st of these random quantities has equal probability $1/(n+1)$ to fall in each of the intervals that form the partition created by the values of the other $n$ random quantities, before any of these random quantities are actually observed. Hill [7] proposed this same property as a posterior predictive distribution, calling it $A(n)$, and later he [8, 9] discussed further properties of this assumption and its use as an inferential procedure, and presented a prior process that leads to $A(n)$ in the Bayesian framework (under finite additivity). Generally speaking, use of $A(n)$ makes sense in case of very vague prior information, or indeed if one explicitly wishes not to use any...
Table 1: Cervical cancer example (> t: right-censoring at t)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>data</th>
<th>value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M(0, 90)</td>
<td>0.05882</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90 M(90,142)</td>
<td>0.05882</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>142 M(142,150)</td>
<td>0.05882</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150 M(150,269)</td>
<td>0.05882</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>269 M(269,291)</td>
<td>0.05882</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>291 M(291,680)</td>
<td>0.05882</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;468 M(468,680)</td>
<td>0.00535</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>680 M(680,837)</td>
<td>0.06417</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>837 M(837,1037)</td>
<td>0.06417</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;890 M(890,1037)</td>
<td>0.00802</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1037 M(1037,1297)</td>
<td>0.07219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;1090 M(1090,1297)</td>
<td>0.01203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;1113 M(1113,1297)</td>
<td>0.01684</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;1153 M(1153,1297)</td>
<td>0.02527</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1297 M(1297,1429)</td>
<td>0.12634</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1429 M(1429,∞)</td>
<td>0.12634</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;1577 M(1577,∞)</td>
<td>0.12634</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

such prior information. Our generalization adopts the same idea for the situation of right-censored data, using the extra assumption that a right-censored item, at the moment the censoring takes place, had an exchangeable residual time till event with all those items for which the event had not yet taken place, and which had not been censored previously. This exchangeability at time of censoring is indeed a proper form of ‘noninformative censoring’, and the probabilities as specified by rc-$A(n)$, via $M$-function values, for a single future observation are then derived via conditioning on possible values for the right-censored items. Further details of the derivation and justification of rc-$A(n)$ are given by Yan [16] and Coolen and Yan [6].

Berliner and Hill [2] also presented the use of $A(n)$ for right-censored data, but instead of adding an assumption to deal with the exact censoring information, they replaced each censored observation by just survival past the largest observed event time smaller than the censoring time, in which case no assumptions need to be added to $A(n)$. This implies that at observed event times, our method coincides with the Berliner-Hill method, but these two methods differ in between event times if there are censoring times. In addition, Berliner and Hill assumed that the probability mass per interval is uniformly distributed (except for the last interval if there is no finite right-end point), whereas we use imprecise probabilities, as we discuss next.
It should be mentioned that, of course, imprecise probabilities have been used before for situations where not all data are complete, in the sense that not each event of interest has actually been observed. For example, Manski [12] considers the logical bounds on conditional probabilities based on censored samples alone. This would relate to our approach if we had not added any further assumption about the right-censored data, the novelty of rc-$A_{(n)}$ is the extra exchangeability-related assumption about the residual time till event for each censored observation, which has the effect of keeping imprecision relatively small, which is particularly useful if there are relatively many censored observations in the data set.

The partial specification of the probability distribution of $X_{n+1}$, via $M$-function values as specified by rc-$A_{(n)}$, enables NPI if the problems considered can be formulated in terms of a future observation $X_{n+1}$. However, for many problems of interest, the $M$-function values only imply bounds for predictive probabilities, where optimal bounds are imprecise probabilities [15].

As a consequence of the $M$-function values defined in rc-$A_{(n)}$, the events \{\(X_{n+1} \in (t_i, t_{i+1})\), for \(i = 0, \ldots, u\), have precise probabilities [6]

\[
P(X_{n+1} \in (t_i, t_{i+1})) = M_{X_{n+1}}(t_i, t_{i+1}) + \sum_{k=1}^{l_i} M_{X_{n+1}}(c_{i,k}, t_{i+1}).
\]

### 3 Comparing two groups of lifetime data

For the comparison of two groups of lifetime data we use the notation as introduced above, but consistently add an index \(a \) or \(b\), corresponding to the groups which we call \(A\) and \(B\). For example, for group \(A\) we have \(n_a\) observations, consisting of the event times \(0 < t_{a,1} < \ldots < t_{a,n_a}\) and right-censoring times \(0 < c_{a,1} < \ldots < c_{a,n_a}\), and the right-censoring times in the interval \((t_{a,i}, t_{a,i+1})\) are denoted by \(c_{a,1}^i < \ldots < c_{a,l_{a,i}}^i\), et cetera. Throughout we assume that there are no ties at all among the observations (see Section 5), and that information on one group does not have any effect on probabilities of random quantities corresponding to the other group, so that \(X_{a,n_a+1}\) and \(X_{b,n_b+1}\) are independent and that data from group \(A\) does not influence our probabilities for \(X_{b,n_b+1}\), and vice versa. We summarize this by stating that the groups are independent.

We require some additional notation, effectively counting the number of observed event times from group \(B\) to the left of observations from group \(A\):

\[
s_b(t_{a,i}) = \#\{t_{b,j} | t_{b,j} < t_{a,i}, j = 1, \ldots, u_b\},
\]

\[
s_b(c_{a,k}^i) = \#\{t_{b,j} | t_{b,j} < c_{a,k}^i, j = 1, \ldots, u_b\},
\]

for \(i = 1, \ldots, n_a\) and \(k = 1, \ldots, l_{a,i}\). Similarly, we need notation for the number of right-censoring times from group \(B\) in the interval \((t_{b,s_b(t_{a,i})}, t_{a,i})\):

\[
s_{b}(t_{a,i}) = \#\{c_{b,j} | c_{b,j} \in (t_{b,s_b(t_{a,i})}, t_{a,i}), j = 1, \ldots, u_b\},
\]
for $i = 1, \ldots, u_a + 1$.

The main results of this paper, namely the lower and upper probabilities for events $X_{a, n_a + 1} > X_{b, n_b + 1}$, based on the assumptions $r(A_{(n_a)})$ and $r(A_{(n_b)})$, are presented as a theorem below. The proof of the theorem is simplified via a lemma, which we present first, and which justifies the use of a variety of the theorem of total probability with conditioning on nested intervals, with probability distributions partially specified via $M$-function values.

**Lemma 1** For $s \geq 2$, let $J_1 = (j_1, r)$, with $j_1 < j_2 < \ldots < j_s < r$, so we have nested intervals $J_1 \supset J_2 \supset \ldots \supset J_s$ with the same right end-point $r$ (which may be infinity). We consider two independent real-valued random quantities, say $X$ and $Y$. Let the probability distribution for $X$ be partially specified via $M$-function values, with all probability mass $P(X \in J_1)$ described by the $s$ $M$-function values $M_X(J_i)$, so $\sum_{l=1}^{s} M_X(J_i) = P(X \in J_1)$. Then, without additional assumptions, we have

$$\sum_{j=1}^{s} P(Y < j_j)M_X(J_i) \leq P(Y < X, X \in J_1) \leq P(Y < r)P(X \in J_1),$$

and these bounds are optimal, so they are the maximum lower and minimum upper bounds that generally hold.

**Proof.** For any number $s$ of nested intervals, the proof follows the same principle, so for ease of notation we present it for $s = 3$. We use the theorem of total probability to condition further on the partition \{ $J_3, J_2 \setminus J_3, J_1 \setminus J_2$ \} of $J_1$ for the random quantity $X$. The probability distribution of $X$ on $J_1$ is partially specified via $M$-function values for $X$ defined on $J_1, J_2, J_3$. Let $M_X(J)$ denote the (unknown) part of the $M$-function value $M_X(J)$ that is actually in $J \subset J_1$, so we have

$$P(X \in J_1) = M_X^3(J_3) + M_X^2(J_3) + M_X^1(J_3),$$

$$P(X \in J_2 \setminus J_3) = M_X^2(J_2 \setminus J_3) + M_X^1(J_2 \setminus J_3),$$

$$P(X \in J_1 \setminus J_2) = M_X^1(J_1 \setminus J_2),$$

$$M_X(J_1) = M_X^3(J_1) + M_X^2(J_1) + M_X^1(J_1),$$

$$M_X(J_2) = M_X^3(J_2) + M_X^2(J_2) + M_X^1(J_2),$$

$$M_X(J_3) = M_X^3(J_3).$$

These $M$-function values are not further specified, but we can now use the theorem of total probability, and then derive bounds by solving the constrained optima-
tion problems. The lower bound follows from (with \( J_4 = \emptyset \) for ease of notation)

\[
P(Y < X, X \in J_1) = \sum_{j=1}^{3} P(Y < X, X \in J_j \setminus J_{j+1})
\]

\[
= \sum_{j=1}^{3} P(Y < X \mid X \in J_j \setminus J_{j+1}) P(X \in J_j \setminus J_{j+1})
\]

\[
= P(Y < X \mid X \in J_1 \setminus J_2) M_X^1(J_1 \setminus J_2) +
\]

\[
P(Y < X \mid X \in J_2 \setminus J_3) [M_X^2(J_2 \setminus J_3) + M_X^1(J_2 \setminus J_3)] +
\]

\[
P(Y < X \mid X \in J_3) [M_X^3(J_3) + M_X^2(J_3) + M_X^1(J_3)].
\]

With the constraints on these \( M \)-function values as given above, the lower bound is achieved by effectively putting the probability masses for \( X \) at the infimums of the intervals on which they are defined, so setting

\[
M_X^1(J_2 \setminus J_3) = M_X^1(J_3) = M_X^2(J_3) = 0,
\]

and taking the lower bounds for the conditional probabilities for \( Y < X \), given \( X \in I \), for the relevant \( I \) above, by replacing \( X \in I \) by \( X = \inf(I) \), leading to the terms \( Y < j_i \) in the lower bound. The upper bound can be derived simultaneously, but is rather trivial as these nested intervals have the same right end-point. The fact that these bounds are optimal, without additional assumptions, follows easily from this construction.

Theorem 1

Assume that data are available from two independent groups, \( A \) and \( B \), following the notation presented above. Based on the assumptions rc-\( A(n_a) \) and rc-\( A(n_b) \), predictive comparison of these two groups can be based on the following lower and upper probabilities for \( X_{a,n_a+1} > X_{b,n_b+1} \), respectively.

Theorem 1 Assume that data are available from two independent groups, \( A \) and \( B \), following the notation presented above. Based on the assumptions rc-\( A(n_a) \) and rc-\( A(n_b) \), predictive comparison of these two groups can be based on the following lower and upper probabilities for \( X_{a,n_a+1} > X_{b,n_b+1} \).
\[ P(X_{\text{a},n_{\text{a}}+1} > X_{\text{b},n_{\text{b}}+1}) \]

\[ = \sum_{i=0}^{a_{\text{u}}} \left\{ \left( \sum_{j=0}^{l_{\text{a},i} - 1} P(X_{\text{b},n_{\text{b}}+1} \in (t_{b,j},t_{b,j+1})) \right) M_{X_{\text{a},n_{\text{a}}+1}}(t_{a,i},t_{a,i+1}) + \sum_{k=1}^{l_{\text{b},i}} \left( \sum_{j=0}^{l_{\text{b},j} - 1} P(X_{\text{b},n_{\text{b}}+1} \in (t_{b,j},t_{b,j+1})) \right) M_{X_{\text{a},n_{\text{a}}+1}}(c_{a,k}^{i},t_{a,i+1}) \right\}, \]

\[ P(X_{\text{a},n_{\text{a}}+1} > X_{\text{b},n_{\text{b}}+1}) \]

\[ = \sum_{i=0}^{a_{\text{u}}} \left\{ \left( \sum_{j=0}^{l_{\text{a},i} - 1} P(X_{\text{b},n_{\text{b}}+1} \in (t_{b,j},t_{b,j+1})) \right) + P(X_{\text{b},n_{\text{b}}+1} \in (t_{b,j},t_{b,j+1})) \right\} M_{X_{\text{b},n_{\text{b}}+1}}(c_{b}^{i}(a_{i+1}),t_{b,b}(a_{i+1}+1)) P(X_{\text{a},n_{\text{a}}+1} \in (t_{a,i},t_{a,i+1})). \]

**Proof.** These lower and upper probabilities are derived by first writing

\[ P(X_{\text{a},n_{\text{a}}+1} > X_{\text{b},n_{\text{b}}+1}) = \sum_{i=0}^{a_{\text{u}}} P(X_{\text{b},n_{\text{b}}+1} < X_{\text{a},n_{\text{a}}+1}, X_{\text{a},n_{\text{a}}+1} \in (t_{a,i},t_{a,i+1})), \]

and then applying the above lemma for each of the terms within this sum, and using the intervals on which the \(M\)-function values for \(X_{\text{a},n_{\text{a}}+1}\) are defined according to \(\text{rc-}A_{(n_{\text{a}})}\). Then, bounds for the resulting probabilities (compare the lemma above) for \(X_{\text{b},n_{\text{b}}+1}\) are determined, based on the corresponding \(M\)-function values according to \(\text{rc-}A_{(n_{\text{b}})}\), where a lower bound is derived by including only the \(M\)-function values on intervals that are fully included in the interval in the event of interest, and the upper bound is derived by including all \(M\)-function values on intervals that have non-empty intersection with the interval in the event of interest. Further details are relatively straightforward (see Yan [16] for a complete proof). \(\square\)

These lower and upper probabilities are not available in a nice closed form. However, calculation is relatively easy as the individual terms are all product forms following from the definition of \(\text{rc-}A_{(\alpha)}\). If the data do not include any right-censorings, these lower and upper probabilities are identical to those presented by Coolen [3]. Although these formulae become fairly complex, the underlying idea for these optimal bounds is straightforward. The lower probability for \(X_{\text{a},n_{\text{a}}+1} > X_{\text{b},n_{\text{b}}+1}\), based on the \(\text{rc-}A_{(\alpha)}\) assumptions per group, puts the probability masses as specified by the \(M\)-function values for \(X_{\text{a},n_{\text{a}}+1}\) at the infimums of the intervals on which corresponding \(M\)-function values are specified, and for \(X_{\text{b},n_{\text{b}}+1}\) at the supremums of the intervals, so at this bound the probability masses...
are effectively least supportive for this event, given the partial specifications via $M$-function values. Of course, the upper probability just relates to these probability masses being put at the other end-points per interval.

We have presented the lower and upper probabilities for $X_{a,n_a+1} > X_{b,n_b+1}$. Similar results are available for the complementary event $X_{b,n_b+1} > X_{a,n_a+1}$, which can be derived by interchanging the indices for the groups above. However, it is not necessary to calculate lower and upper probabilities for both these events, because the well-known conjugacy property for imprecise probabilities [15], $P(E^c) = 1 - P(E)$, holds, where $E^c$ is the complementary event of $E$. Informally, this holds because our bounds are optimal, and correspond to the same assessments based on the rc-$A(n)$ assumptions per group. Alternatively, one could only compute either the lower or upper probabilities for both these events, requiring only a single algorithm, and using this relation to derive the other imprecise probabilities of interest.

Implicit in our results is that the probability of $X_{a,n_a+1} = X_{b,n_b+1}$ is zero, which is reasonable for our method as long as there are no ties among the event times of different groups (it would become a problem if a particular event time had been observed twice or more in each group, we discuss ties briefly in Section 5), and which is a consequence of our method of comparison, where effectively we always put probability masses at end-points of different intervals. It should be remarked, however, that a positive upper probability for $X_{a,n_a+1} = X_{b,n_b+1}$ could also be justified on the basis of these rc-$A(n)$ assumptions, but doing so consistently would have made the analysis presented here more awkward, with little relevance for most practical situations.

4 Examples

We illustrate our nonparametric predictive method for comparison of two groups of lifetime data via two examples. We also compare our method with Mantel’s two-sample test for censored data (see Section 11.7 of Hollander and Wolfe [10] for details), an established nonparametric method for such comparison, and discuss the important difference between our predictive approach and Mantel’s hypothesis test.
Example 2

The data for this example are given in Table 2, and were also used by Parmar and Machin [14] to illustrate nonparametric methods for survival data. It is a subset of data obtained from 183 patients entered into a randomised Phase III trial conducted by the Medical Research Council Working Party on Advanced Carcinoma of the Cervix.

| Table 2: Cervical cancer survival data (> t: right-censoring at t). |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Control (A)</th>
<th>New (B)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>272</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>142</td>
<td>362</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>373</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>269</td>
<td>&gt;383</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>291</td>
<td>&gt;519</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;468</td>
<td>&gt;563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>680</td>
<td>&gt;650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>837</td>
<td>827</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;890</td>
<td>&gt;919</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1037</td>
<td>&gt;978</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;1090</td>
<td>&gt;1100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;1113</td>
<td>1307</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;1153</td>
<td>&gt;1360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1297</td>
<td>&gt;1476</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1429</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;1577</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The data are on survival of 30 patients with cervical cancer, recruited to a randomised trial aimed at analysing the effect of addition of a radiosensitiser to radiotherapy (‘new treatment’, B), via comparison to the use of radiotherapy alone (‘control treatment’, A). Of these 30 patients, \( n_a = 16 \) received the control treatment \( A \), and \( n_b = 14 \) received the new treatment \( B \). The data are in days since start of the study, the event of interest is death of the patient caused by this cancer. Further variables recorded for patients in the original study are not taken into account (see Parmar and Machin [14] for further references to the original study), we only use this subset of all the data to illustrate our new method for comparison of two such groups of data.

Using the method presented in Section 3, we compare these two groups of data predictively, by focussing on future observations \( X_{a,17} \), assuming rc-\( A_{(16)} \), and \( X_{b,15} \), assuming rc-\( A_{(14)} \). The corresponding lower and upper probabilities are

\[
\mathcal{P}(X_{a,17} > X_{b,15}) = 0.226 \quad \text{and} \quad \mathcal{P}(X_{a,17} > X_{b,15}) = 0.473,
\]
which, by the conjugacy property for imprecise probability, imply

\[ P(X_{b,15} > X_{a,17}) = 0.527 \quad \text{and} \quad P(X_{b,15} > X_{a,17}) = 0.774. \]

These imprecise probabilities indicate that a preference for the new treatment \( B \) over the control treatment \( A \) would be reasonable, if no further information (e.g. on side-effects) is taken into account, and if one aims at surviving longer. In particular from an individual’s perspective, this seems to be a natural inference if choice between two treatments is possible.

Although we do not discuss it explicitly here, such a choice could also take further aspects into account via our general rc-\( A(n) \)-based inferential method. For example, a patient may prefer the treatment with maximum lower probability of surviving a particular length of time, it is fairly straightforward to calculate such lower probabilities per treatment in our approach [6].

From a classical nonparametric point of view, inference on the difference between survival chances for the two treatments could, for example, be based on application of Mantel’s two-sample test for censored data, which is a rank-based test of a null-hypothesis of two equal survival functions, using asymptotic normality of the relevant test statistic. Applying this test for these cervical cancer survival data leads to a one-sided \( p \)-value of 0.1020, which may not be regarded as strong enough evidence against the null-hypothesis.

**Example 3**

The data for this example are given in Table 3, and were also used by Hollander and Wolfe [10] to illustrate Mantel’s test. These data are from a clinical trial on Hodgkin’s disease, a cancer of the lymph system. Two treatments were considered, a radiation treatment of the affected node (Treatment A; 25 patients), and a radiation treatment of the affected node plus all nodes in the trunk of the body (Treatment B; 24 patients). The data represent the relapse-free survival times in days. If a relapse had not occurred before the end of the study, then the observation for that patient is right-censored.

Our method, as presented in Section 3, applied to these data, leads to predictive imprecise probabilities

\[ P(X_{b,25} > X_{a,26}) = 0.557 \quad \text{and} \quad P(X_{b,25} > X_{a,26}) = 0.893. \]

These values indicate that the data suggest pretty strongly that \( T_{b,25} > T_{a,26} \), hence it seems to be in a patient’s best interest to opt for Treatment B. Applying Mantel’s test to these data leads to an approximate one-sided \( p \)-value of 0.0006, which suggests very strongly that the survival functions corresponding to these two treatments are not equal.
Clearly, testing equality of survival functions is quite a different inference than our predictive comparison, and it is not unreasonable to consider the outcome of both when trying to get more insight into the different survival chances per treatment. In Example 2, our method suggests that the new treatment would be better for a future patient than the control treatment, although Mantel’s test does not strongly reject the hypothesis that both survival functions could be equal. In Example 3, the conclusions from both methods seem to agree more.

In general, it could also happen that Mantel’s test would reject the null hypothesis, while we would end up with lower and upper probabilities both close to 0.5, so care should be taken on interpretation of the results of our method and Mantel’s test. In situations where the real problem of interest is naturally in terms of comparison of next observations, we believe that our new method should be preferred.

The imprecision in our upper and lower probabilities in Examples 2 and 3 is not unreasonably large, in particular when considering the relatively large number of right-censored observations. This is explicitly due to our assumption rc-$A_{(n)}$, without this exchangeability-related assumption for the residual times till event for the right-censored items, logical bounds on the relevant conditional probabilities would be much wider.

### 5 Concluding remarks

We suggest that our new method for comparison of two groups of survival data is particularly useful in situations where such comparison takes place from a single
individual’s perspective, e.g. when a person has a choice between the two treatments. If one has more relevant information, e.g. covariates or prior knowledge, some established statistical methods will be more appropriate. Our method can then still serve as a sort of base method, which can provide insight into the effect of further information or model assumptions, used with those alternative methods, by comparing the ultimate inferences. Extending our approach to possible inclusion of covariates is an interesting and relevant topic for future research.

Generalization of this approach to more than two groups of data is feasible, in a way similar to Coolen and van der Laan [5], who considered this problem without censored observations. It is also possible to extend attention to multiple future observations per group, but this would lead to rather complex computations due to dependence of such future observations for the same group [4, 7].

Throughout, we have assumed that there are no ties in the data. If there are ties, these can relatively easily be taken into account by breaking the ties, so assuming that tied values are only nearly identical, applying our method, and then letting the differences decrease to zero. For ties between the groups, one should break them into all possible orderings among the groups, calculate lower (upper) probabilities for each such ordering, and then take the minimum (maximum) of all these lower (upper) probabilities as the actual lower (upper) probability to be used for the comparison.
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Abstract

We generalise the optimisation technique of dynamic programming for discrete-time systems with an uncertain gain function. We assume that uncertainty about the gain function is described by an imprecise probability model, which generalises the well-known Bayesian, or precise, models. We compare various optimality criteria that can be associated with such a model, and which coincide in the precise case: maximality, robust optimality and maximinity. We show that (only) for the first two an optimal feedback can be constructed by solving a Bellman-like equation.
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1 Introduction to the Problem

The main objective in optimal control is to find out how a system can be influenced, or controlled, in such a way that its behaviour satisfies certain requirements, while at the same time maximising a given gain function. A very effective method for solving optimal control problems for discrete-time systems is the recursive dynamic programming method, introduced by Richard Bellman [1].

To explain the ideas behind this method, we refer to Figures 1 and 2. In Figure 1 we depict a situation where a system can go from state $a$ to state $c$ through state $b$ in three ways: following the paths $a\beta$, $a\gamma$ and $a\delta$. We denote the associated gains by $J_{a\beta}$, $J_{a\gamma}$ and $J_{a\delta}$ respectively. Assume that path $a\gamma$ is optimal: $J_{a\gamma} > J_{a\beta}$ and $J_{a\gamma} > J_{a\delta}$. Then it follows that path $\gamma$ is the optimal way to go from $b$ to $c$. To
see this, observe that \( J_{\text{av}} = J_a + J_v \) for \( v \in \{ \beta, \gamma, \delta \} \) (gains are assumed to be additive) and derive from the inequalities above that \( J_\gamma > J_\beta \) and \( J_\eta > J_\delta \). This simple observation, which Bellman called the principle of optimality, forms the basis for the recursive technique of dynamic programming for solving an optimal control problem. To see how this is done in principle, consider the situation depicted in Figure 2. Suppose we want to find the optimal way to go from state \( a \) to state \( e \). After one time step, we can reach the states \( b, c \) and \( d \) from state \( a \), and the optimal paths from these states to the final state \( e \) are known to be \( \alpha, \gamma \) and \( \eta \), respectively. To find the optimal path from \( a \) to \( e \), we only need to compare the costs \( J_\alpha + J_\beta \), \( J_\mu + J_\gamma \) and \( J_\eta + J_\delta \) of the respective candidate optimal paths \( \alpha \beta, \mu \gamma \) and \( \eta \delta \), since the principle of optimality tells us that the paths \( \beta \gamma, \delta \epsilon \) and \( \epsilon \delta \) cannot be optimal: if they were, then so would be the paths \( \beta \delta, \epsilon \delta \) and \( \epsilon \delta \). This, written down in a more formal language, is what is essentially known as Bellman's equation. It allows us to solve an optimal control problem very efficiently through a recursive procedure, by calculating optimal paths backwards from the final state.

In applications, it may happen that the gain function, which associates a gain with every control action and the resulting behaviour of the system, is not well known. This problem is most often treated by modelling the uncertainty about the gain by means of a probability measure, and by maximising the expected gain under this probability measure. Due to the linearity of the expectation operator, this approach does not change the nature of the optimisation problem in any essential way, and the usual dynamic programming method can therefore still be applied.

It has however been argued by various scholars (see [11, Chapter 5] for a detailed discussion with many references) that uncertainty cannot always be modelled adequately by (precise) probability measures, because, roughly speaking, there may not be enough information to identify a single probability measure. In those cases, it is more appropriate to model the available information through an imprecise probability model, e.g., by a lower prevision, or by a set of probability measures. For applications of this approach, see for instance [4, 10].

Two questions now arise naturally. First, how should we formulate the optimal control problem: what does it mean for a control to be optimal with respect to an uncertain gain function, where the uncertainty is represented through an impre-
cise probability model? In Section 2 we identify three different optimality criteria, each with a different interpretation (although they coincide for precise probability models), and we study the relations between them. Secondly, is it still possible to solve the corresponding optimal control problems using the ideas underlying Bellman’s dynamic programming method? We show in Section 3 that this is the case for only two of the three optimality criteria we study: only for these a generalised principle of optimality holds, and the optimal controls are solutions of suitably generalised Bellman-like equations. To arrive at this, we study the properties that an abstract notion of optimality should satisfy for the Bellman approach to work.

We recognise that other authors (see for instance [8]) have extended the dynamic programming algorithm to systems with imprecise gain and/or imprecise dynamics. However in doing so, none of them seems to have questioned in what sense their generalised dynamic programming method leads to optimal paths. In this article we approach the problem from the opposite, and in our opinion, more logical side: one should first define a notion optimality and investigate whether the dynamic programming argument holds for this notion of optimality, instead of blindly “generalising” Bellman’s algorithm. In the remainder of this section, we introduce the basic terminology and notation that will allow us to give a precise formulation of the problems under study. We have omitted proofs of technical results that do not contribute to a better understanding of the main ideas.

1.1 Preliminaries

1.1.1 The System

For $a$ and $b$ in $\mathbb{N}$, the set of natural numbers $c$ that satisfy $a \leq c \leq b$ is denoted by $[a, b]$. Let $x_{k+1} = f(x_k, u_k, k)$ describe a discrete-time dynamical system with $k \in \mathbb{N}, x_k \in X$ and $u_k \in U$. The set $X$ is the state space (e.g., $\mathbb{R}^n$, $n \in \mathbb{N} \setminus \{0\}$), and the set $U$ is the control space (e.g., $\mathbb{R}^m$, $m \in \mathbb{N} \setminus \{0\}$). The map $f : X \times U \times \mathbb{N} \to X$ describes the evolution of the state through time: given the state $x_k \in X$ and the control $u_k \in U$ at time $k \in \mathbb{N}$, it returns the next state $x_{k+1}$ of the system. For practical reasons, we impose a final time $N$ beyond which we are not interested in the dynamics of system. Moreover, it may happen that not all states and controls are allowed at all times: we demand that $x_\ell \in X_\ell$ for every $\ell \in [k, N]$, and that $u_\ell \in U_\ell$ should belong to a set of admissible controls $U_\ell$ at every instant $k \in [0, N - 1]$, where $X_\ell \subseteq X$ and $U_\ell \subseteq U$ are given. The set $X_N$ may be thought of as the set we want the state to end up in at time $N$.

1.1.2 Paths

A path is a triple $(x, k, u)$, where $x \in X$ is a state, $k \in [0, N]$ a time instant, and $u : [k, N - 1] \to U$ a sequence of controls. A path fixes a unique state trajectory $x : [k, N] \to X$, which is defined recursively through $x_k = x$ and $x_{i+1} = f(x_i, u_i, i)$ for every $i \in [k, N - 1]$. It is said to be admissible if $x_\ell \in X_\ell$ for every $\ell \in [k, N]$.
and \( u_\ell \in \mathcal{U}_\ell \) for every \( \ell \in [k,N-1] \). We denote the unique map from \( \emptyset \) to \( \mathcal{U} \) by \( u_0 \). If \( k = N \), the control \( u \) does nothing; it is equal to \( u_0 \).

The set of admissible paths starting in the state \( x \in X_0 \) at time \( k \in [0,N] \) is denoted by \( \mathcal{U}(x,k) \), i.e., \( \mathcal{U}(x,k) = \{(x,k,u) : (x,k,u) \text{ admissible path}\} \). For example, \( \mathcal{U}(x,N) = \{(x,N,u_0)\} \) whenever \( x \in X_N \) and \( \mathcal{U}(x,N) = \emptyset \) otherwise.

If we consider a path with final time \( M \) different from \( N \), then we write \((x,k,u)_M \) (assume \( k \leq M \leq N \)). Observe that \((x,k,u)_k \) can be identified with \((x,k,u)_{k+1} \); it is the unique path (of length zero) starting and ending at time \( k \) in \( x \). Let \( 0 \leq k \leq \ell \leq M \). Two paths \((x,k,u)_{\ell}\) and \((y,\ell,v)_m \) can be concatenated if \( y = x_\ell \). The concatenation is denoted by \((x,k,u,\ell,v)_m \) or \((x,k,u)_{\ell} \oplus (y,\ell,v)_m \), and represents the path that starts in state \( x \) at time \( k \), and results from applying control \( u_i \) for times \( i \in [\ell,\ell-1] \) and control \( v_i \) for times \( i \in [\ell,\ell-1] \). In particular,

\[
(x,k,u)_{\ell} = (x,k,u)_{k} \oplus (x,k,u)_{\ell} = (x,k,u)_{\ell} \oplus (x,\ell,u)_{\ell}.
\]

The set of admissible paths starting in state \( x \in X_0 \) at time \( k \in [0,N] \) and ending at time \( \ell \in [k,N] \) is denoted by \( \mathcal{U}(x,k) \). In particular we have that \( \mathcal{U}(x,k)_k = \{(x,k,u_0)\} \) if \( x \in X_0 \), and \( \mathcal{U}(x,k)_k = \emptyset \) otherwise. Moreover, for any \((x,k,u)_{\ell} \in \mathcal{U}(x,k)_{\ell} \) and any \( V \subseteq \mathcal{U}(x,\ell) \), we use the notation \((x,k,u)_{\ell} \oplus V \) for the set \( \{(x,k,u)_{\ell} \oplus (x,\ell,v) : (x,\ell,v) \in V\} \).

### 1.1.3 The Gain Function

Applying the control action \( u \in \mathcal{U} \) to the system in state \( x \in X \) at time \( k \in [0,N-1] \) yields a real-valued gain \( g(x,u,k,\omega) \). Moreover, reaching the final state \( x \in X \) at time \( N \) also yields a gain \( h(x,\omega) \). The parameter \( \omega \in \Omega \) represents the (unknown) state of the world, used to model uncertainty of the gains. If we knew that the real state of the world was \( \omega_0 \), we would know the gains to be \( g(x,u,k,\omega_0) \) and \( h(x,\omega_0) \). As it is, the real state of the world is uncertain, and so are the gains, which could be considered as random variables. It is important to note that the parameter \( \omega \) only influences the gains; it has no effect on the system dynamics, which are assumed to be known perfectly well.

Assuming gain additivity, we can also associate a gain with a path \((x,k,u)\):

\[
J(x,k,u,\omega) = \sum_{i=k}^{N-1} g(x_i,u_i,i,\omega) + h(x_N,\omega),
\]

for any \( \omega \in \Omega \). If \( M < N \), we also use the notation

\[
J(x,k,u,\omega)_M = \sum_{i=k}^{M-1} g(x_i,u_i,i,\omega).
\]

It will be convenient to associate a zero gain with an empty control action: for \( k \in [0,N] \) we let \( J(x,k,u,\omega)_k = 0 \).

The main objective of optimal control can now be formulated as follows: given that the system is in the initial state \( x \in X \) at time \( k \in [0,N] \), find a control sequence \( u : [k,N-1] \rightarrow \mathcal{U} \) resulting in an admissible path \((x,k,u)\) such that the
corresponding gain \( J(x, k, u, \omega) \) is maximal. Moreover, we would like this control sequence \( u \) to be such that its value \( u_k \) at the time instant \( k \) is a function of \( x \) and \( k \) only, since in that case the control can be realised through state feedback.

If \( \omega \) is known, then the problem reduces to the classical problem of dynamic programming, first studied and solved by Bellman [1]. We assume here that the available information about the true state of the world is modelled through a coherent lower prevision \( P \) defined on the set \( L(\Omega) \) of gambles, or bounded real-valued maps, on \( \Omega \). A special case of this obtains when \( P \) is a linear prevision \( P \). Linear previsions are the precise probability models; they can be interpreted as expectation operators associated with (finitely additive) probability measures, and they are previsions or fair prices in the sense of de Finetti [6]. We assume that the reader is familiar with lower previsions and coherence (see [11] for more details).

For a given path \( (x, k, u, \omega) \), the corresponding gain \( J(x, k, u, \omega) \) can be seen as a real-valued map on \( \Omega \), which is denoted by \( J(x, k, u) \) and called the gain gamble associated with \( (x, k, u) \).\(^1\) In the same way we define the gain gambles \( g(x_k, u_k, k), h(x_N) \) and \( J(x, k, u) \). There is gain additivity: \( J(x, k, u, \ell, v) = J(x, k, u, \ell) + J(x, \ell, v) \) for \( \ell \leq \ell \leq m \leq N \), and \( J(x, k, u, 0) = 0 \). We denote by \( J(x, k) \) the set of gain gambles for admissible paths from initial state \( x \in X_0 \) at time \( k \) in \( [0, N] \):

\[
J(x, k) = \{ J(x, k, u) : (x, k, u) \in \mathcal{U}(x, k) \}.
\]

For fixed \( k \in [0, N-1] \) and \( x \in X_0 \), the gain \( J(x, k, u, 0) \) can also be interpreted as a map from \( \mathcal{U}(x, k) \) to \( L(\Omega) \); this map is denoted by \( J(x, k) \).

### 2 Optimality Criteria

#### 2.1 \( P \)-Maximality

The lower prevision \( P(X) \) of a gamble \( X \) has a behavioural interpretation as a subject’s supremum acceptable price for buying the gamble \( X \); it is the highest value of \( \mu \) such that the subject accepts the gamble \( X - x \) (i.e., accepts to buy \( X \) for a price \( x \)) for all \( x < \mu \). The conjugate upper prevision \( \overline{P}(X) = -P(-X) \) of \( X \) is then the subject’s infimum acceptable price for selling \( X \). This way of looking at a lower prevision \( P \) defined on the set \( L(\Omega) \) of all gambles allows us to define a strict partial order \( \succ_P \) on \( L(\Omega) \) whose interpretation is that of strict preference.

**Definition 1** For any gambles \( X \) and \( Y \) in \( L(\Omega) \) we say that \( X \) strictly dominates \( Y \), or \( X \) is strictly preferred to \( Y \) (with respect to \( P \)), and write \( X \succ_P Y \), if

\[
P(X - Y) > 0 \text{ or } (X \geq Y \text{ and } X \neq Y).
\]

Indeed, if \( X \geq Y \) and \( X \neq Y \), then the subject should be willing to exchange \( Y \) for \( X \), since this transaction can only improve his gain. On the other hand,

\(^1\)To simplify the discussion, we assume this map is bounded.
\( P(X - Y) > 0 \) expresses that the subject is willing to pay a strictly positive price to exchange \( Y \) for \( X \), which again means that he strictly prefers \( X \) to \( Y \).

It is clear that we can also use the lower prevision \( P \) to express a strict preference between any two paths \((x, k, u)\) and \((x, k, v)\), based on their gains: if \( J(x, k, u) >_P J(x, k, v) \) this means that the uncertain gain \( J(x, k, u) \) is strictly preferred to the uncertain gain \( J(x, k, v) \). We then say that the path \((x, k, u)\) is strictly preferred to \((x, k, v)\), and we use the notation \((x, k, u) >_P (x, k, v)\).

\( >_P \) is anti-reflexive and transitive, and therefore a strict partial order on \( \mathcal{L}(\Omega) \), and in particular also on \( \mathcal{J}(x, k) \) and on \( \mathcal{U}(x, k) \). But it is generally not linear: any two paths need not be comparable with respect to this order, and it does not always make sense to look for greatest elements, i.e., for paths that strictly dominate all the others. Rather, we should look for maximal, or undominated, elements: paths that are not dominated by any other path. Observe that a maximal gamble \( X \) in a set \( \mathcal{K} \) with respect to \( >_P \) is a maximal element of \( \mathcal{K} \) with respect to \( \geq \) (i.e., it is point-wise undominated) such that \( P(X - Y) \geq 0 \) for all \( Y \in \mathcal{K} \). In case \( P \) is a linear prevision \( P \), maximal gambles with respect to \( >_P \) are just the point-wise undominated gambles whose prevision is maximal; they maximise expected gain.

**Definition 2** Let \( k \in [0, N] \), \( x \in \mathcal{X}_k \) and \( \mathcal{V}' \subseteq \mathcal{U}(x, k) \). A path \((x, k, u^*)\) in \( \mathcal{V}' \) is called \( P \)-maximal, or \( >_P \)-optimal, in \( \mathcal{V}' \) if no path in \( \mathcal{V}' \) is strictly preferred to \((x, k, u^*)\), i.e., \((x, k, u) \not\succ_P (x, k, u^*)\) for all \((x, k, u) \in \mathcal{V}'\). We denote the set of the \( P \)-maximal paths in \( \mathcal{V}' \) by \( \text{opt}_{>_P} (\mathcal{V}') \). The operator \( \text{opt}_{>_P} \) is called the optimality operator induced by \( >_P \), associated with \( \mathcal{U}(x, k) \).

The \( P \)-maximal paths in \( \mathcal{U}(x, k) \) are just those admissible paths starting at time \( k \) in state \( x \) for which the associated gain gamble is a maximal element of \( \mathcal{J}(x, k) \) with respect to the strict partial order \( >_P \). If we denote the set of these \( >_P \)-maximal gain gambles in \( \mathcal{J}(x, k) \) by \( \text{opt}_{>_P} (\mathcal{J}(x, k)) \), then for all \((x, k, u) \in \mathcal{U}(x, k)\):

\[
(x, k, u) \in \text{opt}_{>_P} (\mathcal{U}(x, k)) \iff J(x, k, u) \in \text{opt}_{>_P} (\mathcal{J}(x, k)) .
\]

\( P \)-maximal paths do not always exist: not every partially ordered set has maximal elements. A fairly general sufficient condition for the existence of \( P \)-maximal elements in \( \mathcal{J}(x, k) \) (and hence in \( \mathcal{U}(x, k) \)) is that \( \mathcal{J}(x, k) \) should be compact\(^2\) (and of course non-empty). This follows from a general result mentioned in [11, Section 3.9.2]. In fact, Theorem 1 is a stronger result, whose Corollary 1 turns out to be very important in proving that the dynamic programming approach works for \( P \)-maximality (see Section 3.2). Its proof is based on Zorn’s lemma.

**Theorem 1** For every element \( X \) of a compact subset \( \mathcal{K} \) of \( \mathcal{L}(\Omega) \) that is not a maximal element of \( \mathcal{K} \) with respect to \( >_P \) there is some maximal element \( Y \) of \( \mathcal{K} \) with respect to \( >_P \) such that \( Y >_P X \).

\(^2\)In this paper, we always assume that \( \mathcal{L}(\Omega) \) is provided with the supremum-norm topology.
Corollary 1 Let \( k \in [0,N] \) and let \( x \in X_k \). If \( \mathcal{J}(x,k) \) is compact then for every admissible, non-\( P \)-maximal path \((x,k,u)\) in \( \mathcal{U}(x,k) \) there is a \( P \)-maximal path \((x,k,u')\) in \( \mathcal{U}(x,k) \) that is strictly preferred to it.

2.2 \( P \)-Maximinity

We now turn to another optimality criterion that can be associated with a lower prevision \( P \). We can use \( P \) to define another strict order on \( \mathcal{L}(\Omega) \):

**Definition 3** For any gambles \( X \) and \( Y \) in \( \mathcal{L}(\Omega) \) we write \( X \succ_P Y \) if

\[
P(X) > P(Y) \text{ or } (X \succeq Y \text{ and } X \neq Y).
\]

\( \succ_P \) induces a strict partial order on \( \mathcal{U}(x,k) \), since it is anti-reflexive and transitive on \( \mathcal{L}(\Omega) \). A maximal element \( X \) of a subset \( \mathcal{K} \) of \( \mathcal{L}(\Omega) \) with respect to \( \succ_P \) is easily seen to be a point-wise undominated element of \( \mathcal{K} \) that maximises the lower prevision: \( P(X) \geq P(Y) \) for all \( Y \in \mathcal{K} \).

We can consider as optimal in \( \mathcal{U}(x,k) \) those admissible paths \((x,k,u)\) for which the associated gain gamble \( J(x,k,u) \) is a maximal element of \( \mathcal{J}(x,k) \) with respect to \( \succ_P \); they are the paths \((x,k,u)\) that maximise the ‘lower expected gain’ \( P(J(x,k,u)) \) and whose gain gambles \( J(x,k,u) \) are point-wise undominated.

**Definition 4** Let \( k \in [0,N] \), \( x \in X_k \) and \( \mathcal{V} \subseteq \mathcal{U}(x,k) \). A path \((x,k,u')\) in \( \mathcal{V} \) is called \( P \)-maximin, or \( P \)-optimal, in \( \mathcal{V} \) if no path in \( \mathcal{V} \) is strictly preferred to \((x,k,u')\), i.e., \((x,k,u) \nprec_P (x,k,u')\) for all \((x,k,u) \in \mathcal{V}\). We denote the set of the \( P \)-maximin paths in \( \mathcal{V} \) by \( \text{opt}_{\succ_P}(\mathcal{V}) \). The operator \( \text{opt}_{\succ_P} \) is called the optimality operator induced by \( \succ_P \) associated with \( \mathcal{U}(x,k) \).

**Proposition 1** \( P \)-maximinity implies \( P \)-maximality. For a linear prevision \( P \), \( P \)-maximinity is equivalent to \( P \)-maximality.

The existence of maximal elements with respect to \( \succ_P \) in an arbitrary set of gambles \( \mathcal{K} \) is obviously not guaranteed. But if \( \mathcal{K} \) is compact, then we may easily infer from the continuity of any coherent lower prevision \( P \) that the counterparts of Theorem 1 and Corollary 1 hold for \( \succ_P \).

2.3 \( M \)-Maximality

There is a tendency, especially among robust Bayesians, to consider an imprecise probability model as a compact convex set of linear previsions \( \mathcal{M} \subseteq \mathcal{P}(\Omega) \), where \( \mathcal{P}(\Omega) \) is the set of all linear previsions on \( \mathcal{L}(\Omega) \). \( \mathcal{M} \) is assumed to contain the true, but unknown, linear prevision \( P_T \) that models the available information [2, 7].

A gamble \( X \) is then certain to be strictly preferred to a gamble \( Y \) under the true linear prevision \( P_T \) if and only if it is strictly preferred under all candidate models \( P \in \mathcal{M} \). This leads to a ‘robustified’ strict partial order \( \succ_M \) on \( \mathcal{L}(\Omega) \).
Definition 5 $X >_{M} Y$ if $X >_{P} Y$ for all $P \in M$.

Since $M$ is assumed to be compact and convex, it is not difficult to show that the strict partial orders $>_{M}$ and $>_{P}$ are one and the same, where the coherent lower prevision $P$ is the so-called lower envelope of $M$, defined by $P(X) = \inf \{ P(X) : P \in M \}$ for all $X \in L(\Omega)$.\(^3\) Conversely, given a coherent lower prevision $P$, the strict partial orders $>_{M(P)}$ and $>_{P}$ are identical, where $M(P) = \{ P \in P(\Omega) : (\forall X \in L(\Omega))(P(X) \geq P(X)) \}$ is the set of linear previsions that dominate $P$. These strict partial orders therefore have the same maximal elements, and lead to the same notion of optimality.

But there is in the literature yet another notion of optimality that can be associated with a compact convex set of linear previsions $M$: a gamble $X$ is considered optimal in a set of gambles $K$ if it is a maximal element of $K$ with respect to the strict partial order $>_{P}$ for some $P \in M$. This notion of optimality is called ‘E-admissibility’ by Levi [9, Section 4.8]. It does not generally coincide with the ones associated with the strict partial orders $>_{M}$ and $>_{P}$, unless the set $K$ is convex [11, Section 3.9]. We are therefore led to consider a third notion of optimality:

Definition 6 Let $x \in X$, $k \in [0, N]$ and $\mathcal{V} \subseteq \mathcal{U}(x, k)$. A path $(x, k, u^*) \in \mathcal{V}$ is said to be $M$-maximal in $\mathcal{V}$ if it is $P$-maximal in $\mathcal{V}$ for some $P \in M$, or in other words if it is $\geq$-maximal in $\mathcal{V}$ and maximises $P(J(x, k, u^*))$ over $\mathcal{V}$ for some $P \in M$. The set of all $M$-maximal elements of $\mathcal{V}$ is denoted by $\text{opt}_{M}(\mathcal{V})$.

Interestingly, for any set of paths $\mathcal{V} \subseteq \mathcal{U}(x, k)$:

$$\text{opt}_{M}(\mathcal{V}) = \bigcup_{P \in M} \text{opt}_{>_{P}}(\mathcal{V}).$$

(1)

3 Dynamic Programming

3.1 A General Notion of Optimality

We have discussed three different ways of associating optimal paths with a lower prevision $P$, all of which occur in the literature. We now propose to find out whether, for these different types of optimality, we can use the ideas behind the dynamic programming method to solve the corresponding optimal control problems. To do this, we take a closer look at Bellman’s analysis as described in Section 1, and we investigate which properties a generic notion of optimality must satisfy for his method to work. Let us therefore assume that there is some property, called $\ast$-optimality, which a path in a given set of paths $\mathcal{P}$ either has or does not have. If a path in $\mathcal{P}$ has this property, we say that it is $\ast$-optimal in $\mathcal{P}$. We

\(^{3}\)Since $M$ is compact, this infimum is actually achieved.
shall denote the set of the \( \ast \)-optimal elements of \( P \) by \( \text{opt}_\ast(P) \). By definition, \( \text{opt}_\ast(P) \subseteq P \). Further on, we shall apply our findings to the various instances of \( \ast \)-optimality described above.

Consider Figure 3, where we want to find the \( \ast \)-optimal paths from state \( a \) to state \( e \). Suppose that after one time step, we can reach the states \( b \), \( c \) and \( d \) from state \( a \). The \( \ast \)-optimal paths from these states to the final state \( e \) are known to be \( \alpha \), \( \gamma \) and \( \delta \) and \( \eta \), respectively. For the dynamic programming approach to work, we need to be able to infer from this a generalised form of the Bellman equation, stating essentially that the \( \ast \)-optimal paths from \( a \) to \( e \), \( a \) priori given by \( \text{opt}_\ast(\{la, lb, \mu g, nd, ne, nh\}) \), are actually also given by \( \text{opt}_\ast(\{la, \mu g, nd, nh\}) \), i.e., the \( \ast \)-optimal paths in the set of concatenations of \( \lambda , \mu \) and \( v \) with the respective \( \ast \)-optimal paths \( \alpha , \gamma \), and \( \delta \) and \( \eta \). It is therefore necessary to exclude that the concatenations \( lb \) and \( ne \) with the non-\( \ast \)-optimal paths \( b \) and \( e \) can be \( \ast \)-optimal. This amounts to requiring that the operator \( \text{opt}_\ast \) should satisfy some appropriate generalisation of Bellman’s principle of optimality that will allow us to conclude that \( \lambda b \) and \( ve \) cannot be \( \ast \)-optimal because then \( \beta \) and \( \varepsilon \) would be \( \ast \)-optimal as well. Definition 8 below provides a precise general formulation.

But, perhaps surprisingly for someone familiar with the traditional form of dynamic programming, \( \text{opt}_\ast \) should satisfy an additional property: the omission of the non-\( \ast \)-optimal paths \( \lambda \beta \) and \( ve \) from the set of candidate \( \ast \)-optimal paths should not have any effect on the actual \( \ast \)-optimal paths: we need that

\[
\text{opt}_\ast(\{la, lb, \mu g, nd, ne, nh\}) = \text{opt}_\ast(\{la, \mu g, nd, nh\}).
\]

This is obviously true for the simple type of optimality that we have looked at in Section 1, but it need not be true for the more abstract types that we want to consider here. Equality will be guaranteed if \( \text{opt}_\ast \) is insensitive to the omission of non-\( \ast \)-optimal elements from \( \{la, \lambda \beta, \mu g, n\delta, v, \varepsilon, \eta\} \), in the following sense.

**Definition 7** Consider a set \( S \neq \emptyset \) and an optimality operator \( \text{opt}_\ast \) defined on the set \( \wp(S) \) of subsets of \( S \) such that \( \text{opt}_\ast(T) \subseteq T \) for all \( T \subseteq S \). Elements of \( \text{opt}_\ast(T) \) are called \( \ast \)-optimal in \( T \). \( \text{opt}_\ast \) is called insensitive to the omission of non-\( \ast \)-optimal elements from \( S \) if \( \text{opt}_\ast(S) = \text{opt}_\ast(T) \) for all \( T \) such that \( \text{opt}_\ast(S) \subseteq T \subseteq S \).
The following proposition gives an interesting sufficient condition for this
insensitivity in case optimality is associated with a (family of) strict partial order(s):
it suffices that every non-optimal path is strictly dominated by an optimal path.

**Proposition 2** Let \( S \) be a non-empty set provided with a family of strict partial
orders \( >_j, j \in J \). Define for \( T \subseteq S \), \( \text{opt}_{>_j}(T) = \{ a \in T : (\forall b \in T) (b \not>_j a) \} \) as
the set of maximal elements of \( T \) with respect to \( >_j \), and let \( \text{opt}_{>_j}(T) = \bigcup_{j \in J} \text{opt}_{>_j}(T) \).
Then \( \text{opt}_{>_j}, j \in J \) and \( \text{opt} \) are optimality operators. If for some \( j \in J \),
\[
(\forall a \in S \setminus \text{opt}_{>_j}(S)) (\exists b \in \text{opt}_{>_j}(S)) (b >_j a),
\]
then \( \text{opt}_{>_j} \) is insensitive to omission of non-\( >_j \)-optimal elements from \( S \). If (2)
holds for all \( j \in J \), then \( \text{opt}_{>_j} \) is insensitive to omission of non-\( J \)-optimal elements from \( S \).

**Proof.** Consider \( j \) in \( J \), and assume that (2) holds for this \( j \). Let \( \text{opt}_{>_j}(S) \subseteq T \subseteq S \), then we must prove that \( \text{opt}_{>_j}(S) = \text{opt}_{>_j}(T) \). First of all, if \( a \in \text{opt}_{>_j}(S) \)
then \( b \not>_j a \) for all \( b \in S \), and \( a \) fortiori for all \( b \in T \), so that \( a \in \text{opt}_{>_j}(T) \).
Consequently, \( \text{opt}_{>_j}(S) \subseteq \text{opt}_{>_j}(T) \). Conversely, let \( a \in \text{opt}_{>_j}(T) \) and assume
ex absurdo that \( a \not\in \text{opt}_{>_j}(S) \). It then follows from (2) that there is some \( c \) in
\( \text{opt}_{>_j}(S) \) and therefore in \( T \) such that \( c >_j a \), which contradicts \( a \in \text{opt}_{>_j}(T) \).

Next, assume that (2) holds for all \( j \in J \). Let \( \text{opt}_{>_j}(S) \subseteq T \subseteq S \), then we must prove that \( \text{opt}_{>_j}(S) = \text{opt}_{>_j}(T) \). Consider any \( j \in J \), then \( \text{opt}_{>_j}(S) \subseteq \text{opt}_{>_j}(T) \subseteq T \subseteq S \), so we may infer from the first part of the proof that \( \text{opt}_{>_j}(S) = \text{opt}_{>_j}(T) \).
By taking the union over all \( j \in J \), we find that indeed \( \text{opt}_{>_j}(S) = \text{opt}_{>_j}(T) \). \( \square \)

We are now ready for a precise formulation of the dynamic programming
approach for solving optimal control problems associated with general types of
optimality. We assume that we have some type of optimality, called *-optimality,
that allows us to associate with the set of admissible paths \( \mathcal{U}(x,k) \) starting at time
\( k \) in initial state \( x \), an optimality operator \( \text{opt}_* \) defined on the set \( \mathcal{G}(\mathcal{U}(x,k)) \) of
subsets of \( \mathcal{U}(x,k) \). For each such subset \( \mathcal{V} \), \( \text{opt}_*(\mathcal{V}) \) is then the set of admissible
paths that are *-optimal in \( \mathcal{V} \). The principle of optimality states that the optimality
operators associated with the various \( \mathcal{U}(x,k) \) should be related in a special way.

**Definition 8 (Principle of Optimality)** *-*optimality satisfies the principle of optimality
if it holds for all \( k \in [0,N], x \in X_0, \ell \in [k,N] \) and \( (x,k,u) \) in \( \mathcal{U}(x,k) \) that
if \( (x,k,u) \) is *-optimal in \( \mathcal{U}(x,k) \), then \( (x,\ell,u) \) is *-optimal in \( \mathcal{U}(x,\ell) \).

This may also be expressed as:
\[
\text{opt}_*(\mathcal{U}(x,k)) \subseteq \bigcup_{(x,k,u) \in \mathcal{U}(x,k)} (x,k,u)_\ell \oplus \text{opt}_*(\mathcal{U}(x,\ell)).
\]
The Bellman equation now states that applying the optimality operator to the right
hand side suffices to achieve equality. (Usually this is stated with \( \ell = k+1 \).)
Theorem 2 (Bellman Equation) Let \( k \in [0, N] \) and \( x \in X_k \). Assume that *-optimality satisfies the principle of optimality, and that the optimality operator \( \text{opt}_* \) for \( \mathcal{U}(x,k) \) is insensitive to the omission of non-*-optimal elements from \( \mathcal{U}(x,k) \). Then for all \( \ell \in [k, N] \):

\[
\text{opt}_* \left( \mathcal{U}(x,k) \right) = \text{opt}_* \left( \bigcup_{(x,k,u) \in \mathcal{U}(x,k)} (x,k,u) \oplus \text{opt}_* \left( \mathcal{U}(x,k) \right) \right),
\]

that is, a path is *-optimal if and only if it is a *-optimal concatenation of an admissible path \( (x,k,u) \) and a *-optimal path of \( \mathcal{U}(x,k) \).

Proof. Fix \( k \in [0, N] \), \( \ell \in [k, N] \) and \( x \in X_k \). Define

\[
\mathcal{V}_1 = \bigcup_{(x,k,u) \in \mathcal{U}(x,k)_\ell} (x,k,u) \oplus \text{opt}_* \left( \mathcal{U}(x,k) \right), \quad \text{and},
\]

\[
\mathcal{V}_2 = \bigcup_{(x,k,u) \in \mathcal{U}(x,k)_\ell} (x,k,u) \oplus \left( \mathcal{U}(x,k) \setminus \text{opt}_* \left( \mathcal{U}(x,k) \right) \right).
\]

Obviously, \( \mathcal{U}(x,k) = \mathcal{V}_1 \cup \mathcal{V}_2 \) and \( \mathcal{V}_1 \cap \mathcal{V}_2 = \emptyset \). We have to prove that \( \text{opt}_* \left( \mathcal{U}(x,k) \right) = \text{opt}_* \left( \mathcal{V}_1 \right) \). By the principle of optimality, no path in \( \mathcal{V}_2 \) is *-optimal in \( \mathcal{U}(x,k) \), so \( \mathcal{V}_2 \cap \text{opt}_* \left( \mathcal{U}(x,k) \right) = \emptyset \). This implies that \( \text{opt}_* \left( \mathcal{U}(x,k) \right) \subseteq \mathcal{V}_1 \subseteq \mathcal{U}(x,k) \), and since \( \text{opt}_* \) is assumed to be insensitive to the omission of non-*-optimal elements from \( \mathcal{U}(x,k) \), it follows that \( \text{opt}_* \left( \mathcal{U}(x,k) \right) = \text{opt}_* \left( \mathcal{V}_1 \right) \). \( \square \)

3.2 \( P \)-Maximality

Let us now apply these general results to the specific types of optimality introduced before. We first consider the optimality operator \( \text{opt}_{\geq P} \) that selects from a set of gambles (or paths) \( S \) those gambles (or paths) that are the maximal elements of \( S \) with respect to the strict partial order \( \succ_P \). The following lemma roughly states that the preference amongst paths with respect to \( \succ_P \) is preserved under concatenation and truncation. It yields a sufficient condition for the principle of optimality with respect to \( P \)-maximality to hold. Moreover, the lemma, and the principle of optimality, do not necessarily hold for preference with respect to \( P \)-maximality.

Lemma 1 Let \( k \in [0, N] \) and \( \ell \in [k, N] \). Consider the paths \( (x,k,u) \in \mathcal{U}(x,k)_\ell \) and \( (x_\ell, \ell,v) \in \mathcal{U}(x_\ell, \ell) \). Then \( (x_\ell, \ell,v) \succ_P (x_\ell, \ell,w) \) if and only if \( (x,k,u) \ell \oplus (x_\ell, \ell,v) \succ_P (x,k,u) \ell \oplus (x_\ell, \ell,w) \).

Proof. Let \( X, Y \) and \( Z \) be gambles on \( \Omega \). The statement is proven if we can show that \( Y \succ_P Z \) implies \( X + Y \succ_P X + Z \). Assume that \( Y \succ_P Z \). If \( P(Y - Z) > 0 \), then \( P((X + Y) - (X + Z)) = P(Y - Z) > 0 \). If \( Y \geq Z \), then \( X + Y \geq X + Z \), and finally, if \( Y \neq Z \), then \( X + Y \neq X + Z \). It follows that \( X + Y \succ_P X + Z \). \( \square \)
Proposition 3 (Principle of Optimality) Let \( k \in [0, N] \), \( x \in X_k \) and \((x, k, u^*) \in \mathcal{U}(x, k)\). If \((x, k, u^*)\) is \( P\)-maximal in \( \mathcal{U}(x, k) \) then \((x_\ell, k, u^*)\) is \( P\)-maximal in \( \mathcal{U}(x_\ell, k) \) for all \( \ell \in [k, N] \).

Proof. If \((x_\ell, k, u^*)\) is not \( P\)-maximal, there is a \((x_\ell, k, u')\) such that \((x_\ell, k, u^*) \succ_P (x_\ell, k, u')\). By Lemma 1 we find that 
\[
(x, k, u^*) + (x_\ell, k, u') \succ_P (x, k, u^*) + (x_\ell, k, u') \Rightarrow (x, k, u^*).
\]
This means that \((x, k, u^*) \oplus (x_\ell, k, u')\) is preferred to \((x, k, u^*)\), and therefore \((x, k, u^*)\) cannot be \( P\)-maximal, a contradiction.

As a direct consequence of Corollary 1 and Proposition 2, we see that if \( f(x, k) \) is compact, then the optimality operator \( \text{opt}_{\succ_P} \) associated with \( \mathcal{U}(x, k) \) is insensitive to the omission of non-\( P\)-optimal elements. Together with Proposition 3 and Theorem 2, this allows us to infer a Bellman equation for \( P\)-maximality.

Corollary 2 Let \( k \in [0, N] \) and \( x \in X_k \). If \( f(x, k) \) is compact, then for all \( \ell \in [k, N] \)
\[
\text{opt}_{\succ_P} (\mathcal{U}(x, k)) = \text{opt}_{\succ_P} \bigcup_{(x, k, u) \in \mathcal{U}(x, k)} (x, k, u) \oplus \text{opt}_{\succ_P} (\mathcal{U}(x_\ell, k)) \quad (3)
\]
that is, a path is \( P\)-maximal if and only if it is a \( P\)-maximal concatenation of an admissible path \((x, k, u)\) and a \( P\)-maximal path of \( \mathcal{U}(x_\ell, k) \).

Corollary 2 results in a procedure to calculate all \( P\)-maximal paths. Indeed, \( \text{opt}_{\succ_P} (\mathcal{U}(x, N)) = \{u_0\} \) for every \( x \in X_N \), and \( \text{opt}_{\succ_P} (\mathcal{U}(x, k)) \) can be calculated recursively through Eq. (3). It also provides a method for constructing a \( P\)-maximal feedback: for every \( x \in X_k \), choose any \((x, k, u^*(x, k))\) \( \in \text{opt}_{\succ_P} (\mathcal{U}(x, k)) \). Then \( \phi(x, k) = u^*_x \) realises a \( P\)-maximal feedback.

3.3 \( M\)-Maximality

We now turn to the optimality operator \( \text{opt}_{\succ_M} \), satisfying (1). By Proposition 2 and (1), it follows that \( \text{opt}_{\succ_M} \) is insensitive to the omission of non-\( M\)-maximal elements of \( \mathcal{U}(x, k) \) whenever \( f(x, k) \) is compact. By Proposition 3, \( \text{opt}_{\succ_M} \) satisfies the principle of optimality (indeed, if a path is \( M\)-maximal, then it must be \( P\)-maximal for some \( P \in M \), and by the proposition any truncation of it is also \( P\)-maximal, hence also \( M\)-maximal). This means that the Bellman equation also holds for \( M\)-maximality under similar conditions as for \( P\)-maximality. As already mentioned in Section 2.3, both types of optimality coincide if \( f(x, k) \) is convex.

3.4 \( P\)-Maximinity

Finally, we come to the type of optimality associated with the strict partial order \( \supseteq_P \). It follows from Proposition 2 and the discussion at the end of Section 2.2

that if $J(x,k)$ is compact, the optimality operator $\text{opt}_{\equiv_P}$ for $\mathcal{U}(x,k)$ is insensitive to the omission of non-$\equiv_P$-optimal paths from $\mathcal{U}(x,k)$. But, as the following counterexample shows, we cannot guarantee that the principle of optimality holds for $\equiv_P$-optimality, and therefore dynamic programming may not work here—not even with a vacuous uncertainty model. Essentially, this is because the partial order $\equiv_P$ is not a vector ordering on $\mathcal{L}(\Omega)$—it is not compatible with gain additivity: contrary to expected gain, lower expected gains are not additive.

**Example 1** Consider the dynamical system depicted in Figure 4. Let $\Omega = \{\#, \flat\}$, let $P$ be the vacuous lower prevision on $\Omega$, and denote the gamble $\# \mapsto x$, $\flat \mapsto y$ by $(x,y)$. Assume that $J(\alpha) = (2,0)$, $J(\beta) = (0,-1)$ and $J(\gamma) = (-2,0)$ (there is zero gain associated with the final state). Then $\alpha \beta \not\equiv_P \alpha \gamma$: indeed, $(2,-1)$ does not dominate $(0,0)$ point-wise, and $\inf (2, -1) \not> \inf (0,0)$ or equivalently $(0,0)$ maximises the worst expected gain. Hence, we find that $\alpha \gamma$ is $P$-maximin. But $\beta \equiv_P \gamma$: indeed, $\inf (0, -1) > \inf (0, -2)$ which means that $\gamma$ is not $P$-maximin. Thus the “principle of $P$-maximin optimality” does not hold here.

### 3.5 Yet Another Type of Optimality

We end this discussion with another type of optimality associated with a strict partial order, introduced by Harmanec in [8, Definition 3.4]. In our setting (precisely known system dynamics), its definition basically reduces to

$$X >^*_L Y \quad \text{if} \quad P(X) > P(Y) \lor (X \geq Y \land X \neq Y).$$

It can be shown easily that if $J(x,k)$ is compact, the optimality operator induced by $>^*_L$ for $\mathcal{U}(x,k)$ is insensitive to the omission of non-$>^*_L$-optimal paths from $\mathcal{U}(x,k)$. But, as the following counterexample shows, we cannot guarantee that the principle of optimality holds for $>^*_L$-optimality, and therefore the dynamic programming approach may not work here—not even with a vacuous uncertainty model. Again, this is because the partial order $\equiv_P$ is not compatible with gain additivity. It also indicates that the solution of the Bellman-type equation advocated in [8] will not necessarily lead to optimal paths, in the sense we described above.

**Example 2** Consider the dynamical system depicted in Figure 4. Let $\Omega = \{\#, \flat\}$, let $P$ be the vacuous lower prevision on $\Omega$, and denote the gamble $\# \mapsto x$, $\flat \mapsto y$...
by \((x, y)\). Assume that \(J(x) = (2, 0)\), \(J(y) = (0, 0)\) and \(J(y) = (-1, -1)\) (there is zero gain associated with the final state). Then \(a(b) \neq_{\mathbb{P}} a(y)\): indeed, \((2, 0)\) does not dominate \((1, -1)\) point-wise, and, \(\inf \langle 2, 0 \rangle \neq \sup \langle 1, -1 \rangle\). Hence, we find that \(a(y)\) is \(\succ_{\mathbb{P}}\)-maximal. But \(b \succ_{\mathbb{P}} y\): indeed, \(\langle 0, 0 \rangle\) dominates \((-1, -1)\) point-wise, which means that \(y\) is not \(\succ_{\mathbb{P}}\)-maximal. Thus the “principle of \(\succ_{\mathbb{P}}\)-maximal optimality” does not hold for this example.

4 Conclusion

The main conclusion of our work is that the method of dynamic programming can be extended to systems with imprecise gain. Our general study of what conditions a generalised notion of optimality should satisfy for the Bellman approach to work is of some interest in itself too. In particular, besides an obvious extension of the well-known principle of optimality, another condition emerges that relates to the nature of the optimality operators per se: the optimality of a path should be invariant under the omission of non-optimal paths from the set of paths under consideration. If optimality is induced by a strict partial ordering of paths, then this second condition is satisfied whenever the existence of dominating optimal paths for non-optimal ones is guaranteed.

Another important observation is that, in contradistinction to \(\mathcal{P}\)-maximality and \(\mathcal{M}\)-maximality, the dynamic programming method cannot be used to solve optimisation problems corresponding to \(\mathcal{P}\)-maximinity: for this notion the principle of optimality does not hold in general.

Throughout the paper we assumed the system dynamics to be deterministic, that is, independent of \(\omega\). This greatly simplifies the discussion, still encompasses a large number of interesting applications, and does not suffer from the computational issues often encountered when dealing with non-deterministic dynamical systems—simply because in general the number of possible (random) paths tends to grow exponentially with the size of the state space \(X\). However, we should note that dropping this assumption still leads to a Bellman-type equation, connecting operators of optimality associated with random states \(x: \Omega \rightarrow X\). A discussion of these matters has been omitted from the present paper due to limitations of space.
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Computing Lower Expectations with Kuznetsov’s Independence Condition*
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Abstract
Kuznetsov’s condition says that variables $X$ and $Y$ are independent when any product of bounded functions $f(X)$ and $g(Y)$ behaves in a certain way: the interval of expected values $\mathbb{E}[f(X)g(Y)]$ must be equal to the interval product $\mathbb{E}[f(X)] \times \mathbb{E}[g(Y)]$. The main result of this paper shows how to compute lower expectations using Kuznetsov’s condition. We also generalize Kuznetsov’s condition to conditional expectation intervals, and study the relationship between Kuznetsov’s conditional condition and the semi-graphoid properties.

Keywords
sets of probability distributions, lower expectations, probability intervals, expectation intervals, independence concepts

1 Introduction
Kuznetsov’s condition says that two variables $X$ and $Y$ are independent if, for any two bounded functions $f(X)$ and $g(Y)$, we have

$$\mathbb{E}[f(X)g(Y)] = \mathbb{E}[f(X)] \times \mathbb{E}[g(Y)],$$

where $\mathbb{E}[]$ denotes an interval of expected values and the product is understood as interval multiplication [8].

Kuznetsov’s condition is geared towards models that represent uncertainty through sets of probability measures and expectation intervals. In those models, Kuznetsov’s condition is seen to be more general than the standard definition of stochastic independence. The condition can be viewed as a definition of independence, and also as a constraint to be used when building models that involve imprecise beliefs. The relationship between Kuznetsov’s condition and other concepts of independence was analyzed in a previous paper [5]; several results from that publication are used in this paper.

*This work has been supported in part by CNPq through grant 300183/98-4, and in part by HP Labs through “Convênio Aprendizado de Redes Bayesianas”.
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This paper shows how to compute minima and maxima of expected values using Kuznetsov’s condition. The main result is a characterization of the largest credal set that complies with Kuznetsov’s condition — the “Kuznetsov’s extension” of marginal sets. We discuss the computation of lower expectations from Kuznetsov’s extensions, and investigate the connection between Kuznetsov’s extensions and other extensions used in the literature. Section 4 contains these developments.

We then generalize Kuznetsov’s condition to conditional beliefs (Section 5). To clarify the behavior of the resulting condition, we investigate its compliance to the semi-graphoid properties. We show that Kuznetsov’s conditional condition satisfies symmetry, redundancy, decomposition and weak union, but fails the contraction property.

Kuznetsov’s condition is an interesting tool for modeling independence with imprecise beliefs. This paper provides the basic machinery to manipulate the condition in practice. Section 6 presents our conclusions.

2 Credal sets, lower expectations, extensions

In this section we review the basic concepts necessary for later developments. Consider two random variables $X$ and $Y$. In this paper all variables have finitely many values. The probability density for $X$ is denoted by $p(X)$, and $E_p[f(X)]$ denotes the expectation of function $f(X)$ with respect to $p(X)$. A non-empty set of probability measures is called a credal set [9]; a credal set consisting of densities $p(X)$ is denoted by $K(X)$. A credal set $K(X,Y)$ consisting of joint densities $p(X,Y)$ is called a joint credal set. The lower and upper expectations of function $f(X)$ are respectively $E[f(X)] = \min_{p(X) \in K(X)} E_p[f(X)]$ and $E[f(X)] = \max_{p(X) \in K(X)} E_p[f(X)]$. The lower probability and the upper probability of event $A$ are defined similarly. A credal set produces an expectation interval for any bounded function $h(X)$: $E[h(X)] = \left[ E_l[h(X)], E_u[h(X)] \right]$.

There are several concepts of independence that can be applied to credal sets [2, 7]: here we focus on epistemic independence and strong independence. Variable $Y$ is epistemically irrelevant to $X$ if $K(X|Y)$ and $K(X)$ have the same convex hull for all possible values of $Y$ (equivalently, $E[f(X)|Y] = E[f(X)]$ for any bounded function $f(X)$ and all possible values of $Y$). Variables $X$ and $Y$ are epistemically independent if $X$ is irrelevant to $Y$ and $Y$ is irrelevant to $X$. Strong independence focuses instead on decomposition of probability measures [1, 2, 4]: Variables $X$ and $Y$ are strongly independent when every extreme point of $K(X,Y)$ satisfies standard stochastic independence of $X$ and $Y$.

Given marginal credal sets $K(X)$ and $K(Y)$, there may be several credal sets $K(X,Y)$ for which $X$ and $Y$ are independent. Each one of these sets is called an extension of $K(X)$ and $K(Y)$. Given marginal sets $K(X)$ and $K(Y)$, their epistemic extension (called the independent natural extension by Walley) is the largest joint
credal set that satisfies epistemic independence with marginals \(K(X)\) and \(K(Y)\) [13]. Their **strong extension** is the largest joint credal set that satisfies strong independence with marginals \(K(X)\) and \(K(Y)\) [2, 4]. The term **natural extension** is used to indicate the largest possible extension given whatever constraints on probability and independence are adopted [13].

A credal set \(K(X,Y)\) is **finitely generated** when it is a polytope in the space of probability measures — the convex hull of a finite number of probability distributions. Such a set is defined by a finite collection of linear inequalities such as \(\sum_{X,Y} h(X,Y) p(X,Y) \geq 0\). In the remainder of this paper, \(f\) indicates a function of \(X\), \(g\) indicates a function of \(Y\) and \(h\) indicates a function of \(X\) and \(Y\). Similarly, \(p\) indicates a density for \(X\), \(q\) indicates a density for \(Y\); other densities, such as \(p(X,Y)\), are indicated explicitly. We can view functions and probability densities as vectors, so we can write \((f \cdot g) \cdot (pq) \geq 0\) instead of \(\sum_{X,Y} f(X)g(Y)p(X)q(Y) \geq 0\), using the dot product to produce summation.

Note that any hyperplane \(h \cdot p(X,Y) = 0\) goes through the origin. The function/vector \(h\) is the normal vector of the hyperplane. If \(\overline{E}[h] = 0\), then \(h\) defines a **supporting hyperplane** for the credal set. If \(\overline{E}[h] = 0\), then \(−h\) is a supporting hyperplane. A **face** of a polytope is the intersection of the polytope with a supporting hyperplane; a **facet** is a maximal face distinct of the polytope [11].

To simplify notation, we use the same letter (\(f\), for instance) for a function, a vector (containing the values of a function), a normal vector (orthogonal to an hyperplane), an hyperplane (with the normal vector), or a facet (contained in the hyperplane with the normal vector), depending on the circumstances.

Any function/vector \(h\) can be written as \(h' + \overline{E}[h]\) or as \(−h'' + \overline{E}[h]\), where \(h'\) and \(h''\) are supporting hyperplanes that are parallel to \(h\). Consider any supporting hyperplane \(h'\) that goes through a vertex \(V\). Take the facets intersecting at \(V\), and the normal vectors to these facets. Then it must be possible to write \(h'\) as a linear of these normal vectors.

### 3 Kuznetsov’s condition and Kuznetsov’s extension

Kuznetsov’s condition is a condition for independence operating on expectations of independent variables [8]. The condition can be expressed either in terms of expectation intervals (Expression (1)), or as

\[
\overline{E}[f(X)g(Y)] = \min \left( \frac{\overline{E}[f(X)]\overline{E}[g(Y)]}{\overline{E}[f(X)]\overline{E}[g(Y)]}, \frac{\overline{E}[f(X)]\overline{E}[g(Y)]}{\overline{E}[f(X)]\overline{E}[g(Y)]} \right). \tag{2}
\]

To obtain (2) from (1), we recall that the interval product \([a, b] \times [c, d]\) is equal to

\[
[\min(ac, ad, bc, bd), \max(ac, ad, bc, bd)].
\]

The following result is used later:
**Theorem 1** For any bounded functions \( f(X) \) and \( g(Y) \), any extension that satisfies Kuznetsov’s condition must contain densities that attain \( E[f] E[g] \), \( E[f] F[g] \), \( F[f] E[g] \), and \( F[f] F[g] \).

**Proof.** Suppose we have a credal set that satisfies Kuznetsov’s condition. Consider a function \( h_1 = (f - E[f]) + \alpha(g - E[g]) + \beta \), where \( \alpha, \beta > 0 \); then \( E[h_1] = (E[f] - E[f]) + \alpha(E[g] - E[g]) + \beta = \alpha \beta \) for any \( \alpha, \beta \). But for this to happen, we must have a density \( p_1(X,Y) \) such that \( E[p_1[f]] = E[f] \) and \( E[p_1[g]] = E[g] \) at the same time. The proof can be completed by taking functions \( h_2 = (f - E[f]) + \alpha(g - E[g]) + \beta \), \( h_3 = -(f - E[f]) + \alpha(g - E[g]) + \beta \) and \( h_4 = -(f - E[f]) + \alpha(g - E[g]) + \beta \).

We can use Kuznetsov’s condition to construct credal sets. Suppose we have \( K(X) \) and \( K(Y) \), and we obtain the information that \( X \) and \( Y \) satisfy Kuznetsov’s condition, without further information on \( K(X,Y) \). What can we say about the joint credal set \( K(X,Y) \)? A reasonable strategy is to focus on the largest joint credal set that satisfies Kuznetsov’s condition and has the marginals \( K(X) \) and \( K(Y) \). This set is referred to as Kuznetsov’s extension of \( K(X) \) and \( K(Y) \). It should be noted that a Kuznetsov’s extension always exists [5].

Kuznetsov’s extensions are smaller than epistemic extensions when all events have positive probability, as in this case Kuznetsov’s independence implies epistemic independence — and even when all lower probabilities are larger than zero Kuznetsov’s extensions can be strictly smaller than epistemic extensions [5]. A strong extension always satisfies Kuznetsov’s condition and is contained in the corresponding Kuznetsov’s extension (however, the Kuznetsov’s extension can be strictly larger than the strong extension; also, it is possible that a credal set satisfies strong independence but does not satisfy Kuznetsov’s condition) [5].

### 4 Characterizing Kuznetsov’s extensions

Suppose we have two binary variables \( X \) and \( Y \), and we construct the strong extension of \( K(X) \) and \( K(Y) \). In this case, it is known that the strong extension and the Kuznetsov’s extension of \( K(X) \) and \( K(Y) \) are identical [5]. A more general result can actually be proved:

**Theorem 2** Consider a binary variable \( X \) with credal set \( K(X) \), and a variable \( Y \) with \( N \) values and credal set \( K(Y) \) with \( M \) vertices; the strong extension and Kuznetsov’s extension of \( K(X) \) and \( K(Y) \) are identical.

**Proof.** The strong extension is composed of vertices of the form \( p_i(X)q_j(Y) \), where \( p_i \) indicates a vertex of \( K(X) \) and \( q_j \) indicates a vertex of \( K(Y) \). If \( K(X) \) contains a single point, the result is immediate; suppose that \( K(X) \) has two vertices \( p_1 \) and \( p_2 \) (so there is a function \( f_1(X) \) such that \( f_1 \cdot p_1 = 0 \), and a function \( f_2(X) \) such that \( f_2 \cdot p_2 = 0 \). The strong extension can have at most \( 2M \) vertices,
all of them with $2N$ components (thus the strong extension lives in $(2N-1)$ dimensional space). Any facet of the strong extension is contained in an hyperplane that is defined by selecting $(2N-1)$ vertices of the strong extension plus the origin. Take a facet and divide its vertices (other than the origin) in two sets:

(i) the set $C_1$ containing points of the form $p_1q_j$,
(ii) the set $C_2$ containing points of the form $p_2q_k$,

where $q_j$, $q_k$ are vertices of $K(Y)$. Suppose that $C_1$ contains more points than $C_2$. Then we have at most $N-1$ points in $C_2$; we can always find an hyperplane defined by a function $g(Y)$ that goes through all these points. Thus we can construct a function $f_1(X)g(Y)$ such that

$$\sum_{X,Y} f_1(X)g(Y)p_1(X)q_j(Y) = \left(\sum_X f_1(X)p_1(X)\right) \left(\sum_Y g(Y)q_j(Y)\right) = 0$$

for every point in $C_1$ and every point in $C_2$. So the facet is represented by a decomposable function $f_1g$. The same construction can be followed if $C_2$ has more elements than $C_1$, in which case we will arrive at a decomposable function of the form $f_2g'$ for some $g'(Y)$. Thus, any facet of the strong extension is defined by a decomposable hyperplane and consequently is a valid constraint for Kuznetsov’s extension. The strong extension must then contain Kuznetsov’s extension, and so both are equal. $\square$

The facets generated in the proof of Theorem 2 are of the form $f(X)g(Y)$. A little reflection shows that this function $g(Y)$ must define a supporting hyperplane of $K(Y)$: If $g$ were not a supporting hyperplane of $K(Y)$, there should be a point $q_c$ such that $\sum_Y gq_c \geq 0$ and a point $q_d$ such that $\sum_Y gq_d \leq 0$. But $g \cdot q_c \geq 0$ would imply $(fg) \cdot (p_1q_c) \geq 0$ and $g \cdot q_d \leq 0$ would imply $(fg) \cdot (p_1q_d) \leq 0$, contradicting the fact that $fg$ is a supporting hyperplane for the strong extension. Consequently, the facets of the strong extension in Theorem 2 are defined by decomposable functions that factorize into facets of $K(X)$ and $K(Y)$.

Consider now a more general situation where we have categorical variables $X$ and $Y$ and finitely generated marginal credal sets $K(X)$ and $K(Y)$. Suppose that, instead of trying to compute Kuznetsov’s extensions, someone simply constructed the following inequalities:

$$\sum_{X,Y} \tilde{f}_i(X)p(X,Y) \geq 0, \quad \sum_{X,Y} \tilde{g}_j(Y)p(X,Y) \geq 0, \quad \sum_{X,Y} (\tilde{f}_i(X)\tilde{g}_j(Y))p(X,Y) \geq 0,$$

which can be written as

$$\tilde{f}_i \cdot p(X,Y) \geq 0, \quad \tilde{g}_j \cdot p(X,Y) \geq 0, \quad (\tilde{f}_i\tilde{g}_j) \cdot p(X,Y) \geq 0, \quad \text{for all } i, j.$$

This is a special case of the general result of Kuznetsov’s extended probability, which states that for any $X$ and $Y$, the following inequalities:

$$\sum_{X,Y} f_i(X)p(X,Y) \geq 0, \quad \sum_{X,Y} g_j(Y)p(X,Y) \geq 0, \quad \sum_{X,Y} (f_i(X)g_j(Y))p(X,Y) \geq 0,$$

which can be written as

$$f_i \cdot p(X,Y) \geq 0, \quad g_j \cdot p(X,Y) \geq 0, \quad (f_i g_j) \cdot p(X,Y) \geq 0, \quad \text{for all } i, j.$$
Theorem 3 Consider a variable $X$ with finitely generated credal set $K(X)$, defined by facets $\tilde{f}_i$, and a variable $Y$ with finitely generated credal set $K(Y)$, defined by facets $\tilde{g}_j$. The Kuznetsov’s extension is entirely defined by the facets $f_i$, $g_j$, and $(\tilde{f}_i \tilde{g}_j)$, for all combinations of $i$ and $j$.

Proof. Denote by $K_k(X,Y)$ the credal set constructed in the theorem. Every vertex of the strong extension is of the form $p(X)q(Y)$ and consequently satisfies $(\tilde{f}_i \tilde{g}_j) \cdot (pq) \geq 0$. We conclude that the strong extension is contained in $K_k(X,Y)$, thus the expectation intervals generated by the strong extension are contained in the expectation intervals generated by $K_k(X,Y)$. Furthermore, for every decomposable function $f(X)g(Y)$, there is a density in $K_k(X,Y)$ that attains the value prescribed by Kuznetsov’s condition, as the strong extension is contained in $K_k(X,Y)$.

Now take two arbitrary bounded functions $f(X)$ and $g(Y)$. There are seven different situations to consider:

1. $E[f] \geq 0$, $E[g] \geq 0$: Kuznetsov’s condition requires $E[fg] = E[f]E[g]$. Write $f$ as $f' + E[f]$ ($f'$ is a supporting hyperplane of $K(X)$) and write $g$ as $g' + E[g]$ ($g'$ is a supporting hyperplane of $K(Y)$). Then we have:

$$fg \cdot p(X,Y) = (f' + E[f])(g' + E[g]) \cdot p(X,Y) = f'g' \cdot p(X,Y) + E[f]g' \cdot p(X,Y) + E[g]f' \cdot p(X,Y) + E[E[f]E[g]],$$

an expression that is equal to or larger than $E[f]E[g]$ given that $p(X,Y)$ satisfies inequalities (4). This implies that $E_p[f,g] \geq E[f]E[g]$ for every $p(X,Y)$ and we obtain $E[f,g] = E[f]E[g]$ (because the inclusion of the strong extension in $K_k(X,Y)$ guarantees that the equality obtains).

2. $E[f] \leq 0$, $E[g] \leq 0$: Kuznetsov’s condition requires $E[fg] = E[f]E[g]$. To show that $E_p[f,g] \geq E[f]E[g]$ for every $p(X,Y)$, write $f$ as $-f' + E[f]$ and $g$ as $-g' + E[g]$ (where $f'$ and $g'$ are appropriate supporting hyperplanes), and then:

$$fg \cdot p(X,Y) = (-f' + E[f])(-g' + E[g]) \cdot p(X,Y),$$

a quantity that is equal to or larger than $E[f]E[g]$ given inequalities (4).

3. $E[f] \geq 0$, $E[g] \leq 0$: Kuznetsov’s condition requires $E[fg] = E[f]E[g]$. Write $f = f' + E[f]$, $f = -f'' + E[f]$, and $g = -g' + E[g]$ (where $f'$, $f''$ and $g'$ are appropriate supporting hyperplanes; note that $f$ is written in two different ways) and then:

$$fg \cdot p(X,Y) = f(g' + E[g]) \cdot p(X,Y) = ((f' + E[f])g' + (-f'' + E[f])E[g]) \cdot p(X,Y),$$

which is equal to or larger than $E[f]E[g]$. For all combinations of $i$ and $j$, where $\tilde{f}_i$ is a facet of $K(X)$ and $\tilde{g}_j$ is a facet of $K(Y)$.

Note that any set of densities that satisfies these inequalities will also satisfy $(f'g') \cdot p(X,Y) \geq 0$, where $f'$ and $g'$ are supporting hyperplanes of $K(X)$ and $K(Y)$ respectively.

The next theorem is the main result: it shows how to explicitly construct Kuznetsov’s extensions. The proof essentially consists of showing that any inequality required by Kuznetsov’s condition is already implied by inequalities (4).
4. $E[f] \leq 0$, $E[f] \geq 0$, $E[g] \leq 0$: Kuznetsov’s condition requires $E[fg] = E[f]E[g]$. Write $f = -f' + E[f]$, $g = g' + E[g]$, and $g = -g'' + E[g]$, and then $fg \cdot p(X,Y) = (-f'(-g'' + E[g]) + E[f]((g' + E[g])) \cdot p(X,Y)$, which is equal to or larger than $E[f]E[g]$.

5. $E[f] \leq 0$, $E[g] \geq 0$: Kuznetsov’s condition requires $E[fg] = E[f]E[g]$. Write $f = f' + E[f]$, $g = g' + E[g]$, and $g = -g'' + E[g]$, and then $fg \cdot p(X,Y) = (f'(g' + E[g]) + E[f](-g'' + E[g])) \cdot p(X,Y)$, which is equal to or larger than $E[f]E[g]$.

6. $E[f] \leq 0$, $E[g] \leq 0$, $E[g] \geq 0$: Kuznetsov’s condition requires $E[fg] = \min(E[f]E[g], E[f]E[g])$. Divide $K_4(X,Y)$ into two sets. Define $K_1(X,Y)$ to contain the distributions in $K_4(X,Y)$ such that $f \cdot p(X,Y) \geq 0$, and $K_2(X,Y)$ to contain the distributions in $K_4(X,Y)$ such that $f \cdot p(X,Y) \leq 0$. The value of $E[fg]$ with respect to $K_4(X,Y)$ is the minimum of $E[fg]$ with respect to $K_1(X,Y)$ and $K_2(X,Y)$. Following the previous cases, we obtain $E[f]E[g]$ as $E[fg]$ with respect to $K_1(X,Y)$, and $E[f]E[g]$ as $E[fg]$ with respect to $K_2(X,Y)$. We finally obtain $E[fg] = \min(E[f]E[g], E[f]E[g])$.

Thus $K_4(X,Y)$ satisfies Kuznetsov’s condition, and Kuznetsov’s extension must contain $K_4(X,Y)$ — however Kuznetsov’s extension cannot be larger than the set $K_4(X,Y)$, as every inequality (4) is directly required by Kuznetsov’s condition.

Once we know how to construct Kuznetsov’s extensions, we can compute $E[h(X,Y)]$ for a non-decomposable function $h(X,Y)$:

$$E[h(X,Y)] = \min (h(X,Y) \cdot p(X,Y)),$$

subject to $p(X,Y) \geq 0$, $\sum_{X,Y} p(X,Y) = 1$, and inequalities (4).

The linear program (5) provides the solution to the question, Which (decomposable) constraints to use when computing a lower expectation for Kuznetsov’s extension? Theorem 3 proves that inequalities (4) contain all the relevant constraints. Kuznetsov himself seems to have obtained different results, using his condition and additional factorization conditions to define extensions — a framework that led him to prescribe linear programs with infinitely many constraints [8].

Finally, note that we can also use linear programming if we need to compute a conditional lower expectation such as $E[h|A]$ for some event $A$ where $E(A) > 0$. The computation of $E[h|A]$ requires the solution of a fractional linear program that can be performed using the Charnes-Cooper transformation and linear programming [3], using inequalities (4) as the starting point.
5 Kuznetsov’s conditional condition and the semi-graphoid properties

Kuznetsov’s condition does not deal with the concept of conditional independence, but it can certainly be extended to do so. Say that two variables $X$ and $Y$ are independent conditional on $Z$ if, for bounded functions $f(X)$ and $g(Y)$,

$$\mathbb{E}[fg|z] = \mathbb{E}[f|z] \times \mathbb{E}[g|z],$$

for any value of $Z$ (we assume that conditioning events have positive lower probability).

How appropriate is Kuznetsov’s conditional condition as a concept of conditional independence? One way to study concepts of independence is to verify the semi-graphoid properties satisfied by the concept [6, 10, 12]. A relation $(X \perp \perp Y \mid Z)$ is called a semi-graphoid when it satisfies the following axioms:

- **Symmetry**: $(X \perp \perp Y \mid Z) \Rightarrow (Y \perp \perp X \mid Z)$
- **Redundancy**: $(X \perp \perp Y \mid X)$
- **Decomposition**: $(X \perp \perp (W, Y) \mid Z) \Rightarrow (X \perp \perp Y \mid (W, Z))$
- **Weak union**: $(X \perp \perp (W, Y) \mid Z) \Rightarrow (X \perp \perp Y \mid (W, Z))$
- **Contraction**: $(X \perp \perp Y \mid Z) \& (X \perp \perp W \mid (Y, Z)) \Rightarrow (X \perp \perp (W, Y) \mid Z)$.

Denote by $(X \perp \perp Y \mid K)$ the fact that $X$ and $Y$ satisfy Kuznetsov’s condition conditional on $Z$. The notation $\mathbb{E}[f]$ is used to indicate either $\mathbb{E}[f|z]$ or $\mathbb{E}[f]$, whatever value is required by Kuznetsov’s condition. We have:

**Theorem 4** Kuznetsov’s conditional condition satisfies symmetry, redundancy, weak union and decomposition when applied to credal sets where no event has zero lower probability.

**Proof.** Symmetry is immediate, and redundancy follows from $\mathbb{E}[f(X)g(Y)|x_0] = f(x_0)\mathbb{E}[g(Y)|x_0] = \mathbb{E}[f(X)|x_0] \times \mathbb{E}[g(Y)|x_0]$ for any $f(X)$, $g(Y)$, and any $x_0$. Decomposition follows from the fact that any function of $Y$ is also a function of $Y$ and $W$, so we have $\mathbb{E}[f(X)g(Y)|z] = \mathbb{E}[f(X)|z] \times \mathbb{E}[g(Y)|z]$ when $(X \perp \perp (W, Y) \mid Z)$. To simplify the proof of the weak union property, the conditioning variable $Z$ is suppressed. What must be shown is that $\mathbb{E}[fg|w] = \mathbb{E}[f]\mathbb{E}[g|w]$ follows from $\mathbb{E}[f|h] = \mathbb{E}[f]\mathbb{E}[h]$, where $h$ is any function of $W$ and $Y$ (note that $\mathbb{E}[f] = \mathbb{E}[f|w]$ by hypothesis, as events have positive lower probability). Theorem 1 can be easily modified to prove that any credal set satisfying Kuznetsov’s condition must contain densities that attain $\mathbb{E}[f]E[g|w]$, $\mathbb{E}[f]E[g|w]$, $\mathbb{E}[f]\mathbb{E}[g|w]$ and $\mathbb{E}[f]\mathbb{E}[g|w]$; thus, there is always a density $\rho$ in a set that satisfies Kuznetsov’s condition such that $E_{\rho}[fg|w] = \mathbb{E}[fg|w]$, where $\mathbb{E}[fg|w]$ follows Kuznetsov’s condition. Take Kuznetsov’s extension of $\mathbb{K}(X)$ and $\mathbb{K}(W, Y)$, denoted by $\mathbb{K}_*(W, X, Y)$. This extension must be equal to or larger than any set satisfying $X \perp \perp (W, Y)$. If we determine that $\mathbb{E}[fg|w] \geq \mathbb{E}[f]\mathbb{E}[g|w]$ for $\mathbb{K}_*(W, X, Y)$, then automatically we obtain $\mathbb{E}[fg|w] = \mathbb{E}[f]\mathbb{E}[g|w]$ for any set satisfying $(X \perp \perp (W, Y))$, and weak
union follows. The Kuznetsov’s extension $K_k(W, X, Y)$ satisfies any inequality $h(W, X, Y) \cdot p(W, X, Y) \geq 0$, and so it satisfies $(f(X)g(Y))_n(W) \cdot p(W, X, Y) \geq 0$ for any $f(X), g(Y)$ and $w$. If we consider the conditional distributions $p(X, Y|w)$ obtained from $K_k(W, X, Y)$, they must satisfy $(f(X)g(Y)) \cdot p(X, Y|w) \geq 0$ as this last inequality is obtained by normalizing the previous one. If we were to construct the Kuznetsov’s extension of $K(X)$ and $K(Y|w)$, where $K(Y|w)$ is obtained from $K(W, X)$ by conditioning, then this Kuznetsov’s extension would also satisfy any inequality $(f(X)g(Y)) \cdot p(X, Y|w) \geq 0$. So, every inequality constraining the Kuznetsov’s extension of $K(X)$ and $K(Y|w)$ is also a constraint for the conditional set obtained from $K_k(W, X, Y)$. Thus the former set is equal to or larger than the latter set. Now notice that, for the Kuznetsov’s extension of $K(X)$ and $K(Y|w)$, $E[f,g|w] = E[f,E[g|w]]$, and so we must have $E[f,g|w] \geq E[f,E[g|w]]$ for $K_k(W, X, Y)$. □

Kuznetsov’s condition does not imply the contraction property, as the next example shows.

**Example 1** Consider binary variables $W$, $X$, and $Y$, and a credal set $K(W, X, Y)$ with eight vertices such that each vertex decomposes as $p(W|Y)\ p(X)\ p(Y)$. Values of $p(w_0|y_0)$, $p(w_0|y_1)$, $p(x_0)$ and $p(y_0)$ are:

| Vertex | $[p(w_0|y_0)\ p(w_0|y_1)\ p(x_0)\ p(y_0)]$ | Vertex | $[p(w_0|y_0)\ p(w_0|y_1)\ p(x_0)\ p(y_0)]$ |
|--------|-----------------------------------|--------|-----------------------------------|
| 1      | [0.7, 0.4, 0.3, 0.2]               | 5      | [0.7, 0.4, 0.3, 0.2]               |
| 2      | [0.7, 0.5, 0.2, 0.2]               | 6      | [0.7, 0.5, 0.3, 0.2]               |
| 3      | [0.8, 0.4, 0.2, 0.2]               | 7      | [0.8, 0.4, 0.3, 0.3]               |
| 4      | [0.8, 0.5, 0.2, 0.2]               | 8      | [0.8, 0.5, 0.2, 0.3]               |

It can be verified that the set of marginal densities $K(X, Y)$ contains every combination of $p(x_0)$ and $p(y_0)$, so $K(X, Y)$ is the Kuznetsov’s extension for $X$ and $Y$ (Theorem 2). Likewise, $K(W, X|y_0)$ is the Kuznetsov’s extension of $W$ and $X$ conditional on $y_0$, and $K(W, X|y_1)$ is the Kuznetsov’s extension of $W$ and $X$ conditional on $y_1$. Thus the credal set $K(W, X, Y)$ satisfies $(X \perp \perp Y)$ and $(X \perp \perp W|Y)$, but it is not true that $X \perp \perp_K (W, Y)$. Take the function $f(X) = [1, 2]$ and the function $h(W, Y) = [2, 1, 1, 2]$. Then $E[fh] = 2.652$ for $K(W, X, Y)$, but $E[f]E[h] = 1.7 \times 1.54 = 2.61$ — violating Kuznetsov’s condition. □

Despite the failure of contraction for generic credal sets, there is an important situation where contraction holds with Kuznetsov’s condition.

**Theorem 5** Kuznetsov’s conditional condition satisfies the contraction property when applied to credal sets where no events have zero lower probability, and such that the sets $K(X)$, $K(Y)$, and $K(W|Y)$ are separately specified.

*Proof.* As the relevant sets are separately specified, minimization can occur separately within each set, so $E[f(X)h(W, Y)] = \min E_p[E_p[fh|Y]] = \min E_p[E[fh|Y]]$. 

As we have \((X \bot K | W, Y)\), 
\[
\mathbb{E}[f(X)h(W,Y)] = \min \mathbb{E}_p \mathbb{E}[f | Y] \mathbb{E}[h | Y],
\]
and because \((X \bot K | Y)\), 
\[
\mathbb{E}[f(X)h(W,Y)] = \min \mathbb{E}_p \mathbb{E}[f | Y] \mathbb{E}[h].
\]

6 Conclusion

A Kuznetsov’s extension can be viewed as a set that “wraps” a strong extension using decomposable hyperplanes. In fact, there is an interesting duality between these two extensions; while the former is constructed with decomposable hyperplanes, the latter is constructed with decomposable measures.

Kuznetsov’s extensions can have complex structures, except when binary variables are present. The fact that the conditional version of Kuznetsov’s condition fails the contraction property is troubling. This failure suggests that it may be hard to simplify multivariate models using only judgements of conditional independence (according to Kuznetsov’s condition), as these judgements are coupled with the contraction property in traditional multivariate probabilistic models [10].

The challenges for the future are to determine when Kuznetsov’s extensions (and derived concepts) are applicable in practice and how to manipulate them efficiently.
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Abstract

In this paper we adopt the geometric approach to the theory of evidence to study the geometric counterparts of the plausibility functions, or upper probabilities. The computation of the coordinate change between the two natural reference frames in the belief space allows us to introduce the dual notion of basic plausibility assignment and understand its relation with the classical basic probability assignment. The convex shape of the plausibility space $P$ is recovered in analogy to what was done for the belief space, and the pointwise geometric relation between a belief function and the corresponding plausibility vector is discussed. The orthogonal projection of an arbitrary belief function $s$ onto the probabilistic subspace is computed and compared with other significant entities, such as the relative plausibility and mean probability vectors.
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1 Introduction

Uncertainty measures are assuming a mayor role in fields like artificial intelligence and computer vision, where problems requiring formalized reasoning are common. However, during the last decades a number of different descriptions of uncertain state of knowledge have been proposed, as alternatives or extensions of the classical probability theory. The theory of evidence is one of the most popular formalisms, thanks perhaps to its nature of quite natural extension of the classical Bayesian methodology.

In a series of recent works ([7], [6]) we have proposed a geometric interpretation of the theory of evidence based on the notion of belief space, the set of all
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the b.f.s defined on a fixed domain. It is well known that upper and lower probabilities, belief functions, possibility measures, fuzzy sets can be all thought of as fuzzy measures. Hence, it would be highly desirable to find a common environment where to discuss and compare all these uncertainty descriptions in an unified fashion.

In this perspective, this paper proposes a geometric picture of the connections between upper and lower probabilities in the belief space framework. After recalling the basic notions of the theory of evidence, we will briefly introduce the geometric approach to the ToE. After computing the change of coordinates between the orthogonal and oblique reference frames in the belief space, the notion of basic plausibility assignment will be defined and its analytic relation with the basic probability assignment unveiled (Section 3). This will allow us to describe the space of all the plausibility vectors as a simplex, called plausibility space, and give a natural interpretation of its vertices in terms of degrees of belief.

Next (Section 4) we will try and understand the pointwise geometry of upper probabilities by noticing that the line connecting a belief function \( s \) and the corresponding plausibility function \( P^* \) is orthogonal to the Bayesian subspace \( \mathcal{P} \). This will allow us to compute the orthogonal projection \( s_{\perp \mathcal{P}} \) of \( s \) onto \( \mathcal{P} \) and prove that it is a probability distribution. We will also find the position of the mean probability vector \( \frac{s + P^*}{2} \) and the condition under which \( P^* \) is the reflection of \( s \) through the probabilistic subspace.

Finally, we will express the credal set of the probabilities consistent with \( s \) as a simplex, noticing that its center of mass is the geometric counterpart of the so called pignistic transformation, and discuss the geometry of these points in the perspective of the probabilistic approximation problem. To improve the readability of the paper the proofs of the major results have been moved to an appendix.

1.1 Previous work

The geometric approach to the theory of evidence and generalized probabilities is due to the author, even if close references can be the works of Ha and Haddawy [9] and Wang et al. [17]. Anyway, some interesting papers have been recently published on the geometry of lower probabilities and plausibilities of singletons. P. Black, in particular, has dedicated its doctoral thesis to the study of belief functions [2]. An abstract of his results on the geometry of belief functions and other monotone capacities can be found in [3], where he uses shapes of geometric loci to give a direct visualization of the distinct classes of monotone capacities. In particular a number of results about lengths of edges of convex sets representing monotone capacities are given, together with their size meant as the sum of those lengths.

A number of papers, on the other side, have been published on the approximation of belief functions (see [1] for a review), mainly in order to find efficient implementations of the rule of combination aiming to reduce the number of focal
elements (see for instance the works of Tessem [16] and Lowrance et al. [11]).

2 Geometric approach to the Theory of Evidence

The theory of evidence [13] has been introduced in the late Seventies by Glenn Shafer as a way of representing epistemic knowledge, starting from a sequence of seminal works of Arthur Dempster [8]. In this formalism the best representation of chance is a belief function (b.f.) rather than a Bayesian mass distribution. Following Shafer [13] let us call the finite set of possible outcomes for a decision problem frame of discernment or simply frame. In the following we will denote by $A'$ the complement of an arbitrary set $A$, by $A \setminus B \equiv A \cap B'$ the difference of two sets $A$ and $B$, and by $|A|$ the cardinality (number of elements) of $A$.

A basic probability assignment (b.p.a.) over a frame $\Theta$ is a function $m : 2^\Theta \to [0, 1]$ on its power set $2^\Theta = \{ A \subset \Theta \}$ such that $m(\emptyset) = 0$, $\sum_{A \subset \Theta} m(A) = 1$, $m(A) \geq 0 \ \forall A \subset \Theta$.

The subsets of $\Theta$ associated with non-zero values of $m$ are called focal elements and their union core.

The belief function $s : 2^\Theta \to [0, 1]$ associated with a basic probability assignment $m$ is defined as $s(A) = \sum_{B \subset A} m(B)$, while $m$ can be uniquely recovered from $s$ by means of the Moebius formula

$$m(A) = \sum_{B \subset A} (-1)^{|A\setminus B|} s(B).$$

(1)

In particular, a Bayesian belief function $s$ is a belief function such that $m_s(A) = 0$ for all $A$ s.t. $|A| > 1$. Hence, finite probabilities are nothing more than special b.f.s.

Belief functions representing distinct bodies of evidence can be combined by means of the Dempster’s rule of combination [8]. The orthogonal sum $s_1 \oplus s_2$ of two belief functions is a new belief function whose focal elements are all the possible intersections between the combining focal elements and whose b.p.a. is given by

$$m(C) = \frac{\sum_{i,j : A_i \cap B_j = C} m_1(A_i)m_2(B_j)}{1 - \sum_{i,j : A_i \cap B_j = \emptyset} m_1(A_i)m_2(B_j)},$$

(2)

where $\{A_i\}$ and $\{B_j\}$ are the focal elements of $s_1, s_2$ respectively.

When all the intersections between focal elements of the two functions are empty, the denominator of Equation (2) goes to zero and we say that $s_1$ and $s_2$ are not combinable.

A dual representation of the evidence encoded by a belief function $s$ is called upper probability\(^1\), and expresses the amount of evidence not against a proposition.

\(^1\)The name comes from the fact that belief values and upper probability values are respectively lower and upper bounds for the probabilities of the events.
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\[ P^s(A) = 1 - s(A^c) = 1 - \sum_{B \subseteq A^c} m(B) = \sum_{B \subseteq A \neq \emptyset} m(B) \geq s(A). \] (3)

Now, consider a frame of discernment \( \Theta \) and introduce in the Euclidean space \( \mathbb{R}^{2^{|\Theta|} - 1} \) an orthonormal reference frame \( \{X_A\}_{A \subseteq \Theta, A \neq \emptyset} \) such that each coordinate function \( x_A \) measures the belief value associated with the \( i \)-th subset of \( \Theta \).

**Definition 1** The belief space associated with \( \Theta \) is the set of points \( S_\Theta \) of \( \mathbb{R}^{2^{|\Theta|} - 1} \) corresponding to a belief function.

We usually assume the domain \( \Theta \) fixed, and denote the belief space by \( S \). Let us call \( A \)-th basis belief function

\[ P_A = s \in S \text{ s.t. } m_s(A) = 1, \quad m_s(B) = 0 \quad B \neq A \]

the unique belief function assigning all the mass to a single subset \( A \) of \( \Theta \). It can be proved that (see [7], [6]), calling \( E_s \) the list of focal elements of \( s \),

**Theorem 1** The set of all the belief functions with focal elements in a given collection \( X \) is closed and convex in \( S \): \( \{s : E_s \subseteq X\} \subset \text{Cl}(\{P_A : A \in X\}) \).

The shape of \( S \) follows immediately from Theorem 1.

**Corollary 1** The belief space \( S \) coincides with the convex closure of all the basis belief functions, \( S = \text{Cl}(P_A, A \subseteq \Theta, A \neq \emptyset) \).

Moreover, any belief function \( s \in S \) can be written as a convex sum as follows:

\[ s = \sum_{A \subseteq \Theta, A \neq \emptyset} m_s(A) \cdot P_A. \] (4)

Clearly, since a probability is a belief function assigning non zero masses to singletons only, Theorem 1 implies that the set \( \mathcal{P} \) of all the Bayesian belief functions is a subset of the border of \( S \), precisely \( \mathcal{P} = \text{Cl}(P_{\emptyset}, i = 1, \ldots, |\Theta|) \).

### 3 Geometry of Plausibility Functions

Analogously to what done for the vectors of \( \mathbb{R}^N (N = 2^{|\Theta|} - 1) \) representing belief functions, we would like to understand the geometric properties of the plausibility vectors \( [P^p_s(A), A \subseteq \Theta]^T \). A plausibility vector can indeed be expressed as

\[ P^p_s = \sum_{A \subseteq \Theta} P^p_s(A) \cdot X_A \] (5)

where \( \{X_A, A \subseteq \Theta\} \) is the orthogonal reference frame of the belief space.

The basis belief functions \( P_A \) form a set of independent vectors in \( \mathbb{R}^N \), so that the
collections \( \{X_A\} \) and \( \{P_A\} \) form two distinct coordinate frames in the belief space. To understand the place a plausibility vector takes in the belief reference frame \( \{P_A\} \) we then need to compute the coordinate change between these frames. We first notice that basis b.f.s can be expressed as \( P_A = \sum_{E \supset A} X_E \).

**Proposition 1** The coordinate change between the two coordinate frames \( \{X_A\} \) and \( \{P_A\} \) is given by

\[
X_A = \sum_{B \supset A} P_B \cdot (-1)^{|B| - |A|}.
\]

(6)

### 3.1 Basic Plausibility Assignment

Let us now replace expression (6) in Equation (5), obtaining for \( P_s^+ \)

\[
\sum_{A \in \Theta} P_s^+(A) \cdot X_A = \sum_{A \in \Theta} P_s^+(A) \cdot \sum_{B \supset A} P_B \cdot (-1)^{|B| - |A|} = \sum_{B \in \Theta} P_B \cdot \left( \sum_{A \subset B} (-1)^{|B| - |A|} P_s^+(A) \right)
\]

and after introducing the quantity

\[
\mu(A) = \sum_{B \subset A} (-1)^{|A| - |B|} P_s^+(B)
\]

(7)

we can write

\[
P_s^+ = \sum_{A \in \Theta} \mu(A) \cdot P_A.
\]

(8)

We call the function \( \mu : 2^\Theta \to \mathbb{R} \) defined by expression (7) basic plausibility assignment. It is easy to recognize the Moebius equation for plausibilities, which implies \( P_s^+(A) = \sum_{B \subset A} \mu(B) \). A few calculations allow us to understand the relation between basic probabilities and plausibilities.

**Theorem 2**

\[
\mu(A) = \begin{cases} 
(\sum_{E \supset A} m(E) - \sum_{E \supset A, A \neq \emptyset} m(E) \cdot \sum_{A \subset E, A \neq \emptyset} (-1)^{|A|}) & A \neq \emptyset \\
0 & A = \emptyset.
\end{cases}
\]

(9)

It is easy to see that basic plausibility assignments meet the normalization constraint. In fact

\[
\sum_{A \in \Theta} \mu(A) = \sum_{A \in \Theta} (\sum_{E \supset A} m(E)) = \sum_{E \in \Theta} m(E) \cdot \left( \sum_{A \subset E, A \neq \emptyset} (-1)^{|A|} \right) = 1
\]

since \( \sum_{A \subset E, A \neq \emptyset} (-1)^{|A|} = -(0 - (-1)^0) = 1 \) for the expression of Newton’s binomial \( \binom{n}{k} p^k q^{n-k} = (p + q)^n \), where in this case \( k = |A|, p = -1, q = 1 \). However, \( \mu(A) \) is not always positive, so we can just infer that any plausibility vector lies on the affine subspace generated by the basis belief functions \( \{P_A\} \).

\(^2\)Note that \( P_s^+(\emptyset) = 0 \) so the expression is correct even if \( X_\emptyset \) does not exist.
3.2 Plausibility Space

Analogously to what done for belief functions, let us call plausibility space the region $\Pi$ of $\mathbb{R}^N$ whose points correspond to admissible plausibility functions. It is not difficult to prove that

**Theorem 3** $\Pi$ is a simplex

$$\Pi = \text{Cl}(\Pi_A, A \subset \Theta, A \neq \emptyset), \quad \Pi_A = - \sum_{B \subset A} (-1)^{|B|}P_B.$$  \hfill (10)

**Proof.** We just need to re-assemble expression (8) as a convex combination of points, getting (through Equation (9))

$$P^*_s = \sum_{A \subset Q} \mu(A) \cdot P_A = \sum_{A \subset \Theta, A \neq \emptyset} (-1)^{|A|+1} \cdot \sum_{E \subset A} m(E) \cdot P_A =$$

$$= \sum_{A \subset \Theta, A \neq \emptyset} (-1)^{|A|+1} m(E) \cdot P_A = \sum_{E \subset \Theta, E \neq \emptyset} m(E) \cdot \sum_{A \subset E, A \neq \emptyset} (-1)^{|A|+1} P_A$$

$$= \sum_{E \neq \emptyset} m(E) \Pi_E,$$

that is a convex combination since basic probability assignments have unitary sum. \hfill \Box

It is easy to notice that $\Pi_{\{\emptyset\}} = -(-1)^{|\Theta|} \cdot P_{\{\emptyset\}} = P_{\{\emptyset\}} \forall \Theta \in \Theta$, so that $P \subset S \cap \Pi$. The inverse relation between basis belief functions and basis plausibilities has the same form of Equation (10):

**Theorem 4**

$$P_A = - \sum_{B \subset A} (-1)^{|B|} \cdot \Pi_B.$$  \hfill (11)

**Proof.** The proof follows the sketch of Proposition 1. Replacing expression (11) in Equation (10) yields for $\Pi_A$

$$- \sum_{B \subset A} (-1)^{|B|} P_B = \sum_{B \subset A} (-1)^{|B|} \cdot \sum_{E \subset B} (-1)^{|E|} \Pi_E = \sum_{E \subset A} (-1)^{|E|} \Pi_E \cdot \sum_{E \subset B \subset A} (-1)^{|B|}$$

but then, analogously to what previously done (see the Appendix),

$$\sum_{E \subset B \subset A} (-1)^{|B|} = \begin{cases} (-1)^{|A|} & E = A \\ 0 & E \neq A \end{cases}$$

and the thesis easily follows. \hfill \Box

The vertices of the plausibility space have a natural interpretation.

**Theorem 5** The vertex $\Pi_A$ of the plausibility space is the plausibility vector associated with the basis belief function $P_A$, $\Pi_A = P^*_A$. 
Figure 1: Geometric relations between upper and lower probabilities in the belief space for a binary frame $\Theta = \{x, y\}$. The belief space $S$ and the plausibility space $P$ are both simplices with vertices $\{P_\Theta = (0, 0), P_x = (1, 0), P_y = (0, 1)\}$ and $\{\Pi_\Theta = (1, 1), \Pi_x = P_x, \Pi_y = P_y\}$ respectively. In the picture a belief function $s$ and the corresponding plausibility function $P^*_s$ are indicated, showing that they are in symmetric positions with respect to the common subspace $\mathcal{P}$. The location of the relative plausibility of singletons $\tilde{P}^*_s$ is also shown, as intersection of the probabilistic subspace with the line joining $P^*_s$ and $P_\Theta = (0, 0)$. A dual line joining $s$ and $\Pi_\Theta$ also appears.

Figure 1 shows the relation between belief and plausibility space for a the binary frame $\Theta = \{x, y\}$. Without reporting the calculations, we may notice another few interesting facts. The two simplices are perfectly symmetric with respect to the probabilistic subspace. Furthermore, upper and lower probability vectors determine a line that is orthogonal to $\mathcal{P}$, and they also lie on symmetric positions with respect to the Bayesian region. Notice that the relative plausibility vector $\tilde{P}^*_s$ (normalized version of $P^*_s$) does not coincide at all with the orthogonal projection of $s$ (or $P^*_s$) onto $\mathcal{P}$. In the following we will try and understand what of those features retain their validity in the general case.

4 Upper and lower probability vectors

It is in fact natural to wonder what is the pointwise relation between vectors representing upper and lower probability functions generated by the same evidence.
Luckily enough, orthogonality turns out to be an actual property of those uncertainty descriptions.

4.1 Orthogonal projection

Let us first denote with $P_x$ the basis belief function for $A = \{x\}$. Being $\mathcal{P} = Cl(P_x, x \in \Theta)$ an affine subspace, it can be written as the translated version of a vector space as $\mathcal{P} = P_x + \text{span}(P_y - P_x, \forall y \in \Theta, y \neq x)$, where the $n-1$ vectors $P_y - P_x$ form a basis of this vector space. They show a peculiar symmetry

$\begin{cases}
  1 & A \supset \{y\}, A \nsubseteq \{x\} \\
  0 & A \supset \{x\}, \{y\} \text{ or } A \nsubseteq \{x\}, \{y\} \\
  -1 & A \nsubseteq \{y\}, A \supset \{x\}
\end{cases}$

that can be usefully exploited for our goals. In particular, we can appreciate that

$$(P_y - P_x)(A) = 1 \Rightarrow A \supset \{y\}, A \nsubseteq \{x\} \Rightarrow A^c \supset \{x\}, A^c \nsubseteq \{y\} \Rightarrow (P_y - P_x)(A^c) = -1$$

and vice-versa, while $(P_y - P_x)(A) = 0 \Rightarrow A \supset \{y\}, A \supset \{x\} \text{ or } A \nsubseteq \{y\}, A \nsubseteq \{x\}$

so that in the first case $A^c \nsubseteq \{x\}, \{y\}$, in the second one $A^c \supset \{x\}, \{y\}$ but in both situations $(P_y - P_x)(A^c) = 0$. Summarizing we can write

$$(P_y - P_x)(A^c) = -(P_y - P_x)(A) \quad \forall A \subset \Theta$$

which directly implies that

**Theorem 6** The line connecting $P^*_x$ and $s$ is orthogonal to the probabilistic subspace, i.e.

$$s - P^*_s \perp \mathcal{P}.$$ 

It is then clear that the orthogonal projection of $s$ onto $\mathcal{P}$ is simply the intersection of this line with the probabilistic subspace,

$$s_{\perp \mathcal{P}} = \overline{sP^*_s} \cap \mathcal{P}.$$ 

We just have to find the value of $\alpha$ such that $s + \alpha(P^*_y - s) \in \mathcal{P}$.

**Theorem 7** The coordinates of the orthogonal projection of $s$ onto $\mathcal{P}$ with respect to the basis $\{P_A\}$ can be expressed in terms of the basic probability assignment $m$ of $s$ as follows:

$$m_{s_{\perp \mathcal{P}}} (\{x\}) = m(\{x\}) + \sum_{A \supset \{x\}} m(A) \cdot \frac{\sum_{|A| > 1} m(A)}{\sum_{|A| > 1} m(A)|A|}. \quad (12)$$

Equation (12) ensures that $m_{s_{\perp \mathcal{P}}} (\{x\})$ is always positive for each $x \in \Theta$, so that
Corollary 2 The orthogonal projection $s_{\perp P}$ of any arbitrary belief function $s$ onto the probabilistic subspace $P$ is a Bayesian belief function.

This fact is not just a trivial consequence of its definition, since the probability simplex is a small region of $\text{span}(P)$ in general. A symmetric version of the formula can be obtained after realizing that $\sum_{|A|=1} m(A) = 1$, so that we can write

$$m_{s_{\perp P}}(\{x\}) = \frac{\sum_{|A|=1} m(A) \sum_{|A|>1} m(A)_A}{\sum_{|A|>1} m(A)_A} \cdot P_s - \frac{m_{s_{\perp P}}(\{x\}) \sum_{|A|>1} m(A)}{\sum_{|A|>1} m(A)_A} + \left[ P_s - s(\{x\}) \right] \sum_{|A|>1} m(A)_A. \quad (13)$$

It is natural to wonder whether the upper probability vector is actually the reflection of the lower probability vector through the probabilistic subspace as in the binary case, i.e. if $s_{\perp P} = \frac{s + P_s}{2}$. In [5] we will show that

Proposition 2 Orthogonal projection and mean probability coincide iff

$$\sum_{|A|>1} m(A)_A = 2 \sum_{|A|>1} m(A).$$

This apparently arid result is strictly related to the duality issue concerning the geometric counterparts of upper and lower probabilities. Is this duality associated with some kind of symmetry through the probabilistic subspace? Further analysis [5] seem to hint that the situation is a bit more complex.

4.2 Simplex of Consistent Probabilities

It is well known, on the other side, that belief functions can be formally interpreted in terms of classes of unknown probabilities. Given the nature of basic probability assignments, it is natural to conjecture that the set of probabilities $P(s)$ consistent with a given belief function $s$ has also the shape of a simplex. Is there any relation between the orthogonal projection of $s$ onto $P$ and this simplex?

Following Shafer [13] we can think of $m(A)$ as a probability free to move inside $A$. If we assign the mass of each focal element $A_i$ to one of its elements $a_i$, intuitively we should get an extremum of the region of consistent probabilities. More formally, to each focal element $A$ corresponds a mass $m(A)$ distributed among its elements, $m(A) \cdot \text{Cl}(P_{a_i}, a \in A)$, so that $P(s)$ can be expressed as

$$P(s) = \sum_{A \subset \Theta} m(A) \cdot \text{Cl}(P_{a_i}, a \in A).$$

Then, given an arbitrary belief function $s$ with focal elements $A_1, \ldots, A_m$, we can define for each choice of $m$ representatives $\{a_1, \ldots, a_m\}$, $a_i \in A_i \forall i$,

$$P_{a_1 \ldots a_m} \doteq \sum_{i=1}^{m} m(A_i) \cdot P_{a_i}. \quad (14)$$

It can be proved that [5] (as suggested by our intuition)
Proposition 3

\[ P(s) = \text{Cl}(P_{a_1 \ldots a_m}, \{a_1, \ldots, a_m\} \in A_1 \times \ldots \times A_m). \]

Accordingly, the center of mass \( \bar{P}(s) \) of \( P(s) \) gets the form

\[
\frac{1}{\prod |A_i|} \sum_{\{a_1, \ldots, a_m\} \in A_1 \times \ldots \times A_m} P_{a_1 \ldots a_m} = \frac{1}{\prod |A_i|} \sum_{\{a_1, \ldots, a_m\} \in A_1 \times \ldots \times A_m} \sum_{i=1}^m m(A_i) P_{a_i} = \frac{1}{\prod |A_i|} \sum_{a \in \xi_i} \sum_{A_j \supset \{a\}} m(A_j) |A_j| = \sum_{a \in \xi} \sum_{A_j \supset \{a\}} \sum_{x \in Q} P_{x} |A| \]

since no focal elements include points outside the core. Equation (15) possesses several interesting interpretations.

4.2.1 Center of mass and pignistic transformation

In his popular transferable belief model [15] Philippe Smets has proposed an approach to the theory of evidence in which beliefs are represented at credal level (as convex sets of probabilities or belief functions), while decisions are made by resorting to a probabilistic approximation of belief function called pignistic transformation (see for instance [4]). Smets justifies his transformation by means of a so-called “rationality” requirement, which mathematically translates into a linearity constraint (see Theorem 3 of [14]).

It is pretty surprising to see that the pignistic transformation \( \text{Pign}[s] \) of a belief function \( s \) is exactly expressed by Equation (15)

\[ \text{Pign}[s](x) = \sum_{A \supset \{x\}} \frac{m(A)}{|A|}, \]

making clear that the geometric counterpart of the pignistic transformation coincides with the center of mass of the simplex \( P(s) \) of consistent probabilities. The full implications of this fact are still unclear, and deserve further investigations.

4.2.2 Consistency and Epsilon Contamination

The geometric analysis of the convex region of the consistent probabilities can be also related to a popular technique in robust statistics, the Epsilon Contamination Model. For a fixed \( 0 < \varepsilon < 1 \) and a probability distribution \( P^* \), the associated \( \varepsilon \)-contamination model is a convex class of distributions of the form \( \{(1-\varepsilon)P^* + \varepsilon Q\} \) where \( Q \) is arbitrary. Teddy Seidenfeld has proved that (for discrete domains) any \( \varepsilon \)-contamination model is equivalent to a belief function, whose corresponding consistent probabilities form the largest convex set induced by the collection of coherent lower
probabilities the model specifies for the elements of the domain (see [12], Theorem 2.10). It is worth noticing that in this special case $P^*$ has the meaning of barycenter of the convex set, providing then another interesting interpretation of Equation (15).

5 Comments

What we have learned about the pointwise geometry of upper and lower probabilities can then be eventually depicted as in Figure 2. Each belief function $s$ is associated with a simplex of consistent probabilities (the shaded triangle) $P(s)$ in the probabilistic subspace $P$ (the larger triangle), whose center of mass $\bar{P}(s)$ (representing the pignistic transformation of $s$) is in general different from the orthogonal projection of $s$ onto $P$. The line $\overline{sP^s}$ is orthogonal to $P$ but $s$ and $P^*$ are not on symmetric positions in general.

![Figure 2: Geometric relation between upper and lower probability vectors.](image_url)

The binary case turns out to be rather peculiar, since, recalling the definition
of basic plausibility assignment (Section 3.1),
\[
P^*_s = \frac{1}{2} \left[ \sum_{\Theta \in \Theta} P_x \sum_{A \subseteq \Theta} \frac{m(A)}{|A|} \right] = P_x \cdot (m(x) + \frac{m(\Theta)}{2}) + P_y \cdot (m(y) + \frac{m(\Theta)}{2}),
\]
and these three quantities coincide.

In our vision this knowledge could represent a step towards a more comprehensive understanding of the various uncertainty measures that can be introduced on finite domains: classical probabilities, upper and lower probabilities, belief functions, possibility measures, fuzzy sets. A number of papers have been recently published, for instance, on the connection between fuzzy measures and belief functions ([10] among the others). The belief space framework could provide a unifying environment where those connections may emerge more clearly and lead to a better comprehension of the field.

In this paper, in particular, we have seen how the dual concept of plausibility function or upper probability transfer into a dual convex geometry. The analogous of basis belief functions and probability assignments have been developed and their geometric interpretation exposed. We concentrated our efforts on understanding the pointwise relation between lower and upper probability vectors, proving their orthogonality with respect to the probabilistic subspace.

We also analyzed the comparative geometry of relative plausibility, orthogonal projection and center of mass of the set of consistent probabilities. This can be seen as a preliminary work in the perspective of a geometric solution to the probabilistic approximation problem. Coherently, we are also working on the geometry of finite fuzzy sets and possibility measures, to investigate more closely the idea of duality between probabilistic and possibilistic measures and discuss possible alternative consonant approximations of belief functions.

From a purely technical viewpoint, it is not clear yet what is the exact position in the belief space of a generic plausibility vector, and its geometric relation with other significant points like the relative plausibility of singletons \(\tilde{P}_s\). In the next future [5] we will show how this quantity turns out to be the best Bayesian approximation of a belief function in the framework of Dempster’s combination rule, and “perfectly” represents (in a very precise way) the original belief function in probabilistic subspace. It will be interesting to compare these findings with the results of a recent working paper Cobb and Shenoy [4], where they describe some properties of the relative plausibility of singletons and discuss its nature of probability function that is equivalent to the original belief function.

The study of consistent probabilities could play as well an important role in the search for an alternative to Dempster’s rule of combination, for their description in terms of convex sets opens the way to the application of our commutativity
results [6]. Understanding their behavior in an inference process could give us a hint of the properties a combination rule should possess to guarantee coherency in terms of the corresponding credal sets.

**Appendix: Mathematical Proofs**

**Proof. (Proposition 1)** If the thesis is true we have, by replacing $X_A$ with expression (6),

$$P_A = \sum_{E \supset A} X_E = \sum_{E \supset A} \sum_{B \supset E} P_B \cdot (-1)^{|B - E|} = \sum_{B \supset A} P_B \cdot \sum_{B \supset E \supset A} (-1)^{|B - E|}.$$  

Let us consider the factor $\sum_{A \subset E \subset B} (-1)^{|B - E|}$. When $A = B$ then $E = A = B$ and the coefficient becomes 1. On the other side, when $B \neq A$ we have

$$\sum_{A \subset E \subset B} (-1)^{|B - E|} = \sum_{F \subset B \setminus A} (-1)^{|B \setminus A| + |F|} = 0$$

for Newton’s binomial. Hence $P_A = P_B$. □

**Proof. (Theorem 2)** The definition (3) of upper probability yields

$$\mu(A) = \sum_{B \supset A} (-1)^{|A - B|} P_s(B) = \sum_{B \supset A} (-1)^{|A - B|} (1 - s(B)) = \sum_{B \supset A} (-1)^{|A - B|} - \sum_{B \supset A} (-1)^{|A - B|} s(B)$$  

(16)

where for Newton’s binomial $\sum_{B \supset A} (-1)^{|A - B|} = 0$ if $A \neq \emptyset$, $(-1)^{|A|}$ otherwise. If $B \subset A$ then $B^c \supset A^c$, so that the second addendum becomes

$$- \sum_{B \subset A, B \neq \emptyset} (-1)^{|A - B|} m(E) = - \sum_{E \subset \emptyset} m(E) \cdot \sum_{B \subset A, B \supset E} (-1)^{|A - B|} = - \sum_{E \subset \emptyset} m(E) \cdot \sum_{B \subset A, B \supset E} (-1)^{|A - B|}$$  

(17)

for $B^c \supset E, B \subset A$ is equivalent to $B \subset E^c, B \subset A \equiv B \subset (A \cap E^c)$.

Let us now analyze the function of $E$

$$f(E) = \sum_{B \subset A, B \subset E^c} (-1)^{|A - B|}.$$  

If $A \cap E^c = \emptyset$ then $B = \emptyset$ and the sum is $(-1)^{|A|}$. If $A \cap E^c \neq \emptyset$, instead, we can write $F = E^c \cap A$ and obtain (since $B \subset F \subset A$ and $|A - B| = |A - F| + |F - B|$)

$$f(E) = \sum_{B \subset F} (-1)^{|A - B|} = \sum_{B \subset F} (-1)^{|A - F| + |F - B|} = (-1)^{|A - F|} \cdot \sum_{B \subset F} (-1)^{|F - B|} = 0$$

for Newton’s binomial. Hence $P_A = P_B$. □
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given that $\sum_{B \subset F} (-1)^{|F - B|} = 0$ for Newton’s binomial again. Eventually

$$f(E) = \begin{cases} 0 & E^c \cap A \neq \emptyset \\ (-1)^{|A|} & E^c \cap A = \emptyset. \end{cases}$$

We can then rewrite expression (17) as follows

$$- \sum_{E : E \not\supseteq A} m(E)f(E) = - \sum_{E : E \not\supseteq A} m(E) \cdot 0 - \sum_{E : E \supseteq A} m(E) \cdot (-1)^{|A|} =$$

$$= (-1)^{|A|} \sum_{E : E \not\supseteq A} m(E) = (-1)^{|A|} \sum_{E : E \not\supseteq A} m(E)$$

and replacing it in Equation (16) yields Equation (9), after distinguishing the two cases $A = \emptyset, A \neq \emptyset$.

**Proof. (Theorem 5)** Expression (10) is equivalent to $\Pi_A(X) = - \sum_{B \subset A, B \neq \emptyset} (-1)^{|B|} P_B(X) \forall X \subset \Theta$. But since $P_B(X) = 1$ if $X \supset B$ and 0 otherwise we have that

$$\Pi_A(X) = - \sum_{B \subset A, B \neq \emptyset} (-1)^{|B|} = - \sum_{B \subset A \setminus X, B \neq \emptyset} (-1)^{|B|}.$$ 

Now, if $A \cap X = \emptyset$ there is no addenda in the above sum, that goes to zero. Otherwise, for Newton’s binomial, we have $\Pi_A(X) = - \left\{} [1 + (-1)]^{A \setminus X} - (-1)^0 \right\} = 1$.

But then the definition of upper probability yields exactly

$$P^*_A(X) = \sum_{B \not\supseteq X} m_{P_A}(B) = \begin{cases} 1 & A \not\supseteq X \\ 0 & A \supseteq X. \end{cases}$$

**Proof. (Theorem 6)** Clearly $P^*_A - s = \sum_{A \subset \Theta} X_A \cdot [P^*_A(A) - s(A)]$, where $[P^*_s - s](A^c) = P^*_s(A^c) - s(A^c) = 1 - s(A) - s(A^c) = 1 - s(A^c) - s(A) = P^*_s(A) - s(A) = [P^*_s - s](A)$. Hence,

$$\langle P^*_s - s, P_y - P_x \rangle = \sum_{A \subset \Theta} [P^*_s - s](A) \cdot [P_y - P_x](A) =$$

$$= \sum_{|A| \leq \lfloor |\Theta|/2 \rfloor} [P^*_s - s](A) \cdot [(P_y - P_x)(A) - (P_y - P_x)(A^c)] = 0$$

since $(P_y - P_x)(A) = -(P_y - P_x)(A^c)$.

**Proof. (Theorem 7)** The desired condition implies that, for any subset $A \subset \Theta$, $s(A) + \alpha \cdot [P^*_s(A) - s(A)] = s(A) + \alpha \cdot [1 - s(A^c) - s(A)] \in \mathcal{P}$. In particular, when $A = \{x\}$ is a singleton,

$$s(\{x\}) + \alpha \cdot [1 - s(\{x\}^c) - s(\{x\})] \in \mathcal{P}. \quad (18)$$
This point belongs to $\mathcal{P}$ iff the normalization criterion for singletons is met, i.e.
\[
\sum_{x \in \Theta} s(\{x\}) + \alpha \cdot \sum_{x \in \Theta} (1 - s(\{x\}^c) - s(\{x\})) = 1 \Rightarrow \alpha = \frac{1 - \sum_{x \in \Theta} s(\{x\})}{\sum_{x \in \Theta} (1 - s(\{x\}^c) - s(\{x\}))}
\]
and after replacing this value of $\alpha$ into Equation (18) we get
\[
s_{\perp \mathcal{P}}(\{x\}) = s(\{x\}) + \frac{1 - \sum_{y \in \Theta} s(\{y\})}{\sum_{y \in \Theta} (1 - s(\{y\}^c) - s(\{y\}))} \cdot (1 - s(\{x\}^c) - s(\{x\})) =
\]
\[
= \frac{s(\{x\}) \cdot [\sum_{y \in \Theta} (1 - s(\{y\}^c) - s(\{y\})) - (1 - \sum_{y \in \Theta} s(\{y\}))]}{\sum_{y \in \Theta} (1 - s(\{y\}^c) - s(\{y\}))} +
\]
\[
+ \frac{(1 - s(\{x\}^c)) \cdot (1 - \sum_{y \in \Theta} s(\{y\}))}{\sum_{y \in \Theta} (1 - s(\{y\}^c) - s(\{y\}))} =
\]
\[
= \frac{s(\{x\}) \cdot [\sum_{y \in \Theta} (1 - s(\{y\}^c) - 1) + (1 - s(\{x\}^c)) \cdot (1 - \sum_{y \in \Theta} s(\{y\}))]}{\sum_{y \in \Theta} (1 - s(\{y\}^c) - s(\{y\}))}
\]
that using the definition of plausibility function can be rewritten as
\[
s_{\perp \mathcal{P}}(\{x\}) = \frac{s(\{x\}) \cdot [\sum_{y \notin x} P^s_y(\{y\}) - 1] + P^s_x(\{x\}) \cdot (1 - \sum_{y \notin x} s(\{y\}))}{\sum_{y \in \Theta} [P^s_y(\{y\}) - s(\{y\})]}, \quad (19)
\]
Equation (19) determines the coordinate of the orthogonal projection of a belief function $s$ onto $\mathcal{P}$. The expression for the basic probability assignment associated with this projection (Equation (12)) can be found after a few passages, extensively reported in [5]. □
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Abstract
The nature of much information available to decision makers is vague and imprecise, be it information for human managers in organisations or for process agents in a distributed computer environment. Several models for handling vague and imprecise information in decision situations have been suggested. In particular, various interval methods have prevailed, i.e. methods based on interval estimates of probabilities and, in some cases, interval utility estimates. Even if these approaches in general are well founded, little has been done to take into consideration the evaluation perspective and, in particular, computational aspects and implementation issues. The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate a tool for handling imprecise information in decision situations. The tool is an implementation of our earlier research focussing on finding fast algorithms for solving bilinear systems of equations together with a graphical user interface supporting the interpretation of evaluations of imprecise data.
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1 Introduction
The idea of using computers to support decision making has been around almost as long as computers have been available for humans in usable form. The past decades have witnessed a tremendous development in the graphical user interface, which facilitates the use of more advanced computational techniques to
a wider group of users. As a consequence, several decision analytic tools have emerged during the last decade. Decision software based on classical decision theory, such as Standard & Poor’s DPL (www.dpl.adainc.com), Palisades’ PrecisionTree (www.palisade.com), and TreeAge’s DATA (www.treeage.com), have successfully been commercialised and are used by various professional decision analysts and decision makers to aid them in their work.

However, most classical decision models and software based on them consist of some straightforward set of rules applied to precise numerical estimates of probabilities and values. Matrix, tree, and influence diagram models have proliferated, but since they mostly handle precise numeric figures, sensitivity analysis is often not easy to carry out in more than a few dimensions at a time. The requirement to provide numerically precise information in such models has often been considered unrealistic in real-life decision situations, and a number of models with representations allowing imprecise statements have been suggested. Some of them use standard probability theory while others contain some specialised formalism. Most of them focus more on representation and probabilistic inference, and less on evaluation [15], [21], [22], [23], [24].

The purpose of this paper is to present a new decision tool currently being developed, called DecideIT. It allows the decision maker to be as deliberately imprecise as he feels is natural and provides him with the means of expressing varying degrees of imprecision in the input sentences, facilitating both the use of decision trees and influence diagrams as decision models. The application takes advantage of a set of algorithms defined as the DELTA method [4], [5], [8], [9], combined with a user-friendly interface which provides an intuitive graphical representation of evaluation results.

Pre-release versions of DecideIT have been used in a number of various areas and situations, such as contract formulations [1], investment decisions [7], and insurance policies and flood management [10]. DecideIT is currently in a beta-stage of the development phase and will be distributed by Doctor Decide (www.doctordecide.com). Academic licenses will be available for a symbolic fee.

2 The DELTA Method

The main concern of the DELTA method is evaluation of decision problems, with probability and utility intervals to express numerically imprecise information. The method originates from research on handling decision problems involving a finite number of alternatives and consequences [16].

Interval sentences are of the form: “The probability of \( c_{ij} \) lies between the numbers \( a_k \) and \( b_k \)” and are translated into \( p_{ij} \in [a_k, b_k] \). Comparative sentences are of the form: “The probability of \( c_{ij} \) is greater than the probability of \( c_{kl} \)”.

Such a sentence is translated into an inequality \( p_{ij} \geq p_{kl} \). The conjunction of constraints of the types above together with \( \sum_j p_{ij} = 1 \) for each alternative \( A_i \).
involved is called the probability base \( P \). The value base \( V \) consists of similar translations of vague and numerically imprecise value estimates.

A collection of interval constraints concerning the same set of variables is called a constraint set. For such a set of constraints to be meaningful, there must exist some vector of variable assignments that simultaneously satisfies each inequality, i.e., the system must be consistent. The orthogonal hull is a concept that in each dimension signals which parts are incompatible with the constraint set, thus it consists of consistent value assignments for each variable.

**Definition 1:** Given a consistent constraint set \( X \) in \( \{ x_i \}_{i \in I} \), \( I = \{ 1, \ldots, n \} \), and a function \( f : X \rightarrow \mathbb{R} \)

\[
\max_{X} (f(x)) = \sup \{ f(x) | x \in X \}
\]

Similarly,

\[
\min_{X} (f(x)) = \inf \{ f(x) | x \in X \}
\]

**Definition 2:** Given a consistent constraint set \( X \) in \( \{ x_i \}_{i \in I} \), \( I = \{ 1, \ldots, n \} \), the set of pairs \( \{ \langle \min_{X}(x_i), \max_{X}(x_i) \rangle \} \) is the orthogonal hull of the set and is denoted \( \langle \min_{X}(x_i), \max_{X}(x_i) \rangle \).

The orthogonal hull greatly simplifies the computational effort and can be pictured as the result of wrapping the smallest orthogonal hyper-cube around the constraint set. For the probability base \( P \), such a wrapping of a consistent system yields feasible interval probabilities, in the sense that none of the lower and upper bounds of the probability assignments are inconsistent \([24]\).

### 2.1 Strength of Alternatives

An information frame contains the probability and value bases. In an information frame, an alternative \( A_i \) is represented by its consequence set \( C_i = \{ c_{i1}, \ldots, c_{ih} \} \).

**Definition 3:** Given an information frame \( \langle \{ C_1, \ldots, C_n \}, P, V \rangle \) the strength, \( \delta_{ij} \), denotes the expression \( E(C_i) - E(C_j) \), i.e., \( \sum_k p_{ik} \cdot v_{ik} - \sum_k p_{jk} \cdot v_{jk} \), over all consequences in the consequence sets \( C_i \) and \( C_j \).

To analyse the strength of the alternatives, \( P^* \max(\delta_{ij}) \) is calculated. This means that we choose the feasible solutions to the constraints in \( P \) and \( V \) that are most favourable to \( E(C_i) \) and demeaning to \( E(C_j) \). This means that if there are no dependencies\(^1\) between the alternatives, \( P^* \max(\delta_{ij}) = P^* \max(E(C_i)) - P^* \min(E(C_j)) \) and \( P^* \min(\delta_{ij}) = P^* \min(E(C_i)) - P^* \max(E(C_j)) \). The concept of strength expresses the maximum differences between the alternatives under consideration. It is however used in a comparative way so that formally the maximum and minimum is calculated. In this way, we get a measure about the proportions of the information frame, where the respective alternatives are dominant. When applying the hull

\(^1\)cf. [4] for details when there are various dependencies between the alternatives.
cut operation (see section 2.2), we also receive a measure of the stability of these differences.

This is, however, not enough. Sometimes, the decision maker wants to put more emphasis on the maximal difference (displaying a difference-prone behaviour). At other times, the minimal difference is of more importance. This is captured in the medium difference.

**Definition 4:** Given an information frame \( \langle \{C_1, \ldots, C_n\}, P, V \rangle \), let \( \alpha \in [0, 1] \) be a real number. The \( \alpha \)-medium difference of \( \delta_{ij} \) in the frame is 
\[
\text{mid}^P(\alpha) = \alpha \cdot \text{max}^P(\delta_{ij}) + (1 - \alpha) \cdot \text{min}^P(\delta_{ij}).
\]

The \( \alpha \) can be considered a precedence parameter that indicates if one boundary should be given more weight than the other. It is, consequently, a measure of difference in strength between the consequence sets. This view duality is a key to understanding the selection process. This is further discussed in [6].

For the pairwise evaluation of our alternatives, [4] suggests the two algorithms \( \#BOpt \) and \( \bar{BOpt} \). The first algorithm (probability bilinear optimisation) can handle any statement except comparisons between value variables from different \( C_i \)'s, and is described as follows.

**Definition 5:** Given an information frame \( \langle \{C_1, \ldots, C_n\}, P, V \rangle \), let \( C_i \) be the set \( \{c_{i1}, \ldots, c_{ih_i}\} \). Then \( V_{E_i}^{\text{max}} \) is \( p_{i1} \cdot a_{i1} + \ldots + p_{ih_i} \cdot a_{ih_i} \), where \( a_{in}, 1 \leq n \leq h_i \), is \( \sup(b) \{b = v_{in}\} \cup \{a_{in} = v_{i(n-1)}\} \cup \ldots \cup \{a_{ih_i} = v_{i1}\} \) is consistent with \( V \). Further, \( V_{E_i}^{\text{min}} \) is \( p_{i1} \cdot a_{i1} + \ldots + p_{ih_i} \cdot a_{ih_i} \), where \( a_{in}, 1 \leq n \leq h_i \), is \( \inf(b) \{b = v_{in}\} \cup \{a_{in} = v_{i(n-1)}\} \cup \ldots \cup \{a_{ih_i} = v_{i1}\} \) is consistent with \( V \).

Let \( C_j \) be the set \( \{c_{j1}, \ldots, c_{jh_j}\} \). Then \( V_{\delta_{ij}} = V_{E_i}^{\text{max}} - V_{E_j}^{\text{min}} \).

The idea behind this is to transform a bilinear expression into a linear expression with the property of having the same extremal value under specific conditions. Under conditions satisfied by a majority of information frames, \( \max \delta_{ij} = \max^V \delta_{ij} \) and \( \min \delta_{ij} = \min^V \delta_{ij} \). When comparisons between value variables from different \( C_i \)'s are important, the \( \#BOpt \) algorithm should be considered instead. \( \bar{BOpt} \) is a twin algorithm to \( \#BOpt \), working essentially in the same way, but for other preconditions [4].

### 2.2 Cutting the Orthogonal Hull

A problem with evaluating interval statements is that the results could be overlapping, i.e., an alternative might not be dominating\(^2\) for all instances of the feasible values in the probability and value bases. A suggested solution to this is to further investigate in which regions of the bases the respective alternatives are dominating. For this purpose, the *hull cut* is introduced in the framework. The hull cut

\(^2\)Alternative \( i \) dominates alternative \( j \) iff \( P^\text{min}(\delta_{ij}) > 0 \).
can be seen as generalised sensitivity analyses to be carried out to determine the stability of the relation between the consequence sets under consideration. The hull cut avoids the complexity in combinatorial analyses, but it is still possible to study the stability of a result by gaining a better understanding of how important the interval boundary points are.

If dominance is evaluated on a sequence of ever-smaller sub-bases, a good appreciation of the strength’s dependency on boundary values can be obtained. This is taken into account by cutting off the dominated regions indirectly using the hull cut operation. This is denoted cutting the bases, and the amount of cutting is indicated as a percentage $p$, which can range from 0 % to 100 %. For a 100 % cut, the bases are transformed into single points, and the evaluation becomes the calculation of the ordinary expected value.

**Definition 6:** $X$ is a base with the variables $x_1, \ldots, x_n$. $\pi \in [0,1]$ is a variable referred to as the cut level. $(a_i,b_i)_n$ is the orthogonal hull, and $\bar{k} = (k_1, \ldots, k_n)$ is a consistent point in $X$. A $\pi$-cut of $X$ is to add the interval statements $\{x_i \in [a_i + \pi \cdot (k_i - a_i), b_i - \pi \cdot (b_i - k_i)] : i = 1, \ldots, n\}$ to the base $X$. $\bar{k}$ is called the contraction point.

If no consistent contraction point is given explicitly by the decision maker, DecideIT suggests one by minimising the distance to the orthogonal hull midpoints. The choice of the calculated contraction point is motivated by being the centroid in the (non-explicit) second-order belief distributions over the intervals [12]. Intuitively, the hull cuts in DecideIT are based on values closer to the centre of the interval being more reliable, i.e., there is an underlying assumption that the second-order distributions have a mass concentrated to the centre. Since the belief in peripheral values is somewhat less, the interpretation of the cut is to zoom in on more believable values that are more centrally located. The centroid of a distribution is exactly this point where this geometrical property of the distribution can be regarded as concentrated. Furthermore, it has very attractive properties from computational as well as intuitive view-points [12].

By co-varying the cutting of an arbitrary set of intervals, it is possible to gain much better insight into the influence of the structure of the information frame on the solutions. Contrary to volume estimates, hull cuts are not measures of the sizes of the solution sets but rather of the strength of statements when the original solution sets are modified in controlled ways. Both the set of intervals under investigation and the scale of individual hull cuts can be controlled.

### 2.3 Risk Constraints and Security Levels

It is reasonable to extend the framework based on the principle of maximising the expected utility with other decision rules. A number of rules have been suggested,
see, e.g., [14], [18] and [20], but these are mostly applicable to decisions under strict uncertainty.

A more general approach is to introduce risk constraints that provide thresholds beyond which a strategy is undesirable. However, when the information is numerically imprecise, the meaning of such thresholds is not obvious. In [11] it is suggested that the interval limits together with stability analyses should be considered in such cases. In DecideIT, such thresholds are referred to as security levels, and the exclusion of undesirable consequence sets takes the following form,

\[
S(C_i, r, s) = \left( \sum_{v_i \leq r} p_{ij} \leq s \right)
\]

where \( r \) denotes the lowest acceptable value and \( s \) the highest acceptable probability of ending up with a lower value than \( r \). This means that the sum of the probabilities, where the consequences violate the security level \( r \), must not exceed \( s \). When dealing with interval statements it is not obvious what \( r \) and \( s \) represents, but one approach is to study the worst and best case by using lower and upper bounds. The contraction points can be used to study the normal case. The concept of security levels is of general use when implementing risk constraints, as suggested in [8].

3 The Tool

The decision tools currently available on the market (e.g., DPL, PrecisionTree, DATA etc.) have set a useful de facto standard for how users may interact with the software, and construct models of their decision problems. Therefore, DecideIT has about the same look-and-feel as these tools.
Currently, three types of nodes may be used in the application: decision nodes, chance nodes, and consequence nodes. Work is carried out on deterministic nodes for influence diagrams.

3.1 Decision Trees

A decision tree is graphically illustrated on the screen, showing explicitly the probabilities and values for all nodes. Interaction with the model is performed through the GUI. Editing probabilities, values, and other properties of a certain node is performed through a node property frame.

![Decision Tree Screenshot](image)

Figure 1: Screenshot of DecideIT holding an influence diagram that has been converted to a decision tree.

![Entering Imprecise Probabilities](image)

Figure 2: Entering imprecise probabilities, using a probability template for the outcome leading to $E_6$. For the outcome $C_{12}$, we explicitly set the contraction point to 0.55.
3.2 Influence Diagrams

Influence diagrams are, when evaluated, transformed into a corresponding symmetric decision tree using a conversion algorithm that creates a total ordering of all connected nodes in the diagram, barren nodes discarded. This conversion algorithm traverses along the directed arcs, and orders the nodes according to a set of rules. In some cases, when only the topology of the graph is not enough to order the nodes, a node placed to the left is converted before a node to the right. It is also possible to convert an influence diagram into an instance of a decision tree, and continue the modelling work on this tree.

Editing the properties of a node in an influence diagram is analogous to the same procedure for a decision tree. There is, however, some differences between the node property frames of the two models. In an influence diagram, the user gets an overview of the conditional expansion order when editing properties of a conditionally dependent chance node.

Reversal of arcs is possible between two chance nodes in an influence diagram, who shares a common information state and have no other directed path between them. Thus, according to Shachter, the two chance nodes must inherit each other’s conditional predecessors before reversal of an arc between them [19]. Bayes’ theorem is invoked, and to determine the lower bound we maximise the denominator and minimise the numerator, and vice versa for the upper bound. This means that as of today reversal of arcs in DecideIT simply employ the intuitive concept of conditional probability, and a re-flip of the arc will not restore the values for interval probabilities as they do in the precise case. One solution is to implement the Fertig and Breese algorithm [13], but since we do not wish to lose the upper bounds this solution seems less interesting. There does not exist one superior algorithm for this problem taking both lower and upper bounds in account [2].
Because of this drawback, development of DecideIT will focus on employing the canonical concept of conditional probabilities [24], but this is a matter of further research regarding the computational aspects. The user of DecideIT may however choose not to let the software automatically suggest any new conditional probabilities when flipping an arc.

### 3.3 Probability and Value Statements

In a chance node in a tree or influence diagram, it is possible to set comparative statements between the probabilities of different outcomes. These statements are then added to the constraint sets. Value statements are set in an analogous fashion.

![Image of setting probability statement](image)

**Figure 4:** Setting a comparative probability statement, that the probability of the outcome leading to $C_5$ is at least 0.05 higher than the probability of ending up with $C_3$.

Note that by using this feature, it is possible to handle qualitative probabilities and utilities in a common framework together with the interval approach. Such statements let both decision trees and influence diagrams handle both quantitative and qualitative information, as a step towards evaluation of more qualitative models defined in [17].

### 3.4 Presentation of Evaluation Results

Results are presented as a graph. Along the x-axis we have the cut in per cent ranging from 0% to 100%, and along the y-axis the possible differences of the expected values between a pair of alternatives. It is also possible to compare one alternative against an average of a set of alternatives. In Figure 5, the upper line is $\max(\delta_{13})$, the middle is $PV[0.5]\mid \text{mid}(\delta_{13})$, and the lower is $\min(\delta_{13})$. The shrinking area depicts the expected value under different degrees of cutting. As can be seen, the higher cut level that is used, the more equal the alternatives seem to be, according to the principle of maximising the expected utility. For a 100% cut, where the results from the algorithms coincide with the ordinary expected value, the result implies that $A_3$ is the better alternative. However, taking impreciseness in account, it may not be that simple.
Figure 5: Pairwise comparison of two alternatives, using the DELTA method. After about 75% cut, we see that $PV[0.5]mid(\delta_{13}) < 0$.

3.5 Security Levels

In Figure 6, we investigate at which cut level a given security level will hold in the worst case. An all-green (light grey) alternative can then from this perspective be considered as completely safe.

Figure 6: A security analysis with a security level of -100 as the lowest acceptable value and 0.02 as the highest acceptable probability.

$A_3$ does not violate the security levels for any cut level and seems to be the desired course of action for a risk avoidant decision maker. This is represented by green (brighter) in the figure above. After a 70% cut level, $A_2$ does not violate the given security level. If the decision maker is eager for choosing $A_1$ or $A_3$, the security analysis imply that $A_1$ is more risky than $A_3$, leaving the decision maker to seriously consider choosing $A_3$ over $A_1$.

It is possible to investigate best and normal cases as well.
3.6 Preference Ordering Among Consequences

In complex decision situations with large sets of consequences, it might be time-consuming to identify the preference ordering of consequences, and DecideIT offers a graphical overview of such a relation on a set of consequences. The ordering is easily determined by checking whether $v_{ij} - v_{kl} > 0$ is consistent with the value base. If not, $v_{ij}$ is before $v_{kl}$ in the partial ordering. Thereafter, obvious transitive relationships are removed.

![Preference order among consequences](image)

Figure 7: Preference order among consequences, where $C_1$ is the most preferred consequence.

3.7 Critical Values

Even though the concept of hull cut is a general form of sensitivity analysis, a model may be further investigated through identifying the most critical elements of a decision problem. By varying each event’s probability and utility values within their intervals, it is possible to identify the elements with highest impact on the expected value. This feature lets a decision maker identify where to put his efforts in the information gathering procedure in order to make more safe decisions.
For probability variation, the event $E_6$ has the highest impact on the expected value. By varying the probabilities for this uncertain event, the expected value may differ 397.9 value units. For value variation, the impreciseness in the value of consequence $C_6$ affects the expected value the most.

### 4 Concluding Remarks

Based on our earlier research on fast algorithms for solving bilinear problems, we have presented a tool integrating various procedures for handling vague and numerically imprecise probabilities and utilities. The tool has been tested in several real-life applications, and provides means for evaluating decision situations using alternative evaluation principles beside the conventional pointwise maximisation of the expected utility. The latter has turned out to be too limited in many situations. Thus, we also suggest that the alternatives should be further investigated with respect to their relative strengths and also to the number of values consistent with the given domain. Furthermore, the alternatives can also be evaluated relative to a set of security parameters considering how risky they are. To refine the evaluations, we have also shown how hull cut procedures can be introduced in the model. These indicate the effects of choosing different degrees of reliability of the input data. In this way, it is possible to investigate critical variables and the stability of the evaluations. The result of such an analysis often point out reasonable strategies, but also what aspects are crucial to consider for a reliable and stable result.
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Abstract
A generalization of deFinetti’s Fundamental Theorem of Probability facilitates coherent assessment, by iterated natural extension, of imprecise probabilities or expectations, conditional and unconditional. Point values are generalized to assessed bounds, accepted under weak coherence, that is, allowing the input of redundant loose bounds. The method is realized in a convenient interactive computer program, which is demonstrated here, and made available as open source code. This work suggests that a consulting expert’s fees should not be paid unless his/her assessed probabilities cohere.
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1 Introduction
We consider previsions of random quantities, loosely, expectations of random variables, a probability being the prevision of an event, or 0-1 random quantity. Prevision assessments can either be intended as estimates of frequencies, more generally averages, or they can be intended as mere quantitative expressions of human uncertainty. In either case, they should be coherent, that is, extendible to at least one full probability distribution. For estimates of frequencies or averages to be taken seriously, this says that their values must not be impossible when interpreted together as limiting frequencies or limiting averages in an experiment. They can describe a conceivable, possibly infinite, population. For previsions intended as expressions of uncertainty, coherence is a kind of rationality, a direct generalization of non-contradiction for statements of fact, a self-consistency in the sense that, if taken as a person’s betting prices, the person could not be made a sure-loser merely by combining a finite number of bets at such prices.
2 Coherent Assessment by Iterated Natural Extension

It is becoming more widely known that deFinetti's Fundamental Theorem of Probability [12, 13] provides a dynamic for interactive computational assessment of coherent previsions. For a sequence of mathematically related random quantities (including logically related events), if coherent prevision values are given for an initial segment of the sequence, the available cohering values for the prevision of the next quantity comprise an interval whose endpoints can be computed by linear programming (first noted by Boole [2], Hailperin [14], and Bruno and Gilio [6]). Walley [22] calls this interval the “natural extension” of the given coherent previsions.

The linear-programming variables are interpretable as the probabilities of the “constituent” events, the events of the joint-range points of the random quantities. Coherence restricts the prevision vector of the quantities to the convex hull of the joint-range set, that is, the prevision point must be some weighted average of the join-range points. The assessed previsions impose additional linear constraints.

In textbook-type problems, where a probability is determined by given probabilities, the extension interval reduces to a single value. If the given values, themselves, are not coherent, the linear programming calculation will so indicate by reporting that there are “no feasible solutions,” which implies an empty extension interval. Coherent previsions are always capable of being extended coherently with the value for any further random quantity assignable in an extend-assess cycle. If supplementary calculations are made of the extension interval for a random quantity of special interest, the interval will be seen to shrink to a subinterval whenever a further coherent prevision is assessed.

The method generalizes to include conditional previsions, as inputs and/or outputs. In addition, since prevision is a linear operator, a linear combination of previsions can be assessed directly as the prevision of a linear combination of random quantities. For example, if the assessor defines the difference of two events as a random quantity, then the difference of their probabilities can be assessed as a prevision, and so included in the analysis. The convenience of the method suggests that any consulting expert should not be paid unless her/his probability assessments cohere.

3 Coherence for Imprecise Assessments

An interval, or even a single bound, generalizes a point value, and experts may only be willing to report such imprecise previsions. So how do the coherence concept and the iterated extend-assess algorithm generalize to handle imprecise previsions?

If mere bounds are input, instead of precise values, the output extension in-
interval consists of all the available values for the further prevision for which there exists at least one mutually coherent list of precise values satisfying the input bounds. And, of course, for each such precise list, the corresponding cohering values for the further random quantity would form a subinterval of the output interval. This was defined as the problem of probability logic by Hailperin [15] (following Boole [2]), included as “natural extension” by Walley [22], and presented in a generalization of deFinetti’s Fundamental Theorem by Lad, Dickey, and Rahman [18, 19]. The latter two papers are the basis for the algorithm coded in the present program. A prototype program written in Mathematica in 1991 has had limited distribution.

So, what assessed further bounds should one say “cohere” with the output extension interval?

**Definition 1** *(Weak Coherence)* Assessed bounds that do not contradict the output bounds will be said to cohere weakly with the given input bounds. An assessed lower (upper) bound must not lie above (below) the output upper (lower) bound, that is, the assessed interval must overlap the extension interval. Also, of course, an assessed lower (upper) bound must not be higher (lower) than the corresponding assessed upper (lower) bound. Weak coherence is directly equivalent to the prevention of sure-loss combined bets.

**Definition 2** *(Strong Coherence)* Assessed bounds that neither contradict, in the weak-coherence sense, nor relax the output bounds will be said to cohere strongly with the given input bounds. So, in addition, an assessed lower (upper) bound must not lie below (above) the output lower (upper) bound, that is, the assessed interval must be a subinterval of the extension interval.

P. Walley [22] uses the term “coherence” to refer to strong coherence, with the interpretation that an assessed lower (upper) value is asserted as the highest (lowest) agreeable relative purchase (selling) price for the random quantity scaled in monetary units, an interpretation under which dynamic refinement of assessed previsions would seem less than natural. Whereas, weakly coherent buying (selling) prices can be interpreted as conservative purchase offers (offers to sell) that can be refined upward (downward). The weak version of coherence was termed “g-coherence” by Biazzo and Gilio [3]. Weak coherence is relevant to our program, for if a user chooses a bound that is a relaxation of the latest extension interval, it has no effect on any subsequent computed interval. Being subject to later refinement, it need not be the tightest bound, now.

In a trivial mathematical sense, the order in which assessments are made does not matter. If an expert asserts the same coherent bounds in a different order, then the same coherent joint bounds will result. (The tightest implied bounds prevail, of course.) In a practical sense, however, one’s psychological reaction to encountering different computed intervals for a different order can make a substantial difference in one’s assessed values or bounds.
Relevant further references on coherence and coherence methods for imprecise unconditional and conditional previsions, as suggested by referees, include [1], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [16].

4 Implementation

This is to introduce an interactive computer program for coherent assessment of imprecise previsions by iterated coherent extension, in which the user communicates with the program through a combined input-output text file. The interaction proceeds as a series of steps, each in the form of an extend-assess cycle:

1. Based on all the prevision bounds assessed so far, the program computes natural extensions, the implied extension interval(s), for the previsions of one or more user-selected quantities.

2. The user assesses a lower and/or upper bound (or a point value) for a prevision, cohering with its computed extension interval.

4.1 Algorithm

To calculate the extension interval for the unspecified prevision of a quantity, say \( p_n = P(X_n) \), the program must determine the convex hull of the joint range set of the considered quantities, and then impose the linear constraints of the assessed prevision values and bounds. Denote by \( \mathbf{X} (n \times 1) \) the vector of \( n \) quantities, \( \mathbf{R} (n \times N) \) the matrix of \( N \) joint-range points, and \( \mathbf{C} (N \times 1) \) the vector of \( N \) “constituent” events (joint point-value events). Then \( \mathbf{C} \) is a partition, and \( \mathbf{X} = \mathbf{RC} \). The convex hull of the set of columns of \( \mathbf{R} \) is the set of all convex combinations,

\[
\mathbf{p} = \mathbf{Rq},
\]

where \( \mathbf{q} \geq \mathbf{0} \) and \( \mathbf{1}^T \mathbf{q} = 1 \). Now, suppose our assessments impose the further constraints,

\[
A \mathbf{p} \leq \mathbf{b},
\]

some of the inequalities of which may be equalities. The prevision variable to be optimized is \( p_n = \mathbf{r}^T_n \mathbf{q} \), from Eq. (1). This fully defines the relevant linear-programming calculations.

The steps to achieve this construction and calculation are:

1. Define the product quantities needed for any conditional previsions considered.

2. Define subroutines to reject the potential columns of \( \mathbf{R} \) that do not satisfy the logical and mathematical constraints on \( \mathbf{X} \).
3. Border \( R \) for any new random quantities, or start over to reconstruct \( R \) from scratch if any old quantities are omitted or redefined.

4. For each prevision to be optimized, form a linear-programming input file and run the routine \( \text{lp-solve} \). (Perform a change-of-variables if a conditional prevision is to be optimized.)

4.2 Zero Probabilities

A coherent prevision conditional on an event of zero probability is not determined by the usual unconditional previsions: if \( P(A) = 0 \), then \( P(XA) = 0 \) and \( P(X|A) = 0/0 \), which is indeterminate. Nor can such a conditional prevision have any coherent effect on unconditional previsions: if \( P(A) = 0 \), then \( P(X) = P(X|A)P(A) + P(X|\neg A)P(\neg A) = P(X|\neg A) \). So, although the program can accept, as input, prevision assessments that are conditional on an event of probability zero, as presently coded, it will not respond to a request to calculate extension bounds on such a prevision. The practical reason for this is that the program solves the fractional-programming problem for a bound on conditional prevision by a change-of-variables that divides by \( P(A) \). Improvements in this aspect of the program are contemplated.

4.3 Input/Output

The combined input/output file is organized as a sequence of records, or lines, separated by carriage returns. The following two types of records represent utterances about previsions.

1. Assessed lower and/or upper bound(s) (or point value) on the prevision of a quantity. (Input.)

2. A computed extension interval for the prevision of a quantity. (Output.)

In each type of utterance about a prevision, the case of equal lower and upper bounds, a single point value, is handled by special notation. (A pair of equal bounds are optional on input.)

In order to keep track of what assessed bounds are assumed as the bases for computed intervals, and to promote the stepwise coherence-preserving use of the method, a step number is assigned to a new assessment the first time it is imposed in the calculation of an extension interval. That step number is also assigned to all extension intervals that are subsequently calculated before any further assessments are introduced.

It should be noted that a computed interval will only guarantee coherence of an assessment one new quantity at a time. If more than one quantity’s new assessment is uttered in the same step, the linear programming routine could find
that they are not coherent, even though each new assessment would be coherent
if added singly. The program will issue a warning, yet it will not prevent the user
from introducing multiple new assessments in a single step. The user may happen
to know that coherence will be preserved, or may just wish to take a chance.

A third type of record provides the framework for prevision utterances:

3. A definition of a random quantity, stated with identifying name, description,
range set, and relation(s) (if any) to preceding random quantities. An event
is a quantity with the range set \( \{0, 1\} \).

The records that define random quantities are spaced out in the file in the order
they are introduced, and each is immediately followed by its corresponding previ-
sion utterances, with step numbers. This format seems an important contribution,
lending great convenience to the use of the program. The program actually allows
the prevision utterances to be placed arbitrarily, but arranging them by quantity
seems helpful. What the program requires for quantities is that they be defined
and listed in a logical order that facilitates the computation of the joint range set.

### 4.4 Relations and the Joint Range

Hailperin [14, 15] seems not to have noticed that logical and other mathematical
relations among random quantities can substantially reduce the size of their joint
range set and, hence, diminish computing costs. It is not necessary, first, to define
a full product space and then discard all the points made impossible by the rela-
tions. The program brings in only the possible points during the formation of the
joint range set. Each definition of a quantity, imposing constraints relating it to
previously defined quantities, enables the program to construct only those points
that are possible as each quantity is introduced to the joint range. Any reference
to a quantity that has not yet been introduced will raise an exception. Of course,
the user can wait until the very last quantity defined in the file to impose all the
relations, but this can be very inefficient, hence even nonfeasible.

Consider, for example, a partition, \( A_1, \ldots, A_n \). The relation \( A_1 + \ldots + A_n = 1 \),
meaning mutually exclusive and exhaustive (for \( 0 \) – \( 1 \) quantities), can be more
efficiently imposed piecemeal, as \( A_1 + \ldots + A_k \leq 1 \) at each definition of \( A_k \), \( k = 1, \ldots, n-1 \), and then \( = 1 \) at \( k = n \). However, a more convenient approach, also
efficient, is to define the \( A_k \)'s as the value events of an artificial random quantity \( X \)
with the arbitrary range \( \{1, \ldots, n\} \). After first defining \( X \) with that range, let \( A_k : X = k \), for \( k = 1, \ldots, n \). Then \( A_1, \ldots, A_n \) will automatically comprise a partition.

### 4.5 Availability

The program, a moderately large Perl script wrapper on a publicly available open-
source linear programming routine, lp-solve, currently runs under unix/linux. User
control is through a program command line and the vi editor. The menu for the
command line is shown in Fig. 1. To obtain the program via e-mail or ftp transfer, contact the author at dickey@stat.umn.edu. A tutorial file is also available.

5 Example: A Medical Screening Test

We demonstrate the use of the program with a simplified example of medical diagnosis. The assessed probability values here will help introduce the program, but they are not necessarily appropriate to the real problem, nor is the problem claimed to be a typical use of the program. Interaction with the program in the example will be described by showing the progressive states of the input/output file.

Suppose a person from the general population receives a positive test result, event $S$, in a screening skin test for tuberculosis. What is the conditional probability of the event $T$ that she/he has tuberculosis, $P(T|S)$? This is a classic Bayes’ Theorem problem, but the program does not see it as such, treating it more directly as a problem of implied bounds on conditional probability.

Assuming, first, the bounds on the prior probability, $5 \times 10^{-5} \leq P(T) \leq 10^{-4}$, and the test-performance probabilities, $P(S|T) = 1, 1/20 \leq P(S|\neg T) \leq 1/10$, we will obtain the implied bounds on the marginal symptom probability, $.05005 \leq P(S) \leq .10001$, and the posterior-probability bounds, $.0004998 \leq P(T|S) \leq .001996$. This posterior probability, following a positive symptom, is small; but of course, it lies between about ten and twenty times the prior probability.

We will then use the computed extension interval of the marginal probability, $.05005 \leq P(S) \leq .1001$, as a coherent guide for a further, precise assessment, $P(S) = 0.07$. It could be known, for example, that the relevant empirical frequency of positive test readings is equal to this value. The program then outputs the corresponding step-2 extension intervals. The interval for the conditional false-positive probability will shrink almost to a single point, $.06991 \leq P(S|\neg T) \leq .06995$, and the posterior probability of having the disease will be confined to the subinterval, $.0007143 \leq P(T|S) \leq .001429$. Again, this is small; but it’s about 15 times the prior probability.
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6 Using the Program

The initial input file is given in Fig. 2. Four automatic header lines, each starting with a star “*”, consist of: title/description of the problem (as entered by user), a line giving formats, and two lines defining the fields of the quantity-definition lines and the fields of the prevision-utterance lines. (We drop these header lines in the subsequent figures.) The user-input lines of the three types follow.

The three left-justified lines here define the events, \( T \), \( nT \) (for not \( T \)), and \( S \). The ranges of \( T \) and \( S \) are given as the Perl list \([(0, 1)]\), followed by “none” (for no relation). The event \( nT \) is defined as the function (“fun”), \( \text{not} \ T \), of the 0-1 event quantity \( T \). (The dollar sign in the expression “\( \text{not} \ T \)” signifies a variable in Perl.) Alternatively, \( nT \) could be defined as an event subject to a relation, with the fields, \( \{(0, 1); (\$T \text{ or } \$nT) == 1\} \).

The remaining indented lines are prevision utterances. The second and third fields are for lower and upper bounds, respectively, or for a point value when “eq” is entered in the second field followed by a single number. In the fourth field of a prevision utterance, the user indicates whether an assessment is being asserted (“a”) or an extension requested (“e”). Perpetual calculation, at each step, of the current extension interval for a quantity is the default action triggered by “e”. (To prevent the automatic later extensions, enter “e!”.) For a check on the effectiveness of assessed bounds, “a” also, by default, triggers the perpetual calculation of extension intervals. (Use “a!” to prevent it.) After an interval is calculated, the current step number is automatically appended to the fourth field.

Fig. 3 shows the file updated to report the calculation of three extension inter-
### Relevance of the Method

It seems to the author that these interactive methods could potentially be employed to advantage by real-time decision makers, such as physicians or military commanders. In personal discussion, Glen Meeden has suggested simultaneous cooperative use by a group of experts as an aid to achieving a jointly agreeable coherent assessment.
Because of the convenience of this coherent assessment algorithm and its interactive implementation, and the flexibility afforded by imprecise assessments, the method would seem destined for heavy use. However, the need for and advantage of such a method hinges on the recognition of logical and other mathematical relations among the quantities whose previsions are subject to assessment. It seems still an open question whether such relations are rare or common in practice. Early Wittgenstein, in what has been called his Logical Independence Thesis, might be interpreted as claiming that such relations tend not to be basic in an analyses. Quoting from the Tractatus [23]:

The world divides into facts [Prop. 1.2]
Each can be the case or not the case, while the others remain the same [Prop. 1.21]

(See also [Props. 2.061, 2.062].)

In the opinion of a referee, this is no longer an open question, “We simply have applications where logical independence holds and other cases where the random quantities are not logically independent.”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>T;</th>
<th>Patient has TB;</th>
<th>(0, 1);</th>
<th>none</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$P(T); 5.00e-05; 1.00e-04; a1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>; 5e-05; 0.0001; e1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>; 5e-05; 0.0001; e2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P(T</td>
<td>S); 0.0004998; 0.001996; e1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>; 0.0007143; 0.001429; e2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>nT;</th>
<th>Doesn’t have TB;</th>
<th>fun;</th>
<th>not $T</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$P(S</td>
<td>T); eq; 1; a1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P(S</td>
<td>nT); 1/20; 1/10; a1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>; 0.05; 0.1; e1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>; 0.06991; 0.06995; e2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P(S); [0.05005; 0.1001]; e1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>; eq; 0.07; a2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>; EQ; [0.07]; e2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5: Third output
8 Further Developments

1. Events or quantities having special properties are amenable to special coding:
   
   (a) Exchangeable events. Logical independence is usually assumed. Direct definition of variables representing the common invariant joint probabilities seems preferable to imposing the equality constraints for exchangeability on probability variables for a large number of events: \( n + 1 \) variables with 1 constraint, versus \( 2^n \) variables with \( 2^n - n \) constraints.
   
   (b) Interval events on a random quantity. These can usefully accommodate envelope and other statements regarding the c.d.f.

2. Various upper and lower probability systems (C.A.B. Smith, Dempster-Shafer, etc.) can be incorporated as special program modes. Comparisons can be made in such applications as the use of multiple messages with specifiable reliabilities.

3. Reconciliation of incoherent previsions, by minimum distance under weighted least squares, or other, metric. See, for example, Nau [20, 21].

4. A graphical user interface (Perl/Tk) is being put onto the current functionality, for unix/linux and win32.

5. Charles Geyer has suggested integration of the program into the emacs editor environment with separate simultaneous displays for the menu and input/output file.

6. Charles Geyer suggested that the program be recast as an ad hoc computing language, for possible inclusion in rweb, or other general system.

9 A Plea

The author would like to hear from conference participants and others interested in using or improving the program. Advice is welcome on what to do or how to do it better, and collaborative and coding help is especially welcome.
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Independence with Respect to Upper and Lower Conditional Probabilities Assigned by Hausdorff Outer and Inner Measures
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Abstract
Upper and lower conditional probabilities assigned by Hausdorff outer and inner measures are given; they are natural extensions to the class of all subsets of $\Omega=[0,1]$ of finitely additive conditional probabilities, in the sense of Dubins, assigned by a class of Hausdorff measures. A weak disintegration property is introduced when conditional probability is defined by a class of Hausdorff dimensional measures. Moreover the definition of $s$-independence and $s$-irrelevance are given to assure that logical independence is a necessary condition of independence. The interpretation of commensurable events in the sense of de Finetti as sets with finite and positive Hausdorff measure and with the same Hausdorff dimension is proposed.
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1 Introduction

The necessity to introduce a new tool to assess conditional probabilities is due to some problems related to the axiomatic definition of regular conditional probability (or regular conditional distribution) $Q(A,\omega)$ on a $\sigma$-field $F$ given a sub $\sigma$-field $G$. A regular conditional probability can not exist [7]; moreover even if it exists, if $F$ is a $\sigma$-field countably generated and $G$ is sub $\sigma$-field of $F$ not countably generated, than there exists no regular, proper conditional probability $Q(A,\omega)$ on $F$ given $G$, that is $Q(H,\omega) = 1$ for $\omega \in H \in G$ ([2], [3]). In a recent paper of Seidenfeld, Schervish and Kadane [16] improper regular conditional distributions are studied. The authors established that when regular conditional probability exists and the sub $\sigma$-field $G$ is countably generated almost surely it is proper, but when the sub $\sigma$-field $G$ is not countable generated the regular conditional probability can be maximally improper, that is $Q(H,\omega) = 0$ for $\omega \in H \in G$, almost surely. Alternative
probabilistic approaches that always assure the existence of a proper conditional probability are those proposed by de Finetti [5, 6], Dubins [9] and Walley [17]. In [8] finitely additive conditional probabilities in the sense of Dubins are given by a class of Hausdorff dimensional measures. Their natural extensions are given in Section 2 of this paper by outer and inner Hausdorff measures. In particular the case where the σ-field of the conditioning events is not countable generated is analysed. In fact we consider G equal to the σ-field of countable or co-countable sets, to the tail σ-field and equal to the σ-field of symmetric events. A problem related to the theory of finitely additive conditional probability is that it does not always satisfy the disintegration property. In section 3 we analyse the meaning of the disintegration property when conditional probability is assigned by a class of Hausdorff dimensional measures. In particular a weak disintegration property is introduced and it is proved that this property is verified by conditional probability assigned by a class of Hausdorff measures. There is another reason to investigate coherent conditional probabilities: it is that, some paradoxical situations about stochastic independence, can be solved if a stronger definition of independence, tested with respect to upper and lower conditional probabilities assigned by outer and inner Hausdorff measure, is given. To this aim in section 4 we introduce the definitions of s-independence and s-irrelevance that are based on the fact that epistemic independence and irrelevance, introduce by Walley, must be tested for events A and B such that the intersection A∩B and the events A and B have the same Hausdorff dimension. With this further condition we prove that s-independence implies logical independence. The results proposed in this paper are based on the idea that commensurable events in the sense of de Finetti [4], are subsets of Ω with the same Hausdorff dimension when conditional probability is assigned by a class of Hausdorff measures. At the end of this paper we put in evidence the possibility to use conditional probabilities, assigned by Hausdorff dimensional measures, to deal uncertainty in complex natural phenomena and to give hazard assessments. In fact in different fields of science (geology, biology, architecture) many data sets are fractal sets, i.e. are sets with non-integer Hausdorff dimension. So conditional probabilities, assigned by a Hausdorff dimensional measures, can be used as tool to make inference given fractal sets of data.

2 Upper and Lower Conditional Probabilities Assigned by Hausdorff Outer and Inner Measures

In Walley [17] (Chap. 6) coherent conditional probabilities are considered as a special case of coherent conditional previsions, that are characterized in the case where conditioning events form a partition B of Ω. The real number \( \bar{P}(X|B) \) are specified for B in B and all gambles X in some domain H(B). Conditional previsions \( \bar{P}(X|B) \), defined for B in B and all gambles X in H(B), are separately
coherent when for every conditioning event \( B \), \( \overline{P}(\cdot|B) \) is a coherent upper previ-
sion on the domain \( H(B) \) and \( \overline{P}(B|B) = 1 \).

When the domain \( H(B) \) is a class of events, that can be regarded as a class
of 0-1 valued gambles, \( \overline{P}(X|B) \) is a coherent upper conditional probability. In
particular when \( P(\cdot|B) \) is a countably additive probability defined on a \( \sigma \)-field, its
natural extensions to the class of all subsets of \( \Omega \), called coherent upper and lower
probabilities are the outer and inner measures generated by it (see Theorem 3.1.5
of [17]).

In the standard theory, conditional previsions \( P(X|G) \) are defined with respect
to a \( \sigma \)-field of events \( G \), rather then a partition \( B \). The two approches are closely
related when \( G \) is the \( \sigma \)-field made up of all unions of sets in \( B \).

In this section coherent upper and lower conditional probabilities are given by
the inner and outer measures generated by the Hausdorff dimension
al measures. They are natural extensions to the class of all subsets of \( \omega=[0,1] \) of finitely
additive conditional probabilities, in the sense of Dubins [9] assigned by a class of
Hausdorff measures.

Let \( F \) and \( G \) be two fields of subsets of \( \omega \), with \( G \subseteq F \), \( P^* \) is a finitely
additive conditional probability [9] on \( (F,G) \) if it is a real function defined on \( F \times G^0 \),
where \( G^0 = G - \{0\} \) such that the following conditions hold:

I) given any \( H \in G^0 \) and \( A_1, \ldots, A_n \in F \) with \( A_i \cap A_j = \emptyset \) for \( i \neq j \), the function
\( P^*(\cdot|H) \) defined on \( F \) is such that

\[
P^*(A|H) \geq 0, \quad P^*(\bigcup_{k=1}^n A_k|H) = \sum_{k=1}^n P^*(A_k|H), \quad P^*(|H) = 1
\]

II) \( P^*(H|H) = 1 \) if \( H \in F \cap G^0 \)

III) given \( E \in F \), \( H \in F \) with \( A \in G^0 \) and \( E \subseteq G^0 \) then

\( P^*(E|A) = P^*(E|A)P^*(H|E) \).

From conditions I) and II) we have

II') \( P^*(A|H) = 1 \) if \( A \subseteq F \), \( H \subseteq G^0 \) and \( H \subseteq A \).

These conditional probabilities are coherent in the sense of de Finetti, since
conditions I), II), III) are sufficient [14] for the coherence of \( P^* \) on \( C=F \times G^0 \) when
\( F \) and \( G \) are fields of subsets of \( \omega \) with \( G \subseteq F \) or when \( G \) is an additive subclass
of \( F \); otherwise if \( F \) and \( G \) are two arbitrary families of subsets of \( \omega \), such that
\( \omega \in F \) the previous conditions are necessary for the coherence [11, 14], but not
sufficient.

Now we recall some definitions about Hausdorff dimensional outer measures
that we use as tool to give upper conditional probabilities (for more details about
Hausdorff measures see for example [10]).

Let \( (\omega,d) \) be the Euclidean metric space with \( \omega=[0,1] \). The diameter of a
nonempty set \( U \) of \( \omega \) is defined as \( |U| = \sup \{ |x-y| : x,y \in U \} \) and if a subset \( A \) of \( \omega \) is
such that \( A \subseteq \bigcup U_i \) and \( 0 < |U_i| < \delta \) for each \( i \), the class \( \{ U_i \} \) is called a \( \delta \)-cover of
Let $s$ be a non-negative number. For $\delta > 0$ we define $h^s(A) = \inf \sum_{i=1}^{\infty} |U_i|^s$, where the infimum is over all (countable) $\delta$-covers $\{U_i\}$. The Hausdorff $s$-dimensional outer measure of $A$, denoted by $h^s(A)$, is defined as $h^s(A) = \lim_{\delta \to 0} h^s_\delta(A)$. This limit exists, but may be infinite, since $h^s_\delta(A)$ increases as $\delta$ decreases.

The Hausdorff dimension of a set $A$, $\text{dim}_H(A)$, is defined as the unique value, such that $h^s(A) = \infty$ if $0 \leq s < \text{dim}_H(A)$ and $h^s(A) = 0$ if $\text{dim}_H(A) < s < \infty$. We can observe that if $0 < h^s(A) < \infty$ then $\text{dim}_H(A) = s$, but the converse is not true. We assume the Hausdorff dimension of the empty set equal to -1. So no event has Hausdorff dimension equal to the empty set.

Remark: It is important to note the link between the Hausdorff dimension of an event and the Hausdorff dimension of its complement. In fact, denoted by $\text{dim}_H(A)$ the Hausdorff dimension of $A$ we have [10] that

$$\text{dim}_H(A \cup B) = \max\{\text{dim}_H(A), \text{dim}_H(B)\};$$

in particular if $A=B^c$ we obtain that $1=\text{dim}_H(\Omega) = \max\{\text{dim}_H(B), \text{dim}_H(B^c)\}$; so if $\text{dim}_H(B) < \text{dim}_H(B^c)$ then $\text{dim}(B^c)=1$.

Upper conditional probabilities are given by outer Hausdorff dimensional measures, firstly in the case where conditioning events have finite and positive Hausdorff outer measure.

**Theorem 1** Let $\Omega=[0,1]$ and let $F$ be the $\sigma$-field of all subsets of $[0,1]$ and let $G$ be an additive subclass of $F$ of sets such that for every $H$ in $G$ we have $0 < h^s(H) < \infty$, where $s$ is the Hausdorff dimension of $H$ and $h^s$ is the Hausdorff $s$-dimensional outer measure. Then for each $H$ in $G$ the real function $P(\cdot | H)$ defined on $F$, such that

$$P(A | H) = \frac{h^s(AH)}{h^s(H)}$$

verifies the following properties:

a) $0 \leq P(A | H) \leq 1$;

b) $P(A \cup B | H) \leq P(A | H) + P(B | H)$ and $P(A \cup B | H) = P(A | H) + P(B | H)$ whenever $A$ and $B$ are positively separated, that is $d(A,B) = \inf\{d(x,y) : x \in A, y \in B\} > 0$;

c) for each $H \in G$ $P(\cdot | H)$ is a coherent upper probability.

**Proof.** For each $H$ belonging to $G$ we have, for the monotony of the Hausdorff outer measures, that

$$0 \leq P(A | H) = \frac{h^s(AH)}{h^s(H)} \leq \frac{h^s(H)}{h^s(H)} = 1;$$

Moreover, since $h^s$ is an outer measure for every $s$ then it is subadditive. For every $s$ the Hausdorff outer measure $h^s$ is a metric outer measure that is $h^s(A \cup B) = h^s(A) + h^s(B)$ whenever $A$ and $B$ are positively separated.
Property c) follows from Theorem 3.1.5. of [17].

In the general case, when conditioning events can have infinite or zero Hausdorff measure, conditional probability is defined by a 0-1 valued finitely additive (but not countable additive) probability measure \( m \); this assures condition III) of a finitely conditional probability in the sense of Dubins, is verified.

**Theorem 2** Let \( \Omega=[0,1] \), let \( F \) be the \( \sigma \)-field of all subsets of \([0,1]\) and let \( G \) be an additive sub-class of \( F \). Let us denoted by \( h^s \) the Hausdorff \( s \)-dimensional outer measure, by \( s \) the Hausdorff dimension of \( H \) and by \( t \) Hausdorff dimension of \( AH \); let \( m \) be a 0-1 valued finitely additive (but not countable additive) probability measure. Then the function \( \overline{P} \) defined on \( C=F \times G^0 \) such that

\[
\overline{P}(A|H) = \begin{cases} 
\frac{h^s(AH)}{h^s(H)} & \text{if } 0 < h^s(H) < \infty \\
\frac{m(AH)}{m(H)} & \text{if } h^s(H) = 0, \infty
\end{cases}
\]

is an upper conditional probability.

**Proof.** Firstly we prove that the restriction of \( \overline{P} \) to the Cartesian product of \( B \times G^0 \), where \( B \) is the Borel \( \sigma \)-field of \([0,1]\) is a coherent conditional probability. The restriction of the Hausdorff \( s \)-dimensional outer measure to the \( \sigma \)-field of the borelian sets of \([0,1]\) is a measure for every \( s \) so, by definition, we have, that \( \overline{P}(\cdot|H) \) verifies condition I) and II).

To prove condition III), that is \( \overline{P}(EH|A)=\overline{P}(E|A)\overline{P}(H|EA) \), for \( E\in B, H\in B \ EH\in B \) with \( A\in G^0 \) and \( EA\in G^0 \), we distinguish the following cases:

a) conditioning events \( A \) and \( EA \) have positive and finite Hausdorff measures, then condition III) can be written as

\[
\frac{h^t(EAH)}{h^t(A)} = \frac{h^t(EA)}{h^t(A)} \cdot \frac{h^t(EAH)}{h^t(EA)}
\]  

(1)

Two cases are possible: i) \( s = t \) or ii) \( s > t \).

If i) holds than (1) is obviously satisfied. If ii) holds than \( h^t(EA)=0 \) and also, by the monotony of \( h^t \), \( h^t(EAH)=0 \); so equation (1) is satisfied.

b) conditioning events \( A \) and \( EA \) have both infinite or zero Hausdorff measures then condition III) becomes \( m(EAH)=m(EAH)m(EA) \) and it is always satisfied because \( m \) is monotone;

c) conditioning event \( A \) has infinite Hausdorff measure and conditioning event \( EA \) has positive and finite Hausdorff measure then from the definition of \( m \) it follows that condition III) becomes \( 0=0 \), and it is obviously satisfied.

Then from Theorem 3.1.5 of [16] we have that if \( 0 < h^t(H) < \infty \) then \( \overline{P} \) is the natural extension to \( C=F \times G^0 \) moreover if \( h^t(H)=0 \) or \( \infty \) then \( m \) can be extended to \( C=F \times G^0 \) since \( m \) is finitely additive, but not countable additive.

\( \square \)

The upper conditional probability defined in the previous Theorem 2 can be used to assess conditional upper probabilities when the class of conditioning
events is not a countably generated \(\sigma\)-field. In particular if \(G\) is equal to the \(\sigma\)-field of countable or co-countable sets, to the tail \(\sigma\)-field or to the \(\sigma\)-field of symmetric events. In all these cases conditioning events have Lebesgue measure equal to one or zero. So upper conditional probability can be defined as in Theorem 2.

**Example 1** Let \((\Omega, F, P)\) be a probability space where \(\Omega = [0,1]\), \(F\) is the \(\sigma\)-field of Borel of \(\Omega\) and \(P\) is the Lebesgue measure on \(F\). Let \(G\) be the sub \(\sigma\)-field of \(F\) of sets that are either countable or co-countable. Since the probability of the events of the \(\sigma\)-field \(G\) is either 0 or 1, we have that the probability of \(A\) given \(G\) is equal to \(P(A)\), with probability 1, if conditional probability is defined by the Radon-Nikodym derivative. That is

\[
P[A|G]_o = P(A)
\]

except on a \(P\) zero subset of \([0,1]\).

Given \(A=[a,b]\) with \(0 < a < b < 1\) let \(P^*\) be the real function defined on \(C=F \times G^0\) such that the restriction \(P^*_r\) to \(E=\{(A,\{\omega\}) : \omega \in [0,1]\}\) is equal, with probability 1, to the Radon-Nikodym derivative \(P[A|G]_o\). We have that \(P^*\) is not coherent on \(C\), since it does not satisfy the property that \(P^*(A,\{\omega\})\) is equal to 1 or 0 according to whether \(\omega\) belongs to \(A\) or not.

A finitely additive conditional probability on \(C=F \times G^0\) can be defined by

\[
\overline{P}(A|H) = \begin{cases} 
\frac{h^1(AH)}{m(AH)} & \text{co-countable} \\
\frac{h^0(AH)}{m(AH)} & \text{finite} \\
\frac{h^0(AH)}{m(AH)} & \text{countable}
\end{cases}
\]

where \(m\) is a 0-1 valued finitely additive (but not countably additive) probability measure.

The function \(\overline{P}\) is a coherent conditional probability since it verifies the axioms of a finitely additive probability in the sense of Dubins as proved in Theorem 2.

The lower conditional probability \(P(A|H)\) can be define as in the previous theorems if \(h^s\) denotes the Hausdorff \(s\)-dimensional outer measure.

### 3 The Disintegration Property

In this section we analyse the meaning of the disintegration property when conditional probability is assigned by a class of Hausdorff dimensional measures. In particular a weak disintegration property is introduced. If conditional probability is defined by the Radon-Nikodym derivative \(P[A|G]_o\), it verifies the disintegration property, that is the functional equation \(P(A \cap H) = \int P[A|G]_o dP\) with \(H \in G\).

This property is not always satisfied in the theory of finitely additive probability of Dubins. In fact with a finitely additive probability \(P\) it is not assured that \(P(A)=\)
\[ P[A|G]dP \] for \( A \) in \( F \). In the paper of Schervish, Seidenfeld and Kadane [15] has been shown that each finitely but not countably additive probability \( P \) will fail to be disintegrable on some denumerable partition of \( \Omega \).

Let \( \Omega = [0,1] \), let \( F \) be the \( \sigma \)-field of the Borel subsets of \([0,1]\), \( G \) a sub-\( \sigma \)-field of \( F \) and let \( P \) be equal to \( h^1 \), that is the Lebesgue measure. We recall that since the class of subsets of \( \Omega \) measurable with respect to \( h^1 \), for every \( s \), is the class of Borel subsets of \([0,1]\), than each \( h^s \) is a measure (\( \sigma \)-additive) on \( F \). We denote by \( P^* \) the restriction to \( F \times G^0 \), of the upper conditional probability assigned in Theorem 2. For each \( H \) in \( G^0 \), \( P^*(A|H) \) is a function on \( H \).

The starting point is that when the conditioning event \( H \) has Hausdorff dimension \( s \) less than 1, the equation \( P(A \cap H) = \int_H P^*(A|H) dP^s \) is obviously verified since \( \dim(A \cap H) \leq \dim(H) < 1 \) then \( P(A \cap H) = 0 \) and \( \int_H P^*(A|H) dP = 0 \). So it can be interesting to investigate if an analogous equation holds with respect to the measure \( h^s \). We observe that, if \( h^s(H) = \infty \) then the functions \( P^*(A|H) \), defined in the previous section, are not integrable since no constant different from zero is integrable on \( H \) with respect to \( h^s \); so we introduce the following definition

**Definition 1.** Let \( \Omega = [0,1] \), let \( F \) be the \( \sigma \)-field of the Borel subsets of \([0,1]\) and let \( P \) be equal to \( h^1 \), that is the Lebesgue measure. Let \( G \) be a sub-\( \sigma \)-field of \( F \). Denoted by \( h^s \) the Hausdorff \( s \)-dimensional measure, where \( s \) is the Hausdorff dimension of \( H \). A coherent conditional probability \( P^* \) verifies the **weak disintegration property** if the following functional equation \( h^s(A \cap H) = \int_H P^*(A|H) dh^s \) is verified for every \( H \) in \( G^0 \) with \( h^s(H) < \infty \).

**Remark:** If \( \dim(A \cap H) < \dim(H) = s \) and \( h^s(H) < \infty \) then the equation

\[
h^s(A \cap H) = \int_H P^*(A|H) dh^s
\]

is satisfied since both members are equal to zero. So to verify that a given coherent conditional probability satisfied the weak disintegration property we have to prove that the equation is verified for every pair of event \( A, H \) with \( \dim(AH) = \dim(H) \).

**Theorem 3** Let \( \Omega = [0,1] \), let \( F \) be the \( \sigma \)-field of the Borel subsets of \([0,1]\) and let \( P \) be equal to \( h^1 \), that is the Lebesgue measure. Let \( G \) be a sub-\( \sigma \)-field of \( F \). Having fixed \( A \) in \( F \), let us denoted by \( h^s \) the Hausdorff \( s \)-dimensional measure, by \( s \) the Hausdorff dimension of \( H \); let \( m \) be a 0-1 valued finitely additive (but not countable additive) probability measure. The coherent conditional probability \( P^* \) defined on \( C = F \times G^0 \) such that

\[
P^*(A|H) = \begin{cases} 
  \frac{h^s(AH)}{h^s(H)} & \text{if } 0 < h^s(H) < \infty \\
  m(AH) & \text{if } h^s(H) = 0, \infty
\end{cases}
\]

verifies the weak disintegration property.
Proof. We have to prove that the equation

\[ h^s(A \cap H) = \int_H P^s(A|H)dh^s \]  

is verified for every H in \( G^0 \) with \( h^s(H) < \infty \).

Firstly we suppose \( h^s(H) \) positive and finite; for each A and H, the function \( P^s(A|H) \) is nonnegative and less or equal to 1, so it is integrable with respect to \( h^s \); then we observe that the equation (2) is always satisfied since

\[ \int_H P^s(A|H)dh^s = \int_H \frac{h^s(A \cap H)}{h^s(H)}dh^s = h^s(A \cap H). \]

Moreover if \( h^s(H) \) is equal to zero, then equation (2) vanishes to 0=0. ✷

4 Independence

In this section we introduce a new definition of independence for events, called \( s \)-independence, based on the fact that the relative events and their intersection must have the same Hausdorff dimension. This notion does not require any assumption of positivity for the probability of the conditioning event. This is one of the difference with the concepts of confirmational irrelevance and strong confirmational irrelevance, proposed by Levi [12].

We prove that \( s \)-independence between events implies their logical independence when both events have Hausdorff dimension less than 1. Moreover also when the events have Hausdorff dimension equal to 1 and positive and finite Lebesgue outer measure then logical dependence is a necessary condition for the \( s \)-independence. Firstly we analyse the concept of epistemically independence for events proposed by Walley [17] with respect to conditional upper and lower probabilities defined by Hausdorff dimensional outer and inner measures. The concept of epistemic independence is based on the notion of irrelevence; given two events A and B, we say that B is irrelevant to A when \( P(A|B)=P(A|B^c)=P(A) \) and \( P(A|B)=P(A|B^c)=P(A) \).

A and B are epistemic independent when B is irrelevant to A and A is irrelevant to B. As a consequence of this definition we can obtain the factorisation property \( P(A \cap B)=P(A)P(B) \) that constitutes the standard definition of independence for events. Let \( \Omega=[0,1] \) and let \( \overline{P} \) and \( P \) be the upper and lower conditional probabilities defined by the outer and inner Hausdorff measures. The unconditional upper and lower probabilities can be obtained from the conditional ones by the equalities \( \overline{P}(A)=\overline{P}(A|\Omega)= \) and \( \overline{P}(A)=\overline{P}(A|\Omega) \).

When the events A and B or their complements have not upper probability equal to zero, epistemic independence implies logical independence, (i.e. each of
four sets \( A \cap B, A \cap B^c, A^c \cap B, A^c \cap B^c \) are non-empty). Otherwise logically dependent events can be epistemically independent.

Example 2  Let \( \Omega=\{0,1\} \), let \( F \) be the \( \sigma \)-field of all subsets of \( \{0,1\} \) and let \( G \) be the additive sub-class of \( F \) of sets that are finite and co-finite. Let \( A \) and \( B \) two finite subsets of \( \{0,1\} \) such that \( A \cap B=\emptyset \). If conditional probability is defined as in Theorem 2 we have that

\[
P(A|B) = \frac{h^0(AB)}{h^0(B)} = 0
\]

\[
P(A|B^c) = \frac{h^1(AB^c)}{h^1(B^c)} = 0
\]

\[
P(A) = \frac{h^1(A)}{h^1(\Omega)} = 0
\]

So \( A \) and \( B \) are logical dependent but epistemically independent.

The previous example puts in evidence the necessity to introduce the following definition.

Definition 2  Let \( \Omega=\{0,1\} \), let \( F \) be the \( \sigma \)-field of all subsets of \( \{0,1\} \) and let \( G=F \). Denoted by \( \overline{P} \) and \( \underline{P} \) be the upper and lower conditional probabilities defined by the outer and inner Hausdorff measures and given \( A \) and \( B \) in \( G^0 \), then they are \( s \)-independent if the following conditions hold:

1) \( \dim_H(AB)=\dim_H(B)=\dim_H(A) \)
2) \( \overline{P}(A|B)=\overline{P}(A|B^c)=\overline{P}(A) \) and \( \overline{P}(A|B)=\overline{P}(A|B^c)=\overline{P}(A) \)
3) \( \underline{P}(A|B)=\underline{P}(A|A^c)=\underline{P}(B) \) and \( \underline{P}(B|A)=\underline{P}(B|A^c)=\underline{P}(B) \)

Remark: Two disjoint events \( A \) and \( B \) are \( s \)-dependent since the Hausdorff dimension of the empty set can not be equal to that one of any other set so condition 1 is never satisfied. In particular the events \( A \) and \( B \) of Example 1, that are logical dependent but epistemically independent, are not \( s \)-independent.

We prove that logical independence between two events \( A \) and \( B \) is a necessary condition for \( s \)-independence when \( \dim_H(A) \) and \( \dim_H(B) \) are both less then 1.

Theorem 4  Let \( \Omega=\{0,1\} \), let \( F \) be the \( \sigma \)-field of all subsets of \( \{0,1\} \), let \( G=F \) and let us denoted by \( \overline{P} \) and \( \underline{P} \) be the upper and lower conditional probabilities defined by the outer and inner Hausdorff measures as in Theorem 2. Then two events \( A \) and \( B \) of \( G^0 \), \( s \)-independent and with Hausdorff dimension less then 1, are logical independent.

Proof. Since \( \dim_H(A) \) and \( \dim_H(B) \) are both less then 1 if \( A \) and \( B \) are \( s \)-independent then the following conditions hold:
1) \( \dim_H(AB) = \dim_H(B) = \dim_H(A) \)
2) \( \overline{P}(A|B) = \overline{P}(A|B^c) = \overline{P}(A) = h^\overline{1}(A) = 0 \) and \( \overline{P}(B|A) = \overline{P}(A|A^c) = \overline{P}(B) = h^\overline{1}(B) = 0 \)
3) \( \overline{P}(A|B) = \overline{P}(A|B^c) = \overline{P}(A) = h^\overline{1}(A) = 0 \) and \( \overline{P}(B|A) = \overline{P}(A|A^c) = \overline{P}(B) = h^\overline{1}(B) = 0 \).

From 1) we have that \( A \cap B \neq \emptyset \) since the Hausdorff dimension of the empty set cannot be equal to that one of any other set, from 3) we have \( \overline{P}(A|B) = 0 \) then \( B \) is not contained in \( A \) and \( \overline{P}(B|A) = 0 \) then \( A \) is not contained in \( B \). Moreover since \( \dim_H A \) and \( \dim_H B \) are both less than 1 then \( h^\overline{1}(A \cup B) = 0 \) while \( h^\overline{1}(\Omega) = 1 \) so \( \Omega \neq A \cup B \).

We prove that logical independence is a necessary condition for the \( s \)-independence when the events have Hausdorff dimension equal to 1 and positive and finite Lebesgue outer measure.

**Theorem 5** Let \( \Omega = [0,1] \), let \( F \) be the \( \sigma \)-field of all subsets of \([0,1] \), let \( G = F \) and let us denoted by \( \overline{P} \) and \( P \) be the upper and lower conditional probabilities defined by the outer and inner Hausdorff as in Theorem 2. Two events \( A \) and \( B \) of \( G^0 \), \( s \)-independent, with Hausdorff dimension equal to 1 and such that \( 0 < h(\Omega) < 1 \) and \( 0 < h^\overline{1}(B) < 1 \), are logically independent.

**Proof.** Since \( A \) and \( B \) are \( s \)-independent, from condition 1 we have \( \dim_H A \cap B = 1 \), that implies \( A \cap B \neq \emptyset \); from condition 3 we have \( \overline{P}(A|B) = \overline{P}(A|B^c) = h^\overline{1}(A) \neq 1 \) so \( B \) is not contained in \( A \) and \( B^c \) is not contained in \( A \); moreover \( \overline{P}(B|A) = \overline{P}(B|A^c) = \overline{P}(B) = h^\overline{1}(B) \neq 1 \) so \( A \) is not contained in \( B \) and \( A^c \) is not contained in \( B \). Then \( A \) and \( B \) are logically independent. □

We can observe that the converse of Theorems 3 and 5 is not true; in fact logical independence is not a sufficient condition for the \( s \)-independence.

**Example 3** Let \( \Omega = [0,1] \), let \( F \) be the \( \sigma \)-field of all subsets of \([0,1] \), let \( G = F \) and let us denoted by \( \overline{P} \) and \( P \) be the upper and lower conditional probabilities defined by the outer and inner Hausdorff measures as in Theorem 2. Let \( A \) and \( B \) two finite subsets of \([0,1] \) such that each of four sets \( A \cap B, A \cap B^c, A^c \cap B, A^c \cap B^c \) is non-empty, that is \( A \) and \( B \) are logical independent. We have that \( A \) and \( B \) are not \( s \)-independent since conditions 2 and 3 of Definition 2 are never satisfied.

If \( G \) is properly contained in \( F \) and \( A \) belong to \( F \cdot G \), for any \( H \) in \( G^0 \) we cannot test the \( s \)-independence between \( A \) and \( H \) because epistemic independence is symmetric, so it requires that also \( A \) belongs to \( G^0 \); in this case we introduce the following definition.

**Definition 2.** Let \( \Omega = [0,1] \), let \( F \) be the \( \sigma \)-field of all subsets of \([0,1] \) and let \( G \) a subfield of \( F \). Denoted by \( \overline{P} \) and \( P \) be the upper and lower conditional probabilities defined by the outer and inner Hausdorff measures and given \( A \) in \( F \) and \( B \) in \( G^0 \), then \( B \) is \( s \)-irrelevant to \( A \) if the following conditions hold:

1) \( \dim_H(AB) = \dim_H(B) = \dim_H(A) \)
2) \( \overline{P}(A|B) = \overline{P}(A|B^c) = \overline{P}(A) \) and \( \overline{P}(A|B) = \overline{P}(A|B^c) = \overline{P}(A) \).
Proposition 1. Let $\Omega = [0, 1]$, let $F$ be the $\sigma$-field of all subsets of $[0, 1]$ and $G$ a subfield properly contained in $F$. Given $A$ in $F$ and $B$ in $G^0$ such that $\dim H(A) < 1$, $\dim H(B) < 1$ and $B$ is $s$-irrelevant to $A$ then the following conditions hold:

1a) $A \cap B \neq \emptyset$;
2a) $B$ is not contained in $A$ and $B^c$ is not contained in $A$;
3a) $\Omega \neq A \cup B$;

Proof. The result follows from Theorem 5.

Definition 3. Let $\Omega = [0, 1]$, let $F$ be the $\sigma$-field of all subsets of $[0, 1]$ and let $G$ an additive subclass contained in $F$. Given $A$ in $F$ we say that $G$ is $s$-irrelevant to $A$ if any event $H$ of $G$ such that $\dim H(A) = \dim H(H)$ is irrelevant to $A$.

The previous results can be used to solve paradoxical situations proposed in literature that show that the interpretation of conditional probability in terms of partial knowledge breaks down in certain cases. A conditional probability can be used to represent partial information as proposed by Billingsley [1]. A probability space $(\Omega, F, P)$ can be used to represent a random phenomenon or an experiment whose outcome is drawn from $\Omega$ according to the probability given by $P$. Partial information about the experiment can be represented by a sub $\sigma$-field $G$ of $F$ in the following way: an observer does not know which $\omega$ has been drawn but he knows for each $H$ in $G$, if $\omega$ belongs to $H$ or if $\omega$ belongs to $H^c$.

A sub $\sigma$-field $G$ of $F$ can be identified as partial information about the random experiment, and, fixed $A$ in $F$, conditional probability can be used to represent partial knowledge about $A$ given the information on $G$. By standard definition, an event $A$ is independent from the $\sigma$-field $G$ if it is independent from each $H$ in $G$, that is, if conditional probability is defined by the Radon-Nikodym derivative, $P[A|G]_\omega = P(A)$ with probability 1. Example 3 shows that the interpretation of conditional probability in terms of partial knowledge breaks down in certain cases. In fact the event $A$ is independent from the information represented by $G$ and this is a contradiction according to the fact that the information represented by $G$ is complete since $G$ contains all the singletons of $\Omega$. The contradiction can be dissolved if $s$-irrelevance is tested with respect to conditional probabilities assigned by a class of Hausdorff dimensional measures.

Example 4. Let $(\Omega, F, P)$ be a probability space where $\Omega = [0, 1]$, $F$ is the $\sigma$-field of Borel of $\Omega$ and $P$ is the Lebesgue measure on $F$. Let $G$ be the sub $\sigma$-field of $F$ of sets that are either countable or co-countable. Let $\mathcal{P}$ be the finitely additive conditional probability defined on $C = F \times G^0$ by

$$\mathcal{P}(A|H) = \begin{cases} h^1(AH) & H \text{ co-countable} \\ m^1(H) & H \text{ finite} \\ m^0(H) & H \text{ countable} \end{cases}$$

(3)

where $m$ is a 0-1 valued finitely additive (but not countably additive) probability
Given $A=[a,b]$ with $0 < a < b < 1$, we have that $G$ is not s-irrelevant to $A$, since condition 2 of the definition of s-irrelevance is not satisfied.

In fact for every $H= [0,1]-\{\omega\}$ we have that $T(A)=T(A|\Omega)=h(A)$ is different from 0 and 1, while $P^*(A|H^c)=P^*(A|\{\omega\})$ must be, for the coherence, equal to 1 or 0 according to the fact that $\omega$ belongs to $A$ or not.

5 Conclusions and Applications

The results proposed in this paper would be an attempt to show that Hausdorff dimensional measures can be used as a tool to define coherent conditional probabilities. This approach is based on the idea that commensurable events [4] with respect to the given coherent conditional probability, are subsets of $\Omega$ with the same Hausdorff dimension. Given a coherent conditional probabilities $P^*$ defined on $C=\mathcal{F} \times G^0$, any pair of events $A$ and $B$ of $G^0$ can be compare as proposed by de Finetti. In fact

$$P^*(A|A \cup B) + P^*(B|A \cup B) \geq 1$$

so the above conditional probabilities cannot be both zero and their ratio can be used to introduce an ordering between $A$ and $B$. In fact this ratio is finite if either $P^*(A|A \cup B)$ and $P^*(B|A \cup B)$ are finite and in this case $A$ and $B$ are called commensurable. Otherwise if one of the conditional probability is zero the corresponding event has a probability infinitely less then the other and the two events $A$ and $B$ belong to different layers [5]. We can observe that when conditional probability $P^*$ is countably additive there can be only finitely many layers above a given layer, but not so when $P$ is only finitely additive.

Two events $A$ and $B$ of $G^0$, commensurable with respect to the coherent conditional probability defined by (3) of Example 4, are subsets of $\Omega$ with the same Hausdorff dimension. The converse is not true, in fact if $A$ is countable and $B$ finite then the two events have Hausdorff dimension equal to 0, but they are not commensurable with respect to the previous conditional probability, since coherence requires that $P^*(B|A \cup B)=0$. Two events are commensurable in the sense of de Finetti if and only if they have both finite and positive Hausdorff measure and the same Hausdorff dimension.

Also from a practical point of view there are some advantages to assess coherent conditional probabilities, by a class of Hausdorff dimensional measures. In fact they can be used as a tool to assess probability to an event given a data set coming from a real problem. In different fields of science (geology, biology, architecture, economics) many data sets are fractal sets, i.e. are sets with non-integer Hausdorff dimension; for example the hypocentre distribution of earthquakes is a fractal set so if we want to assess the probability that a given place will be the hypocentre of a future earthquake knowing the set of the previous ones, we need...
to have a tool able to handling fractal sets. Moreover the classification of several soils can be done by their Hausdorff dimensions. A future aim of this research is to implement these results to dealing uncertainty in natural hazard and risk assessment.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Orientation

We adopt the same mathematical model of a set \( M = \{ \nu \} \) of probability measures as is central to the theory of coherent imprecise probability (e.g., see Walley [18]). However, we endow this model with an objective, frequentist interpretation in place of a behavioral subjective one, and ask completely different questions of this model. While the mathematical model \( M \) is the same in the two theories of probability (as it is in a variety of interpretations that have been offered for conventional probability), on our account there is no focus on imprecision as is appropriate in the behavioral account. In order to signal the distinction between the two theories sharing the same mathematical model, we do not use the descriptor “imprecise” and instead use “chaotic”. Although we remain interested in alternatives to this term, it does connote a highly irregular sequence of physical (typically mechanical) origin. We seek to use \( M \) to model stable (although not stationary in the traditional stochastic sense) physical sources of time series data that have highly irregular behavior and not to model states of belief or knowledge that are assuredly imprecise. Support for the existence of such chaotic sources is lent by the following quotation from Kolmogorov [9]:

In everyday language we call random those phenomena where we cannot find a regularity allowing us to predict precisely their results. Generally speaking, there is no ground to believe that random phenomena should possess any definite probability. Therefore, we should distinguish between randomness proper (as absence of any regularity) and stochastic randomness (which is the subject of probability theory). There emerges the problem of finding reasons for the applicability of the mathematical theory of probability to the real world.

1.2 Previous Work

Previous work focused on asymptotics or laws of large numbers for interval-valued probability models can be found in Fine et al. [10][12][7][15]. Cozman and Chrisman [1] estimate credal sets by looking at the limiting relative frequencies along several subsequences of a time series. Our current work focused on modelling finite length time series.

Our previous attempt at supplying an objective frequentist interpretation for a set of measures \( M \), reported at ISIPTA ’01 in Fierens and Fine [3], was based upon the use of Kolmogorov complexity to enable us to simulate highly complex time series data from the model and then to estimate the model from such data through the sequence of alternating minima and maxima of relative frequencies calculated along a given sequence. The underlying motivation was an attempt at an analog of the i.i.d. standard probability model; the model \( M \) gave us the marginal or univariate description and the high complexity was meant to ensure that there was
no further exploitable structure in the time evolution. We subsequently judged this approach to be inadequate, in part after considering the performance of martingale betting systems on such time series as advocated by the then newly-published Shafer and Vovk [16].

1.3 Overview

As in our previous work, we focus on a description of univariate or marginal events and not on descriptions of \( k \)-tuples of outcomes. This restriction is intended only to simplify our search for a meaningful interpretation and not because we deny the importance of an extension to \( k \)-tuples. In Section 2.1, we provide an instrumental interpretation of random process measures consistent with \( \mathcal{M} \) and the highly irregular physical phenomena we intend to model by \( \mathcal{M} \). Although we do not offer this description as an explanation for real world data, we develop it because it helps us to better understand chaotic probability models by reference to well-known standard stochastic processes, and, at the same time, this description provides us with the basic tools for simulation of our models (see Section 2.2). Essentially, our instrumental interpretation consists of a decision mechanism that at each time instant chooses a probability measure \( \nu \in \mathcal{M} \) from which the next outcome of a sequence will be generated. This measure selection function has both properties of being highly complex so that it is difficult to discover it from any given data sequence, and having enough simple structure to allow for the estimation of \( \mathcal{M} \) (see Theorems 1-3). The approach we present in this paper is to understand a set of measures model \( \mathcal{M} \) not as a traditional compound hypothesis, in which one of the measures in \( \mathcal{M} \) is a true description, but rather as one in which none of the individual measures in \( \mathcal{M} \) provides an adequate description of the potential behavior of the physical source as actualized in the form of a long time series. Instead, it is the whole set \( \mathcal{M} \) that describes the potential behavior, and this distinction has operational significance in terms of the time series data that is anticipated from the physical source.

As explained in Section 3, we estimate \( \mathcal{M} \) from a data sequence by computing the relative frequencies along some of its subsequences. Subsequence selection is a well-entrenched method of exposing behavioral patterns in time series. It formed the basis of Richard von Mises’ pioneering definition of randomness ([17],[4],[11],[13]) for infinitely long sequences and the seminal work of A.N. Kolmogorov on randomness of finite strings ([8]). Cozman and Chrisman [1] estimate credal sets by looking at the relative frequencies along several subsequences. In a similar way, we also study a given sequence by analyzing it into subsequences selected by rules in some set \( \Psi \). Technically, we use causal subsequence selection rules, also known as Church place selection rules (see Definition 1 and also Li and Vitányi [11]). For any given model \( \mathcal{M} \), we expect to find some set of rules \( \Psi_\mathcal{V} \) for which \( \mathcal{M} \) becomes “visible”, that is, a set of rules such that all measures in \( \mathcal{M} \) can be estimated by the relative frequencies along the
selected subsequences (see Definition 2 and Theorems 2 and 3). Although such a set $\Psi_V$ may exist, identifying it will not be easy. Furthermore, there are sets of rules $\Psi_T$ for which a chaotic source may appear to be “temporally homogeneous”, that is, for a certain set $\Psi_T$ there may exist a chaotic source generating sequences such that the relative frequencies along subsequences selected by rules in $\Psi_T$ cannot expose more than a small neighborhood of a single measure contained in the convex hull of $M$ (see Definition 3, Lemma 1 and Theorem 4).

Proofs have been omitted in what follows. However, they are available in the appendices of Fierens [2].

2 From the Model to Data

2.1 An Instrumental Interpretation of the Model

Let $X = \{z_1, z_2, \cdots, z_k\}$ be a finite sample space. We denote by $X^*$ the set of all finite sequences of elements taken in $X$. A particular sequence of $n$ samples from $X$ is denoted by $x^n = \{x_1, x_2, \cdots, x_n\}$. $P$ denotes the set of all measures on the power set of $X$. A chaotic probability model $M$ is a subset of $P$ and models the “marginals” of some process generating sequences in $X^*$. In this section, we present an instrumental (that is, without commitment to reality) interpretation of such a process.

Consider the generation of a sequence $x^n$ by the following pseudo-algorithm:

\[
\text{FOR } k = 1 \text{ TO } k = n \\
1. \text{ Choose } v \in M. \\
2. \text{ Generate } x_k \text{ according to } v.
\]

If the decision mechanism in 1 is very complex\(^1\), say, random, with decisions made in an $i.i.d.$ manner according to some distribution on $M$, we would not be able to distinguish whether $x^n$ was produced by an $i.i.d.$ process according to some measure in $\text{ch}(M)$, the convex hull of $M$, or by the algorithm in question. On the other hand, if the decision rule were very simple and deterministic, we would possibly be able to make such a distinction. For example, consider the simple choice mechanism that alternates between two measures $v_1, v_2 \in M$. In this case, for sufficiently large $n$, we expect to discover the alternating-measure rule and to be able to estimate $v_1$ and $v_2$. However, if the choice mechanism in 1 were neither too complex (as in the first example) nor too simple (as in the second example), we may still be able to estimate $M$ (or part of it), but we would probably

\(^1\)Although Kolmogorov complexity captures part of the complexity to which we make reference here, it seems not to suffice. Thus, the discussion in this paragraph follows at a more intuitive level.
find it difficult (if not impossible given our computational resources) to discover the choice mechanism itself. It is in this case that we believe chaotic probability models to be useful: when dealing with chaotic sources, the measure selection function $F$ has both properties of being highly complex so that it is difficult to discover it from any given data sequence, and having enough simple structure to allow for the estimation of $M$.

We formalize the decision in 1 of the previous algorithm by means of a function $F : X^* \to M$. Furthermore, we restrict ourselves to causally made decisions, ones dependent only upon the past:

\begin{verbatim}
FOR $k = 1$ TO $k = n$
1. Choose $\nu_k = F(x^{k-1}) \in M$.
2. Generate $x_k$ according to $\nu_k$.
\end{verbatim}

Let $\nu_k = F(x^{k-1})$. For any $k \leq n$, $F$ determines the probability distribution of the potential $k$th outcome $X_k$ of the sequence,

$$(\forall A \subseteq X) \ P(X_k \in A | X^{k-1} = x^{k-1}) = \nu_k(X_k \in A).$$

An actual data sequence $x^n$ is assessed by the graded potential of the realization of a sequence of random variables $X^n$ described by

$$P(X_1 = x_1, \ldots, X_n = x_n) = \prod_{k=1}^{n} \nu_k(X_k = x_k).$$

We denote by $M^*$ the family of all such process measures $P$. From the analysis of data, we do not expect in general to be able to pinpoint a single $P \in M^*$ or even a small subset of $M^*$, what we call a fine-grained picture of the source. On the contrary, we expect our knowable operational quantities to be (large) subsets of $M^*$ which provide an appropriate coarse-grained description of the source. These ideas are related to those of coarse grainedness and fine grainedness in physics. For example, in classical physics we commonly have situations, say, kinetic theory, in which a coarse description suffices even though we have access in principle to a more detailed quantum mechanical one. Unlike the case of classical physics, there need be no more than instrumental reality in the fine details of our model $M^*$. A similar situation may be found in quantum mechanics where there are fine-grained pictures that have no empirical reality (see Gell-Mann [6], Chapter 11, especially pp. 143-147).

2.2 Simulation

Simulation of sequences coming from a source modelled by a set of measures $M$ can be achieved by simply choosing an appropriate function $F$ and applying
the algorithm presented above. Since we expect not to know $F$ in general, the choice of the measure selection functions used for simulation depends on our judgment, based on our knowledge of the physical phenomenon being modeled, the intended use of the simulated sequences, etc.

In the typical case where $M$ has infinite cardinality, we need a notion of approximation to the measures in $M$ by finitely many other measures in (or close to) $M$. Given a distance or metric $d$ on $P$, a particular form of approximation is provided by an $\epsilon$-covering of $M$, that is, by a covering of the set $M$ by open balls of radius $\epsilon$ (according to $d$) and centers in some set $M_e \subset P$ (perhaps a subset of $M$). Note that, if $P$ is compact with respect to $d$, we can find a finite $\epsilon$-covering of $M$. Choose a minimal set $M_e$ so that each ball has a non-empty intersection with $M$ and call $B(\epsilon, v)$ the ball with center $v \in M_e$ and radius $\epsilon$. Then, given an appropriate measure selection function $F : X^* \to M_e$, the following algorithm can be used for simulation.

\begin{verbatim}
FOR k = 1 TO k = n
  1. Choose $v = F(x^{k-1}) \in M_e$.
  2. Choose any $v' \in B(\epsilon, v) \cap M$.
  3. Use a pseudo-random number generator to generate $x_k$ according to $v'$.
\end{verbatim}

Since we want to expose all of $M$ in a single, but sufficiently long, simulated sequence, we require $F$ to visit, many times, each measure in $M_e$. Theorems 1-2 in Section 3 can help us choose the minimum number of times that each measure should be visited. Examples of simulation algorithms based on the basic strategy presented above are available in the appendices of Fierens [2] (see, e.g., the proof of Theorem 4) and in Section 3.5

3 From Data to the Model

3.1 Subsequence Analysis

We begin the study of a sequence $x_n \in X^*$ by analyzing it into several subsequences. These subsequences are selected by rules that satisfy the following

**Definition 1 (Causal Subsequence Selection Rule)**

An effectively computable function $\psi$ is a causal subsequence selection rule (also known as a Church place selection rule) if

$$\psi : X^* \to \{0, 1\}.$$
and, for any \( x^n \in X^* \), \( x_k \) is the \( j \)-th term in the generated subsequence \( x^{\psi,n} \), of length \( \lambda_{\psi,n} \), if

\[
\psi(x^{k-1}) = 1, \quad \sum_{i=1}^{k} \psi(x^{i-1}) = j, \quad \lambda_{\psi,n} = \sum_{k=1}^{n} \psi(x^{k-1}).
\]

Let \( \Psi = \{\psi_a\} \) be a set of causal subsequence selection rules. For each \( \psi \in \Psi \), we study the behavior of the relative frequency of (only) marginal events along the chosen subsequence. That is, given \( x^n \) and a selection rule \( \psi \in \Psi \) we determine the frequentist empirical (relative frequency) measure \( \bar{\mu}_{\psi,n} \) along the subsequence \( x^{\psi,n} \) through

\[
(\forall A \subset X) \bar{\mu}_{\psi,n}(A) = \frac{1}{\lambda_{\psi,n}} \sum_{k=1}^{n} I_A(x_k) \psi(x^{k-1}),
\]

where \( I_A(\cdot) \) is the \( \{0,1\} \)-valued indicator function of the event \( A \). In a similar manner, for any such rule \( \psi \), we may compute the time average conditional measure \( \bar{\nu}_{\psi,n} \) defined by

\[
(\forall A \subset X) \bar{\nu}_{\psi,n}(A) = \frac{1}{\lambda_{\psi,n}} \sum_{k=1}^{n} E \left[ I_A(X_k) \left| X^{k-1} = x^{k-1} \right. \right] \psi(x^{k-1}).
\]

Rewritten in terms of our instrumental understanding of the measure selection function \( F \),

\[
\bar{\nu}_{\psi,n}(A) = \frac{1}{\lambda_{\psi,n}} \sum_{k=1}^{n} \nu_k(A) \psi(x^{k-1}),
\]

where \( \nu_k = F(x^{k-1}) \).

Since we want to expose some of the structure of the chaotic probability model \( M \) by means of the rules in \( \Psi \), we are interested in how good an estimator of \( \bar{\nu}_{\psi,n} \) is \( \bar{\mu}_{\psi,n} \). Introduce the norm-based metric

\[
(\forall \mu, \mu' \in P) d(\mu, \mu') = \max_{z \in X} |\mu(z) - \mu'(z)|,
\]

which quantifies the “closeness” between two probability measures on \( X \). We call a rule \( \psi \) applied to \( x^n \) causally faithful if the resulting subsequence yields a small value of \( d(\bar{\nu}_{\psi,n}, \bar{\mu}_{\psi,n}) \). The existence of such rules is guaranteed by

**Theorem 1** Let \( \xi \) be the cardinality of \( X \) and denote the cardinality of \( \Psi \) by \( ||\Psi|| \). Let \( m \leq n \). If \( ||\Psi|| \leq m \), then for any process measure \( P \in M^* \)

\[
P \left( \max_{\psi \in \Psi} \left\{ d(\bar{\mu}_{\psi,n}, \bar{\nu}_{\psi,n}) : \lambda_{\psi,n} \geq m \right\} \geq \varepsilon \right) \leq 2\xi e^{-\varepsilon^2 m^2 / 2n}.
\]
Hence, so long as we restrict to a family of causal selection rules of size $t_n$ and examine discrepancies of size $\epsilon$ only over subsequences of length at least $m$, with $m$ large, we can with high probability avoid uncontrollably imposing our own patterns through some of the selected subsequences and instead exhibit only the patterns that have inductive validity. If, to the contrary, we allow the set of subsequence selection rules to be too large, we will observe with non-negligible probability measures that are outside the convex hull of $M$. For example, if we enlarge the set of subsequence selection rules by including all possible subsequences, then we will observe measures that concentrate all the mass on a single atom (outcome in $X$).

### 3.2 Visibility and Estimation

The possibility of exposing all of $M$ by means of the rules in $\Psi$ is expressed in the following

**Definition 2 (Visibility)**

(a) $M$ is made visible $(\Psi, \theta, \delta, m, n)$ by $P \in M^*$ if

$$P \left( \bigcap_{\mu \in M} \bigcup_{Y \in \Psi} \left\{ X^n : \lambda_{q,n}(X^n) \geq m, d(\bar{\mu}_{q,n}, \mu) \leq \theta \right\} \right) \geq 1 - \delta.$$ 

(b) A subset of $M^*$ renders $M$ uniformly visible $(\Psi, \theta, \delta, m, n)$ if $M$ is made visible $(\Psi, \theta, \delta, m, n)$ by each of its elements. The maximal such subset is denoted $MV(\Psi)$ and $MV(\Psi)$ may be empty.

The non-triviality of Definition 2(a), and, hence, of Definition 2(b), is asserted in

**Theorem 2** Let $0 < 2\epsilon < \theta$ and $M_c \subseteq M$ be the centers of a minimal covering of $M$ by $N_c$ balls of radius $\epsilon$ (according to the metric $d$ as defined above$^2$). Then, for large $n$, there exists a process measure $P$ and a family $\Psi$ of size $N_c$ such that $M$ is made visible $(\Psi, \theta, \delta, m, n)$ with

$$\delta = 2(\xi + 1)N_c e^{-\frac{(\theta - 2\epsilon)^2m^2}{2n}}.$$

Theorem 2 asserts the existence of a set of rules $\Psi$ such that $MV(\Psi)$ is not empty. The following theorem shows how it is possible to estimate $M$ by means of an appropriate set of rules $\Psi$.

---

$^2$According to our choice of $d$, although $M$ is not necessarily compact, $P$ certainly is. Therefore, as a subset of compact $P, M$ will always have a finite open covering.
Theorem 3 Let $M_{\alpha}$ be a subset of the non-empty maximal $M_{\Psi}(\Psi) \subseteq M^*$ that renders $M$ uniformly visible $(\Psi, \theta, \delta, m, n)$. Let $[A]^\varepsilon$ denote the $\varepsilon$-enlargement of a set $A$ defined by

$$(\forall A \subseteq P) \ (\forall \varepsilon > 0) \ [A]^\varepsilon = \{ \mu : (\exists \mu' \in A) d(\mu, \mu') < \varepsilon \}.$$ 

Let $\hat{M}_{0,\Psi}$ be an estimator of $M$ defined by

$$\hat{M}_{0,\Psi}(x^\varepsilon) = \bigcup_{\Psi, \lambda_{\Psi,n}(x^\varepsilon) \geq m} B(\theta, \lambda_{\Psi,n}).$$

Then the estimator $\hat{M}_{0,\Psi}$ satisfies

$$(\forall P \in M_{\alpha}) \ P \left( [\text{ch}(M)]^{\theta+\varepsilon} \supseteq \hat{M}_{0,\Psi} \supseteq M \right) \geq 1 - \delta - \tau_n,$$

where $\text{ch}(M)$ is the convex hull of $M$ and

$$\tau_n = 2\frac{\varepsilon}{\delta} \| \Psi \| e^{-\frac{e^2 m^2}{2n}}.$$

### 3.3 Temporal Homogeneity

Not every set of rules $\Psi$ can expose all of $M$. The following definition deals with some sets of rules that can only expose a small neighborhood of a single probability measure in $ch(M)$.

**Definition 3 (Temporal Homogeneity)**

(a) $P \in M^*$ is temporally homogeneous $(\Psi, \theta, \delta, m, n)$ if

$$P \left( \max_{\Psi_1, \Psi_2 \in \Psi} \left\{ d(\hat{\mu}_{\Psi_1,n}, \hat{\mu}_{\Psi_2,n}) : \lambda_{\Psi_1,n}(X^n), \lambda_{\Psi_2,n}(X^n) \geq m \right\} \leq \theta \right) \geq 1 - \delta.$$

(b) A subset of $M^*$ is uniformly temporally homogeneous $(\Psi, \theta, \delta, m, n)$ if each of its elements is temporally homogeneous $(\Psi, \theta, \delta, m, n)$. The maximal such subset is denoted $M_T(\Psi)$.

The non-triviality of Definition 3(a), and, hence, of Definition 3(b), is established by

**Lemma 1** Choose $\mu_0 \in P$ and $0 < 2\varepsilon < \theta$ and constrain the measure selection mechanism $F$ so that

$$\left( \forall x^\varepsilon \in X^* \right) F(x^\varepsilon) \in B(\varepsilon, \mu_0).$$
where $B(\varepsilon, \mu_0)$ is a ball with center $\mu_0$ and radius $\varepsilon$; that is, every $P$ induced by $F$ is approximately i.i.d. $\mu_0$. Then each such $P$ is temporally homogeneous $(\Psi, \theta, \delta, m, n)$ provided that $\delta$ satisfies

$$\delta = 2\varepsilon t_n e^{-\frac{(\varepsilon m)^2}{8n}},$$

where $t_n = \|\Psi\|$.

### 3.4 Consistency between Visibility and Temporal Homogeneity

We can better appreciate the difficulty of choosing an appropriate set of rules for estimation of $M$ by means of the next theorem, which in some sense complements Theorem 2 and Lemma 1.

**Theorem 4** Let $\varepsilon > \frac{1}{m}$. Assume that there is an $\varepsilon$-cover of $M$ by $N_{\varepsilon}$ open balls with centers in a set $M_{\varepsilon} = \{\mu_1, \mu_2, \ldots, \mu_{N_\varepsilon}\}$ such that, for each $\mu_i$, there is a recursive probability measure $v \in B(\varepsilon, \mu_i) \cap M$. Let $\Psi_0$ be a set of (causal deterministic) place selection rules. Then, there are a process measure $P$ and a family $\Psi_1$ such that, for large enough $n$, $P$ will both render $M$ visible $(\Psi_1, 3\varepsilon, \delta, m, n)$ and ensure temporal homogeneity $(\Psi_0, 6\varepsilon, \delta, m, n)$ with

$$\delta = 2\varepsilon t_n e^{-\frac{\varepsilon^2 m^2}{2n}},$$

where

$$t_n = \max\{\|\Psi_0\|, \|\Psi_1\|\}.$$

A more transparent version of Theorem 4, given in terms of an analyzing set $\Psi_0$ formed by finite history rules defined as follows

**Definition 4** Finite History Rules

We say that $\psi$ is a finite history rule if there is a positive integer $L$, called the history length of $\psi$, and a function $\Gamma: X^L \to \{0, 1\}$ such that for all $x^k \in X$ we have

$$\psi(x^{k-1}) = \begin{cases} \Gamma(x^{k-L}, x^{k-L+1}, \ldots, x^{k-1}) & \text{if } k > L, \\ 0 & \text{otherwise.} \end{cases}$$

The next theorem is similar to Theorem 4:

**Theorem 5** Assume that $M$ makes all atoms possible, i.e., there is $\Phi > 0$ such that

$$\inf_{\mu \in M} \min_{z \in X} \mu(\{z\}) \geq \Phi.$$
Let $\Psi_0$ consist of finite history rules with length smaller than a given $L$. Then, for $\varepsilon > 0$, there are a process measure $P$ and a family $\Psi_1$ such that $P$ will both render $M$ visible $(\Psi_1, 2\varepsilon, \delta, m, n)$ and ensure temporal homogeneity $(\Psi_0, 4\varepsilon, \delta, m, n)$ with

$$\delta = 4\xi t_n e^{-\frac{\varepsilon^2}{2m}},$$

where

$$t_n = \max\{||\Psi_0||, ||\Psi_1||\}.$$

Although we do not present a complete proof here (it can be found in Fierens [2]), we give the basic idea behind the construction of $P$ in Section 3.5 because it provides a simple example of several ideas in this paper.

Put picturesquely, the results in this section show that $\Psi$ determines the resolving power of the analytical microscope with which we examine $M$. When one prepares a sample to be put under the lenses of the microscope, little or nothing is seen of the structure of the sample, e.g., it may just look like some watery solution. Similarly, in the case of a chaotic probability model, the temporal homogeneity property tells us that $M$ looks just like the traditional single measure. As we explore $M$ with a large numbers of more complex selection rules, say, under the more powerful lenses of the microscope, we begin to see or isolate different relative frequency measures and begin to see $M$ as a set of measures. However, we do not know in advance the final scale at which $M$ exhibits all of its structure and do not know in advance how to choose $\Psi$ to render all of $M$ visible. Our abilities at progressive exploration are, of course, limited both by the increasing computational burden, and by considerations of extracting faithful subsequences. Preserving the faithful subsequence property requires a relation between $||\Psi||$ and the resulting confidence level $1 - \delta$. As $||\Psi||$ increases, maintaining confidence levels requires longer subsequences (larger $m$) and in turn more data (larger $n$). These considerations make good traditional statistical sense.

### 3.5 Simulation Example

Let $M_\varepsilon = \{\mu_1, \mu_2, \ldots, \mu_N\} \subseteq M$ be the centers of a finite $\varepsilon$-cover of $M$ by $N_\varepsilon$ open balls. Let $\gamma$ be defined as

$$\gamma = \left\lceil \log_2 N_\varepsilon \right\rceil.$$

Let $B_1, \cdots, B_{N_\varepsilon}$ be a partition of $X^\gamma$, the histories of length $\gamma$, into $N_\varepsilon$ subsets and consider the memory-$\gamma$ Markov process defined by the following transition probabilities:

$$(\forall A \subseteq X) \ P\left(X_k \in A | X_{k-1} = x_{k-1}, \cdots, X_{k-\gamma} = x_{k-\gamma}\right) = \mu_i(X_k \in A),$$

iff $(x_{k-\gamma}, \cdots, x_{k-1}) \in B_i$. It can be proved that this Markov process has a unique stationary probability measure $\mu_\xi$ (see Fierens [2]).
Let $R$ be an integer greater than a given $L$ and consider the construction of a process measure $P \in M^*$ by an algorithm that: a) initializes $R$ i.i.d. Markov processes (as described by Eqn. 1) at the stationary measure; b) generates the sequence $x^n$ by choosing outcomes from the $R$ Markov processes in a round-robin fashion. A more detailed description of this algorithm follows.

\begin{eqnarray*}
\text{FOR } l = 1 \text{ TO } l = R \\
1. \text{ Generate } (x_l,1, x_l,2, \ldots , x_l,\gamma) \text{ according to } \mu_S. \\
2. \text{ FOR } k = \gamma + 1 \text{ TO } k = \lceil n/R \rceil \\
   (a) \text{ Find the set } B_i \text{ such that } (x_k-\gamma, \ldots , x_k) \in B_i. \\
   (b) \text{ Generate } x_k \text{ according to } \mu_i. \\
\end{eqnarray*}

Set $R$ counters $i_1, i_2, \ldots , i_R$ to 1.

\begin{eqnarray*}
\text{FOR } k = 1 \text{ TO } k = n \\
1. \text{ Let } l = \lfloor (k-1) \mod R \rfloor + 1. \\
2. \text{ Let } x_k = x_l,0. \\
3. \text{ Let } i_l = i_l + 1.
\end{eqnarray*}

We now sketch the proof that the previous algorithm succeeds in constructing a process measure $P \in M^*$ satisfying the conditions stated in Theorem 5. By the previous algorithm, for $k > R\gamma$, the outcome $X_k$ depends on $X_{k-R\gamma}, X_{k-R(\gamma-1)}, \ldots , X_{k-R}$, but it does not depend on $X_{k-R+1}, X_{k-R+2}, \ldots , X_{k-1}$. Let $\psi$ be any rule in $\Psi_0$. Since $\psi$ has a limited time horizon $L$ which is strictly smaller than $R$, we have for all $A \subset X$

\begin{equation*}
\mathbb{E} \sum_{k=1}^{n} \psi(X^{k-1}) \left[ \mathbb{E} \left[ I_A(X_k) \mid X^{k-1} \right] - \mu_S(A) \right] = \sum_{k=1}^{n} P \left( \psi(X^{k-1}) = 1 \right) \mathbb{E} \left[ I_A(X_k) - \mu_S(A) \mid \psi(X^{k-1}) = 1 \right] = (\text{by memory } L) \sum_{k=1}^{n} P \left( \psi(X^{k-1}) = 1 \right) \mathbb{E} \left[ I_A(X_k) - \mu_S(A) \mid \psi(X^{k-L-1}) = 1 \right] = (\text{by indep.}) \sum_{k=1}^{n} P \left( \psi(X^{k-1}) = 1 \right) \mathbb{E} \left[ I_A(X_k) - \mu_S(A) \right] = 0.
\end{equation*}

It can be shown, by means of the same techniques used in the proof of Theorem 1, that this fact implies that

\begin{equation*}
P \left( \max_{\psi \in \Psi_0} \left\{ d(\psi, \mu_S) : \lambda_{\psi, S} \geq m \right\} \geq \epsilon \right) \leq 2\xi \| \Psi_0 \| \epsilon e^{-\frac{\epsilon^2 m^2}{2n}}.
\end{equation*}
Finally, this statement together with Theorem 1 imply that $M$ is $\Psi_0$-temporal homogeneous.

Let $\Psi_1 = \{\psi_1, \ldots, \psi_N\}$ be a set of rules such that

$$
\psi_i(x^{k-1}) = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } k > R_i \text{ and } (x_{k-R_i}, x_{k-R_i}, \ldots, x_{k-R_i+1}) \in B_i, \\
0 & \text{otherwise}.
\end{cases}
$$

Then, it is easy to see that

$$
(\forall A \subseteq X) \; \bar{\nu}_{\psi_i}(A) = \frac{1}{\lambda_{\psi_i,n}} \sum_{k=1}^{n} E[I_A(x_k) \mid x^{k-1} = x^{k-1}] \psi_i(x^{k-1}) = \mu_i(A).
$$

This fact together with Theorem 1 ensure $\Psi_1$-visibility.

4 Conclusions and Future Work

As is well known in cognitive psychology (see, e.g., [5]), perception is intimately related to expectation: in many cases, we see what we expect to see. In a similar manner, our capacity to recognize new phenomena is conditioned by our existing mathematical constructs (see Fierens and Fine [3]). In the words of Meno to Socrates:

\begin{quote}
And how will you enquire, Socrates, into that which you do not know? What will you put forth as the subject of enquiry? And if you find what you want, how will you ever know that this is the thing which you did not know? (From [14]).
\end{quote}

We have presented here a new way of “seeing” time series by introducing chaotic probability models. Although we have not shown real-world data supporting our models, we have provided the basic tools needed to recognize and study such data. We have developed a basic understanding of chaotic sources by means of the instrumental interpretation in Section 2 and we have presented methods to estimate the model from data and to simulate it given the model in Section 3.

Bridge-building provides a metaphor for our approach to the development of an objective theory based on sets of probability models $M$. The two piers of the bridge are: the model $M$ as a set of probability measures on all subsets of $X$ (see Section 2) representing potential; time series data in the form of a sequence $x^n$ of finite length $n$ with terms in the sequence all drawn from a finite sample space $X$ (see Section 3) representing the actualization of potential. Our models need to show consistent descriptions of both piers and methods to traverse this bridge in both directions. In estimation we have many ways to proceed from a unique data sequence to an approximate model. In simulation we have many ways to proceed from a model to multiple data sequences that are typical of the model.

\footnote{We owe this quote to an anonymous referee.}
Structural soundness of the bridge amounts to self-consistency of estimation and simulation, in the sense that a model $\hat{M}$ estimated from a simulated sequence $\hat{x}^n$ must be similar to the original model $M$ being simulated:

\[ M \xrightarrow{\text{source gen.}} x^n \xrightarrow{\text{estimation}} \hat{M}(x^n)(\approx M) \xrightarrow{\text{simulation}} \hat{x}^n \xrightarrow{\text{estimation}} \hat{M}(\hat{x}^n) \approx M. \]

More work remains to be done on estimation and simulation before being able to evaluate fairly this kind of consistency in our chaotic probability models. Also, we need to find a way of quantifying such consistency. Do the models obtained from simulated sequences look similar to the models used for simulation? How do we quantify these similarities? These questions need an answer if we want the framework of chaotic probability models to be consistent.

In view of the instrumental interpretation in Section 2.1, it may be argued that a set of probability measures $M$ provides only an unfinished picture of a chaotic source, the description of $F$ being needed for a complete model. However, we believe that $M$ provides, not an incomplete picture of the source, but a coarse grained one. As thermodynamics in physics provides good (complete) enough models of gases for many practical purposes, we believe sets of measures $M$ may be good (complete) enough models of chaotic sources in many cases. Although examples of the successful use of chaotic models in applied probability have yet to be provided, the main elements needed for the application of our models have been given in this paper.
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For cancers with more than one risk factor, the sum of probabilistic estimates of the number of cancers attributable to each individual factor may exceed the total number of cases observed when uncertainties about exposure and dose-response for some factors is high. In this study we outline a method to bound the fraction of lung cancer fatalities not attributed to specific well-studied causes in which available data and expert judgment are used to attribute portions of the observed lung cancer mortality to known causes such as smoking, residential radon, and asbestos fibers. An upper bound on the residual risk due to other causes is then inferred using a coherence constraint on the total number of deaths, a maximum uncertainty principle, and imprecise probabilities.
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1 Introduction
Usually, the health risk of exposure to an environmental contaminant is calculated using a “front-to-back” procedure, which involves estimating toxic releases, modeling environmental and physiological transformations, and then employing exposure models and dose-response functions, see for example [6]. That methodology works best when the relevant science is well developed; however, when
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there are several risk factors (as the expression is used in the epidemiology literature), and uncertainty about some of the science is large, such a procedure can lead to estimates for the numbers of cancers attributable to the various factors that, summed, exceed the total number of cases actually observed.

Morgan [12] argued that methods of bounding analysis could be used for environmental risk analysis. For health risks with multiple external causes, the available knowledge constrains the magnitude of the poorly characterized risks. If most risks were known with precision, this would be a simple subtraction problem. However disease risks from environmental causes are often estimated from models or inferred from studies involving limited numbers of subjects and inconsistent notions of controls or have other methodological problems that contribute to the uncertainty of the results. It is common to see the central tendencies of such risk estimates expressed as ranges, especially when there are competing plausible models. Sometimes the sum of the individual risks exceeds the total risk. How to quantify and bound the residual “unclaimed” risk is the subject of this paper.

Using lung cancer mortality from environmental factors as an illustrative example, this paper presents a method for bounding the remaining uncertainty when only some of the risk factors are well characterized. The result is an upper bound on the mortality that can be attributed to all other, less well-characterized factors. Some of the major environmental risk factors for lung cancer are shown in Table 1. “Well characterized” here means that population-wide longitudinal attributional studies exist.

In the method presented, expert judgment is used to attribute a portion of the observed cancers to known causes such as smoking, radon and asbestos. Information about the risks from unspecified causes is inferred using a coherence constraint on the total number of deaths, and a principle we term maximum uncertainty.

Our method builds upon the work of Walley [23, chapter 4]. Mathematically, this is an application of Smets’ Transferable Belief Model [20], which was de-
veloped to solve some paradoxes in combining expert opinion in the theory of
evidence [19]. We elicit information about a finite set of variables (risk factors
for cancer) and represent this information as constraints on a linear programming
problem involving a convex family of probabilities. We invoke the maximum un-
specificity criterion in order to estimate the upper bound for the less well-studied
members of the set.

Ours is not the first combination of linear programming, expert elicitation,
and imprecise probabilities. Lins combined these elements [10] to assess prior
probabilities for a single continuous parameter.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the conceptual model,
which is an application of the mathematical Transferable Beliefs Model to risk
assessment. Based on this, Section 3 discusses our method to elicit and validate
expert opinion using a maximum unspecificity criterion. From our reading of the
literature, we then provide a tentative attribution among the causes (because the
expert elicitation phase of this project is currently incomplete), and in Section 4
illustrate the method with a numerical application.

2 Model

2.1 Multiple pollutants may cause lung cancer

Let $N$ denote the magnitude of the health end-point, in this case, the total annual
number of lung cancer deaths. Let $\Omega$ denote the set of all possible causes of lung
cancer deaths. For example, $\Omega = \{C, R, A, X\}$ where $C$ means tobacco smoke
primarily from cigarettes, $R$ means indoor exposure to radon, $A$ means asbestos
and $X$ is the group of all other more poorly understood environmental factors of
interest.

The model assumes that $N$ is readily observable and therefore known with
precision. While this is not strictly true in the case of lung cancer [3, 2] the as-
sumption is not limiting, since the results of the method can be stated in percent-
age terms and then applied to a range of possible numerical values of $N$. We also
assume exposure to be binary, which is of course not true, but the assumption is
consistent with the exposure definitions used in the supporting epidemiological
studies. With these two assumptions, each death can be linked to zero or more
possible causes in $\Omega$. Most lung cancer deaths are caused by smoking alone, but
there are synergistic cases in which more than one cause is involved, such as
smoking and radon.

Figure 1 shows one way to subdivide $N$ by causes that includes synergistic
effects. We denote the number of deaths linked to cause $s$ as $n(s)$, where $s$ is any
subset of $\Omega$. In our example we consider four possible causes in $\Omega$, so there could
be sixteen ($= 2^4$) possible $s$, but to simplify the analysis and to be consistent with
the cancer literature, we will consider only the two-factor interactions involving
Figure 1: The basic statistic $n$, simplified to include only the risk factors cigarettes (C), radon (R), and all other causes (X). N is the total number of lung cancer fatalities. $n$ is the number of fatalities attributable to each risk factor, or combination of factors. $n(\varnothing)$ is the background number of lung cancer deaths that would occur absent all the various risk factors. $n(\Omega) = n(CRX)$, those cases for which no risk factor can be excluded.

To adopt a more precise and cautious definition, $n(s)$ is the number of cases not caused by pollutants not in $s$. This implies that causes not in $s$ are known to be non-contributing to that lung cancer. For deaths in $n(s)$, any cause in $s$ may have caused the lung cancer, but which one is uncertain and there may have been synergies.

Our intuitive interpretation for this definition of “ambiguous causality” is that $n(s)$ represents the number of cases that were exposed to the possibly multiple risk factors in $s$.

The number of lung cancer deaths where all causes of $\Omega$ have been positively excluded is $n(\varnothing)$ shown to the left of the bar in Figure 1. Cases that could not be linked to any pollutant in $\Omega$ are considered spontaneous lung cancer. It is important to underline that $n(\varnothing)$ does not have the same status as $n(X)$, which will be deduced as a residual. It corresponds to the background rate of lung cancer that occurs in a population without exposure to any environmental, dietary, occupational or other carcinogen.

The function $n$ does not come from real data. Direct measurement of the basic statistic $n$ is impossible, since exposure to a pollutant does not necessarily result in a cancer fatality and because retrospectively, lifetime exposures to the various carcinogens can only be roughly estimated. It is only a mathematical tool used in to support expert elicitation of consistent bounds, as discussed next.

### 2.2 Bounding the risk attributable to single and joint pollutants

The basic statistic $n$ can be used to bound the number of cases attributable to smoking $C$ as follows, where $\Pi(C)$ and $\underline{n}(C)$ denote the upper and lower bounds on $n(C)$, respectively:

- The lower bound is the number of cases attributed only to smoking (we
Figure 2: Upper and lower bounds on the number of lung cancer deaths attributable to C and X

- The upper bound is the number of cases exposed to smoke and possibly other factors. That is $n(C) = n(C) + n(CX) + n(CR) + n(XCR) + n(CA) + n(XCA) + n(CRA) + n(XCRA)$ or:

$$\pi(C) = \sum_{E} n(E) \text{ for all subsets } E \text{ of } \Omega \text{ containing } C$$

In epidemiologists’ terms, the attributable fraction of pollutant C is the proportion of all cases that could be avoided if this pollutant were eliminated, denoted $af(C)$. The model suggests the following bounds for smoking attributable fraction:

$$\frac{n(C)}{N}(1 - r_0) \leq af(C) \leq \frac{\pi(C)}{N}(1 - r_0)$$

The lower bound accounts for the $1 - r_0$ share of spontaneous lung cancer cases in those cases exposed to cigarettes. The upper bound attributes all cigarette-exposed deaths to this factor.

For this paper we will assume that the background rate of lung cancer mortality in the U.S., $r_0$, is 3 deaths per 100,000 people. This background rate is the number of lung cancer deaths in the unexposed population divided by the unexposed population. Denoting $p_C$, $p_R$ and $p_A$ as the exposure probabilities of $C, R, A$; and $T$ as the total population; assuming independence (meaning that people who smoke are no more or less likely to be exposed to radon or to asbestos):

$$r_0 = \frac{n(\emptyset)}{(1 - p_C)(1 - p_R)(1 - p_A)T}$$
Consider now the bounds on deaths attributed to multiple synergistic causes. Denote these causes $s$, a subset of $\Omega$, for example $s = CR$. For the lower bound on the number of deaths attributable to these causes acting jointly, we continue to adopt the number of cases exposed only to these causes, that is:

\[ a(s) = n(s) \]  

(3)

And as the upper bound, we continue to adopt the number of cases exposed to $s$ and possibly other factors, that is:

\[ \pi(s) = \sum_{E} n(E) \text{ for all subsets } E \text{ of } \Omega \text{ containing } s \]  

(4)

This $\pi$ corresponds to the commonality function in the Transferable Belief Model [20]. Bounds on the attributable fraction can be computed as in equation 1.

### 2.3 Unspecificity, a measure of uncertainty

Structurally, the only uncertainty in this bounding analysis model comes from the synergistic causes, because it is not possible to attribute the cancer to any one of these causes. Consider these two (of the three) extreme cases:

- If each death were attributed to exactly one cause, then there would be no uncertainty, and all lower bounds would coincide with their upper counterpart. We would have $n(C) + n(R) + n(A) + n(X) = N - n(\emptyset)$. Note that since $n$ is a positive function that sums up to $N$, this implies that $n(s) = 0$ for all other subsets.

- If no information were available, each death would be attributed to the synergy of all factors. We would have all the lower bounds at 0 and all upper bounds at $N$. Mathematically, this is $n(\Omega) = N$. Note that this constitutes a proper uninformative distribution: it is not the Bayesian uniform prior probability distribution on $\Omega$. It represents the family of all probability distributions that can be defined on $\Omega$.

Unspecificity is an numeric indicator that equals one in the first case, and in the second case equals the number of elements of $\Omega$. It is the expected value of the number of elements of $s$ with respect to the probability distribution $m(s) = \frac{n(s)}{N}$, that is:

\[ U = \frac{n(C) + n(R) + n(A) + n(X) + 2(n(CR) + n(RA) + \ldots) + 3 \ldots + 4n(\Omega)}{N} \]  

(5)

In this paper unspecificity is a kind of generalized cardinality, that specifies the number of alternatives. The reason for using this word is that when a death is
attributed to the synergy of $k$ factors, it can be said that the unspecificity of this information is $k$. See [16] for an extensive discussion of this concept.

A lower unspecificity measure corresponds to better information, so a third extreme case needs discussion: unspecificity is zero when and only when $n(∅) = N$. This is the case when for all deaths, all non-spontaneous causes of $Ω$ have been positively excluded. It means that all the substances in $Ω$ are actually safe (with respect to lung cancer). This is the highest level of information achievable, to the point that it makes $Ω$ irrelevant.

Regarding unspecificity as a measure of information allows to implement numerically the general principle of maximum uncertainty, also known as Laplace’s principle of “raison insuffisante”. The principle states that one should select the statistic that is the most unspecific, compatible with existing information. This is the principle that we use in the next section to estimate the bounds on the unknown cause, given information about all others.

3 Expert elicitation

3.1 Procedure

When we apply this procedure, we will elicit a set of judgments regarding $n(s)$ from a number of leading health scientists using methods previously developed for expert elicitation in domains in which there is considerable scientific evidence [13, 14, 15].

The results from an elicitation will be interpreted as linear constraints on $n$. These constraints determine a set $B$ of basic statistics, that is a set of $n$ that are all compatible with the expert’s judgments. The most unspecific $n$ in $B$ is chosen to represent the expert judgment, according to the maximum uncertainty principle. This amounts to solving a linear program in a space with $2^{|Ω|}$ dimensions.

Other ways of translating judgments into constraints are possible, for example using relative risk, but are not used in this introductory paper. Note that both quantitative and comparative judgments are possible, which may ultimately be important because some of the pollutants have been well studied, but we are interested in the less well-known pollutants.

In addition to elicited information, we impose these constraints:

- It is understood that all $n(s)$ are non-negative, summing up to $N$.
- Three-way interactions and higher are not allowed. That is, $n(s) = 0$ if $s$ has 3 or more elements.

The constraint on three-way interaction is a zero-order approximation. We assume that that the number of deaths caused by multiple interactions are a very small number that can be neglected. In a more sophisticated approach, this assumption could be replaced by explicit considerations about causes interactivity.
and independence. But there is little scientific empirical knowledge about these interactions.

### 3.2 Ensuring consistency

Maximizing unspecificty is possible only if \( \mathcal{B} \) is not empty. This means that the different items of information given by the expert should be coherent with each other. For example, one could not allow the expert to say that the lower bound for \( C \) is 90 percent, and the lower bound for \( R \) is 20 percent at the same time, because that would exceed 100 percent. Walley has shown [23] that the coherence condition is:

\[
\overline{a}(s_i) + \sum_{j \neq i} \overline{a}(s_j) \leq 1 \leq \underline{a}(s_i) + \sum_{j \neq i} \overline{a}(s_j)
\]

The double inequality should hold for all causes \( i \) in \( \{1, \ldots, |\Omega|\} \).

Besides mathematical consistency, it is also important to provide safeguards so that the expert can check that formal implications of the elicited \( n \) are consistent with its informal understanding of the problem. We propose two checks.

The first check on \( n \) is to make sure that the results in terms of bounds on relative risks and on interactions between pollutants make sense. The definition of relative risk for smoking cigarettes \( rr(C) \), for example, is the lung cancer rate associated with exposure to tobacco smoke divided by the background lung cancer rate. Given exposure probabilities in the general population, we will assess the bounds on the relative risk for the various pollutants using the formula in [6, appendix C p. 229].

The second check on \( n \) is to make sure that the risk-ranking it implies makes sense. We will ask experts to rank risks during the elicitation process. The consistency of results will be assessed by comparing the partial order derived from \( n \) with the expert’s a priori risk ranking.

Informally, this partial order says that the lung cancer risk related to \( R \) is not larger than the risk related to \( C \) when we know with certainty that \( R \) causes fewer lung cancer deaths than \( C \). For example, one sufficient condition for this is that the lower bound on \( C \) is greater than the upper bound on \( R \). But the mathematical definition of the natural partial order relation associated with a basic statistic \( n \) requires more explanations.

Let \( P \) denote a function such that \( P(C) + P(R) + P(A) + P(X) = N. \) It is a basic statistic with unspecificity one, describing an hypothetical world where each lung cancer death is attributed to one and only one cause. For such a \( P \), the number of deaths caused by any set of causes \( s \) is \( \sum x P(x) \), for all causes \( x \) in \( s \). We say that \( P \) is compatible with the basic statistic \( n \) if and only if for all \( s \), that number respects the bound determined by \( n \) in the following way:
\[ \forall s \subseteq \Omega, \sum_{x \in s} P(x) \leq \sum_{y, s \cap y \neq \emptyset} n(y) \quad (6) \]

The right hand side of Equation 6 can be interpreted in the present model as the upper bound on the number of deaths related to the causes in \( s \) acting either jointly or separately. This function of \( s \) corresponds to the belief function in the Transferable Belief Model.

The heart of the problem is that \( P \) is hypothetical. Because there are interactions, more than one \( P \) is compatible with \( n \). Denote \( \mathcal{P} \) the family of all \( P \) compatible with \( n \). The natural partial order is mathematically defined by:

\[ R \preceq C \iff \forall P \in \mathcal{P}, P(R) \leq P(C) \quad (7) \]

Numerically, this is determined by checking the sign of the minimum of \( P(C) - P(R) \) under constraint 6. It is tractable to work with the full partial order, since there is at most \( \Omega(\lvert \Omega \rvert - 1)/2 \) comparisons. Assuming \( \lvert \Omega \rvert = 7 \) for example, there are no more than 21 information items, which can be presented naturally in the diagonal half of a table. Moreover, practically there will be fewer than 21 items, since not all risks can be compared. It is to be expected, for example, that some experts may prefer to find that some of the less-known risks are not comparable, because of missing scientific information.

4 Application

Our numerical simulations were performed using a Mathematica notebook\(^1\). The code directly implements matrix calculus for belief functions as outlined in [21]. This is the most straightforward method given that \( \Omega \) remains small, but it would not scale well to tens of pollutants, since it involves square matrices with \( 2^{\lvert \Omega \rvert} \) elements. For example, 10 pollutants implies storing in memory arrays with 1M numbers.

In our illustration \( \Omega \), the set of possible causes of lung cancer, consists of:
- \( C \) Smoking
- \( R \) Radon
- \( A \) Asbestos, glass wool, ceramic fibers
- \( X \) All other environmental risk factors

Based on our own review of the literature [6, 7, 4, 18, 22, and others] we have constructed a set of judgments attributing lung cancer deaths among the major causes, as the expert elicitation has not at this time been performed. We offer the following breakdown: Cigarette smoking combined with passive smoking accounts for 70 to 95 percent of lung cancer mortality; indoor radon exposures for 02 to 21 percent; asbestos, 1 to 5 percent.

\(^1\)Available on the web at http://www.andrew.cmu.edu/user/mduong, or upon request, under the GNU General Public License.
We used a 3% background rate [1, 5, 11, 9, 17]. With our assumptions on exposure probabilities, equation 2 implies that \( n(\emptyset) = 0.013N \).

The next table shows the implications for bounds of \( a_f \) and \( rr \) of the most unspecific imprecise probability distribution compatible with these constraints. The exposure probabilities needed to compute \( rr \) are exogenous: radon exposure is defined as living in a home with radon concentration at or above 25 Bq m\(^{-1}\), and exposure to \( X \) is our estimate. The effect of this calculation on the bounds of \( rr \) would serve as a calibration/validation reference for the expert who may be more familiar with small sample studies than population effects, and might adjust his or her initial responses in light of seeing their mathematical implications.

This result attributes between 0 and 3.2 percent of lung cancer deaths to \( X \), the group of unknown environmental pollutants. For the group of known and suspected lung carcinogens other than \( C, A \) and \( R \), the risk analyst concludes that, if one is confident in the bounds assigned to the well understood risk factors, the sum of the effects of the other factors accounts for no more than 3.2% of total lung cancer mortality.

The implication for judging future risk assessments of members of \( X \) is that, if the assessment projects the lung cancer risk in the U. S. population from these pollutants to be in excess of 3.2% of the annual lung cancer mortality, then the assumptions of the model should be re-examined and the upper bound on the resulting estimate constrained.

### Table 2: Results of optimization: Upper and lower bounds on attributable fractions and relative risks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bounds</th>
<th>( C )</th>
<th>( R )</th>
<th>( A )</th>
<th>( X )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( a_f )</td>
<td>95%</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>3.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( a_f )</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>02%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exposure probability</td>
<td>45%</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( rr )</td>
<td>43.2</td>
<td>1.53</td>
<td>2.05</td>
<td>1.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( rr )</td>
<td>6.19</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>1.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5 Concluding remarks

5.1 Discussion

With less than ten pollutants, computing time is not a problem. Expert elicitation could be done interactively, solving for \( n \) after each expert’s reply. This would allow the interviewer to point out and resolve inconsistency when there is no solution. But assuming that experts were willing to form judgments on a wider range
of pollutants, the curse of dimensionality can be addressed along the following lines. Rather than using matrix calculus, it is possible to use faster algorithms (namely the Fast Möbius transform) for belief function computations. If this is not enough, further simplifications can be made if additional assumptions on $n$, for example disallowing 3-way or higher interactions, are accepted.

The proposed method takes all information items provided by the expert with equal force. A potential advance of this research could be to ask experts to rank the reliability of each information item, or even to give an estimate of confidence for them.

Further research could deal with inter-expert validation, a question linked with the unresolved issue of judgment fusion. The Transferable Belief Model underlying this work offers a measure of contradiction between different sources of information: it reinterprets $n(\varnothing)$, the number of spontaneous lung cancer deaths found when one combines the opinion of all experts. The problem is how to combine the experts.

Each expert’s judgment determines a set $B$ of coherent basic statistics. If the intersection of all these sets is non-empty, then experts agree on this intersection. The principle of maximum unspecificity can be used to form a group judgment.

If the intersection is empty, the experts contradict each other. Studying which information items cause the contradiction (which constraints make the LP infeasible) can identify the substantive sources of disagreement, and in that way inform both future research priorities as well as the decision-making process. How (or if) to fuse the judgments and quantify the degree of contradiction is still an active research question, see [8] for example.

5.2 Conclusion

This paper has proposed an application of the Transferable Belief Model [20] to estimate an upper bound on the number of lung cancers caused annually by the group of causes for which comprehensive longitudinal studies are lacking. Such a result is interesting from a risk management perspective, as it gives an indication of the level of effort control of these pollutants deserve.

This was done by attributing a portion of the observed cancers to known causes such as smoking, radon and asbestos, and then deducing information about the residual using maximum unspecificity. The critical aspects of this procedure are:

1. Uncertainty in the known causes is explicitly stated, using statements on upper and lower bounds.

2. Synergistic effects in the known causes are part of the framework.

3. Consistency between known causes and poorly understood agents is required. (As Figure 2 illustrates, it is the lower bound on smoking that mostly
constrains the upper bound on the residual.)

This paper presents the methodology. The results revealed by future expert elicitation will be the subject of another paper.
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Robust Estimators under the Imprecise Dirichlet Model

MARCUS HUTTER
IDSIA, Switzerland

Abstract

Walley’s Imprecise Dirichlet Model (IDM) for categorical data overcomes several fundamental problems which other approaches to uncertainty suffer from. Yet, to be useful in practice, one needs efficient ways for computing the imprecise=robust sets or intervals. The main objective of this work is to derive exact, conservative, and approximate, robust and credible interval estimates under the IDM for a large class of statistical estimators, including the entropy and mutual information.

1 Introduction

This work derives interval estimates under the Imprecise Dirichlet Model (IDM) [Wal96] for a large class of statistical estimators. In the IDM one considers an i.i.d. process with unknown chances \( \pi_i \) for outcome \( i \). The prior uncertainty about \( \pi \) is modeled by a set of Dirichlet priors

\[
\{ p(\pi) \propto \prod_i \pi_i^{s-1} : t \in \Delta \},
\]

where \( \Delta := \{ t : t_i \geq 0, \sum_t = 1 \} \), and \( s \) is a hyper-parameter, typically chosen between 1 and 2. Sets of probability distributions are often called Imprecise probabilities, hence the name IDM for this model. We avoid the term imprecise and use robust instead, or capitalize Imprecise. IDM overcomes several fundamental problems which other approaches to uncertainty suffer from [Wal96]. For instance, IDM satisfies the representation invariance principle and the symmetry principle, which are mutually exclusive in a pure Bayesian treatment with proper prior [Wal96]. The counts \( n_i \) for \( i \) form a minimal sufficient statistic of the data of size \( n = \sum n_i \). Statistical estimators \( F(n) \) usually also depend on the chosen

---

1Also called objective or aleatory probabilities.
2We denote vectors by \( x := (x_1, \ldots, x_d) \) for \( x \in \{ n, u, \pi, \ldots \} \).
3Also called second order or subjective or belief or epistemic probabilities.
4Strictly speaking, \( \Delta \) should be the open simplex [Wal96], since \( p(\pi) \) is improper for \( t \) on the boundary of \( \Delta \). For simplicity we assume that, if necessary, considered functions of \( t \) can and are continuously extended to the boundary of \( \Delta \), so that, for instance, minima and maxima exist. All considerations can straightforwardly, but cumbersomely, be rewritten in terms of an open simplex. Note that open/closed \( \Delta \) result in open/closed robust intervals, the difference being numerically/practically irrelevant.
prior: so a set of priors lead to a set of estimators \( \{ F_t(n) : t \in \Delta \} \). For instance, the expected chances \( E_p[\pi] = \frac{n+\alpha}{n+\alpha+1} \) lead to a robust interval estimate \( \left[ \frac{n_0}{n+1}, \frac{n_1}{n+1} \right] \). Robust intervals for the variance \( \text{Var}[\pi] \) [Wal96] and for the mean and variance of linear-combinations \( \sum \alpha_i \pi_i \) have also been derived [Ber01]. Bayesian estimators (like expectations) depend on the prior: so a set of priors leads to a set of estimators \( \{ F_t(n) : t \in \Delta \} \). For instance, represent a large class of priors. Bayesian estimators (like expectations) depend on the prior belief in the likelihood of a specific data set \( \in \Delta \). High prior belief in the expected chances \( I_R(\pi) \) for general \( F(u) \), and for the expected (also called predictive) entropy and the expected mutual information in particular. These results are key building blocks for applying IDM. Walley suggests, for instance, to use \( \min_{\pi \in \Delta} F(u) \) for inference problems and \( \min_{\pi \in \Delta} I_R(\pi) \) for decision problems [Wal96], where \( I_R \) is some function of \( \pi \). One application is the inference of robust tree-dependency structures [Zaf01, ZH03], in which edges are partially ordered based on Imprecise mutual information.

Section 2 gives a brief introduction to IDM and describes our problem setup. In Section 3 we derive exact robust intervals for concave functions \( F \), such as the entropy. Section 4 derives approximate robust intervals for arbitrary \( F \). In Section 5 we show how bounds of elementary functions can be used to get bounds for composite function, especially for sums and products of functions. The results are used in Section 6 for deriving robust intervals for the mutual information. The issue of how to set up IDM models on product spaces is discussed in Section 7. Section 8 addresses the problem of how to combine Bayesian credible intervals with the robust intervals of the IDM. Conclusions are given in Section 9.

### 2 The Imprecise Dirichlet Model

**Random i.i.d. processes.** We consider discrete random variables \( i \in \{1, \ldots, d\} \) and an i.i.d. random process with outcome \( i \in \{1, \ldots, d\} \) having probability \( \pi_i \). The chances \( \pi \) form a probability distribution, i.e. \( \pi \in \Delta := \{ \mathbf{x} \in \mathbb{R}^d : x_i \geq 0 \forall i, x_i = 1 \} \), where we have used the abbreviation \( \mathbf{x} = (x_1, \ldots, x_d) \) and \( x_i := \sum_{i=1}^{d} x_i \). The likelihood of a specific data set \( \mathbf{D} \) with \( n_i \) observations \( i \) and total sample size \( n = n_1 = \sum n_i \) is \( p(\mathbf{D} | \pi) = \prod_i n_i^{\pi_i} \). The chances \( \pi_i \) are usually unknown and have to be estimated from the sample frequencies \( n_i \). The frequency estimate \( \frac{n_i}{n} \) for \( \pi_i \) is one possible point estimate.

**Second order p(o)sterior.** In the Bayesian approach one models the initial uncertainty in \( \pi \) by a (second order) prior “belief” distribution \( p(\pi) \) with domain \( \pi \in \Delta \). The Dirichlet priors \( p(\pi) \propto \prod \pi_i^{n_i'-1} \), where \( n_i' \) comprises prior information, represent a large class of priors. \( n_i' \) may be interpreted as (possibly fractional) virtual number of “observation”. High prior belief in \( i \) can be modeled by large \( n_i' \). It is convenient to write \( n_i' = s \cdot t_i \) with \( s := n_i' \), hence \( t \in \Delta \). Having no initial bias one should choose a prior in which all \( t_i \) are equal, i.e. \( t_i = \frac{1}{d} \forall i \).
Examples for $s$ are 0 for Haldane’s prior [Hal48], 1 for Perks’ prior [Per47], $\frac{d}{2}$ for Jeffreys’ prior [Jef46], and $d$ for Bayes-Laplace’s uniform prior [GCSR95]. From the prior and the data likelihood one can determine the posterior $p(\pi | D) = p(\pi | n) \propto \prod_i \pi_i^{-n_i+s_i-1}$.

The posterior $p(\pi | D)$ summarizes all statistical information available in the data. In general, the posterior is a very complex object, so we are interested in summaries of this plethora of information. A possible summary is the expected value or mean $E\pi = \frac{\pi_1 + \ldots + \pi_n}{n+s}$ which is often used for estimating $\pi_i$. The accuracy may be obtained from the covariance of $\pi$.

Usually one is not only interested in an estimation of the whole vector $\pi$, but also in an estimation of scalar functions $f : \Delta \rightarrow R$ of $\pi$, such as the entropy $H(\pi) = -\sum_i \pi_i \log \pi_i$, where log denotes the natural logarithm. Since $f$ itself a random variable we could determine the posterior distribution $p(f_0 | n) = \int_\Delta \delta(f(\pi) - f_0) p(\pi | n) d\pi$ of $f$, which may further be summarized by the posterior mean $E_f[\pi] = \int_\Delta f(\pi) p(\pi | n) d\pi$ and possibly the posterior variance $\text{Var}_f[\pi]$. A simple, but crude approximation for the mean can be obtained by exchanging $E$ with $\mathcal{F}$ (exact only for linear functions): $E_f[\mathcal{F}(\pi)] \approx \mathcal{F}(E_f[\pi])$. The approximation error is typically of the order $\frac{1}{n}$.

The Imprecise Dirichlet Model. The classical approach, which consists of selecting a single prior, suffers from a number of problems. Firstly, choosing for example a uniform prior $t_i = \frac{1}{n}$, the prior depends on the particular choice of the sampling space. Secondly, it assumes exact prior knowledge of $p(\pi)$. The solution to the second problem is to model our ignorance by considering sets of priors $p(\pi)$, often called Imprecise probabilities. The specific Imprecise Dirichlet Model (IDM) [Wal96] considers the set of all $t \in \Delta$, i.e. $\{ p(\pi | n) : t \in \Delta \}$ which solves also the first problem. Walley suggests to fix the hyperparameter $s$ somewhere in the interval $[1,2]$. A set of priors results in a set of posteriors, set of expected values, etc. For real-valued quantities like the expected entropy $E_t[H]$ the sets are typically intervals, which we call robust intervals

$$E_t[\mathcal{F}] \in \left[ \min_{t \in \Delta} E_t[\mathcal{F}] , \max_{t \in \Delta} E_t[\mathcal{F}] \right].$$

Problem setup and notation. Consider any statistical estimator $F$. $F$ is a function of the data $D$ and the hyperparameters $t$. We define the general correspondence

$$u_i = \frac{n_i + s_i t_i}{n+s}, \text{ where } \cdot \cdot \cdot \text{ can be various superscripts.} \quad (1)$$

$F$ can, hence, be rewritten as a function of $u$ and $D$. Since we regard $D$ as fixed, we suppress this dependence and simply write $F = F(u)$. This is further motivated by the fact that all Bayesian estimators of functions $\mathcal{F}$ of $\pi$ only depend on $u$ and the sample size $n+s$. It is easy to see that this holds for the mean, i.e. $E_u[\mathcal{F}] = F(u; n+s)$, and similarly for the variance and all higher (central) moments. The
main focus of this work is to derive exact and approximate expressions for upper and lower $F$ values

$$
T := \max_{t \in \Delta} F(u) \quad \text{and} \quad E := \min_{t \in \Delta} F(u), \quad [T, E] := \{F, T\}
$$

$t \in \Delta \iff u \in \Delta'$, where $
\Delta' := \{u : u_i \geq \frac{d_{i}}{n+1}, u_+ = 1\}$. We define $u^T$ as the $u \in \Delta'$ which maximizes $F$, i.e. $T = F(u^T)$, and similarly $F^T$ through relation (1). If the maximum of $F$ is assumed in a corner of $\Delta'$ we denote the index of the corner by $t^T$, i.e. $t^T_i = \delta_{i, p}$, where $\delta_{ij}$ is Kronecker’s delta function. Similarly $u^E$, $t^E$, $E$.

## 3 Exact Robust Intervals for Concave Estimators

In this section we derive exact expressions for $F$ if $F : \Delta \rightarrow \mathbb{R}$ is of the form

$$
F(u) = \sum_{i=1}^{d} f(u_i) \quad \text{and concave} \quad f : [0, 1] \rightarrow \mathbb{R}.
$$

The expected entropy is such an example (discussed later). Convex $f$ are treated similarly (or simply take $-f$).

**The nature of the solution.** The approach to a solution of this problem is motivated as follows: Due to symmetry and concavity of $F$, the global maximum is attained at the center $u_i = \frac{1}{n}$ of the probability simplex $\Delta$, i.e. the more uniform $u$ is, the larger $F(u)$. The nearer $u$ is to a vertex of $\Delta$, i.e. the more unbalanced $u$ is, the smaller is $F(u)$. The constraints $t_i \geq 0$ restrict $u$ to the smaller simplex

$$
\Delta' = \{u : u_i \geq u^0_i, u_+ = 1\} \quad \text{with} \quad u^0_i := \frac{n_i}{n + s},
$$

which prevents setting $u^T_i = \frac{1}{n}$ and $u^E_i = \delta_{i, 1}$. Nevertheless, the basic idea of choosing $u$ as uniform / as unbalanced as possible still works, as we will see.

**Greedy $F(u)$ minimization.** Consider the following procedure for obtaining $u^E$.

We start with $t = 0$ (outside the usual domain $\Delta$ of $F$, which can be extended to $[0, 1]^d$ via (2)) and then gradually increase $t$ in an axis-parallel way until $t_+ = 1$. With axis-parallel we mean that only one component of $t$ is increased, which one possibly changes during the process. The total zigzag curve from $t^{\text{start}} = 0$ to $t^{\text{end}}$ has length $t_+^{\text{end}} = 1$. Since all possible curves have the same (Manhattan) length $1$, $F(u^{\text{end}})$ is minimized for the curve which has (on average) smallest $F$-gradient along its path. A greedy strategy is to follow the direction $i$ of currently smallest $F$-gradient $\frac{2F}{d_{i}} = f'(u_i) \frac{1}{n+1}$. Since $f'$ is monotone decreasing ($f'' < 0$), $\frac{2F}{d_{i}}$ is smallest for largest $u_i$. At $t^{\text{start}} = 0$, $u_i = \frac{n_i}{n + s}$ is largest for $i = t^{\text{min}} := \arg \max_i n_i$. Once we start in direction $t^{\text{min}}$, $u^{\text{min}}$ increases even further whereas all other $u_i$ ($i \neq t^{\text{min}}$) remain constant. So the moving direction is never changed and finally
we reach a local minimum at \( t^e = \delta_{\mu_{\min}} \). In [Hut03] we show that this is a global minimum, i.e.

\[
t_i^e = \delta_{\mu_{\min}} \quad \text{with} \quad \vec{\mu} := \arg \max_i n_i. \tag{3}
\]

**Greedy \( F(u) \) maximization.** Similarly we maximize \( F(u) \). Now we increase \( t \) in direction \( i = i_1 \) of maximal \( \frac{\partial F}{\partial u_i} \), which is the direction of smallest \( u_i = n_i + s t_i \). Again, (only) \( u_{i_1} \) increases, but possibly reaches a value where it is no longer the smallest one. We stop if it becomes equal to the second smallest \( u_i \), say \( i = i_2 \).

We now have to increase \( u_{i_1} \) and \( u_{i_2} \) with same speed (or in an \( \varepsilon \)-zigzag fashion) until they become equal to \( u_{i_3} \), etc or until \( u_s = 1 = t_s \) is reached. Assume the process stops with direction \( i_m \) and minimal \( u \) being \( \bar{u} \), i.e. finally \( u_{i_k} = \bar{u} \) for \( k \leq m \) and \( t_k = 0 \) for \( k > m \). From the constraint \( 1 = u_i = \sum_{k \leq m} u_k + \sum_{k > m} u_k = m \bar{u} + \sum_{k > m} n_{ik} \) we obtain \( \bar{u}(m) = \frac{1}{m}[1 - \sum_{k > m} n_{ik} / (m + s)] = [s + \sum_{k \leq m} n_{ik}] / (m(n + s)). \)

One can show that \( \bar{u}(m) \) has one global minimum (no local ones) and that the final \( m \) is the one which minimizes \( \bar{u} \), i.e.

\[
\bar{u} = \min_{m \in \{1, \ldots, d\}} \frac{1}{m(n + s)} \sum_{k \leq m} n_{ik}, \quad \text{where} \quad n_{i_1} \leq n_{i_2} \leq \ldots \leq n_{i_d}, \quad u_i^e = \max\{u_i^0, \bar{u}\}. \tag{4}
\]

If there is a unique minimal \( n_{i_1} \) with gap \( \geq s \) to the second smallest \( n_{i_2} \) (which is quite likely for not too small \( n \)), then \( m = 1 \) and the maximum is attained at a corner of \( \Delta \).\( ^{1} \)

**Theorem 1 (Exact extrema for concave functions on simplices)** Assume \( F : \Delta' \to \mathbb{R} \) is a concave function of the form \( F(u) = \sum_{i=1}^d f(u_i) \). Then \( F \) attains the global maximum \( \vec{F} \) at \( u^\vec{F} \) defined in (4) and the global minimum \( \underline{F} \) at \( u^\underline{F} \) defined in (3).

**Proof.** What remains to be shown is that the solutions obtained in the last paragraphs by greedy minimization/maximization of \( F(u) \) are actually global minima/maxima. For this assume that \( t \) is a local minimum of \( F(u) \). Let \( j := \arg \max_i u_i \) (ties broken arbitrarily). Assume that there is a \( k \neq j \) with non-zero \( t_k \). Define \( t' \) as \( t'_i = t_i \) for all \( i \neq j, k \), and \( t'_j = t_j + \varepsilon, t'_k = t_k - \varepsilon \), for some \( 0 < \varepsilon \leq t_k \). From \( u_k \leq u_j \) and the concavity of \( f \) we get\(^5\)

\[
F(t') - F(t) = \left| [f(u'_j) + f(u'_k)] - [f(u_j) + f(u_k)] \right| = \left| [f(u_j + \varepsilon) - f(u_j)] - [f(u_k) - f(u_k - \varepsilon)] \right| < 0
\]

where \( \sigma := \frac{\varepsilon}{u_k} \). This contradicts the minimality assumption of \( t \). Hence, \( t_i = 0 \) for all \( i \) except one (namely \( j \), where it must be 1). (Local) minima are attained in the vertices of \( \Delta \). Obviously the global minimum is for \( t_i^e = \delta_{\mu_{i}} \) with \( \vec{\mu} := \arg \max_i n_i. \) This solution coincides with the greedy solution. Note that the global minimum

\(^{5}\)Slope \( \frac{f(u_k) - f(u_j)}{u_k - u_j} \) is a decreasing function in \( u \) for any \( \varepsilon > 0 \), since \( f \) is concave.
may not be unique, but since we are only interested in the value of $F(u^L)$ and not its argument this degeneracy is of no further significance.

Similarly for the maximum, assume that $t$ is a (local) maximum of $F(u)$. Let $j := \arg \min_j u_j$ (ties broken arbitrarily). Assume there is a $k \neq j$ with non-zero $t_k$ and $u_k > u_j$. Define $t'$ as above with $0 < \epsilon < \min \{ t_k, t_k - t_j \}$. Concavity of $F$ implies

$$F(t') - F(t) = [f(u_j + \epsilon) - f(u_j)] - [f(u_k) - f(u_k - \epsilon)] > 0,$$

which contradicts the maximality assumption of $t$. Hence $t_k = 0$ if $u_k$ is not minimal ($\tilde{u}$). The previous paragraph constructed the unique solution $u^T$ satisfying this condition. Since this is the only local maximum it must be the unique global maximum (contrast this to the minimum case).

**Theorem 2 (Exact extrema of expected entropy)** Let $H(\pi) = -\sum \pi_i \log \pi_i$ be the entropy of $\pi$ and the uncertainty of $\pi$ be modeled by the Imprecise Dirichlet Model. The expected entropy $H(u) := E_{\pi}[H]$ for given hyperparameter $t$ and sample $n$ is given by

$$H(u) = \sum_i h(u_i) \quad \text{with} \quad h(u) = u_1\psi(n+s+1) - \psi((n+s)u+1) = u\sum_{k=\lfloor(n+s)u+1\rfloor}^{n+s} k^{-1} \quad (5)$$

where $\psi(x) = d\log \Gamma(x)/dx$ is the logarithmic derivative of the Gamma function and the last expression is valid for integral $s$ and $(n+s)u$. The lower $H$ and upper $\tilde{T}$ expected entropies are assumed at $u^L$ and $u^T$ given in (3) and (4) (with $F \sim H$, see also (1)).

A derivation of the exact expression (5) for the expected entropy can be found in [WW95, Hut02]. The only thing to be shown is that $h$ is concave. This may be done by exploiting special properties of the digamma function $\psi$ (see [AS74]).

There are fast implementations of $\psi$ and its derivatives and exact expressions for integer and half-integer arguments

**Example.** For $d = 2$, $n_1 = 3$, $n_2 = 6$, $s = 1$ we have $n = 9, u_1 = \frac{3+s}{19}, u_2 = \frac{6+s}{19}, t^0 = 0, u^0 = \left(\frac{3}{19}\right), \text{see (1).}$ From (3), $\tilde{T} = 2, \tilde{T} = \left(\frac{0}{1}\right), \tilde{T} = \left(\frac{3}{2}\right).$ From (4), $i_1 = 1, i_2 = 2, \tilde{u} = \min \left\{ \frac{1+3}{1+1}, \frac{1+3+6}{2(9+1)} \right\} = \frac{4}{10}, u^T = \max \{ u^0, \tilde{u} \} = \left(\frac{4}{10}\right) \Rightarrow \tilde{T} = \left(\frac{1}{10}\right)$ is in corner. From (5), $h(\frac{4}{10}) = \frac{2761}{6300}, h(\frac{4}{10}) = \frac{2131}{6300}, h(\frac{4}{10}) = \frac{1207}{6300}, h(\frac{7}{10}) = \frac{847}{6300}, \text{hence} \tilde{T} = [H(u^L), H(u^T)] = [h(\frac{7}{10}) + h(\frac{7}{10}), h(\frac{7}{10}) + h(\frac{7}{10})] = [0.5639, 0.6256], \text{so} \tilde{T} = O(\frac{1}{10}).$

### 4 Approximate Robust Intervals

In this section we derive approximations for $\tilde{T}$ suitable for arbitrary, twice differentiable functions $F(u)$. The derived approximations for $H$ will be robust in
the sense of covering set \( \Omega \) (for any \( n \)), and the approximations will be “good” if \( n \) is not too small. In the following, we treat \( \sigma := \frac{1}{n+s} \) as a (small) expansion parameter. For \( \mathbf{u}, \mathbf{u}' \in \Delta' \) we have

\[
\text{Hence we may Taylor-expand } F(\mathbf{u}) \text{ around } \mathbf{u}', \text{ which leads to a Taylor series in } \sigma. \text{ This shows that } F \text{ is approximately linear in } \mathbf{u} \text{ and hence in } t. \text{ A linear function on a simplex assumes its extreme values at the vertices of the simplex.} 
\]

This has already been encountered in Section 3. The consideration above is a simple explanation for this fact. This also shows that the robust interval \( \Omega \) is of size \( \Omega - \Omega = O(\sigma) \). Any approximation to \( \Omega \) should hence be at least \( O(\sigma^2) \). The expansion of \( F \) to \( O(\sigma) \) is

\[
F(\mathbf{u}) = \hat{F}(\mathbf{u}') + \sum_i [\partial_i F(\mathbf{u})](u_i - u_i')
\]

where \( \partial_i F(\mathbf{u}) \) is the partial derivative \( \frac{\partial F(\mathbf{u})}{\partial u_i} \) of \( F(\mathbf{u}) \) w.r.t. \( \mathbf{u}_i \). For suitable \( \mathbf{u} = \mathbf{u}(\mathbf{u}, \mathbf{u}') \in \Delta' \) this expansion is exact (\( F_{\mathbf{R}} \) is the exact remainder). Natural points for expansion are \( \mathbf{t}' = \frac{1}{n} \) in the center of \( \Delta \), or possibly also \( \mathbf{t}' = \frac{n}{2n} = u_i' \). See [Hut03] for such a general expansion. Here, we expand around the improper point \( \mathbf{t}' := t^0_{e} \equiv 0 \), which is outside(!) \( \Delta \), since this makes expressions particularly simple.\(^7\)

(6) is still valid in this case, and \( F_{\mathbf{R}} \) is exact for some \( \mathbf{u} \) in

\[
\Delta_{s}':= \{ \mathbf{u} : u_i \geq u_i' \forall i, u_i \leq 1 \}, \text{ where } u_i' = \frac{n_i}{n + s}
\]

Note that we keep the exact condition \( \mathbf{u} \in \Delta'. \text{ F is usually already defined on } \Delta' \text{ or extends from } \Delta' \text{ to } \Delta_{s}' \text{ without effort in a natural way (analytical continuation).} \)

We introduce the notation

\[
F \subseteq G \iff F \leq G \quad \text{and} \quad F = G + O(\sigma^2)
\]

stating that \( G \) is a “good” upper bound on \( F \). The following bounds hold for arbitrary differentiable functions. In order for the bounds to be “good,” \( F \) has to be Lipschitz differentiable in the sense that there exists a constant \( c \) such that

\[
|\partial_i F(\mathbf{u})| \leq c \quad \text{and} \quad |\partial_i F(\mathbf{u}) - \partial_i F(\mathbf{u}')| \leq c|\mathbf{u} - \mathbf{u}'|
\]

for all \( \mathbf{u}, \mathbf{u}' \in \Delta_s' \) and \( 1 \leq i \leq d \).

\(^7\)The order of accuracy \( O(\sigma^2) \) we will encounter is for all choices of \( \mathbf{u}' \) the same. The concrete numerical errors differ of course. The choice \( \mathbf{t}' = \mathbf{0} \) can lead to \( O(d) \) smaller \( F_{\mathbf{R}} \) than the natural center point \( \mathbf{t}' = \frac{1}{d} \), but is more likely a factor \( O(1) \) larger. The exact numerical values depend on the structure of \( F \).
If $F$ depends also on $n$, e.g. via $\sigma$ or $u^0$, then $c$ shall be independent of them.

The Lipschitz condition is satisfied, for instance, if the curvature $\partial^2 F$ is uniformly bounded. This is satisfied for the expected entropy $H$ (see (5)), but violated for the approximation $F_\nu[\mathcal{H}] \approx \mathcal{H}(u)$ if $n_i = 0$ for some $i$.

**Theorem 3 (Approximate robust intervals)** Assume $F : \Delta'_c \to \mathbb{R}$ is a Lipschitz differentiable function (9). Let $[\underline{F}, \overline{F}]$ be the global [minimum,maximum] of $F$ restricted to $\Delta'$. Then

$$ F(u^1) \subseteq \overline{F} \subseteq F_0 + F^{ub}_R \text{ where } F^{ub}_R = \max_{i \in \Delta'} F^{ub}_{iR} \text{ and } F^{ub}_{iR} = \sigma \max_{u \in \Delta'_c} [\partial_i F(u)] $$

$$ F_0 = F(u^0), \text{ and } u^1_t = \delta_{i,t} \text{ with } i = \arg \max_{i \in \Delta'_c} F^{ub}_{iR} \text{ and } u^2_t = \delta_{i,t} \text{ with } i = \arg \min_{i \in \Delta'_c} F^{lb}_{iR} $$

$$ F_0 = F(u^0), \text{ and } u^1_t = \delta_{i,t} \text{ with } i = \arg \max_{i \in \Delta'_c} F^{ub}_{iR} \text{ and } u^2_t = \delta_{i,t} \text{ with } i = \arg \min_{i \in \Delta'_c} F^{lb}_{iR} $$

For conservative estimates, the lower bound on $F$ and the upper bound on $\overline{F}$ are the interesting ones.

**Proof.** We start by giving an $O(\sigma^2)$ bound on $\overline{F}_R = \max_{u \in \Delta'_c} F_R(u)$. We first insert (6) with $t^* = t^0 \equiv \emptyset$ into (7) and treat $\tilde{u}$ and $t$ as separate variables:

$$ F_R(\tilde{u}, t) = \sigma \sum_{i} [\partial_i F(\tilde{u})] \cdot t_i \subseteq \max_{\tilde{u} \in \Delta'_c} \left\{ \sum_{i} [\partial_i F(\tilde{u})] \cdot t_i \right\} \subseteq \sigma \sum_{i} F^{ub}_{iR} \cdot t_i $$

with $F^{ub}_{iR} := \sigma \max_{\tilde{u} \in \Delta'_c} [\partial_i F(\tilde{u})]$ (10)

The first inequality is obvious, the second follows from the convexity of $\max$. From assumption (9) we get $\partial_i F(u) - \partial_i F(u') = O(\sigma)$ for all $u, u' \in \Delta'_c$, since $\Delta'_c$ has diameter $O(\sigma)$. Due to one additional $\sigma$ in (10) the expressions in (10) change only by $O(\sigma^2)$ when introducing or dropping $\max_{\tilde{u}}$ anywhere. This shows that the inequalities are tight within $O(\sigma^2)$ and justifies $\subseteq$. We now upper bound $F_R(u)$:

$$ \overline{F}_R = \max_{u \in \Delta'_c} F_R(u) \subseteq \max_{u \in \Delta'_c} \max_{i \in \Delta} \sum_{i} F^{ub}_{iR} \cdot t_i = \max_{i \in \Delta} \sum_{i} F^{ub}_{iR} \cdot t_i = F^{ub}_{\overline{F}} $$

(11)

A linear function on $\Delta$ is maximized by setting the $t_i$ component with largest coefficient to 1. This shows the last equality. The maximization over $\tilde{u}$ in (10) can often be performed analytically, leaving an easy $O(d)$ time task for maximizing over $i$.

We have derived an upper bound $F^{ub}_{\overline{F}}$ on $\overline{F}_R$. Let us define the corner $t_i = \delta_{i,t}$ of $\Delta$ with $i^1 := \arg \max_{i \in \Delta'_c} F^{ub}_{iR}$. Since $F_R \geq F_R(u)$ for all $u, F_R(u^1)$ in particular is a lower bound on $\overline{F}_R$. A similar line of reasoning as above shows that that $F_R(u^1) = \overline{F}_R + O(\sigma^2)$. Using $\overline{F} + \text{const.} = \overline{F} + \text{const.}$ we get $O(\sigma^2)$ lower and upper bounds on $\overline{F}$, i.e. $F(u^1) \subseteq \overline{F} \subseteq F_0 + F^{ub}_{\overline{F}}$. $\overline{F}$ is bound similarly with all $\max$’s replaced by $\min$’s and inequalities reversed. Together this proves the Theorem 3.

$\square$
5 Error Propagation

Approximation of $\mathcal{F}$ (special cases). For the special case $F(u) = \sum_i f(u_i)$ we have $\partial F(u) = f'(u)$. For concave $f$ like in case of the entropy we get particularly simple bounds

$$F_{HR}^{ub} = \sigma \max_{u \in \mathcal{X}_u} f'(u_i) = \sigma f'(u_0^0), \quad F_{HR}^{lb} = \sigma \max_{u \in \mathcal{X}_u} f'(u_i) = \sigma f'(\min_{n \in \mathcal{X}_u})$$

where we have used $\max_{u \in \mathcal{X}_u} f'(u_i) = \max_{u \in [u_0^0, u_0^1]} f'(u_i) = f'(u_0^0)$, and similarly for min. Analogous results hold for convex functions. In case the maximum cannot be found exactly one is allowed to further increase $\mathcal{X}_u$ as long as its diameter remains $O(\sigma)$. Often an increase to $\mathcal{X}_u := \{u: u_0^0 \leq u_i \leq u_0^1 + \sigma\} \supset \mathcal{X}_u'$ makes the problem easy. Note that if we were to perform these kind of crude enlargements on $\max_u F(u)$ directly we would loose the bounds by $O(\sigma)$.

Example (continued). $\sigma = \frac{1}{10}$, $h'(\frac{1}{10}) = \frac{3}{200} - 4\frac{1}{10} \leq 4\frac{1}{10}^2$, $h'(\frac{1}{10}) = \frac{9}{1000} - 2\frac{1}{10}^2$, $H_0 = H(u_0^0) = h(\frac{1}{10}) + h(\frac{1}{10}) = \frac{13}{100} - 4\frac{1}{10}^2$, $H_R^{ub} = \frac{1}{10} h'(\frac{1}{10})$, $H_R^{lb} = \frac{1}{10} h'(\frac{1}{10}) \Rightarrow [H_0 + H_R^{ub}, H_0 + H_R^{lb}] = [0.5564, 0.6404…]$, hence $H_0 + H_R^{ub} - H = 0.0148 = O(\frac{1}{10})$, $H - H_0 - H_R^{lb} = 0.0074… = O(\frac{1}{10^2})$.

Error propagation. Assume we found bounds for estimators $G(u)$ and $H(u)$ and we want now to bound the sum $F(u) := G(u) + H(u)$. In the direct approach $F \leq G + H$ we may lose $O(\sigma)$. A simple example is $G(u) = u_i$ and $H(u) = -u_i$ for which $F(u) = 0$, hence $0 = F \leq G + H = u_0^1 + \sigma - u_0^1 = \sigma$, i.e. $F \leq G + H$. We can exploit the techniques of the previous section to obtain $O(\sigma^2)$ approximations.

$$F_{ij}^{ub} = \sigma \max_{u \in \mathcal{X}_u} \partial_i F(u) \leq \sigma \max_{u \in \mathcal{X}_u} \partial_i G(u) + \sigma \max_{u \in \mathcal{X}_u} \partial_i H(u) = G_{ij}^{ub} + H_{ij}^{ub}$$

Theorem 4 (Error propagation: Sum) Let $G(u)$ and $H(u)$ be Lipschitz differentiable and $F(u) = \alpha G(u) + \beta H(u)$, $\alpha, \beta \geq 0$, then $F \leq F_0 + F_{R}^{ub}$ and $F \leq F_0 + F_{R}^{lb}$, where $F_0 = \alpha G_0 + \beta H_0$, and $F_{R}^{ub} \leq \alpha G_{R}^{ub} + \beta H_{R}^{ub}$, and $F_{R}^{lb} \leq \alpha G_{R}^{lb} + \beta H_{R}^{lb}$.

It is important to notice that $F_{R}^{ub} \leq G_{R}^{ub} + H_{R}^{ub}$ (use previous example), i.e. $\max_i |G_{R}^{ub} + H_{R}^{ub}| \leq \max_i |H_{R}^{ub}| + \max_i H_{R}^{ub}$. The max cannot be pulled in and it is important to propagate $F_{R}^{ub}$, rather than $F_{R}^{ub}$.

Every function $F$ with bounded curvature can be written as a sum of a concave function $G$ and a convex function $H$. For convex and concave functions, determining bounds is particularly easy, as we have seen. Often $F$ decomposes naturally into convex and concave parts as is the case for the mutual information, addressed later. Bounds can also be derived for products.
The Mutual Information between two random variables $I \equiv I_{\pi} \equiv H(\pi) + \pi H(0)$. The reason for the $\not\in$ being that the maximization is taken over $\Delta$, not over $\Delta'$ as in the definition of $G$. The correct line of reasoning is as follows:

$$\max_{\pi \in \Delta_0} G(\pi) \leq \max_{\pi \in \Delta_0} \sum_{t} G_{\pi t} \cdot t = \max_{\pi \in \Delta_0} 0, \max_{i} G_{\pi t} = G_{\pi t} \Rightarrow \max G \subseteq G \cup G_{\pi t}$$

The first inequality can be proven in the same way as (11). In the first equality we set the $t_i = 1$ with maximal $G_{\pi t}$ if it is positive. If all $G_{\pi t}$ are negative we set $t = 0$. We assumed $G \geq 0$ and $\partial_i G \geq 0$, which implies $G \geq 0$. So, since $G \geq 0$ anyway, this subtlety is ineffective. Similarly for max $H_R$. □

It is possible to remove the rather strong non-negativity assumptions. Propagation of errors for other combinations like ratios $F = G/H$ may also be obtained.

6 Robust Intervals for Mutual Information

**Mutual Information.** We illustrate the application of the previous results on the Mutual Information between two random variables $i \in \{1, \ldots, d_1\}$ and $j \in \{1, \ldots, d_2\}$. Consider an i.i.d. random process with outcome $(i, j) \in \{1, \ldots, d_1\} \times \{1, \ldots, d_2\}$ having joint probability $\pi_{ij}$, where $\pi \in \Delta := \{x \in R^{d_1 \times d_2} : x_{ij} \geq 0 \forall i, j, x_{i+} = 1\}$. An important measure of the stochastic dependence of $i$ and $j$ is the mutual information

$$I(\pi) = \sum_{i=1}^{d_1} \sum_{j=1}^{d_2} \pi_{ij} \log \frac{\pi_{ij}}{\pi_{i+} \pi_{+j}} = \sum_{ij} \pi_{ij} \log \frac{\pi_{ij}}{\pi_{i+} \pi_{+j}} = \sum_{i} \pi_{i+} \log \pi_{i+} - \sum_{j} \pi_{+j} \log \pi_{+j} \quad (12)$$

$$= H(\pi_{+}) + H(\pi_{i+}) - H(\pi_{ij})$$

$\pi_{i+} = \sum_{j} \pi_{ij}$ and $\pi_{+j} = \sum_{i} \pi_{ij}$ are row and column marginal chances. Again, we assume a Dirichlet prior over $\pi_{ij}$, which leads to a Dirichlet posterior $p(\pi_{ij}|n) \propto \Pi_{ij} \pi_{ij}^{n_{ij}+s_{ij}-1}$ with $t \in \Delta$. The expected value of $\pi_{ij}$ is

$$E_{\pi}[\pi_{ij}] = \frac{n_{ij} + s_{ij}}{n + s} =: u_{ij}$$
The marginals \( \pi_i \) and \( \pi_j \) are also Dirichlet with expectation \( u_{ij} \) and \( u_{ij} \). The expected mutual information \( I(\mathbf{u}) := E[I] \) can, hence, be expressed in terms of the expectations of three entropies \( H(\mathbf{u}) := E[H] \) (see (5)):

\[
I(\mathbf{u}) = H(u_{ij}) + H(u_{ij}) - H(u_{ij}) = H_{\text{row}} + H_{\text{col}} - H_{\text{joint}}
\]

\[
= \sum_i h(u_{ij}) + \sum_j h(u_{ij}) - \sum_{ij} h(u_{ij})
\]

where here and in the following we index quantities with \( \text{joint}, \text{row}, \) and \( \text{col} \) to denote to which distribution the quantity refers.

**Crude bounds for \( I(\mathbf{u}) \).** Estimates for the robust IDM interval \([\min_{t \in \Delta} E_t[I], \max_{t \in \Delta} E_t[I]\] can be obtained by [minimizing,maximizing] \( I(\mathbf{u}) \). A crude upper bound can be obtained as:

\[
T := \max_{t \in \Delta} I(\mathbf{u}) = \max [H_{\text{row}} + H_{\text{col}} - H_{\text{joint}}] \leq \max H_{\text{row}} + \max H_{\text{col}} - \min H_{\text{joint}} = \overline{I}_{\text{row}} + \overline{I}_{\text{col}} - \overline{I}_{\text{joint}},
\]

where exact solutions to \( \overline{I}_{\text{row}}, \overline{I}_{\text{col}} \) and \( \overline{I}_{\text{joint}} \) are available from Section 3. Similarly \( L \geq \underline{I}_{\text{row}} + \underline{I}_{\text{col}} - \underline{I}_{\text{joint}} \). The problem with these bounds is that, although good in some cases, they can become arbitrarily crude. The following \( O(\sigma^2) \) bound can be derived by exploiting the error sum propagation Theorem 4.

**Theorem 6 (Bound on lower and upper Mutual Information)** The following bounds on the expected mutual information \( I(\mathbf{u}) = E[I] \) are valid:

\[
I(\mathbf{u}^I) \leq T \leq I_0 + I_R \text{ and } I_0 + I_R \leq I(\mathbf{u}^T), \quad \text{where}
\]

\[
I_0 = I(\mathbf{u}^0) = H_{\text{row}} + H_{\text{col}} - H_{\text{joint}} = h(u_{ij}) + h(u_{ij}) - h(u_{ij}),
\]

\[
I_{ij}^R \equiv H_{ij}^R_{\text{row}} + H_{ij}^R_{\text{col}} - H_{ij}^R_{\text{joint}} = h'(u_{ij}) + h'(u_{ij}) - h'(u_{ij} + \sigma),
\]

\[
I_{ij}^T \equiv h'(u_{ij}) + h'(u_{ij} + \sigma) - h'(u_{ij}),
\]

with \( h \) defined in (5), and \( t_0^1 = 0, \) and \( t_0^2 = \delta_{ii} \) with \( (ij)^1 = \arg \max_i I_{ij}^R \) and \( (ij)^2 = \arg \min_i I_{ij}^R \) with \((ij)^2 = \delta_{ij}(ij)^2 \) with \((ij)^2 = \arg \min_i I_{ij}^R \)

### 7 IDMs for Product Spaces

Product spaces \( \Omega = \Omega_1 \times \ldots \times \Omega_m \) with \( \Omega_k = \{1, \ldots, d_k\} \) occur frequently in practical problems, e.g. in the mutual information \( (m = 2) \), in robust trees \( (m = 3) \), or in Bayesian nets in general \( (m \) large). Without loss of generality we only discuss the \( m = 2 \) case in the following. Ignoring the underlying structure in \( \Omega \), a Dirichlet prior in case of unknown chances \( \pi_i \) and an IDM as used in Section 6 with

\[
t \in \Delta := \{ t \in \mathbb{R}^{d_1 \times d_2} \equiv \mathbb{R}^{d_1} \otimes \mathbb{R}^{d_2} : t_{ij} \geq 0 \forall i, j, t_{++} = 1 \}
\]

(13)
seems natural. On the other hand, if we take into account the structure of \( \Omega \) and go back to the original motivation of IDM this choice is far less obvious. Recall that one of the major motivations of IDM was its reparametrization invariance in the sense that inferences are not affected when grouping or splitting events in \( \Omega \). For unstructured spaces like \( \Omega_k \) this is a reasonable principle. For illustration, let us consider objects of various shape and color, i.e., \( \Omega = \Omega_1 \times \Omega_2 \), \( \Omega_1 = \{\text{ball, pen, die,} \ldots\} \), \( \Omega_2 = \{\text{yellow, red, green,} \ldots\} \) in generalization to Walley’s bag of marbles example. Assume we want to detect a potential dependency between shape and color by means of their mutual information \( I \). If we have no prior idea on the possible kind of colors, a model which is independent of the choice of \( \Omega_2 \) is welcome. Grouping red and green, for instance, corresponds to \((x_1, x_2, x_3, x_4, \ldots) \sim (x_1, x_2 + x_3, x_4, \ldots)\) for all shapes \( i \), where \( x \in \{n, \pi, \tau, u\} \).

Similarly for the different shapes, for instance we could group all round or all angular objects. The “smallest IDM” which respects this invariance is the one which considers all

\[
\mathbf{t} \in \Delta := \Delta_{d_1} \otimes \Delta_{d_2} \subseteq \Delta. \tag{14}
\]

The tensor or outer product \( \otimes \) is defined as \((v \otimes w)_{ij} := v_j w_j\) and \( V \otimes W := \{v \otimes w : v \in V, w \in W\}\). It is a bilinear (not linear!) mapping. This “small tensor” IDM is invariant under arbitrary grouping of columns and rows of the chance matrix \((\Pi_{ij})_{1 \leq i \leq d_1, 1 \leq j \leq d_2}\). In contrast to the larger \( \Delta \) IDM model it is not invariant under arbitrary grouping of matrix cells, but there is anyway little motivation for the necessity of such a general invariance. General non-column/row cross groupings would destroy the product structure of \( \Omega \) and with that the mere concepts of shape and color, and their correlation. For \( m > 2 \) as in Bayes-nets cross groupings look even less natural. Whether the \( \Delta \) or the larger simplex \( \Delta \) is the more appropriate IDM model depends on whether one regards the structure \( \Omega_1 \times \Omega_2 \) of \( \Omega \) as a natural prior knowledge or as an arbitrary a posteriori choice. The smaller IDM has the potential advantage of leading to more precise predictions (smaller robust sets).

Let us consider an estimator \( F : \Delta \rightarrow R \) and its restriction \( F_{\otimes} : \Delta \rightarrow R \). Robust intervals \( [\underline{E}, \overline{E}] \) for \( \Delta \) are generally wider than robust intervals \( [\underline{E}, \overline{E}] \) for \( \Delta \). Fortunately not much. Although \( \Delta \) is a lower-dimensional subspace of \( \Delta \), it contains all vertices of \( \Delta \). This is possible since \( \Delta \) is a nonlinear subspace. The set of “vertices” in both cases is \( \{t : t_{ij} = \delta_{i0} \delta_{j0}, \ i_0 \in \Omega_1, \ j_0 \in \Omega_2\} \). Hence, if the robust interval boundaries \( \underline{E} \) are assumed in the vertices of \( \Delta \) then the interval for the \( \Delta \) IDM model is the same \( [\underline{E}, \overline{E}] \). Since the condition is “approximately” true, the conclusion is “approximately” true. More precisely:

**Theorem 7 (IDM bounds for product spaces)** The \( O(\sigma^2) \) bounds of Theorem 3 on the robust interval \( \underline{E} \) in the full IDM model \( \Delta \) (13), remain valid for \( \underline{E} \) in the product IDM model \( \Delta \) (14).

**Proof.**
\[
F(u^1) \leq T_\bigotimes \leq T \leq F_0 + F_R^{ub} = F(u^1) + O(\sigma^2),
\]
where \( T_\bigotimes := \max_{t \in \Delta} F(u) \) and \( u^1 \) was the “\( F_R \) maximizing” vertex as defined in Theorem 6 \( (F(u^1) \subseteq T) \). The first inequality follows from the fact that all \( \Delta \) vertices also belong to \( \Delta \), i.e. \( t^1 \in \Delta \). The second inequality follows from \( \Delta \subset \Delta \). The remaining (in)equalities follow from Theorem 3. This shows that \( |T_\bigotimes - T| = O(\sigma^2) \), hence \( F_0 + F_R^{ub} \) is also an \( O(\sigma^2) \) upper bound to \( T_\bigotimes \). This implies that to the approximation accuracy we can achieve, the choice between \( \Delta \) and \( \Delta \) is irrelevant.

\[\square\]

8 Robust Credible Intervals

**Bayesian credible sets/intervals.** For a probability distribution \( p : \mathbb{R}^d \rightarrow [0, 1] \), an \( \alpha \)-credible region is a measurable set \( A \) for which \( p(A) := \int p(x) \chi_A(x) dx \geq \alpha \), where \( \chi_A(x) = 1 \) if \( x \in A \) and 0 otherwise, i.e. \( x \in A \) with probability at least \( \alpha \). For given \( \alpha \), there are many choices for \( A \). Often one is interested in “small” sets, where the size of \( A \) may be measured by its volume \( \text{Vol}(A) := \int \chi_A(x) dx \). Let us define a/the smallest \( \alpha \)-credible set

\[
A^{\text{min}} := \arg \min_{A : p(A) \geq \alpha} \text{Vol}(A)
\]

with ties broken arbitrarily. For unimodal \( p \), \( A^{\text{min}} \) can be chosen as a connected set. For \( d = 1 \) this means that \( A^{\text{min}} = [a, b] \) with \( \int_a^b p(x) dx = \alpha \) is a minimal length \( \alpha \)-credible interval. If, additionally \( p \) is symmetric around \( E[x] \), then \( A^{\text{min}} = [E[x] - a, E[x] + a] \) is also symmetric around \( E[x] \).

**Robust credible sets.** If we have a set of probability distributions \( \{p_t(x), t \in T\} \), we can choose for each \( t \) an \( \alpha \)-credible set \( A_t \), with \( p_t(A_t) \geq \alpha \), a minimal one being \( A_t^{\text{min}} := \arg \min_{A_t : p_t(A_t) \geq \alpha} \text{Vol}(A) \). A robust \( \alpha \)-credible set is a set \( A \) which contains \( x \) with \( p_t \)-probability at least \( \alpha \) for all \( t \). A minimal size robust \( \alpha \)-credible set is

\[
A^{\text{min}} := \arg \min_{A = \bigcup_{t \in T} A_t : p_t(A) \geq \alpha} \text{Vol}(A) \quad \text{(15)}
\]

It is not easy to deal with this expression, since \( A^{\text{min}} \) is not a function of \( \{A_t^{\text{min}} : t \in T\} \), and especially does not coincide with \( \bigcup A_t^{\text{min}} \) as one might expect.

**Robust credible intervals.** This can most easily be seen for univariate symmetric unimodal distributions, where \( t \) is a translation, e.g. \( p_t(x) = \text{Normal}(E[x] = t, \sigma = 1) \) with 95% credible intervals \( A_t^{\text{min}} = [t - 2, t + 2] \). For, e.g. \( T = [-1, 1] \) we get \( \bigcup A_t^{\text{min}} = [-3, 3] \). The credible intervals move with \( t \). One can get a smaller union if we take the intervals \( A_t^{\text{sym}} = [-a_t, a_t] \) symmetric around 0. Since \( A_t^{\text{sym}} \) is a non-central interval w.r.t. \( p_t \), for \( t \neq 0 \), we have \( a_t > 2 \), i.e. \( A_t^{\text{sym}} \) is larger than \( A_t^{\text{min}} \), but one can show that the increase of \( a_t \) is smaller than the shift of \( A_t^{\text{min}} \) by \( t \), hence
we save something in the union. The optimal choice is neither \( A^\text{sym}_t \) nor \( A^\text{min}_t \), but something in-between. In the extended version [Hut03] this is illustrated for the triangular distribution \( p_t(x) = \max\{0, 1 - |x - t|\} \) with \( t \in T := [-\gamma, \gamma] \), where closed form solutions can be given.

An interesting open question is under which general conditions we can expect \( A^\text{min}_t \subseteq \bigcup_t A^\text{min}_t \). In any case, \( \bigcup_t A_t \) can be used as a conservative estimate for a robust credible set, since \( p_t(\bigcup_t A_t) \geq p_t(A_t) \geq \alpha \) for all \( t \).

A special (but important) case which falls outside the above framework are one-sided credible intervals, where only \( A_t \) of the form \([a, \infty)\) are considered. In this case \( A^\text{min}_t = \bigcup_t A^\text{min}_t \), i.e. \( A^\text{min} = [a, \infty) \) with \( a = \max\{a : p_t([a, \infty)) \geq \alpha \} \).

**Approximations.** For complex distributions like for the mutual information we have to approximate (15) somehow. We use the following notation for shortest \( \alpha \)-credible intervals w.r.t. a univariate distribution \( p_t(x) \):

\[
\bar{x}_t := \arg \min_{[a,b]: p_t([a,b]) \geq \alpha} \left( (b - a) \right),
\]

where \( \Delta \bar{x}_t := \bar{x}_t - E_t[x] \) (\( \Delta x_t := E_t[x] - x_t \)) is the distance from the right boundary \( \bar{x}_t \) (left boundary \( x_t \)) of the shortest \( \alpha \)-credible interval \( \bar{x}_t \) to the mean \( E_t[x] \) of distribution \( p_t \). We can use \( \bar{x} := \bigcup_t \bar{x}_t \) as a (conservative, but not shortest) robust credible interval, since \( p_t(\bar{x}) \geq p_t(\bar{x}_t) \geq \alpha \) for all \( t \). We can upper bound \( \bar{x} \) (and similarly lower bound \( x \)) by

\[
\bar{x} = \max_t \{ E_t[x] + \Delta \bar{x}_t \} \leq \max_t \{ E_t[x] + \max \Delta \bar{x}_t \} = E[x] + \bar{x}.
\] (16)

We have already intensively discussed how to compute upper and lower quantities, particularly for the upper mean \( E[x] \) for \( x \in \{ F, H, I, \ldots \} \), but the linearization technique introduced in Section 4 is general enough to deal with all in \( t \) differentiable quantities, including \( \Delta \bar{x}_t \). For example for Gaussian \( p_t \) with variances \( \sigma_t \), we have \( \Delta \bar{x}_t = \kappa \sigma_t \) with \( \kappa \) given by \( \kappa = \text{erf}(\kappa/\sqrt{2}) \), where \text{erf} is the error function (e.g. \( \kappa = 2 \) for \( \alpha \approx 95\%) \). We only need to estimate \( \max_t \sigma_t \).

For non-Gaussian distributions, exact expression for \( \Delta \bar{x}_t \) are often hard or impossible to obtain and to deal with. Non-Gaussian distributions depending on some sample size \( n \) are usually close to Gaussian for large \( n \) due to the central limit theorem. One may simply use \( \kappa \sigma_t \) in place of \( \Delta \bar{x}_t \) also in this case, keeping in mind that this could be a non-conservative approximation. More systematically, simple (and for large \( n \) good) upper bounds on \( \Delta \bar{x}_t \) can often be obtained and should preferably be used.

Further, we have seen that the variation of sample depending differentiable functions (like \( E_t[x] = E_t[x(n)] \) w.r.t. \( t \in \Delta \) are of order \( \frac{1}{n^{1/2}} \). Since in such cases the standard deviation \( \sigma_t \sim n^{-1/2} \sim \Delta \bar{x}_t \) is itself suppressed, the variation of \( \Delta \bar{x}_t \)
with $t$ is of order $n^{-3/2}$. If we regard this as negligibly small, we may simply fix some $t^* \in \Delta$:

$$\max_t \Delta \tilde{x}_t = \kappa \sigma_t + O(n^{-3/2})$$

Since $\Delta \tilde{x}_t$ is “nearly” constant, this also shows that we lose at most $O(n^{-3/2})$ precision in the bound (16) (equality holds for $\Delta \tilde{x}_t$ independent of $t$). Expressions for the variance of $I$, for instance, have been derived in [WW95, Hut02].

9 Conclusions

This is the first work, providing a systematic approach for deriving closed form expressions for interval estimates in the Imprecise Dirichlet Model (IDM). We concentrated on exact and conservative robust interval ([lower,upper]) estimates for concave functions $F = \sum f_i$ on simplices, like the entropy. The conservative estimates widened the intervals by $O(n^{-2})$, where $n$ is the sample size. Here is a dilemma, of course: For large $n$ the approximations are good, whereas for small $n$ the bounds are more interesting, so the approximations will be most useful for intermediate $n$. More precise expressions for small $n$ would be highly interesting. We have also indicated how to propagate robust estimates from simple functions to composite functions, like the mutual information. We argued that a reduced IDM on product spaces, like Bayesian nets, is more natural and should be preferred in order to improve predictions. Although improvement is formally only $O(n^{-2})$, the difference may be significant in Bayes nets or for very small $n$. Finally, the basics of how to combine robust with credible intervals have been laid out. Under certain conditions $O(n^{-3/2})$ approximations can be derived, but the presented approximations are not conservative. All in all this work has shown that IDM has not only interesting theoretical properties, but that explicit (exact/conservative/approximate) expressions for robust (credible) intervals for various quantities can be derived. The computational complexity of the derived bounds on $F = \sum f_i$ is very small, typically one or two evaluations of $F$ or related functions, like its derivative. First applications of these (or more precisely, very similar) results, especially the mutual information, to robust inference of trees look promising [ZH03].
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Abstract
In some situations, a decision is best represented by an incompletely analyzed act: conditionally to a certain event, the consequences of the decision on sub-events are perfectly known and uncertainty becomes expressible through probabilities, whereas the plausibility of this event itself remains vague and the decision outcome on the complementary event is imprecisely known. In this framework, we study an axiomatic decision model and prove a representation theorem. Decision criteria must aggregate partial evaluations consisting in: i) the conditional expected utility associated with the analyzed part of the decision and ii) the best and worst outcomes of its non-analyzed part.
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1 Introduction

Consider the famous oil wildcatter problem of decision analysis textbooks. Its description only involves geophysical data and results of seismic tests, which makes it quite convincingly expressible in a Savagean setting where decisions are acts and events are endowed with subjective probabilities. However, it may well be that the relevance of that analysis is only contingent on local political stability. A complete description of the problem would require introducing this factor explicitly. The likelihood of political events being generally difficult to assess and their impact on the wildcatter profits difficult to evaluate, the standard Savagean approach reveals itself unsuitable for taking this aspect into account.

As another example, consider the question of the use of genetically modified organisms (GMO) in agriculture. Without GMO, farmers’ income depend
basically on climatic and market variables. Available data allow to estimate their probability distribution and their impact on income. With GMO, expected income remains assessable conditionally on the absence of cross-fertilization and contamination of other plants. However, neither the plausibility of the contamination, nor its consequences on the farmers’ income, can be precisely evaluated. Here again, the standard approach appears unsatisfactory.

In these situations, and many others (introduction of new technologies, marketing of new medicines,...) decisions seem best represented by incompletely analyzed acts: conditionally to some events consequences of decisions on sub-events are perfectly known and uncertainty becomes expressable through probabilities, whereas the plausibility of these events themselves remains vague and the decision outcomes on complementary events are imprecisely known.

The axiomatic model proposed below is an attempt at formalizing such situations and at justifying adapted decision criteria.

2 The Model

2.1 Decisions

Consider: \( \Omega \), set of states of nature; \( \mathcal{E} \), \( \sigma \)-algebra of events; \( \mathcal{C} \), a set of consequences; \( G \), \( \sigma \)-algebra of subsets of \( \mathcal{C} \) containing singletons. A decision problem involves a particular set of decisions, \( D \), which are (measurable) acts in the sense of Savage\(^{1}\), i.e., mappings \( (\Omega, \mathcal{E}) \rightarrow (\mathcal{C}, G) \). However, in the decision model below, these acts are not completely known by the decision maker. Specifically, the decisions are only partially analyzed, i.e., for any decision \( a \in D \) there is an event \( A \) such that the restriction of \( a \) to \( A \) - the analyzed part of \( a \) - denoted \( a|_A \) is exactly known but the only information about \( a|_A \) - the non-analyzed part of \( a \) - is its range \( M_a = a(A^c) \). Thus, preferences will depend on pairs \( (a|_A, M_a) \).

A specific feature of the model is that \( D \) is not assumed to contain all conceivable pairs \( (a|_A, M_a) \). The reason is that decision makers cannot be expected to meaningfully evaluate unrealistic decisions. Thus the range \( M \) on an "unfavorable" event (such as a natural catastrophe) should not include any blissful consequence. Similarly, in some situations, major ignorance about the relevant event will necessarily imply much uncertainty about outcomes i.e. a wide consequence range \( M \) on this event.

Completely analyzed decisions, denoted by \( (a|_\Omega, \cdot) \), can exist. In particular, for evaluation purposes, we shall assume the existence of completely analyzed \( \mathcal{R} \)-measurable acts, where subalgebra \( \mathcal{R} \) of \( \mathcal{E} \) can be interpreted as events associated with sequences of heads and tails (see Savage [6, p. 38-39] and de Finetti [2, § 3.4, p. 42]).

\(^{1}\)More precisely, we use Savage’s remark [6, § 3.4, p. 42] that the results in his model remain valid with events, consequences and acts defined in the present way.
A decision \(a\) analyzed on an event \(A\) is called an \(A\) - act. It generates a \(\sigma\) - algebra of subsets of \(A\) : \(\{a|^{-1}_A(G), \ G \in G\}\), which we embed into a richer one, the \(\sigma\) - algebra \(A\) of subsets of \(A\) generated by \(\{a|^{-1}_A(G) \cap R, \ G \in G, \ R \in R\}\).

![Figure 1: A partially analyzed act](image)

We denote by \(F_a\) the set of all pairs \(g = (g|_A, M_a)\) where \(g|_A\) is any conceivable Savagean act \((A, \ A_a) \rightarrow (C, \ G)\). Thus, \(g \in F_a\) implies \(M_g = M_a\). There is one such set corresponding to each \(a \in D\) and their union is denoted by \(F\). We denote by \(A_F\) the set of all events \(A\) such that \(F\) contains at least one \(A\)-act.

Example 1 Acts \(a\), \(a'\), \(a''\) characterize various oil field management strategies in the same country. Political risk (event \(A_c\)) may imply partial or complete loss of the investment. Act \(a'\) involves the same investment level \(I\) as \(a\) but concerns the exploitation of a different oil field, whereas act \(a''\) corresponds to a more intensive exploitation of the same field as \(a\). Thus, it is likely that \(M_{a'} = M_a = [0, -I]\) but \(A_{a'} \neq A_a\) (oil yields depend on different events), whereas \(M_{a''} = [0, -I'']\) \(\neq M_a\) and \(A_{a''} = A_a\). Hence, although the three acts are analyzed on the same event \(A\), \(F_a\), \(F_{a'}\) and \(F_{a''}\) all differ from one another.

### 2.2 Preferences

Preferences on \(F\) are expressed by a binary relation \(\succsim\). We assume:

**Axiom 1** \(\succsim\) is a weak order on \(F\).

We want to endow \(\succsim\) with standard properties and, moreover, to establish links between its restrictions \(\succsim_a\) to the various \(F_a\). For this, we need in particular an
appropriate version of Savage’s Sure Thing Principle.

Due to the partial information on the decisions, the common part \( \text{Com}(a, b) \) of two acts \( a \) and \( b \) analyzed on events \( A \) and \( B \), respectively, is defined as

\[
\text{Com}(a, b) = \begin{cases} 
\{ \omega \in A \cap B : a(\omega) = b(\omega) \} & \text{if } M_a \neq M_b \\
\{ \omega \in A \cap B : a(\omega) = b(\omega) \} \cup (A^c \cap B^c) & \text{if } M_a = M_b
\end{cases}
\]

**Axiom 2** (Sure Thing Principle for partially analyzed decisions)

Let \( a, \hat{a}, \hat{b}, b \in \mathcal{F} \) where \( \hat{a} \) results from \( a \) and \( \hat{b} \) from \( b \) by a common modification in the sense that \( \text{Com}(a, b) = \text{Com}(\hat{a}, \hat{b}) \).

Then \( a \succeq b \iff \hat{a} \succeq \hat{b} \).

Note that the feasible common modifications of a given pair of acts are strongly limited by the fact that the modified acts must still belong to \( \mathcal{F} \).

Note also that \( \mathcal{F}_a, \mathcal{F}_{\hat{a}}, \mathcal{F}_b, \mathcal{F}_{\hat{b}} \) may differ.

**Example 2** Suppose there are three countries: \( \Lambda, \B, \text{ and } \mathbb{C} \). Country \( \Lambda \) (resp. \( \B \)) may possibly face an economic crisis (event \( A^c \) (resp. \( B^c \)) which however is unlikely in country \( \mathbb{C} \). A firm has to take a decision concerning a productive investment of amount \( I \). The decision \( a \) of investing \( I \) in country \( \Lambda \) will generate sales shared out among countries \( \Lambda, \B \text{ and } \mathbb{C} \) in proportions 45% in country \( \Lambda \), 5% in country \( \B \text{ and } 50\% \text{ in country } \mathbb{C} \), unless economic crisis (event \( A^c \)) happens in \( \Lambda \), in which case \( I \) may be partially or completely lost, independently of crisis occurring or not in country \( \B \).

On the other hand, consider \( a' \) with the same amount of investment in \( \Lambda \) as \( a \) but generating a different sales sharing, namely 70%, 30% and 0% respectively in countries \( \Lambda, \B \text{ and } \mathbb{C} \) if there is no economic crisis. With this investment decision, the firm may loose up to \( I \) if crisis occurs only in \( \Lambda \), but is sure to loose the investment completely if the crisis takes place simultaneously in \( \Lambda \) and \( \B \) (event \( A^c \cap B^c \)).

Decisions \( b \) and \( b' \) have similar characteristics with the roles of countries \( \Lambda \) and \( \B \) exchanged. We assume moreover that the countries are ”similar”, in the sense that the return from sales is the same in \( \Lambda \) as in \( \B \), that is \( a|_\Lambda = c \) and \( b|_\B = c \) with \( c \in \mathbb{C} \).

Thus, \( a \) and \( b \) are respectively an \( \Lambda - \text{act} \) and a \( \B - \text{act} \) with

\[
\text{Com}(a, b) = (A \cap B) \cup (A^c \cap B^c)
\]

and \( M_a = M_b = [0, -I] \).
Figure 2: Original acts \( a \) and \( b \).

\( a' \) and \( b' \) are \((A \cap B) \cup (A' \cap B')\) — acts resulting from \( a \) and \( b \) by a modification of their common part. More precisely,

\[
a|_{A \cap B} = b|_{A \cap B} = a'|_{A \cap B} = b'|_{A \cap B}, \\
M_{a'} = M_{b'} = [0, -I] \text{ and } a'|_{A' \cap B'} = b'|_{A' \cap B'} = -I
\]

Figure 3: Modified acts \( a' \) and \( b' \).

3 Preferences on Analyzed Events and SEU

From preferences \( \succeq_a \) on \( \mathcal{F}_a \), we can now derive, "à la Savage", \( \succeq_a^{E} \), conditional preferences given event \( E \), where \( E \in \mathcal{A}_a \), by

\[
g \succeq_a^{E} h \iff g'|_{E} \succeq_{a} h'|_{E} \text{ where } g'|_{E} = g|_{E}, h'|_{E} = h|_{E} \text{ and } g'|_{A \setminus E}|_E = h'|_{A \setminus E}
\]
Axiom 2 ensures that the ordering of $g'$ and $h'$ is independent from their common values on $A \setminus E$.

Note that $\succeq^A_N$ is the same as $\succeq_N$.

More generally, given an $A$-act, $a \in \mathcal{D}$ and a $B$-act, $b \in \mathcal{D}$ where $B \in \mathcal{A}_a$ (hence $B \subset A$), orderings $\succeq^B_{ab}$ on $\mathcal{F}_a$ and $\succeq_b$ on $\mathcal{F}_b$ are related as shown by the following lemma.

**Lemma 1** Let $a' = (a'_A, M_a)$, $a'' = (a''_A, M_a)$ with $a', a'' \in \mathcal{F}_a$. Suppose that, for some $B \in \mathcal{A}_a$, $a$ a $B$-act and $b' = (a'_B, M_b), b'' = (a''_B, M_b) \in \mathcal{F}_b$. Then

\[ a' \succeq^B_{ab} a'' \iff b' \succeq_b b''. \]

**Proof.** Consider $g'$ and $g''$ resulting from $b'$ and $b''$ by the common modification consisting in giving them a constant common consequence $g'(\omega) = g''(\omega) = c$ for $\omega \in A \setminus B$ and the same range $M_a$ on $A'$. By Axiom 2, $g' \succeq g'' \iff b' \succeq_b b''$. Moreover, $g'$ and $g''$ also belong to $\mathcal{F}_a$ and can be obtained by modifying $a'$ and $a''$ on $A \setminus B$ and giving them the constant value $c$. By definition, $a' \succeq^B_{ab} a'' \iff g' \succeq g''$. Hence $a' \succeq^B_{ab} a'' \iff b' \succeq_b b''$. □

As a direct consequence of Lemma 1, conditional preferences given $E$ are intrinsic in the sense that they do not depend on which $\mathcal{A}_a$ containing $E$ (hence on which $a$ in $\mathcal{F}$) is considered, and can be defined by $g \succeq^E h \iff$ there is a $a$ such that $g \succeq^E_{ab} h$.

We also need slightly modified versions of the other Savage’s definitions and axioms.

A constant $A$-act $f_a^c$ in $\mathcal{F}_a$ is defined by: $f_a^c(A) = \{c\}$ with $c \in \mathcal{C}$ and $f_a^c(A^c) = M_a$.

Savage’s P3 becomes:

**Axiom 3** For $c', c'' \in \mathcal{C}$, let $f_a^{c'}$, $f_a^{c''}$ be constant $A$-acts in $\mathcal{F}_a$ and $f_b^{c'}$, $f_b^{c''}$ be constant $B$-acts in $\mathcal{F}_b$.

Then $f_a^{c'} \succeq f_a^{c''} \iff f_b^{c'} \succeq f_b^{c''}$.

Preferences among consequences can now be defined by $c' \succeq c'' \iff$ there exist $a \in \mathcal{D}$ and constant $A$-acts $f_a^{c'}$, $f_a^{c''}$ in $\mathcal{F}_a$ such that $f_a^{c'} \succeq f_a^{c''}$.

Since $\mathcal{C}$ can always be replaced by its quotient, we henceforth assume w.l.o.g. that $\succeq_C$ is an order (i.e. is antisymmetric) which justifies the use of symbol $\succeq_C$.

We moreover assume the existence of $\succeq_C$, respectively the worst and the best consequence in $\mathcal{C}$.

We now require Savage’s P4 (irrelevance of the values of the prizes on the events) in every $\mathcal{F}_e$, where $e \in \mathcal{D}$ is an $E$-act.
Axiom 4 Let $A, B \in \mathcal{A}_e$ where $e \in D$ is an $E$-act; let $c_1, c_1', c_2, c_2' \in \mathcal{C}$ be such that $c_1 \succ c_1'$ and $c_2 \succ c_2'$. Define acts $f, f', g, g' \in \mathcal{F}_e$ by:

i) $f(E^e) = f'(E^e) = g(E^e) = g'(E^e) = M_e$;

ii) $f(\omega) = c_1, f'(\omega) = c_1', \text{ for } \omega \in A$;

iii) $g(\omega) = c_1, g'(\omega) = c_1', \text{ for } \omega \in E \setminus A$;

\[ g(\omega) = c_2, g'(\omega) = c_2', \text{ for } \omega \in E \setminus B; \]

then $f \succ g \iff f' \succ g'$.

Whenever $f \succ g$ holds for $f, g$ defined as in Axiom 4, we can write $A \succeq E B$. However, if $A, B \in \mathcal{A}_e$ for some other $e' \in D$ which is also an $E$-act, it results from Axiom 2 ($f(E^e) = f'(E^e) = g(E^e) = g'(E^e) = M_{e'}$) above can be replaced by $f(E^e) = f'(E^e) = g(E^e) = g'(E^e) = M_{e'}$ that: $A \succeq E B \iff A \succeq E B$. We can therefore drop the subscript $e$ and simply write $A \succeq E B$ and read “event $A$ is qualitatively more probable than $B$ conditionally to event $E$”.

The next axiom is Savage’s P5.

Axiom 5 There exists a pair $c', c'' \in \mathcal{C}$ such that $c' \succ c''$.

We also introduce a version of Savage’s P6. It makes it clear that one of the roles of the coin-toss related subalgebra of events $\mathcal{R}$ is to make all $(\mathcal{A}_e, \succeq_a)$ atomless.

Axiom 6 Let $f, g \in \mathcal{F}_a$, where $a \in D$ is an $A$-act, with $f \succ g$ and $c \in \mathcal{C}$. There exists a partition of $A$, consisting of events $R \cap A, R \in \mathcal{R}$, such that if $f$ (resp. $g$) is modified on any element of the partition and given constant outcome $c$ on this element, then the modified act $f'$ (resp. $g'$) also satisfies $f' \succ g$ (resp. $f' \succ g'$).

We also need Savage’s P7 for each $\succeq_a$.

Axiom 7 Let $f, g \in \mathcal{F}_a$, where $a \in D$ is an $A$-act and let $E \in \mathcal{A}_a$. If $f \succeq E_a$ (resp. $\preceq E_a$) $g(\omega)$ for all $\omega \in E$, then $f \succeq E_a$ (resp. $\preceq E_a$) $g$.

Axioms 1-7 imply the validity of Savage’s P1-7 in every $\mathcal{F}_a$, where thus his main result holds: preferences in $\mathcal{F}_a$ can be represented by a subjective expected utility (SEU) criterion with respect to an atomless probability on $\mathcal{A}_a$.

Moreover, due to the explicit introduction of $\sigma$-algebra $\mathcal{R}(A) = \{A \cap R, R \in \mathcal{R}\}$ in the statement of Axiom 6, it is clear that this result still holds if $\mathcal{F}_a$ is replaced by its restriction to $\mathcal{R}(A)$ - measurable acts. We can thus state:

Proposition 1 For every $a \in D$ there exist a bounded utility $u_a$ and an additive probability $P_a$ such that

\[ f \succeq g \iff \int_A u_a \circ f \, dP_a \geq \int_A u_a \circ g \, dP_a, \quad \forall f, g \in \mathcal{F}_a \]
where
\( u_a \) is unique up to an affine transformation;
\( P_a \) is unique and for every \( \rho \in [0, 1] \) there exists \( B \in \mathcal{A}_d \) such that \( P_a(B) = \rho \).
Moreover, these existence and uniqueness statements are also valid when \( f_a \) is replaced by its restriction to \( \mathcal{R}(A) \)-measurable acts and thus \( \mathcal{A}_d \) by \( \mathcal{R}(A) \).

4 Intrinsic Utility and Probability Consistency

It is well known that Savage’s axioms do not imply the existence of certainty equivalents for the acts. However, this property is easily acceptable for sufficiently rich consequence sets (for instance when \( C \) is a real interval) and, although not necessary, will be technically helpful later in the paper. So, we assume:

**Axiom 8**  For any \( a \in \mathcal{F} \) there exist \( c \in C \) such that the constant \( f^c_a \) satisfies
\( f^c_a \sim_a a \)

The next assumption and the lemma that follows assert that coin-toss related events are "qualitatively" independent and thus "quantitatively" independent from events in \( \mathcal{E} \).

**Axiom 9**  For every \( A, B \in \mathcal{A}_F \) conditional preferences on events \( \succeq_A \) and \( \succeq^B \) satisfy, for all \( R', R'' \in \mathcal{R} \):
\[ A \cap R' \succeq^A A \cap R'' \iff B \cap R' \succeq^B B \cap R''. \]

**Lemma 2**  Let \( a, b \in \mathcal{D} \). For every \( R \in \mathcal{R}_e \), \( P_a(A \cap R) = P_b(B \cap R) \).

**Proof.**  For any \( R', R'' \in \mathcal{R} \), \( P_a(A \cap R') \geq P_a(A \cap R'') \iff A \cap R' \succeq^A A \cap R'' \iff B \cap R' \succeq^B B \cap R'' \iff P_b(B \cap R') \geq P_b(B \cap R'') \). Thus, the mapping \( \mathcal{R}(A) \mapsto [0, 1] \) defined by \( A \cap R \mapsto P_b(B \cap R) \) is a probability measure representing \( \succeq^A \) which however is uniquely represented by \( P_a \). Therefore \( P_a(A \cap R) = P_b(B \cap R) \) for every \( R \in \mathcal{R} \).  

Whenever \( A \cap R' \succeq^A A \cap R'' \) holds for \( R', R'' \in \mathcal{R} \) and some \( A \in \mathcal{A}_F \), we shall simply write \( R' \succeq R'' \) and read "event \( R' \) is qualitatively more probable than \( R'' \)". Qualitative probability \( \succeq \) is uniquely represented by probability \( P_R \) defined by \( P_R(R) = P_a(A \cap R) \) for some \( A \).

Thus, Axiom 8 ensures the existence of an intrinsic probability \( P_R \) on \( \mathcal{R}_e \).

We shall use this result to derive properties of utilities. That far, all we know about the \( u_a, a \in \mathcal{D} \) is that they represent the same ordering \( \succeq_C \) and are therefore
increasing transforms from one another. We would like functions $u_a$ to be identical (after calibration).

According to Proposition 1 for every triple $c' \succeq_C c \succeq_C c''$, with $c' \succ_C c''$, there is an event $R \in \mathcal{R}$ such that act $g \in \mathcal{F}_a$ with $g(\omega) = c'$, for $\omega \in A \cap R$, and $g(\omega) = c''$ for $\omega \in A \cap R'$ is indifferent to the constant $A−act f^c_a$ in $\mathcal{F}_a$. In other terms, there is $R \in \mathcal{R}$ such that $P_\omega(A \cap R)$ satisfies:

$$u_a(c) = P_\omega(A \cap R)u_a(c') + (1 - P_\omega(A \cap R))u_a(c''),$$

hence, according to the definition that follows Lemma 2

$$u_a(c) = P_{\mathcal{R}}(R)u_a(c') + (1 - P_{\mathcal{R}}(R))u_a(c'').$$

Thus, all we need is an axiom ensuring that the event $R$ in (1) only depends on $c$.

**Axiom 10** For every triple $c' \succeq_C c \succeq_C c''$, with $c' \succ_C c''$, there exist an event $R \in \mathcal{R}$ such that for every $a \in \mathcal{D}$, act $g \in \mathcal{F}_a$ with $g(\omega) = c'$, for $\omega \in A \cap R$, and $g(\omega) = c''$ for $\omega \in A \cap R'$ is indifferent to the constant $A−act f^c_a$ in $\mathcal{F}_a$.

If follows immediately that:

**Proposition 2** Utilities $u_a$ ($a \in \mathcal{D}$) are affine transforms from one another.

Thus, after calibration $u_a$’s are identical and we will write from now on $u$ instead of $u_a$. Note that $u$ is a utility function representing $\succeq_C$.

Next proposition guarantees the existence of intrinsic conditional probabilities in the sense that they are independent from the context in which they are evaluated.

**Proposition 3** Let $a, b \in \mathcal{D}$ be analyzed on $A$ and $B$, respectively, with $B \in \mathcal{A}_a$ and let moreover $E \in \mathcal{A}_b$ (hence $E \subset B \subset A$). Then $P_a(E/B) = P_b(E)$.

**Proof.** By Proposition 2, there exists $R \in \mathcal{R}$ such that $R \cap B \sim_b E$, and thus, by Lemma 1, $R \cap B \sim_B E$, implying

$$P_b(R \cap B) = P_b(E) \text{ and } P_b(R \cap B/B) = P_a(E/B).$$

Moreover, by applying Lemma 1 to acts offering prizes on events $R' \cap B$ and $R'' \cap B$, where $R', R'' \in \mathcal{R}$, we get $R' \cap B \succ_b R'' \cap B \leftrightarrow R' \cap B \succ_B R'' \cap B$. Thus, the same ordering (say $\succ_b$) on set of events $\{R \cap B, R \in \mathcal{R}\}$ is representable by (restrictions of) probabilities $P_b$ and $P_a(\cdot/B)$; by uniqueness of such a representation (see Proposition 2), $P_b(R \cap B) = P_a(R \cap B/B)$, for all $R \in \mathcal{R}$. Then according to (2) $P_b(E) = P_a(E/B)$. \hfill $\square$

Thus, as for conditional preferences, intrinsic conditional probabilities can be defined by $P(E/B) = P_a(E/B)$ where $E, B \in \mathcal{A}_a$ and $E \subset B$. 


5 Preferences on Non-analyzed Events

We now turn to the non-analyzed part of the decisions.

Let $\mathcal{M}$ denote the set of ranges corresponding to all the decisions:

\[\mathcal{M} = \{M_a \mid \exists a \in \mathcal{D} \text{ such that } a = (a|_A, M_a)\}\]

We assume that every $M \in \mathcal{M}$ has a $\succeq_C$-greatest and a $\preceq_C$-lowest consequence, respectively denoted $g(M)$ and $l(M)$.

We define a partial preference relation over $\mathcal{M}$. For this, two axioms are needed: Axiom 11 ensures the existence of the relation and Axiom 12 its transitivity.

**Axiom 11** Let $d',d''$ be $A$-acts such that $d' = (d'|_A, M_{d'})$, $d'' = (d''|_A, M_{d''})$ with $d'|_A = d''|_A$ and let $b',b''$ be $B$-acts such that $b' = (b'|_B, M_{b'})$, $b'' = (b''|_B, M_{b''})$ with $b'|_B = b''|_B$, $M_{d'} = M_{d''}$ and $M_{b'} = M_{b''}$. Then

\[a', a'' \Rightarrow b', b''.\]

Preferences among ranges can now be defined by the transitive closure $\succeq_M$ of the relation $\succeq^0_M$ given by:

\[M' \succeq^0_M M'' \iff \text{there exist } A-\text{acts } d',d'' \in \mathcal{D} \text{ such that } M_{d'} = M', M_{d''} = M'', d'|_A = d''|_A \text{ and } a' \succeq a''.\]

$\succeq_M$ is automatically a partial order if:

**Axiom 12** $\succeq^0_M$ is acyclic i.e. there is no sequence $M^i$, $i = 1..n$ in $\mathcal{M}$ such that $M^i \succeq^0_M M^{i+1}$, $i = 1..n - 1$ and $M^n \succeq^0_M M^1$.

Let’s now turn to the representation of the preference relation $\succeq_M$.

The following requirement will allow us to extend a result of Barbera, Barrett and Pattanaik [1].

**Axiom 13** (1) $\forall M, c, \exists A$ and two $A$-acts $a', a''$ such that $M_{a'} = M$ and $M_{a''} = M \cup \{c\}$

(2) Let $c_1,c_2 \in C$ be such that $c_1 \succeq_C c_2$. Then, for any $M_0 \in \mathcal{M}$ such that $c_1,c_2 \notin M_0$,

\[\{c_1\} \cup M_0 \succeq_M \{c_1,c_2\} \cup M_0 \succeq_M \{c_2\} \cup M_0.\]

Moreover, if $c \succeq_C c_2$ for all $c \in M_0$, then:

\[\{c_1\} \cup M_0 \succeq_M \{c_1,c_2\} \cup M_0\]

and if $c_1 \succeq_C c$ for all $c \in M_0$, then

\[\{c_1,c_2\} \cup M \succeq_M \{c_2\} \cup M_0.\]

Note that, if $M_0 = \emptyset$, we get

\[\{c_1\} \succeq_M \{c_1,c_2\} \succeq_M \{c_2\}.\]
Note that Axiom 16 makes both existence and comparability requirements.

Lemma 3  (i) For all finite \( M \in \mathcal{M} \) such that \( g(M) \succ_c l(M), M \sim_{\mathcal{M}} \{g(M), l(M)\} \).

(ii) For finite \( M', M'' \in \mathcal{M}:
\[
\begin{align*}
g(M') & \succeq_c g(M'') \quad l(M') \succeq_c l(M'') \quad \Rightarrow \quad M' \simeq_{\mathcal{M}} M''. \tag{3} \\
\end{align*}
\]
Moreover,
\[
\begin{align*}
g(M') & \succ_c g(M'') \quad l(M') \succ_c l(M'') \quad \Rightarrow \quad M' \succ_{\mathcal{M}} M''. \tag{4} \\
\end{align*}
\]

Proof.  (i) For \( c \in M \setminus \{g(M), l(M)\} \), by Axiom 13, \( g(M) \succ_c c \) implies \( M \setminus \{c\} \succeq_{\mathcal{M}} M \) (take \( M_0 = M \setminus \{g(M), c\} \)) and symmetrically \( c \succ_c l(M) \) implies \( M \succeq_{\mathcal{M}} M \setminus \{c\} \); hence \( M \sim_{\mathcal{M}} M \setminus \{c\} \).

Let \( M = \{g(M), c_1, c_2, \ldots, c_n, l(M)\} \) where \( g(M) \succ_c c_1 \succ_c c_2 \succ_c \ldots \succ_c c_n \succ_c l(M) \). Then, by repeated application of last relation:
\[
\begin{align*}
M & \sim_{\mathcal{M}} M \setminus \{c_1\} \sim_{\mathcal{M}} M \setminus \{c_1, c_2\} \sim_{\mathcal{M}} \ldots \\
& \sim_{\mathcal{M}} M \setminus \{c_1, c_2, \ldots, c_n\} = \{g(M), l(M)\}.
\end{align*}
\]

(ii) From (i) of the Lemma, we have \( M' \sim_{\mathcal{M}} \{g(M'), l(M')\} \) and \( M'' \sim_{\mathcal{M}} \{g(M''), l(M'')\} \). Assume that in the left side of (3) there is at least one strict preference, for instance \( g(M') \succ_c g(M'') \) (if it is not the case, the result is straightforward). By Axiom 13 (point (2)) with \( M_0 = \{l(M')\} \), we have \( \{g(M'), l(M')\} \succeq_{\mathcal{M}} \{g(M''), l(M'')\} \). If \( l(M') \succ_c l(M'') \), by the same Axiom with \( M_0 = \{g(M'')\} \), \( \{g(M''), l(M')\} \succeq_{\mathcal{M}} \{g(M''), l(M'')\} \). Else \( l(M') \sim_c l(M'') \), from the proof of (i)
\[
\begin{align*}
\{g(M'), l(M')\} & \sim_{\mathcal{M}} \{g(M''), l(M')\} \sim_{\mathcal{M}} \{g(M''), l(M'')\}.
\end{align*}
\]

The proof of the second part of (ii) is similar and uses the second part of point (2) in Axiom 13 (strict inequalities).

Lemma 3 directly implies that, for a finite sequence \( (M_i)_{i=1}^n \) of finite \( M_i \) with \( g(M_i) \) and \( l(M_i) \) independent of \( i \), \( \cup_{j=1}^n M_j \sim_{\mathcal{M}} M_i, i = 1..n \). We extend this property to infinite unions in the following axiom.

Axiom 14  For any family \( (M_i)_{i \in I} \) of finite \( M_i \in \mathcal{M} \) such that \( g(M_i) \) and \( l(M_i) \) are independent of \( i \), \( \cup_{i \in I} M_j \sim_{\mathcal{M}} M_i, i \in I \).

We can then prove the following proposition:
Proposition 4 For all \( M \in M \) such that \( g(M) \succ_C l(M) \), \( M \sim_M \\{ g(M), l(M) \} \).

Proof. It is sufficient to note that any \( M \) in \( M \) is the infinite union of finite subsets of it also in \( M \) and with the same greatest and lowest elements. \( \square \)

Proposition 5 There exists a mapping \( v : M \rightarrow \mathbb{R} \) such that
\[
M' \succ_M M'' \Rightarrow v(M') > v(M'') \\
M' \sim_M M'' \Rightarrow v(M') = v(M'')
\]

with \( M \mapsto v(M) = \varphi(g(M), l(M)) \) and
\[
g(M') \succ_M g(M''), l(M') \succeq_M l(M'') \quad \text{or} \quad g(M') \succeq_M g(M''), l(M') \succ_M l(M'') \Rightarrow v(M') > v(M'').
\]

Proof. Let the elements of \( C \) be indexed as \( c_1 \succ_C c_2 \succ_C \ldots \succ_C c_N \) and mapping \( \varphi \) defined:

for \( i < j \) by \( \varphi(c_i, c_j) = \sum_{(r,s) \in E_{ij}} \frac{1}{2^{r+s}} \),

where \( E_{ij} = \{ (r,s) : r < s \text{ and } \{ c_i, c_j \} \succ_M \{ c_r, c_s \} \} \)

for \( i = j \) by \( \varphi(c_i, c_i) = \sum_{(r,s) \in F_i} \frac{1}{2^{r+s}} \),

where \( F_i = \{ (r,s) : r < s \text{ and } \{ c_i \} \succ_M \{ c_r, c_s \} \} \)

Then, \( v \) defined by \( v(M) = \varphi(g(M), l(M)) \) has the required properties since if \( g(M) \succ_M l(M) \) then \( M \sim_M \{ c_i, c_j \} \) for some \( c_i = g(M) \) and \( c_j = l(M) \) and if \( g(M) = l(M) \) \( M \sim_M \{ c_i \} \) for \( c_i = g(M) \). \( \square \)

6 Representation Theorem

We now want to construct a utility representation of preferences \( \succeq_a \in \mathcal{F} \) that incorporates the results obtained so far concerning its restrictions \( \succeq_a \) to the various \( \mathcal{F}_a \) as well as those concerning \( \succeq_M \).

This construction will be based on the existence of certainty equivalent for the acts which is directly required by the following axiom, where \( f^k \) denotes the constant act: \( f^k(\Omega) = \{ k \} \).

Axiom 15 For any act \( a \in \mathcal{F} \) there exists \( k \in C \) such that \( f^k \sim a \).
Proposition 6 The weak order $\succeq$ on $\mathcal{F}$ is representable by a utility function $V$:

- For an $A$-act $a$ such that $A \neq \Omega$,
  
  $$a = (a|_A, M_a) \mapsto V(a) = \Phi \left( A, \int_A u \circ a \ dP_a, g(M_a), l(M_a) \right)$$

  where

  $P_a$ is a subjective conditional probability on the $\sigma$-algebra $\mathcal{A}_a$;
  $g(M_a), l(M_a)$ are the $\succeq_C$ greatest and the $\succeq_C$ lowest consequences in $M_a$;
  and $\Phi$ is increasing in $\int_A u \circ a \ dP_a, g(M_a), l(M_a)$.

- Otherwise, for $A = \Omega$,

  $$a = (a|_\Omega, \cdot) \mapsto V(a) = \Psi \left( \int_\Omega u \circ a \ dP_a \right)$$

  with $\Psi$ increasing in $\int_\Omega u \circ a \ dP_a$.

Proof. Any $a$ in $\mathcal{F}$ has a certainty equivalent $k$ in $C$ (by Axiom 15) and $\succeq_C$ is representable by utility function $u$. A priori consequence $k$, hence number $u(k)$, depends on all the elements characterizing $a$ namely $A$, $\mathcal{A}_a$, $a|_A$ and $\mathcal{A}_a$.

Since, by Axiom 8, there exist $c$ in $C$ such that $a \sim_a f^c_a$, then

$$a \sim (A, \mathcal{A}_a, f^c_a|_A, M_a).$$

(5)

The constant $A$-act $f^c_a$ being measurable with respect to any $\sigma$-algebra $\mathcal{A}_a$ of subsets of $A$, we have, for any $A$-acts $a'$, $a''$ such that $M_{a'} = M_{a''}$ and $f^c_{a'} = f^c_{a''}$, $a' \sim a''$. Thus, the preference between $a'$ and $a''$ does not explicitly depend on $\mathcal{A}_{a'}$ and $\mathcal{A}_{a''}$ and (5) becomes:

$$a \sim (A, f^c_a|_A, M_a).$$

(6)

Moreover, the certainty equivalent $k$ depends on $a|_A$ only through $\int_A u \circ a \ dP_a$ (by Proposition 1) and on $M_a$ only through $g(M_a), l(M_a)$ (by Proposition 4).

Example 3 A common practice in international borrowing consists in classifying countries into various groups according to their insolvency risk. The rating is generally based on a check-list of economic indicators through a multiple criteria decision model; probability evaluations are rarely involved (Cf: Saini and Bates [5]). A given country is then allowed to borrow money at an interest rate
equal to the LIBOR, \(i\) plus a risk spread \(\Delta i\), which depends on its group. Thus, the net expected present value of a one period investment \(I\) is

\[
EV = -I + \frac{ER}{(1 + i + \Delta i)}
\]

\[
= -I + \frac{ER}{(1 + i)} - \frac{\Delta i \times ER}{(1 + i + \Delta i)}.
\]

(7)

the risk premium, given by the last term, is proportional to the expected return \(ER\). On the contrary, a particular, additive, instance of our model would evaluate the preceding investment according to formula:

\[
V^* = -I + \frac{ER}{(1 + i)} - k \times I
\]

i. e. require the risk premium to be proportional to the maximal possible loss, here \(I\), which seems to make more sense.

7 Discussion

The family of criteria described by the representation theorem is still rather wide and various behavioural assumptions could be added and lead to more specific criteria. On the other hand, the building blocks of the model, SEU for the analyzed part and “(max, min)” for the non-analyzed one could easily be replaced by other theories for instance the analyzed part would still be be endowed with probabilities but Quiggin’s Rank Dependent Utility [4] would replace EU or information on the non-analyzed part of the acts would not be quantified in terms of consequence sets but according to symbolic categories.

The model is consistent with various generalizations of SEU. For instance partially analyzed acts are a special case of multivalued acts; once restricted to this special class, the criteria of Ghirardato’s model [3], become a subfamily of ours. Moreover, our model allows the expression of various types of beliefs concerning the relative plausibility of the analyzed and the non analyzed events ranging from probabilities \((P(A) + P(A^c) = 1)\) to complete ignorance that include capacities \((v(A) + v(A^c) \neq 1)\), and in particular necessities (for instance \(N(A) = \alpha, N(A^c) = 0\)).
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On Approximating Multidimensional Probability Distributions by Compositional Models*
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Abstract
Because of computational problems, multidimensional probability distributions must be approximated by distributions which can be defined by a reasonable number of parameters. As a rule, distributions with a special dependence structure (i.e., complying with a system of conditional independence relations) are considered; graphical Markov models and especially Bayesian networks are often used. This paper proposes application of compositional models for this purpose. In addition to a theoretical background, a heuristic algorithm solving one part of a model learning process is presented. Its basic idea, construction of an approximation exploiting informational content of given low-dimensional distributions in a maximal possible way, was proposed by Albert Perez as early as in 1977.
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1 Introduction
Data-driven methods for probability model construction usually suffer from a lack of data. This is why one must always keep in mind that any probability estimate is imprecise and the more probabilities, the less precise their estimates. Moreover, it would be absurd to try to get estimates of (let us say) $2^{50}$ probabilities defining a 50-dimensional distribution (of binary variables) from a file whose size is only several Mbytes. Such an effort would also be in contradiction with the Minimum Description Length principle often employed in the field of AI. Therefore, application of probabilistic models to problems of practice, when the dimensionality

*This work has been supported in part by GA AV ČR, under grant A2075302.
of considered multidimensional probability distributions is expressed in hundreds rather than tens, quite naturally leads to the necessity of approximations.

The present paper proposes to look for an approximation of a probability distribution in a class of so-called *compositional models* (CM), which is an alternative apparatus to that usually called *Graphical Markov Modeling* (GMM). GMM is used as a general term describing any of the approaches representing multidimensional probability distributions by means of graphs and systems of quantitative parameters like Bayesian networks (BN), decomposable and graphical models, influence diagrams and chain graph models.

The main idea of CM is the same as that of GMM: not to strive for estimating multidimensional distribution but only its oligo-dimensional marginals, from which the multidimensional model is subsequently composed. In a way this model resembles a jigsaw puzzle that has a great number of parts, each bearing a local piece of a picture, and the goal is to find how to assemble them in a way that the global picture makes sense, reflecting all the individual small parts. Naturally, the whole task can be split into two subproblems: how to find which oligo-dimensional distributions are to be estimated and how to compose them into a multidimensional model. Though the present paper concentrates exclusively on the latter one, let us mention that, to be consistent with the apparatus employed in this paper, the problem of selection of oligodimensional distributions should be solved with the help of information theoretic quantities; distributions with the highest informational content (see section 5) should be selected.

Before introducing the apparatus of CM let us mention that both GMM and CM are based on the very idea published by Albert Perez as early as 1977 in his unfortunately neglected paper [10]. In this paper Perez calls these probability distributions *dependence structure simplification approximations* and studies increase of risk connected with statistical decision problem when, instead of Bayes optimal solution, \( \varepsilon \)-Bayes optimal solution (i.e., Bayes optimal with respect to \( \varepsilon \)-approximation) is accepted.

## 2 Notation

In this text, we will deal with a finite system of finite-valued random variables. Let \( N \) be an arbitrary finite index set, \( N \neq \emptyset \). Each variable from \( \{X_i\}_{i \in N} \) is assumed to have a finite (non-empty) set of values \( X_i \). Distributions of these variables will be denoted by Greek letters (\( \pi, \kappa \)); thus for \( K \subseteq N \), we can consider a distribution \( \pi((X_i)_{i \in K}) \). To make the formulae more lucid, the following simplified notation will be used. Symbol \( \pi(x_K) \) will denote both a \(|K|\)-dimensional distribution and a value of a probability distribution \( \pi \) (when several distributions are considered, we shall distinguish between them by indices), which is defined for variables \( (X_i)_{i \in K} \) at a combination of values \( x_K \); \( x_K \) thus represents a \(|K|\)-dimensional vector of values of variables \( \{X_i\}_{i \in K} \). Analogously, we shall also denote the set of all these
vectors $X_K$:

$$X_K = \times_{i \in K} X_i.$$  

For a probabilistic distribution $\pi(x_K)$ and $J \subset K$ we will often consider a marginal distribution $\pi(x_J)$ of distribution $\pi(x_K)$, which can be computed by

$$\pi(x_J) = \sum_{x_{K\setminus J} \in X_{K\setminus J}} \pi(x_K) = \sum_{x_{K\setminus J} \in X_{K\setminus J}} \pi(x_{K\setminus J}, x_J).$$

In this simple formula we have introduced a notation used throughout this article: a vector $x_K$ is composed of two subvectors $x_{K\setminus J}$ and $x_J$, where $x_J$ is a projection of $x_K$ into $X_J$, and, analogously $x_{K\setminus J}$ is a projection of $x_K$ into $X_{K\setminus J}$. For computation of marginal distributions we need not exclude situations when $J = \emptyset$. In accordance with the above-introduced formula we get $\pi(x_\emptyset) = 1$.

In some situations we will want to stress that we are dealing with a marginal distribution of a distribution $\pi$, we will use symbol $\pi^{(J)}$ to denote the marginal distribution of $\pi$ for variables $(X_i)_{i \in J}$. That is, for $J \subset K$ and a distribution $\pi(x_K)$,

$$\pi^{(J)} = \pi(x_J).$$

For a distribution $\pi(x_K)$ and two disjoint subsets $J, L \subset K$ we will also speak about a conditional distribution $\pi(x_J | x_L)$, which is, for each fixed $x_L \in X_L$, a $|J|$-dimensional probability distribution, for which $\pi(x_J | x_L)\pi(x_L) = \pi(x_{J,L})$. (Notice that this definition is ambiguous if $\pi(x_L) = 0$ for some combination(s) of values $x_L \in X_L$.) The reader can immediately see that if $J = \emptyset$ then $\pi(x_J | x_L) = 1$, and if $L = \emptyset$ then $\pi(x_J | x_L) = \pi(x_J)$.

Consider $K \subset L \subset N$ and a probability distribution $\pi(x_K)$. With $\Pi^{(L)}$ we shall denote the set of all probability distributions defined for variables $X_L$. Similarly, $\Pi^{(L)}(\pi)$ will denote the system of all extensions of the distribution $\pi$ to $L$-dimensional distributions:

$$\Pi^{(L)}(\pi) = \{ \kappa \in \Pi^{(L)} : \kappa(x_K) = \pi(x_K) \},$$

(where $\kappa(x_K)$ naturally denotes the marginal distribution of $\kappa$ for variables $X_K$).

Having a system

$$\Xi = \{ \pi_1(x_{K_1}), \pi_2(x_{K_2}), \ldots, \pi_n(x_{K_n}) \},$$

of oligo-dimensional distributions $(K_1 \cup \ldots \cup K_n \subseteq L)$, the symbol $\Pi^{(L)}(\Xi)$ denotes the system of distributions that are extensions of all the distributions from $\Xi$:

$$\Pi^{(L)}(\Xi) = \{ \kappa \in \Pi^{(L)} : \kappa(K_i) = \pi_i \ \forall i = 1, \ldots, n \} = \bigcap_{i=1}^n \Pi^{(L)}(\pi_i).$$
3 Operator of composition

To be able to compose low-dimensional distributions to get a distribution of a higher dimension we will introduce an *operator of composition*. To make this construction clear from the very beginning, let us stress that it is just a generalization of the idea of computing the three-dimensional distribution from two two-dimensional ones introducing the conditional independence:

\[
\pi(x_1, x_2) \triangleleft \kappa(x_2, x_3) = \pi(x_1, x_2) \kappa(x_3 | x_2).
\]

Consider two probability distributions \(\pi(x_K)\) and \(\kappa(x_L)\), such that \(\kappa(x_L \cap K)\) dominates \(\pi(x_L \cap K)\); in symbol: \(\pi(x_L \cap K) \ll \kappa(x_L \cap K)\). The *composition* of these two distributions is defined by the formula

\[
\pi(x_K) \triangleright \kappa(x_L) = \frac{\pi(x_K) \kappa(x_L)}{\kappa(x_L \cap K)}.
\]

Since we assume \(\pi(x_L \cap K) \ll \kappa(x_L \cap K)\), if for any \(x \in X_{(L\cap K)}\) \(\kappa(x_L \cap K)(x) = 0\) then there is a product of two zeros in the nominator and we take \(0/0 = 0\). If \(L \cap K = \emptyset\) then \(\kappa(x_L \cap K) = 1\) and the formula degenerates to a simple product of \(\pi\) and \(\kappa\).

Let us stress that in the case \(\pi(x_L \cap K) \not\ll \kappa(x_L \cap K)\), the expression \(\pi \triangleright \kappa\) remains undefined.

Thus, the formal definition of the operator \(\triangleright\) is as follows.

**Definition 1** For two arbitrary distributions \(\pi \in \Pi^{(K)}\) and \(\kappa \in \Pi^{(L)}\) their composition is given by the following formula

\[
\pi(x_K) \triangleright \kappa(x_L) = \begin{cases} 
\frac{\pi(x_K) \kappa(x_L)}{\kappa(x_L \cap K)} & \text{if } \pi(x_L \cap K) \ll \kappa(x_L \cap K), \\
\text{undefined} & \text{otherwise.}
\end{cases}
\]

The following simple assertion proven in [5] answers the question: what is the result of the composition of two distributions?

**Theorem 1** If \(\pi(x_L \cap K) \ll \kappa(x_L \cap K)\) (i.e., if \(\pi(x_K) \triangleright \kappa(x_L)\) is defined) then \(\pi(x_K) \triangleright \kappa(x_L)\) is a probability distribution from \(\Pi^{(L\cup K)}(\pi)\), i.e., it is a probability distribution of \(X_{K\cup L}\) and its marginal distribution for variables \(X_K\) equals \(\pi\):

\(\pi \triangleright \kappa)(x_K) = \pi(x_K)\).

An importance of this operator arises from the fact that, when applied iteratively, it defines a multidimensional distribution from a system of low-dimensional ones.

---

1 The concept of dominance (or absolute continuity) \(\pi \ll \kappa\) in finite case simplifies to

\[\forall x \in X \ (\kappa(x) = 0 \implies \pi(x) = 0).\]
4 Generating sequences

Let us now consider a system of $n$ low-dimensional distributions $\pi_1(x_{K_1}), \pi_2(x_{K_2}), \ldots, \pi_n(x_{K_n})$, and start studying a distribution $\pi_1 \triangleright \pi_2 \triangleright \ldots \triangleright \pi_n$, which (if defined) is a distribution of variables $X_{K_1 \cup K_2 \cup \ldots \cup K_n}$. Regarding the fact that the operator is neither commutative nor associative, let us stress that we always apply the operators from left to right:

$$\pi_1 \triangleright \pi_2 \triangleright \ldots \triangleright \pi_n = \ldots ((\pi_1 \triangleright \pi_2) \triangleright \pi_3) \triangleright \ldots \triangleright \pi_n.$$ 

Therefore, in order to construct a multidimensional distribution it is sufficient to determine a sequence – we call it a \textit{generating sequence} – of low-dimensional distributions.

\textbf{Example 1} In agreement with what has just been said, the generating sequence

$$\pi_1(x_1, x_3), \pi_2(x_3, x_5), \pi_3(x_1, x_4, x_5, x_6), \pi_4(x_2, x_5, x_6)$$

defines distribution

$$\begin{align*}
(\pi_1 \triangleright \pi_2 \triangleright \pi_3 \triangleright \pi_4)(x_1, x_2, x_3, x_4, x_5, x_6) \\
= (\pi_1(x_1, x_3) \triangleright \pi_2(x_3, x_5) \triangleright \pi_3(x_1, x_4, x_5, x_6) \triangleright \pi_4(x_2, x_5, x_6)) \\
= \pi_1(x_1, x_3)\pi_2(x_3|x_5)\pi_3(x_4, x_6|x_1, x_5)\pi_4(x_2|x_5, x_6).
\end{align*}$$

\hfill \Box

Not all generating sequences are equally efficient in their representations of multidimensional distributions. Among them, the so-called perfect sequences hold an important position.

\textbf{Definition 2} A generating sequence of probability distributions $\pi_1, \pi_2, \ldots, \pi_n$ is called \textit{perfect} if for all $k = 2, \ldots, n$ distributions $\pi_1 \triangleright \ldots \triangleright \pi_k$ are defined and $\pi_1 \triangleright \ldots \triangleright \pi_k = \pi_k \triangleright (\pi_1 \triangleright \ldots \triangleright \pi_{k-1})$.

This definition enables us to check whether a generating sequence is perfect\footnote{A sequence is perfect \textit{iff} for all $k = 2, \ldots, n$, $(\pi_1 \triangleright \ldots \triangleright \pi_{k-1})(K_{1 \cup \ldots \cup K_{k-1}}) = \pi_k(K_{1 \cup \ldots \cup K_{k-1}})$.} but one can hardly see from it the importance of perfect sequences. This importance becomes clearer from the following characterization theorem (Theorem 2 in [7]).

\textbf{Theorem 2} A sequence of distributions $\pi_1, \pi_2, \ldots, \pi_n$ is perfect \textit{iff} all the distributions from this sequence are marginals of the distribution $(\pi_1 \triangleright \pi_2 \triangleright \ldots \triangleright \pi_n)$.

What is the main message conveyed by this characterization theorem? Considering that low-dimensional distributions $\pi_k$ are carriers of local information, the constructed multidimensional distribution represents global information, faithfully reflecting all of the local input.

Let us briefly summarize the main properties of distributions represented by perfect sequences and their relation to the well-known concepts of GMM.
(i) It was shown that perfect sequences are equivalent to BNs in the sense that any distribution representable by a perfect sequence can be represented by BN (and vice versa) and both of these structures are defined with the same number of parameters – probabilities (for details see [7]).

(ii) In analogy to BN, for each distribution represented by a perfect sequence a list of conditional independence relations holds true. For a BN, one can read all these relations from its graph by the famous d-separation criterion. How to determine them for CM was shown in [8].

(iii) Let us stress that whether a generating sequence is perfect does not depend only on structural properties (those corresponding to sets \( K_1, \ldots, K_n \) and their ordering), but also on probabilities. To make this remark clearer notice the two extreme sufficient conditions, guaranteeing perfectness of a generating sequence:

(a) if distributions \( \pi_1(x_{K_1}), \ldots, \pi_n(x_{K_n}) \) are pairwise consistent (\( \pi_i^{(K_i \cap K_j)} = \pi_j^{(K_i \cap K_j)} \)) and the sequence \( K_1, \ldots, K_n \) meets the running intersection property \(^3\) then \( \pi_1(x_{K_1}), \ldots, \pi_n(x_{K_n}) \) is perfect;

(b) if all the distributions \( \pi_k(x_{K_k}) \) are uniform then \( \pi_1(x_{K_1}), \ldots, \pi_n(x_{K_n}) \) is always perfect.

(iv) Distributions represented by perfect sequences are unique in the following sense: if two permutations \( \pi_i_1, \ldots, \pi_i_n \) and \( \pi_j_1, \ldots, \pi_j_n \) of a system of multidimensional distributions are perfect then \( \pi_i_1 \bowtie \ldots \bowtie \pi_i_n = \pi_j_1 \bowtie \ldots \bowtie \pi_j_n \). This property, somehow resembling decomposable distributions, is especially important for designing computational procedures.

(v) Notice that we have not imposed any conditions on sets \( K_k \). For example, considering a generating sequence where one distribution is defined for a subset of variables of another distribution (i.e., \( K_j \subset K_k \)) is fully sensible and may enrich a system of considered multidimensional distributions (cf. Algorithm in Section 6.3).

5 Information-theoretic notions

In Section 6 several notions characterizing probability distributions and their relationship will be used. The first is the well-known Shannon entropy defined (for \( \pi \in \Pi^N \))

\[
H(\pi) = -\sum_{x \in X^N} \pi(x) \log \pi(x).
\]

\(^3\) for \( k = 2, \ldots, n \) \( \exists j \) \((1 \leq j < k) \quad K_j \cap (K_1 \cup \ldots \cup K_{j-1}) \subset K_j.\)
Recall that for two disjoint index sets $K, L \subset N$ one can also define a conditional entropy $H(\pi(x_K|x_L))$ using the expression:

$$H(\pi(x_K|x_L)) = -\sum_{x \in X_{K\cup L}} \pi(x) \log \pi(x_K|x_L).$$

To compare two distributions defined for the same system of variables (i.e. $\pi, \kappa \in \Pi^N$) we will use Kullback-Leibler divergence (in literature sometimes called I-divergence, or cross-entropy). It is in fact a relative entropy of the first distribution with respect to the other:

$$\text{Div}(\pi \| \kappa) = \begin{cases} \sum_{x \in X_N} \pi(x) \log \frac{\pi(x)}{\kappa(x)} & \text{if } \pi \ll \kappa, \\ +\infty & \text{otherwise.} \end{cases}$$

The reader can immediately see that if $\pi = \kappa$ then $\text{Div}(\pi \| \kappa) = 0$. It is a well-known property of Kullback-Leibler divergence (and not too difficult to be proven) that its value is always non-negative and equals 0 if and only if $\pi = \kappa$. (Recall also that this divergence is not symmetric, i.e., generally $\text{Div}(\pi \| \kappa) \neq \text{Div}(\kappa \| \pi)$.)

One of the fundamental notions of information theory is a mutual information. Having a distribution $\pi(x_N)$ and two disjoint subsets $K, L \subset N$, it expresses how much one group of variables $X_K$ influences the other one $X_L$. It is defined

$$MI_\pi(X_K;X_L) = \sum_{x_{K\cup L} \in X_{K\cup L}} \pi(x_{K\cup L}) \log \frac{\pi(x_{K\cup L})}{\pi(x_K)\pi(x_L)},$$

and equals 0 if and only if the groups of variables $X_K$ and $X_L$ are independent under the distribution $\pi$. Otherwise, it is always positive.

The last notion, which will be of great importance, but which is not as famous as Shannon entropy or mutual information, is an informational content of a distribution defined by the formula:

$$I(\pi) = \sum_{x \in X_N} \pi(x) \log \frac{\pi(x)}{\prod_{j \in N} \pi(x_j)}.$$  

Notice that this formula is nothing but a Kullback-Leibler divergence of two distributions: $\pi(x_N)$ and $\prod_{j \in N} \pi(x_j)$. Therefore, it is always non-negative and equals 0 if and only if $\pi(x_N) = \prod_{j \in N} \pi(x_j)$. In fact, this value expresses how much individual variables are dependent under the distribution $\pi$. Therefore, the higher this value, the more dependent the variables, and consequently, the greater amount of information carried by the distribution.

One can also immediately see that for a 2-dimensional distribution $\pi(x_1,x_2)$

$$I(\pi) = MI_\pi(X_1;X_2).$$
6 Approximations

Let us consider an arbitrary multidimensional distribution \( \kappa \in \Pi^{(N)} \) and assume that for one reason or another we are looking for its approximation in the form of a compositional model. Such situations appear quite often in practical problems; \( \kappa \) can be, for example, a sample distribution of a large database, or it can be an unknown theoretical distribution, from which some data file has been generated. In any case, we need its approximation.

6.1 Criterion function

For a candidate compositional distribution \( \pi = \pi_1 \triangleright \pi_2 \triangleright \ldots \triangleright \pi_n \in \Pi^{(N)} \), the Kullback-Leibler divergence \( \text{Div}(\kappa || \pi) \) will be used as a criterion function. Naturally, the smaller the value of the Kullback-Leibler divergence, the better approximation \( \pi \).

For compositional models this divergence can be expressed in a special form, which enables us to analyze individual factors of the divergence. To make the formulae more transparent we will use the following notation: for each \( i = 1, \ldots, n \) set \( K_i \) is split into two disjoint parts

\[
R_i = K_i \setminus (K_1 \cup \ldots \cup K_{i-1}), \quad S_i = K_i \cap (K_1 \cup \ldots \cup K_{i-1}).
\]

(Naturally, \( R_1 = K_1 \) and \( S_1 = \emptyset \).) In the following computations we shall use a standard trick, according to which

\[
\sum_{x \in X_N} \kappa(x) \log \kappa(x) = \sum_{x_K \in X_K} \kappa(x_K) \log \kappa(x_K) \sum_{x_N \setminus K \in X_N \setminus K} \kappa(x_N \setminus K | x_K) = \sum_{x_K \in X_K} \kappa(x_K) \log \kappa(x_K)
\]

because \( \sum_{x_N \setminus K \in X_N \setminus K} \kappa(x_N \setminus K | x_K) = 1 \). Thus, assuming \( \text{Div}(\kappa || \pi) \) is finite, we can compute

\[
\text{Div}(\kappa || \pi) = \sum_{x \in X_N} \kappa(x) \log_{\pi_1(x_K_1) \triangleright \ldots \triangleright \pi_n(x_K_n)} \kappa(x) = \sum_{x \in X_N} \kappa(x) \log \sum_{x_N \setminus K \in X_N \setminus K} \kappa(x_N \setminus K | x_K) = -H(\kappa) - \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{x_K_i \in X_K_i} \kappa(x_K_i) \log \pi_i(x_K_i | x_S_i) = -H(\kappa) - \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{x_K_i \in X_K_i} \kappa(x_K_i) \log \pi_i(x_K_i | x_S_i)
\]
\[
\begin{align*}
&= -H(\kappa) + \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{x_{K_i} \in X_{K_i}} \kappa(x_{K_i}) \log \frac{\kappa(x_{R_i} | x_{S_j})}{\pi_i(x_{R_i} | x_{S_j})} - \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{x_{K_i} \in X_{K_i}} \kappa(x_{K_i}) \log \kappa(x_{R_i} | x_{S_j}) \\
&= -H(\kappa) + \sum_{i=1}^{n} \text{Div}(\kappa(x_{R_i} | x_{S_j}) || \pi_i(x_{R_i} | x_{S_j})) + \sum_{i=1}^{n} H(\kappa(x_{R_i} | x_{S_j})).
\end{align*}
\]

Now, let us have a look at the meaning of the expression

\[
\sum_{i=1}^{n} H(\kappa_i(x_{R_i} | x_{S_j})) - H(\kappa).
\]

First, for each \( i = 1, \ldots, n \) we get

\[
H(\kappa_i(x_{R_i} | x_{S_j})) = - \sum_{x_{K_i} \in X_{K_i}} \kappa(x_{K_i}) \log \kappa(x_{R_i} | x_{S_j})
\]

\[
= - \sum_{x_{K_i} \in X_{K_i}} \kappa(x_{K_i}) \log \frac{\kappa(x_{R_i} | x_{S_j})}{\kappa(x_{R_i})} \prod_{j \in K_i} \kappa(x_j)
\]

\[
= -I(\kappa(x_{K_i})) + I(\kappa(x_{S_j})) + \sum_{j \in R_i} H(\kappa(x_j)).
\]

Since all sets \( R_i \) are mutually disjoint and their union is the whole set \( N \) we are getting

\[
\sum_{i=1}^{n} H(\kappa_i(x_{R_i} | x_{S_j})) - H(\kappa) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} (I(\kappa(x_{S_j})) - I(\kappa(x_{K_i}))) + \sum_{j \in N} H(\kappa(x_j)) - H(\kappa)
\]

\[
= \sum_{i=1}^{n} (I(\kappa(x_{S_j})) - I(\kappa(x_{K_i}))) + I(\kappa).
\]

In this way we have deduced that

\[
\text{Div}(\kappa || \pi) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \text{Div}(\kappa(x_{R_i} | x_{S_j}) || \pi_i(x_{R_i} | x_{S_j})) + \sum_{i=1}^{n} (I(\kappa(x_{S_j})) - I(\kappa(x_{K_i}))) + I(\kappa), \quad (1)
\]

which is a result that is worth being formulated as a theorem.

**Theorem 3** Let a distribution \( \kappa \in \Pi^{(N)} \) and a sequence of distributions \( \pi_1(x_{K_1}), \pi_2(x_{K_2}), \ldots, \pi_n(x_{K_n}) \), for which \( \bigcup_{i=1}^{n} K_i = N \), be such that \( \text{Div}(\kappa \| \pi_1 \triangleright \ldots \triangleright \pi_n) \) is finite. Then, denoting \( \pi = \pi_1 \triangleright \pi_2 \triangleright \ldots \triangleright \pi_n \), for the Kullback-Leibler divergence \( \text{Div}(\kappa \| \pi) \) the equation \((1)\) holds true.
So, the divergence of distributions $\kappa$ and $\pi$ consists of two parts. The first one

$$\sum_{i=1}^{n} \text{Div}(\kappa(x_{R_i} | x_{S_i}) || \pi_i(x_{R_i} | x_{S_i}))$$

describes the “local” difference between $\kappa$ and $\pi$ (more precisely it renders the difference between conditional distributions $\kappa(x_{R_i} | x_{S_i})$ and $\pi_i(x_{R_i} | x_{S_i})$), and the second part

$$I(\kappa) - \sum_{i=1}^{n} (I(\kappa(x_{K_i})) - I(\kappa(x_{S_i})))$$

describes the difference resulting from the application of a compositional model. As it will be shown below, in the case that $\kappa(x_{K_1}), \kappa(x_{K_2}), \ldots, \kappa(x_{K_n})$ is a perfect sequence, it is exactly a difference between the informational content of the distributions $\kappa$ and $\kappa(x_{K_1}) \bowtie \ldots \bowtie \kappa(x_{K_n})$.

**Corollary 1** If for a distribution $\kappa$ a generating sequence of its marginals $\kappa(x_{K_1}), \kappa(x_{K_2}), \ldots, \kappa(x_{K_n})$ is perfect then

$$I(\kappa(x_{K_1}) \bowtie \kappa(x_{K_2}) \bowtie \ldots \bowtie \kappa(x_{K_n})) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} (I(\kappa(x_{K_i})) - I(\kappa(x_{S_i})))$$

and therefore also

$$\text{Div}(\kappa || \kappa(x_{K_1}) \bowtie \ldots \bowtie \kappa(x_{K_n})) = I(\kappa) - I(\kappa(x_{K_1}) \bowtie \ldots \bowtie \kappa(x_{K_n})).$$

**Proof.** The first equation can immediately be obtained by substituting $\kappa(x_{K_1}) \bowtie \kappa(x_{K_2}) \bowtie \ldots \bowtie \kappa(x_{K_n})$ for both $\kappa$ and $\pi$ in equation (1), because then the Kullback-Leibler divergence must equal 0. The second one is a direct consequence of the first equality following from (1).

6.2 Perfect sequence approximations

Problem of model learning in context of CM means that one wants to find a properly ordered system of oligodimensional distributions. It is evident from the expression (1) that the best approximations are defined by generating sequences consisting of distributions which are marginals of the approximated distribution $\kappa$. In this case, namely, for all $i = 1, \ldots, n$, $\text{Div}(\kappa(x_{R_i} | x_{S_i}) || \pi_i(x_{R_i} | x_{S_i}))$ equal 0 and the formula (1) simplifies to

$$\text{Div}(\kappa || \pi) = I(\kappa) - \sum_{i=1}^{n} (I(\kappa(x_{K_i})) - I(\kappa(x_{S_i})))$$

(2)

---

4In fact, it is enough when all $\pi (x_{R_i} | x_{S_i}) = \kappa(x_{R_i} | x_{S_i})$. 

which does not depend on values of distributions \( \pi_i \) (quite naturally, because they are marginals of \( \kappa \)) but only on the system, or more precisely sequence, \( K_1, K_2, \ldots, K_n \). In the following example we shall show that different orderings of the distributions in generating sequences can result in different values of the Kullback-Leibler divergence.

**Example 2** Consider a 4-dimensional distribution \( \kappa(x_1, x_2, x_3, x_4) \) and its three marginal distributions denoted \( \pi_1, \pi_2, \pi_3 \):

\[
\pi_1(x_1, x_2) = \kappa(x_1, x_2), \quad \pi_2(x_2, x_3) = \kappa(x_2, x_3), \quad \pi_3(x_3, x_4) = \kappa(x_3, x_4).
\]

Compute \( \text{Div}(\kappa \parallel \pi) \) and \( \text{Div}(\kappa \parallel \hat{\pi}) \) for \( \pi = \pi_1 \rightarrow \pi_2 \rightarrow \pi_3 \) and \( \hat{\pi} = \pi_1 \rightarrow \pi_3 \rightarrow \pi_2 \). For the first distribution it is

\[
\text{Div}(\kappa \parallel \pi) = I(\kappa) - (I(\kappa(x_{1,2}))) + I(\kappa(x_{2,3})) + I(\kappa(x_{3,4}))
\]

\[
+ (I(\kappa(x_0)) + I(\kappa(x_{2,3})) + I(\kappa(x_{3,4}))
\]

\[
= I(\kappa) - I(\kappa(x_{1,2})) - I(\kappa(x_{2,3})) - I(\kappa(x_{3,4})),
\]

whereas for \( \hat{\pi} \) we get

\[
\text{Div}(\kappa \parallel \hat{\pi}) = I(\kappa) - (I(\kappa(x_{1,2}))) + I(\kappa(x_{3,4})) + I(\kappa(x_{2,3}))
\]

\[
+ (I(\kappa(x_0)) + I(\kappa(x_{2,3})) + I(\kappa(x_{3,4}))
\]

\[
= I(\kappa) - I(\kappa(x_{1,2})) - I(\kappa(x_{3,4})) - I(\kappa(x_{2,3})) + I(\kappa(x_{3,4}))
\]

\[
= \text{Div}(\kappa \parallel \pi) + I(\kappa(x_{2,3})).
\]

The reader probably noticed that, for the sake of simplicity, we introduced a situation corresponding to a decomposable model. It is perhaps worth mentioning that even in this case it may happen that both of the sequences defining distributions \( \pi \) and \( \hat{\pi} \) are perfect. In correspondence with the assertion mentioned in Section 4 (item (iv)), it happens only when \( \pi = \hat{\pi} \) and therefore also \( \text{Div}(\kappa \parallel \pi) = \text{Div}(\kappa \parallel \hat{\pi}) \), from which we get that \( I(\kappa(x_{2,3})) = 0 \). This means that variables \( X_2 \) and \( X_3 \) are independent.

In the example we have shown that a quality of a compositional approximation depends not only on the selected system of low-dimensional distributions (possibly marginals of the approximated distribution) but also on their ordering. We could see that \( \kappa \) was better approximated by perfect sequence \( \pi_1, \pi_2, \pi_3 \) than by \( \pi_1, \pi_3, \pi_2 \), in case that the latter one was not perfect. From the following assertion we will see that perfect sequences are always, in a sense, the best approximations.

**Theorem 4** If \( \pi_1, \pi_2, \ldots, \pi_n \) is a perfect sequence of marginal distributions of \( \kappa \) \((\kappa \in \Pi(K_1, \ldots, K_n)) \) then

\[
\text{Div}(\kappa \parallel \pi_1 \rightarrow \pi_2 \rightarrow \ldots \rightarrow \pi_n) \leq \text{Div}(\kappa \parallel \pi_1 \rightarrow \pi_2 \rightarrow \ldots \rightarrow \pi_n)
\]

for any permutation \( i_1, i_2, \ldots, i_n \) of indices 1, 2, \ldots, \( n \).
Proof. Since $\pi_1, \pi_2, \ldots, \pi_n$ is a perfect sequence of marginals of $\kappa$, we get from Corollary 1
\[
\text{Div}(\kappa \parallel \pi_1 \triangleright \pi_2 \triangleright \cdots \triangleright \pi_n) = I(\kappa) - I(\pi_1 \triangleright \pi_2 \triangleright \cdots \triangleright \pi_n),
\]
and, because the Kullback-Leibler divergence is always nonnegative,
\[
I(\kappa) \geq I(\pi_1 \triangleright \pi_2 \triangleright \cdots \triangleright \pi_n).
\]
We assume that $\pi_1, \pi_2, \ldots, \pi_n$ are marginals of $\kappa$, and since they form a perfect sequence (due to Theorem 2) they are also marginals of $\pi_1 \triangleright \pi_2 \triangleright \cdots \triangleright \pi_n$. Therefore, equation (2) can be applied to both $\text{Div}(\kappa \parallel \pi_i_1 \triangleright \cdots \triangleright \pi_i_n)$ and $\text{Div}(\pi_1 \triangleright \cdots \triangleright \pi_n \parallel \pi_i_1 \triangleright \cdots \triangleright \pi_i_n)$:
\[
\text{Div}(\kappa \parallel \pi_i_1 \triangleright \cdots \triangleright \pi_i_n) = I(\kappa) - \sum_{i=1}^{n} \left( I(\kappa(x_{K_i})) - I(\kappa(x_{S_i})) \right),
\]
\[
\text{Div}(\pi_1 \triangleright \cdots \triangleright \pi_n \parallel \pi_i_1 \triangleright \cdots \triangleright \pi_i_n) = I(\pi_1 \triangleright \cdots \triangleright \pi_n) - \sum_{i=1}^{n} \left( I(\kappa(x_{K_i})) - I(\kappa(x_{S_i})) \right).
\]
The latter equality gives (respecting again the fact that the Kullback-Leibler divergence value must be nonnegative)
\[
I(\pi_1 \triangleright \cdots \triangleright \pi_n) \geq \sum_{i=1}^{n} \left( I(\kappa(x_{K_i})) - I(\kappa(x_{S_i})) \right).
\]
Combining this with equality (3) we get
\[
\text{Div}(\kappa \parallel \pi_i_1 \triangleright \cdots \triangleright \pi_i_n) \geq I(\kappa) - I(\pi_1 \triangleright \cdots \triangleright \pi_n),
\]
where the right-hand side part of the inequality equals, as mentioned at the very beginning of the proof, $\text{Div}(\kappa \parallel \pi_1 \triangleright \cdots \triangleright \pi_n)$. $\blacksquare$

6.3 Heuristic algorithm

Regarding the above-mentioned fact that perfect sequence models are equivalent to Bayesian networks, it is obvious that all the methods for Bayesian network learning can be adapted to CM construction (see eg. [1]). Another very simple and effective possibility, though far from being optimal, is the process discussed in the rest of the paper.

We split the model construction process into two steps. The first one, which is not discussed in this paper, is selection of oligodimensional distributions, from which the model will be constructed. In some situations one can be quite naturally relieved of necessity to perform this step. For example, when the data file is too small and only 2-dimensional distributions can be estimated, then all these
2-dimensional distributions can be considered. In other situations, an expert can select the distributions from which the model should be constructed. Otherwise, informational content of low-dimensional distributions should be taken as a criterion for selection of a system of oligodimensional distributions.

The second step of the model construction process is to find a proper ordering of the selected oligodimensional distributions. The properties presented in the above sections theoretically support a heuristic algorithm, which arranges low-dimensional distributions into a generating sequence in a manner that utilizes its informational content as much as possible. In this section its simplest version is presented that enables the reader to understand the basic principle of exploiting the informational content of individual input low-dimensional distributions.

The reader will see that the procedure considers not only the given system of distributions but also their marginals; this can, in some situations, improve exploitation of the informational content of distributions, since it considers a greater variety of conditional independence structures.

Algorithm

**Input:** System of low-dimensional distributions $\pi_1(x_{K_1}), \ldots, \pi_n(x_{K_n})$.

**Initialization:** Select a variable $X_m$ and a distribution $\pi_j$ such that $m \in K_j$.

Set $\kappa_1 := \pi_j(x_m), L := \{m\}$ and $k := 1$.

**Computational Cycle:** While $K_1 \cup \ldots \cup K_n \setminus L \neq \emptyset$ perform the following 3 steps:

1. for all $j = 1, \ldots, n$ and all $m \in K_j \setminus L$ compute the mutual information $MI_{\pi_j}(X_m; X_{K_j \cap L})$.

2. Fix $j$ and $m$ for which $MI_{\pi_j}(X_m; X_{K_j \cap L})$ achieved its maximal value.

3. Increase $k$ by 1. Set $\kappa_k := \pi_j(X_{(K_j \cap L) \cup \{m\}})$ and $L := L \cup \{m\}$.

**Output:** Generating sequence $\kappa_1, \kappa_2, \ldots, \kappa_k$.

What can be said about the resulting generating sequence $\kappa_1, \kappa_2, \ldots, \kappa_k$? Distribution $\kappa' = \kappa_1 \triangleright \kappa_2 \triangleright \ldots \triangleright \kappa_k$ is a probability distribution of $X_{K_1 \cup K_2 \cup \ldots \cup K_n}$. The goal of the algorithm is to get a distribution with the highest possible informational content $I(\kappa')$ (we know that the higher informational content, the lower the criterion function – Kullback-Leibler divergence). Important questions concern the facts whether the resulting sequence $\kappa_1, \kappa_2, \ldots, \kappa_k$ is perfect and contains all the distributions from $\pi_1, \pi_2, \ldots, \pi_n$. Unfortunately, answers to both these questions are negative.
Though the heuristics employed in the algorithm do not guarantee that a perfect sequence will always be found when it does exist, the advantage is in its efficiency and in the fact that it always suggests a subset of distributions that may form a perfect sequence, exploiting the available information in a suboptimal way. One should realize, however, that a distribution from such a perfect sequence, though defined for groups of variables for which some input distribution $\pi_j$ is defined, can differ from this input distribution $\pi_j$. In such a case, we employ a process of verification and refinement.

The detailed description of this process is beyond the scope (and extent) of this paper. Briefly said, verification consists of computation of Kullback-Leibler divergence of model distributions and the respective input distributions (or their marginals). If we find that some of the distributions defining the perfect model are too far from the required marginals (assuming that input distributions are marginals of the approximated distribution), then refinement is applied. This is realized by substituting a group of input marginal distributions by one distribution defined for all of the variables which are arguments of the deleted distributions. Naturally, this must be applied carefully, to avoid too much increase in the dimension of input distributions. New, more-dimensional input distributions are either estimated from data, or often computed from the original input distributions by the well-known Iterative Proportional Fitting Procedure ([3]). Then, having a new group of input distributions, the process starts from the very beginning by application of Algorithm.

The same process of verification and refinement is also applied when some of the input distributions are not included in the model.

Let us illustrate this process by a simple example.

**Example 3** Let us consider the following 10 3-dimensional distributions (their values were estimated from a data file):

\[
\begin{align*}
\pi_1(x_1, x_2, x_4), & \quad \pi_2(x_1, x_2, x_6), & \quad \pi_3(x_1, x_4, x_6), \\
\pi_4(x_3, x_6, x_11), & \quad \pi_5(x_3, x_10, x_11), & \quad \pi_6(x_4, x_6, x_11), \\
\pi_7(x_5, x_6, x_8), & \quad \pi_8(x_5, x_8, x_11), & \quad \pi_9(x_7, x_10, x_11), \\
\pi_{10}(x_9, x_{10}, x_{11}). & \end{align*}
\]

The algorithm (starting with variable $X_1$ and distribution $\pi_1$) produced the sequence

\[
\begin{align*}
\pi_1(x_1), & \quad \pi_1(x_1, x_4), & \quad \pi_3(x_1, x_4, x_6), & \quad \pi_6(x_4, x_6, x_11), & \quad \pi_8(x_5, x_8, x_11), & \quad \pi_9(x_7, x_{10}, x_{11}), & \quad \pi_{10}(x_9, x_{10}, x_{11}), & \quad \pi_1(x_1, x_2, x_4).
\end{align*}
\]

\footnote{Any generating sequence can be converted into a perfect sequence according to the following assertion ([5, 6]).}

**Theorem 5** Let $\pi_1 \circ \ldots \circ \pi_n$ be defined and let the sequence $\kappa_1, \ldots, \kappa_n$ be: $\kappa_1 = \pi_1$, $\kappa_2 = \kappa_1(K_2 \cap K_{\pi_1}) \circ \pi_2$, and generally $\kappa_j = (\kappa_1 \circ \ldots \circ \kappa_{j-1})(K_j \cap K_{\pi_{\kappa_{j-1}}}) \circ \pi_j$. Then $\kappa_1, \ldots, \kappa_n$ is perfect and $\pi_1 \circ \ldots \circ \pi_n = \kappa_1 \circ \ldots \circ \kappa_n$. 
There are two points that can be made about this sequence. First, since all the distributions were estimated from one data file (with no missing values), all the distributions were pairwise consistent, and thus both $\pi_1(x_1) = \pi_3(x_1)$ and $\pi_1(x_1, x_4) = \pi_3(x_1, x_4)$, and therefore also

$$\pi_1(x_1) \triangleright \pi_1(x_1, x_4) \triangleright \pi_3(x_1, x_4, x_6) = \pi_3(x_1, x_4, x_6).$$

Therefore, the result of the algorithm was, in fact, a generating sequence

$$\pi_3, \pi_6, \pi_8, \pi_4, \pi_7, \pi_5, \pi_{10}, \pi_9, \pi_1,$$

which was perfect (see assertion (iiiia) in Section 4).

The negative property of this result was the fact that the algorithm finished before exploiting distribution $\pi_2(x_1, x_2, x_6)$. Since we are looking for an approximation of a distribution from which the data file was generated, (following the verification and refinement process) we have to assess how much omitting $\pi_2$ influences the quality of the achieved result. This is done by considering the Kullback-Leibler divergence $\text{Div}(\pi_2(x_1, x_2, x_6) \| \pi_{\text{appr}}(x_1, x_2, x_6))$, for

$$\pi_{\text{appr}} = \pi_3 \triangleright \pi_6 \triangleright \pi_8 \triangleright \pi_4 \triangleright \pi_7 \triangleright \pi_5 \triangleright \pi_{10} \triangleright \pi_9 \triangleright \pi_1$$

(let us mention that in this case $\pi_{\text{appr}}(x_1, x_2, x_6) = (\pi_3 \triangleright \pi_1)(x_1, x_2, x_6)$). If we are not satisfied, refinement results in getting a distribution $\pi_{11}(x_1, x_2, x_4, x_6)$ and substituting it for $\pi_1, \pi_2$ and $\pi_3$. Subsequent application of the algorithm to the set of distributions $\pi_4, \pi_5, \pi_6, \pi_7, \pi_8, \pi_9, \pi_{10}, \pi_{11}$ resulted in obtaining the perfect sequence

$$\pi_{11}, \pi_6, \pi_8, \pi_4, \pi_7, \pi_5, \pi_{10}, \pi_9.$$  

7 Conclusions

We have presented theoretical results showing that if an approximation of a probability distribution is looked for in a family of compositional distributions then the Kullback-Leibler divergence representing a quality of the approximation can be expressed as a sum of two contributions. The first one, which can easily be suppressed by considering only marginals of the approximated distribution, describes “local” differences, while the other one corresponds to the loss of information resulting from the compositional model (from introducing the respective conditional independence relations). This knowledge was exploited for designing a heuristic algorithm based on an effort to maximize informational content of the constructed approximation.

Let us conclude the paper by a brief comment advocating CMs. Based on de Cooman approach to conditionning [2], J. Vejnarová introduced the operator of composition also in possibility theory [11], which made it possible to extend the whole approach beyond probabilistic framework.
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1 Introduction
The term “Generalized Information Theory” (GIT) was introduced in the early 1990s to name a research program whose objective was to develop a broader treatment of uncertainty-based information, not restricted to the classical notions of uncertainty [6]. In GIT, the primary concept is uncertainty, and information is defined in terms of uncertainty reduction.

The basic tenet of GIT is that uncertainty can be formalized in many different ways, each based on some specific assumptions. To develop a fully operational theory for some conceived type of uncertainty, we need to address issues at four levels:

- LEVEL 1 – we need to find an appropriate mathematical representation of the conceived type of uncertainty
- LEVEL 2 – we need to develop a calculus by which this type of uncertainty can be properly manipulated
- LEVEL 3 – we need to find a meaningful way of measuring the amount of relevant uncertainty in any situation formalizable in the theory
- LEVEL 4 – we need to develop methodological aspects of the theory
GIT is an outgrowth of two classical uncertainty theories. The older one, which is also simpler and more fundamental, is based on the notion of possibility. The newer one, which has been considerably more visible, is based on the notion of probability. Proper ways of measuring uncertainty in these classical theories were established, respectively, by Hartley [5] and Shannon [12]. Basic features of the theories are outlined in [8].

The various nonclassical uncertainty theories in GIT are obtained by expanding the conceptual framework upon which the classical theories are based. At this time, the expansion is two-dimensional. In one dimension, the formalized language of the classical set theory is expanded to a more expressive language of fuzzy set theory, where further distinctions are based on various special types of fuzzy sets [10]. In the other dimension, the classical (additive) measure theory [4] is expanded to a less restrictive fuzzy measure theory [14], within which further distinctions are made by using fuzzy measures with various special properties. This expanded conceptual framework is a broad base for formulating and developing various theories of imprecise probabilities.

The subject of this paper is to discuss some of the issues of current interest regarding the measurement of uncertainty for imprecise probabilities on finite crisp sets. The various issues of possible fuzzifications of imprecise probabilities and of imprecise probabilities on infinite sets are not addressed here. To facilitate the discussion, some common characteristics of imprecise probabilities on finite crisp sets are introduced in Section 2.

### 2 Imprecise Probabilities: Some Common Characteristics

One of the common characteristics of imprecise probabilities on finite crisp sets is that evidence within each theory is fully described by a lower probability function (or measure), \( g \), or, alternatively, by an upper probability function (or measure) \( \overline{g} \). These functions are always regular fuzzy measures that are superadditive and subadditive [14], respectively, and

\[
\sum_{x \in X} g(\{x\}) \leq 1, \quad \sum_{x \in X} \overline{g}(\{x\}) \geq 1.
\]

In the various special theories of uncertainty, they possess additional special properties.

When evidence is expressed (at the most general level) in terms of an arbitrary closed and convex set \( D \) of probability distribution functions \( p \) on a finite set \( X \), functions \( g_D \) and \( \overline{g}_D \) associated with \( D \) are determined for each \( A \in \mathcal{P}(X) \) by the formulas

\[
g_D(A) = \inf_{p \in D} \sum_{x \in A} p(x) \quad \text{and} \quad \overline{g}_D(A) = \sup_{p \in D} \sum_{x \in A} p(x).
\]
Since
\[\sum_{x \in A} p(x) + \sum_{x \notin A} p(x) = 1,\]
for each \(p \in \mathcal{D}\) and each \(A \in \mathcal{P}(X)\), it follows that
\[\overline{g}_D(A) = 1 - g_D(A).\] (2)

Due to this property, functions \(g_D\) and \(\overline{g}_D\) are called dual (or conjugate). One of them is sufficient for capturing given evidence; the other one is uniquely determined by (2). It is common to use the lower probability function \(g_D\) to capture the evidence.

As is well known [2, 3], any given lower probability function \(g_D\) is uniquely represented by a set-valued function \(m_D\) for which
\[\sum_{A \in \mathcal{P}(X)} m_D(A) = 1\] (3)

Any set \(A \in \mathcal{P}(X)\) for which \(m_D(A) \neq 0\) is often called a focal set, and the family of all focal sets, \(\mathcal{F}\), with the values assigned to them by function \(m_D\) is called a body of evidence. Function \(m_D\) is called a Möbius representation of \(g_D\) when it is obtained for all \(A \in \mathcal{P}(X)\) via the Möbius transform
\[m_D(A) = \sum_{B \subseteq A} (-1)^{|A-B|} g_D(B),\] (4)
where \(|A-B|\) denotes the cardinality of the finite set \(A-B\). The inverse transform is defined for all \(A \in \mathcal{P}(X)\) by the formula
\[g_D(A) = \sum_{B : B \subseteq A} m_D(B).\] (5)

It follows directly from (2) that
\[\overline{g}_D(A) = \sum_{B : |A \cap B| = 0} m_D(B).\] (6)
for all \(A \in \mathcal{P}(X)\).

Assume now that evidence is expressed in terms of a given lower probability function \(g\). Then, the set of probability distribution functions that are consistent with \(g\), \(\mathcal{D}(g)\), which is always closed and convex, is defined as follows:
\[\mathcal{D}(g) = \{ p(x) | x \in X, p(x) \in [0,1], \sum_{x \in X} p(x) = 1, \text{ and } g(A) \leq \sum_{x \in A} p(x) \text{ for all } A \in \mathcal{P}(X) \} \] (7)
That is, each given function \(g\) is associated with a unique set \(\mathcal{D}\) and vice-versa.
3 Measures of Uncertainty

A measure of uncertainty of some conceived type in a given theory of imprecise probabilities is a functional, $U$, that assigns to each lower probability function in the theory a nonnegative real number. This number is supposed to measure, in an intuitively meaningful way, the amount of uncertainty of the considered type that is embedded in the lower probability function. To be acceptable as a measure of the amount of uncertainty, the functional $U$ must satisfy several intuitively essential axiomatic requirements. Considering the most general level, when evidence is represented in terms of an arbitrary closed and convex set $D$ of probability distribution functions $p$ on finite set $X \times Y$, function $U$ must satisfy the following requirements:

1. **Subadditivity**: $U(D) \leq U(D_X) + U(D_Y)$, where
   
   $D_X = \{ p_X | p_X(x) = \sum_{y \in Y} p(x,y) \text{ for some } p \in D \}$,
   
   $D_Y = \{ p_Y | p_Y(y) = \sum_{x \in X} p(x,y) \text{ for some } p \in D \}$.

2. **Additivity**: $U(D) = U(D_X) + U(D_Y)$ if and only if $D_X$ and $D_Y$ are not interactive, which means that for all $A \in \mathcal{P}(X)$ and all $B \in \mathcal{P}(X)$, $m_D(A \times B) = m_{D_X}(A) \cdot m_{D_Y}(B)$ and $m_D(R) = 0$ for all $R \neq A \times B$.

3. **Monotonicity**: if $D \subseteq D'$, then $U(D) \leq U(D')$; and similarly for $D_X$ and $D_Y$.

4. **Range**: if uncertainty is measured in bits, then $U(D) \in [0, \log_2|X \times Y|]$, and similarly for $D_X$ and $D_Y$.

The requirement of subadditivity and additivity, as stated here, are generalized counterparts of the classical requirements of subadditivity and additivity for probabilistic and possibilistic measures of uncertainty. The requirement of monotonicity (not applicable to classical probabilistic uncertainty) means that reducing the set of probability distributions consistent with a given lower (or upper) probability function cannot increase uncertainty. The requirement of range, which depends on the choice of measurement units, is defined by the two extreme cases: the full certainty and the total ignorance.

When distinct types of uncertainty coexist in a given uncertainty theory, it is not necessary that these requirements be satisfied by each uncertainty type. However, they must be satisfied by an overall uncertainty measure, which appropriately aggregates measures of the individual uncertainty types.

It is well established that two types of uncertainty coexist in all theories of imprecise probabilities [8, 9]. They are generalized counterparts of the classical possibilistic and probabilistic uncertainties. They are measured, respectively, by appropriate generalizations of the Hartley and Shannon measures.
4 Generalized Hartley Measures

An historical overview of efforts to generalize the classical Hartley measure of uncertainty can be found in [9]. Its full generalization (to arbitrary closed and convex sets of probability distributions) was completed fairly recently by Abellan and Moral [1]. They showed that the functional

$$GH(m_D) = \sum_{A \in \mathcal{F}} m_D(A) \log_2 |A|,$$

(8)

where $m_D$ is the Möbius representation of the lower probability associated with a given closed and convex set $D$ of probability distributions, satisfies all the essential axiomatic requirements defined in Sec. 3 (subadditivity, additivity, etc.). Moreover, this functional is also directly connected with the classical Hartley measure: it is the weighted average of the Hartley measure for each given body of evidence $(\mathcal{F}, m_D)$.

It is fairly obvious that the functional $GH$ defined by (8) measures the lack of specificity in evidence. Large focal elements result in less specific predictions, diagnoses, etc., than their smaller counterparts. The type of uncertainty measured by $GH$ is thus well characterized by the term nonspecificity.

Observe that $GH(m_D) = 0$ for precise probabilities, where $D$ consists of a single probability distribution function, which is expressed in (8) by function $m_D$. All focal sets are in this case singletons. Evidence expressed by precise probabilities is thus fully specific.

Eq. (8) is clearly applicable only to functions $m_D$ defined on finite sets. It must be properly modified when $m_D$ is defined on the $n$-dimensional Euclidean space for some $n \geq 1$, as shown in [9]. However, this modification is not a subject of this paper.

5 Generalized Shannon Measures

There have been many promising, but eventually unsuccessful efforts to generalize the classical Shannon measure (usually referred to as the Shannon entropy). Virtually all these efforts were based on the recognition that the Shannon entropy measures the mean (expected) value of the conflict among evidential claims expressed by a single probability distribution function on a finite set of mutually exclusive alternatives [9]. An historical overview of most of these efforts is given in [9].

All the proposed generalizations of the Shannon entropy were intuitively promising as measures of conflict among evidential claims in general bodies of evidence, but each of them was eventually found to violate the essential requirement of subadditivity. In fact, no generalized Shannon entropy can be subadditive on its own, as is shown in [13]. The subadditivity may be obtained only in terms of the total
uncertainty — an aggregate of the two coexisting types of uncertainty (non-specificity and conflict). However, when the total uncertainty is viewed as the sum of the generalized Hartley measure with the various candidates for the generalized Shannon entropy, none of these aggregated uncertainty measures is still subadditive, as demonstrated by relevant counterexamples in each case [13].

The latest promising candidate (not previously analyzed in terms of the requirement of subadditivity) is based on the so-called Shapley index, which plays an important role in game theory [11, 15]. For any given finite universal set $X$, this candidate for the generalized Shannon entropy, $GS$, is defined as the average Shannon entropy of differences in a given lower probability (or, alternatively, an upper probability) for all maximal chains in the lattice $(\mathcal{P}(X), \subseteq)$. Unfortunately, the sum $GH + GS$ does not satisfy in this case again the requirement of subadditivity. This can be demonstrated by the following counterexample.

Let $X = \{x_1, x_2\}$ and $Y = \{y_1, y_2\}$, and let us consider a body of evidence on $X \times Y$ whose Möbius representation is:

$$m(\{(x_1, y_1), (x_2, y_2), (x_2, y_1)\}) = a,$$

$$m(X \times Y) = 1 - a,$$

where $a \in [0, 1]$. Then, $m_X(X) = m_Y(Y) = 1$, and, hence, $GS_X(m_X) = GS_Y(m_Y) = 0$ and $GH_X(m_X) + GH_Y(m_Y) = 2$. Furthermore,

$$GS(m) = [-a \log_2 a - (1 - a)\log_2(1 - a)]/4,$$

$$GH(m) = a\log_2 3 + 2 - 2a$$

For subadditivity of $GH + GS$, the difference

$$\Delta = (GH_X + GH_Y + GS_X + GS_Y) - (GH + GS)$$

$$= [a \log_2 a + (1 - a)\log_2(1 - a)]/4 + 2a - a\log_2 3$$

is required to be nonnegative for all values $a \in [0, 1]$. However, $\Delta$ is negative in this case for any value $a \in (0, 0.58)$ and it reaches its minimum, $\Delta = -0.1$, at $a = 0.225$.

### 6 Total Uncertainty Measures

Generalized Shannon measure, $GS$, was eventually defined indirectly, via an aggregated uncertainty, $AU$, covering both nonspecificity and conflict, and the well established generalized Hartley measure of nonspecificity, $GH$, defined by (8). Since it must be that $GH + GS = AU$, the generalized Shannon measure can be defined as

$$GS = AU - GH$$

(9)
Using this definition, the unsuccessful effort to find $GS$ directly is replaced with the effort to find $AU$ and define $GS$ indirectly via Eq. (9). The latter effort was successful in the mid 1990s, when a functional $AU$ satisfying all essential requirements was established in evidence theory [9]. However, this functional is applicable to all the other theories of imprecise probabilities as well, which follows from the common properties shared by these theories (Sec. 2). Given any lower probability function $g_D$ associated with a closed convex set $D$ of probability distributions (or vice versa), $AU(g_D)$ is defined by the formula

$$AU(g_D) = \max_{p \in D} \sum_{x \in X} p(x) \log_2 p(x).$$

(10)

It is the maximum Shannon entropy within $D$. An efficient algorithm for computing this maximum, which was proven correct for belief functions of evidence theory [9], is applicable without any change when belief functions are replaced with arbitrary lower probability functions of any other kind.

Given an arbitrary lower probability function $g$ on $P(X)$, the generalized version of this algorithm consists of the following seven steps:

**Step 1.** Find a non-empty set $A \subseteq X$, such that $g(A)/|A|$ is maximal. If there are more such sets than one, take the one with the largest cardinality.

**Step 2.** For all $x \in A$, put $p(x) = g(A)/|A|$.

**Step 3.** For each $B \subseteq X - A$, put $g(B) = g(B \cup A) - g(A)$.

**Step 4.** Put $X = X - A$.

**Step 5.** If $X \neq \emptyset$ and $g(X) > 0$, then go to Step 1.

**Step 6.** If $g(X) = 0$ and $X \neq \emptyset$, then put $p(x) = 0$ for all $x \in X$.

**Step 7.** Calculate $AU = -\sum_{x \in X} p(x) \log_2 p(x)$.

Although functional $AU$ is a well-justified measure of total uncertainty in the various theories of uncertainty, it is highly insensitive to changes in evidence due to its aggregated nature. It is an aggregate of the two coexisting types of uncertainty, nonspecificity and conflict. It is thus desirable to express the total uncertainty, $TU$, in a disaggregated form

$$TU = (GH, GS),$$

(11)

where $GH$ is defined by (8) and $GS$ is defined by (9) and (10). It is assumed here that the axiomatic requirements are defined in terms of the sum of the two functionals involved, which is always the well-justified aggregate measure $AU$. In this sense the measure satisfies trivially all the requirements. Its advantage
is that measures of both types of uncertainty that coexist in uncertainty theory employed (nonspecificity and conflict) are expressed explicitly and, consequently, the measure is sensitive to changes in evidence.

To appreciate the difference between AU and TU, let us consider three simple examples of given evidence within a finite universal set \(X\) and let \(|X| = n\) for convenience: (i) in the case of total ignorance (when \(m(X) = 1\)), we obtain \(AU = \log_2 n\) and \(TU = (\log_2 n, 0)\); (ii) when evidence is expressed by the uniform probability distribution on \(X\), then again we have \(AU = \log_2 n\), but \(TU = (0, \log_2 n)\); (iii) when evidence is expressed by \(m(\{x\}) = a\) for all \(x \in X\) and \(m(X) = 1 - na\), then again \(AU = \log_2 n\) for all values \(a \leq 1/n\), while

\[
TU = ((1 - na) \log_2 n, na \log_2 n).
\]

It is clear that \(TU\) defined by (11) possesses all the required properties in terms of the sum of its components, since \(GH + GS = AU\). Moreover, as was proven by Smith [13], \(GS \geq 0\) for all bodies of evidence. Additional properties of \(GS\) defined by (9) can be determined by employing the algorithm for computing \(AU\), as shown for some properties in Section 7.

It is also reasonable to express the generalized Shannon entropy by the interval \([\underline{S}, \overline{S}]\), where \(\underline{S}\) and \(\overline{S}\) are, respectively, the minimum and maximum values of the Shannon entropy within the set of all probability distributions that are consistent with a given lower probability function. Clearly \(\overline{S} = AU\) and \(\underline{S}\) is defined by replacing max with min in Eq. (10). Then, the total uncertainty, \(TU'\), has the form

\[
TU' = (GH, [\underline{S}, \overline{S}]).
\]

Let us define a partial ordering of these total uncertainties as follows:

\[
TU'_1 \leq TU'_2 \text{ iff } GH_1 \leq GH_2 \text{ and } [\underline{S}_1, \overline{S}_1] \subseteq [\underline{S}_2, \overline{S}_2].
\]

Then, due to subadditivity of \(\overline{S}\), subadditivity of \(TU'\) is guaranteed. Indeed,

\[
[S_X + S_Y, \overline{S}_X + \overline{S}_Y] \not\subseteq [\underline{S}, \overline{S}]
\]

for any joint and associated marginal bodies of evidence. However, no algorithm for computing \(\underline{S}\) that has been proven correct is available as yet.

### 7 Some Properties of Generalized Shannon Entropy

The purpose of this section is to examine the generalized Shannon entropy defined by (9). To facilitate this examination, let

\[
\mathcal{F} = \{A_i | A_i \in \mathcal{P}(X), i \in \mathbb{N}_q\}
\]
denote the family of all focal sets of a given body of evidence, where \( \mathbb{N}_q = \{1, 2, \ldots, q\} \) for some integer \( q \), and let \( m_i = m(A_i) \) for convenience. Moreover, let

\[
E = \bigcup_{i \in \mathbb{N}_q} A_i.
\]

The algorithm for computing \( \mathcal{S}(=AU) \) produces a partition,

\[
\mathcal{E} = \{ E_k \mid k \in \mathbb{N}_r, r \leq q \}
\]

of \( E \). For convenience, assume that block \( E_k \) of this partition was produced in \( k \)-th iteration of the algorithm and let \( e_k = |E_k| \). Then

\[
\mathcal{S}(m) = -\sum_{k \in \mathbb{N}_r} g_k \log_2 \left( \frac{g_k}{e_k} \right)
\]

where \( g_k \) denotes the lower probability of \( E_k \) in \( k \)-th iteration of the algorithm. This equation can be rewritten as

\[
\mathcal{S}(m) = -\sum_{k \in \mathbb{N}_r} g_k \log_2 g_k + \sum_{k \in \mathbb{N}_r} g_k \log_2 e_k.
\]

It follows from this equation and from Eq. (9) that

\[
GS(m) = S(\mathcal{S}(g_k \mid k \in \mathbb{N}_r)) + GH(\mathcal{S}(g_k \mid k \in \mathbb{N}_r)) - GH(m), \quad (13)
\]

where \( S \) denotes the Shannon entropy.

Assume now that \( \mathcal{F} \) consists of pair-wise disjoint focal sets. Then, the Möbius representation, \( m \), is a positive function since any negative value \( m_i \) for some \( A_i \in \mathcal{F} \) would clearly violate in this case the requirement that values of the associated lower probability function must be in [0, 1]. When applying the algorithm for computing \( \mathcal{S} \) to our case, it turns out that the values \( m_i \) for all \( A_i \in \mathcal{F} \) are uniformly distributed among elements of each focal set \( A_i \). This only requires to prove that

\[
\sum_{i \in I} m_i / \sum_{i \in I} a_i \leq m_k / a_k
\]

for each \( k \in I \) and all nonempty sets \( I \subseteq \mathbb{N}_q \), where \( a_k = |A_k| \). The proof of this inequality, which is omitted here due to limited space, can be obtained by the method of contradiction. The maximum entropy probability distribution function, \( p \), for the given body of evidence is thus defined for all \( x_k \in A_i(k \in \mathbb{N}_q) \) and all
$A_i \in \mathcal{F}$ by the formula $p(x_{i_k}) = m_i/a_i$ where $a_i = |A_i|$. Hence,

\[
\overline{S}(m) = - \sum_{i=1}^{q} \sum_{k=1}^{d_i} p(x_{i_k}) \log_2 p(x_{i_k})
\]

\[
= - \sum_{i=1}^{q} m_i \log_2 (m_i/a_i)
\]

\[
= - \sum_{i=1}^{q} m_i \log_2 m_i + \sum_{i=1}^{q} m_i \log_2 a_i
\]

\[
= - \sum_{i=1}^{q} m_i \log_2 m_i + GH(m).
\]

Consequently,

\[
GS(m) = - \sum_{i=1}^{q} m_i \log_2 m_i.
\]

This is clearly a property that we would expect, on intuitive grounds, the generalized Shannon entropy to satisfy.

To examine some properties of the generalized Shannon entropy for nested bodies of evidence, let $X = \{x_i | i \in \mathbb{N}_n\}$ and assume that elements of $X$ are ordered in such a way that the family

\[
\mathcal{A} = \{ A_i = \{ x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_i \} | i \in \mathbb{N}_n \}
\]

contains all focal sets. That is, $\mathcal{F} \subseteq \mathcal{A}$. For convenience, let $m_i = m(A_i)$ for all $i \in \mathbb{N}_n$.

To express $GS(m)$, we need to express $GH(m)$ and $\overline{S}(m)$. Clearly,

\[
GH(m) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} m_i \log_2 i
\]

To express $\overline{S}(m)$, three cases must be distinguished in terms of values $m_i$:

(a) $m_i \geq m_{i+1}$ for all $i \in \mathbb{N}_{n-1}$;

(b) $m_i \leq m_{i+1}$ for all $i \in \mathbb{N}_{n-1}$;

(c) neither (a) nor (b).

Following the algorithm for computing $\overline{S}$, we obtain the formula

\[
GS_n(m) = - \sum_{i=1}^{n} m_i \log_2 (m_i)
\]
for any function \( m \) that conforms to Case (a). By applying the method of Lagrange multipliers, we can readily find out that the maximum, \( GS_a^*(n) \), of this functional for some \( n \in \mathbb{N} \) is obtained for

\[
m_i = \left( \frac{1}{i} \right) 2^{\left(-\frac{1}{\ln 2} + \alpha \right) / i} (i \in \mathbb{N}_n),
\]

where the value of \( \alpha \) is determined by solving the equation

\[
2^{-\left(\frac{1}{\ln 2} + \alpha \right) / i} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \left( \frac{1}{i} \right) = 1.
\]

Let \( s_n = \sum_{i=1}^{n} (1/i) \). Then,

\[
\alpha = -\log_2(1/s_n) - (1/\ln 2)
\]

and, hence,

\[
m_i = \left( \frac{1}{i} \right) 2^{\log_2(1/s_n)} = 1/(is_n).
\]

Substituting this expression for \( m_i \) in (15), we obtain

\[
GS_a^*(n) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \left( \frac{1}{i} \right) / s_n \log_2 s_n
\]

and, hence,

\[
GS_a^*(n) = \left[ (1/s_n) \log_2 s_n \right] \sum_{i=1}^{n} (1/i).
\]

Consequently,

\[
GS_a^*(n) = \log_2 s_n.
\]

In Case (b), \( \overline{S} = \log_2 n \) and \( GH \) is given by (8). Hence,

\[
GS_b(m) = \log_2 n - \sum_{i=1}^{n} m_i \log_2 i.
\]

The maximum, \( GS_b^*(n) \), of this functional for some \( n \in \mathbb{N} \) subject to the inequalities that are assumed in Case (b), is obtained for \( m_i = 1/n \). Hence,

\[
GS_b^*(n) = \log_2 \frac{n}{n^{1/n}}.
\]

Employing Stirling’s formula for approximating \( n! \), it can be shown that

\[
\lim_{n \to \infty} \log_2 \frac{n}{n^{1/n}} = \log_2 e = 1.442695.
\]
Case (c) is more complicated for a general analytic treatment since it covers a greater variety of bodies of evidence with respect to the computation of $GS$. This follows from the algorithm for computing $S$. For each given body of evidence, the algorithm partitions the universal set in some way, and distributes the value of the lower probability in each block of the partition uniformly. For nested bodies of evidence, the partitions preserve the induced order of elements of $X$. There are $2^{n-1}$ order preserving partitions. The most refined partition and the least refined one are represented by Cases (a) and (b), respectively. All the remaining $2^{n-1} - 2$ partitions are represented by Case (c). A conjecture, based on a complete analysis for $n = 3$ and extensive simulation experiments for $n > 3$, is that the maxima of $GS$ for all these partitions are for all $n \in \mathbb{N}$ smaller than the maximum $GS^*_a$ for Case (a). According to this plausible conjecture, whose proof is an open problem, the difference between the maximum nonspecificity, $GH^*(n)$, and maximum conflict, $GS^*_b(n)$, grows rapidly with $n$. For example, $GH^*(2) = 1$ and $GS^*_b(2) = 0.585$, while $GH^*(10^4) = 13.29$ and $GS^*_b(10^4) = 3.29$. Similarly, the maximum value of conflict is 36.9% of the maximum value of total uncertainty for $n = 2$, but it reduces to 19.8% for $n = 10^4$. For nested (consonant) bodies of evidence, this feature makes intuitively a good sense.

8 Conclusions

For the last two decades or so, research in GIT has been focusing on developing justifiable ways of measuring uncertainty and the associated uncertainty-based information in the various emerging uncertainty theories. This objective is now, by and large, achieved. However, some research in this direction is still needed to improve our understanding of the generalized Shannon entropy, defined either by (9) or by the interval $[S, \bar{S}]$. Results presented in this paper are intended to contribute a little to this understanding.

In the years ahead, the focus of GIT will likely divide into two branches of research. One of them will focus on developing methodological tools based on our capability to measure uncertainty in the various established theories of uncertainty. Methodological tools for making the principles of uncertainty maximization, minimization, and invariance operational will in particular be sought due to the broad utility of these principles [7, 9]. The other branch of research will pursue the development of additional uncertainty theories. One direction in this research area will undoubtedly include a comprehensive investigation of the various ways of fuzzifying existing uncertainty theories.
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In this paper the judgement consisting in choosing a function that is believed to dominate the true probability distribution of a continuous random variable is explored. This kind of judgement can significantly increase precision in constructed imprecise previsions of interest, which of great importance for applications. New formulae for computing system reliability are derived on the basis of the technique developed.
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1 Introduction
Natural extension, a tool to extend statistical knowledge to other domains and to make a set of available statistical partial evidence coherent, can appear and be used in different forms. In [1] four equivalent forms of the natural extension were reported. They are all nothing other than properly stated optimisation problems for obtaining lower and upper coherent bounds of probability characteristics of interest. The primal form suggests seeking coherent bounds defined by a set of feasible probability distributions, and this set, in turn, is formed by the available evidence expressed as constraints in the optimisation task. If no evidence is available (the state of complete ignorance), then the solution is sought over the set of all possible probability distributions, which brings us to the vacuous probability of the event of interest \( A \), i.e., \( P(A) \in [0, 1] \). The crux of such optimisation problems

---
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is that their solutions are defined on the family of degenerate probability distributions\(^1\), which are included on equal footing in the set of all possible probability distributions. As proven in [1], solving these optimisation problems, on the set of all possible probability distributions, gives the same solution as that obtained on only the set of degenerate distributions. This issue is closely related to the central theorems and methods of Chebychev systems as described in [2]. All this would simply be mathematical subtlety, that is, far from practitioners' interest, if this did not give us a clue for deriving more precise previsions of interest for continuous random variables. For these variables it is often not realistic to assume that the probability masses are concentrated in a few points as opposed to being continuously distributed over the set of possible outcomes. The existence of solutions on degenerate distributions often results in high imprecision, negating the pragmatic value of the assessments of interest. For example, in reliability applications the time to failure of a system/component can not admit (except for very special cases) the concentration of probability masses in a very few points of the positive real line. Not being able to utilise such evidence leads to the fact that imprecision in the reliability of a system grows rapidly as the number of components in the system increases, making the results rather practically useless [3].

This feature of the natural extension was found disturbing and precluded wider implementation of imprecise statistical reasoning into reliability analysis. An attempt to mitigate the influence of degenerate probability distributions on the solutions was undertaken in [4]. No significant effect was attained through the introduction of judgements on the skewness and unimodality of the distributions as, in this case, the peaks of degenerate distributions simply become repositioned and probability masses become redistributed among the peaks. The nature of the distributions defining the solutions stays the same.

In this paper we explore a more drastic and, as it will be demonstrated, effective way to exclude the family of degenerate distributions from the set of probability distributions, which, as was expected, results in more precise previsions of interest. This is attained through judgements on a value (or a function, in general) that dominates the probability density function \(\rho(x)\) of a continuous random variable \(X\). That is, we introduce judgements of the form \(\rho(x) \leq \Psi(x)\), where \(\Psi(x)\) is a real-valued positive function satisfying the inequalities \(1 \leq \int_{R_+} \Psi(x)dx < \infty\), and demonstrate a way of their utilisation. In particular, \(\Psi(x)\) can be set as \(\Psi(x) = K \cdot I_{[a,b]}(x)\) where \(a, b \in R_+\), and \(a \leq b\), \(I_{[a,b]}(x)\) is the indicator function such that \(I_{[a,b]}(x) = 1\) if \(x \in [a,b]\), and \(I_{[a,b]}(x) = 0\) otherwise, and \(K \geq (b-a)^{-1}\) is a constant.

Similar ideas of utilising bounds on density functions were explored in [5]. The tool of their utilisation was dynamic programming which gives us numerical

\(^1\)The probability distribution of a continuous random variable is referred to as degenerate if the probability masses are concentrated in a finite number of points belonging to the continuous set of possible states
solutions of the stated problems, while we suggest an approach to solving the problems analytically.

Breaking down a multidimensional case, $X = (X_1, \ldots, X_n)$, provides a theoretical basis for system reliability computations, which is a subject of the second part of the paper.

2 Relevant basics of the approach

Comprehensive coverage of the foundation of the theory of imprecise previsions can be found in the books [6] and [7]. In this section we briefly describe only those concepts that are necessary to understand the approach developed.

Consider a system consisting of $n$ components. Let $f_{ij}(x_i)$ be the $j$-th function of the $i$-th component lifetime $x_i$, $i = 1, \ldots, n$, and $j = 1, \ldots, m_i$. Suppose that reliability characteristics of the components are not known precisely and represented as a set of lower and upper previsions $\underline{a}_{ij} = M(f_{ij}(x_i)), \overline{a}_{ij} = M(f_{ij}(x_i)), i = 1, \ldots, n,$ and $j = 1, \ldots, m_i$, which means that there exist $m_i$ interval-valued judgements for the $i$-th component formally represented as expected values. The functions $f_{ij}(x_i)$ can be regarded as gambles, where a gamble is a real-valued function on a possibility space whose value is uncertain [6]. If, for instance, $f_{ij}(x_i) = x$, then the lower prevision $\underline{a}_{ij}$ is the lower bound of the mean time to failure of the $i$-th component; or if $f_{ij}(x_i) = I_{[t, \infty)}(x_i)$, where $I_{[t, \infty)}(x_i) = 1$ if $x_i \in [t, \infty)$ and $I_{[t, \infty)}(x_i) = 0$ otherwise, then the lower prevision $\underline{a}_{ij}$ is the lower bound of the probability of a failure occurrence within $[t, \infty)$.

Denote $X = (X_1, \ldots, X_n)$ a random vector and $x = (x_1, \ldots, x_n)$ is the vector of numerical values for $X_1, \ldots, X_n$. Then, there exists a function $g(X)$ of the component lifetimes that characterises the system’s reliability. The function $g(X)$ is also a gamble.

In order to compute the coherent lower and upper previsions $M(g)$ and $M(g)$ of interest characterising the system reliability, a proper optimisation problem (also referred to as the natural extension in its primal form) can be posed

$$M(g) = \inf_{\mathbb{R}^n} \left( \sup_{\mathbb{R}^n} \int_{\mathbb{R}^+} g(x) \rho(x) dx \right)$$

subject to

$$0 \leq \rho(x), \int_{\mathbb{R}^n} \rho(x) dx = 1,$$

$$\underline{a}_{ij} \leq \int_{\mathbb{R}^n} f_{ij}(x_i) \rho(x) dx \leq \overline{a}_{ij}, i = 1, \ldots, n, j = 1, \ldots, m_i.$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)
if not empty, defines the solutions of the above optimisation problems. If the initial interval-valued data, forming the constraints, are not consistent, then some of the subsets of $\mathbb{R}^n$ associated with the constraints are disjoint and the solution does not exist. The requirement of the existence of a non-empty set of probability distributions associated with the set of constraints is the only consistency principle imposed on the initial interval-valued data. This requirement is equivalent to the principle of avoiding sure loss [6] and is easily subject to technical checks.

If the components of a system are independent, then $\rho(x) = \rho_1(x_1) \ldots \rho_n(x_n)$.

In some cases the duals of optimisation problems (1)-(2) can be stated, which makes it technically easy to solve them [1]. The duals of (1)-(2) are

$$M(g) = \sup_{c_0, c_{ij}, d_{ij}} \left( c_0 + \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{m_i} (c_{ij}a_{ij} - d_{ij}a_{ij}) \right),$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

subject to $c_0 \in \mathbb{R}, c_{ij}, d_{ij} \in \mathbb{R}_+$ and for any $x_i \geq 0, i = 1, 2, \ldots, n, \ j = 1, 2, \ldots, m_i,$

$$c_0 + \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{m_i} (c_{ij} - d_{ij})I_{[t, \infty)}(x_i) \leq g(x).$$ \hspace{1cm} (4)

And

$$\overline{M}(g) = \inf_{c_0, c_{ij}, d_{ij}} \left( c_0 + \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{m_i} (c_{ij}a_{ij} - d_{ij}a_{ij}) \right),$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

subject to $c_0 \in \mathbb{R}, c_{ij}, d_{ij} \in \mathbb{R}_+$ and for any $x_i \geq 0, i = 1, 2, \ldots, n, \ j = 1, 2, \ldots, m_i,$

$$c_0 + \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{m_i} (c_{ij} - d_{ij})I_{[t, \infty)}(x_i) \geq g(x).$$ \hspace{1cm} (6)

The validity of the transition from a primal form similar to (1)-(2) to the dual form is explained in [1], [8].

Problems (3)-(4) and (5)-(6) are linear optimisation problems and and have technically straightforward solutions.

In some cases dual problems do not exist. This takes place if a primal optimisation problem is not linear. For example, the judgement of independence among system components, which is equivalent to the introduction of $\rho(x) = \rho_1(x_1) \ldots \rho_n(x_n)$, makes the problem non-linear, and, as a consequence, it leads to the non-existence of the dual optimisation problem.

### 3 Extending knowledge: one-dimensional case

Let us consider first a one-dimensional case of extending partial statistical information to probability characteristics of interest. That is, we will be focusing in this section on the construction of new imprecise characteristics provided some
other imprecise statistical characteristics are known on the same possibility set, and, more important, we will demonstrate how “soft” judgements on the probability density function of a random variable can be modelled and utilised in the framework of the theory of imprecise probabilities.

Assume that there are $m$ interval-valued judgements on probability characteristics on a specific possibility set, i.e. $M(f_i(X)) \in [\underline{a}_i, \overline{a}_i]$, and there is an additional judgement of $\rho(x) \leq \Psi(x)$, $1 \leq \int_{R_+} \Psi(x)dx < \infty$. The objective is to extend this evidence to the prevision of interest $M(g(X))$ that cannot be found precisely, as the initial data are partial.

Write the primal form of natural extension

$$M(g) \langle M(g) \rangle = \inf_{Z} \left( \sup_{Z} \int_{R_+} g(x)\rho(x)dx \right)$$

subject to

$$0 \leq \rho(x) \leq \Psi(x), \int_{R_+} \Psi(x)dx = H < \infty, \int_{R_+} \rho(x)dx = 1$$

$$\underline{a}_i \leq \int_{R_+} f_i(x)\rho(x)dx \leq \overline{a}_i, i = 1, 2, \ldots, m.$$ 

The dual of the above optimisation problem cannot be straightforwardly written. First, introduce a new variable $z(x)$ instead of $\rho(x)$

$$z(x) = \frac{\Psi(x) - \rho(x)}{H - 1},$$

and denote $\Gamma = \int_{R_+} g(x)\Psi(x)dx; \Phi_i = \int_{R_+} f_i(x)\Psi(x)dx, i = 1, 2, \ldots, m.$

It is clear that $\int_{R_+} z(x)dx = 1$. Then, optimisation problem (7)-(8) can be rewritten

$$M(g) \langle M(g) \rangle = \inf_{Z} \left( \sup_{Z} \int_{R_+} g(x)z(x)dx \right)$$

subject to

$$0 \leq z(x), \int_{R_+} z(x)dx = 1, \frac{\Phi_i - \underline{a}_i}{H - 1} \leq \int_{R_+} f_i(x)z(x)dx \leq \frac{\Phi_i - \overline{a}_i}{H - 1}, i = 1, \ldots, m.$$ 

And finally, the challenge is to solve the following problems

$$\hat{z}(g) \langle \hat{z}(g) \rangle = \inf_{Z} \left( \sup_{Z} \int_{R_+} g(x)z(x)dx \right),$$

$$\hat{\rho}(g) \langle \hat{\rho}(g) \rangle = \inf_{Z} \left( \sup_{Z} \int_{R_+} g(x)\rho(x)dx \right).$$
subject to (10).

Before we go on to the duals, one consistency condition must be fulfilled. It is of avoiding sure loss [6] and is transparent from the stand of common sense and can be written as \( \inf(f(x)) \leq M(f(x)) \leq \sup(f(x)) \). Applied to objective functions (9), it appears as

\[
\inf(g) \leq \Gamma - (H - 1) \sup_{Z} \left\{ \int_{R_+} g(x)z(x)dx \right\} \leq \\
\Gamma - (H - 1) \inf_{Z} \left\{ \int_{R_+} g(x)z(x)dx \right\} \leq \sup(g)
\]

Optimisation problems (11) subject to (10) have their duals

\[
s(g) = \sup_{c_0, c_i, d_i} \left\{ c_0 + \sum_{i=1}^{m} \left[ c_i \left( \Phi_i - \overline{a}_i \right) - d_i \left( \Phi_i - \underline{a}_i \right) \right] \right\}
\]

subject to \( c_0 \in R, c_i, d_i \in R_+ \) and for any \( x \geq 0 \ c_0 + \sum_{i=1}^{m} (c_i - d_i)f_i(x) \leq g(x) \). And

\[
\overline{s}(g) = \inf_{c_0, c_i, d_i} \left\{ c_0 + \sum_{i=1}^{m} \left[ c_i \left( \Phi_i - \overline{a}_i \right) - d_i \left( \Phi_i - \underline{a}_i \right) \right] \right\}
\]

subject to \( c_0 \in R, c_i, d_i \in R_+ \) and for any \( x \geq 0 \ c_0 + \sum_{i=1}^{m} (c_i - d_i)f_i(x) \geq g(x) \).

Thus, having derived the dual optimisation problems (12) and (13), we have got a tool for utilising “soft” judgements concerning probability density functions and extending them to other probability characteristics of interest defined on a one-dimensional possibility set.

**Example 1.** The information concerning a continuous random variable \( X \) is that of \( \rho(x) \leq \Psi(x) = K \cdot I_{0,T}(x) < \infty \), where \( T, K \) are fixed positive numbers. What are the bounds for the expectation \( M(X) \)?

The above approach brings us to the following results

\[
M(X) = \frac{KT^2}{2} - (KT - 1)T = T \left( 1 - \frac{KT}{2} \right) \quad \text{and} \quad \overline{M}(X) = \frac{KT^2}{2}.
\]

**Example 2.** Assume now that besides the information stated in example 1 we know precisely the probability \( p = P\{a \leq X \leq \overline{a}\} = p \), where \( 0 \leq a < \overline{a} \leq T \). How would the given information change the bounds for the expectation \( M(X) \)?

The result is

\[
M(X) = T \left( 1 - \frac{KT}{2} \right) + (T - \overline{a})[K(\overline{a} - a) - p],
\]

\[
\overline{M}(X) = \frac{KT^2}{2} - a[K(\overline{a} - a) - p].
\]
4 Computation of system reliability

Extending knowledge on multidimensional possibility sets, taking into account imprecise judgements on probability density functions, is undertaken in a similar way to the one-dimensional case described above. The multidimensional case is broken down in detail in [9]. In this section we represent the results concerning system reliability computations that follow from this case.

As it has been found earlier (see elsewhere [3], [10], [11]), the reliability of a system, $P_{\text{Series}}$, the components of which are connected in series given the lower and upper bounds of the components' reliabilities and the state of complete ignorance concerning their dependence, is calculated according to the formulae

$$P_{\text{Series}} = M \left( I_{[t,\infty)}(\min x_i) \right) = \max \left( 0; \sum_{i=1}^{n} p_i - (n - 1) \right),$$

and

$$P_{\text{Series}} = M \left( I_{[t,\infty)}(\min x_i) \right) = \min p_i,$$

where $p_i \leq P_{\text{Series}} \leq p_i$, and $p_i, i = 1, ..., n$ are the lower and upper reliabilities of the components.

By applying the above described approach, the formulas for the calculation of the reliability of series systems become updated in the light of the evidence concerning the probability density function of time to failure

$$P_{\text{Series}} = \Gamma - (H - 1) \min_i \left( \frac{\Phi_i - a_i}{H - 1} \right) = \Gamma - \min_i (\Phi_i - a_i),$$

$$P_{\text{Series}} = \Gamma - (H - 1) \max_i \left( 0; \sum_{i=1}^{n} \left( \frac{\Phi_i - \pi_i}{H - 1} \right) - (n - 1) \right) = \Gamma - \max \left( 0; \sum_{i=1}^{n} (\Phi_i - \pi_i) - (H - 1) \cdot (n - 1) \right).$$

The reliability of a system, $P_{\text{Parallel}}$, the components of which are connected in parallel given the lower and upper bounds of the components’ reliabilities and the state of ignorance concerning their independence, is calculated according to the formulas (see elsewhere [3], [10], [11])

$$P_{\text{Parallel}} = M \left( I_{[t,\infty)}(\max x_i) \right) = \max p_i,$$

$$P_{\text{Parallel}} = M \left( I_{[t,\infty)}(\max x_i) \right) = \min \left( 1; \sum_{i=1}^{n} \pi_i \right).$$
Their update in the light of the new evidence appears as follows

\[ P_{\text{Parallel}} = \Gamma - (H-1) \min \left( 1; \sum_{i=1}^{n} \frac{\Phi_i - a_i}{H-1} \right) = \]

\[ = \Gamma - \min \left( (H-1); \sum_{i=1}^{n} (\Phi_i - a_i) \right), \]

and

\[ P_{\text{Parallel}} = \Gamma - (H-1) \max_i \left( \frac{\Phi_i - a_i}{H-1} \right) = \Gamma - \max_i (\Phi_i - a_i). \]

For a system of an arbitrary structure the reliability bounds satisfy the inequalities [3], [10], [11]:

\[ P_{\text{ArbStruct}} \geq \max_{1 \leq j \leq r} (0, L_j), \]

where \( r \) is a number of system minimal paths \( \pi_1, \pi_2, \ldots, \pi_r \), \( L_j = \sum_{i \in \pi_j} p_i - (\mu_j - 1) \), and \( \mu_j \) is the number of components belonging to path \( \pi_j \), and

\[ P_{\text{ArbStruct}} \leq \min_{1 \leq j \leq s} \left( \sum_{i \in K_j} \frac{\Phi_i - a_i}{H-1}; 1 \right), \]

where \( s \) is a number of system minimal cut sets denoted by \( K_1, K_2, \ldots, K_s \).

Now by applying the approach developed and using the substitutions \( \Phi_i - a_i = \frac{\Phi_i - a_i}{H-1}, \ P_i = \Phi_i - a_i \), we obtain

\[ P_{\text{ArbStruct}} \geq \Gamma - \min_{1 \leq j \leq s} \left( \sum_{i \in K_j} (\Phi_i - a_i); (H-1) \right), \]

\[ P_{\text{ArbStruct}} \leq \Gamma - \max_{1 \leq j \leq r} (0, L_j^*), \]

where \( L_j^* = \sum_{i \in \pi_j} (\Phi_i - a_i) - (H-1) \cdot (\mu_j - 1). \)

**Example 3.** A system consists of two components \((n=2)\) connected in series, and the reliability of the first component is \( p_1 \in [\underline{p}_1, \overline{p}_1] \) and the second is \( p_2 \in [\underline{p}_2, \overline{p}_2] \). One more judgement is of the form \( \rho(x_1, x_2) \leq \Psi(x_1, x_2) = K \cdot I_{[0,T]}(x_1, x_2) \), where \( K \) and \( T \) are constants and \( I_{[0,T]}(x_1, x_2) \) is a two-dimensional indicator function. What is system reliability?

The reliabilities of the components for an arbitrary time \( t \) are to be written in the form (2)

\[ \underline{\rho}_1 \leq \int_0^T I_{[0,T]}(x_1) \int_0^T \rho(x_1, x_2) dx_1 dx_2 \leq \overline{\rho}_1, \]

\[ \underline{\rho}_2 \leq \int_0^T I_{[0,T]}(x_2) \int_0^T \rho(x_1, x_2) dx_1 dx_2 \leq \overline{\rho}_2. \]
Note that in this case $H = KT^2$, $\Gamma = K(T - t)^2$, hence

\[
P_{\text{Series}} = \Gamma - \min_i (\Phi_i - a_i) = \Gamma - \int_0^T \Psi(x_1, x_2)dx_1dx_2 + \max_i (\Phi_i) = \\
= \max_i (\Phi_i) - Kt(T - t);
\]

\[
\bar{P}_{\text{Series}} = \Gamma - \max \left(0; \sum_{i=1}^n (\Phi_i - a_i) - (H - 1) \cdot (n - 1)\right) = \\
= \min \left(K(T - t)^2; (Kt^2 + \sum_{i=1}^2 a_i - 1)\right).
\]

5 Concluding remarks

Judgements concerning the function $\Psi(x)$, which is believed to dominate the true probability distribution of a continuous variable, are practically elicitable and may be unambiguously understood by those inexperienced in probabilistic reasoning. So, a sample probability density function is defined by the totality of the values $\rho_i = \frac{n_i}{N \Delta x}$, $i = 1, 2, \ldots$, where $n_i$ is the number of observed realisations of a continuous random variable $X$ falling in the $i-$th bin with a width of $\Delta x$, and $N$ is the size of the sample. For example, in reliability analysis the continuous random variable is time to failure or time between failures, and usually reliability characteristics are counted for a time period of 1 year. That is, the width of the bins is equal to 1 year for any $i$ except for the last bin which is an open interval $[x_k, \infty)$. As a matter of fact, any reliability calculation and failure reporting systems are scaled to one-year assessments so that the experts in the field are used to think of reliability characteristics as values scaled to a year. A question of “what would be the maximum percentage of failures per year for a specified component over its lifetime?” or alike would be quite easy to answer for an expert or to assess based on even scarce failure evidence.
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Abstract
We apply random set theory to an analysis of future climate change. Bounds on cumulative probability are used to quantify uncertainties in natural and socio-economic factors that influence estimates of global mean temperature. We explore the link of random sets to lower envelopes of probability families bounded by cumulative probability intervals. By exploiting this link, a random set for a simple climate change model is constructed, and projected onto an estimate of global mean warming in the 21st century. Results show that warming estimates on this basis can generate very imprecise uncertainty models.
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1 Introduction
It is widely accepted by now that a discernible influence of anthropogenic emissions of greenhouse gases (GHGs) on the earth’s climate exists. Greenhouse gas concentrations in the atmosphere have risen by, to name just a few, 30% (carbon dioxide), 250% (methane) and 15% (nitrous oxide) in the industrial era since 1750, mainly due to human activity. Empirical evidence for a growing climate change signal is mounting, and nearly all climate models need the increased radiative forcing due to growing GHG concentrations to reproduce this signal. Still, uncertainty abounds. How sensitive is the climate to growing GHG concentrations? What amount of greenhouse gases will humankind put into the atmosphere in the 21st century?

*This work has been supported in part by the Deutsche Bundesstiftung Umwelt (German Federal Foundation of the Environment).
We believe that the application of imprecise probability concepts carries the potential to greatly improve the situation in climate change forecasting and integrated assessment of climate change policies. However, an obstacle might be the dynamical nature of climate change models, and the large number of uncertain variables which mostly range over continuous possibility spaces. In this paper, we present an application of random set methods to the estimation of global mean temperature (GMT) change in the 21st century. We interpret the corresponding belief functions as a lower envelope of a set of probability measures, and try to respect this interpretation throughout the reasoning process. The uncertain model parameters are initially quantified by lower and upper cumulative probability distribution functions (CDF) on the real line. In section 2, we discuss how this information can be converted into a random set, combined for independent model parameters, and projected onto the model output. In section 3, we present the simple temperature change model, and construct a random set for its uncertain parameters. In section 4, the uncertainty in the input values is projected onto an estimate of global mean temperature change.

2 Methods

2.1 Random Sets of Imprecise CDF Models

Consider an uncertain quantity $X$ that enters a model of some causal relationship, e.g. of the link between GHG emissions and GMT. The imprecise uncertainty about $X$ shall be described by a lower bound $F_X : \mathbb{R} \rightarrow [0, 1]$ and an upper bound $F_X : \mathbb{R} \rightarrow [0, 1]$ for a set of CDFs $F_X(x) := P(X \leq x)$ on the real line $\mathbb{R}$. In the following, such an uncertainty assessment will be called an imprecise CDF model $M_X(F_0, F_1) := \{ P \mid \forall x \in \mathbb{R} \quad F(x) \leq P(-\infty, x] \leq F(x) \}$. (1)

A monotone set function $P : \mathcal{R} \rightarrow [0, 1]$, $P(\emptyset) = 0$, $P(\mathbb{R}) = 1$ is a lower envelope or coherent lower probability on the Borel algebra $\mathcal{R}$ of the real line, if it defines a non-empty set of countably additive probability measures $M_P := \{ P \mid \forall A \in \mathcal{R} \quad P(A) \leq P(A) \}$, and $\forall A \in \mathcal{R} \quad P(A) = \inf_{P \in M_P} P(A)$ [13, theorem 3.3.3]. An $\infty$-monotone lower envelope is a belief function $Bel$.

In the theory of Dempster [4], belief functions are generated by a multi-valued mapping from an underlying space $\Psi = \{ \psi_1, ..., \psi_n \}$ onto a field of sets, in our case the Borel algebra $\mathcal{R}$ of the real line. By means of the multi-valued mapping, a probability mass assignment $m$ on $\Psi$ can be transferred to $\mathcal{R}$, i.e. there exists $m : \mathcal{R} \rightarrow [0, 1]$, with $m(A) > 0$ for only a finite number of sets $\mathcal{F} = \{ E_1, ..., E_n \} \subset \mathcal{R}$ and $\sum_{A \in \mathcal{F}} m(A) = 1$. The pair $\langle \mathcal{F}, m \rangle$ is called a (finite support) random set, and the sets $E_i \in \mathcal{F}$ focal elements. A belief function $Bel$ and its conjugate plausibility
function $Pl$ are connected to a random set by [4, 11]

$$Bel(A) = \sum_{B \subseteq A} m(B) = \sum_{i | E_i \subseteq A} m_i, \quad Pl(A) = \sum_{B \cap A \neq \emptyset} m(B) = \sum_{i | E_i \cap A \neq \emptyset} m_i$$

Thus, knowledge of the random set $(\mathcal{F}, m)$ suffices to determine $Bel$ and $Pl$ on $\mathcal{R}$.

We explore the relationship between the lower envelope of an imprecise CDF model and a belief function that can be represented by a finite support random set (in the following, the reference to the finiteness of the random set will be omitted). The goal is to capture the information content of an imprecise CDF model with a random set.

**Proposition 1** Let $\mathcal{M}_x(\mathcal{E}, \mathcal{F})$ be an imprecise CDF model as defined in (1). Let $\mathcal{A}$ be the algebra generated by the set of half-closed intervals $(a, b]$, $a < b$ of the real line $\mathbb{R}$. Let $(\mathcal{F}, m)$ be a random set, and $Bel_{\mathcal{F}}$, $Pl_{\mathcal{F}}$ the corresponding belief and plausibility functions, respectively.

If (I) $(\mathcal{F}, m)$ contains only closed intervals $E_i = [\mathcal{X}_i, \mathcal{X}_i]$, (II) $(\mathcal{F}, m)$ includes no pair of focal elements $E_i, E_j$ with $\mathcal{X}_i < \mathcal{X}_j < \mathcal{X}_i$, and (III) $\forall x \in \mathbb{R} Bel_{\mathcal{F}}(-\infty, x) = \mathcal{F}(x)$, $Pl_{\mathcal{F}}(-\infty, x) = \mathcal{F}(x)$,

then $\forall A \in \mathcal{A} \quad Bel_{\mathcal{F}}(A) = \mathcal{P}_{\mathcal{F}}(A) := \inf_{P \in \mathcal{M}_x(\mathcal{E}, \mathcal{F})} P(A)$

**Proof.** Step 1: Consider an arbitrary $(a, b) \in \mathcal{A}$, $a < b$. We have to show $\mathcal{P}_{\mathcal{F}}(a, b) = Bel_{\mathcal{F}}(a, b)$ and $\mathcal{P}_{\mathcal{F}}(a, b) = Pl_{\mathcal{F}}(a, b)$. Since $\mathcal{P}_{\mathcal{F}}(A) = 1 - \mathcal{P}_{\mathcal{F}}(A^c)$ and $Bel_{\mathcal{F}}(A) = 1 - Pl_{\mathcal{F}}(A^c)$, this implies that the equalities hold for the complement $(a, b)^c$ as well.

1a) $\mathcal{P}_{\mathcal{F}}(a, b) = \mathcal{F}(b) - \mathcal{F}(a) = \sum_{i | E_i \subseteq (-\infty, b]} m_i - \sum_{j | E_j \subseteq (-\infty, a]} m_j$

$$= \sum_{s(i) \subseteq (-\infty, a]} m_{s(i)} + \sum_{t(i) \subseteq (a, b]} m_{t(i)} - \sum_{j | E_j \subseteq (-\infty, a]} m_j$$

$$= Pl_{\mathcal{F}}(a, b)$$

1b) $\mathcal{P}_{\mathcal{F}}(a, b) = \max[0, \mathcal{F}(b) - \mathcal{F}(a)] = \max[0, \sum_{i | E_i \subseteq (-\infty, b]} m_i - \sum_{j | E_j \subseteq (-\infty, a]} m_j]$

If $\mathcal{F}(b) < \mathcal{F}(a)$, there exists $E_s = [\mathcal{X}_s, \mathcal{X}_s] \in \mathcal{F}$ with $E_s \cap (-\infty, a] \neq \emptyset$ and $E_s \not\subseteq (-\infty, b]$. Assume an arbitrary $E' = [\mathcal{Y}', \mathcal{Y}'] \in \mathcal{F}$ with $\mathcal{Y}' > a \geq \mathcal{X}_s$. By condition (II), $\mathcal{Y}' \geq \mathcal{X}_s > b$. Thus, $E' \not\subseteq (a, b]$, and $Bel_{\mathcal{F}}(a, b) = 0$.

Assume there exists $E_s \in \mathcal{F}$ with $E_s \cap (-\infty, a] \neq \emptyset$ and $E_s \not\subseteq (-\infty, b]$. By condition (I)+(II), all $E_i \subseteq (-\infty, b] \in \mathcal{F}$ intersect $(-\infty, a]$, and $\mathcal{F}(b) < \mathcal{F}(a)$. 
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Thus, if $F(b) \geq F(a)$, there is no such focal element $E_a \in F$. In other words, $\forall E_i \in F$, $E_i \not\subseteq (-\infty, b) \Rightarrow E_i \cap (-\infty, a] = \emptyset$.

$$\Rightarrow P_X(a, b) = \sum_{i(i) \in [a, b]} m_{s(i)} + \sum_{i(i) \in (-\infty, a]} m_{r(i)} - \sum_{j | E_j \cap (-\infty, a] \neq \emptyset} m_j$$

$$= Bel_f(a, b)$$

**Step 2:** Consider an arbitrary union of $k$ disjoint half-closed intervals $A_k = (a_1, b_1) \cup ... \cup (a_k, b_k)$, $a_1 < b_1 < ... < a_k < b_k$.

Choose a CDF $F^* : \mathbb{R} \rightarrow [0, 1]$ with $F^*(a_1) = \min[F(a_1), F(b_1)]$, $F^*(b_1) = F(b_1)$, ..., $F^*(a_k) = \min[F(a_k), F(b_k)]$, $F^*(b_k) = F(b_k)$. Since $F^*(a_1) \leq F^*(b_1) \leq ... \leq F^*(a_k) \leq F^*(b_k)$, such a CDF does exist, and is contained in $M_X(F, F^*)$.

$$P^*(A_k) = F^*(b_k) - F^*(a_k) + ... + F^*(b_1) - F^*(a_1)$$

$$= \max[0, F(b_k) - F(a_k)] + ... + \max[0, F(b_1) - F(a_1)]$$

$$= P_X(a_k, b_k) + ... + P_X(a_1, b_1)$$

Since the lower envelope $P_X$ is super-additive on a union of disjoint sets [13, Ch. 2.7.4], $P_X(A_k) = P^*(A_k)$. Thus, $P_X(\bigcup(I (a_1, b_1))] = \sum_{i=1}^{k} P_X(a_i, b_i)$. Since $P_X(a_1, b_1) = Bel_f(a_1, b_1)$ as shown in step 1:

$$2a) \quad P_X(A_k) = \sum_{i=1}^{k} \sum_{i | E_i \subseteq (a_1, b_1]} m_i = \sum_{i | E_i \subseteq \bigcup(I (a_1, b_i)]} m_i = Bel_f(A_k)$$

$$2b) \quad \overline{F}_X(A_k) = \overline{F}_X(-\infty, b_k] - \overline{F}_X((-\infty, a_1] \cup (b_1, a_2] \cup ... \cup (b_{k-1}, a_k])$$

$$= \overline{F}(b_k) - \overline{F}(a_1] - \overline{F}(b_1, a_2] - ... - \overline{F}(b_{k-1}, a_k]$$

$$= \sum_{i | E_i \subseteq (a_1, b_k]} m_i - \sum_{j | E_j \subseteq \bigcup(I (b_j, a_{j+1})]} m_j = Pl_f(A_k)$$

Every element of $A$ is either $\emptyset$, $\mathbb{R}$, a union of $k \in \mathbb{N}$ disjoint half-closed intervals, or its complement. For the latter, $P_X(A) = Bel_f(A)$ has been shown in step 1 and 2. For $\emptyset$, $\mathbb{R}$, $P_X(\emptyset) = Bel_f(\emptyset) = 0$ and $P_X(\mathbb{R}) = Bel_f(\mathbb{R}) = 1$.

Since the random set $(F, m)$ contains only a finite number of focal elements, its corresponding belief and plausibility function cannot fulfill condition (III) of proposition 1 for continuous $F$ and/or $\overline{F}$. For application purposes, however, this defect is not disturbing. Every imprecise CDF model with continuous lower and upper bound can be approximated by two step functions approaching the lower
bound from below and the upper bound from above [7, 12]. Consider two step functions \( SF_0, SF^* : \mathbb{R} \rightarrow [0, 1] \) of the form \( 0 = SF(x_1) < ... < SF(x_k) = 1 \),

\[
SF(x) = \begin{cases} 
SF(x_{si}) & x_{si} \leq x < x_{si+1} \\
0 & x < x_1 \\
SF(x_{sk}) & x_{sk} \leq x
\end{cases}
\]

\[
SF^*(x) = \begin{cases} 
SF^*(x_{i+1}) & x_i < x \leq x_{i+1} \\
0 & x < x_i \\
SF^*(x_i) & x_i \leq x
\end{cases}
\]

If \( \forall x \in \mathbb{R} \) \( SF^*(x) \geq SF_0(x) \), the two step functions define an imprecise CDF model \( \mathcal{M}(SF_0, SF^*) := \{ P | \forall x \in \mathbb{R} \ SF_0(x) \leq P(-\infty, x] \leq SF^*(x) \} \). The following algorithm can be used to construct a random set \((\mathcal{F}, \mathcal{M})\), which fulfills the requirements of proposition 1, from two arbitrary \( SF_0 \leq SF^* \). Let the lower bound have cumulative probability \( SF_0(x_{si}) \) at the “step” points \( x_{si} < ... < x_{sn} \), and the upper bound have cumulative probability \( SF^*(x_j^*) \) at \( x_j^* < ... < x_m^* \).

**Algorithm 1**

1. Initialize indices \( k = 1 \) (running over the focal elements of the random set to be constructed), \( i = 1 \) (running over \( x_{si} \)), \( j = 1 \) (running over \( x_j^* \)). Let \( p_k \) denote the cumulative probability already accounted for in step \( k \). Assign \( p_0 = 0 \).

2. Construct random set \( E_k = [x_j^*, x_{si}] \).

3. (a) \( SF_0(x_{si}) < SF^*(x_j^*) \): \( m_k = SF_0(x_{si}) - p_{k-1} \), \( p_k = SF_0(x_{si}) \). Raise indices \( k \rightarrow k+1 \), \( i \rightarrow i+1 \). Return to step 2.

(b) \( SF_0(x_{si}) > SF^*(x_j^*) \): \( m_k = SF^*(x_j^*) - p_{k-1} \), \( p_k = SF^*(x_j^*) \). Raise indices \( k \rightarrow k+1 \), \( j \rightarrow j+1 \). Return to step 2.

(c) \( SF_0(x_{si}) = SF^*(x_j^*) \): \( m_k = SF^*(x_j^*) - p_{k-1} \). If \( SF_0(x_{si}) = SF^*(x_j^*) = 1 \) abort the algorithm.

If \( SF_0(x_{si}) = SF^*(x_j^*) < 1 \), set \( p_k = SF^*(x_j^*) \). Raise indices \( k \rightarrow k+1 \), \( i \rightarrow i+1 \), \( j \rightarrow j+1 \). Return to step 2.

Algorithm 1 is well defined. For each step \( k \), \( x_j^* \leq x_{si} \), \( m_k > 0 \), and the algorithm will always reach the points \( x_{sn}, x_{m}^* \) with \( SF_0(x_{sn}) = SF^*(x_{m}^*) = 1 \) and abort. It constructs a random set \((\mathcal{F}, \mathcal{M})\) with \( k \leq n + m \) focal elements. The \( E_k \) are either closed intervals \([a_k, b_k] \) or singletons \([a] = [a_k, a_k] \). The algorithm is also applicable to the case of a precise probability, where \( SF_0 = SF^* = SF \).

### 2.2 Combining and Extending Random Sets

In almost all assessments of climate change, uncertainty accumulates from different sources. In general, we need to consider a multivariate uncertainty model that arises from a vector of uncertain quantities \( X = \{ X_1, ..., X_n \} \), each of which is described by an imprecise CDF model \( \mathcal{M}_X(F, \mathcal{F}) \) on the real line \( \mathbb{R} \). There are different ways to construct a joint lower envelope \( P_X \) from the lower envelopes of independent marginals \( P_{X_i} \). They depend on the concept of independence that is
Let $f$ be the transfer function. Let $\mathcal{F}$ be the set of independent random sets $\{f_i, m_i\} = \{(E_1, m_1), \ldots, (E_k, m_k)\}$. The concept of random set independence [4] leads to joint belief functions by applying Dempster's rule of combination to logically independent “marginal” random sets $\{f_i, m_i\}, 1 \leq i \leq n$.

\[
\mathcal{F}, m = \{(E_{i_1}, \ldots, i_n) = E_{i_1} \times \cdots \times E_{i_n}, m_{i_1}, \ldots, m_{i_n}, 1 \leq i_1 \leq k_1 \}
\]  

(2)

It can be easily checked that $(\mathcal{F}, m)$ generates indeed a belief and plausibility function $Bel_{\mathcal{F}}$ and $Pl_{\mathcal{F}}$ that agree with the joint lower and upper envelopes $\mathcal{P}_X$ and $\mathcal{F}_X$ on product sets, no matter under which concept of independence they were generated. However, it is less clear, how $Bel_{\mathcal{F}}$ relates to the different types of the joint lower envelope on sets $A \in \mathcal{R}^n$ that are not product sets. Comparisons of different independence concepts on finite possibility spaces indicate that random set independence yields a lower envelope that is dominated by the envelopes emanating from epistemic or strong independence [2]. It needs to be further investigated how far these findings translate to the special case presented here. For the time being, we use random set independence to construct the joint lower envelope $Bel_{\mathcal{F}}$ from the independent marginals $Bel_{\mathcal{F}}$.

Consider a model of some causal relationship, which generates a transfer function $f: \mathbb{R}^n \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^m, y = f(x)$. Let the uncertainty in the input variables $x$ be described by $M_X(Bel_f) = \{P_X | \forall A \in \mathcal{R}^n, Bel_f(A) \leq P_X(A)\}$. The corresponding random set $(\mathcal{F}, m) = \{(E_1, m_1), \ldots, (E_k, m_k)\}$ can be transferred to the model output $y$ by applying the extension principle for random set-valued variables [5]:

\[
f(E_i) := \{y | \exists x \in E_i, y = f(x)\}, \quad m_f(B) := \sum_{f(E_i) = B} m_i \quad B \in \mathcal{R}^m
\]  

(3)

Let $(f(\mathcal{F}), m_f)$ denote the transferred random set. It corresponds to a belief function $Bel_{f(\mathcal{F})}$ that is the lower envelope of a set of probabilities $M_X(Bel_{f(\mathcal{F})})$. Let $f: \mathbb{R}^n \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^m$ be Borel measurable, i.e. $\forall B \in \mathcal{R}^m f^{-1}(B) = \{x \in \mathbb{R}^m : f(x) \in B\} \in \mathcal{R}^n$. Then, every probability measure $P$ on $(\mathbb{R}^n, \mathcal{R}^n)$ is transformed by the mapping $f$ into a probability measure $P_f$ on $(\mathbb{R}^m, \mathcal{R}^m)$ defined by $\forall B \in \mathcal{R}^m P_f(B) := P(f^{-1}(B))$. Using this definition, we can transform each element of $M_X(Bel_f)$ to a probability measure on $(\mathbb{R}^m, \mathcal{R}^m)$, thus generating:

\[
f(M_X(Bel_f))) := \{P_Y | \exists P_X \in M_X(Bel_f) \forall B \in \mathcal{R}^m P_Y(B) = P_X(f^{-1}(B))\}
\]

Proposition 2 Let $\mathcal{R}^n, \mathcal{R}^m$ be Borel algebras, $f: \mathbb{R}^n \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^m$ a Borel measurable transfer function. Let $(\mathcal{F}, m), Bel_f$ describe the set of probabilities $M_X(Bel_f)$. Let $f(M_X(Bel_f))$ be the $f$-transformed set of probabilities as defined above.
Similarly, let \((f(F), m_f)\) be the \(f\)-extension of \((F, m)\) calculated from equation (3), and \(Bel_{f(F)}\) the corresponding belief function. Then
\[
f(M_X(Bel_F)) \subseteq M_Y(Bel_{f(F)}) := \{ P_Y \mid \forall B \in \mathcal{R}^m \: Bel_{f(F)}(B) \leq P_Y(B) \}
\]

**Proof.** Consider an arbitrary \(P_Y \in f(M_X(Bel_F))\). There exists a \(P_X \in M_X(Bel_F)\) with \(\forall B \in \mathcal{R}^m \: P_Y(B) = P_X(f^{-1}(B))\). For a particular, yet arbitrary \(B \in \mathcal{R}^m\)
\[
P_Y(B) = P_X(f^{-1}(B)) \geq Bel_{f(F)}(f^{-1}(B)) = \sum_{E_i \subseteq f^{-1}(B) \subseteq B} m_i = Bel_{f(F)}(B)
\]

\(\Box\)

3 A Random Set for a Simple Climate Model

3.1 Global Mean Temperature Model

We use a simple dynamical model to link radiative forcing \(F(t)\) to a change \(\Delta T\) in global mean temperature (GMT) since preindustrial times [14].

\[
C_e \cdot \Delta T'(t) = F(t) - F_{2x} \cdot \frac{\Delta T(t)}{T_{2x}}
\]

\(C_e\) effective ocean heat capacity

\(F_{2x}\) radiative forcing for a doubling of atmospheric \(\text{CO}_2\)

\(T_{2x}\) climate sensitivity

Differential equation (4) is the simplest type of energy balance model. It equates the net radiative flux into the system at the top of the atmosphere to oceanic heat uptake \(C_e \Delta T'\). If the radiative forcing was kept constant at a value \(F(t) = F_{2x}\), the system would undergo an equilibrium temperature change of \(\Delta T = T_{2x}\). Climate sensitivity \(T_{2x}\) is a crucial parameter to characterize the response of the climate system to an increase in GHG concentrations.

The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) gives an estimate of climate sensitivity \(T_{2x} = [1.5 \text{ K}, 4.5 \text{ K}]\) [3]. The panel explicitly refrains from specifying probabilistic information. Recently, models of intermediate complexity (EMICs) were used to establish probability distributions from a comparison of model results with historical atmosphere, surface and deep ocean temperature data [1, 6, 8]. Efforts are hampered by the presence of natural variability, the lack of long-term data and the multitude of forcings.

In this analysis, we use the probability distributions of [1, 6] to generate an imprecise CDF model for \(T_{2x}\) (fig. 1). The estimates of [1] are shifted to considerably higher values of climate sensitivity compared to [6], ranging up to values of
Figure 1: Imprecise CDF model for $T_{2x}$. Shown are 5%, 25%, 50%, 75%, and 95% quantiles of probability distributions from [1, 6]. Estimates of [6] depend on a prior probability for $T_{2x}$. Estimates of [1] depend on whether solar forcing (S), volcanic aerosol forcing (V), and tropospheric ozone (O) was added to greenhouse gas (G) and aerosol forcing (A). The capital letters G, A, T, S, V in the figure key specify the radiative forcing components that were considered for the particular estimate of [1].

$T_{2x} = 22$ K. One reason could be that [1] does not compare their results with deep ocean temperature data. [6] requires the ocean record to restrict $T_{2x}$ from above. However, [8] considers ocean heat uptake, and fails to discriminate between climate sensitivity in the range $T_{2x} = [1$ K, 10 K]. In this situation, we simply cut out the probability distributions of [1] at $T_{2x} = 10$ K, and allocate their total probability mass $P(T_{2x} \geq 10$ K) to this value.

Fig. 1 depicts the resulting ranges for 5%, 25%, 50%, 75%, and 95% quantile estimates in [1, 6]. We interpolate the extreme values of the ranges to generate a lower and upper CDF, and approximate the resulting imprecise CDF model with two step functions $SF_*$ and $SF^*$ (Fig. 1). There is some arbitrariness here. It could be resolved by fixing the number of “step” points $T_{2x,j}$ and $T_{2x,j}'$, and calculating the optimal approximation according to some accuracy measure [7, 12]. Algorithm 1 is applied to construct a random set $(F_{T_{2x}}, m_{T_{2x}})$ that corresponds to $M_{T_{2x}}(SF_*, SF^*) := \left\{ P \mid \forall T_{2x} \in \mathbb{R} \, \, SF_*(T_{2x}) \leq P(\neg \infty, T_{2x}) \leq SF^*(T_{2x}) \right\}$ (in the sense of proposition 1). $M_{T_{2x}}(SF_*, SF^*)$ can be compared with the IPCC estimate [1.5 K, 4.5 K] for climate sensitivity. The probability for $T_{2x} \in [1.5$ K, 4.5 K] lies in the interval [0, 1], for $T_{2x} < 1.5$ K in [0, 0.25], and for $T_{2x} > 4.5$ K in [0, 0.75]. The numbers show that $M_{T_{2x}}(SF_*, SF^*)$ does not support the IPCC estimate, especially for high climate sensitivities $T_{2x} > 4.5$ K. This reflects the fact that the upper bound of the IPCC estimate is not supported by [1, 6, 8].

Effective ocean heat capacity $C^*$ is an artificial quantity that arises from the simple form of the energy balance model (4). It depends on ocean characteristics,
but also on climate sensitivity [3]. A comparison of model (4) with emulations of different AOGCMs suggest a functional dependence of $C_e$ on $T_{2x}$ of the form $C_e \sim T_{2x}^\gamma$ with $0 < \gamma < 1$. We specify an interval uncertainty for the parameters $C_e = C_e(T_{2x} = 3 \text{ K})$ and $\gamma$, which is an adequate choice in the light of the large uncertainty surrounding ocean characteristics like vertical diffusivity [6]. Interval uncertainty is the simplest form of an imprecise CDF model. Lower and upper CDF are either 0 or 1. The model can be immediately captured by a random set $(\bar{F}C_e, \gamma_c, \bar{F}A_e, \gamma_e)$ containing just one focal element $E = [40 \text{ W/m}^2\text{K}, 50 \text{ W/m}^2\text{K}] \times [0.6, 1]$ with probability mass assignment $m(E) = 1$.

An additional uncertainty concerns the present day global mean warming $\Delta T_o$ since 1860, which enters model (4) as initial value. Estimates of $\Delta T_o$ lie in the range $0.6 \pm 0.2 \text{ K}$. We adopt the interval uncertainty $[0.4 \text{ K}, 0.8 \text{ K}]$ for $\Delta T_o$, since its small influence on future GMT projections does not justify a more complicated imprecise CDF model.

### 3.2 Radiative Forcing Model

We group the anthropogenic sources of radiative forcing $F(t)$ into carbon dioxide, which is the most important GHG, the “other” greenhouse gases (OGHG) including both the remaining direct as well as indirect GHGs, and aerosols. Solar and volcanic sources are neglected since we are interested in estimating the anthropogenic climate change signal.

\[
F(t) = F_{\text{CO}_2} \ln \left( \frac{C_{\text{CO}_2}(t)}{C_{\text{CO}_2}(1750)} \right) / \ln 2 + F_{\text{Aer}} g(E_{\text{Aer}}(t)) + F_{\text{OGHG}} h(t) \tag{5}
\]

- $C_{\text{CO}_2}$: atmospheric CO$_2$ concentration
- $E_{\text{Aer}}$: anthropogenic sulfate aerosol emissions
- $F_{\text{Aer}}$: Total aerosol forcing in the period 1990-2000
- $F_{\text{OGHG}}$: Total OGHG forcing in the period 1990-2000

The radiative properties of aerosol particles are most uncertain. Aerosols influence the radiation balance not only directly, but also indirectly by altering cloud formation processes. The IPCC estimates that the negative forcing of aerosols has been in the range $[-0.8 \text{ W/m}^2, -0.2 \text{ W/m}^2]$ (direct effect) and $[-2 \text{ W/m}^2, 0 \text{ W/m}^2]$ (indirect effect) for the period 1990-2000 [10]. [1, 6, 8] have investigated $F_{\text{Aer}}$ in their comparison of model results with historical data. Fig. 2 shows the ranges for the 5%, 25%, 50%, 75% and 95% quantile estimates from [1, 6, 8]. [8] presents a histogram probability which can be converted into two step functions for the lower and upper bound on the CDFs that are supported by the probability masses allocated to the bins of the histogram. Analogous to the case of climate sensitivity, we construct a lower CDF $S_{F_a}$ and upper CDF $S^{*}_{F_a}$ (solid lines in fig. 2). Algorithm 1 is used to generate the random set $(M_{F_{\text{Aer}}}, m_{F_{\text{Aer}}})$ that corresponds to the imprecise CDF model $M_{F_{\text{Aer}}}(S_{F_a}, S^{*}_{F_a})$. 
Figure 2: Imprecise CDF model for \( F_{Aer} \): Shown are 5%, 25%, 50%, 75% and 95% quantiles of probability distributions from \([1, 6]\), and a histogram probability from \([8]\). See Fig. 1 for additional explanation of the figure key.

The probability that \( F_{Aer} \) is contained in the IPCC estimate \([-2.8 \, \text{K}, \, -0.2 \, \text{K}] \) (direct and indirect effect combined) lies in the range \([0.95, 1]\). In contrast to climate sensitivity, the IPCC range includes \( S \cdot F_{Aer} \) (\( SF_r, SF^* \)) almost entirely. The results in \([1, 6, 8]\) support a more narrow range, where in particular the potential of a very strong negative aerosol forcing contribution is discarded.

Estimates for the radiative forcing contributions of indirect GHGs, in particular tropospheric and stratospheric ozone, exhibit relative errors between 40%-70%. The indirect GHGs have contributed around 30-40% to \( F_{OGHG} \) in the last decade. We capture the uncertainty by the interval \( F_{OGHG} \in [0.8 \, \text{W/m}^2, \, 1.2 \, \text{W/m}^2] \).

We link the uncertainty in the time-dependent paths of atmospheric \( \text{CO}_2 \) concentration \( C_{\text{CO}_2}(t) \), future changes in the radiative forcing of the OGHG \( h(t) \), and anthropogenic aerosol emissions \( E_{Aer}(t) \) directly to the socio-economic sphere. Thereby, we neglect any uncertainty about the response of the biogeochemical cycles to anthropogenic emissions. In a special report on emissions scenarios (SRES) \([9]\), the IPCC has formulated a range of scenarios describing future pathways of society and economy on a global scale. The major branching points of these scenarios are globalization vs. regionalization and sustainability orientation vs. growth orientation. In this analysis, we specify just two parameters \( G \) ("Growth") and \( S \) ("Shift"), with \( C_{\text{CO}_2}(t), \, h(t) \sim e^{Gr - St^2} \). We restrict \( S \leq G/200 \), so that the growth in atmospheric \( \text{CO}_2 \) concentration and radiative forcing of OGHGs can be dampened, but not reversed by a "shift" \( S \) in the 21st century.

As the future socio-economic development is entirely uncertain, it is appropriate to specify interval uncertainties for \( G \in [0.004/a, \, 0.012/a] \) and \( S \in [0, \, G/200] \).
Growth rates from 0.4% to 1.2% per year lead to atmospheric CO₂ concentrations from 480 ppmv to 1230 ppmv in 2100 (present day: 370 ppmv), and to a forcing contribution of the OGHG from 1 W/m² to 4 W/m². This covers the full range of the SRES scenarios including uncertainty in the biogeochemical cycles [3].

3.3 Combining the Random Set Information

Most parameter pairs are physically and epistemically independent. Present day warming \( T_0 \) depends physically on climate sensitivity and ocean heat capacity, but knowledge of \( T_0 \) alone does not constrain the assessment of \( T_{2x} \) and \( C_e \). A more critical issue is the epistemic dependence of \( F_{Aer} \) and \( T_{2x} \). Although physically independent, comparisons of model results with historical data will have a tendency to produce high estimates of \( T_{2x} \) for a large negative radiative forcing \( F_{Aer} \) of aerosols, and vice versa [6]. Neglecting this dependence will yield a more imprecise estimate of future GMT change, since the probability weight of combinations with large negative \( F_{Aer} \) and low \( T_{2x} \) leading to a weak GMT increase, and with small negative \( F_{Aer} \) and high \( T_{2x} \) leading to a strong rise of GMT, will be overestimated. This issue needs to be investigated in further studies. For the time being, we use equation (2) based on random set independence to combine the random sets for all eight parameters \( \text{par} := (\Delta T_0, T_{2x}, C_e, F_{Aer}, F_{OGHG}, G, S) \) to a joint random set \( (F_{\text{par}}, m) \).

4 Estimation of Global Mean Temperature Change

Differential equation (4) and radiative forcing model (5) generate a continuous transfer function that maps the uncertain model parameters to an increase \( \Delta T \) in GMT since 1860. The extension principle for random sets ([5], equation 3) transfers the random set \( (F_{\text{par}}, m) \) for the uncertain parameters to a random set \( (\Delta T, m) \) for GMT increase. In our specific case, the images \( f(E_{i,\text{par}}) = [\Delta T_i(t), \Delta T_i(t)] \) can be calculated with standard gradient-based optimization methods. After discretizing time in sufficiently small time steps \( \Delta t \), the boundaries of the range at time \( t_k = k \Delta t + t_0 \) are found by solving

\[
\Delta T_i(t_k) = \min_{(\Delta T_0, T_{2x}, C_e, F_{Aer}, F_{OGHG}, G, S) \in E_{i,\text{par}}} \Delta T(t_k) \quad (6)
\]

subject to \( \Delta T(t_l) = \Delta T(t_{l-1}) + \Delta t \cdot \left( \frac{F(t_{l-1})}{C_e} - \frac{F_{2x}}{C_e} \cdot \frac{\Delta T(t_{l-1})}{T_{2x}} \right) \quad 1 \leq l \leq k \)

\[
\bar{\Delta T}_i(t_k) = \max_{(\Delta T_0, T_{2x}, C_e, F_{Aer}, F_{OGHG}, G, S) \in E_{i,\text{par}}} \Delta T(t_k) \quad (7)
\]

subject to \( \Delta T(t_l) = \Delta T(t_{l-1}) + \Delta t \cdot \left( \frac{F(t_{l-1})}{C_e} - \frac{F_{2x}}{C_e} \cdot \frac{\Delta T(t_{l-1})}{T_{2x}} \right) \quad 1 \leq l \leq k \)
It can be checked that $\Delta T(t)$ is monotone in $\Delta T_o, \bar{C}, \gamma_e, F_{Aer}, F_{OOGH}, G, S$ and convex in $T_{2x}$. The latter is due to the fact that $T_{2x}$ influences $\Delta T$ both directly and indirectly through its connection to effective ocean heat capacity. Thus, program (7) is a well-defined convex optimization problem. Care has to be taken with program (6). The solution will be a boundary point of the focal element $E_{i,par}$, and we have to check both for the lower and upper bound of $T_{2x}$.

Fig. 3 shows the image $[\Delta T(t), \Delta T(t)]$ of a single focal element. The range of the image grows considerably in time. We performed a sensitivity analysis with partly resolved uncertainty. Uncertainty in the radiative forcing and climate parameters dominates the overall uncertainty in the first half of the 21st century, but socio-economic uncertainty becomes equally important in the second half of the 21st century. Most strikingly, the uncertainties on the subspaces combine in a nonlinear way. A much larger overall uncertainty is found in particular for cases where the natural systems and socio-economic uncertainties are of similar size.

The projected random set $(f_{\Delta T}, m)$ for GMT increase can be used to construct the lower CDF $F_{\Delta T}$ and upper CDF $\bar{F}_{\Delta T}$. It is important to note that the corresponding imprecise CDF model $M_{\Delta T}(E, \bar{F}) := \{ P| \forall x \in \mathbb{R} F_{\Delta T}(x) \leq P(-\infty, x) \leq \bar{F}_{\Delta T}(x) \}$ can be more imprecise than $M_{\Delta T}(Bel_{f_{\Delta T}}) := \{ P| \forall A \in \mathcal{A} Bel_{f_{\Delta T}}(A) \leq P(A) \}$, i.e. $M_{\Delta T}(E, \bar{F}) \supseteq M_{\Delta T}(Bel_{f_{\Delta T}})$. This is due to the fact, that after applying the extension principle, the focal elements $E_{i,\Delta T} = [\Delta T_{i}(t), \Delta T_{i}(t)] \in f_{\Delta T}$ might violate condition (II) of proposition 1. In this case, the lower envelope $E_{\Delta T}$ of $M_{\Delta T}(E, \bar{F})$ is strictly smaller than $Bel_{f_{\Delta T}}$ for some $A \in \mathcal{A}$. Recalling proposi-
Fig. 4 shows the lower and upper CDFs that are generated by the random set \((f_{\Delta T}, m)\). We consider the area between lower and upper CDF as an indicator for the imprecision in the uncertainty. It can be seen that the imprecision in the GMT estimate for the case of full uncertainty in the model parameters is enormous. This is partly due to the large number of uncertain parameters, as a comparison with the other cases shows. However, the cases (4.b) and (4.c) also exhibit large imprecision. This reflects the fact that the underlying imprecise CDF models for the climate parameters are already very imprecise. Certainly, they are conservative estimates, as the results of different studies were not weighed against each other. Some imprecision is also induced by the combination of the uncertainty for single parameters using random set independence (sec. 3.3).

The results can be compared with the IPCC estimate [1.8 K, 6.6 K] for GMT increase in 2100 relative to 1860 [3]. The probability for \(\Delta T \in [1.8 \text{ K}, 6.6 \text{ K}]\) lies
in the interval $[0, 1]$, for $\Delta T < 1.8$ K in $[0, 0.95]$, and for $\Delta T > 6.6$ K in $[0, 0.965]$. Despite the large range of the IPCC estimate, the uncertainty in GMT increase is too imprecise to discriminate against values outside this range. The probability mass allocated to values smaller than 1.8 K stems from random sets allowing for climate sensitivity values that are below the IPCC estimate for climate sensitivity. Similarly, the probability mass allocated to GMT increases higher than 6.6 K is due to climate sensitivity values above the IPCC estimate. As a comparison of (4.c) and (4.d) underlines, the uncertainty in climate parameters is the most influential factor on the uncertainty in GMT increase.

5 Conclusion

Imprecise probability concepts carry the potential to consistently capture the different types of uncertainties and different degrees of knowledge that are encountered in climate change analysis. However, they need to be applicable to dynamical problems with a large number of continuous uncertain variables. We suggest that imprecise CDF models are conceptually flexible and mathematically tractable enough to fulfil these competing requirements to some extent. When the imprecise CDF model is bounded by lower and upper step functions on the real line, the information about the encompassed set of additive probabilities can be condensed in a random set $(f, m)$. The corresponding belief function $Bel_f$ is the lower envelope of the imprecise CDF model on the algebra generated by the half-closed intervals of the real line. Moreover, if the random set extension principle is used to project a random set onto the range of a measurable function, no information is added in the sense that every additive probability dominating $Bel_f$ is transferred into a probability dominating the “extended” belief function.

We have constructed a random set for a simple climate model, and projected it onto an estimate for global mean temperature increase. The resulting estimate is very imprecise, with uncertainties about socio-economic development, radiative forcing and climate characteristics combining in a nonlinear way. The large imprecision of the estimate has different reasons and implications. Firstly, we incorporated a very broad range of factors in the analysis. Imprecision will be reduced if the range of factors is limited by formulating more specific questions. Secondly, we combined the random sets of single uncertain factors by assuming random set independence. This has increased the imprecision in the overall estimate, since aerosol forcing and climate sensitivity are not epistemically independent, when estimated from the present day climate change signal. Thirdly, the CDF models for the single parameters should be considered conservative estimates, which can be improved upon, when more comparisons of model results with historical data become available. Imprecision can be reduced in particular, if it is discriminated between the reliability of different models and methods.

Nevertheless, the results show that uncertainty is a key issue in the integrated
assessment of climate change. Random set methods provide new insights into the structure of the uncertainty, particularly into its imprecision. The link to imprecise CDF models seems to be an important yardstick for assessing information losses when combining random sets, and applying the extension principle. More theoretical work is needed here to enhance the applicability of random sets to climate change analysis. In addition, methods need to be developed to determine imprecise CDF models directly from a comparison of model results with historical data.
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Abstract

For many problems there is only sufficient prior information for a Bayesian decision maker to identify a class of possible prior distributions. In such cases it is of interest to find the range of possible values for the prior expectation for some real valued function of the parameter of interest. Here we show how this can be done when the imprecise prior assessment is based on linear constraints. In particular we find the joint range of possible values for a pair of such functions. We also study the joint range of the posterior expectation for a pair of functions.
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1 Introduction

Consider the usual statistical inference problem where a subjective Bayesian must select a prior probability distribution which reflects their prior knowledge and beliefs about the unknown state of nature. Often one is unable to actually choose a single prior even though some prior information is present. When this occurs the Bayesian often selects a family of possible prior distributions. In such cases one could be interested in the range of possible values for some function defined on the family of possible priors. More generally one could be interested in the set of possible values for a pair of functions. By judiciously selecting different pairs of functions such a graphical representation could help the Bayesian assess how sensible their initial choice for the family of priors really is. These graphical representations could help a pair of experts resolve possible conflicting prior beliefs. It could be used to check for areas of disagreement and to see how adjustments of some of their beliefs could lead to a merging of opinions.
In section two we assume that the parameter space contains only a finite number of points, say \( k \). If \( p = (p_1, \ldots, p_k) \) denotes a typical prior distribution we assume that the prior information can be expressed through linear equalities and inequalities involving the \( p_i \)'s. This restricts the class of possible priors to a convex subset, \( C \), say, of the \( k - 1 \) dimensional simplex of possible probability vectors of length \( k \). Note \( C \) must be a convex polytope generated by a finite number of extreme points or vertices. Let \( \phi \) denote a real valued function defined on the parameter space. Then its prior expectation is a linear function on \( C \). Dickey (see Dickey (2003)) has developed an interactive computing environment which computes the minimum and maximum of its expectation over \( C \). This program allows the statistician to incorporate their prior information in stages and see how the range of \( \phi \) changes. Here we are interested in finding the range of a pair of such functions. Because the prior expectations of the two functions are linear functions of \( p \) the range of possible values must be a convex set. Moreover, its extreme points must be contained in set of points which are images of the extreme points of \( C \). Hence, this problem is easily solved if one knows the extreme points of \( C \). But these can be found using a program that developed by Fuduka. See Fuduka (2003).

When considering the posterior expectation of such functions our problem becomes much more difficult analytically since the posterior expectation is no longer a linear function over \( C \). However, knowing the extreme points of \( C \) lets one find an approximate solution quite easily. Using these points one can generate random values in \( C \) by assigning random weights to them. Then one finds the values of the two functions at each of the realizations and plots these pairs of values.

In section three we consider the situation where the parameter is a \( r \) dimensional vector. We assume that it belongs to a convex polytope in \( r \)-dimensional Euclidean space defined by some known linear equalities and inequalities which reflect some of prior information of the statistician. A Bayesian needs to select a prior or possibly a family of prior distributions over this set to further reflect their uncertainty. For a given prior one is interested in computing prior and posterior expectations of some function of the parameter. In practice, it is usually not possible to make independent draws from a probability density defined on such a set. In such cases statisticians often employ Markov chain Monte Carlo methods to generate dependent samples from the posterior from which expectations can be computed approximately. Here, we use the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm to construct dependent samples drawn from a prior of interest. If the statistician selects as their family of priors all possible convex combinations of some finite collection of priors defined on the parameter space then for any pair of functions defined on the parameter space one can find the range of all possible values of their prior or posterior expectations.

As far as we know statisticians have not really addressed problems where imprecise knowledge is expressed through linear constraints. In section four we
will note examples of somewhat similar problems that have been studied in the operations research literature. Finally, we will point out some of the difficulties when either the dimension of $C$ or the parameter space gets too large.

## 2 The parameter space is finite

We begin by assuming that the parameter space contains only finitely many points, say $k$. In $k$-dimensional Euclidean space let $\Lambda$ denote the $k-1$ dimensional simplex of $p$ vectors with $p_i \geq 0$ and $\sum_{i=1}^{k} p_i = 1$. We assume that the known relations among the $p_i$’s can be expressed by

$$Ap = a$$

where $A$ is a known $r \times k$ matrix and $a$ is a known vector of length $r$ and

$$Bp \leq b$$

$$p \geq 0$$

where $B$ is a known $s \times k$ matrix and $b$ is a known vector of length $s$. The set of $p \in \Lambda$ which satisfy the above equations form a closed convex subset of $\Lambda$ which we will denote by $C$.

Note that the interior of $C$ is empty but we assume that properly considered $C$ will have a nonempty interior in some smaller dimensional Euclidean space with a dimension of at least two. If $\phi_1$ and $\phi_2$ are two functions defined on the parameter space we let $C(\phi_1, \phi_2)$ denote their range of possible values over $C$. Our problem is to find this set. To see what could happen in practice we considered the following simple example.

**Example 1** We let $k = 10$ and imposed two equality constraints and two inequality constraints. The equality constraints were $p_5 = p_6$ and $\sum_{i=1}^{10} ip_i = 5.5$ while the inequality constraints were $p_1 \leq p_2$ and $\sum_{i=1}^{4} p_i \leq 0.5$. When doing the posterior calculations we assumed that the probabilities of seeing the observed data under the 10 possible parameter values were 0.1, 0.15, 0.09, 0.2, 0.3, 0.2, 0.1, 0.05, 0.07 and 0.02.

As we noted in the introduction $C(\phi_1, \phi_2)$ is a convex set whose extreme points are contained in the image of all the extreme points of $C$. Hence, this becomes an easy problem once we know the extreme points of $C$.

Fortunately for many problems the extreme points of $C$ can be found easily using a program that is available over the Internet. See Fuduka (2003). It turns out for our example that $C$ has 28 extreme points.

For definiteness we let $\phi_1(i) = (i - 5.5)^2$ for $i = 1, \ldots, 10$ and $\phi_2$ be the indicator function of the set $\{2, 3, 4, 5\}$. 

Plotting $\phi_1$ and $\phi_2$ at the extreme points of $C$ we found the seven extreme points of $C(\phi_1, \phi_2)$.

Since we know the extreme points of $C$ we can use the Dirichlet family of distributions to generate a fairly flexible class of distributions which take values in $C$ and from which one can simulate directly. If $q^1, \ldots, q^m$ are the extreme points of $C$ and $W$ is Dirichlet($\alpha$) where $\alpha = (\alpha_1, \ldots, \alpha_m)$ then $\sum_{i=1}^M W_i q^i$ defines a random distribution on $C$. In some cases one may be able to make a judicious choice of $\alpha$ if some partial information about the $\phi$’s are available. For our example we generated 1,000 random values using the Dirichlet distribution with each of the 10 parameter values set equal to 0.1.

In the upper plot of Figure 1 we plotted the posterior expectations of the $\phi$’s for these 1,000 pairs of values along with the seven extreme points for the prior expectations. The prior expectations are darker and four of these points are clearly visible. They form the lower boundary of $C(\phi_1, \phi_2)$. Another, $(14.03, 0.56)$, is clearly visible as well but maybe hard to identify because the plot is quite small. The other two, $(3.82, 0.64)$ and $(4.58, 0.67)$, are totally obscured by the posterior expectations. As to be expected the posterior expectations form a smaller set than the prior expectations.

Being able to find the extreme points of $C$ is a powerful tool. In our somewhat limited experience the program we used seems quite good. In one constrained problem we considered in a different context it found over 28,000 extreme points. Using the Dirichlet distribution on the set of weights associated with the extreme points is a convenient distribution to sample from. These distributions are known as multivariate B-splines and are well studied. See for example Dahmen and Micchelli (1983). If one had a closed form expression for their densities then one could use importance sampling to approximate expectations under other densities. Unfortunately this can only be done in practice for very small problems. See for example Choudhuri (2003).

In practice one would use a much larger sample that 1,000 when studying the posterior expectations. But if the dimension of $C$ gets to large one may not be able to take a large enough sample to get a reasonable approximation. In such cases one can find the minimum or maximum of the posterior expectation of a particular $\phi$ using a random search. The basic idea underlying random searches is well know and is quite simple. See for example Swann (1974).

### 3 The parameter space is a convex polytope

Here we will consider cases where the parameter space is no longer finite. We will assume that the parameter is a $m$ dimensional vector, $\theta$ and that any possible choice for $\theta$ must satisfy

$$A\theta = a$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)
where $A$ is a known $r \times m$ matrix and $a$ is a known vector of length $r$ and

$$B\theta \leq b$$

where $B$ is a known $s \times m$ matrix and $b$ is a known vector of length $s$.

These constraints represent some of the statistician’s prior information about $\theta$. The parameter space, $\Theta$, is the set of all $\theta$ which satisfy the above two equations. It is a convex polytope in $m$ dimensional Euclidean space with an empty interior.

We begin by assuming that the statistician can select a prior density $f$ over the parameter space to reflect the rest of their prior information. After discussing this case we will consider the situation where the statistician can only determine a family of possible prior densities.

Let $\phi$ denote some function defined on $\Theta$. Then we are interested in finding

$$\mu = \int_{\Theta} \phi(\theta) h(\theta) d\theta$$

approximately. Interesting choices of $h$ include $f$ and the posterior density of $\theta$ under $f$ given the data.

For most cases of interest this means employing Markov chain Monte Carlo methods. Here we will use the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm. With the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm one generates dependent observations, $Y_1, Y_2, \ldots$ from a suitable chosen Markov chain with values in $\Theta$ and then calculates

$$\hat{\mu}_n = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \phi(Y_i)$$

In nice situations $\hat{\mu}_n \rightarrow \mu$ almost surely.

If the current value of the chain is $\theta^*$ then one selects a proposal value for the next possible value in the sequence, $\theta'$, according to some probability distribution. Whether or not this new value is used depends on this probability distribution and the value of $h$ at the two points. If $q(u, v)$ denotes the probability of selecting $v$ as the proposal point when $u$ is the current value we let

$$R = \frac{h(v)q(v, u)}{h(u)q(u, v)}$$

and accept the proposal with probability $\min(1, R)$. From this equation we see that the density $h$ needs to be known only up to a constant since the value of $R$ does not depend on this value.

We now explain how this can be done for our problem. Suppose $\theta^*$ is our current state which is assumed to lie in the relative interior of $\Theta$. In particular, this means that it yields a strict inequality in all the equations in 5. There is an intuitive two step process by which we can choose the proposal. First, we select a random direction, $d$, in $\Theta$. Remember that even though $d$ is a vector of length $m$
it must remain in $\Theta$ which is essentially a lower dimensional set. The distribution for choosing $d$ will not depend on the value $\theta^*$. Next, we find the set of points in $\Theta$ which lie either in the direction $d$ or $-d$ from $\theta^*$ and choose the proposal at random from this set.

It is important to note that for this scheme if $\theta'$ is the proposal then

$$q(\theta^*, \theta') = q(\theta', \theta^*)$$

This follows because if $d$ is the direction from $\theta^*$ to $\theta'$ then the only way to move from $\theta^*$ to $\theta'$ is if the directions $d$ or $-d$ were selected in the first step. Of course the same is true if we are moving from $\theta'$ to $\theta^*$. Clearly, the second step has the same distribution no matter which of the two points was chosen as the initial point.

To implement this scheme we proceed as follows. To get our direction $d$ we choose at random a vector from $S$, the unit sphere in $m$ dimensional Euclidean space and then project it onto the null space of $A$. Next, we normalize this vector so that its length is one and denote it by $d$. Remember that $d \in S$. Let $S(A)$ denote the subset $S$ consisting of all vectors which can be generated in this way. Since we use the uniform distribution on the surface of $S$ to choose the first vector, the distribution of $d$ must be uniform on $S(A)$. This follows by symmetry. The probability of $d$ falling in any region of some fixed shape is independent of the location of the region in $S(A)$.

Let $\theta^*$ denote a point which lies in the relative interior of $\Theta$ and consider vectors of the form

$$\theta^* + \alpha d$$

where $\alpha$ is a real number. Note if $d$ does not belong to the null space of $A$ this point cannot belong to $\Theta$ whenever $\alpha \neq 0$. On the other hand if $Ad = 0$ and $\alpha$ is sufficiently close to zero then this point will belong to $\Theta$. Hence, $\alpha$ should be selected from the set of possible values that satisfy all the constraints of equation 5. This is a total of $s$ constraints. Each constraint will result in either an upper or lower bound for $\alpha$. Consider the interval formed by the maximum of these lower bounds to the minimum of these upper bounds. This is the range of possible values for $\alpha$ for which the vector in equation 8 will belong to $\Theta$. Given a $\theta^*$ and a $d$ in this equation then one just selects a value for $\alpha$ from the uniform distribution on its interval of possible values resulting in the proposal

$$\theta' = \theta^* + \alpha d$$

To recap, this is essentially a very simple procedure. Given a current value in the interior of $\Theta$ we first pick a random direction in $\Theta$ and then find how far we can move either in this or the opposite direction and still remain in $\Theta$. Note that this method of selecting a proposal point does not depend in any way on the function $h$ although from equation 7 the probability of it being accepted does depend on $h$. When $h$ is the uniform distribution then the proposal is always accepted.
Suppose now the statistician does not have enough prior information to select a single prior density over $\Theta$ but can only specify a family of possible priors on $\Theta$. A convenient and often sensible choice for such a family is all possible convex combinations of some finite set of densities. Let $f_1, \ldots, f_n$ denote such a finite set of densities and $\Pi$ the family of all possible convex combinations of the $f_i$’s. For a function $\phi$ define on $\Theta$ let $\Pi(\phi)$ be the range of possible values of the prior expectation of $\phi$ as the prior ranges over all members of $\Pi$. Since for each $f_i$ we can find its $\phi$ expectation approximately we can find $\Pi(\phi)$ approximately. It is just the interval from the minimum to the maximum of these $n$ prior expectations.

Suppose instead we wished to find the joint range of the prior expectations of two functions as the prior ranged over $\Pi$, say $\Pi(\phi_1, \phi_2)$. This is easily done since it is just the convex hull of all points of the form $(\int \phi_1 f_i, \int \phi_2 f_i)$ for $i = 1, \ldots, n$. Posterior calculations are handled in exactly the same way since for any prior in $\Pi$ the posterior is just a convex combination of the $n$ posteriors. Finally, we emphasize the importance of only needing to know any probability density up to a constant since for most of these kind of problems the normalizing constant will be unknown.

**Example 2** We let $m = 5$ and supposed $\theta$ is the parameter for the multinomial distribution. We imposed the constraints $\theta_1 \leq \theta_2$, $(\theta_1 + \theta_2)/2 \leq (\theta_3 + \theta_4 + \theta_5)/3$ and $\theta_4 \leq \theta_5$ to get the parameter space $\Theta$. We assumed the class of possible priors is all possible convex combinations of three Dirichlet distributions restricted to $\Theta$. These were taken to be Dirichlet(2,2,2,2,2), Dirichlet(0.5,0.5,0.5,0.5,0.5) and Dirichlet(0.5,1.0,1.5,2,2.5). The two functions of interest were $\phi_1(\theta) = \theta_4 - \theta_3$ and $\phi_2(\theta) = \theta_5 - \theta_3$. To compare the prior and posterior expectations we assumed that a random sample of size 20 had been observed with the observed counts of states 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 being 2, 3, 4, 3 and 8 respectively.

Using our methods we found approximately the three extreme points of $\Pi(\phi_1, \phi_2)$ and the corresponding extreme points for the posterior problem. As we noted before it is crucial that the densities on $\Theta$ need only be known up to a constant to find these integrals approximately. The results are given in the lower plot of Figure 1. The prior expectations are marked by $0$ and the posterior expectations are marked by $x$. As to be expected the posterior range is much smaller than the prior range.

Using our approach and considering various sets of constraints, families of priors, choices of $\phi_1$ and $\phi_2$ and hypothetical samples can be useful in helping one select a sensible representation of their prior beliefs for a particular problem.

We end this section by noting that our method of picking a proposal point can be adapted to the random search method we mentioned in section 2. Formally, the two spaces $C$ and $\Theta$ are essentially the same. In the random search algorithm given a point in the interior of $C$ one needs to be able to choose a point at random from a small neighborhood that contains it. Hence after a direction has been selected at random rather than allowing a move that is as far as possible in either direction...
Figure 1: The upper plot contains the seven extreme points for the prior expectations and the plot of 1,000 posterior expectations for the functions $\phi_1$ and $\phi_2$ in Example 1. The lower plot gives the extreme points for prior (marked by 0) and posterior (marked by $x$) expectations of $(\phi_1, \phi_2)$ for Example 2. In both cases the horizontal and vertical axes are the $\phi_1$ and $\phi_2$ expectations respectively.
one restricts the new point to be no more than $\varepsilon$ away in either direction from the current point where $\varepsilon > 0$ is fixed.

4 Discussion

Although constraints seem a natural way to incorporate prior information into an inference problem they have not been widely considered in the statistical literature. The main reason seems to be that they are difficult to deal with both theoretically and practically. Betrò and Guglielmi (2000) considered robust Bayesian analysis under moment constraints in a fairly abstract setting and concluded that none of the current algorithms were good enough to be adopted for routine use. Generating random samples from distributions defined over bounded subsets of $m$ dimensional Euclidean has been considered in a variety of contexts. Smith (1984) considers the problem of generating independent uniform observations from a bounded region while Belisle, Romeijn and Smith (1993) considers algorithms for generating observations from a general multivariate distribution. They assume that the region of interest is open with a nonempty interior which will not work here. Boender et al. (1991) and Chen and Schmeiser (1993) consider somewhat related problems.

At the present time Markov chain Monte Carlo methods seem to be the best way to handle the types of problems considered in section 3. They come with no guarantees however. If run long enough they will converge to the correct answer but in a given example it can be very difficult to know when to stop. When $m$ is large it is impossible to visualize $\Theta$. From our experience, it seems one should select a starting value for $\theta$ that is somewhere in the “center” of $\Theta$. In some cases it seems that it is possible for the chain to spend long periods trapped in a corner near the boundary of $\Theta$. If you start in the center then any region of $\Theta$ you eventually reach you will also eventually leave. When trying to compute equation 6 approximately it is not necessary to visit every niche and corner of $\Theta$ especially those where $h$ puts little weight. But in examples we have studied we have seen that it can take a very long time to reach certain regions very near the boundary. As be noted by many authors when $m$ increases we must deal with the “curse of dimensionality”. For a helpful discussion on the convergence of Markov chain Monte Carlo simulations see Geyer (1992) and Gelman and Rubin (1992).

The methods discussed here not only can help a single statistician evaluate the consequences of their prior assessments but could help a pair of experts resolve possibly conflicting prior beliefs. It can be used to check how areas of disagreement will effect their inferences. It could help them study how adjustments of some of their beliefs could lead to a merging of opinions. Clearly this is not a theory of how to readjust one beliefs when face with new information but a way to explore the consequences of readjustments of linear constraints. Here we have emphasized exploring jointly the prior or posterior expectations for a pair of
functions. The methods work for jointly exploring three and even more functions however convenient graphical representations are no longer possible.

Our simulations were done using \textit{R}. We are preparing a small package that would make it easy for others to implement these methods. Once it is finished we will submit it to the \textit{R} archives for public distribution. We hope to complete this sometime this year.

Finally, the authors wish to thank Charles Geyer for many helpful discussions.
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Abstract

This paper studies the possibility of representing lower previsions by continuous linear functionals. We prove the existence of a linear isomorphism between the linear space spanned by the coherent lower previsions and that of an appropriate space of continuous linear functionals. Moreover, we show that a lower prevision is coherent if and only if its transform is monotone. We also discuss the interpretation of these results and the new light they shed on the theory of imprecise probabilities.
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1 Introduction

The theory of imprecise probabilities especially that of coherent lower previsions has been designed to mathematically cope with subjective behavior in decision situations (cf. Walley [11]). It has evolved so extensively that coherent lower previsions have been repeatedly reinvented under different names like e.g. “coherent risk measures” (cf. Delbaen [4]) or “maxmin expected utility” (cf. Gilboa and Schmeidler [7]).

From an applicational and often also mathematical point of view nonlinear functionals like coherent lower previsions cannot as nice be handled as (monotone) continuous linear functionals. So, in this paper, we are interested in representing the former functionals by the latter. For nonadditive set functions such a representation is well-known as Dempster-Shafer-$$\text{Shapley Representation Theorem}$$ in the discrete case or as Möbius transform in the general case (cf. Denneberg [5], Gilboa and Schmeidler [6] and Marinacci [10]).

The main steps of constructing such a transformed set function run as follows. First, given a totally monotone set function $$\nu$$ on an algebra $$\mathcal{A}$$, to every set $$A \in \mathcal{A}$$ is assigned a function $$\check{A}$$ on the extreme points of the convex set of normalized
totally monotone set functions and defined by \( A(\eta) := \eta(A) \). Since the extreme points are the filter games and therefore \( \{0, 1\} \)-valued (cf. Choquet [3] p. 260 f.) all \( A \) can be interpreted as characteristic functions of the sets \( \{\eta \mid \eta(A) = 1\} \). Then, by different methods, it can be shown that there exists a bijective mapping from the set of totally monotone set functions to the set of (positive) measures on the \( \sigma \)-algebra generated by the \( A, A \in \mathcal{A} \). Finally, this bijective mapping can be extended to the linear spaces each spanned by the respective class of set functions.

In this paper we will show that the main results of these theorems do not presuppose the functions being totally monotone set functions. Even a structured domain like an algebra is not necessary to obtain analogous results for coherent lower previsions. In our main theorem (Theorem 2) we provide a representation theorem for coherent lower previsions which contains results analogously to those sketched in the preceding paragraph for totally monotone set functions.

2 Preliminaries

Let \( \Omega \) be a nonempty set, \( B(2^\Omega) \) the linear space of bounded (w.r.t. the supremum norm) real-valued functions on \( \Omega \) and \( K \subset B(2^\Omega) \) be nonempty. To avoid laborious considerations of special cases, we will assume that there is at least one nonzero function in \( K \). A lower prevision on \( K \) is a real-valued functional \( P : K \rightarrow \mathbb{R} \). A lower prevision \( P \) is called coherent, if \( P(f) \geq \sum_{i=1}^{n} \lambda_i P(f_i) + \lambda_0 \) whenever \( f \geq \sum_{i=1}^{n} \lambda_i f_i + \lambda_0 \) with \( f, f_i \in K, \lambda_i > 0, \lambda_0 \in \mathbb{R}, n \in \mathbb{N} \). This definition is not the usual one (cf. Walley [11, Definition 2.5.1]) but it follows immediately from Proposition 3.1.2 (d) and Lemma 3.1.3 (b) in Walley’s book and it will be of use to prove a functional being not coherent. Furthermore, this characterization of coherence can nicely be interpreted in the following way. As usual, \( \Omega \) denotes a possibility space, \( K \) a set of gambles, i.e. positive or negative rewards depending on the uncertain state \( \omega \in \Omega \). A lower prevision \( P \) of a gamble \( f \) is then the supremum buying price for \( f \) one is willing to pay. Since the system of buying prices have to fulfill some justified consistency properties, Walley introduced the notion of coherence which, using the characterization given above, means that, whenever a gamble \( f \) is dominating a portfolio of other gambles (possibly including a sure gain or loss \( \lambda_0 \)) independently of the state \( \omega \), one should be willing to pay at least as much for \( f \) as one is willing to pay for the individual gambles included in the portfolio (not for the portfolio as whole - this would be considered as one gamble).

If \( K \) consists of characteristic functions then \( P \) can be interpreted as a set function and then is called a coherent lower probability. We have shown in [8] that the normalized exact games in cooperative game theory are the coherent lower probabilities. Simple examples of coherent lower probabilities are unanimity games, i.e. set functions \( u_A \) on an algebra \( \mathcal{A} \) with \( A \in \mathcal{A} \) and \( u_A(B) = 1 \) if \( B \supseteq A \) and 0 else. If \( K \) is a linear space containing constant functions then \( P \) is a coherent lower prevision if and only if it is monotone, positively homogeneous, superadditive, normal-
ized (i.e. \( P(1) = 1 \)) and constant additive (i.e. \( P(f + c) = P(f) + P(c) \)). This char-
acterization is almost equivalent to that of “coherent risk measures” (cf. Delbaen
[4] and Maas [9]). It is well-known (cf. Walley [11], Chapter 3) that every cohe-
rent lower prevision can be extended coherently to the linear space of all bounded
real-valued functions. The minimum of all such extensions exists and is called the
natural extension. Since coherence implies that every function \( f \in K \) is mapped
into the bounded interval \( \inf f, \sup f, CLP(K) \) is contained in \( BLP(K) \). Denote by
\( BLP(K) \) the linear space of all lower previsions on \( K \) which are bounded w.r.t. the
operator norm \( \| \cdot \| : \sup_{\epsilon \in K, f \neq 0} \frac{|P(f)|}{\|f\|_\infty} \), and by \( CLP(K) \) the convex set of all
coherent lower previsions on \( K \).

The linear space \( BLP(K) \) will additionally be considered as a topological
space endowed with the topology \( T \) having as subbase the sets \( B(P, f, \epsilon) := \{ P' \in 
BLP(K) \mid |P'(f) - P(f)| < \epsilon \} \), with \( P \in BLP(K), f \in K, \epsilon > 0 \). The definition of \( T \)
is similar to that of the weak* topology and it is the smallest making all functions
\( \tilde{f} : BLP(K) \rightarrow \mathbb{R}, \quad \tilde{f}(P) := P(f) \)
continuous for all \( f \in K \). The set of all such \( \tilde{f} \) will be denoted by \( \tilde{K} \), the linear
space spanned by \( \tilde{K} \) will be denoted by \( \text{span}(\tilde{K}) \). The topology \( T \) is also known as
the topology of pointwise convergence and, by definition of the product topology,
\( T \) is identical with the relative topology of \( BLP(K) \) as a subset of the product
space \( \Pi_{f \in K} \mathbb{R}_f \), \( \mathbb{R}_f := \mathbb{R} \) for all \( f \in K \).

We start with some topological results that will serve as technical basis for the
following analysis.

**Proposition 1** Under the topology \( T \) the linear space \( BLP(K) \) is a locally convex
and Hausdorff topological linear space.

**Proof.** We have to show that \( T \) possesses a base consisting of convex sets. Since
convexity is preserved under forming intersections it suffices to show that the
given subbase of \( T \) consists of convex sets. Therefore, suppose \( P_1, P_2 \in B(P, f, \epsilon) \)
with \( P \in BLP(K), f \in K \) and \( \epsilon > 0 \) and let \( \lambda \in [0, 1] \). Then
\[
|\lambda P_1(f) + (1 - \lambda) P_2(f) - P(f)| \leq \lambda |P_1(f) - P(f)| + (1 - \lambda) |P_2(f) - P(f)| < \epsilon,
\]

i.e. \( B(P, f, \epsilon) \) is convex since \( P_1, P_2 \) and \( \lambda \) were chosen arbitrarily. Hence, all elements of the subbase are convex since \( P, f \) and \( \epsilon \) were chosen arbitrarily. \( \square \)

**Proposition 2** The unit ball in \( (BLP(K), \| \cdot \|) \), \( B := \{ P \in BLP(K) \mid \|P\| \leq 1 \} \), is
\( T \)-compact.

**Proof.** Let \( I := \Pi_{f \in K} [-1, 1] \). By Tychonoff’s Theorem, \( I \) is compact w.r.t. the
product topology. Let \( \tau : B \rightarrow I \) be the injective mapping \( \tau(P) := \Pi_{f \in K} \frac{P(f)}{\|f\|_\infty} \). Since
the sets $B(P, f, \varepsilon) := \{P' \in B \mid |P'(f) - P(f)| < \varepsilon\}$ with $P \in B$, $f \in K$, $\varepsilon > 0$ form a subbase for the relative topology $\mathcal{T}_B$ of $B$ generated by $\mathcal{T}$ and since $\{\Pi_{k \in K} U_{f_k} \mid U_f = \mathbb{R} \forall f \in K \setminus \{f'\}, U_{f'} = \{x - \varepsilon, x + \varepsilon, f' \in K, x \in \mathbb{R}, \varepsilon > 0\}\}$ is a subbase of the product topology in $\mathbb{R}^K$, the images of the $\mathcal{T}_B$-subbase elements of $\mathcal{T}_B$ form a subbase of the relative product topology in $\mathcal{T}(B)$. Thus $\bar{T}$ is a homeomorphism between $B$ endowed with the relative $\mathcal{T}$-topology, and $\bar{T}(B)$ endowed with the relative product topology. Therefore, to prove that $B$ is $\mathcal{T}$-compact, it suffices to show that $B$ is $\mathcal{T}$-closed. This is easily done since for any $P \in BLP(K)$ with $\|P\| > 1$ there exist $a \in K$ and $v > 0$ so that $\|P(f)\| > \|f\|_\infty + v$ such that $B(P, f, v)$ is an open neighborhood of $P$ disjoint from $B$, i.e., $B$ is $\mathcal{T}$-closed. 

**Proposition 3** The set $CLP(K)$ is $\mathcal{T}$-compact in $BLP(K)$.

**Proof.** Obviously, $CLP(K)$ is a subset of the $\mathcal{T}$-compact set $B$. So, it remains to prove that $CLP(K)$ is $\mathcal{T}$-closed. Suppose $P$ is a noncoherent lower prevision. Then there exist $f, f_i \in K$, $\lambda_i > 0$, $\lambda_0 \in \mathbb{R}$, $i \in \{1, \ldots, n\}$ and $\varepsilon > 0$ with $f \geq \sum_{i=1}^n \lambda_i f_i + \lambda_0$ and $P(f) + \varepsilon < \sum_{i=1}^n \lambda_i P(f_i) + \lambda_0$. Setting $\varepsilon_i := \varepsilon/(2\sum_{i=1}^n \lambda_i)$, the set $B(P, f, \varepsilon_i) \cap \bigcap_{i=1}^n B(P, f_i, \varepsilon_i)$ is an open neighborhood of $P$ which is disjoint from $CLP(K)$. Hence, $CLP(K)$ is $\mathcal{T}$-compact.

The main result of this paper will heavily base on the Bishop-de Leeuw Theorem (cf. Alfsen [1, Theorem I.4.14]) which, like Choquet’s Theorem, belongs to a group of results generalizing the famous Krein-Milman Theorem. We recall that the Baire $\sigma$-algebra is the smallest $\sigma$-algebra for which all continuous real-valued functions are measurable, with, as usual, the Borel $\sigma$-algebra on the range space $\mathbb{R}$.

**Theorem 1 (Bishop-de Leeuw)** Suppose $E$ is a locally convex Hausdorff space over $\mathbb{R}$ and $X$ a nonempty compact convex subset of $E$. Denote by $A(X)$ the linear space of continuous real-valued functions $a : X \to \mathbb{R}$ which are affine, i.e., $a(\lambda x + (1 - \lambda)y) = \lambda a(x) + (1 - \lambda)a(y)$ for $x, y \in X$, $0 \leq \lambda \leq 1$ and by $\mathcal{B}_0$ the Baire $\sigma$-algebra on $X$. Then for every $x \in X$ there exists a probability measure $\mu_x$ on the $\sigma$-algebra $\mathcal{B}(X) \cap \mathcal{B}_0$, such that

$$a(x) = \int a \, d\mu_x \quad \text{for all } a \in A(X).$$

Generally, it is not possible to replace the Baire $\sigma$-algebra by the more usual Borel $\sigma$-algebra (cf. Alfsen [1, p. 39 f.]).

**3 Main Results**

In this section, we present the announced isomorphism between the linear space spanned by $CLP(K)$ and a linear space of continuous linear functionals and char-
acterize the previsions in $CLP(K)$ by monotonicity of their transform. As a preparation, we start with a simple application of the Bishop-de Leeuw Theorem.

**Lemma 1** For every coherent lower prevision $P$ on $K$ there exists a probability measure $\mu_P$ on the $\sigma$-algebra $\text{ex}(CLP(K)) \cap \mathcal{B}_0$, such that

$$P(f) = \int \tilde{f} \, d\mu_P \quad \text{for all } f \in K. \quad (2)$$

**Proof.** The assertion made in the lemma follows directly from Theorem 1 using Proposition 1 and 3 and from $\tilde{\nu}$ the masses of the transform $\mu_P$. We obviously have found that the continuous linear functional $\int \cdot d\mu_P$ represents the coherent lower prevision $P$ via the nonlinear application $f \mapsto \tilde{f}$. Unfortunately, the representing measure $\mu_P$ needs not to be unique as the following example shows.

**Example 1** Let $\Omega = \{1, 2, 3\}$ and $\nu : 2^\Omega \to \mathbb{R}$ be the coherent lower probability defined by $\nu(A) := \frac{1}{2}$ iff $|A| = 2$ and $\nu(A) := 0$ iff $|A| < 2$. Then $\nu$ is an extreme point of the set of coherent lower probabilities on $2^\Omega$, $CLP(2^\Omega)$. Suppose $\nu$ is a convex combination of two coherent lower probabilities $\nu_1$ and $\nu_2$. Obviously, $\nu_1(A) = \nu_2(A) = \nu(A)$ for all $A$ with $\nu(A) \in \{0, 1\}$, i.e. $|A| \neq 2$. Therefore, suppose $\nu_1(\{1, 2\}) > \nu(\{1, 2\}) = \frac{1}{2}$. By coherence of $\nu_1$, $1_{\{1\}} \geq 1_{\{1, 2\}} + 1_{\{1, 3\}} - 1$ implies $\nu_1(\{1\}) \geq \nu_1(\{1, 2\}) + \nu_1(\{1, 3\}) - 1$ such that $\nu_1(\{1, 3\}) < \frac{1}{2}$. Analogously, $\nu_2$ is an extreme point of $CLP(2^\Omega)$. The same argument applied to $\nu_2$ implies that both $\nu_1$ and $\nu_2$ are at least for two of three sets $A$ with $|A| = 2$ smaller than or equal to $\nu(A)$. Hence, $\nu_1 = \nu_2 = \nu$.

*Further on, it is easy to see that all unanimity games on $2^\Omega$ are extreme points of $CLP(2^\Omega)$. The coherent lower probability $\nu' : 2^\Omega \to \mathbb{R}$ defined by $\nu'(A) := \frac{1}{2}$ iff $|A| = 2$ and $\nu'(A) := 0$ iff $|A| < 2$ can be obtained by two different convex combinations of extreme points of $CLP(2^\Omega)$, $\nu' = \frac{1}{4}u_{\{1, 2\}} + \frac{1}{4}u_{\{1, 3\}} + \frac{1}{4}u_{\{2, 3\}}$ and $\nu' = \frac{1}{4}\nu + \frac{3}{4}u_{\Omega}$. Since the coefficients of the extreme points used in the convex combinations are the masses of the transform $\mu_{\nu'}$ of $\nu'$, we obtain that uniqueness of the representing measure cannot be guaranteed.*

To obtain uniqueness, we have to draw our attention to the integrals because for two representing measures $\mu_\nu$ and $\mu_{\nu'}$ of $P$ we have, by Lemma 1,

$$\int \tilde{f} \, d\mu_\nu = \int \tilde{f} \, d\mu_{\nu'} \quad \text{for all } f \in K. \quad (3)$$

So, if we just restrict the continuous linear functional $\int \cdot d\mu_\nu$ to the linear space $\text{span}(\tilde{K})$ we get the desired uniqueness.

---

1It can be shown that $\nu$ is the only non-unanimity game in the set of extreme points of $CLP(2^\Omega)$. 
The subsequent lemma (cf. Maaß [9, Proposition 6]) is mainly for technical use in the proof of the following theorem. As will be discussed after Lemma 3, it can be of practical use.

**Lemma 2** Let $\{P_i\}_{i \in I}$ be a nonempty indexed set of coherent lower previsions on $K \subset B(2^Ω)$ and the lower prevision $P : B(2^I) \to \mathbb{R}$ be coherent. Then the functional

$$f \mapsto P(i \mapsto P_i(f)) \quad (4)$$

is a coherent lower prevision.

**Proof.** The functional defined in (4) is well defined since coherence of the $P_i$ implies $-\infty < \inf f \leq P_i(f) \leq \sup f < \infty$ such that the function $i \mapsto P_i(f)$ is bounded for every $f \in K$. By considering the natural extensions $E_i$ of $P_i$, coherence is easily verified for the functional $B(2^I) \to \mathbb{R}, f \mapsto P(i \mapsto E_i(f))$ by using the characterization of coherence on linear spaces, and therefore for its restriction to $K$ as defined in (4).

This rather abstract lemma can be used to prove results which were formulated as individual theorems in Walley’s book (cf. Walley [11, 2.6.3 - 2.6.7] and Maaß [8, Corollary 4.2]). The following lemma generalizes one of these results, namely that convex combinations of coherent lower previsions are again coherent.

**Lemma 3** Let $X \subset CLP(K), \mathcal{A}$ be a $\sigma$-algebra over $X$ making all $\tilde{f}$ measurable and $\mu$ be a probability measure on $\mathcal{A}$. Then the lower prevision

$$P : K \to \mathbb{R}, \quad P(f) := \int \tilde{f} \, d\mu \quad (5)$$

is coherent.

**Proof.** The integral $\int \tilde{f} \, d\mu$ is of course coherent and applies to functions $X \to \mathbb{R}, \mathcal{P}' \mapsto \tilde{f}(\mathcal{P}') = \mathcal{P}'(f)$. Applying Lemma 2 yields the desired result.

Before proceeding with the main issue of this paper, a possible application of Lemma 2 should be sketched. Suppose $I$ is a nonempty set of persons assigning values in a coherent way to all gambles $f \in K$, i.e. $\{P_i\}_{i \in I}$ is an indexed set of coherent lower previsions. Furthermore, suppose we also want to assign values coherently to all $f \in K$ just by incorporating the $P_i$. Using the already cited well-known theorems (cf. Walley [11, 2.6.3 - 2.6.7]), we could take the lower envelope of all $P_i, \inf_{i \in I} P_i$, as our coherent lower prevision if we were very cautious. If we had certain opinions on the coherent lower previsions of all persons we also could assign weights $\lambda_i$ to every $P_i$ and take $\sum_{i \in I} \lambda_i P_i$ as our coherent lower prevision (cf. Lemma 3). But using Lemma 2 we can go even further. We can assign weights $\mu(J)$ to “coalitions” $J \subset I$ in order to express that if certain persons agree on the evaluation of some gamble $f$ this should count more than the evaluations of other
persons. If this set function $\mu$ is supermodular then the Choquet integral $\int f \, d\mu$ is coherent and, by Lemma 2, so is the lower prevision $f \mapsto \int (i \mapsto \mathcal{L}_i) \, d\mu$

By merely collecting the results from Lemma 1, the remarks following Example 1 (especially Equation (3)) and Lemma 3, we obtain the subsequent proposition which contains the essential mathematical part of the main theorem of this paper (Theorem 2).

**Proposition 4** The mapping

$$\text{CLP}(K) \to \left\{ \left( \int_{\text{span}(\tilde{K})} \cdot \, d\mu \right) | \mu : \text{ex}(\text{CLP}(K)) \cap \mathcal{B}_0 \to \mathbb{R} \text{ probability measure} \right\},$$

$$\mathcal{P} \mapsto \left( \int_{\text{span}(\tilde{K})} \cdot \, d\mu \right)$$

with $\mathcal{P}(f) = \int f \, d\mu$ for all $f \in K$ is bijective.

We now expand this first result to the linear spaces spanned by the respective sets used in Proposition 4. Thus, denote by

$$V_1 := \left\{ \lambda_1 \mathcal{P}_1 - \lambda_2 \mathcal{P}_2 | \lambda_1, \lambda_2 \geq 0, \mathcal{P}_1, \mathcal{P}_2 \in \text{CLP}(K) \right\}$$

(7)

the linear space of functionals spanned by $\text{CLP}(K)$ and by

$$V_2 := \left\{ \left( \int_{\text{span}(\tilde{K})} \cdot \, d\mu \right) | \mu : \text{ex}(\text{CLP}(K)) \cap \mathcal{B}_0 \to \mathbb{R} \text{ of bounded variation} \right\}.$$  

(8)

the linear space of restricted integrals w.r.t. signed measures on $\text{ex}(\text{CLP}(K)) \cap \mathcal{B}_0$ of bounded variation. Let $V_1$ be endowed with $\mathcal{T}_{V_1}$, the relative topology of $V_1$ generated by $\mathcal{T}$, i.e. the smallest topology making all $\tilde{f}$ restricted to $V_1$ continuous and let $V_2$ be endowed with $\mathcal{T}_{V_2}$, the weak* topology, i.e. the smallest topology making all natural embeddings $\tilde{f} : V_2 \to \mathbb{R}$, $\tilde{f} \left( \left( \int \cdot \, d\mu \right)_{\text{span}(\tilde{K})} \right) := \int \tilde{f} \, d\mu$ continuous. Further on, let the norm $\| \cdot \|_{V_1}$ be defined by

$$\| \mathcal{P} \|_{V_1} := \inf \{ \lambda_1 + \lambda_2 | \mathcal{P} = \lambda_1 \mathcal{P}_1 - \lambda_2 \mathcal{P}_2, \lambda_1, \lambda_2 \geq 0, \mathcal{P}_1, \mathcal{P}_2 \in \text{CLP}(K) \}$$

(9)

and the norm $\| \cdot \|_{V_2}$ be analogously to $\| \cdot \|_{V_1}$ defined by

$$\| \left( \int_{\text{span}(\tilde{K})} \cdot \, d\mu \right) \|_{V_2}$$

$$:= \inf \{ \lambda_1 + \lambda_2 | \left( \int_{\text{span}(\tilde{K})} \cdot \, d\mu \right) = \lambda_1 \left( \int_{\text{span}(\tilde{K})} \cdot \, d\mu_1 \right) - \lambda_2 \left( \int_{\text{span}(\tilde{K})} \cdot \, d\mu_2 \right), \lambda_1, \lambda_2 \geq 0, \mu_1, \mu_2 \text{ probability measures} \}.$$  

(10)

We defer the easy but technical proof of $\| \cdot \|_{V_1}$ and $\| \cdot \|_{V_2}$ really being norms to the end of this section and just proceed with the main result.
Theorem 2 There is a linear isomorphism $J^*$ between the linear spaces $V_1$ and $V_2$. The isomorphism is determined by the identity

$$ P(f) = \int \tilde{f} \, d\mu \quad \text{for all } f \in K. $$

(11)

The isomorphism $J^*$ is topological, i.e. a homeomorphism, between the topological spaces $(V_1, \mathcal{T}_{V_1})$ and $(V_2, \mathcal{T}_{V_2})$. The isomorphism $J^*$ is isometric between the normed spaces $(V_1, \| \cdot \|_{V_1})$ and $(V_2, \| \cdot \|_{V_2})$. Moreover, $P$ is coherent if and only if its transformed is monotone.

Proof. To prove that $J^*$ is well defined, it suffices to show that for every $P \in V_1$ there is a measure $\mu : \text{ex}(\text{CLP}(K)) \cap \mathcal{B}_0 \to \mathbb{R}$ of bounded variation with $P(f) = \int f \, d\mu$ for all $f \in K$ because uniqueness of the image is guaranteed by Equation (11). Suppose $P = \lambda_1 P_1 - \lambda_2 P_2$ with $\lambda_1, \lambda_2 \geq 0$ and $P_1, P_2 \in \text{CLP}(K)$. Then, by Proposition 4, there exist probability measures $\mu_1, \mu_2$ on $\text{ex}(\text{CLP}(K)) \cap \mathcal{B}_0$ satisfying $P_1(f) = \int \tilde{f} \, d\mu_1$ and $P_2(f) = \int \tilde{f} \, d\mu_2$ for all $f \in K$. Thus,

$$ P(f) = \lambda_1 P_1(f) - \lambda_2 P_2(f) = \lambda_1 \int \tilde{f} \, d\mu_1 - \lambda_2 \int \tilde{f} \, d\mu_2 = \int \tilde{f} \, d(\lambda_1 \mu_1 - \lambda_2 \mu_2) \quad (12) $$

for all $f \in K$, i.e. $J^*$ is well defined. Injectivity of $J^*$ directly follows from Equation (11) since $P_1 \neq P_2 \Rightarrow \mu_1 \neq \mu_2$ implies $\int \tilde{f} \, d\mu_1 \neq \int \tilde{f} \, d\mu_2$ for all $f \in K$ with $P_i(f) = P_i(f)$ and $\mu_1$ resp. $\mu_2$ satisfying Equation (11) for $P_i$ resp. $P_i$. Since, by the Hahn-Jordan Decomposition Theorem, every measure $\mu$ of bounded variation can be decomposed into a difference $\mu = \lambda_1 \mu_1 - \lambda_2 \mu_2$, $\lambda_i \geq 0$, $\mu_i$ probability measures, $i \in \{1, 2\}$, we obtain surjectivity of $J^*$ simply by reading Equation (12) from right to left, again using Proposition 4. Linearity of $J^*$ is rather obvious. So, we have shown that $J^*$ is a linear isomorphism between the linear spaces $V_1$ and $V_2$.

By setting $X := K$ and $V := V_1$ in the subsequent Proposition 5, it follows immediately that $J^*$ also is a homeomorphism between the topological spaces $(V_1, \mathcal{T}_{V_1})$ and $(V_2, \mathcal{T}_{V_2})$. For proving isometry of $J^*$, we observe that any decomposition of $J^*(P)$,

$$ J^*(P) = \lambda_1 (\int f \, d\mu_1)_{\text{span}(K)} - \lambda_2 (\int f \, d\mu_2)_{\text{span}(K)}, $$

with $\lambda_1, \lambda_2 \geq 0$, $\mu_1, \mu_2$ probability measures, directly corresponds to a decomposition of $P$ by Proposition 4. Therefore, the infima in the respective definitions of $\| \cdot \|_{V_1}$ and $\| \cdot \|_{V_2}$ are taken over the same sets, i.e. $\| J^*(P) \|_{V_2} = \| P \|_{V_1}$ for all $P \in V_1$. □

We now provide the deferred, fairly general proposition used in Theorem 2. 

---

2This proposition can also be used to prove that the isomorphism between the linear spaces respectively spanned by the totally monotone set functions and the signed bounded Borel measures (cf. Marinacci [10, Theorem 3]) is a homeomorphism. Marinacci proved homeomorphy only for the respective unit balls (w.r.t. the norm which is not compatible to the topology) instead of the whole spaces.
Proposition 5  Let $X$ be a nonempty set and $V$ a linear space of real-valued functions on $X$. Define

$$\tilde{X} := \{ \tilde{x} : V \to \mathbb{R} \mid \tilde{x}(v) := v(x), x \in X \},$$  \hspace{1cm} (13)  $$
$$\tilde{V} := \{ \tilde{v} : \tilde{X} \to \mathbb{R} \mid \tilde{v}(\tilde{x}) := \tilde{x}(v), v \in V \},$$  \hspace{1cm} (14)  $$
$$\tilde{\tilde{X}} := \{ \tilde{x} : \tilde{V} \to \mathbb{R} \mid \tilde{x}(\tilde{v}) := \tilde{v}(\tilde{x}), \tilde{x} \in \tilde{X} \}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (15)  

Endow $\mathcal{T}_V$ with the smallest topology on $V$ making all $\tilde{x} \in \tilde{X}$ continuous and endow $\mathcal{T}_\tilde{V}$ with the smallest topology on $\tilde{V}$ making all $\tilde{\tilde{x}} \in \tilde{\tilde{X}}$ continuous. Then $J : V \to \tilde{V}$, $v \mapsto \tilde{v}$ is a linear topological isomorphism.

Proof.  Linearity and injectivity of $J$ is easily verified by successively applying the definitions of $\tilde{V}$ and $\tilde{X}$. Additionally, by definition of $\tilde{V}$, $J$ is surjective. For proving $J$ being a homeomorphism it suffices to show that the elements of the respective subbase of $\mathcal{T}_V$, $\{ \tilde{x}^{-1}(O) \mid O \subset \mathbb{R} \text{ open} \}$ and $\mathcal{T}_\tilde{V}$, $\{ \tilde{\tilde{v}}^{-1}(O) \mid O \subset \mathbb{R} \text{ open} \}$, are mapped onto each other as preimages under $J$ and $J^{-1}$. This follows almost directly from the above definitions since

$$J^{-1}(\tilde{x}^{-1}(O)) = J^{-1}(\{ \tilde{v} \mid \tilde{x}(v) \in O \})$$
$$= J^{-1}(\{ v \mid x(v) \in O \})$$
$$= J^{-1}(\{ v \mid v \in \tilde{x}^{-1}(O) \})$$
$$= \tilde{x}^{-1}(O)$$

and analogously $J(\tilde{\tilde{v}}^{-1}(O)) = \tilde{\tilde{v}}^{-1}(O)$. \hfill \Box

We end this section with a lemma proving the function $\| \cdot \|_V$ and $\| \cdot \|_{V_2}$ in fact being norms.

Lemma 4  The functions $\| \cdot \|_V$ and $\| \cdot \|_{V_2}$ are norms on the respective spaces.

Proof.  Obviously, $\| 0 \|_V = 0$. Now suppose $\| P \| = 0$ for a $P \in V_1$. Since all $f \in K$ are bounded and since every coherent lower prevision maps $f$ into the bounded interval $[\inf f, \sup f]$, we obtain $|P(f)| \leq \varepsilon$ for every $\varepsilon > 0$, i.e. $P = 0$. Further on, for all $P, Q \in V_1$ and $c \in \mathbb{R}$, $c \neq 0$,

$$\| cP \| = \inf \left\{ \lambda_1 + \lambda_2 \mid cP = \lambda_1 P_1 - \lambda_2 P_2, \lambda_1, \lambda_2 \geq 0, P_1, P_2 \in CLP(K) \right\}$$
$$= \inf \left\{ |c| \lambda_1 + \lambda_2 \mid P = \frac{\lambda_1}{c} P_1 - \frac{\lambda_2}{c} P_2, \lambda_1, \lambda_2 \geq 0, P_1, P_2 \in CLP(K) \right\}$$
$$= |c| \inf \left\{ \lambda_1 + \lambda_2 \mid P = \lambda_1 P_1 - \lambda_2 P_2, \lambda_1, \lambda_2 \geq 0, P_1, P_2 \in CLP(K) \right\}$$
$$= |c| \cdot \| P \|.$$

Finally, the triangle inequality holds because whenever $P = P_1 + P_2$ with $P, P_1, P_2 \in V_1$, $P_1 = \lambda_1, P_1, -\lambda_1, P_2, P_3 = \lambda_2, P_2, -\lambda_2, P_2, P_{1,2} \in CLP(K)$.
and \( \lambda_{i,j} \geq 0 \) with \( i, j \in \{1, 2\} \) then \( P = (\lambda_{1,1}P_{1,1} + \lambda_{2,1}P_{2,1}) - (\lambda_{1,2}P_{1,2} + \lambda_{2,2}P_{2,2}) \) holds whereat \( (\lambda_{1,1}P_{1,1} + \lambda_{2,1}P_{2,1}), (\lambda_{1,2}P_{1,2} + \lambda_{2,2}P_{2,2}) \in CLP(K) \). Therefore, \( \|P_1 + P_2\| \leq \|P\| + \|P''\| \). □

4 Summary, Outlook and Open Problems

In this paper we have presented a linear isomorphism between the linear space \( V_1 \), spanned by the coherent lower previsions on an arbitrary nonempty set \( K \) and an appropriate linear space \( V_2 \) of continuous linear functionals. Thereby, we have shown that the famous representation theorems for totally monotone set functions do not depend on this special class, not even on the structure of the domain.

For applications, we are heavily interested in transformations of coherent lower previsions that can practically be handled. It is well-known that the set of extreme points of the set of normalized totally monotone set functions on a finite algebra is finite and consists of all unanimity games which is a finite set. Therefore, every totally monotone set function on a finite domain can be represented as a convex combination of unanimity games. It remains as an open problem to determine the set of extreme points of \( CLP(K) \) for a given \( K \). Additionally, for possible application of Theorem 2, it remains as an open problem what condition \( K \) has to meet in order to make \( ex(CLP(K)) \) finite.

Theorem 2 can be used to construct coherent lower previsions in the following way. After determining the extreme points of the convex set of coherent lower previsions any coherent lower prevision can be obtained by assigning weights to all extreme points. There is an analogous situation in Dempster-Shafer Theory where these weights are called “basic probability assignments”. So, by working on the set of extreme points of \( CLP(K) \) with linear functionals, things are getting easier and often more applicable.

Finally, we will outline why the transform given in Theorem 2 should not be called “M"obius transform” like in the case of totally monotone set functions. On an algebra \( A \) the zeta function can be expressed in terms of unanimity games, \( \zeta(A,B) := u_A(B) \). In the case of considering totally monotone set functions on a finite algebra instead of coherent lower previsions (cf. Denneberg [5], Gilboa and Schmeidler [6] and Marinacci [10]), the integrand of Equation (11) is always a zeta function because the set of extreme points of the set of normalized totally monotone set functions consists of all unanimity games. This gives rise to call the two set functions appearing in the transformation equation the zeta transform resp., since the zeta function and the M"obius function are mutually inverse, the M"obius transform of the respective other set function. Since we have seen in Example 1 that the set of extreme points of \( CLP(A) \) contains more than unanimity games the interpretation of using zeta functions can not be preserved such that the term “M"obius transform” can not be justified in our case.
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Abstract
Given a random set coming from the imprecise observation of a random variable, we study how to model the information about the distribution of this random variable. Specifically, we investigate whether the information given by the upper and lower probabilities induced by the random set is equivalent to the one given by the class of the distributions of the measurable selections; together with sufficient conditions for this, we also give examples showing that they are not equivalent in all cases.
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1 Introduction
Random sets have been successfully applied in such different fields as economy ([11]) or stochastic geometry ([14]), and they have been studied under different interpretations, like the behavioral ([19]) or the evidential one ([7]). In this paper, we will interpret a random set as the result of the imprecise observation of a random variable ([13]). Under this interpretation, our information about the probability distribution of the random variable is given by the class of distributions of the measurable selections of the random set. This class of distributions is a subset of the class of probability measures bounded between the upper and lower probabilities ([7]) of the random set. These functions satisfy Walley’s axioms of

1This paper has been partially funded by FEDER-MCYT, grant number BFM2001-3515, and Fundación Banco Herrero.
coherence ([21]), and are moreover $\infty$-alternating and $\infty$-monotone, respectively ([20]).

Although working with the upper and lower probabilities leads to a number of mathematical simplifications ([20, 21]), the information they provide is in general more imprecise than the one given by the set of distributions of the measurable selections ([16, 18]). In this paper, we will investigate under which conditions these two models are equivalent. The results we obtain will show when it is advisable to model our information through the upper and lower probabilities and when this produces a loss of precision.

In Section 2, we introduce some concepts and notations that we will use in the rest of the paper, and recall some previous works on the subject. In Section 3, we investigate the information that the upper and lower probabilities give about the distribution of the original random variable, and about the value of this distribution on an arbitrary set. Finally, in Section 4 we give some additional comments and remarks.

## 2 Preliminary concepts

We will consider a probability space $(\Omega, A, P)$, a measurable space $(X, A')$ and a multi-valued mapping $\Gamma : \Omega \rightarrow \mathcal{P}(X)$. If $X$ is a topological space, we will denote $\beta_X$ its Borel $\sigma$-field. A topological space is said to be Polish when it is separable and complete for some compatible metric $d$, and it is called Souslin if it is the bijective image of a Polish space. The multi-valued mapping will be called open (resp. complete, closed, compact) if $\Gamma(\omega)$ is an open (resp. complete, closed, compact) subset of $X$ for every $\omega \in \Omega$.

Formally, a random set is a multi-valued mapping satisfying some measurability condition. There are different conditions, such as the weak, the strong, or the graph-measurability ([12]). Most of them are based on the notion of upper and lower inverse:

**Definition 1** Let $(\Omega, A, P)$ be a probability space, $(X, A')$ be a measurable space and $\Gamma : \Omega \rightarrow \mathcal{P}(X)$ a multi-valued mapping. Given $A \in A'$, its **upper inverse** is $\Gamma^u(A) = \{\omega \in \Omega \mid \Gamma(\omega) \cap A \neq \emptyset\}$, and its **lower inverse** is $\Gamma_*(A) = \{\omega \in \Omega \mid \emptyset \neq \Gamma(\omega) \subseteq A\}$.

When there is no possible confusion about the multi-valued mapping we are working with, we will use the notation $A^* := \Gamma^u(A)$ and $A_* := \Gamma_*(A)$. By a **random set** we will mean throughout a strongly measurable multi-valued mapping. The strong measurability is necessary for the upper and lower probabilities of the random set to be defined on $A'$.

**Definition 2** A multi-valued mapping is called **strongly measurable** if $A^* \in A$ for all $A \in A'$.
Note that $A_\ast = X^c \cap (A^c)^c \forall A \in \mathcal{A}'$, whence if $\Gamma$ is strongly measurable, we also have $A_\ast \in \mathcal{A} \forall A \in \mathcal{A}'$. The concepts of upper and lower probabilities induced by a random set were introduced by Dempster in [7]:

**Definition 3** Given a random set $\Gamma : \Omega \rightarrow \mathcal{P}(X)$, the **upper probability** of $A \in \mathcal{A}'$ is $P_\ast(\Gamma)(A) = \frac{P(A)}{P(X)}$, and its **lower probability** is $P_\ast(\Gamma)(A) = \frac{P(A^c)}{P(X^c)}$.

When there is no ambiguity about which random set is inducing the upper and lower probability, we will denote $P_\ast = P_\ast(\Gamma)$ and $P_\ast = P_\ast(\Gamma)$.

As we said in the introduction, we will regard a random set as the result of the imprecise observation of a random variable $U_0 : \Omega \rightarrow X$ (which we will call original random variable), in the sense that for every $\omega$ in the initial space all we know about $U_0(\omega)$ is that it belongs to the set $\Gamma(\omega)$. As a consequence, $\Gamma(\omega)$ will be assumed to be non-empty for every $\omega$, and hence $P_\ast(A) = P(A^c)$ and $P_\ast(A) = P(A^c)$ for all $A \in \mathcal{A}'$. The upper and lower probabilities induced by a random set are conjugate functions, and they are moreover $\infty$-alternating and $\infty$-monotone capacities, respectively ([20]). This means in particular that they satisfy Walley’s axioms of coherence ([21]).

If $\Gamma$ is the imprecise observation of $U_0$, all we know about this variable is that it belongs to the class of measurable selections (or selectors) of $\Gamma$,

$$S(\Gamma) := \{ U : \Omega \rightarrow X \text{ measurable} \mid U(\omega) \in \Gamma(\omega) \forall \omega \}.$$  

The probability distribution of $U_0$ belongs to

$$P(\Gamma) := \{ P_U \mid U \in S(\Gamma) \},$$

and our information about $P_{U_0}(A)$ is given by the set of values

$$P(\Gamma)(A) := \{ P_U(A) \mid U \in S(\Gamma) \}.$$  

There are two other classes of probabilities that may be useful in some situations. The first one is

$$\Delta(\Gamma) := \{ Q \text{ probability} \mid Q(A) \in P(\Gamma)(A) \forall A \in \mathcal{A}' \}.$$  

This is the set of distributions whose values are compatible with the information given by the random set. It is clear that $P(\Gamma) \subseteq \Delta(\Gamma)$. If they coincide, the information about the distribution of the original random variable is equivalent to the information about the values it takes. On the other hand, we can also consider the class

$$M(P_\ast) := \{ Q \text{ probability} \mid Q(A) \leq P_\ast(A) \forall A \in \mathcal{A}' \}$$

of distributions dominated by $P_\ast$, or credal set generated by $P_\ast$. This class is convex and easier to handle in practice than $P(\Gamma)$. Using the inequalities $P_\ast(A) \leq
values do not coincide in all cases with \( \Gamma \). We see then that \( P(\Gamma) \subseteq \Delta(\Gamma) \subseteq M(P^*) \). As we showed in [16], both inclusions can be strict, and in some cases the use of the upper and lower probabilities can produce a loss of precision, which in turn can cause some misjudgements. It is therefore interesting to see in which cases it is reasonable to use \( P^* \) and \( P_\ast \).

Although the class of the distributions of the selectors of a random set ([1, 9]) and the upper probability it induces ([14, 20]) have been thoroughly studied in the literature, the connection between them has not received much attention. It was investigated for the case of \( X \) finite in [16], and for some particular infinite spaces in [3, 6, 10, 15, 18]. Our goal in this paper is to somewhat fill this gap. Specifically, we will study two different problems:

- First, we will investigate the relationship between \( \Delta(\Gamma) \) and \( M(P^*) \), which tells us if the upper and the lower probabilities are informative enough about the value \( P_{U_0}(A) \) for some arbitrary \( A \in \mathcal{A}' \).
- Then, we will study when \( P(\Gamma) = M(P^*) \), i.e., under which conditions the upper probability keeps all the information about \( P_{U_0} \).

3 Study of the probabilistic models for \( P_{U_0} \)

3.1 \( P^*(A), P_\ast(A) \) as a model for \( P_{U_0}(A) \)

Let us start investigating the relationship between \( \Delta(\Gamma) \) and \( M(P^*) \). As we mentioned before, \( \Delta(\Gamma) \) models the information that \( \Gamma \) gives about the probability values of the elements in \( \mathcal{A}' \). Therefore, by investigating its equality with \( M(P^*) \) we will see whether \( P^* \) and \( P_\ast \) are informative enough about the ‘true’ probability of an arbitrary set \( A \). This is formally stated in the following proposition.

**Proposition 1** Let \((\Omega, \mathcal{A}, P)\) be a probability space, \((X, \mathcal{A}')\) a measurable space and \( \Gamma : \Omega \rightarrow \mathcal{P}(X) \) a random set. Then,

\[
\Delta(\Gamma) = M(P^*) \Leftrightarrow P(\Gamma)(A) = [P_\ast(A), P^*(A)] \forall A \in \mathcal{A}'.
\]

Let us consider then some arbitrary \( A \in \mathcal{A}' \), and let us study the relationship between \( P(\Gamma)(A) \) and \([P_\ast(A), P^*(A)]\). It is clear that the latter is a superset of the former. In order to give conditions for the equality, we must see if the maximum and minimum values of \( P(\Gamma)(A) \) coincide with \( P^*(A) \) and \( P_\ast(A) \), and also if \( P(\Gamma)(A) \) is convex.

This problem was studied in [18]. We showed there that \( P(\Gamma)(A) \) has a maximum and a minimum value (it is indeed a closed subset of \([0, 1]\)), and that these values do not coincide in all cases with \( P^*(A), P_\ast(A) \), even in the non-trivial case of \( S(\Gamma) \neq \emptyset \). Moreover, \( P(\Gamma)(A) \) is not convex in general. The following theorem gives sufficient conditions for the equalities \( P^*(A) = \max P(\Gamma)(A) \) and \( P_\ast(A) = \min P(\Gamma)(A) \). It generalizes previous results from [6].
Theorem 1 [18] Consider \((\Omega, \mathcal{A}, P)\) a probability space, \((X, \tau)\) a topological space and \(\Gamma : \Omega \rightarrow \mathcal{P}(X)\) a random set. Under any of the following conditions:

1. \(\Omega\) is complete, \(X\) is Souslin and \(Gr(\Gamma) \in \mathcal{A} \otimes \mathcal{B}_X\),
2. \(X\) is a separable metric space and \(\Gamma\) is compact,
3. \(X\) is a separable metric space and \(\Gamma\) is open,
4. \(X\) is a Polish space and \(\Gamma\) is closed,
5. \(X\) is a \(\sigma\)-compact metric space and \(\Gamma\) is closed,

we have \(P^*(A) = \max P(\Gamma)(A)\) and \(P_*(A) = \min P(\Gamma)(A)\ \forall A \in \mathcal{B}_X\). Moreover, if

6. \(X\) is a separable metric space and \(\Gamma\) is complete,

then \(P^*(A) = \max P(\Gamma)(A), P_*(A) = \min P(\Gamma)(A)\ \forall A \in \mathcal{Q}(\{B_n\}_n), \text{where} \{B_n\}_n = \{B(x_i; q_j) \mid i \in \mathbb{N}, q_j \in \mathbb{Q}\}\) is a countable basis of \(\tau(d)\) associated to a countable dense set \(\{x_n\}_n\) and \(\mathcal{Q}(\{B_n\}_n)\) is the field generated by \(\{B_n\}_n\).

This theorem gives sufficient conditions for the equalities \(P^* = \max P(\Gamma)\) and \(P_* = \min P(\Gamma)\). The coherence of \(P^*\) implies (121) that it is the upper envelope of the set of the finitely additive probabilities it dominates. We have proven that, under conditions (1) to (5) from Theorem 1, it is indeed the upper envelope of the class of countably additive probabilities induced by the selectors. A similar (symmetrical) remark can be made for \(P_*\).

Let us remark in passing that results established in Theorem 1 guarantee the existence of a selector of \(\Gamma\) whose distribution coincides with \(P^*\) on a finite chain. Indeed, in [5] Couso showed that the equality \(P^*(A) = \sup P(\Gamma)(A) \ \forall A \in \mathcal{A}'\) implies the equality between the Choquet integral of a bounded random variable respect to the upper probability of a random set ([8]) and the supremum of class of the integrals respect to the distributions of the measurable selections. This allows us to deduce the following result, which generalizes theorem 1 from [3].

Theorem 2 Let \(\Gamma : \Omega \rightarrow \mathcal{P}(X)\) be a random set and \(\nu : X \rightarrow \mathbb{R}\) a bounded random variable. Under any of the conditions (1) to (5) from the previous theorem, \((C)\) \(\int \nu dP^* = \sup \{\int \nu dP_U \mid U \in S(\Gamma)\}\) and \((C)\) \(\int \nu dP_* = \inf \{\int \nu dP_U \mid U \in S(\Gamma)\}\).

On the other hand, we have already remarked that the equality between \(\Delta(\Gamma)\) and \(M(P^*)\) relies on the equalities \(P^*(A) = \max P(\Gamma)(A)\) and on the convexity of \(P(\Gamma)(A)\) for every \(A \in \mathcal{A}'\). Concerning the latter, we have proven the following:

Proposition 2 [18] Let \(\Gamma : \Omega \rightarrow \mathcal{P}(X)\) be a random set, and consider \(A \in \mathcal{A}'\). Let \(U_1, U_2 \in S(\Gamma)\) satisfy \(P_{U_1}(A) = \max P(\Gamma)(A), P_{U_2}(A) = \min P(\Gamma)(A)\). Then,
\( P(\Gamma)(A) \) is convex \( \Leftrightarrow U_1^{-1}(A) \setminus U_2^{-1}(A) \) is not an atom.\(^1\)

In particular, \( P(\Gamma)(A) \) is convex \( \forall A \in \mathcal{A} \) if the initial space is non-atomic; this condition holds for instance if we have some additional information stating that \( P_{0\beta} \) is continuous. Nevertheless, the non-atomicity of \( (\Omega, \mathcal{A}, P) \) is not necessary for \( P(\Gamma)(A) \) to be convex, as we showed in [16]. If we join Theorem 1 and Proposition 2, we derive the following corollary:

**Corollary 1** Let \( \Gamma : \Omega \rightarrow \mathcal{P}(X) \) be a random set satisfying any of the conditions (1) to (3) from Theorem 1. If \( A^* \setminus A_* \) is not an atom for any \( A \in \mathcal{B}(X) \), \( \Delta(\Gamma) = M(P^*) \).

### 3.2 \( P^*, P_* \) as a model for \( P_{0\beta} \)

Let us study now the equality between \( P(\Gamma) \) and \( M(P^*) \), which tells whether the upper probability keeps all the available information about the distribution of the original random variable, \( P_{0\beta} \). The class of the distributions of the selectors has been studied for some types of random sets (see for instance [1, 9, 10]). However, its relationship with the credal set generated by the upper probability has not been investigated in detail. In [16], we studied this problem for the case of \( X \) finite, and in [15] the attention was focused on random intervals. On the other hand, Castaldo and Marinacci proved in [3] a result for compact random sets on Polish spaces.

The equality between \( \Delta(\Gamma) \) and \( M(P^*) \) does not guarantee that \( P(\Gamma) = M(P^*) \), and neither does the equality between \( P(\Gamma) \) and \( \Delta(\Gamma) \) ([16]). Then, a possible approach for our problem would be determining sufficient conditions for \( P(\Gamma) = \Delta(\Gamma) \), and join them with the ones stated in Corollary 1. Unfortunately, it does not seem easy (except in trivial situations) to characterize this last equality. We are going to show that a reasoning based on the extreme points of \( M(P^*) \) will be more fruitful in our context: it allows us to easily characterize the equality between \( P(\Gamma) \) and \( M(P^*) \) in the finite case, and we can use this to derive some results for the case of \( X \) separable metric. When \( X \) is finite, the extreme points of \( M(P^*) \) are in correspondence with the permutations on \( X \), in the following manner:\(^2\):

**Theorem 3** [4] Consider \( X = \{x_1, \ldots, x_n\} \) finite and \( \mu \) a 2-alternating capacity on \( \mathcal{P}(X) \). For any \( \pi \in S^n \), define a probability \( Q_\pi \) on \( \mathcal{P}(X) \) satisfying

\[
Q_\pi(\{x_{\pi(1)}, \ldots, x_{\pi(j)}\}) = \mu(\{x_{\pi(1)}, \ldots, x_{\pi(j)}\}) \forall j = 1, \ldots, n.
\]

Then, \( \text{Ext}(M(\mu)) = \{Q_\pi \mid \pi \in S^n\} \) and \( M(\mu) = \text{Conv}(\{Q_\pi \mid \pi \in S^n\}) \).

\(^1\)By this we mean that for every \( \alpha \in (0, 1) \) there is some measurable \( B \subseteq U_1^{-1}(A) \setminus U_2^{-1}(A) \) with \( P(B) = \alpha P(U_1^{-1}(A) \setminus U_2^{-1}(A)) \).

\(^2\)This theorem is an extension, for 2-alternating capacities, of a result given by Dempster ([7]) for random sets on finite spaces.
We can see ([16]) that given $X$ finite and $\Gamma : \Omega \rightarrow \mathcal{P}(X)$ a random set, it is $\text{Ext}(\mathcal{M}(P^*)) \subseteq P(\Gamma)$, and as a consequence $P(\Gamma) = \mathcal{M}(P^*) \Leftrightarrow P(\Gamma)$ is convex. This equivalence does not hold for the case of $X$ infinite, as the following example shows:

**Example 1 (sketch)** Let $\Gamma : (0, 1) \rightarrow \mathcal{P}([0, 1])$ be defined between the probability space $((0, 1), \mathcal{B}_{(0, 1)}, \lambda_{(0, 1)})$ and the measurable space $([0, 1], \mathcal{B}_{[0, 1]})$ by $\Gamma(\omega) = (0, \omega) \forall \omega \in (0, 1)$. It is easy to see that this mapping is strongly measurable.

- Given $U \in S(\Gamma)$, it can be checked that $P_U(\{0\}) = 0, P_U([0, x]) \geq x \forall x$, and $\lambda_{(0, 1)}(\{x \in (0, 1) \mid P_U([0, x]) = x\}) = 0$.

- Conversely, consider a probability measure $Q : \mathcal{B}_{[0, 1]} \rightarrow [0, 1]$ satisfying the three previous properties. This implies that it also satisfies $Q([0, x]) \geq x$ and $Q([0, x]) > x$ for all but a null subset of $(0, 1)$, that we will denote $N_0$. The quantile function $U$ of $Q$ is a measurable mapping satisfying $P_U = Q, U(\omega) \in \Gamma(\omega) \forall \omega \notin N_0$. We can modify $U$ on $N_0$ without affecting its measurability so that all its values are included in those of $\Gamma$, whence we deduce that $Q \in P(\Gamma)$.

- We deduce that $P(\Gamma)$ is the class of probability measures with $Q(\{0\}) = 0, Q([0, x]) \geq x \forall x$ and $Q([0, x]) > x$ for all but a null subset of $[0, 1]$, and we can easily check that this class is convex.

- The Lebesgue measure $\lambda_{[0, 1]}$ on $\mathcal{B}_{[0, 1]}$ satisfies $\lambda_{[0, 1]}(A) \leq P^*(A) \forall A \in \mathcal{B}_{[0, 1]}$; hence, it belongs to $\mathcal{M}(P^*)$, and clearly it does not satisfy $\lambda_{[0, 1]}([0, x]) > x$ with probability 1. As a consequence, $P(\Gamma) \subseteq \mathcal{M}(P^*)$.

In [17], we investigated the form of the extreme points of $\mathcal{M}(\mu)$ for the case of $\mu$ 2-alternating and upper continuous, and for $(X, d)$ a separable metric space. The idea in that paper was to approximate a distribution $Q : \mathcal{B}_X \rightarrow [0, 1]$ by distributions coinciding with $Q$ on some finite fields. We will use a similar reasoning in our next theorem, where we consider the upper probability $P^*$ induced by a random set (and hence not necessarily upper continuous). We will work in this paper with the topology of the weak convergence, whose main properties can be found in [2]. Together with the well-known Portmanteau’s theorem, we will also use the following result:

**Proposition 3** [2] Let $(X, d)$ be a separable metric space, and consider a class $\mathcal{U} \subseteq \mathcal{B}_X$ such that (i) it is closed under finite intersections and (ii) every open set is a finite or countable union of elements from $\mathcal{U}$. Let $\{P_n\}_n, P$ be a family of probability measures on $\mathcal{B}_X$ such that $P_n(A) \rightarrow P(A) \forall A \in \mathcal{U}$. Then, the sequence $\{P_n\}_n$ converges weakly to $P$.

Let $\{x_n\}_n$ be a countable set dense on $(X, d)$, and define $\{B_n\}_n := \{B(x_i; q_j) \mid i \in \mathbb{N}, q_j \in \mathbb{Q}\}$ a countable basis of $\tau(d)$. Let us denote $Q(\{B_n\}_n)$ the field generated by $\{B_n\}_n$, $Q_0$ the field generated by $\{B_1, \ldots, B_n\}$. Then, $Q(\{B_n\}_n) = \cup_n Q_n$, where
and it can easily be checked that $Q_n$ satisfies the hypotheses (i) and (ii) stated in the previous proposition. Any element of $Q_n$ is a (finite and disjoint) union of elements from $D_n := \{C_i \cap C_2 \cap \cdots \cap C_n \mid C_i \in \{B_i, B_c^i\}\}$. Let us denote this class $D_n := \{E_n^1, \ldots, E_n^n\}$.

**Theorem 4** Let $(\Omega, \mathcal{A}, P)$ be a probability space, $(X, d)$ a separable metric space and $\Gamma : \Omega \rightarrow \mathcal{P}(X)$ a random set such that $P^*(A) = \max P(\Gamma)(A)$ $\forall A \in \mathcal{Q}(\{B_n\}_n)$. Then,

1. $M(P^*) = \overline{\text{Conv}(P(\Gamma))}$.
2. $P(\Gamma) = M(P^*) \iff P(\Gamma)$ is convex.

**Proof.**

1. It is clear that $\overline{\text{Conv}(P(\Gamma))} \subseteq M(P^*)$. Conversely, consider $Q_1 \in M(P^*)$, and fix $n \in \mathbb{N}$. Consider the finite measurable space $(D_n, \mathcal{P}(D_n))$, and let us define the multi-valued mapping

$$\Gamma_n : \Omega \rightarrow \mathcal{P}(D_n)$$

$$\omega \mapsto \{E_n^i \mid \Gamma(\omega) \cap E_n^i \neq \emptyset\}.$$

- Given $I \subseteq \{1, \ldots, k_n\}$, $\Gamma_n(\{E_n^i\}_{i \in I}) = \{\omega \mid \exists i \in I, E_n^i \in \Gamma_n(\omega)\} = \{\omega \mid \exists i \in I, \Gamma(\omega) \cap E_n^i \neq \emptyset\} = \Gamma^*(\bigcup_{i \in I} E_n^i) \in \mathcal{A} \Rightarrow \Gamma_n$ is strongly measurable.
- Define a probability measure $Q : \mathcal{P}(D_n) \rightarrow [0, 1]$ by $Q(\{E_n^i\}) = Q_1(E_n^i) \forall i$. Then, given $I \subseteq \{1, \ldots, k_n\}$,

$$Q(\{E_n^i\}_{i \in I}) = Q_1(\bigcup_{i \in I} E_n^i) \leq P^*_1(\bigcup_{i \in I} E_n^i) = P^*_1(\{E_n^i\}_{i \in I}),$$

whence $Q \in M(P^*_1)$.

Now, from Theorem 3 $M(P^*_1) = \overline{\text{Conv}(\{Q_\pi \mid \pi \in \mathcal{S}_n^c\})}$, where the probability measure $Q_\pi : \mathcal{P}(D_n) \rightarrow [0, 1]$ is defined by $Q_\pi(\{E_n^i\}) = P^*_1(\{E_n^i\}) \forall i = 1, \ldots, k_n$.

For any of these extreme points, there is some $P_\pi \in P(\Gamma)$ with $P_\pi(E_n^i) = Q_\pi(\{E_n^i\}) \forall i = 1, \ldots, k_n$: it suffices to take into account that, as we have seen in Theorem 2, we can approximate $P^*_1$ on a finite chain. As a consequence, for the probability $Q \in \overline{\text{Conv}(\{Q_\pi \mid \pi \in \mathcal{S}_n^c\})}$ defined above, there is some $P_n \in \text{Conv}(P(\Gamma))$ such that $P_n(E_n^i) = Q(\{E_n^i\}) = Q_1(E_n^i) \forall i = 1, \ldots, k_n$. The sequence $\{P_n\}_n \subseteq \text{Conv}(P(\Gamma))$ satisfies $P_n(A) \rightarrow Q_1(A)$ for all $A \in \mathcal{Q}(\{B_n\}_n)$. Applying Proposition 3, we conclude that $\{P_n\}_n$ converges weakly to $Q_1$, whence $M(P^*) \subseteq \overline{\text{Conv}(P(\Gamma))}$ and we deduce the desired equality.
Moreover, consider the measurable partition of \( \Omega \). Proof. Fix \( P_1, P_2 \in \overline{M(P^*)} \), \( \alpha \in (0, 1) \); then, there are \( \{ P_{1n} \}_n, \{ P_{2n} \}_n \subset M(P^*) \) converging weakly to \( P_1, P_2 \), respectively. Let \( A \in \mathcal{B}_X \) be a \( (\alpha P_1 + (1 - \alpha) P_2) \)-continuity set. It is 0 = (\( \alpha P_1 + (1 - \alpha) P_2) \delta(A))^3 = \alpha P_1(\delta(A)) + (1 - \alpha) P_2(\delta(A)), and therefore \( A \) is also a \( P_1 \)-continuity set. From Portmanteau’s theorem (see for instance [2]), \( P_{1n}(A) \to P_1(A) \) and \( P_{2n}(A) \to P_2(A) \), whence \( (\alpha P_{1n} + (1 - \alpha) P_{2n})(A) \to (\alpha P_1 + (1 - \alpha) P_2)(A) \), and again using Portmanteau’s theorem we deduce that the sequence \( \{ \alpha P_{1n} + (1 - \alpha) P_{2n} \}_n \subset M(P^*) \) converges weakly to \( \alpha P_1 + (1 - \alpha) P_2 \). Hence, this probability belongs to \( \overline{M(P^*)} \).

For the converse implication, assume that \( P(\Gamma) \) is convex. Then, applying the first point of this theorem, it is

\[
\overline{M(P^*)} = \overline{\text{Conv}(P(\Gamma))} \subseteq \overline{\text{Conv}(P(\Gamma))} = P(\Gamma) = P(\Gamma) \Rightarrow P(\Gamma) = \overline{M(P^*)}.
\]

\( \Box \)

The second part of this theorem extends a result mentioned before for the finite case (it can be checked that in that case both \( P(\Gamma) \) and \( \overline{M(P^*)} \) are closed). We deduce that a way to determine conditions for the equality \( \overline{M(P^*)} = P(\Gamma) \) is to give sufficient conditions for the convexity of \( P(\Gamma) \). We have done this in our next theorem. It uses the following supporting result.

**Lemma 1** Let \( (\Omega, \mathcal{A}, P) \) be a non-atomic probability space, \( (X, d) \) a separable metric space and \( \Gamma : \Omega \to P(X) \) a random set. Then, the class of probabilities \( \mathcal{H}_n := \{ Q : P(\mathcal{D}_n) \to [0, 1] \text{ probability} \mid \exists Q' \in P(\Gamma) \text{ such that } Q(\{ E^n_i \}) = Q'(E^n_i) \forall E^n_i \in \mathcal{D}_n \} \) is convex for every \( n \).

**Proof.** Fix \( n \in \mathbb{N} \), and consider \( P_1, P_2 \in \mathcal{H}_n, \alpha \in (0, 1) \). Then, there exist \( U_1, U_2 \in S(\Gamma) \) with \( P_{1i}(E^n_i) = P_1(\{ E^n_i \}), P_{2i}(E^n_i) = P_2(\{ E^n_i \}) \forall i \). Let us consider the measurable partition of \( \Omega \) given by \( \{ C_{ij} \mid i, j = 1, \ldots, k_n \} \) with \( C_{ij} = U_1^{-1}(E^n_i) \cap U_2^{-1}(E^n_j) \); from the non-atomicity of \( (\Omega, \mathcal{A}, P) \), there is, for every \( i, j \), some measurable \( D_{ij} \subseteq C_{ij} \) such that \( P(D_{ij}) = \alpha P(C_{ij}) \). Define \( C = \cup_{i,j} C_{ij} \), and

\[
U := U_1I_C + U_2I_{C^c}.
\]

Then, \( U \) is a measurable combination of selectors of \( \Gamma \), whence \( U \in S(\Gamma) \). Moreover,

\( \delta(A) \) denotes here the boundary of the set \( A \).
\[ P(U_l^n) = P(U_1^{-1}(E_l^n) \cap C) + P(U_2^{-1}(E_l^n) \cap C^c) \]
\[ = \sum_{i=1}^{k_1} P(D_{li}) + \sum_{j=1}^{k_2} (P(C_{jl}) - P(D_{jl})) \]
\[ = \sum_{i=1}^{k_1} \alpha P(C_{li}) + \sum_{j=1}^{k_2} (1 - \alpha) P(C_{jl}) \]
\[ = \alpha P(U_1^l (E_l^n)) + (1 - \alpha) P(U_2^l (E_l^n)) \quad \forall l = 1, \ldots, k_n, \]

and we deduce that \( \alpha P_1 + (1 - \alpha) P_2 \in C_{\Gamma}. \)

**Theorem 5** Let \((\Omega, \mathcal{A}, P)\) be a non-atomic probability space, \((X, d)\) a separable metric space and \(\Gamma : \Omega \rightarrow \mathcal{P}(X)\) a random set. Then, \(\overline{P(\Gamma)}\) is convex.

**Proof.** Let us show first that \(\text{Conv}(P(\Gamma)) \subseteq \overline{P(\Gamma)}\). Consider \(P_1, P_2 \in P(\Gamma), \alpha \in (0, 1)\). Applying the previous lemma, for every \(n\) there is \(Q_n \in P(\Gamma)\) with \(Q_n(A) = (\alpha P_1 + (1 - \alpha) P_2)(A) \quad \forall A \in Q_n\), where \(Q_n\) is the field generated by \(\{B_1, \ldots, B_n\}\). Now, applying Proposition 3 we deduce that \(\{Q_n\}_n\) converges weakly to \(\alpha P_1 + (1 - \alpha) P_2\) and this probability belongs to \(\overline{P(\Gamma)}\). From this, we deduce in particular the equality \(\text{Conv}(P(\Gamma)) = \overline{P(\Gamma)}\). The first set in this equality is the closure of a convex set of probabilities defined on a separable metric space. Following the course of reasoning from the proof of point 2 from Theorem 4, we can deduce that \(\text{Conv}(P(\Gamma))\) (and hence \(\overline{P(\Gamma)}\)) is convex.

A similar proof would allow us to deduce that \(\overline{\Delta(\Gamma)}\) is convex when \((\Omega, \mathcal{A}, P)\) is non-atomic and \((X, d)\) separable. Now, using Theorems 1, 4 and 5, we derive the following result:

**Corollary 2** Let \((\Omega, \mathcal{A}, P)\) be a probability space, \((X, d)\) be a separable metric space, and \(\Gamma : \Omega \rightarrow \mathcal{P}(X)\) a random set. Under any of the following conditions:

1. \(\Gamma\) is open,
2. \(\Gamma\) is complete,
3. \(X\) is \(\sigma\)-compact and \(\Gamma\) is closed,

\(M(P^\gamma) = \text{Conv}(P(\Gamma))\). If in addition \((\Omega, \mathcal{A}, P)\) is non-atomic, then \(M(P^\gamma) = \overline{P(\Gamma)}\).

**Proof.** The first part follows from Theorem 1 and the first point of Theorem 4. For the second part, it suffices to apply the second point of Theorem 4 and Theorem 5.

\[ \square \]
This corollary extends results from [3, 16], and tells us that under fairly general conditions, the upper probability can be used to model the available information without producing a (big) loss of precision. It also extends some results from [10]: it is proven there that given two closed random sets \( \Gamma_1, \Gamma_2 \) on a separable Banach space, the equality between \( P_1^{\ast} \) and \( P_2^{\ast} \) implies that \( \text{Conv}(P(\Gamma_1)) = \text{Conv}(P(\Gamma_2)) \). Similar results can be seen in [1, 9]. We have proven that it is indeed \( P_1^{\ast} = P_2^{\ast} \Rightarrow \text{Conv}(P(\Gamma_1)) = \text{Conv}(P(\Gamma_2)) = M(P_1^{\ast}) = M(P_2^{\ast}) \), and only requiring \( \Gamma_i \) to be complete on a separable metric space \( \forall i \in \{1, 2\} \). On the other hand, we deduce that under the hypotheses of the second part of Corollary 2, if \( P(\Gamma) \) is weakly closed, it is also convex, and \( M(P^{\ast}) \) is closed. The converses are not true in general. The following example shows that \( P(\Gamma) \) is not necessarily closed when \( M(P^{\ast}) \) is closed:

**Example 2** [15] Consider \( \Gamma : [0, 1] \rightarrow \mathcal{P}([0, 1]) \) defined by \( \Gamma(\omega) = [\omega, 1] \) \( \forall \omega \in [0, 1] \). Then, it can be proven that \( M(P^{\ast}) \) is closed (indeed, this holds for any compact random set on a Polish space). However, given the selectors \( A, B \in \mathcal{S}(\Gamma) \) defined by \( A(\omega) = -\omega, B(\omega) = 1 \) \( \forall \omega \), it can be checked that \( \frac{B + 2P_0}{2} \notin P(\Gamma) \). This shows that \( P(\Gamma) \) is not convex. As a consequence, it is not closed either: if it were, it would be \( P(\Gamma) = P(\Gamma) = M(P^{\ast}) = M(P^{\ast}) \) convex, a contradiction.

On the other hand, Example 1 shows that \( P(\Gamma) \) is not closed either if it is convex. Indeed, that implication does not hold even if \( P(\Gamma) = M(P^{\ast}) \):

**Example 3** Consider \( (\Omega, \mathcal{A}, P) = ((0, 1), \mathcal{B}(0, 1), \lambda(0, 1)) \) a non-atomic probability space, and let \( \Gamma : \Omega \rightarrow \mathcal{P}(\mathbb{R}) \) be constant on \( (0, 1) \). Then, \( M(P^{\ast}) = \{ Q : \mathcal{B}(0, 1) \rightarrow [0, 1] \text{ probability } | Q((0, 1)) = 1 \} \). Given a probability measure \( Q \in M(P^{\ast}) \), its quantile function \( U : (0, 1) \rightarrow \mathbb{R} \) is a selector of \( \Gamma \) and satisfies \( P_U = Q \), whence \( P(\Gamma) = M(P^{\ast}) \) convex. However, the sequence of degenerate probability measures on \( \frac{1}{n} \cdot \{ \delta_{\frac{1}{n}} \} \subseteq P(\Gamma) \), converges weakly to \( \delta_0 \notin P(\Gamma) \). Hence, this set is not closed.

## 4 Conclusions and open problems

In this paper, we have compared the different models of the probabilistic information given by a random set, when this random set is the imprecise observation of a random variable. We have considered three different sets of probability measures, and through them we have investigated whether an imprecise probability model in terms of the upper and lower probabilities is useful in this context.

The results we have established allow us to conclude that under fairly general conditions, the upper and lower probabilities induced by a random set can be used to summarize the information on the distribution of the original random variable without a substantial loss of precision. Nevertheless, there are still a number of particular cases of random sets which are worth a detailed study. We would also like to study the topological structure of \( P(\Gamma) \) and \( M(P^{\ast}) \) under other than the
topology of the weak convergence, and derive other sufficient conditions for the equalities $\Delta(\Gamma) = M(P^*)$ and $P(\Gamma) = M(P^*)$. Finally, it would also be interesting (though we are not very optimistic in this respect) to obtain sufficient conditions for the equality $P(\Gamma) = M(P^*)$ in terms of the images of the random set, as it was done in [15] for the particular case of random intervals.
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Abstract

Set-valued estimation offers a way to account for imprecise knowledge of the prior distribution of a Bayesian statistical inference problem. The set-valued Kalman filter, which propagates a set of conditional means corresponding to a convex set of conditional probability distributions of the state of a linear dynamic system, is a general solution for linear Gaussian dynamic systems. In this paper, the set-valued Kalman filter is extended to the non-linear case by approximating the non-linear model with a linear model that is chosen to minimize the error between the non-linear dynamics and observation models and the linear approximation. An application is presented to illustrate and interpret the estimator results.
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1 Introduction

In this paper we address the statistical inference problem of estimating a set of time-varying parameters of a discrete-time dynamical system that is monitored with discrete-time observations of its behavior. Such a real-time estimator is called a filter. For example, consider an aircraft flight for which radar data are collected as functions of its kinematic parameters (position and velocity). The filtering problem is to obtain instantaneous estimates of its trajectory.

A reasonable model structure for this class of problems is for the system dynamics to be modeled as a finite-dimensional Markov process that is characterized by a stochastic difference equation of the form

\[ x_{k+1} = f(x_k) + w_k \]

for \( k = 0, 1, \ldots \), where the \( p \)-dimensional vector \( x_k \) is the state of the system at time \( k \), and is the time-varying parameter set to be estimated. The \( p \)-dimensional
vector function $f$ is the dynamical model for the system, and the $p$-dimensional vector $w_k$ is an uncorrelated process termed the process noise, with covariance matrix $Q$. The process noise represents random disturbances to the system.

The observation model for this system is of the form

$$y_k = h(x_k) + v_k$$

(2)

for $k = 1, 2, \ldots$, where the $q$-dimensional vector function $h$ models the observations as a function of the state. The $q$-dimensional vector $v_k$ is an uncorrelated process, termed the observation noise, with covariance matrix $R$. The observation noise represents random measurement errors.

The general filtering problem for this class of systems is to determine the conditional distribution of $\{x_k, k > 0\}$, given $\{y_j, j \leq k\}$. This problem is easily solved formally: densities are propagated forward via the Chapman-Kolmogorov equation and observations are incorporated using Bayes theorem. However, there are very few system models that lead to closed form solutions. An important special case for which the solution is well known is the linear Gaussian system with precise probability distributions. According to this model, the dynamical and observational equations are linear functions of the state, i.e.,

$$x_{k+1} = F_k x_k + w_k$$

(3)

and

$$y_k = H_k x_k + v_k,$$

(4)

where the processes $w_k$ and $v_k$ and the initial state $x_0$ are all assumed to be jointly normally distributed and mutually uncorrelated. For this special case, the subsequent states $x_k$, being linear combinations of normally distributed random variables, are also normally distributed, and the problem is solved by directly computing the conditional expectation and covariance of the state. The stationary linear filtering problem (that is, when $F_k$ and $H_k$ are constant matrices) was solved by Wiener [14, 4], and the nonstationary case was solved by Kalman [5], Kalman and Bucy [7], and Kalman [6], resulting in the well-known Kalman filter.

Since the normal distribution is not preserved under non-linear transformations, it is not straightforward to compute the conditional mean and variance for non-linear systems. The set-valued estimation problem was addressed for the non-linear case by Kenney and Stirling [8], who provide an approximate solution for the propagation for a set of conditional densities of the state based upon Galerkin approximations to Kolmogorov’s equations. Unfortunately, however, this latter approach, although theoretically elegant, is very computationally intensive and has not yet proven to be a practical solution. Practical non-linear estimation techniques include linearization approaches such as the extended Kalman filter [3], Monte Carlo particle filters [2], and interacting multiple-model filtering [1]. Although our approach is essentially Kalman filter based, alternative approaches to
set-valued filtering are possible topics of future research. Our preliminary assessment, however, is that extending a particle filter to the imprecise case would be computationally very demanding.

Kalman filter-based approaches (both linear and extended) typically employ a precise prior distribution for the initial state. This is a strict Bayesian approach that is often assumed out of convenience. If this assumption is unwarranted, the precision attributed to the resulting state estimates will not be a realistic indication of their accuracy. Of course, if the system is observable, the influence of the initial conditions will become asymptotically negligible as more and more data are processed. But, for systems with limited data, or if accuracy assessments after a few observations are of interest, then the effect of the initial conditions will be critical.

Imprecise probability theory [13] has emerged as a way to account for ignorance as well as uncertainty in decision making. For the problem here considered, we are concerned with situations where we are unable to specify with confidence the prior distribution of $x_0$. One way to approach this problem is to characterize the prior as a convex set of distributions, rather than a singleton. This convex Bayesian approach is advocated by Levi [9, 10] as a way of suspending judgment between choices when there is insufficient information to choose a single distribution. Thus, if $p_1(x)$ and $p_2(x)$ are possible prior distributions for $x_0$, then so is every convex combination $\alpha p_1(x) + (1 - \alpha)p_2(x)$, where $\alpha \in [0, 1]$. The filtering problem is then to propagate and update this convex set of distributions. This problem was solved for the linear case by Morrell and Stirling [12], resulting in the set-valued Kalman filter.

This paper presents an alternative approach to set-valued non-linear filtering. In Section 2 we review linear set-valued Kalman filtering, which we then extend to deal with non-linear systems in Section 3. Finally, we provide an example in Section 4, and we finish with a discussion in Section 5.

## 2 Linear Set-Valued Filtering

Consider the system dynamics and observation equations presented in (3) and (4). The set-valued Kalman filter computes a sequence of estimate sets and a corresponding sequence of estimate covariances [12]. An estimate set is denoted $X_{k|j}$, the set of estimates of the system state at time $k$ given the observations $y_1$ through $y_j$, and is represented in terms of the $p$-dimensional vector $c_{k|j}$ and the $p \times p$ matrix $K_{k|j}$ as

$$X_{k|j} = \left\{ x: (x - c_{k|j})^T S_{k|j}^{-1} (x - c_{k|j}) \leq 1 \right\},$$

where $S_{k|j} = K_{k|j} K_{k|j}^T$. The set-valued Kalman filtering equations provide a two-stage recursion for computing $c_{k|j}$, $K_{k|j}$, and the estimation error covariance $P_{k|j}$.
for \( j = k - 1 \) (prediction between observations) and \( j = k \) (updating new observations, or filtering).

**Initialization:** We assume that the initial state of the dynamic system is characterized by a distribution that lies in the set

\[
X = \{ x \sim \mathcal{N}(m, P_{0|0}) : m \in X_{0|0} \},
\]

where \( \mathcal{N}(m, P_{0|0}) \) denotes the normal distribution with mean \( m \) and positive-definite covariance matrix \( P_{0|0} \), and \( X_{0|0} \) denotes a hyper-ellipsoid defined by

\[
X_{0|0} = \left\{ x : (x - c_{0|0})^T S_{0|0}^{-1} (x - c_{0|0}) \leq 1 \right\},
\]

where \( S_{0|0} = K_{0|0} K_{0|0}^T \).

**Prediction Step:**

\[
c_{k|k-1} = F_{k-1} c_{k-1|k-1}
\]

\[
P_{k|k-1} = F_{k-1} P_{k-1|k-1} F_{k-1}^T + Q_{k-1}
\]

\[
K_{k|k-1} = F_{k-1} K_{k-1|k-1}
\]

The predicted set-valued state estimate is given by

\[
X_{k|k-1} = \left\{ x : (x - c_{k|k-1})^T S_{k|k-1}^{-1} (x - c_{k|k-1}) \leq 1 \right\},
\]

with \( S_{k|k-1} = K_{k|k-1} K_{k|k-1}^T \).

**Filter Step:**

\[
c_{k|k} = c_{k|k-1} + W_k \left[ y_k - H_k c_{k|k-1} \right]
\]

\[
P_{k|k} = [I - W_k H_k] P_{k|k-1}
\]

\[
K_{k|k} = [I - W_k H_k] K_{k|k-1}
\]

where \( W_k \) is the Kalman gain:

\[
W_k = P_{k|k-1} H_k^T \left[ H_k P_{k|k-1} H_k^T + R \right]^{-1}
\]

The filtered set-valued estimate is then given by

\[
X_{k|k} = \left\{ x : (x - c_{k|k})^T S_{k|k}^{-1} (x - c_{k|k}) \leq 1 \right\}
\]

It is shown in [12] that, if the linear system defined by (3) and (4) is uniformly observable and controllable (e.g., see [3]), then \( K_{k|k} \to 0 \) as \( k \to \infty \). Thus, in the limit, the set-valued estimates converge to a point, and the imprecise probability distributions converge to a precise distribution. For systems that are not uniformly observable and controllable, or if the time sequence is not infinite, then imprecision cannot be eliminated. Observability and controllability guarantee only that \( P_{k|k} \) will be bounded [3]. This does not mean, however, that the estimation error covariance \( P_{k|k} \) tends to zero as \( k \to \infty \).
3 Extension to Non-linear System Models

We desire to apply the set-valued Kalman filter to non-linear systems using a linear approximation to the system model. In an extended Kalman filter, such an approximation is made by computing a first-order Taylor series expansion of the non-linear functions about a point-valued state estimate. Unfortunately, because we have a set of state estimates, the set-valued Kalman filter cannot be extended in the same way, and we instead choose approximations that best fit the non-linear functions over the estimate set.

We propose the following approach to finding approximations of the system dynamic and observation functions over the entire estimate set. A set of approximation points is chosen; the parameters of affine approximations to the dynamics and observation functions are computed to minimize the weighted squared errors between the function values and approximation values evaluated at the approximation points. Our method of choosing approximation points relies on the hyper-ellipsoidal shape of the estimation sets. Figure 1 illustrates our method for a two-dimensional estimate set (i.e., $p = 2$). Specifically, we form the set of approximation points from the centroid of the estimate set, each point where an axis of the hyper-ellipse intersects the ellipse, and all points equidistant from the centroid and boundary points. Since the estimate set is a $p$-dimensional hyper-ellipse, the set of approximation points will require $4p + 1$ elements. The set-valued Kalman filter requires (approximate) linear dynamics and observation models in which the approximations are good over the entire estimate set.
3.1 Approximating the Dynamics and Observation Functions

We choose approximations of the following form:

\[
\mathbf{f}(x_k) \approx \mathbf{F}_k x_k + \mathbf{f}_k^0
\]

and

\[
\mathbf{h}(x_k) \approx \mathbf{H}_k x_k + \mathbf{h}_k^0.
\]

The linearizations are obtained by solving the following problems for \(\mathbf{F}_k\) and \(\mathbf{f}_k^0\), and for \(\mathbf{H}_k\) and \(\mathbf{h}_k^0\). Let \(x_{k|k}^{(0)}\) through \(x_{k|k}^{(N-1)}\) be values in \(X_{k|k}\), denoted the filtered approximation points, and let \(x_{k|k-1}^{(0)}\) through \(x_{k|k-1}^{(N-1)}\) be values in \(X_{k|k-1}\), denoted the predicted approximation points. Let \(d_k^{(n)}\) be the error between the actual dynamics function and the linear approximation evaluated at \(x_{k|k}^{(n)}\):

\[
d_k^{(n)} = \mathbf{f}(x_{k|k}^{(n)}) - \mathbf{F}_k x_{k|k}^{(n)} - \mathbf{f}_k^0.
\]

Also, let \(e_k^{(n)}\) be the error between the actual observation function and the linear approximation evaluated at \(x_{k|k-1}^{(n)}\):

\[
e_k^{(n)} = \mathbf{h}(x_{k|k-1}^{(n)}) - \mathbf{H}_k x_{k|k-1}^{(n)} - \mathbf{h}_k^0.
\]

We choose \(\mathbf{F}_k\), \(\mathbf{f}_k^0\) and \(\mathbf{H}_k\), \(\mathbf{h}_k^0\) to minimize the sums, respectively, of weighted squared dynamics and observation errors evaluated at the approximation points:

\[
\mathbf{F}_k, \mathbf{f}_k^0 = \arg \min_{\mathbf{F}, \mathbf{f}_k^0} \sum_{n=0}^{N-1} \ell_k^{(n)} [d_k^{(n)}]^T d_k^{(n)}
\]

and

\[
\mathbf{H}_k, \mathbf{h}_k^0 = \arg \min_{\mathbf{H}, \mathbf{h}_k^0} \sum_{n=0}^{N-1} \ell_k^{(n)} [e_k^{(n)}]^T e_k^{(n)}
\]

where \(\ell_k^{(n)}\) is a weight associated with the \(n\)th approximation point.

This is a simple weighted least squares problem [11]. We define the following matrices:

\[
\mathbf{L}_k = \text{diag}(\ell_k^{(0)}, \ldots, \ell_k^{(N-1)})
\]

\[
\mathbf{A}_k = \begin{bmatrix} x_{k|k}^{(0)} & \cdots & x_{k|k}^{(N-1)} \\ 1 & \cdots & 1 \end{bmatrix}, \quad \mathbf{B}_k = \begin{bmatrix} x_{k|k-1}^{(0)} & \cdots & x_{k|k-1}^{(N-1)} \\ 1 & \cdots & 1 \end{bmatrix}
\]
The solution to the weighted least squares problem is

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
F^T_k \\
H^T_k
\end{bmatrix}
= (A_k L_k A_k^T)^{-1} A_k L_k C_k
\]

and

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
H^T_k \\
D^T_k
\end{bmatrix}
= (B_k L_k B_k^T)^{-1} B_k L_k D_k.
\]

An example of choosing approximation points is given in Section 4 in the context of a target tracking problem. Once these quantities are defined, the set-valued Kalman filter is applied to the equations

\[
x_{k+1} = F_k x_k + f_k^0 + w_k
\]

and

\[
y_k = H_k x_k + h_k^0 + v_k.
\]

Initialization: The extended set-valued Kalman filter is initialized in the same way the set-valued Kalman filter is initialized.

Prediction Step:

\[
c_{k|k-1} = f(c_{k-1|k-1})
\]

\[
P_{k|k-1} = F_k P_{k-1|k-1} F_k^T + Q_{k-1}
\]

\[
K_{k|k-1} = F_k K_{k-1|k-1}
\]

Filter Step:

\[
c_{k|k} = c_{k|k-1} + W_k [y_k - h(c_{k|k-1})]
\]

\[
P_{k|k} = [I - W_k H_k] P_{k|k-1}
\]

\[
K_{k|k} = [I - W_k H_k] K_{k|k-1}
\]

where \(W_k\) is the Kalman gain as given by (14). The filtered set estimate is then given by (15).
where motion, sensor locations, and range measurements. The set-valued filter estimates

4 Example: Target Tracking using Range Measurements

In this section, we present an example of this linearization technique for the set-valued filter. We track a moving target using measured range from one or two fixed sensors; one or both sensors may operate at any point in time. The target moves in a two-dimensional Cartesian coordinate system. Figure 2 illustrates the target motion, sensor locations, and range measurements. The set-valued filter estimates the target position and velocity in both dimensions as a function of time from the range measurements.

We use a linear model of the form (3) for the target dynamics. The target state \(x_k\) consists of four elements: the target position in the x and y directions, denoted \(x_k(0)\) and \(x_k(1)\), and the target velocity in the x and y directions, denoted \(x_k(2)\) and \(x_k(3)\). The system dynamics matrix is the following:

\[
F = \begin{bmatrix}
1 & 0 & \Delta t & 0 \\
0 & 1 & 0 & \Delta t \\
0 & 0 & 1 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 1
\end{bmatrix},
\]

where \(\Delta t\) is the time between observations. The process noise covariance matrix

Figure 2: The tracking scenario for application of the set-valued Kalman filter. The target moves in a straight line from left to right. Sensors 1 and 2 measure their range to the target at each time.
is

\[ Q_k = \sigma^2 \begin{bmatrix} \Delta t^3 & 0 & \Delta t^3 & 0 \\ 0 & \Delta t^3 & 0 & \Delta t^3 \\ \Delta t^3 & 0 & \Delta t & 0 \\ 0 & \Delta t^3 & 0 & \Delta t \end{bmatrix}, \]

where \( \sigma^2 \) is the intensity of a white continuous-time Gaussian noise process modeling the target acceleration.

For this example, we locate Sensor 1 at coordinates \((0, 20)\) and Sensor 2 at coordinates \((20, 0)\). The ranges from the sensors to the target at time \(k\) are denoted as \( r_k(1) \) and \( r_k(2) \). These ranges are computed as

\[ r_k(1) = \sqrt{(x_k(0) - 0)^2 + (x_k(1) - 20)^2}, \]

\[ r_k(2) = \sqrt{(x_k(0) - 20)^2 + (x_k(1) - 0)^2}. \]

Since one or both sensors may be in use at any given \(k\), the observation function \( h(x_k) \) will be either a one- or two-dimensional vector function of the state \( x_k \). When only Sensor 1 is in use, \( h(x_k) = r_k(1) \). When both sensors are in use, \( h(x_k) = \begin{bmatrix} r_k(1) \\ r_k(2) \end{bmatrix} \).

In the example scenario, the target starts at the point \((10, 10)\) with a velocity of one unit/second to the right. The time \(\Delta t\) between observations is 2 seconds. Only Sensor 1 provides range measurements from time \(k = 1\) to \(k = 4\); after \(k = 4\), both sensors provide range measurements. Figure 3 shows the set estimates of the target position for this scenario. The initial estimate set is circular. The range observations from Sensor 1 quickly reduce the size of the estimate set in the direction of the target from the sensor, but do not provide information about the target location along the perpendicular direction. When range information from Sensor 2 becomes available at time \(k = 5\), the set of estimates becomes much smaller, since now there is enough information in the observations to locate the target. In other words, during the first 4 time units, when the system is not fully observable, the set of estimates does not shrink in the unobservable direction, but
thereafter, the system is fully observable and the set of means shrinks in both directions.

It must be emphasized that the ellipses in Figure 3 do not correspond to likelihood contours (contours of constant value of probability density); rather, they define a set of position estimates, each of which has a legitimate claim to being a valid assessment of the true state of the system. If time were to increase without bound with both sets of observations available, the system would be observable and, in the limit, it would converge to a singleton representing the mean value of a unique limiting distribution (a precise probability). The covariance of this distribution, however, would converge to a steady-state, but non-zero, level, such that no increase in the accuracy of the (now point-valued) state estimates can be achieved.

5 Discussion

For time-varying estimation scenarios that are either not uniformly observable and controllable or, even if they are observable and controllable, are of such short duration that transients in the estimator dynamics do not have time to damp out, set-valued estimation provides a realistic means of accounting for imprecise knowledge of the mean of the prior distribution.

Non-linear filtering requires the propagation of the entire distribution, in contrast to the need to propagate only the first two moments with linear filtering. This
accounts for the difficulty associated with non-linear estimation. The conventional extended Kalman filter is a well-accepted and practical solution for point-valued estimates, but it does not apply to the set-valued case. The extended set-valued Kalman filter provides an approximate solution to the non-linear set-valued dynamic state estimation problem that is computationally feasible. As with the conventional extended Kalman filter, however, it is not possible to prove global convergence of the extended set-valued Kalman filter.
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Abstract

The emergence of robustness as an important consideration in Bayesian statistical models has led to a renewed interest in normative models of incomplete preferences represented by imprecise (set-valued) probabilities and utilities. This paper presents a simple axiomatization of incomplete preferences and characterizes the shape of their representing sets of probabilities and utilities. Deletion of the completeness assumption from the axiom system of Anscombe and Aumann yields preferences represented by a convex set of state-dependent expected utilities, of which at least one must be a probability/utility pair. A strengthening of the state-independence axiom is needed to obtain a representation purely in terms of a set of probability/utility pairs.
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1 Introduction

In the Bayesian theory of choice under uncertainty, a decision maker holds rational preferences among acts, which are mappings from states of nature \( \{s\} \) to consequences \( \{c\} \). It is typically assumed that rational preferences are complete, meaning that for any two acts \( X \) and \( Y \), either \( X \succsim Y \) (‘\( X \) is weakly preferred to \( Y \)) or else \( Y \succsim X \), or both. This assumption, together with other rationality axioms such as transitivity and independence, leads to a representation of preferences by a unique subjective probability distribution on states \( p(s) \) and a unique utility function \( u(c) \) on consequences, such that \( X \succsim Y \) if and only if the subjective expected utility of \( X \) is greater than or equal to that of \( Y \) (Savage 1954, Anscombe and Aumann 1963, Fishburn 1982). However, the completeness assumption may be inappropriate if we have only partial information about the decision maker’s preferences, or if realistic limits on her powers of discrimination are assumed, or if there are actually many decision makers whose preferences may disagree.

*This research was supported by the Fuqua School of Business and by the National Science Foundation. The author is grateful to David Rios Insua, Teddy Seidenfeld, Jim Smith, and Peter Wakker for comments on earlier drafts.
Incomplete preferences are generally represented by indeterminate (i.e., set-valued) probabilities and/or utilities. Varying degrees of such indeterminacy have been modeled previously in the literature of statistical decision theory and rational choice:

i. If probabilities alone are considered to be indeterminate, then preferences can be represented by a set of probability distributions \( \{ p(s) \} \) and a unique (perhaps linear) utility function \( u(c) \). The set of probability distributions is typically convex, so the representation can be derived by separating hyperplane arguments (e.g., Smith (1961), Suppes (1974), Williams (1976), Giron and Rios (1980), Nau (1992).) Representations of this kind are are widely used in robust Bayesian statistics; an extensive treatment is given by Walley (1991).

ii. If utilities alone are considered to be indeterminate, preferences can be represented by a set of utility functions \( \{ u(c) \} \) and a unique (perhaps objectively specified) probability distribution \( p(s) \), a representation that has been axiomatized and applied to economic models by Aumann (1962). The set of utility functions in this case is also typically convex, so that separating hyperplane arguments are again applicable.

iii. If both probabilities and utilities are allowed to be indeterminate, they can be represented by separate sets of probability distributions \( \{ p(s) \} \) and utility functions \( \{ u(c) \} \) whose elements are paired up arbitrarily. This representation of preferences preserves the traditional separation of information about beliefs from information about values when both are indeterminate (Rios Insua 1990, 1992), but lacks a natural axiomatic basis. Rather, it arises only as a special case of more general representations when probability and utility assessments are carried out independently.

iv. More generally, we can represent incomplete preferences by sets of probability distributions paired with state-independent utility functions \( \{ (p(s), u(c)) \} \), a.k.a. “probability/utility pairs.” This representation has an appealing multi-Bayesian interpretation and provides a normative basis for techniques of robust decision analysis (Moskowitz, Preckel and Yang, 1993) and asset pricing in incomplete financial markets (Staum 2002). It has been axiomatized by Seidenfeld, Schervish, and Kadane (1995, henceforth SSK), starting from the “horse lottery” formalization of decision theory introduced by Anscombe and Aumann (1963). However, as pointed out by SSK, the set of probability/utility pairs is typically nonconvex and may even be unconnected, so that separating hyperplane arguments are not directly applicable. Instead, SSK rely on methods of transfinite induction and indirect reasoning to obtain their results.
The objective of this paper is to derive a simple representation of incomplete preferences for the elementary case of finite state and reward spaces, and to characterize the shape of the resulting sets of probabilities and utilities. We begin by deleting both completeness and state-independence from the horse-lottery axiom system of Anscombe and Aumann, showing that this leads immediately to a representation of preferences by a set of probabilities paired with state-dependent utility functions \( \{(p(s), u(s, c))\} \). Such pairs will be called state-dependent expected utility (s.d.e.u.) functions. State-dependent utilities have been used in economic models by Karni (1985) and Drèze (1987) and are also discussed by Schervish et al. (1990). A set of s.d.e.u. functions is typically convex— unlike a set of probability/utility pairs—so that separating-hyperplane methods are still applicable at this stage. We then re-introduce Anscombe and Aumann’s state-independence assumption and show that it imposes (only) the further requirement that the representing set should contain at least one probability/utility pair. Finally, we consider the additional assumptions that must be imposed in order to shrink the representation to (the convex hull of) a set of probability/utility pairs, and present a constructive alternative to SSK’s indirect reasoning method. We show that although the representing set of probability/utility pairs is nonconvex, it nonetheless has a simple configuration: it is merely the intersection of a convex set of s.d.e.u. functions with the nonconvex surface of state-independent utilities.

The organization of the paper is as follows. Section 2 introduces basic notation and derives a representation of preferences by convex sets of s.d.e.u. functions when neither completeness nor state-independence is assumed. Section 3 incorporates Anscombe and Aumann’s state-independence assumption and shows that it requires (only) the existence of at least one agreeing state-independent utility. Section 4 discusses an example of SSK to highlight the implications of different continuity and strictness conditions. Section 5 gives the additional constructive axiom that is needed to obtain a representation purely in terms of probability/utility pairs, illustrated by another example. Section 6 briefly discusses the results.

2 Representation of incomplete preferences

Let \( S \) denote a finite set of states and let \( C \) denote a finite set of consequences. Let \( \mathcal{B} = \{\mathcal{B} : S \times C \mapsto \mathbb{R}\} \). An element \( X \in \mathcal{B} \) is a horse lottery if \( X \geq 0 \) and \( \forall s, \sum_c X(s, c) = 1 \), with the interpretation that \( X(s, c) \) is the objective probability of receiving consequence \( c \) when state \( s \) occurs. Henceforth, the symbols \( W, X, Y, Z, \) and \( H \) will be used to denote horse lotteries; the symbol \( \mathcal{B} \) will denote an element of \( \mathcal{B} \) that is not necessarily a horse lottery (e.g., \( \mathcal{B} \) may represent the difference between two horse lotteries). A horse lottery \( X \) is constant if the probabilities it assigns to consequences are constant across states— i.e., if \( X(s, c) = X(s', c) \) for all \( s, s', c \). The symbol \( \succsim \) will denote non-strict preference between horse lotteries: \( X \succsim Y \) means that \( X \) is preferred or indifferent to \( Y \), which is considered
as the behavioral primitive. The domain of \( \succ \) is the set of all horse lotteries. The asymmetric part of \( \succ \) will be denoted by \( \succ \).

An event is a subset of \( S \). The symbol \( E \) will be used interchangeably as the name for an event and for its indicator function on \( S \times C \). That is, \( E(s,c) = 1 \) if and only if \( s \in E \), and \( E(s,c) = 0 \) otherwise. If \( \alpha \) is a scalar between 0 and 1, then \( \alpha X + (1 - \alpha)Y \) is an objective mixture of \( X \) and \( Y \). It yields consequence \( c \) in state \( s \) with probability \( \alpha X(s,c) + (1 - \alpha)Y(s,c) \).

For example, \( Y \) is a horse lottery that yields consequence 1 with probability 1 in every state. Next, for all \( X \), let \( Y \) denote the horse lottery that yields consequence \( c \) with probability 1 in every state. That is, \( Y \) yields consequence \( c \) in state \( s \) with probability \( X(s,c) \) if \( E(s,c) = 1 \), and with probability \( Y(s,c) \) otherwise.

Assume that \( C \) contains a “worst” and a “best” consequence, labeled 0 and 1 respectively.\(^\text{1}\) Other consequences are labeled 2, 3, \ldots, \( K \). The symbols \( H_0 \), for \( c \in \{0,1,2,\ldots,K\} \), and \( H_1 \), for \( u \in (0,1) \), will be used to denote special “reference” horse lotteries. First, for all \( c \in \{0,1,2,\ldots,K\} \), let \( H_0 \) denote the horse lottery that yields consequence \( c \) with probability 1 in every state. That is, \( H_0(s,c') = 1 \) if \( c = c' \) and \( H_0(s,c') = 0 \) otherwise. For example, \( H_2 \) is the horse lottery that yields consequence 2 with probability 1 in every state. Next, for all \( u \in (0,1) \), let \( H_u \) denote the horse lottery that yields the best and worst consequences with probabilities \( u \) and \( 1 - u \) in every state, which is the objective mixture:

\[
H_u \equiv uH_1 + (1 - u)H_0.
\]

For example, \( H_{0.5} \) is the horse lottery that yields consequences 0 and 1 with equal probability. Later on, consequences 0 and 1 will be assigned utilities of 0 and 1, respectively, so that \( H_u \) will have an expected utility of \( u \) by definition.

The reference-lottery notation can be stretched further to define \( H_E \) as the horse lottery that yields the best consequence if event \( E \) occurs and the worst consequence otherwise, i.e., the subjective mixture:

\[
H_E \equiv EH_1 + (1 - E)H_0.
\]

Bounds on subjective probabilities are expressible as preferences between subjective and objective mixtures of \( H_0 \) and \( H_1 \). For example, a preference of the form \( H_E \succeq H_p \) for some event \( E \) and \( p \in (0,1) \) means that “the probability of \( E \) is at least \( p \),” i.e., that \( p \) is a lower probability for \( E \). Upper probabilities are defined analogously. If \( X \) is a horse lottery and \( u \) is a scalar between 0 and 1, a preference

\(^\text{1}\)Our assumption of a priori best and worst consequences follows Luce and Raiffa (1957) and Anscombe and Aumann (1963), and it is technically without loss of generality in the sense that the preference order can always be extended to a larger domain that includes two additional consequences which by construction are better and worse, respectively, than all the original consequences. (Such an extension is demonstrated by SSK, Theorem 2.) The best and worst consequences ultimately serve to calibrate the definition and measurement of subjective probabilities, but even so the probabilities remain somewhat arbitrary, as will be shown.
of the form $X \succeq H_n$ means that “the expected utility of $X$ is at least $u$.” Equivalently, we will say that $u$ is a lower expected utility for $X$. Upper expected utilities are defined analogously. Using the terms defined above, we now introduce the first group of axioms that are assumed to govern rational preference:

A1 (Quasi order): $\succeq$ is transitive and reflexive.

A2 (Mixture-independence): $X \succeq Y \iff \alpha X + (1 - \alpha)Z \succeq \alpha Y + (1 - \alpha)Z \quad \forall \alpha \in (0, 1)$.

A3 (Continuity in probability): If $\{X_n\}$ and $\{Y_n\}$ are convergent sequences such that $X_n \succeq Y_n$, then $\lim X_n \succeq \lim Y_n$.

A4 (Existence of best and worst): For all $c > 1$, $H_1 \succeq H_c \succeq H_0$.

A5 (Coherence, or non-triviality): $H_1 \succ H_0$ (i.e., not $H_0 \succeq H_1$).

A1 and A2 are von Neumann and Morgenstern’s first two axioms of expected utility, minus completeness\(^2\), as applied to horse lotteries by Anscombe and Aumann (1963); see also Fishburn (1982). A3 is a strong continuity condition used by Garcia del Amo and Rios Insua (2002) that also works in infinite-dimensional spaces. A4 and A5 ensure non-triviality and provide reference points for probability measurement, as noted earlier.

**DEFINITION:** A collection of preferences $\{X_n \succeq Y_n\}$ is a basis\(^3\) for $\succeq$ under an axiom system if every preference $X \succeq Y$ can be deduced from $\{X_n \succeq Y_n\}$ by direct application of those axioms.

The primal geometric representation of $\succeq$ is now given by:

**Theorem 1** $\succeq$ satisfies A1–A5 if and only if there exists a closed convex cone $B^* \subset B$, receding from the origin, such that for any horse lotteries $X$ and $Y$:

$$X \succeq Y \iff X - Y \in B^*.$$ 

In particular, if $\{X_n \succeq Y_n\}$ is a basis for $\succeq$ under A1–A5, then the cone $B^*$ is the closed convex hull of the rays whose directions are $\{X_n - Y_n\}$ for all $n$ together with $\{H_1 - H_c\}$ and $\{H_c - H_0\}$ for all $c$.\(^4\)

Because the direction of preference between two horse lotteries $X$ and $Y$ depends only on the direction of the vector $X - Y$, it follows that if $EX + (1 - E)Z \succeq EY + (1 - E)Z$ where $E$ is an event, then $EX + (1 - E)Z' \succeq EY + (1 - E)Z'$ for any $Z'$. Consequently, we will simply write $EX \succeq EY$ to indicate that $EX + (1 - E)Z \succeq EY + (1 - E)Z$ for all $Z$, or in other words, “$X$ is preferred to $Y$ conditional on the event $E$.” This result enables us to give a simple definition of conditional probability or expected utility: if $E$ is an event and $X$ is a horse lottery, then the preference $EX \succeq EH_u$ means that “the conditional expected utility of $X$ given $E$ is at least $u$."

---

\(^2\)The completeness assumption asserts that for any $X$ and $Y$, either $X \succeq Y$ or $Y \succeq X$, or both. Here, it is permitted that neither of these conditions holds—i.e., $X$ and $Y$ may be incomparable.

\(^3\)Use of the term “basis” in this context is due to SSK.

\(^4\)Proofs have been suppressed in the conference version of the paper but are available in the complete version on the author’s web site at http://www.duke.edu/~mau.
Now let a state dependent expected utility (s.d.e.u.) function be defined as a function \( v : S \times C \to \mathbb{R} \), with the interpretation that \( v(s, c) \) is the expected utility of receiving consequence \( c \) with probability 1 if state \( s \) obtains and receiving consequence 0 with probability 1 otherwise. Let \( U_v(X) \) denote the expected utility assigned to a horse lottery \( X \) by the s.d.e.u. function \( v \):

\[
U_v(X) = \sum_{s \in S, c \in C} X(s, c) v(s, c).
\]

**DEFINITIONS:** A s.d.e.u. function \( v \) is a probability/utility pair if it can be expressed as the product of a probability distribution on \( S \) and a state-independent utility function on \( C \)—i.e., if \( v(s, c) = p(s)u(c) \) for some functions \( p \) and \( u \). A s.d.e.u. function \( v \) agrees (one way) with \( \succsim \) if \( X \succsim Y \Rightarrow U_v(X) \geq U_v(Y) \). A set \( \mathcal{V} \) of s.d.e.u. functions represents \( \succsim \) if \( X \succsim Y \iff U_v(X) - U_v(Y) \geq 0 \forall v \in \mathcal{V} \).

We now have, as the dual to Theorem 1:

**Theorem 2** \( \succsim \) satisfies A1–A5 if and only if it is represented by a non-empty closed convex set \( \mathcal{V}^* \) of s.d.e.u. functions satisfying (w.l.o.g.) \( U_v(H_0) = 0 \) and \( U_v(H_1) = 1 \).

(The proof relies on a separating hyperplane argument. For a similar result on a more general space, see Rios 1992.) If \( \{X_n \succsim Y_n\} \) is a basis for \( \succsim \), then \( \mathcal{V}^* \) is merely the intersection of the linear constraints \( \{U_v(X_n) \geq U_v(Y_n)\}, U_v(H_0) = 0, U_v(H_1) = 1, \) and \( 0 \leq U_v(H_c) \leq 1 \) for all \( c \geq 2 \). If the basis is finite, then \( \mathcal{V}^* \) is a convex polytope, whose elements need not be probability/utility pairs. Subsequent sections of the paper will discuss the additional assumptions needed to ensure that some points of \( \mathcal{V}^* \)—especially its extreme points—are probability/utility pairs.

### 3 The state-independence axiom

We now explore the implications, in the context of incompleteness, of the additional axiom introduced by Anscombe and Aumann\footnote{Anscombe-Aumann refer to this assumption as “monotonicity in the prizes” or “substitutability.”} to provide the usual separation of subjective probability from utility. First, define the concept of a not-potentially-null event:

**DEFINITION:** An event \( E \) is not potentially null if \( H_E \succsim H_p \) for some \( p > 0 \).

Thus, an event that is not potentially null is precluded from having zero as an upper probability in any extension of \( \succsim \) satisfying A1–A5. The final axiom is then:

**A6** (State-independence): If \( X \) and \( Y \) are constant and \( E \) is not potentially null, then \( EX \succsim EY \Rightarrow E'X \succsim E'Y \) for every other event \( E' \).

An immediate contribution of A6, in light of A4, is to guarantee that consequences 0 and 1 are best and worst in every state. Thus, if A6 holds, any s.d.e.u.
function agreeing with $\succsim$ may be considered to belong to the set $\mathcal{V}^+ \subset \mathcal{V}$ defined by:

$$\mathcal{V}^+ \equiv \{ v : 0 = v(s, 0) \leq v(s, c) \leq v(s, 1) \leq 1 \ \forall \ s \in S, \ c \geq 2; \ \sum_{s \in S} v(s, 1) = 1 \}.$$ 

Henceforth it will be assumed (arbitrarily but w.l.o.g.) that consequences 0 and 1 have the same numerical utilities, namely 0 and 1, in every state as well as unconditionally. Then, regardless of whether $v$ is a probability/utility pair, define

$$p_v(s) \equiv v(s, 1)$$

as “the” probability assigned to state $s$ by $v$, since it is the expected utility of a horse lottery that yields a utility of 1 if state $s$ obtains and 0 otherwise.\footnote{The same method of defining probabilities is used by Karni (1993). Since this definition is based on the arbitrary assignment of equal utilities to the best and worst outcomes in all states, it should not be interpreted as the “true” probability of a hypothetical decision maker whose preferences are represented by $v$. The classic definitions of subjective probability given by Savage, Anscombe-Aumann, and others, are all afflicted with the same arbitrariness. The intrinsic impossibility of inferring “true” probabilities from material preferences is discussed by Kadane and Winkler (1988), Schervish et al. (1990), Karni and Mongin (2000) and Nau (1995, 2002).}

Correspondingly, if $E$ is an event,

$$p_v(E) \equiv U_v(H_E) = \sum_{s \in E} p_v(s)$$

is the probability assigned to $E$ by $v$. Next define:

$$u_v(s, c) \equiv v(s, c)/v(s, 1) \ \text{if} \ v(s, 1) > 0,$$

as the utility assigned to consequence $c$ in state $s$ by $v$. This utility is state-independent if $v$ is a probability/utility pair, otherwise it is state-dependent. In these terms, the expected utility assigned to $X$ by $v$ can be rewritten as:

$$U_v(X) = \sum_s p_v(s) \sum_c u_v(s, c)X(s, c).$$

We can now give a dual definition of conditional expected utility in terms of $v$ in the obvious way:

$$U_v(X|E) \equiv U_v(X|E) / p_v(E).$$

If the conditional expected utility of $X$ given $E$ is at least $u$ by our primal definition—i.e., if $EX \succsim EH_u$—then dually we have $U_v(X|E) \geq u$ for any $v$ agreeing with $\succsim$ and satisfying $p_v(E) > 0$, because for any agreeing $v$:

$$EX \succsim EH_u \Rightarrow U_v(EX) \geq U_v(EH_u) = up_v(E) \Rightarrow U_v(X|E) \geq u \ \text{or else} \ p_v(E) = 0.$$ 

Another consequence of A6, in light of Theorem 1, is the property of stochastic dominance. In particular, if $X$ is obtained from $Y$ by shifting probability mass
to consequence 1 from any other consequence, and/or from consequence 0 to any other consequence, in any state, then $X \succsim Y$. To see this, note that A6 together with A4 implies that $E_s \succsim E_s$ and $E_s \succsim E_s$ for state $s$ and any $c > 1$. Hence $B^+$ contains all vectors of the form $E_s(H_1 - H_c)$ and $E_s(H_c - H_0)$. If $X - Y$ can be expressed as a non-negative linear combination of these vectors, then $X - Y \in B^+$ and hence $X \succsim Y$. To make this result more precise, let the $[.,.].min$ (“minimum s.d.e.u.”) operation be defined on $B$ as follows:

$$[B]_{\min} = \min_{v \in V^+} U_v(B) = \min_{s \in S} \left[ B(s, 1) + \sum_{c \geq 2} \min\{0, B(s, c)\} \right].$$

This quantity is the minimum possible state-dependent expected utility that could be assigned to $B$: it is achieved by assigning, within each state, a utility of 0 to those consequences $c \geq 2$ for which $B$ is positive and a utility of 1 to those consequences $c \geq 2$ for which $B$ is negative, then assigning a subjective probability of 1 to the state in which the conditional expected utility of $B$ is minimized. Stochastic dominance and the negative orthant in $B$ can now be defined in a natural way:

**Definitions:**

$X \succ Y^+ (“X [strictly] dominates $Y$)” if $[X - Y]_{\min} \geq \geq 0$.

The open negative orthant $B^-$ consists of those $B$ that are strictly dominated by the zero vector, i.e., $B^- = \{B \in B : 0 >^* B\}$.

A6 in conjunction with A1–A5 then implies that $X \succ^* Y^+ \Rightarrow X \succ Y$. If preferences are complete (i.e., if for any horse lotteries $X$ and $Y$, either $X \succ Y$ or $Y \succ X$ or both), then the primal representation $B^*$ is a half-space, the dual representation $V^+$ consists of a unique s.d.e.u. function $v^*$, and axiom A6 requires the latter to be a probability/utility pair, which is the same result obtained by Anscombe and Aumann (1963). (A6 implies that $U_{v^*}(H_c | E_s) = U_{v^*}(H_c)$ independent of the state $s$.) In the absence of completeness, the contribution of A6 to the separation of probability and utility is weaker, as summarized by:

**Theorem 3:** $\succsim$ satisfies A1–A6 if and only if it is represented by a nonempty convex set $V^{**} \subseteq V^+$ of s.d.e.u. functions of which at least one element is a probability/utility pair.

If $\{X_n \succsim Y_n\}$ is a basis for $\succsim$ under axioms A1–A6, then any probability/utility pair $v$ that satisfies $U_v(X_n) \geq U_v(Y_n)$ for all $n, v \in V^+$, belongs to the set $V^{**}$. Apart from this fact, it is not easy to characterize the set $V^{**}$ in terms of probability/utility pairs, as will be illustrated in the sequel.

### 4 Strict vs. non-strict preference: an example

The results of the preceding section establish that a preference relation satisfying A1–A6 is represented by a closed set of s.d.e.u. functions of which at least one is a probability/utility pair. The closedness of the representing set is attributable to the use of non-strict preference as the behavioral primitive, together with a strong
continuity assumption. In contrast, SSK use strict preference as the behavioral primitive, together with a weaker continuity assumption, to explicitly allow for the representation of incomplete preferences by open sets that may fail to contain probability/utility pairs.

The differences in these approaches are illustrated by an example of SSK (Example 4.1) comprising two states and three consequences, i.e., \( S = \{1, 2\} \) and \( C = \{0, 1, 2\} \). Consequences 0 and 1 have state-independent utilities of 0 and 1 by assumption, so that a probability/utility pair is completely parameterized by the probability assigned to state 1 and the utility assigned to consequence 2. Consider, then, the two probability/utility pairs \((p_1, u_1)\) in which \(p_0(1) = 0.1\) and \(p_1(1) = 0.3\), and \(u_0(2) = 0.1\) and \(u_1(2) = 0.4\). Let \(v_0\) and \(v_1\) denote the corresponding s.d.e.u. functions—i.e., \(v_i(s, c) = p_i(s)u_i(c)\) for \(i = 0, 1\). Then \(U_{v_i}(X)\) denotes the expected utility assigned to horse lottery \(X\) by \(p_i(u_i)\). In particular, \(U_{v_0}(H_2) = 0.1\) and \(U_{v_1}(H_2) = 0.4\). Now let \(\succ\) be defined as the preference relation that satisfies a weak Pareto condition with respect to these two probability/utility pairs—i.e., \(X \succ Y \iff U_{v_0}(X) > U_{v_0}(Y)\) and \(U_{v_1}(X) > U_{v_1}(Y)\). Any s.d.e.u. function that is a convex combination of \(v_0\) and \(v_1\) also agrees with \(\succ\), so the representing set \(\mathcal{V}^{\succ}\) is the closed line segment whose endpoints are \(v_0\) and \(v_1\), but none of its interior points are probability/utility pairs.

Next SSK extend \(\succ\) to obtain a new preference relation \(\succ''\) by imposing the additional strict preferences \(H_0 \succ H_1 \succ'' H_2 \succ'' H_0\). The effect of this extension is to chop off the two endpoints of the representing set of s.d.e.u. functions, so that \(\succ''\) is represented by the open line segment connecting \(v_0\) with \(v_1\). SSK point out that, although \(\succ''\) satisfies all their axioms, there is no agreeing probability/utility pair for it, since the only two candidates have been deliberately excluded. They proceed to axiomatize the concept of “almost state-independent” utilities, which agree with a strict preference relation and are “within \(\varepsilon\)” of being state-independent. Clearly, \(\succ''\) has an almost-state-independent representation, containing points arbitrarily close to \(v_0\) and \(v_1\).

In our framework, where the language of preference is non-strict, there is no way to implement a constraint such as \(H_2 \succ H_0\) (i.e., to chop off \(v_0\)) except by asserting that \(H_2 \preceq H_0\) for a specific positive \(\varepsilon\). And if this assertion is made, an interesting thing happens: axiom A6 begins to nibble on the \(v_0\) end of the line segment and continues nibbling until the representation collapses to the \(v_1\) end. To illustrate this process, let the non-zero elements of each \(v\) be written out as \(v = \{(v(s, c))\} = (v(1, 1), v(2, 1); v(1, 2), v(2, 2))\). Thus, \(v_0 = (0.1, 0.9; 0.01, 0.09)\) and \(v_1 = (0.3, 0.7; 0.12, 0.28)\). (Note that because these are probability/utility pairs, the first two numbers in parentheses are the probabilities of states 1 and 2, and the last two numbers are the same probabilities multiplied by the utility of consequence 2.) Next, let the line segment from \(v_0\) to \(v_1\) be parameterized by \(v_\alpha = (1 - \alpha)v_0 + \alpha v_1\) for \(\alpha \in (0, 1)\). In these terms we obtain:

\[
v_\alpha = (0.1 + 0.2\alpha, 0.9 - 0.2\alpha; 0.01 + 0.11\alpha, 0.09 + 0.19\alpha),
\]
whence:

\[ U_{v\alpha}(H_2) = v\alpha(1,2) + v\alpha(2,2) = 0.1 + 0.3\alpha \] (4.1)

\[ U_{v\alpha}(H_2|E_1) = \frac{v\alpha(1,2)}{v\alpha(1,1)} = \frac{0.01 + 0.11\alpha}{0.1 + 0.2\alpha} \] (4.2)

\[ U_{v\alpha}(H_2|E_2) = \frac{v\alpha(2,2)}{v\alpha(2,1)} = \frac{0.09 + 0.19\alpha}{0.9 - 0.2\alpha} \] (4.3)

These are all monotone functions of \( \alpha \) for \( \alpha \) between 0 and 1, and they all are equal to 0.1 at \( \alpha = 0 \) and 0.4 at \( \alpha = 1 \). However, for intermediate values of \( \alpha \), (4.1) is greater than (4.3) and less than (4.2), and by invoking axiom A6, we can play the last two off against each other. In particular, it follows from monotonicity of (4.2) that

\[ \alpha \geq \alpha^* \Rightarrow U_{v\alpha}(H_2|E_1) \geq \frac{0.01 + 0.11\alpha^*}{0.1 + 0.2\alpha^*} \] (4.4)

whereas it follows from monotonicity of (4.3) that

\[ U_{v\alpha}(H_2|E_2) \geq u^* \Rightarrow \alpha \geq \frac{0.9u^* - 0.09}{0.2u^* + 0.19} \] (4.5)

Let the set \( \mathcal{F}^{\alpha*} \) representing the original relation \( \succ \) henceforth be parameterized as \( \mathcal{F}^{\alpha*} = \{v\alpha|\alpha \in [0,1]\} \). Suppose that we now increase the lower utility of \( H_2 \) by \( \varepsilon = 0.01 \) by adding the preference assertion \( H_2 \succ H_{0,11} \) to the basis for \( \succ \). This additional assertion imposes the constraint \( U_{v\alpha}(H_2) \geq 0.11 \) for all \( v\alpha \) agreeing with the extended relation, thus excluding \( v_0 \) as an agreeing s.d.e.u. function. By application of A6, we may conclude that \( U_{v\alpha}(H_2|E_2) \geq 0.11 \) as well. Substituting \( u^* = 0.11 \) in (4.5), it follows that the representing set must consist only of those \( v\alpha \) satisfying \( \alpha \geq 0.042453 \). But now, substituting \( \alpha^* = 0.042453 \) back into (4.4), we find that it must also satisfy \( U_{v\alpha}(H_2|E_1) \geq 0.135217 \). Since \( E_1 \) is not potentially null, A6 may be applied again to obtain \( U_{v\alpha}(H_2) \geq 0.135217 \). Thus, if we take one bite out of the line segment by imposing the constraint \( U_{v\alpha}(H_2) \geq 0.11 \), we end up concluding that a larger bite \( U_{v\alpha}(H_2) \geq 0.135217 \) may be taken! If we now repeat the process by substituting \( u^* = 0.135217 \) in (4.5), we obtain \( \alpha^* = 0.146034 \), which yields \( U_{v\alpha}(H_2|E_1) \geq 0.201721 \) when substituted in (4.4). Successive iterations yield \( u^* \) values of 0.299288, 0.365247, 0.390144, 0.397381, 0.399317, and so on with rapid convergence to 0.4, which is realized (only) at \( v_1 \). The continuity axiom then allows us to assert that \( H_2 \succ H_{0,4} \), which together with the original constraint \( H_{0,4} \succeq H_2 \) establishes that the utility of consequence 2 is precisely 0.4.

If instead we start at the other endpoint, adding the constraint \( H_{0,4} \succeq H_2 \) for \( \varepsilon > 0 \), the collapse occurs to the 0.1 value. If both constraints are added—i.e., if both endpoints are chopped off by finite margins, the entire interval is annihilated, yielding incoherence (a violation of A5). Hence, this example is unstable in the sense that any finite extension of the original preference relation leads to a collapse to one or the other of the original probability/utility pairs, or else to incoherence.
5 The need for stronger state-independence

The original preference relation in SSK’s example is represented by a set of s.d.e.u. functions whose extreme points are both probability/utility pairs. In our framework, if either of these points is excluded, then the intervening points must be excluded as well. Thus, in extending that relation, it is impossible to retain any agreeing state-dependent utilities that are not convex combinations of agreeing state-independent utilities. A second example shows that this is not always the case under axioms A1–A6. In other words, a preference relation can satisfy these axioms and yet not be represented by utilities that are state-independent or even “almost” state-independent.

Let there be three states and three consequences, and let $X$ denote the horse lottery that satisfies $X(1, 0) = X(2, 2) = X(3, 1) = 1$. That is, $X$ yields consequences 0, 2, and 1 with certainty in states 1, 2, and 3 respectively. Suppose that all states are judged to have probability at least 0.1, and $X$ is judged to have an unconditional expected utility of at least 0.5. Furthermore, a coin flip between $X$ and $\{\text{consequence 2 if state 1, otherwise } Z\}$ is preferred to a coin flip between utility 0.5 and $\{\text{utility 0.9 if state 1, otherwise } Z\}$, but also a coin flip between $X$ and $\{\text{utility 0.1 if state 2, otherwise } Z\}$ is preferred to a coin flip between utility 0.5 and $\{\text{consequence 2 given state 2, otherwise } Z\}$. (The common alternative $Z$ is arbitrary by Theorem 1.) Thus, the basis for $\succsim$ is as follows:

$$H_E \succsim H_{0.1} \text{ for } E = E_1, E_2, E_3,$$

$$\frac{1}{2}X + \frac{1}{2}Z \succsim \frac{1}{2}H_{0.5} + \frac{1}{2}Z,$$

$$\frac{1}{2}X + \frac{1}{2}(E_1H_2 + (1 - E_1)Z) \succsim \frac{1}{2}H_{0.5} + \frac{1}{2}(E_1H_{0.9} + (1 - E_1)Z),$$

$$\frac{1}{2}X + \frac{1}{2}(E_2H_{0.1} + (1 - E_2)Z) \succsim \frac{1}{2}H_{0.5} + \frac{1}{2}(E_2H_2 + (1 - E_2)Z).$$

Notice that (5.3) and (5.4) are obtained from (5.2) by replacing $Z$ by subjective mixtures of $Z$ with different constant lotteries on the LHS and RHS. These last two preferences imply that the lower bound on the expected utility of $X$ among all probability/utility pairs agreeing with $\succsim$ must be strictly greater than 0.5. To understand this implication, note that under any s.d.e.u. function that agrees with $\succsim$, the differences in expected utility between the LHS’s and RHS’s of (5.2), (5.3), and (5.4), must all be non-negative. Moreover, if the s.d.e.u. function is a probability/utility pair, then in at least one of the two comparisons (5.3) and (5.4), the difference in expected utility between LHS and RHS must be strictly less than it is in (5.2), a situation that occurs when consequence 2 has a utility strictly greater than 0.1 and/or strictly less than 0.9. If the difference in expected utility between LHS and RHS is non-negative in all cases, then the difference can never be zero in (5.2)—i.e., $X$ cannot have a lower expected utility as small as
0.5. In fact, the minimum expected utility of $X$ among all probability/utility pairs agreeing with $(5.1–5.4)$ is 0.564314.

The question is whether, by direct application of axioms A1–A6, we can infer that the expected utility of $X$ is strictly greater than 0.5. The answer is: we cannot. The problem is that axiom A6 is useless here because of the common nonconstant term $X$ in $(5.2)–(5.4)$. In order to apply A6, we must first find non-negative linear combinations of the differences between the LHS’s and RHS’s of $(5.1)–(5.4)$ that are conditionally constant—i.e., of the form $E_B$, where $E$ is an event and $B$ is constant across states. But the search for such conditionally constant terms is constrained here by the presence of a common nonconstant term $X - H_0$ in the differences between LHS’s and RHS’s of $(5.2)–(5.4)$. Furthermore, in order for A6 to “bite,” $B$ needs to have a negative lower expected utility when conditioned on some other event $E'$. The effect of applying A6 will then be to raise this lower expected utility to zero, which shrinks the set of s.d.e.u. functions representing $\succsim$. In the example, the few conditionally-constant lottery differences $E_B$ that can be constructed from $(5.1)–(5.4)$ all turn out to satisfy $B^* \geq 0$, which is completely uninformative. The lower expected utility of $X$ therefore remains at 0.5 despite the fact that this value is not realized, or even closely approached, by any probability/utility pair agreeing with $\succsim$.

This example shows that when preferences are incomplete, axiom A6 is insufficient to guarantee that they are represented by a set of probability/utility pairs (or their convex hull). Evidently, an additional state-independence condition is needed, such as:

**A7 (Stochastic substitution):** If

$$\alpha X + (1 - \alpha) (EX' + (1 - E)Z) \succsim \alpha Y + (1 - \alpha) (EY' + (1 - E)Z)$$

for some $\alpha \in (0, 1)$ where $X'$ and $Y'$ are constant lotteries and $E$ is not potentially null, then

$$\alpha X + (1 - \alpha) (pX' + (1 - p)Z) \succsim \alpha Y + (1 - \alpha) (pY' + (1 - p)Z)$$

for some $p \in (0, 1]$.

In other words, the subjective mixtures of the constant lotteries $X'$ and $Y'$ with $Z$ can be replaced with objective mixtures against the background of a comparison between the nonconstant lotteries $X$ and $Y$. In terms of the primal representation $B'$, this assumption means that if $B + EB' \in B'$, where $B'$ is constant across states and $E$ is not potentially null, then $B + pB' \in B'$ for some $p > 0$. Note that if a collection of preferences $\{X_n \succsim Y_n\}$ satisfies A1–A6, then the imposition of A7 cannot produce a contradiction. A1–A6 require the existence of at least one probability/utility pair agreeing with $\{X_n \succsim Y_n\}$, and any probability/utility pair that agrees with the original preferences will also agree with any new preferences generated from them by A7.

---

*Footnote:* A2 and A6 imply only that this substitution may be performed in the nonstochastic case $B = 0$. 
The new axiom does affect the counterexample discussed above. (5.3) and (5.4) can now be replaced by

\[
\frac{1}{2}X + \frac{1}{2}(pH_2 + (1 - p)Z) \succ \frac{1}{2}H_{0.5} + \frac{1}{2}(pH_{0.9} + (1 - p)Z),
\]

\[
\frac{1}{2}X + \frac{1}{2}(p'H_{0.1} + (1 - p')Z) \succ \frac{1}{2}H_{0.5} + \frac{1}{2}(p'H_2 + (1 - p')Z),
\]

for some \( p, p' > 0 \). A mixture of these two comparisons in a ratio of \( p' \) to \( p \) yields:

\[
\frac{1}{2}X + \frac{1}{2}(\alpha H_{0.1} + \alpha H_2 + (1 - 2\alpha)Z) \succ \frac{1}{2}H_{0.5} + \frac{1}{2}(\alpha H_{0.9} + \alpha H_2 + (1 - 2\alpha)Z),
\]

where \( \alpha = pp'/(p + p') \). The LHS must have greater-or-equal expected utility than the RHS, which (because of the \( H_{0.1} \) term on the left and the \( H_{0.9} \) term on the right, and cancellation of the common terms \( H_2 \) and \( Z \)) means that \( X \) must have strictly greater expected utility than 0.5.

The main result, which generalizes this example, can now be stated as:

**Theorem 4** \( \succ \) satisfies A1–A7 if and only if it is represented by a nonempty set \( \mathcal{U}^{***} \) of s.d.e.u. functions that is the convex hull of a set of probability/utility pairs.

If \( \{X_n \succ Y_n\} \) is a basis for \( \succ \) under A1–A7, then \( \mathcal{U}^{***} \) is merely the convex hull of the set of probability/utility pairs that satisfy \( \{U_v(X_n) \geq U_v(Y_n)\} \). If the basis is finite, the construction of \( \mathcal{U}^{***} \) can be carried out as follows:

First, form the convex polyhedron consisting of the intersection of the constraints \( \{U_v(X_n) \geq U_v(Y_n)\} \), \( v \in \mathcal{U}^{**} \). Now take the intersection of this polyhedron with the nonconvex surface consisting of all probability/utility pairs. (If the latter intersection is empty, the preferences do not satisfy A1–A7: they are incoherent.) Finally, take the convex hull of what remains: this is the set \( \mathcal{U}^{***} \).

**6 Discussion**

It has been shown that, in order to obtain a convenient representation of incomplete preferences by sets of probability/utility pairs, it does not suffice merely to delete the completeness axiom from the standard axiomatic framework of Anscombe and Aumann. This finding is not due to technical problems with limits or null events, but rather to a fundamental weakness of the traditional state-independence axiom in the absence of completeness. Our approach is to introduce an additional state-independence postulate (A7) that has “bite” in the absence of completeness. SSK follow a different approach in their axiomatization of incomplete strict preferences. Instead of directly strengthening the state-independence property, they “fill in the missing preferences” by indirect reasoning, namely, they assume the preference relation has the property that \( \neg(X \succ Y) \Rightarrow Y \succeq X \), where “\( \neg \)” stands for
for “it is precluded that,” meaning that there is no extension of \( \succ \) satisfying the other axioms in which \( X \succsim Y \) (p. 2204 ff.). SSK’s assumption requires that wherever a weak preference is precluded, the opposite strict preference must be affirmed. In our framework, this property of \( \succsim \) is not implied by axioms A1–A6, hence it amounts to an additional axiom of rationality. The lack of this property is illustrated by the example of the preceding section, in which it is precluded that \( H_u \succsim X \) for any \( u < 0.5643 \ldots \), yet it is not implied by A1–A6 that \( X > H_u \) for any \( u > 0.5 \). If the “axiom” of indirect reasoning is added to A1–A6, in lieu of A7, the representation of Theorem 4 follows immediately from Theorem 3.
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Abstract

In this paper we study two classes of imprecise previsions, which we termed convex and centered convex previsions, in the framework of Walley’s theory of imprecise previsions. We show that convex previsions are related with a concept of convex natural extension, which is useful in correcting a large class of inconsistent imprecise probability assessments. This class is characterised by a condition of avoiding unbounded sure loss. Convexity further provides a conceptual framework for some uncertainty models and devices, like unnormalised supremum preserving functions. Centered convex previsions are intermediate between coherent previsions and previsions avoiding sure loss, and their not requiring positive homogeneity is a relevant feature for potential applications. Finally, we show how these concepts can be applied in (financial) risk measurement.
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1 Introduction

Imprecise probability theory is developed by P. Walley in [14] in terms of two major classes of (unconditional) imprecise previsions, relying upon reasonable consistency requirements: avoiding sure loss and coherent previsions. The condition of avoiding sure loss is less restrictive than coherence but is often too weak.

Coherent imprecise previsions have been studied more extensively, while imprecise previsions that avoid sure loss received less attention, and it is an interesting problem to state whether some special class of previsions avoiding sure loss can be identified, which is such that
(a) its properties are not too far from those of coherent previsions;

(b) it gives further insight into the theory of imprecise previsions or generalises some of its basic aspects;

(c) it may express beliefs which do not match with coherence but which are useful in formalising and dependably modelling certain kinds of problems.

The main aim of this paper is to discuss the properties and some applications of two classes of imprecise previsions, which we termed convex and centered convex previsions and which let us provide some answers to points (a), (b), (c). The paper partly summarises and complements [12], where proofs may be found for those results which are stated without proof here.

After recalling some basic notions in Section 2, we study the larger class of convex lower previsions in Section 3.1. Although our conclusion is that convexity is an unsatisfactory consistency requirement – for instance, convex previsions do not necessarily avoid sure loss – it is however important as far as (b) is concerned. That is seen in Section 3.2, where a notion of convex natural extension is discussed which formally parallels the basic concept of natural extension in [14]. We characterise lower previsions whose convex natural extension is finite as those complying with the (mild) requirement of avoiding unbounded sure loss. In this case the convex natural extension indicates a canonical (least-committal) way of correcting them into a convex assessment. As discussed in Section 3.2.1, it is then easy to make a further correction to achieve the stronger (and more satisfactory) property of centered convexity.

Centered convex previsions are discussed in Section 3.3, together with generalisations of the important envelope theorem. Centered convex lower previsions are a special class of previsions avoiding sure loss, retaining several properties of coherent imprecise previsions, and hence they appear to fulfil requirement (a).

Section 4 gives some answers to point (c). Here convex previsions provide a conceptual framework for certain kinds of uncertainty models, as shown in Examples 1 (overly prudential assessments) and 2 (supremum preserving functions). These models are sometimes employed in practice, although they cannot usually be regarded as satisfactory. Centered convex previsions do not require the positive homogeneity condition $P(\lambda X) = \lambda P(X)$, $\forall \lambda > 0$, and hence seem appropriate to capture risk aversion. In Section 4.1 we focus in particular on risk measurement problems, showing that the results in Section 3 may be used to define convex risk measures (centered or not) for an arbitrary set of random variables $D$. In particular, the definition of convex risk measure coincides, when $D$ is a linear space, with the concept of convex risk measure recently introduced in the literature to consider liquidity risks [4, 5, 7]. It appears here that results from the risk measurement area can profitably contribute to the development of imprecise probability theory and viceversa. Section 5 concludes the paper.
2 Preliminaries

Unless otherwise specified, in the sequel we shall denote with $\mathcal{D}$ an arbitrary set of bounded random variables (or gambles, in the notation of [14]) and with $\mathcal{L}$ ($\supset \mathcal{D}$) the set of all bounded random variables (on a possibility space). A lower prevision $\underline{P}$ (an upper prevision $\overline{P}$, a prevision $P$) on $\mathcal{D}$ is a real-valued function with domain $\mathcal{D}$. In particular, if $\mathcal{D}$ contains only indicator functions of events, $\underline{P}$ ($\overline{P}$, $P$) is termed lower probability (upper probability, probability).

Lower (and upper) previsions should satisfy some consistency requirements: the condition of avoiding sure loss and the stronger coherence condition [14].

Definition 1 $\underline{P} : \mathcal{D} \to \mathbb{R}$ is a lower prevision on $\mathcal{D}$ that avoids sure loss iff, for all $n \in \mathbb{N}^+$, $\forall X_1, \ldots, X_n \in \mathcal{D}$, $\forall s_1, \ldots, s_n$ real and non-negative, defining $G = \sum_{i=1}^n s_i(X_i - \underline{P}(X_i))$, $\sup G \geq 0$.

Definition 2 $\overline{P} : \mathcal{D} \to \mathbb{R}$ is a coherent lower prevision on $\mathcal{D}$ if and only if, for all $n \in \mathbb{N}^+$, $\forall X_0, X_1, \ldots, X_n \in \mathcal{D}$, $\forall s_0, s_1, \ldots, s_n$ real and non-negative, defining $G = \sum_{i=1}^n s_i(X_i - \overline{P}(X_i)) - s_0(X_0 - \overline{P}(X_0))$, $\sup G \geq 0$.

The condition of avoiding sure loss is too weak under many respects: for instance, it does not require that $\underline{P}(X) \geq \inf X$, nor does it impose monotonicity. On the other hand, it is simpler to assess and to check than coherence.

Behaviourally, a lower prevision assessment $\underline{P}(X)$ may be viewed as a supremum buying price for $X$ [14], and $s(X - \underline{P}(X))$ represents an elementary gain from a bet on $X$, with stake $s$. We shall say that the bet is in favour of $X$ if $s \geq 0$, whilst $-s(X - \underline{P}(X))$ ($s \geq 0$) is an elementary gain from a bet against $X$. Definitions 1 and 2 both require that no admissible linear combination $G$ of elementary gains originates a sure loss bounded away from zero. The difference is that the concept of avoiding sure loss considers only bets in favour of the $X_i$, while coherence considers also (at most) one bet against a random variable in $\mathcal{D}$.

We recall the following properties of coherent lower previsions, which hold whenever the random variables involved are in $\mathcal{D}$:

(a) $\underline{P}(\lambda X) = \lambda \underline{P}(X)$, $\forall \lambda > 0$ (positive homogeneity)
(b) $\inf X \leq \underline{P}(X) \leq \sup X$ (internality)
(c) $\underline{P}(X + Y) \geq \underline{P}(X) + \underline{P}(Y)$ (superlinearity).

Coherent precise previsions may be defined by modifying Definition 2 to allow $n \geq 0$ bets in favour of and $m \geq 0$ bets against random variables in $\mathcal{D}$ ($m, n \in \mathbb{N}$). A coherent precise prevision $P$ is necessarily linear and homogeneous: $P(aX + bY) = aP(X) + bP(Y)$, $\forall a, b \in \mathbb{R}$. In particular $P(0) = 0$.

Coherent lower previsions may be characterised using precise previsions [14]:

Theorem 1 (Lower envelope theorem) A lower prevision $\underline{P}$ on $\mathcal{D}$ is coherent iff $\underline{P}$ is the lower envelope of some set $\mathcal{M}$ of coherent precise previsions on $\mathcal{D}$, i.e. iff

$$\underline{P}(X) = \inf_{P \in \mathcal{M}} \{ P(X) \}, \forall X \in \mathcal{D} \text{ (inf is attained).}$$
Upper and lower previsions are customarily related by the conjugacy relation $\overline{P}(X) = -P(-X)$. An upper prevision $\overline{P}(X)$ may be viewed as an infimum selling price for $X$ and an elementary gain from a bet concerning $X$ is written as $s(\overline{P}(X) - X)$. The definitions of coherence and of the condition of avoiding sure loss are modified accordingly.

3 Convex Lower Previsions

3.1 Convex Previsions

**Definition 3** $P : \mathcal{D} \rightarrow \mathbb{R}$ is a convex lower prevision on $\mathcal{D}$ iff, for all $n \in \mathbb{N}^+$, $\forall X_0, X_1, \ldots, X_n \in \mathcal{D}$, $\forall s_1, \ldots, s_n$ real and non-negative such that $\sum_{i=1}^{n} s_i = 1$ (convexity condition), defining $G = \sum_{i=1}^{n} s_i (X_i - P(X_i)) - (X_0 - P(X_0))$, $\sup G \geq 0$.

Any coherent lower prevision is convex, since Definition 3 is obtained from Definition 2 adding the constraint $\sum_{i=1}^{n} s_i = s_0 = 1$ (note that we would get a definition equivalent to Definition 3 requiring only $\sum_{i=1}^{n} s_i > 0$). Conversely, a convex lower prevision does not even necessarily avoid sure loss:

**Proposition 1** Let $P$ be a convex lower prevision on $\mathcal{D}$ and let $0 \in \mathcal{D}$. Then $P$ avoids sure loss iff $P(0) \leq 0$.

Convexity is characterised by a set of axioms if $\mathcal{D}$ has a special structure:

**Theorem 2** Let $P : \mathcal{D} \rightarrow \mathbb{R}$.

(a) If $\mathcal{D}$ is a linear space containing real constants, $P$ is a convex lower prevision iff it satisfies the following axioms:$^2$

1. $P(X + c) = P(X) + c, \forall X \in \mathcal{D}, \forall c \in \mathbb{R}$ (translation invariance)
2. $\forall X, Y \in \mathcal{D}$, if $Y \leq X$ then $P(Y) \leq P(X)$ (monotonicity)
3. $P(\lambda X + (1 - \lambda)Y) \geq \lambda P(X) + (1 - \lambda)P(Y), \forall X, Y \in \mathcal{D}, \forall \lambda \in [0, 1]$ (concavity).

(b) If $\mathcal{D}$ is a convex cone, $P$ is a convex lower prevision iff it satisfies (C) and

1. $\forall \mu \in \mathbb{R}, \forall X, Y \in \mathcal{D}$, if $X \geq Y + \mu$ then $P(X) \geq P(Y) + \mu$.

**Proposition 2** Some properties of convex lower previsions.

$^1$The term ‘convex’ in ‘convex prevision’ refers to the convexity condition $\sum_{i=1}^{n} s_i = 1$ ($s_i \geq 0$), which distinguishes convex lower (upper) previsions from coherent lower (upper) previsions (cf. Definitions 2, 3 and 7) and convex natural extensions from natural extensions (cf. Definition 4 and Section 3.2.1). The term ‘convex prevision’ is therefore unrelated with convexity or concavity properties of previsions as real functions.

$^2$(T) and (M) can be replaced by $P(X) - P(Y) \leq \sup(X - Y), \forall X, Y \in \mathcal{D}$. 


(a) (Convergence theorem) Let \( \{ P_j \}_{j=1}^{\infty} \) be a sequence of lower previsions, convex on \( \mathcal{D} \) and such that \( \forall X \in \mathcal{D} \) there exists \( \lim_{j \to \infty} P_j(X) = P(X) \). Then \( P \) is convex on \( \mathcal{D} \).

(b) (Convexity theorem) If \( P_1 \) and \( P_2 \) are convex lower previsions on \( \mathcal{D} \), so is \( P(X) = \lambda P_1(X) + (1 - \lambda) P_2(X) \), \( \forall \lambda \in [0, 1] \).

Let \( P \) be a convex lower prevision on \( \mathcal{D} \). The following properties hold (whenever all random variables involved are in \( \mathcal{D} \)):

(c) If \( P(0) \geq 0 \), \( P(\lambda X) \geq \lambda P(X) \), \( \forall \lambda \in [0, 1] \) and \( P(\lambda X) \leq \lambda P(X) \), \( \forall \lambda > 1 \)

(d) \( P(0) + \inf X \leq P(X) \leq P(0) + \sup X \)

(e) \( \forall \mu \in \mathbb{R}, P(\mu X) = P(X) + \mu \) is convex on \( \mathcal{D} \).

Properties (a) and (b), which are quite analogous to corresponding properties of coherent previsions and previsions avoiding sure loss [14], point out ways of obtaining new convex lower previsions from given ones. Property (c) shows that convexity is compatible with lack of positive homogeneity, but requires the condition \( P(0) \geq 0 \). Property (d) highlights a sore point of convexity: \( P(X) \) need not belong to the closed interval \([\inf X, \sup X]\) (internality may fail).\(^3\)

Property (d) suggests that internality could be restored imposing \( P(0) = 0 \), if \( \exists 0 \notin \mathcal{D} \); by (e), if \( \exists 0 \in \mathcal{D} \) and \( P(0) \neq 0 \), then \( P(\mu X) = P(X) + \mu P(0) \) is convex and \( P''(0) = 0 \). Requiring \( P(0) = 0 \) is also the only choice to make \( P \) avoid sure loss (Proposition 1), while assuring that (c) holds.

Thinking of the meaning of a lower prevision, it appears extremely reasonable to add condition \( P(0) = 0 \) to convexity: it would be at least weird to give an estimate (even imprecise) of the non-random variable 0 which is other than zero.

### 3.2 Convex Natural Extension

Before considering the stronger class of centered convex previsions, we introduce the notion of convex natural extension, which is strictly related to convexity.

**Definition 4** Let \( P : \mathcal{D} \to \mathbb{R} \) be a lower prevision, \( Z \) an arbitrary (bounded) random variable. Define \( g_0 = s_h(X_h - P(X_h)) \), \( L = \{ \alpha : Z - \alpha \geq \sum_{i=1}^{n} g_i \), for some \( n \geq 1 \), \( X_i \in \mathcal{D}, s_i \geq 0 \), with \( \sum_{i=1}^{n} s_i = 1 \} \). \( E_c(Z) = \sup L \) is termed convex natural extension\(^4\) of \( P \) on \( Z \).

It is clear that \( L \) is always non-empty (putting \( n = 1 \), \( s_1 = 1 \), \( X_1 = X \in \mathcal{D} \) in its definition, \( \alpha \in L \) for \( \alpha \leq \inf Z - \sup X + P(X) \)), while \( E_c(Z) \) can in general be infinite. This situation is characterised in the following Proposition 3.

---

\(^3\)Non-internality cannot anyway be two-sided: if there exists \( X \in \mathcal{D} \) such that \( P(X) > \sup X \) \( (P(X) < \inf X) \), then \( P(Y) > \inf Y \) \( (P(Y) < \sup Y) \), \( \forall Y \in \mathcal{D} \). This is easily seen applying Definition 3, with \( n = 2 \), \( \{X_h, X_i\} = \{X, Y\} \).

\(^4\)The reason why \( E_c \) is termed ‘extension’ appears from the later Theorem 3, especially (d).
**Definition 5** \( P : \mathcal{D} \to \mathbb{R} \) is a lower prevision that avoids unbounded sure loss on \( \mathcal{D} \) iff there exists \( k \in \mathbb{R} \) such that, for all \( n \in \mathbb{N}^+ \), \( \forall X_1, \ldots, X_n \in \mathcal{D}, \forall s_1, \ldots, s_n \) real and non-negative with \( \sum_{i=1}^{n} s_i = 1 \), defining \( G = \sum_{i=1}^{n} s_i (X_i - P(X_i)) \), \( \sup G \geq k \).

**Remark 1** Definition 5 generalises Definition 1: \( P \) avoids unbounded sure loss if and only if \( P + k \) avoids sure loss for some \( k \in \mathbb{R} \), since the last inequality in Definition 5 may be written as \( \sup \sum_{i=1}^{n} s_i (X_i - (P(X_i) + k)) \geq 0 \) and the constraint \( \sum_{i=1}^{n} s_i = 1 \) is not restrictive for Definition 1. Note also that if \( P + k \) avoids sure loss, then so does \( P - h, \forall h \leq k \). Therefore, when \( P \) avoids unbounded sure loss, defining \( \overline{X} = \sup \{ k \in \mathbb{R} : P + k \) avoids sure loss} \), \( P \) avoids sure loss too whenever \( \overline{X} \geq 0 \). As a further remark, it can be seen that the constraint \( \sum_{i=1}^{n} s_i = 1 \) is essential in Definition 5: wiping it out would make Definition 5 equivalent to Definition 1.

**Proposition 3** \( E_\alpha(Z) \) is finite, whatever is \( Z \), iff \( P \) avoids unbounded sure loss.

**Proof.** Suppose first that \( P \) avoids unbounded sure loss and for an arbitrary \( Z \) let \( \alpha \in L \). Then \( Z - \alpha \geq \sum_{i=1}^{n} s_i (X_i - P(X_i)) \) for some \( X_1, \ldots, X_n \in \mathcal{D} \) and \( s_1, \ldots, s_n \geq 0 \) with \( \sum_{i=1}^{n} s_i = 1 \), and hence sup \( Z - \alpha \geq \sum_{i=1}^{n} s_i (X_i - P(X_i)) \geq k \), using Definition 5 at the last inequality. Therefore \( E_\alpha(Z) \leq \sup Z - k \).

Conversely, suppose now that \( P \) does not avoid unbounded sure loss. Therefore, for each \( k \in \mathbb{R} \) there are \( X_1, \ldots, X_n \in \mathcal{D} \) and \( s_1, \ldots, s_n \geq 0 \) with \( \sum_{i=1}^{n} s_i = 1 \) such that \( \sum_{i=1}^{n} s_i (X_i - P(X_i)) < k \leq Z - (\inf Z) \). This implies, for any \( Z, -k + \inf Z \in L \) and, by the arbitrariness of \( k \), \( E_\alpha(Z) = +\infty \). \( \square \)

The condition of avoiding unbounded sure loss is rather mild. For instance, it clearly holds whenever \( \mathcal{D} \) is finite. It is also implied by convexity, as shown by the following proposition, while the converse implication is generally not true.

**Proposition 4** If \( P : \mathcal{D} \to \mathbb{R} \) is convex, it avoids unbounded sure loss.

**Proof.** Choose arbitrarily \( X_1, \ldots, X_n \in \mathcal{D} \) and \( s_1, \ldots, s_n \geq 0 \) such that \( \sum_{i=1}^{n} s_i = 1 \) in Definition 5. Given \( X_0 \in \mathcal{D} \), use convexity to write \( 0 \leq \sup \{ \sum_{i=1}^{n} s_i (X_i - P(X_i)) - (X_0 - P(X_0)) \} \leq \sup \{ \sum_{i=1}^{n} s_i (X_i - P(X_i)) \} - (\inf X_0 - P(X_0)) \), and hence sup \( \{ \sum_{i=1}^{n} s_i (X_i - P(X_i)) \} \geq 0 \). \( \square \)

We state now some properties of the convex natural extension. An indirect characterisation of the convex natural extension will be given in Theorem 5.

**Theorem 3** Let \( P : \mathcal{D} \to \mathbb{R} \) be a lower prevision which avoids unbounded sure loss and \( E_\alpha \) its convex natural extension. Then

(a) \( E_\alpha \) is a convex prevision on \( L \) and \( E_\alpha(X) \geq P(X), \forall X \in \mathcal{D} \)

(b) \( P \) is convex if and only if \( E_\alpha = P \) on \( \mathcal{D} \)

(c) If \( P^\alpha \) is a convex prevision on \( \mathcal{D} \) such that \( P^\alpha(X) \geq P(X), \forall X \in \mathcal{D} \), then \( P^\alpha(Z) \geq E_\alpha(Z), \forall Z \in L \)
(d) If $P$ is convex, $E_c$ is the minimal convex extension of $P$ to $L$.

(e) $P$ avoids sure loss on $D$ if and only if $E_c$ avoids sure loss on $L$.

3.2.1 The Role of the Convex Natural Extension

The properties of $E_c$ closely resemble those of the natural extension $E$ [14] of a lower prevision $P$, whose definition differs from that of $E_c$ only for the lack of the constraint $\sum_{i=1}^{n} s_i = 1$. In particular, as $E$ characterises coherence of $P$ ($P$ is coherent iff $E$ coincides with $P$ on $D$), $E_c$ characterises convexity of $P$.

Property (d) lets us extend $P$ to any $D' \supset D$ (maintaining convexity) by considering the restriction of $E_c$ to $D'$. Moreover, (e) guarantees that $E_c$ inherits the condition of avoiding sure loss when $P$ satisfies it.

It is well known that the natural extension is finite iff $P$ avoids sure loss, and when finite it can correct $P$ into a coherent assessment in a canonical way. Analogously, the convex natural extension is finite iff $P$ avoids unbounded sure loss, and can be used to correct $P$ into a convex assessment, although property (e) warns us that $E_c$ will still incur sure loss if $P$ does so. This problem can be solved using Proposition 2, (e): $P^*(X) = E_c(X) - E_c(0)$ is a correction of $P$ which avoids sure loss by Proposition 1, as $P^*(0) = 0$. This also means that $P^*$ is a centered convex prevision by Definition 6 in the next section.

Alternatively, the convex natural extension may be employed to correct an assessment $P$ which avoids unbounded sure loss (but not sure loss) into $P'$, which avoids sure loss but is not necessarily convex. In fact, $P + h$ avoids sure loss $\forall h \leq \bar{k} < 0$ (cf. Remark 1). Since it can be shown that $\bar{k} = -E_c(0)$, it ensues that $E_c(0)$ is the minimum $k$ to be subtracted from $P$ to make $P' = P - k$ avoid sure loss.

Hence, the convex natural extension points out ways of correcting an assessment incurring (bounded) sure loss into one avoiding sure loss, a problem which cannot be answered using the natural extension. These corrections can be applied in several interesting situations, including, as already noted, the case of a finite $D$.

3.3 Centered Convex Previsions and Envelope Theorems

The considerations at the end of Section 3.1 lead us naturally to the following stronger notion of centered convexity:

**Definition 6** A lower prevision $P$ on domain $D$ ($0 \in D$) is centered convex (C-convex, in short) iff it is convex and $P(0) = 0$.

**Proposition 5** Let $P$ be a centered convex lower prevision on $D$. Then

(a) $P$ has a convex natural extension (hence at least one centered convex extension) on any $D' \supset D$.

\[\text{As shown in [12], we obtain an equivalent definition of centered convex lower prevision by requiring } P_c(0) = 0 \text{ and relaxing the convexity condition } \sum_{i=1}^{n} s_i = s_0 > 0 \text{ to } \sum_{i=1}^{n} s_i \leq s_0.\]
(b) \( P(\lambda X) \geq \lambda P(X), \forall \lambda \in [0, 1]. \ P(\lambda X) \leq \lambda P(X), \forall \lambda \in [-\infty, 0] \cup [1, +\infty[\)

(c) \( \inf X \leq P(X) \leq \sup X, \forall X \in \mathcal{D} \)

(d) \( P \) avoids sure loss.

Besides, the convergence and convexity theorems hold for C-convex previsions too (replacing ‘convex’ with ‘centered convex’ in Proposition 2, (a) and (b)).

Properties (a)-(d) show that centered convexity is significantly closer to coherence than convexity: C-convex lower previsions are a special class of previsions avoiding sure loss, retaining several properties of coherence and the extension property of convexity, but not requiring positive homogeneity.

A convex prevision \( P \) which is not centered may still be avoiding sure loss, if \( P(0) < 0 \) (Proposition 1), but in general it is only warranted by Proposition 4 that it avoids unbounded sure loss, a very weak consistency requirement.

**Remark 2** (Convexity and n-coherence) The consistency notion of n-coherence is discussed in [14], Appendix B, illustrating how it can be appropriate for certain ‘bounded rationality’ models. If the model does not require positive homogeneity, n-coherence alone is inadequate: 1-coherence is too weak, being equivalent to the internality condition (c) in Proposition 5, 2-coherence is too strong, as on linear spaces it is equivalent to two axioms, one of which is positive homogeneity [14]. As a matter of fact, C-convex previsions are a special class of 1-coherent (but not necessarily 2-coherent) previsions.

An indirect comparison among convexity, centered convexity and coherence is given by their corresponding envelope theorems. We firstly recall that it was proved in [14] that any lower envelope of coherent lower previsions is coherent. Here is the parallel statement for convex lower previsions, while the generalisation of Theorem 1 (lower envelope theorem) comes next.

**Proposition 6** Let \( \mathcal{P} \) be a set of convex lower previsions all defined on \( \mathcal{D} \). If \( P(X) = \inf_{Q \in \mathcal{P}} \{Q(X)\} \) is finite \( \forall X \in \mathcal{D}, P \) is convex on \( \mathcal{D} \).

**Theorem 4** (Generalised envelope theorem) \( P \) is convex on \( \mathcal{D} \) iff there exist a set \( \mathcal{P} \) of coherent precise previsions on \( \mathcal{D} \) and a function \( \alpha : \mathcal{P} \rightarrow \mathbb{R} \) such that:

(a) \( P(X) = \inf_{P \in \mathcal{P}} \{P(X) + \alpha(P)\}, \forall X \in \mathcal{D} \) (inf is attained).

Moreover, \( P \) is centered convex iff (0 \in \mathcal{D} and) both (a) and the following (b) hold:

(b) \( \inf_{P \in \mathcal{P}} \{\alpha(P)\} = 0 \) (inf is attained).

A result similar to Theorem 4 was proved in risk measurement theory [4], requiring \( \mathcal{D} \) to be a linear space. The proof of Theorem 4, given in [12] in the framework of imprecise prevision theory, is simpler and imposes no structure on \( \mathcal{D} \).
Remark 3 In particular, the constructive implication of the theorem (for convex previsions) enables us to obtain convex previsions as lower envelopes of translated precise previsions. Its proof follows easily from Proposition 6 and Proposition 2, (e); every precise prevision $P$ is convex and so is $P + \alpha(P)$, by Proposition 2, (e); $\inf_{P \in \mathcal{P}} \{P(X) + \alpha(P)\}$ is a convex prevision by Proposition 6.

Remark 4 Let $P$ be a lower prevision and $S$ the set of all coherent precise previsions on $L$. Define also $\mathcal{M}(P) = \{(Q, r) \in S \times \mathbb{R} : Q(X) + r \geq P(X), \forall X \in D\}$. It ensues from Theorem 4 that convexity of $P$ can be equivalently characterised by the condition $\mathcal{P}(X) = \inf \{Q(X) + r : (Q, r) \in \mathcal{M}(P)\}, \forall X \in D$; $C$-convexity can be characterised by adding the constraint $\inf \{r : \exists Q \in S : (Q, r) \in \mathcal{M}(P)\} = 0$ (cf. also the following Theorem 5, where the lower envelope concerns all $X \in L$).

The envelope theorem characterisations of convexity, centered convexity and coherence differ about the role of function $\alpha$, which is unconstrained with convexity, non-negative and such that $\min \alpha = 0$ with centered convexity, identically equal to zero with coherence (in this case Theorem 4 reduces to Theorem 1).

The result in the next theorem characterises the convex natural extension as the lower envelope of a set of translated coherent precise previsions and can be proved in a way similar to the natural extension theorem in [14], Section 3.4.

Theorem 5 Let $P$ be a lower prevision on $D$ which avoids unbounded sure loss and define $S$ and $\mathcal{M}(P)$ as in Remark 4. Then, $\mathcal{M}(P) = \mathcal{M}(E_c)$ and $E_c(X) = \inf \{Q(X) + r : (Q, r) \in \mathcal{M}(P)\}, \forall X \in L$.

4 Some Applications

We have seen so far that convexity may help in correcting several inconsistent assessments. As noted in Section 3.2.1, its usefulness in this problem is essentially instrumental: we may easily go further and arrive at a centered convex correction, which guarantees a more satisfactory degree of consistency.

Turning to other problems, some uncertainty modelisations give rise to convex previsions, as in the examples which follow. We emphasise that we do not maintain that these models are reasonable, but simply that they are sometimes adopted in practice, and that convexity supplies a conceptual framework for them.

Example 1 (Overly prudential assessments) Persons or institutions which have to evaluate the random variables in a set $D$ are often unfamiliar with uncertainty theories. In this case, a solution is to gather $n$ experts and ask each of them to formulate a precise prevision (or an expectation) for all $X \in D$. Choosing $P(X) = \min_{i=1,...,n} P_i(X), \forall X$ (where $P_i$ is expert $i$’s evaluation) as one’s own opinion is an already prudential way of pooling the experts’ opinions, and originates a coherent lower prevision. Some more caution or lack of confidence toward some experts may lead to replacing every $P_i$ with $P_i^* = P_i - \alpha_i$ before performing the
minimum, where $\alpha_i \geq 0$ measures in some way the final assessor’s personal caution or his/her (partially) distrustful expert $i$. By Theorem 4, $P_0^\ast = \min_{i=1,\ldots,n} P_i^\ast$ is convex (cf. Remark 3). More generally, $P^\ast$ is of course convex also when the sign of the $\alpha_i$ is unconstrained ($\alpha_i < 0$ if, for instance, expert $i$’s opinion is believed to be biased and below the ‘real’ prevision). It is interesting to observe that if for at least one $i$, $P_i^\ast \in X$ is not convex and below the ‘real’ prevision. It is interesting to observe that if for at least one $i$, $P_i^\ast$ avoids sure loss too (since then $E_{\iota}(0) \leq 0$ by Theorem 5, hence $E_{\iota}$ avoids sure loss by Proposition 1, and so does $P^\ast$ by Theorem 3, (e)). In particular, the following situation may be not unusual with an unexperienced assessor: $\alpha_i > 0$ for some $i$, and $0 \notin D$, because the assessor thinks that no expert is needed to evaluate 0, he himself can assign, of course, $P_0^\ast(0) = 0$. If such is the case, the extension of $P^\ast$ on $D \cup \{0\}$ keeps on avoiding sure loss, as is easily seen, but is generally not convex (to see this with a simple example, suppose $X \in D, P^\ast(X) < \inf_X$ and use the result in footnote 3 to obtain that $P^\ast(0) < 0$ is then necessary for convexity).

In the following example and in Section 4.1 we shall refer to upper previsions, to which the theory developed so far extends with mirror-image modifications. We report the conjugates of Definition 3 and Theorem 4.

**Definition 7** $P^\ast : D \rightarrow \mathbb{R}$ is a convex upper prevision on $D$ iff, for all $n \in \mathbb{N}^+$, $\forall X_0, X_1, \ldots, X_n \in D, \forall s_1, \ldots, s_n$ real and non-negative such that $\sum_{i=1}^n s_i = 1$ (convexity condition), defining $G = \sum_{i=1}^n s_i(P(X_i) - X_i) - (P(X_0) - X_0)$, $\sup G \geq 0$.

**Theorem 6** $P^\ast$ is convex on its domain $D$ iff there exist a set $\mathcal{P}$ of coherent precise previsions (all defined on $D$) and a function $\alpha : \mathcal{P} \rightarrow \mathbb{R}$ such that:

(a) $P^\ast(X) = \sup_{P \in \mathcal{P}}\{P(X) + \alpha(P)\}$, $\forall X \in D$ (sup is attained).

Moreover, $P^\ast$ is centered convex iff (0 $\in D$ and) both (a) and the following (b) hold:

(b) $\sup_{P \in \mathcal{P}}\{\alpha(P)\} = 0$ (sup is attained).

**Example 2** (Supremum preserving functions) Let $\mathcal{P} = \{\omega_i\}_{i \in I}$ be a (not necessarily finite) set of exhaustive non-impossible elementary events or atoms, i.e. $\omega_i \neq \emptyset \forall i \in I, \cup_{i \in I} \omega_i = \Omega, \omega_i \cap \omega_j = \emptyset$ if $i \neq j$. Given a function $\pi : \mathcal{P} \rightarrow [0,1]$, define $\Pi : 2^\mathcal{P} - \{\emptyset\} \rightarrow [0,1]$ (2$^\mathcal{P}$ is the powerset of $\mathcal{P}$) by

$$\Pi(A) = \sup_{\omega_i \in A} \{\pi(\omega_i)\}, \forall A \in 2^\mathcal{P} - \{\emptyset\}.$$  

(1)

As well-known, if $\pi$ is normalised (i.e., $\sup \pi = 1$) and extended to $\emptyset$ putting $\pi(\emptyset)(= \Pi(\emptyset)) = 0$, $\Pi$ is a normalised possibility measure, a special case of coherent upper probability [3]. Without these additional assumptions, $\Pi$ is a convex upper probability. To see this, define for $i \in I, P_i(\omega_i) = 1, P_i(\omega_j) = 0 \forall j \neq i$, $\alpha_i = \pi(\omega_i) - 1$, and extend (trivially) each $P_i$ to $2^\mathcal{P}$. It is not difficult to see that $\Pi(A) = \sup_{i \in I} \{P_i(A) + \alpha_i\}$, $\forall A \in 2^\mathcal{P}$ and therefore $\Pi$ is convex by Theorem 6. If
$\sup \pi < 1$, $\Pi$ has the unpleasant property that $\Pi(\Omega) < 1$, and also $\Pi(\emptyset) < 0$ (this means that $\Pi$ incurs sure loss and is not C-convex). Functions similar to these kinds of unnormalised possibilities were considered in the literature relating possibility and fuzzy set theories, and their unsatisfactory properties were already pointed out (see e.g. [9], Section 2.6 and the references quoted therein).

### 4.1 Convex Risk Measures

Further applications of convex imprecise previsions are suggested by the fact that they do not necessarily require positive homogeneity, as appears from Proposition 5, (b). Considering the well-known behavioural interpretation of lower (and upper) previsions [14], it is intuitively clear that applications could be generally related to situations of risk aversion, because of which an agent’s supremum buying price for the random quantity $\lambda X$ might be less than $\lambda$ times his/her supremum buying price for $X$, when $\lambda > 1$.

In this section we shall discuss an application to (financial) risk measurement. The literature on risk measures is quite large, as this topic is very important in many financial, banking or insurance applications. Formally, a risk measure is a mapping $\rho$ from a set $\mathcal{D}$ of random variables into $\mathbb{R}$. Therefore $\rho$ associates a real number $\rho(X)$ to every $X \in \mathcal{D}$, which should determine how ‘risky’ $X$ is, and whether it is acceptable to buy or hold $X$. Intuitively, $X$ should be acceptable (not acceptable) if $\rho(X) \leq 0$ (if $\rho(X) > 0$), and $\rho(X)$ should determine the maximum amount of money which could be subtracted from $X$, keeping it acceptable (the minimum amount of money to be added to $X$ to make it acceptable).

Traditional risk measures, like Value-at-Risk (VaR) – probably the most widespread – require assessing (at least) a distribution function for each $X \in \mathcal{D}$; often, a joint normal distribution is assumed [8]. Quite recently, other risk measures were introduced, which do not require assessing exactly one precise probability distribution for each $X \in \mathcal{D}$, and are therefore appropriate also in situations where conflicting or insufficient information is available. Precisely, coherent risk measures were defined in a series of papers (including [1, 2]) using a set of axioms (among these positive homogeneity), and assuming that $\mathcal{D}$ is a linear space. In these papers, coherent risk measures were not related with imprecise previsions theory, while this was done in [11, 13]; see also [10] for a general approach to these and other theories. Convex risk measures were introduced in [4, 5, 7] as a generalisation of coherent risk measures which does not require the positive homogeneity axiom. We report the definition in [5]:

**Definition 8** Let $\mathcal{V}$ be a linear space of random variables which contains real constants. $\rho : \mathcal{V} \to \mathbb{R}$ is a convex risk measure iff it satisfies the following axioms:

1. **Translation invariance**
   
   $\forall X \in \mathcal{V}, \forall \alpha \in \mathbb{R}, \rho(X + \alpha) = \rho(X) - \alpha$

2. **Monotonicity**
   
   $\forall X, Y \in \mathcal{V}$, if $X \leq Y$ then $\rho(Y) \leq \rho(X)$
\( \rho(\lambda X + (1-\lambda)Y) \leq \lambda \rho(X) + (1-\lambda)\rho(Y) \forall X, Y, \lambda \in [0,1] \) (convexity).

Convex risk measures are also discussed in [6] and their potential capability of capturing risk aversion is pointed out in [5]. In a risk measurement environment, a motivation for not assuming positive homogeneity is that \( \rho(\lambda X) \) may be larger than \( \lambda \rho(X) \) for \( \lambda > 1 \) also because of liquidity risks: if we were to sell immediately a large amount \( \lambda X \) of a financial investment, we might be forced to accept a smaller reward than \( \lambda \) times the current selling price for \( X \).

It was shown in [11] that risk measures can be encompassed into the theory of imprecise previsions, because a risk measure for \( X \) can be interpreted as an upper prevision for \(-X\):\(^6\)

\[
\rho(X) = \mathcal{P}(-X).
\]  

This fact was used in [11, 13] to generalise the notion of coherent risk measures to an arbitrary domain \( D \). An analogue generalisation can be done for convex risk measures [12], as we shall now illustrate.

**Definition 9** \( \rho : D \to \mathbb{R} \) is a convex risk measure on \( D \) if and only if for all \( n \in \mathbb{N}^+ \), \( \forall X_0, X_1, \ldots, X_n \in D, \forall s_1, \ldots, s_n \) real and non-negative such that \( \sum_{i=1}^n s_i = 1 \), defining \( G = \sum_{i=1}^n s_i (X_i + \rho(X_i)) - (X_0 + \rho(X_0)) \), \( \sup G \geq 0 \).

Note that Definition 9 may be obtained from Definition 7 referring to \(-X\) rather than \( X \), for all \( X \in D \).

If \( D \) is a linear space containing real constants, the notion in Definition 9 reduces to that in [4, 5], by the next theorem (cf. also Theorem 2, (a)):

**Theorem 7** Let \( \mathcal{V} \) be a linear space of bounded random variables containing real constants. A mapping \( \rho \) from \( \mathcal{V} \) into \( \mathbb{R} \) is a convex risk measure according to Definition 9 iff it is a convex risk measures according to Definition 8.

Definition 9 applies to any set \( D \) of random variables, unlike Definition 8, which, if \( D \) is arbitrary, requires embedding it in a larger linear space.

Results specular to those presented in Section 3 apply to convex risk measures. In particular, the convergence and convexity theorems (Proposition 2, (a) and (b)) hold; convex risk measures can be extended on any \( D' \supset D \), preserving convexity; they avoid sure loss iff \( \rho(0) \geq 0 \) (we say that \( \rho \) avoids sure loss on \( D \) iff \( \mathcal{P}(-X) = \rho(X) \) avoids sure loss on \( D' \) = \( \{ -X : X \in D \} \)).

Like the general case in Section 3, it appears quite appropriate to put \( \rho(0) = 0 \), and hence to use centered convex risk measures: 0 is the unquestionably reasonable selling or buying price for \( X = 0 \).

**Definition 10** A mapping \( \rho \) from \( D \) (0 \in D) into \( \mathbb{R} \) is a centered convex risk measure on \( D \) iff \( \rho \) is convex and \( \rho(0) = 0 \).

\(^6\)We assume that the time gap between the buying and selling time of \( X \) is negligible (if not, we should introduce a discounting factor in (2)). This simplifies the sequel, without substantially altering the conclusions.
Centered convex risk measures have further nice additional properties, corresponding to those of centered convex lower previsions: they always avoid sure loss, and are such that 

\[ -\sup X \leq \rho(X) \leq -\inf X, \forall X \in \mathcal{D}. \]

This condition corresponds to internality ((c) of Proposition 5), and is a rationality requirement for risk measures: for instance, \( \rho(X) > -\inf X \) would mean that to make \( X \) acceptable we require adding to it a sure number (\( \rho(X) \)) higher than the maximum loss \( X \) may cause.

A centered convex risk measures \( \rho \) is not necessarily positively homogeneous:

\[ \rho(\lambda X) \geq \lambda \rho(X), \forall \lambda \geq 1. \] (3)

A notion of convex natural extension may also be given for centered convex (or convex) risk measures and its properties correspond to those listed in Theorem 3. When finite, it gives in particular a standard way of ‘correcting’ other kinds of risk measures into convex risk measures.\(^7\)

The generalised envelope theorem is obtained from the statement of Theorem 6 replacing \( \mathcal{P}(X) \) and \( \mathcal{P}(X) \) with, respectively, \( \rho(X) \) and \( \mathcal{P}(-X) \).

Examples of convex risk measures may be found in \([4, 5, 12]\).

5 Conclusions

In this paper we studied convex and centered convex previsions in the framework of Walley’s theory of imprecise previsions. Convex previsions do not necessarily satisfy minimal consistency requirements, but are useful in generalising natural extension-like methods of correcting inconsistent assessments and in providing a conceptual framework for some uncertainty models. Centered convex previsions are in a sense intermediate between avoiding sure loss and coherence: their properties are closer to coherence than those of a generic prevision that avoids sure loss, but are also compatible with lack of positive homogeneity. Because of this, they are potentially useful at least in models which incorporate some forms of risk aversion. We outlined a risk measurement application, where they lead to defining convex risk measures, and believe that several applications of convex imprecise previsions are still to be explored. It might also be interesting to investigate if and how convex previsions can be generalised in a conditional environment, or when allowing unbounded random variables.
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Abstract

The finite element method is widely used for solving various problems in geotechnical engineering practice. The input parameters required for the calculations are generally imprecise. The paper is devoted to a comparison of probabilistic, stochastic and fuzzy set method for reliability analysis with respect to its applicability for practical problems in geotechnical engineering. Emphasis will be given by comparing the effects of modelling uncertainty using different methods, with special reference to the role of spatial correlation. After introducing some basic notions about the approaches, this article shows that the results obtained with the fuzzy set method for a simple bearing capacity problem agree with the outcomes by a probabilistic and a stochastic method. Advantages and shortcomings of either approach with respect to practical applications will be discussed.
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1 Introduction

It is well known that material parameters of geomaterials may scatter within a considerable range. Thus, a high degree of uncertainty may be introduced in any type of analysis if material parameters are treated as deterministic values. There is no agreement about what method should be used, to account for these uncertainties especially in practical geotechnical problems where usually not sufficient
information is available for a rigorous stochastic analysis, because site investigation and laboratory testing are restricted due to financial and time constraints.

It is still possible to use probabilistic methods in these problems by making suitable assumptions on the statistics of the uncertainties, at least to some extent, by combining different sources of information via Bayes’ theorem. However, the numerical values obtained by probabilistic analysis (e.g. probability of failure) are quite sensitive to changes in the input distribution parameters ([1, 13]), but play an important role in comparative and qualitative studies [14]. On the other hand, Fuzzy set methods provide an appropriate mathematical model which can be used for quantitative assessment.

In the developed methodology point estimate methods (PEM) for probabilistic analyses and fuzzy set method for possibilistic analyses together with a finite element model is used. Emphasis will be given to comparison with methods employing a stochastic model, which means that the parameters are described by spatial random fields (e.g. [7]). This stochastic approach employs the Monte-Carlo method and is used in this paper as a reference.

Both variability and spatial correlation lengths of material properties can affect the reliability of geotechnical systems. In this article, elasto-plastic finite element analysis has been combined with theories mentioned above to investigate the influence of material variability and spatial correlation lengths on the computation of the bearing capacity of a smooth rigid strip footing on a weightless soil with shear strength parameters c and ϕ under plane strain conditions [14]. The soil stratum is compressed by incrementally displacing the top surface vertically downwards. Geometry and boundary conditions of the problem are shown in figure 1.

![Geometry and boundary conditions](image-url)
In the simulations, the mean cohesion ($\mu_c$) and mean angle of friction ($\mu_\phi$) have been held constant at 100 kN/m$^2$ and 25$^\circ$ while the coefficient of variation, (COV=$\sigma_c/\mu_c$), and the spatial correlation length, ($\Theta$), are varied systematically. For this investigation, it is assumed that when the variability in the cohesion is large, the variability in the friction angle will also be large. The material parameters required for the model used are: Young’s modulus ($E$), Poisson’s ratio ($\nu$), dilatancy angle ($\psi$), cohesion ($c$), and friction angle ($\phi$). In the present study, $E$, $\nu$ and $\psi$ are held constant (at 100.000 kN/m$^2$, 0.3, and 0, respectively) while $c$ and $\phi$ are basic variables. It has to be pointed out that the interaction and cross-correlation between the shear strength parameters is neglected in this study.

The question is how the variability of the shear strength parameters $c$ and $\phi$ affects the response given by the dimensionless bearing capacity factor, $N_c$, and consequently the reliability of the structure. The bearing capacity factor is traditionally defined by $N_c = q_f / c$ where $q_f$ is the computed bearing capacity and $c$ is the cohesion of the soil. The theoretical bearing capacity factor, $N_c$, for a spatially constant friction angle is given by Sokolovski [19]:

$$N_c = \frac{1}{\tan \phi} \left[ e^{\pi \tan \phi \tan^2 \left( 45 + \frac{\psi}{2} \right)} - 1 \right]$$

2 Spatial variability of soil properties

In principle, the spatial variation of a soil layer can be characterized in detail, but only if a large number of tests can be performed. Thus, for geotechnical purposes a simplification is introduced in which spatial variability is subdivided into two parts, i.e. a linear trend, and a residual variability (stochastic description) about that trend [15]. Figure 2 depicts the value of the soil property, $u$, at a boring location as a function of depth, $z$, where $\mu_u(z)$ describes the trend which is represented by a depth-dependent mean value. The stochastic description of the soil property, $u(z)$, consists of the standard deviation, $\sigma_u(z)$, and the scale of fluctuation or autocorrelation length, $\Theta_u$, of $u(z)$.

The spatial correlation length measures the distance within which the property shows relatively strong correlation from point to point. The soil is modelled as a random field ([21, 16]), which is a stochastic process defined by three coordinates in space. This means that the properties of the soil in a specific point are described as a random variable. Rather than a characterization of soil properties at every point, data are used to estimate a smooth trend, and remaining variations are described statistically because of the lack of data.

2.1 Spatial averaging

The mean of large volumes remains the same as the mean of small volumes, but the standard deviation of the average property from one large volume to the next
3 Probabilistic approach

3.1 The point estimate method

An alternative approach for calculating the statistical moments of the limit state function, denoted by \( G(X) \), where \( X \) is the collection of random input variables, is smaller than the standard deviation of the average property from one small volume to the next [21]. The extent of averaging of soil properties, \( u(z) \), within a large volume depends on the structure of spatial variation. More precisely, the extent of averaging depends on the standard deviation of properties, \( \sigma_u \), from point to point and on the autocorrelation function. Similarly, the standard deviations of the spatial averages, \( u_{\Delta z} \) and \( u_V \), are \( \sigma_{u_{\Delta z}} \) and \( \sigma_{u_V} \), respectively. Therefore, the larger the length \( \Delta z \) or the volume \( V \) over which the property is averaged, the more variations of \( u \) tends to produce a reduction in the process of spatial averaging. This tends to originate a reduction in standard deviation as the size of the averaged length or volume increases. The so-called reduction factor \( \Gamma_u(V) \) is defined as the dimensionless ratio between \( \sigma_{u_V} \) and \( \sigma_{u} \) (\( \Gamma_u(V) = \sigma_{u_V} / \sigma_{u} \)).

The square of the reduction factor, \( \Gamma_u^2 \), will be called the variance function, whereas for the two-dimensional case it will take the form: \( \Gamma_u^2(\Delta z) = \Theta_u / \Delta z \) for \( \Delta z \geq \Theta_u \). This relationship in fact defines the scale \( \Theta_u \), and provides a basis for estimating this parameter of \( u(z) \) (figure 2). A useful interpretation of this relationship is that \( \Theta_u \) is the elementary distance that can be used to measure \( \Delta z \). Other assumptions for the determination of this variance reduction factor are presented in e.g. [10, 22].
the point estimate method (PEM). The method is essentially a weighted average method similar to numerical integration formulas involving sampling points and weighting parameters. The method seeks to replace a given continuous probability density function, with a discrete function having the same first three central moments (mean value $\mu$, standard deviation $\sigma$ and skewness $\nu$). The point estimate method is able to account for up to three moments.

The most common point estimate method was developed by Rosenblueth [17]. In addition to Rosenblueth’s method, there are many other PEMs developed by various researchers, including the methods of Evans [6], Zhou and Nowak [24], Harr [9] and of Li [11]. In the present study the point estimate methods by Rosenblueth, Harr and Zhou and Nowak are used to obtain the statistical moments of the bearing capacity factor $N_c$. A brief description of the methods is given below.

**PEM by Rosenblueth**: Rosenblueth [17] developed a point estimate method which concentrates the probability density of a continuous random variable $X$ into two estimate points. If $G(X)$ is a function of $n$ basic variables whose skewness is zero but which may be correlated, $2^n$ points are chosen to include all possible combinations so that the value of each variable is one standard deviation above or below its mean value.

**PEM by Harr**: In particular the point estimate method by Harr [9] extends Rosenblueth’s PEM. Harr proposed an alternative method which starts from the correlation matrix of the data. This matrix is a real symmetric matrix of order $n$, the number of random variables which can be diagonalized by an orthogonal eigenvector matrix. The correlation matrix can be represented by a hypersphere of radius $\sqrt{n}$ centered at the corresponding expected values of $X_n$ in the standardized coordinate system. The eigenvector starts from the origin of expected values in their respective directions and each eigenvector intersects the sphere at two points. These points of intersections provide the $2n$ point estimates for calculating the statistical moments of $G(X)$.

**PEM by Zhou and Nowak**: In the approach proposed by Zhou and Nowak [24] predetermined points in the standard normal space are used to compute the statistical parameters of a function of multiple random variables $X$. These points must be transformed in the typically correlated and non-standard normal distributed space. The integration of $G(X)$ can be achieved using a non-product formula. Zhou and Nowak provide a set of numerical integration formulas. In this work the $2n^2+1$ formula (ZN III) is used which leads to $2n^2+1$ realizations of $G(X)$.

### 3.2 Stochastic modelling of soil properties

The finite element code [2] used in the proposed approach to calculate the bearing capacity $q_f$, require the soil profile to be modelled using homogeneous layers with constant soil properties. For this reason soil properties have to be defined not only for a certain point in space, but also for the entire domain which is used in the calculation process. Due to the fact of spatial averaging of soil properties the
coefficient of variation is reduced significantly as described above. In this study, the variance reduction factor $\Gamma$ by Vanmarcke [22] is used and can be obtained by

$$\Gamma^2 = \left[ \frac{\Theta}{L_u} \left( 1 - \frac{\Theta}{4L_u} \right) \right]$$

for $\Theta/L_u \leq 2$, where $\Theta$ is the autocorrelation length and $L_u$ is the length of the potential failure surface. For $\mu_\varphi = 25^\circ$ the length of the failure surface $L_u$ yields a value of approximately 10.5 m.

4 Stochastic approach

The model of Fenton and Griffiths [7] combines random field theory with an elasto-plastic finite element algorithm in a Monte-Carlo framework (RFEM). The spatially varying and cross-correlated random fields are generated using the so-called Local Average Subdivision (LAS) method which produces local arithmetic averages of the lognormally distributed random field over each element. Thus, each element is assigned a random value of $\ln c$ ($c$ is the soil cohesion) as a local average, over the element size, of the continuously varying random field having point statistics. The element values thus correctly reflect the variance reduction due to arithmetic averaging over the element as well as the cross-correlation structure dictated by spatial correlation length, $\Theta_{ln,c}$. For the correlation structure of the underlying generated fields an exponentially decaying isotropic correlation function is assumed, $\rho(\tau) = \exp(-2\tau / \Theta_{ln,c})$ where $\tau$ is the absolute distance between any two points in the field. A typical deformed finite element mesh at failure is shown in figure 3. Lighter regions in the illustration indicate stronger material and darker regions indicate weaker material, which have triggered quite irregular failure mechanisms.

The soil cohesion, $c$, is assumed to be lognormally distributed with mean $\mu_c$, standard deviation $\sigma_c$, and spatial correlation length $\Theta_{ln,c}$. For the friction angle, $\varphi$, a bounded distribution is selected. For each set of statistical properties given in Table 1 according to [7], Monte-Carlo simulations have been performed, which involves 1000 repetitions of the soil property random fields and the subsequent finite element analysis. A different value for the bearing capacity, and after normalization by the mean cohesion $\mu_c$, a different value for the bearing capacity factor, $N_{ci}$, is obtained for each of the $n$ Monte-Carlo simulations by $N_{ci} = q_{fi} / \mu_c$, $i = 1, 2, ..., n$. These values are then analysed statistically leading to an expected value $E[N_c]$, and standard deviation, $s[N_c]$. 
Zadeh [23] used the theory of fuzzy sets as a basis for possibility to model uncertainties. Although possibility distributions seem to be similar to probability distributions, possibility calculus, which is used to derive the membership function of the performance of a system from the membership functions of the uncertain variables, is fundamentally different than probability calculus. The main difference between the axioms of possibility and probability measures is that the possibility of a union of events (disjoint or not) is equal to the maximum of the individual events, whereas the probability of a union of disjoint events is equal to the sum of the probabilities of these events (see e.g. discussion in [4]). Therefore, fuzzy set approach is an alternative to probability.

5.1 Fuzzy numbers

$F(X)$ denotes the collection of fuzzy subsets of a set $X$. A fuzzy set $A \in F(X)$ is characterized by (and can be identified with) its membership function $m_A(x)$, $0 \leq m_A(x) \leq 1$, describing the degree of possibility that the variable $A$ takes the value $x$ of $X$. The fuzzy sets $[A]^\alpha = x \in X : m_A(x) \geq \alpha$ are the so-called $\alpha$-level sets of $A$, i.e. the variable $A$ fluctuates in the range $[A]^\alpha$ with possibility degree $\alpha$. Given a function $f: X \rightarrow Y$, the extension principles by Zadeh [23] allows to extend it to a function $f:F(X) \rightarrow F(Y)$ by $m_{f(A)}(y) = \sup\{m_A(x), x \in f^{-1}(y)\}$.

$A \in F(\mathbb{R}^d)$ is called a fuzzy vector, if each of its $\alpha$-level sets is convex and compact ($0 < \alpha < 1$), and $[A]^1$ contains exactly one point. In the case of $d = 1$, $A$ is referred to as a fuzzy number. If $f: \mathbb{R}^d \rightarrow \mathbb{R}$ is continuous and $A$ a fuzzy vector, the function value $f(A)$ is a fuzzy number, whose level sets are computed by set theoretic evaluation: $[f(A)]^\alpha = f([A]^\alpha)$. 

Figure 3: Typical deformed finite element mesh at failure from [7]
5.2 Fuzzification Method

Dubois and Prade [5] have proposed methods, which are based on judgement and/or on statistical data but there is no commonly accepted procedure for estimating the possibility distribution of a variable. To compare probabilistic and fuzzy set-based methods, we first construct a fuzzy set on the basis of a given lognormal probability distribution in such a way that the range mate value, the core, respectively is at the modal value, which is the most frequent value, the core, respectively is at the modal value, which is the most frequent value (figure 4 and 5). Since the data is based on the lognormal distributions according to section 3.3, it has to be pointed out that autocorrelation is considered already.

Figure 4: Fuzzy input parameter c, for a) COV of 0.2 and b) COV of 0.5

5.3 Fuzzy finite element analysis

When the input variables are defined as fuzzy numbers, the computation of the fuzzy response quantity has to be performed. This is achieved by constructing a possibility distribution for the response quantity which is based on the extension principle mentioned above. The principle relates the possibility distribution of fuzzy input variables to the possibility distribution of the fuzzy response function, whereas the $\alpha$-level concept is used to numerically implement the extension principle. In this approach, the fuzzy function is a finite element model that transforms input fuzzy data to a desired fuzzy output quantity. By replacing the fuzzy numbers in the solution model with intervals, the fuzzy computation reduces to a series of interval analyses, where the minimum and the maximum of the $2^k$ values
define the resulting interval (n is the number of fuzzy input variables). Repeating this process for all selected α-levels, a set of resulting intervals corresponding to the selected α-levels is obtained and define the final output, the response membership function of the dimensionless bearing capacity factor, \( N_c \) (figure 6). The higher the number of α-levels under consideration, the greater the accuracy of the possibility distribution of the response. The total number of finite element runs that is involved is \( N \cdot 2^n \), where \( N \) is the number of α-levels.

Figure 6: Possibility distribution of the bearing capacity factor, \( N_c \), for a) COV of 0.2 and b) COV of 0.5

### 5.4 Defuzzification Method

For defuzzification a method based on weighted possibilistic mean and variance of fuzzy numbers is used in this paper. Carlsson and Fuller [3] suggested the
notations of weighted possibilistic mean value and variance of fuzzy numbers, which are consistent with the extension principle. Furthermore, they showed that the weighted variance of linear combinations of fuzzy numbers can be computed in a similar manner as in probability theory:

$$\text{E}[X'] = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \alpha_i x_{\alpha_i}$$

with $x_{\alpha_i} = 1/2 (x_{\alpha_i, l} + x_{\alpha_i, u})$, where $\text{E}[X']$ represents the level-weighted $\rho^{th}$ moment of all $\alpha$-level sets, $\alpha_i$ denotes the $\alpha$-level, $N$ the number of $\alpha$-levels considered and $x_{\alpha_i}$ the arithmetic means of all $\alpha$-level sets, that is, the weight of the arithmetic mean of $x_{\alpha_i, l}$ and $x_{\alpha_i, u}$ is just $\alpha$.

6 Results and discussion

Figure 7 depicts the influence of $\Theta$ and $\text{COV}_c$ on the sample coefficient of variation of the estimated bearing capacity factor, $\text{COV}_{N_c} = \text{SN}_c/\text{E}[N_c]$ computed by the random field model (RFEM) and by using the probabilistic and the fuzzy set approach.

![Figure 7: Coefficient of variation of $N_c$, a) $\Theta=0.5$ and b) $\Theta=4.0$.](image)

To have an assessment on the performance of all the approaches, the results from the fuzzy solution are also included in those plots. The figure shows how the bearing capacity factor varies with soil variability, and the spatial correlation length. The plots indicate that $\text{COV}_{N_c}$ is positively correlated with both $\text{COV}_c$ and $\Theta$, i.e. the variability in $\text{E}[N_c]$ increases with the variability in the soil (the higher the spatial correlation length the higher the increase). The results compare well with the $\text{COV}_{N_c}$ by the random field method, which represents a more sophisticated method. The PEM methods as well as the fuzzy set method capture
the overall behaviour of the analysed ratio and is fairly accurate for moderate magnitudes of the variability in the soil, i.e. COV<0.5.

Dubois and Prade [5] have shown that a possibility distribution (fuzzy set A) constructed starting from few statistical data may be used to represent a wide class of probability distributions (compatible with the available information) and to consistently define upper and lower probability distributions, \( F_U(x) \) and \( F_L(x) \). These bounds may be rewritten in terms of the membership function of the fuzzy set \( A \) as \( F_L(x) = \sup \{ m_A(x), x \leq \omega \} \) and \( F_U(x) = \inf \{ 1-m_A(x), x > \omega \} \), where \( \omega \) describes the value \( x \) with the degree of possibility, \( m_A(x) = 1 \) [8].

![Figure 8: Cumulative distribution functions of E[\( N_c \)] assumed as lognormally distributed and membership function of \( N_c \), for a) COV of 0.2 and b) COV of 0.5](image)

Figure 8 shows the possibility and probability of the bearing capacity factor \( N_c \). It can be seen that the possibility is always greater than the probability. Also note that, for this case, the possibility is 1.0 when the probability is 0.5. These results are in line with other studies, e.g. Smith et al. [18] showed that if the fuzzy membership function for a random variable is based on the mean and standard deviation of a probabilistic random variable, the possibility of failure is one when the probability of failure is fifty-percent. Therefore, fuzzy set theory may be used to obtain conservative bounds for probability [13].

From a practical point of view, it would be of interest to estimate the probability of design failure [7], defined here as occurring when the computed bearing capacity factor, \( N_c \), is less than the deterministic value based on the mean angle of friction divided by a factor of safety \( F \), i.e. 20.7/F (the mean angle of friction \( \varphi = \mu_\varphi = 25 \) degrees, then the deterministic value of \( N_c \) yields approximately 20.7).

With the obtained mean value and standard deviation of the performance function based on the PEM assuming a lognormal distribution the probability of design failure (\( P[N_c < 20.7/F] \)) can be evaluated. For the case where \( \Theta = 4.0 \) figure 9 compares the probability of design failure for two different factors of safety \( F \) obtained by probabilistic methods and random field method [14]. The results indicate that
the higher the variability (COV) the higher the probability of design failure and show that the proposed method predicts the basic behaviour of relatively simple functions of random variables, but the accuracy is significantly reduced for large coefficients of variation of the input variables.

In order to determine a possibility of design failure the membership functions for the response bearing capacity factor, $N_c$, are compared with the allowable responses, i.e. $20.7/F$ as already mentioned. Figure 10 illustrates how the possibility of design failure varies as a function of $\text{COV}_{N_c}$ and the ratio of the target value $20.7/F$. The fuzzy set method also captures the basic behaviour in terms of the possibility of design failure for the given problem. The outcomes show that the higher the variability (COV) the higher the possibility of design failure. Similar observations can be made about the relations between possibility and probability as described by figure 8, i.e. that the possibility of failure is one when the probability of failure is fifty-percent. However, Stroud et al. [20] reported that even though the possibility of failure was always greater than the probability of failure for a particular problem with two failure modes, the assumption that possibilistic design is conservative is not a valid assumption when there are many failure modes.

7 Concluding remarks

The general objective of this paper is to study the differences between probabilistic, stochastic and fuzzy set methods for modelling uncertainties with respect to a simple practical problem for geotechnical engineering. It is argued that the uncertainties associated with material and model parameters are covered in a rational way in the probabilistic and fuzzy set approach. The true probability distributions
of the uncertain soil parameters, $c$ (cohesion), and, $\varphi$ (friction angle), are used as the scale to compare the probabilistic and fuzzy set based methods. Generally speaking the outcome of point estimate methods and the fuzzy set method agreed reasonably well with the results obtained by the random field method. An advantage of the fuzzy set approach, from a practical point of view, is the determination of an upper and lower bound to the probability in an efficient way. The results are in line with other studies, even for membership functions as simple as the triangular functions employed here. For the given system and the given data about uncertainties, probabilistic and stochastic analysis yields the probability of failure and fuzzy set analysis yields the possibility of failure, which also varies between zero and one. However, the two measures are not directly comparable, but the results considered were intended to be of easy comprehension and to allow the establishment of a comparison and a correspondence between the methods.

It is acknowledged that the comparisons presented are not rigorous in a mathematical sense and the authors are aware of the discussion on whether the assumptions made in these methods allow a comparison at all. However, from a practical point of view this type of uncertainty can be accepted, because it is a significant step forward to be able to account for uncertainties in material parameters using high level numerical methods and keeping the computational effort acceptable. In practice there will always be a trade off between mathematical rigour and practical benefits achievable, which is true in particular in geotechnical engineering. The work presented here should be seen as a step towards a more realistic modelling in geotechnical engineering by demonstrating the applicability of various approaches and should not be seen as a recommendation for one or the other method, at least not at the present stage of developments.
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Abstract

We discuss two approaches for choosing a strategy in a two-player game. We suppose that the game is played a large number of rounds, which allows the players to use observations of past play to guide them in choosing a strategy.

Central in these approaches is the way the opponent’s next strategy is assessed; both a precise and an imprecise Dirichlet model are used. The observations of the opponent’s past strategies can then be used to update the model and obtain new assessments. To some extent, the imprecise probability approach allows us to avoid making arbitrary initial assessments.

To be able to choose a strategy, the assessment of the opponent’s strategy is combined with rules for selecting an optimal response to it: a so-called best response or a maximin strategy. Together with the updating procedure, this allows us to choose strategies for all the rounds of the game.

The resulting playing sequence can then be analysed to investigate if the strategy choices can converge to equilibria.
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1 Introduction

In [4] and [5], Fudenberg et al. have proved a number of convergence results concerning methods for learning optimal strategies in a game-theoretic context. They show that these results hold in particular for fictitious play in strictly competitive two-player games in strategic form. In this context, a player bases his learning method on the assumption that his opponent uses a fixed, but unknown, mixed strategy. The pure strategies that his opponent actually plays are consequently assumed to be iid observations of the random multinomial process that has this mixed strategy as its probability mass function. The player then uses a Bayesian
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statistical updating scheme, where the prior is chosen from among a class of models that is conjugate with the multinomial likelihood function, namely the Dirichlet priors, mainly because such a choice allows for simple updating rules.

In the present work, we investigate how this learning method is influenced by replacing the Dirichlet priors by so-called imprecise Dirichlet priors, first introduced by Walley [9], and we provide generalisations for Fudenberg’s convergence results that can be applied to the new learning method.

1.1 The Game

We consider strictly competitive two-player games in the strategic form; [3, Chapter 2], [5, Chapter 1]. One player is denoted by \( i \) and his opponent by \( -i \), where \( i \in \{-1, 1\} \).

Player \( i \) has a finite set \( S^i = \{1, \ldots, N^i\} \) of pure strategies \( s^i \). After each round of the game, he receives a (possibly negative) pay-off \( u^i(s^i, s^{-i}) \), with \( s^i \in S^i \) and \( s^{-i} \in S^{-i} \). This pay-off is assumed to be expressed in units of some predetermined linear utility, e.g. probability currency; [7, Sections 13 and 14], [8, Section 2.2.2].

Instead of choosing a pure strategy, player \( i \) can also choose a so-called mixed strategy \( \sigma^i \), which is a probability mass function on the set \( S^i \). This amounts to using a randomisation device that chooses a pure strategy from \( S^i \), with the probabilities for each pure strategy defined by the mixed strategy \( \sigma^i \). These can be written as a vector of length \( N^i \) with \( \sum_s \sigma^i(s) = 1 \). We denote the set of these mixed strategies by \( \Sigma^i \). In what follows, unless otherwise indicated, \( s^i \) will always be an element of \( S^i \) and \( \sigma^i \) will always be an element of \( \Sigma^i \).

When using mixed strategies, only the expected pay-off can be calculated,

\[
u^i(\sigma^i, \sigma^{-i}) = \sum_{s^i \in S^i} \sum_{s^{-i} \in S^{-i}} u^i(s^i, s^{-i}) \sigma^i(s^i) \sigma^{-i}(s^{-i}). \tag{1}\]

It should be clear that pure strategies can be considered as border-case, or degenerate, mixed strategies. The set of all mixed strategies \( \Sigma^{-i} \) can be represented as the unit simplex in \( \mathbb{R}^{N^{-i}} \). Pure strategies correspond to the vertices of the simplex. The distance between two strategies is measured using the sup-norm,

\[
d(\sigma^{-i}, \tau^{-i}) = \sup_{s^{-i} \in S^{-i}} |\sigma^{-i}(s^{-i}) - \tau^{-i}(s^{-i})|.
\]

Observe that the convex unit simplex is compact under this norm.

1.2 Our Objective

We wish to formulate a procedure that guides the players in their strategy choices in such a way, that, using the information they have at their disposal, their expected pay-off is in some sense optimal.

\textsuperscript{1}This allows for a nice interpretation, but any norm generating the usual topology could be used.
2 Assessing the Opponent’s Strategy

It is essential that the information player \( i \) has about the strategy \( \sigma^{-i} \) that his opponent will play, is modelled in a manner that is useful, in light of the objective above, for choosing a strategy \( \sigma^i \) in response to \( \sigma^{-i} \). In this section we describe two uncertainty models for representing such information. The first is a precise probability model, the second is imprecise.

2.1 Gambles

The available information about his opponent’s strategy \( \sigma^{-i} \) will lead player \( i \) to accept or reject gambles whose outcome depends on \( \sigma^{-i} \). Both the uncertainty models described later intend to model player \( i \)'s behavioural dispositions toward such gambles. A gamble \( X \) on \( \Sigma^{-i} \) is a bounded real-valued map on \( \Sigma^{-i} \). It represents an uncertain reward: it yields the amount \( X(\sigma^{-i}) \) if player \(-i\) decides to play the mixed strategy \( \sigma^{-i} \). The set of all gambles on \( \Sigma^{-i} \) is denoted by \( L(\Sigma^{-i}) \); [8, Section 1.5.6]. Two types of gambles are of special interest.

If player \( i \) decides to play strategy \( \sigma^i \), then the game will result in an expected pay-off that still depends on the strategy \( \sigma^{-i} \) that his opponent will play. Thus, we can associate the strategy gamble \( X_{\sigma^i} \) on \( \Sigma^{-i} \) with this strategy \( \sigma^i \) by defining \( X_{\sigma^i}(\sigma^{-i}) = u^i(\sigma^i, \sigma^{-i}) \) for all \( \sigma^{-i} \) in \( \Sigma^{-i} \). It represents the uncertain expected pay-off for player \( i \) if he chooses strategy \( \sigma^i \). Every gamble in the subset \( K_i = \{X_{\sigma^i}: \sigma^i \in \Sigma^i\} \) of \( L(\Sigma^{-i}) \) is thus an uncertain expected pay-off. The distance between two strategy gambles is measured using the sup-norm,

\[
d(X_{\sigma^i}, X_{\sigma'^i}) = \sup_{\sigma^{-i} \in \Sigma^{-i}} |X_{\sigma^i}(\sigma^{-i}) - X_{\sigma'^i}(\sigma^{-i})|.
\]

Proposition 1 The set of strategy gambles \( K^i \) is convex and compact under the sup-norm topology on \( \Sigma^{-i} \).

Another type of gamble on \( \Sigma^{-i} \), specifically associated with a pure strategy \( s^{-i} \), is the evaluation gamble \( Y_{s^{-i}}: \Sigma^{-i} \rightarrow [0,1] \) defined by \( Y_{s^{-i}}(\sigma^{-i}) = \sigma^{-i}(s^{-i}) \). This definition implies that \( \sum_{s^{-i}} Y_{s^{-i}} = 1 \). Each of these gambles yields the unknown probability mass of the pure strategy \( s^{-i} \) defined by (the unknown) probability mass function \( \sigma^{-i} \). Using this notation, the vector \( Y^{-i} = (Y_1, \ldots, Y_{N^{-i}}) \) of evaluation gambles returns to the unknown mixed strategy \( \sigma^{-i} = Y^{-i}(\sigma^{-i}) \) itself.

Using Eq. (1), it is possible to write each strategy gamble as a linear combination of evaluation gambles,

\[
X_{\sigma^i} = \sum_{s^{-i} \in \Sigma^{-i}} \left( \sum_{s' \in \Sigma^i} u^i(s', s^{-i}) \sigma^i(s') \right) Y_{s^{-i}}.
\]
2.2 The Precise Dirichlet Model

First we consider a model that specifies the information available to player $i$ as a linear prevision $P$ on some subset of $L(\Sigma^{-i})$; [2, Chapter 3], [8, Section 2.8]. $P(X)$ is player $i$’s fair price, or prevision, for the gamble $X$, i.e., the unique real number such that he is disposed to buy the gamble $X$ for all prices $p < P(X)$ and to sell $X$ for all prices $p > P(X)$.

If we define $\pi_P = P(Y^{-i}) = (P(Y_1), \ldots, P(Y_{N-1}))$, then the properties of linear previsions allow us to conclude that $\sum_{s^{-i}} \pi_P(s^{-i}) = 1$ and $0 \leq \pi_P(s^{-i}) \leq 1$. We see that $\pi_P$ is a possible mixed strategy for the opponent. It is player $i$’s prevision of the strategy that his opponent will play. Using Eq. (2) and the linearity of the operator $P$, we can write for the prevision of the strategy gamble $X_{\sigma}$:

$$ P(X_{\sigma}) = \sum_{s^{-i} \in S^{-i}} \left( \sum_{s' \in S^i} u'(s', s^{-i}) \sigma' (s') \right) \pi_P(s^{-i}) = X_{\sigma}(\pi_P), \quad (3) $$

i.e., the expected pay-off if the opponent were actually to play strategy $\pi_P$.

The linear prevision $P$ we shall use here is a precise Dirichlet model (PDM) $P(\cdot \mid \beta_i, \rho_i)$, where $\beta_i > 0$ and $\rho_i$ is a mixed strategy in the interior $\text{int}(\Sigma^{-i})$ of $\Sigma^{-i}$, i.e., $\rho_i(s^{-i}) > 0$ for all $s^{-i} \in S^{-i}$. This PDM is defined for all measurable gambles $X$ on $\Sigma^{-i}$ by

$$ P(X \mid \beta_i, \rho_i) = \frac{1}{B(\beta_i, \rho_i)} \int_{\Sigma^{-i}} X(\sigma^{-i}) f(\sigma^{-i} \mid \beta_i, \rho_i) d\sigma^{-i}, \quad (4) $$

where $f$ and the normalisation constant $B$ define the parametrised Dirichlet probability density function,

$$ f(\sigma^{-i} \mid \beta_i, \rho_i) = \prod_{s^{-i} \in S^{-i}} \sigma^{-i}(s^{-i})^{\beta_i - 1} \rho_i(\sigma^{-i})^{s^{-i} - 1} \quad \text{and} \quad B(\beta_i, \rho_i) = \prod_{s^{-i} \in S^{-i}} \frac{\Gamma(\beta_i + \rho_i)}{\Gamma(\beta_i)}.$$

When using such a PDM, the prevision $\pi_P$ of the strategy his opponent will play coincides with $\rho_i$:

$$ \pi_P = \pi_{P(\cdot \mid \beta_i, \rho_i)} = P(Y^{-i} \mid \beta_i, \rho_i) = \rho_i. $$

This means that for the calculation of $P(X_{\sigma} \mid \beta_i, \rho_i)$ we don’t need to use Eq. (4), but that we can use Eq. (3), replacing $\pi_P$ by $\rho_i$:

$$ P(X_{\sigma} \mid \beta_i, \rho_i) = \sum_{s^{-i} \in S^{-i}} \left( \sum_{s' \in S^i} u'(s', s^{-i}) \sigma' (s') \right) \rho_i(\sigma^{-i}) = X_{\sigma}(\rho_i). $$

We use a non-standard parametrisation, because it is more convenient in this context: [9].
2.3 The Imprecise Dirichlet Model

Next, we consider an imprecise probability model for the information player $i$ has about his opponent's strategy. This can always be made to take the form of a coherent lower prevision $P$ on some subset of $\mathcal{L}(\Sigma^{-i})$; [8, Section 2.3]. $P(X)$ specifies player $i$'s supremum acceptable price for buying the gamble $X$, i.e., it is the greatest real number $p$ such that he is disposed to buying the gamble $X$ for all prices strictly smaller than $p$.

The lower prevision $P$ we shall use here is an imprecise Dirichlet model (IDM) $P(X | \beta_t, M_t)$, where $\beta_t > 0$ and $M_t \subseteq \text{int} (\Sigma^{-i})$; [9]. This IDM is defined for all measurable gambles $X$ on $\Sigma^{-i}$ as the lower envelope of a set of PDM's (with a common $\beta_t$, but each with their own $\rho_t$),

$$P(X | \beta_t, M_t) = \inf \{P(X | \beta_t, \rho_t) : \rho_t \in M_t \subset \Sigma^{-i}\}. \quad (5)$$

3 Choosing an Optimal Strategy

When choosing an optimal strategy, it is important to be clear on what defines optimality. In this game-theoretic context, it is desirable to attain a pay-off that is as high as possible, but on the other hand it may also be important to limit possible losses. These are the guiding criteria in our search for optimal strategies [6, Section 3.8].

3.1 Admissible Strategies, Maximin Strategies, Best Replies

If for two strategies $\tau^i$ and $\sigma^i$, the pay-off for $\tau^i$ is always at least as high as that for $\sigma^i$, i.e., $X_{\tau^i} \geq X_{\sigma^i}$ or in other words $(\forall \sigma^{-i} \in \Sigma^{-i})(X_{\sigma^i}(\sigma^{-i}) \geq X_{\sigma^i}(\sigma^{-i}))$, we say that $\tau^i$ dominates $\sigma^i$—or that $X_{\sigma^i}$ dominates $X_{\sigma^i}$; [5, Section 1.7.2].

A strategy $\sigma^i \in \Sigma^i$, or its corresponding strategy gamble $X_{\sigma^i} \in \mathcal{K}_i$, is called inadmissible if there is another strategy $\tau^i$ that strictly dominates it: $X_{\tau^i} \geq X_{\sigma^i}$ and $X_{\sigma^i} \neq X_{\tau^i}$. Otherwise, it is called admissible. We consider an admissible strategy to be more optimal than an inadmissible strategy. However, the discussion of, and the results deduced for, the learning models below is not essentially affected when this distinction is not made.

Now suppose that player $i$ knows that his opponent will play some strategy in $M \subseteq \Sigma^{-i}$, but nothing more. When playing $\sigma^i$, his expected pay-off will at least be $\inf_{\sigma^{-i} \in M} X_{\sigma^i}(\sigma^{-i})$. An $M$-maximin strategy $\tau^i$ maximises this minimal pay-off:

$$\tau^i \in \arg\max_{\sigma^i \in \Sigma^i} \inf_{\sigma^{-i} \in M} X_{\sigma^i}(\sigma^{-i}).$$

**Proposition 2** There are admissible $M$-maximin strategies for any compact sub-set $M$ of $\Sigma^{-i}$.
When \(M = \Sigma^{-i}\), player \(i\) doesn’t have a clue about his opponent’s strategy choice, and the corresponding \(\Sigma^{-i}\)-maximin strategy is simply called a maximin strategy.

**Corollary 1** There are always admissible maximin strategies.

At the other extreme, player \(i\) knows his opponent will play a strategy \(\sigma^{-i}\). Any corresponding \(\{\sigma^{-i}\}\)-maximin strategy is called a best reply to \(\sigma^{-i}\). The set of all best replies to \(\sigma^{-i}\) is denoted by \(BR^i(\sigma^{-i})\).

**Corollary 2** There are always admissible best replies to any strategy \(\sigma^{-i}\) in \(\Sigma^{-i}\).

This set of best replies has some interesting properties.

**Proposition 3** For all \(\sigma^{-i}\) in \(\Sigma^{-i}\), \(BR^i(\sigma^{-i})\) is a compact and convex subset of \(\Sigma^i\). Moreover, if \(\sigma' \in BR^i(\sigma^{-i})\) and \(\sigma'(s') > 0\) for some \(s' \in S^i\), then \(s' \in BR^i(\sigma^{-i})\).

For \(M \subseteq \Sigma^{-i}\), the collection of best replies to strategies in \(M\) is denoted by \(BR^i(M)\) and given by

\[
BR^i(M) = \bigcup_{\sigma^{-i} \in M} BR^i(\sigma^{-i}).
\]

**Proposition 4** For any subset \(M\) of \(\Sigma^{-i}\) that is convex and closed, the \(M\)-maximin strategies make up a subset of \(BR^i(M)\).

**Corollary 3** There are always admissible best replies to any convex and closed subset \(M\) of \(\Sigma^{-i}\).

### 3.2 Optimal Strategies and the PDM

When using a linear prevision \(P\), any admissible strategy \(\sigma'\) that maximises \(P(X_{\sigma'})\) is called a Bayes strategy. This name refers to the fact that it is an optimal strategy in the usual Bayesian sense of maximising expected utility; [8, Section 3.9].

Eq. (3) tells us that \(P(X_{\sigma'}) = X_{\sigma'}(\pi_P)\). This means that \(\tau'\) is a Bayes strategy whenever \(\tau' \in \arg\max_{\tau \in \Sigma^i} P(X_{\tau})\). This gives the following result.

**Proposition 5** The set of the Bayes strategies corresponding to a linear prevision \(P\) is given by the admissible strategies of \(BR^i(\pi_P)\).

If player \(i\)’s model for his opponent’s strategy is a PDM \(P(\cdot \mid \beta_i, \rho_i)\), we find that his optimal (Bayes) strategies are simply the admissible strategies of \(BR^i(\rho_i)\).

### 3.3 Optimal Strategies and the IDM

When using a coherent lower prevision \(P\), a maximal strategy is any admissible strategy \(\sigma'\) for which \(\min_{\tau \in \Sigma^i} P(X_{\sigma'} - X_{\tau}) \geq 0\); see [8, Section 3.9] for motivation.\(^3\)

\(^3\)To see that this definition generalises that of a Bayes strategy, consider that

\[
\sigma' \in \arg\max_{\tau \in \Sigma^i} P(X_{\sigma'}) \Leftrightarrow P(X_{\sigma'}) \geq \max_{\tau \in \Sigma^i} P(X_{\tau}) \Leftrightarrow \min_{\tau \in \Sigma^i} P(X_{\sigma'} - X_{\tau}) \geq 0.
\]
We shall use the notation $M(P)$ for the set of linear previsions $P$ that dominate $\mathcal{P}$ on its domain.

**Proposition 6** A strategy $\sigma^i$ is maximal under $P$ if and only if:

1. $\sigma^i$ is a Bayes strategy under some $P$ in $M(P)$;
2. $\sigma^i$ is an admissible best reply to $\pi_P$ for some $P \in M(P)$, i.e., the admissible $\sigma^i \in BR \left( M_\mathcal{P} \right)$, where $M_\mathcal{P} = \{ \pi_P : P \in M(P) \} \subseteq \Sigma'$.

**Corollary 4** There are maximal strategies under $P$.

There is another optimality criterion associated with a lower prevision $P$: an admissible mixed strategy $\sigma^i$ is called $P$-maximin if it maximises the lower prevision $P(X_\tau^i)$ of all strategy gambles $X_\tau^i$, i.e., if $\sigma^i \in \text{argmax}_{\tau \in \Sigma^i} P(X_\tau^i)$; [8, Section 3.9]. Since a coherent lower prevision $P$ is the lower envelope of its set of dominating linear previsions (see [8, Theorem 3.3.3]), we see that

$$P(X_\tau^i) = \min_{P \in M(P)} P(X_\tau^i) = \min_{\sigma \in M_\mathcal{P}} X_\tau^i(\sigma^{-i}),$$

and consequently, the admissible mixed strategy $\sigma^i$ is $P$-maximin if and only if $\sigma^i \in \text{argmax}_{\tau \in \Sigma^i} \min_{\sigma \in M_\mathcal{P}} X_\tau^i(\sigma^{-i})$, i.e., if it is $M_\mathcal{P}$-maximin. We know from Section 3.1 that all the $M_\mathcal{P}$-maximin strategies also belong to $BR \left( M_\mathcal{P} \right)$.

**Corollary 5** For any coherent lower prevision $P$, there are $P$-maximin strategies. They coincide with the admissible $M_\mathcal{P}$-maximin strategies, and are in particular also maximal strategies under $P$.

If player $i$ models his uncertainty about his opponent’s strategy by an IDM $P(\cdot | \beta_t, M_t)$, we have proved the following results, using the continuity of $Y^{-i}$ and the properties of $M(\mathcal{P}(\cdot | \beta_t, M_t))$.

**Theorem 1** If $M_t$ is a subset of $\text{int}(\Sigma^{-i})$, then the set $M_{\mathcal{P}(\cdot | \beta_t, M_t)}$ is the closed convex hull $\overline{\text{co}}(M_t)$ of $M_t$.

We thus find that the optimal strategies in this imprecise model are the admissible elements of $BR \left( \overline{\text{co}}(M_t) \right)$. Moreover, if player $i$ wants to play it safe (maximise his minimal expected gains), he can use admissible $\overline{\text{co}}(M_t)$-maximin strategies.

### 4 Playing the Game Over and Over Again

We now turn our attention to how the proposed models, the PDM and the IDM, can be used when a number of rounds of the game are played. We specifically look at the way observations of past play can change the assessments of a player and we formulate an algorithm to guide the players in their strategy choices.
4.1 Learning from Past Play

After playing \( t \) rounds of the game, player \( i \) has observed a so-called history \( \zeta^{-i}_t \in 2^{S^{-i}} = (S^{-i})^t \) of the pure strategies \( \zeta^{-i}(k), k = 1, \ldots, t \), that his opponent has played.

If player \( i \) supposes that his opponent plays a fixed mixed strategy \( \sigma^{-i} \), which is of course not necessarily the case, the order of the strategies in the history does not matter and the observed strategies can be considered as outcomes of a multinomial iid process. As a sufficient statistic for \( \sigma^{-i} \) he can then use the \( N^{-i} \)-tuple \( n^{-i} \) of observed occurrences for which each component \( n^{-i}(s^{-i}) \) is the number of times his opponent has played \( s^{-i} \in S^{-i} \), and which is consequently a random variable with the multinomial distribution. The total number \( t \) of rounds played is also equal to \( \sum_{s^{-i}} n^{-i}(s^{-i}) \).

The likelihood function for \( n^{-i} \) is

\[
L_{n^{-i}}(\sigma^{-i}) = \frac{t!}{\prod_{s^{-i}} n^{-i}(s^{-i})!} \prod_{s^{-i} \in S^{-i}} \sigma^{-i}(s^{-i})^{n^{-i}(s^{-i})}.
\]

Using Bayes’ rule, we can now update (see e.g. [5, Chapter 2]) a prior Dirichlet density function \( f(\sigma^{-i} \mid \beta_0, \rho_0) \) with the observations \( n^{-i} \),

\[
f(\sigma^{-i} \mid \beta_0, \rho_0, n^{-i}) = \frac{1}{P(L_{n^{-i}} \mid \beta_0, \rho_0)} f(\sigma^{-i} \mid \beta_0, \rho_0) L_{n^{-i}}(\sigma^{-i})
\]

\[
= f(\sigma^{-i} \mid \beta_0 + t, \frac{\beta_0 \rho_0 + n^{-i}}{\beta_0 + t})
\]

\[
= f(\sigma^{-i} \mid \beta_0 + t, \rho_0).
\]

We see that the posterior density function \( f(\sigma^{-i} \mid \beta_0, \rho_0) \) is still a Dirichlet density function. This means that that the Dirichlet density functions constitute a conjugate family of density functions for the multinomial sampling likelihood function \( L_{n^{-i}} \). Observe that \( P(L_{n^{-i}} \mid \beta_0, \rho_0) \) has to be non-zero, which is guaranteed by \( \beta_0 > 0 \) and \( \rho_0 \in \text{int}(\Sigma^{-i}) \).

4.2 Updating a Dirichlet model

When updating a prior PDM \( P(\cdot \mid \beta_0, \rho_0) \) after \( t \) rounds, we find that we simply have to update the parameters,

\[
\beta_0 \rightarrow \beta_t = \beta_0 + t \quad \text{and} \quad \rho_0 \rightarrow \rho_t = \frac{\beta_0 \rho_0 + n^{-i}}{\beta_0 + t},
\]

This corresponds to the underlying assumption used in so-called fictitious play [5, Chapter 2].
to obtain the posterior PDM $P(\cdot \mid b_t, \rho_t)$. It is clear that first updating with $n^{-i}$ and then updating the new model with $m^{-i}$ is equivalent to updating the original model with $n^{-i} + m^{-i}$.

When updating a prior IDM $P(\cdot \mid b_0, M_0)$ after $t$ rounds, the answer is a bit more complicated. It is possible that there are $n^{-i}$ for which $P(X \mid b_0, M_0) = 0$ even with $M_0 \subseteq \text{int}(\Sigma^{-i})$, i.e., for $P(X \mid b_0, M_0) > 0$ we need $P(X \mid b_0, \rho_0) > 0$ for all $\rho_0 \in \text{co}(M_0)$. However, using the notion of regular extension, we can find a unique posterior IDM that is coherent with $P(\cdot \mid b_0, M_0)$ and that satisfies the additional rationality axiom of regularity; [8, Appendix J]. This posterior lower prevision turns out to be the lower envelope of the updated PDM’s,

$$\inf_{\rho_0 \in M_0} P(X \mid b_0 + t, \frac{b_0 \rho_0 + n^{-i}}{b_0 + t}) = \inf_{\rho_t \in M_t} P(X \mid b_t, \rho_t) = P(X \mid b_t, M_t),$$

where $b_t$ and $M_t$ are the parameters of the updated IDM,

$$b_0 \to b_t = b_0 + t \quad \text{and} \quad M_0 \to M_t = \{ \frac{b_0 \rho_0 + n^{-i}}{b_0 + t} : \rho_0 \in M_0 \}. \quad (7)$$

4.3 Iterative Playing Algorithm: Assess, Decide and Update

Our generic guiding algorithm for player $i$ playing multiple rounds of a strictly competitive two-player game consists of three steps; [4, Section 3]. Assume that $t$ rounds have already been played, and that the history $\zeta_{-i}$ of the pure strategies played by the opponent during these rounds is available to player $i$. He is about to play a new round and uses some model to describe the information he has.

1. Player $i$ has to make an assessment $\mu^i(\zeta_{-i})$ about the data that are relevant for his strategy choice: to this end, he uses an assessment rule $\mu^i$.

2. Player $i$ has to use a decision rule $\phi^i$ to choose a strategy $\phi^i(\zeta_{-i})$ to play, using his assessments $\mu^i(\zeta_{-i})$.

3. After the round is played, player $i$ should use the observation of his opponent’s strategy to update his information.

Let us now see what this algorithm becomes for the two types of uncertainty models described above.

When using a PDM $P(\cdot \mid b_t, \rho_t)$, we can formulate the following implementation of the algorithm.

1. Let $\mu^i(\zeta_{-i}) = \rho_t = \pi_{P(\cdot \mid b_t, \rho_t)}$, the prevision of the opponent’s strategy.

2. Let $\phi^i(\zeta_{-i})$ be some (admissible) element of $BR^i(\rho_t)$.

3. Update the PDM to $P(\cdot \mid b_{t+1}, \rho_{t+1})$ using Eq. (6).
Initially, player \( i \) has to choose a \( \rho_0 \) and \( \beta_0 \). The parameter \( \beta_0 \) can be interpreted as the number of pseudocounts\(^5\) associated with the initial prevision of his opponent’s strategy \( \rho_0 \), for which any choice is arbitrary (if it is not based on some information).

When using an IDM \( P(\cdot | \beta_t, M_t) \), we can formulate two different implementations of the algorithm, different only in their choice of behaviour rule.

1. Let \( \mu'(\zeta^{-i}_t) = \overline{\mu}(M_t) = M_{P(\cdot | \beta_t, M_t)} \).

2. (a) If we consider maximality as the optimality criterion, then let \( \phi'(\zeta^{-i}_t) \) be some (admissible) element of \( BR(\overline{\mu}(M_t)) \).
(b) If we consider maximinity as the optimality criterion, then let \( \phi'(\zeta^{-i}_t) \) be some (admissible) \( \overline{\mu}(M_t) \)-maximin strategy.

3. Update the IDM to \( P(\cdot | \beta_{t+1}, M_{t+1}) \) using Eq. (7).

Initially, player \( i \) has to choose an \( M_0 \) and a number of pseudocounts \( \beta_0 \). When he has no information available, an obvious choice for \( M_0 \) is \( \text{int}(\Sigma^{-i}) \), which corresponds to so-called near-ignorance [8, Section 4.6.9]. The choice for the best reply behaviour rule or the maximin behaviour rule will not influence the results of Section 5 in any way.

5 Equilibria and Convergence

Now that we have two learning models, the PDM and the IDM, at our disposal, we can investigate the game-play that results from using them. We start by giving some definitions that are essential for the ensuing analysis.

5.1 Strategy Profiles and Equilibria

To be able to analyse the game-play that results from the assessment and behaviour rules discussed in Section 4.3, we introduce some new notation and recall the concept of an equilibrium.

A couple of strategies of the players is called a strategy profile, which can be pure \( s = (s', s^{-i}) \in S = S' \times S^{-i} \), or mixed \( \sigma = (\sigma', \sigma^{-i}) \in \Sigma = \Sigma' \times \Sigma^{-i} \). A corresponding profile history after \( t \) rounds of play is denoted by \( \zeta \in \zeta_t = S' \).

The notation \( \sigma(s) \) corresponds to \( (\sigma'(s'), \sigma^{-i}(s^{-i})) \). Likewise, we write
\[
BR(\sigma) = BR'(\sigma^{-i}) \times BR^{-i}(\sigma') \subseteq \Sigma,
\]
\[
\mu(\zeta') = \mu'(\zeta^{-i}_t) \times \mu^{-i}(\zeta'_t) \subseteq \Sigma,
\]
\[
\phi(\zeta') = (\phi'(\zeta^{-i}_t), \phi^{-i}(\zeta'_t)) \in \Sigma.
\]

\(^5\)In the literature, the values 1 and 2 are found for prior models that are not based on any information; [9].
An equilibrium is a strategy profile for which the pay-off for both players cannot be increased if one of them changes his strategy, while his opponent’s strategy remains unchanged; [3]. This means that
\[
\sigma^* \text{ is an equilibrium} \iff \left( \forall i \right) \left( u_i^*(\sigma^*) = \max_{\tau_i \in \Sigma_i} u_i^*(\tau_i, \sigma^{*-i}) \right) \iff \sigma^* \in BR(\sigma^*).
\]
If \( s^* = BR(s^*) \), then \( s^* \) is a strict equilibrium.\(^6\) A game can have multiple (strict) equilibria.\(^7\)

5.2 Assessment Rules

The definitions in this section and in the next are generalisations of the definitions given by Fudenberg and Kreps in [4] to learning models with assessments \( \mu^i(\zeta_{-i}^-t) \) that are set-valued rather than point-valued.

An important characterisation of possible assessment rules can be made by looking at what the influence is of different parts of a history.

We say that a assessment rule \( \mu^i \) is adaptive if it attaches diminishing importance to earlier parts of the history, as the number of rounds \( t \) increases. This means that for all \( t \) and all \( \varepsilon > 0 \),
\[
(\exists T > t)(\forall t' > T - t) \left( \forall \zeta_{t+t'}^{-i} \in Z_{t+t'}^{-i} \right) \left( \forall \sigma' \in \mu^i(\zeta_{t+t'}^{-i}) \right) \left( \sigma'(s') < \varepsilon \right),
\]
for every pure strategy \( s' \) that was not played in the last \( t' \) rounds (did not appear in the last \( t' \) components of \( \zeta_{t+t'}^{-i} \)).

A specific subcategory of the adaptive assessment rules can be defined using the observed frequencies \( \kappa_{-i}^-t \) of strategies played by the opponent. An assessment rule \( \mu^i \) is called asymptotically empirical if for every infinite history \( \zeta_{-i}^-\infty \in Z_{-i}^-\infty \) it holds that \( \lim_{t \to \infty} \sup_{\sigma^i \in \mu^i(\zeta_{-i}^-\infty)} d(\sigma^i, \kappa_{-i}^-\infty) = 0 \), where the \( \zeta_{-i}^-\infty \) are partial histories of the selected infinite history \( \zeta_{-i}^-\infty \).

Using the updating formulae (6) and (7), we obtain the following result.

**Theorem 2** The assessment rules of the PDM and the IDM are asymptotically empirical, and thus adaptive.

5.3 Behaviour Rules

It is clear that the behaviour rules \( \phi \) determine which histories are possible. A history is called compatible with the behaviour rules \( \phi \) used by the players if it can be generated (with non-zero probability) by these behaviour rules. Explicitly, this

---

\(^6\)By Proposition 3, only pure strategy profiles can be strict equilibria.

\(^7\)When only admissible strategies are considered optimal, some equilibria might not be playable. There is always at least one admissible equilibrium.
means that for every pure profile $\zeta_t$, $k = 1, \ldots, t$, that is a component of a compatible profile history, both components of $\Phi(\zeta_{k-1})(\zeta_t(k))$ are strictly positive, so the randomisation devices used by the players can select the pure strategies $\zeta_t^i(k)$ and $\zeta_t^{-i}(k)$ with non-zero probability.

It is useful to know to what degree the behaviour rules $\Phi$ used by the players succeed in attaining the objective of optimality (see Section 1.2). The characterisations in this section do just this, and give a clear interpretation of this objective, keeping in mind that the players suppose that their opponent plays an unknown, but fixed, mixed strategy.

We call a behaviour rule $\Phi^i$ set-myopic relative to the assessment rule $\mu^i$ if, for all $t$ and histories $\zeta^{-i}_t$, it holds that $\Phi^i(\zeta^{-i}_t) \in BR^i(\mu^i(\zeta^{-i}_t))$. When the assessments $\mu^i(\zeta^{-i}_t)$ are point-valued, the prefix ‘set’ in set-myopic is dropped.

We now define a weakening of the notion of a set-myopic behaviour rule. We call a behaviour rule $\Phi^i$ strongly asymptotically set-myopic relative to the assessment rule $\mu^i$ if, for some sequence $\varepsilon_t > 0$ with $\lim_{t \to \infty} \varepsilon_t = 0$ and for all $t$ and histories $\zeta^{-i}_t$, it holds that

$$(\forall \sigma^{-i} \in \mu^i(\zeta^{-i}_t)) (\forall s' \in S^i \text{ such that } \Phi^i(\zeta^{-i}_t)(s') > 0) \left( u^i(s', \sigma^{-i}) + \varepsilon_t \geq \max_{s'' \in S^i} u^i(s'', \sigma^{-i}) \right).$$

Using the definitions from Section 4.3 the next result is immediate.

**Theorem 3** The behaviour rules for the IDM are set-myopic and the behaviour rule for the PDM is myopic.

### 5.4 Convergence to equilibria

An interesting theorem about strict equilibria follows directly from the definitions of a strict equilibrium and of a myopic behaviour rule; [4].

**Theorem 4 (absorption to a strict equilibrium)** If there is a strict equilibrium $s^*$ that is played in some round $t$ of a profile history $\zeta_t$ compatible with a myopic behaviour rule $\Phi$, then $s^*$ will be played during all subsequent rounds $t' > t$.

This theorem holds for the PDM (with myopic behaviour rules), due to Theorem 3, but not for the IDM (with set-myopic behaviour rules), because we have been able to show that the selected mixed strategy $\Phi^i(\zeta^{-i}_t)$ under both optimisation criteria can still be different from $s'_t$ due to the fact that $\mu^i(\zeta^{-i}_t) = \text{co}(M_t)$ is a set. It is possible to tighten the conditions, to obtain a result that also works for the IDM, i.e., to make sure that best reply only contains $s^*$.

**Theorem 5 (conditional absorption to a strict equilibrium)** If, for some profile history $\zeta_t$ compatible with set-myopic behaviour rules $\Phi$, the strategy profile $\Phi(\zeta_t)$ cannot be different from the strict equilibrium $s^*$, then $s^*$ will be played during all subsequent rounds $t' > t$. 
For equilibria $s_\ast$ of pure strategies that aren’t necessarily strict, the following result is found.

**Theorem 6 (repeated play of a pure strategy profile)** Consider an infinite history $\zeta_\infty$ in $\mathbb{Z}_\infty$ such that for some $t$, a pure strategy profile $s_\ast$ is played in all subsequent rounds. If $\zeta_\infty$ is compatible with behaviour rules $\phi$ that are strongly asymptotically set-myopic relative to the adaptive assessment rules $\mu$, then $s_\ast$ is an equilibrium.

This theorem can be used for both the PDM and the IDM, due to Theorems 2 and 3, even if both players don’t use the same model. For example, one player can use the IDM and his opponent the PDM, or two players can use the IDM, each using a different optimality criterion.

For mixed equilibria $\sigma_\ast$, the following result about the convergence of the observed game-play to a mixed equilibrium, is found.

**Theorem 7 (repeated play of a mixed strategy profile)** Let the infinite history $\zeta_\infty$ in $\mathbb{Z}_\infty$ be such that for some mixed strategy profile $\sigma_\ast$, it holds that for both players $i \in \{-1, 1\}$

$$\lim_{t \to \infty} \kappa_{t-i} = \sigma_{-i}^\ast.$$ 

If the infinite history $\zeta_\infty$ is compatible with behaviour rules $\phi$ that are strongly asymptotically set-myopic relative to the assessment rules $\mu$ that are asymptotically empirical, then $\sigma_\ast$ is an equilibrium.

As before, due to Theorems 2 and 3, this theorem can be used for both the PDM and the IDM.

Theorems 6 and 7 can only say that convergence has occurred, but do not indicate when convergence will occur. They could be useful for finding equilibria in large games. As these theorems are generalisations to set-valued assessment rules of theorems found in [4], their proofs are (not always trivial) modifications of the ones found there.

## 6 Conclusions

### 6.1 General Remarks

Both the learning models discussed above accomplish our objective of optimality of the expected pay-off quite well. Their convergence properties also favour their use in game theory, notably in the search for equilibria.

The PDM has already been studied in the literature and the learning model based on it is often called *fictitious play* in a game-theoretic setting. The IDM has also been used in different contexts; see [9] for the presentation of the IDM itself and [1], [10], [11] and [12] for examples of possible applications in other areas.
In Section 5 we have in fact generalised the results of Fudenberg and Kreps in [4, Sections 3 and 4], where point-valued assessments $\mu(\zeta_t^{-})$ are used, to set-valued assessments. This is why we formulated Theorems 6 and 7 for a broader class of learning models than our Dirichlet models, which allows Section 5 to be seen as a generalisation of [4, Sections 3 and 4], and not only as a group of results for the PDM and IDM.

We haven’t discussed the choice of a specific strategy $\phi(\zeta_t^{-})$ from among the optimal ones. But, if for a specific application other, additional, criteria are available, then using them at this stage will not influence the convergence results in any way.

6.2 PDM vs. IDM

If we compare the PDM to the IDM, the first thing to be said is that the PDM is a special case of the IDM, where $M_0 = \{\rho_0\}$. This immediately indicates the most important advantage of the IDM over the PDM, the possibility of not having to make an arbitrary initial choice, as there is no need to choose one specific prior.

The second advantage of the learning model using the IDM is that it reflects, in its assessment $\mu(\zeta_t^{-})$, the amount of information on which it is based. This corresponds to the fact that the distances between elements of $M_t$ shrink with increasing $t$. So the model becomes more precise as more observations come in, in the sense that all elements of $M_t$ will lie closer and closer to the $\rho_t$ of any PDM that could have been used.\(^8\)

One disadvantage of the IDM is that it is a more complex model (the player has to work with sets of strategies instead of one strategy). This difference could be reflected by the calculation load for both models.
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Abstract
The European call option prices have well-known formulae in the Cox-Ross-Rubinstein model [2], depending on the volatility of the underlying asset. Nevertheless it is hard to give a precise estimate of this volatility. S. Muzzioli and C. Toricelli [6] handle this problem by using possibility distributions. In the first part of our paper we make some critical comments on their work. In the second part we present an alternative solution to the problem by performing a sensitivity analysis for the pricing of the option. This method is very general in the sense that it can be applied if one describes the uncertainty in the volatility by confidence intervals as well as if one describes it by fuzzy numbers. The conclusion is that the price of the option is not necessarily a strictly increasing function of the volatility.
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1 Introduction
In the first section of this paper we introduce the Cox-Ross-Rubinstein model [2] for the pricing of a European call option and the assumptions which are made. The well-known formula for the option price depends on the volatility of the underlying asset. However in practice it is hard to give a precise estimate of this volatility. S. Muzzioli and C. Toricelli [6] handle this problem by using possibility distributions. In the first part of our paper we make some critical comments on their work. In the second part we present an alternative solution to the problem
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by performing a sensitivity analysis for the pricing of the option. This method is very general in the sense that it can be applied if one describes the uncertainty in the volatility by confidence intervals as well as if one describes it by fuzzy numbers. Indeed, in both approaches the imprecise volatility results in imprecise up and down factors. Those factors are modelled by a fuzzy quantity or are said to belong to a confidence interval.

We consider the case where the down factor is the inverse of the up factor. The lifetime of the option is divided into \( N \) steps of length \( T/N \). Then we need to study the behaviour of the option price as a function of the up factor in an interval, which is a subset of \( (1 + r)^{T/N}, +\infty \), where \( r \) stands for the risk-free interest rate. Therefore we study the functional behaviour of the option price for all possible values of the up factor.

Finally, we illustrate the method by an example with a fuzzy up factor.

## 2 The binary tree model

The binary tree model of Cox-Ross-Rubinstein [2] can be considered as a discrete-time version of the Black & Scholes model [1]. The following assumptions are made:

- The markets have no transaction costs, no taxes, no restrictions on short sales, and assets are infinitely divisible.
- The lifetime \( T \) of the option is divided into \( N \) steps of length \( T/N \).
- The market is complete.
- No arbitrage opportunities are allowed which implies for the risk-free rate of interest \( r \), that \( d < (1 + r)^{T/N} < u \), where \( u \) is the up factor and \( d \) the down factor.

The European call option price at time zero, has a well-known formula in this model:

\[
EC(K, T) = \frac{1}{(1+r)^T} \sum_{j=0}^{N} \binom{N}{j} p_u^j (1-p_u)^{N-j} (S_0 u^j d^{N-j} - K)_+ \tag{1}
\]

where \( K \) is the exercise (or strike) price, \( S_0 \) is the price of the underlying asset at time the contract begins, \( p_u \) the risk-neutral probability that the price goes up with the factor \( u = \exp(\sqrt{T/N}) \), with \( \sigma \) the volatility of the underlying asset. Let \( p_d \) be the risk-neutral probability that the price goes down with the factor \( d \). We assume that \( d = 1/u \). It is known that \( p_u \) and \( p_d \) are solutions to the system:

\[
\begin{align*}
    p_u + p_d &= 1 \\
    dp_d + up_u &= (1 + r)^{T/N}.
\end{align*}
\]
The solutions are:

\[ p_u = \frac{(1 + r)^{T/N} - d}{u - d} = \frac{(1 + r)^{T/N}u - 1}{u^2 - 1} \]  

(3)

\[ p_d = \frac{u - (1 + r)^{T/N}}{u - d} = \frac{u^2 - (1 + r)^{T/N}u}{u^2 - 1}. \]  

(4)

3 Critical Analysis of the paper ‘A Multiperiod Binomial Model for Pricing Options in an Uncertain World’ by S. Muzzioli and C. Torricelli

S. Muzzioli and C. Torricelli [6] state: ‘There are different methods for estimating volatility either from historical data, or from option prices. Sometimes it is hard to give a precise estimate of the volatility of the underlying asset and it may be convenient to let it take interval values. Moreover, it may be the case that not all members of the interval have the same reliability, as central members are more possible then the ones near the borders. This is exactly the idea behind our model, but instead of modelling volatility as a fuzzy quantity, we directly model the up and down jumps of the stock price.’

Instead of modelling the volatility as a fuzzy quantity, S. Muzzioli and C. Torricelli model directly the up and down factors \( u \) and \( d \) as the fuzzy numbers \( (u_1, u_2, u_3) \) and \( (d_1, d_2, d_3) \), where \( u_1 \) (resp \( d_1 \)) is the minimum possible value, \( u_3 \) (resp \( d_3 \)) is the maximum possible value and \( u_2 \) (resp \( d_2 \)) is the most possible value. A triangular fuzzy number \( (a_1, a_2, a_3) \) can alternatively be defined by its \( \alpha \)-cuts \([a_1(\alpha), a_3(\alpha)]\), \( \alpha \in [0, 1] \):

\[ [a_1(\alpha_2), a_3(\alpha_2)] = [a_1 + \alpha(a_2 - a_1), a_3 - \alpha(a_3 - a_2)]. \]

In fact a fuzzy quantity is completely defined by its \( \alpha \)-cuts. Consider intervals \([a_1(\alpha), a_3(\alpha)]\), \( \alpha \in [0, 1] \), where

\[ \alpha_1 \leq \alpha_2 : [a_1(\alpha_1), a_3(\alpha_1)] \subseteq [a_1(\alpha_2), a_3(\alpha_2)], \]

then the intervals \([a_1(\alpha), a_3(\alpha)]\) are the \( \alpha \)-cuts of the fuzzy quantity \( a \),

\[ a(x) = \sup_{\alpha \in [0, 1]} \min \{ \alpha, 1_{[a_1(\alpha), a_3(\alpha)]}(x) \}, \quad x \in \mathbb{R}. \]

Since the \( \alpha \)-cuts of a triangular fuzzy number are compact intervals of the set of real numbers, the interval calculus of Moore [5] can be applied to them. Thus every binary operation in \( \mathbb{R} \) can be extended to a binary operation on the set of fuzzy numbers.

S. Muzzioli and C. Torricelli consider a binary tree with 1 period, i.e. \( T = N = 1 \).
A fuzzy version of the two equations of the system (2) should be introduced. This can be done (for each equation) in two different ways:

\[
p_u + p_d = (1, 1, 1) \]
\[
p_u = (1, 1, 1) - p_d
\]
respectively

\[
dp_d + up_u = (1 + r, 1 + r, 1 + r)
\]
\[
up_u = (1 + r, 1 + r, 1 + r) - dp_d
\]
where \( p_u \) and \( p_d \) are the fuzzy up and down probabilities \( ((p_u)_1, (p_u)_2, (p_u)_3) \) and \( ((p_d)_1, (p_d)_2, (p_d)_3) \).

S. Muzzioli and C. Torricelli choose for both equations the first form. However, one has to take into account that \( p_u \) and \( p_d \) are fuzzy probabilities and therefore one should use the second form for the first equation. For the second equation in (2) the first form should be taken since the left-hand side is an expectation. Thus the correct solution is obtained by extending the system (2) to

\[
\begin{align*}
p_u &= (1, 1, 1) - p_d \\
dp_d + up_u &= (1 + r, 1 + r, 1 + r).
\end{align*}
\]

Expressed in \( \alpha \)-cuts and keeping in mind that the operations are binary operations on fuzzy numbers, see e.g. E. Kerre [3], this leads to the system:

\[
\begin{align*}
[(p_u)_1(\alpha), (p_u)_3(\alpha)] &= [1, 1] - [(p_d)_1(\alpha), (p_d)_3(\alpha)] \\
[d_1(\alpha), d_3(\alpha)][(p_d)_1(\alpha), (p_d)_3(\alpha)] + [u_1(\alpha), u_3(\alpha)][(p_u)_1(\alpha), (p_u)_3(\alpha)]& \\
&= [1 + r, 1 + r]
\end{align*}
\]
or

\[
\begin{align*}
(p_u)_1(\alpha) &= 1 - (p_d)_3(\alpha) \\
(p_u)_3(\alpha) &= 1 - (p_d)_1(\alpha) \\
d_1(\alpha)(p_d)_1(\alpha) + u_1(\alpha)(p_u)_1(\alpha) &= 1 + r \\
d_3(\alpha)(p_d)_3(\alpha) + u_3(\alpha)(p_u)_3(\alpha) &= 1 + r.
\end{align*}
\]
The correct solution to this system is:

\[
\begin{align*}
(p_u)_1(\alpha) &= \frac{d_1(\alpha)(d_3(\alpha) + u_1(\alpha)) - (1 + r)(d_3(\alpha) + u_1(\alpha))}{d_1(\alpha)d_3(\alpha) - u_1(\alpha)u_3(\alpha)} \\
(p_u)_3(\alpha) &= \frac{d_3(\alpha)(d_3(\alpha) + u_1(\alpha)) - (1 + r)(d_3(\alpha) + u_1(\alpha))}{d_1(\alpha)d_3(\alpha) - u_1(\alpha)u_3(\alpha)} \\
(p_d)_1(\alpha) &= \frac{(1 + r)(d_3(\alpha) + u_1(\alpha)) - u_3(\alpha)(d_3(\alpha) + u_1(\alpha))}{d_1(\alpha)d_3(\alpha) - u_1(\alpha)u_3(\alpha)} \\
(p_d)_3(\alpha) &= \frac{d_1(\alpha)(d_3(\alpha) + u_1(\alpha)) - u_3(\alpha)(d_3(\alpha) + u_1(\alpha))}{d_1(\alpha)d_3(\alpha) - u_1(\alpha)u_3(\alpha)}.
\end{align*}
\]
One can easily prove that for \( \alpha = 1 \):

\[
\begin{align*}
(p_u)_2 &= \frac{(1+r)-d_2}{u_2-d_2} \\
(p_d)_2 &= \frac{u_2-(1+r)}{u_2-d_2}
\end{align*}
\]

and for \( \alpha = 0 \):

\[
\begin{align*}
(p_u)_1 &= \frac{d_1(d_3+u_1)-(1+r)(d_1+u_1)}{d_1d_3-u_1u_3} \\
(p_u)_3 &= \frac{d_1(d_1+u_3)-(1+r)(d_3+u_3)}{d_1d_3-u_1u_3} \\
(p_d)_1 &= \frac{(1+r)(d_3+u_1)-u_1(d_1+u_1)}{d_1d_3-u_1u_3} \\
(p_d)_3 &= \frac{(1+r)(d_1+u_3)-u_3(d_1+u_3)}{d_1d_3-u_1u_3}.
\end{align*}
\]

Next S. Muzzioli and C. Torricelli calculate the price of the option in the one period model. They assume that the exercise price is between the highest value of the underlying asset in state down and the lowest value of the underlying asset in state up,

\[ S_0d_3 \leq K \leq S_0u_1 \tag{5} \]

in which case the calculations are very simple. The aim of their next section is to extend the pricing methodology to a two period and then to a multi period binary model. The condition (5) is extended as follows:

\[ S_0d_3^{j+1}u_3^{N-j-1} \leq K \leq S_0d_1^{j}u_1^{N-j} \]

which is impossible since \( K \) can not be an element of those \( N \) intervals. Even if one changes the condition to

\[ \exists j \in \{0, \ldots, N-1\} : S_0d_3^{j+1}u_3^{N-j-1} \leq K \leq S_0d_1^{j}u_1^{N-j} \]

the condition is not always fulfilled since one can easily prove (for example in the crisp case with \( d = 1/u \)) that \( S_0d_3^{j+1}u_3^{N-j-1} \) is not always less then \( S_0d_1^{j}u_1^{N-j} \). Even if this is the case, there are no economic reasons why the exercise price would not be out of the mentioned intervals.

Finally, they calculate the price of the option in one special situation of the two period model and remark that the extension to \( N \) periods is straightforward, which is not the case as we will see in what follows.

A last remark concerns the number of periods. S. Muzzioli and C. Torricelli extend the number of periods without explicitly mentioning that at the same time one should fix the lifetime of the option. Otherwise when the lifetime equals the number \( N \) of periods and \( N \) is increased, another option is considered at each step. Hence, if one models one and the same option, one has to fix the lifetime \( T \) and divide \( T \) in \( N \) subperiods of length \( T/N \). Then increasing the number \( N \) of steps implies at the same time a decrease of the steplength.

This is also the way to proceed in order to be able to consider the important limit problem.
4 Imprecise volatility and the pricing of a European Call Option

The change of the price $S_t$ of the underlying asset at time $t$ can be modelled as in [4] by

$$S_{t+1} = \xi_{t+1} S_t$$

where $\xi_{t+1}$ is a sequence taking values in a compact set $M$. We are interested in the special case where $M$ consists only of two elements, its upper and lower bounds $u$ and $d$. Those up and down factors depend on the volatility $\sigma$. As we already mentioned, it is often hard to give a precise estimate of the volatility. This problem can be avoided either by giving a confidence interval of the volatility or by modelling the volatility by a fuzzy quantity.

Imprecise volatility implies imprecision in the up (and down) factors. Under the assumptions of section 2 the (confidence or $\alpha$-cut) intervals, to which the up factor, belongs, are subsets of $[(1 + r)^{T/N}, + \infty[$. We study the behaviour of the price of a European call option for all possible values of the up factor. In sections 5, 6 and 7 we also need to include the border case where the up factor equals $(1 + r)^{T/N}$. Therefore we define the up factor as $u_\lambda$:

$$u_\lambda = (1 + r)^{T/N} + \lambda, \quad \lambda \in \mathbb{R}^+.$$ 

If we invoke (3), the risk-neutral probability, $p_\lambda$, that the price goes up, is

$$p_\lambda = \frac{(1 + r)^{T/N} u_\lambda - 1}{u_\lambda^2 - 1}.$$ 

The price $C_\lambda(K)$ of the option is:

$$C_\lambda(K) = \frac{1}{(1 + r)^T} E[(S_T^\lambda - K)_+]$$

$$= \frac{1}{(1 + r)^T} \sum_{j=0}^N (S_0 u_\lambda^{2j-N} - K)_+ \cdot P[X^N_\lambda = j]$$

$$= \frac{1}{(1 + r)^T} \sum_{j=j_\lambda}^N (S_0 u_\lambda^{2j-N} - K)_+ \frac{N!}{j!(N-j)!} p_\lambda^j (1 - p_\lambda)^{N-j}$$

(6)

where $X^N_\lambda$ is the number of ups in the lifetime $T$ and $S_0 u_\lambda^{2j-N} - K$ is positive for $j \geq j_\lambda$.

Consider a confidence interval, $[u_0, u_1] \subset [(1 + r)^{T/N}, + \infty[$, of the up factor with

$$u_0 = (1 + r)^{T/N} + \lambda_0$$

$$u_1 = (1 + r)^{T/N} + \lambda_1.$$
If \( u_\mu \in [u_0, u_1], \mu \in [0, 1] \) then

\[
\begin{align*}
u_\mu &= \mu u_0 + (1 - \mu)u_1 \\
&= \mu((1 + r)^{T/N} + \lambda_0) + (1 - \mu)((1 + r)^{T/N} + \lambda_1) \\
&= (1 + r)^{T/N} + [\mu \lambda_0 + (1 - \mu)\lambda_1] \\
&= (1 + r)^{T/N} + \lambda^* (\mu).
\end{align*}
\]

The price of the option belongs to the interval

\[
\left[ \min_{\mu \in [0, 1]} C_{\lambda^*(\mu)}(K), \max_{\mu \in [0, 1]} C_{\lambda^*(\mu)}(K) \right].
\]

Suppose the imprecise volatility is described by using a fuzzy quantity, \((u_1, u_2, u_3)\), \(u_1, u_2, u_3 \in [(1 + r)^{T/N}, +\infty]\), with

\[
\begin{align*}
u_1 &= (1 + r)^{T/N} + \lambda_1 \\
u_2 &= (1 + r)^{T/N} + \lambda_2 \\
u_3 &= (1 + r)^{T/N} + \lambda_3,
\end{align*}
\]

for the up factor. An \( \alpha \)-cut, \( \alpha \in [0, 1] \), is the interval:

\[
[u_1 + (u_2 - u_1)\alpha, u_3 + (u_2 - u_3)\alpha] = [(1 + r)^{T/N} + \lambda_1 + \alpha(\lambda_2 - \lambda_1), (1 + r)^{T/N} + \lambda_3 + \alpha(\lambda_2 - \lambda_3)].
\]

An element of this interval can be described by

\[
\begin{align*}
u_\mu &= [1 + r)^{T/N} + (\lambda_1 + \alpha(\lambda_2 - \lambda_1)) + (1 - \mu)[1 + r)^{T/N} + \lambda_3 + \alpha(\lambda_2 - \lambda_3)] \\
&= (1 + r)^{T/N} + \mu(\lambda_1 + \alpha(\lambda_2 - \lambda_1)) + (1 - \mu)(\lambda_3 + \alpha(\lambda_2 - \lambda_3)) \\
&= (1 + r)^{T/N} + \lambda^*_\alpha(\mu), \quad \mu \in [0, 1].
\end{align*}
\]

The \( \alpha \)-cut, \( \alpha \in [0, 1] \), of the option price is:

\[
\left[ \min_{\mu \in [0, 1]} C_{\lambda^*_\alpha(\mu)}(K), \max_{\mu \in [0, 1]} C_{\lambda^*_\alpha(\mu)}(K) \right].
\]

It is clear that, for the method with confidence intervals as well as for the method using fuzzy quantities, the behaviour of \( C_\lambda(K) \) as function of \( u_\lambda \) should be studied. This is the subject of the following sections.

5 Definitions, notations and lemmas

The function is broken up in its basic elements: first the (up and down) probabilities are considered, then their products and finally their products with the up and
down factors. The risk-neutral probability, \( p_\lambda \), is a decreasing function of \( u_\lambda \). For \( u_\lambda = (1 + r)^{T/N} \) this probability is one and

\[
\lim_{u_\lambda \to +\infty} p_\lambda = 0.
\]

And one obtains \( p^* = 0.5 \) for

\[
u_\lambda = u^* = (1 + r)^{T/N} + \sqrt{(1 + r)^{2T/N} - 1}.
\]

The probability \( 1 - p_\lambda \) is an increasing function of \( u_\lambda \).

The function \( p_\lambda(1 - p_\lambda) \) has a maximum for \( u_\lambda = u^* \). It is zero for \( u_\lambda = (1 + r)^{T/N} \) and in the limit for \( u_\lambda \to +\infty \).

The function \( u_\lambda p_\lambda \) attains a minimum for \( u_\lambda = u^* \). It is equal to \((1 + r)^{T/N} \) for \( u_\lambda = (1 + r)^{T/N} \) and in the limit for \( u_\lambda \to +\infty \).

The function \( u_\lambda^{-1}(1 - p_\lambda) \) attains a maximum for \( u_\lambda = u^* \). It is zero for \( u_\lambda = (1 + r)^{T/N} \) and in the limit for \( u_\lambda \to +\infty \).

One can prove that

\[
(u_\lambda p_\lambda)' = \frac{1 - 2p_\lambda}{u_\lambda^2} = -(u_\lambda^{-1}(1 - p_\lambda))'.
\]

### 6 Functional behaviour of the functions \( C_1(\lambda, j) \) and \( C_2(\lambda, j, K) \)

In the next section we will examine the functional behaviour of each term in the sum (6). Those terms consist of two parts, namely \( C_1(\lambda, j) = S_0 u_\lambda^{2j-N} (\frac{N}{j}) p_\lambda^j (1 - p_k)^{N-j} \) and \( C_2(\lambda, j, K) = -K(\frac{N}{j}) p_\lambda^j (1 - p_k)^{N-j} \). Those functions are first examined separately, regardless the sign of their sum.

The derivative of the function \( C_1(\lambda, j) \) with respect to \( u_\lambda \), \( u_\lambda \in [(1 + r)^{T/N}, +\infty] \), is:

\[
(C_1(\lambda, j))' = \frac{S_0 (\frac{N}{j})}{u_\lambda} (u_\lambda p_\lambda)^{j-1} (u_\lambda^{-1}(1 - p_\lambda))^{N-j-1} (j(1 - p_\lambda + u_\lambda^2 p_\lambda) - Nu_\lambda^2 p_\lambda) \frac{1 - 2p_\lambda}{u_\lambda^2 - 1}
\]

which implies that:

- If \( j \leq N/2 \) then \( j(1 - p_\lambda + u_\lambda^2 p_\lambda) - Nu_\lambda^2 p_\lambda < 0 \) and the function \( C_1(\lambda, j) \) attains a maximum for \( u_\lambda = u^* \). It is zero for \( u_\lambda = (1 + r)^{T/N} \) and in the limit for \( u_\lambda \to +\infty \).
- If \( N/2 < j < N \) then the expression \( j(1 - p_\lambda + u_\lambda^2 p_\lambda) - Nu_\lambda^2 p_\lambda \)
The factor is: for all $u_\lambda$ if moreover $(1+r)^{T/N} \leq \frac{N}{2\sqrt{(N-j)j}}$ and the function $C_1(\lambda, j)$ attains a maximum for $u_\lambda = u^*$.

- if $(1+r)^{T/N} > \frac{N}{2\sqrt{(N-j)j}}$, $j = \text{floor}(N/2 + 1)$

(a) the expression is negative for $j > \frac{Nu^*}{2(1+r)^{T/N}}$ and the function $C_1(\lambda, j)$ attains a maximum for $u_\lambda = u^*$

(b) the expression has two roots for $j \leq \frac{Nu^*}{2(1+r)^{T/N}}$

Those roots are:

$$u_1(j) = \frac{N + \sqrt{N^2 - 4(N - j)(1+r)^{2T/N}}}{2(N - j)(1+r)^{T/N}}$$

$$u_2(j) = \frac{N - \sqrt{N^2 - 4(N - j)(1+r)^{2T/N}}}{2(N - j)(1+r)^{T/N}}$$

with $u_1(j) \geq u^* \geq u_2(j) \geq (1+r)^{T/N}$ and if $u_1(j) = u_2(j)$ then $u_1(j) = u_2(j) = u^*$. The function $C_1(\lambda, j)$ attains a maximum for $u_\lambda = u_1(j)$ and for $u_\lambda = u_2(j)$. It attains a minimum for $u_\lambda = u^*$.

- The function $C_1(\lambda, j)$ is zero for $u_\lambda = (1+r)^{T/N}$ and in the limit for $u_\lambda \to +\infty$.

- if $j = N$ then the function equals $S_0(u_\lambda p_\lambda)^N$ and it attains a minimum for $u_\lambda = u^*$. The function $C_1(\lambda, j)$ is equal to $S_0(1+r)^{T}$ for $u_\lambda = (1+r)^{T/N}$ and in the limit for $u_\lambda \to +\infty$.

The derivative of the function $C_2(\lambda, j, K), 0 < j < N$, with respect to $u_\lambda$ is:

$$(C_2(\lambda, j, K))' = -K \left( \binom{N}{j} (j-Np_\lambda)p_\lambda^{j-1}(1-p_\lambda)^{N-j}(p_\lambda)^j \right)$$

(9)

The factor $(j - Np_\lambda)$ has two roots for all $j$:

$$u_1^*(j) = \frac{N(1+r)^{T/N} + \sqrt{N^2(1+r)^{2T/N} - 4j(N - j)}}{2j}$$

$$u_2^*(j) = \frac{N(1+r)^{T/N} - \sqrt{N^2(1+r)^{2T/N} - 4j(N - j)}}{2j}$$

but $u_2^*(j) < (1+r)^{T/N}$.

The function attains a minimum for $u_\lambda = u_1^*(j)$. If $j \leq N/2$ then $u_1^*(j) > u^*$ and if $j \geq N/2$ then $u_1^*(j) < u^*$. The function is zero for $u_\lambda = (1+r)^{T/N}$ and in the limit for $u_\lambda \to +\infty$.

The function is decreasing for $j = 0$. It is zero for $u_\lambda = (1+r)^{T/N}$ and equal to
\(-K\) in the limit for \(u_\lambda \to +\infty\).
The function \(C_2(\lambda, j, K)\) increases for \(j = N\). It is equal to \(-K\) for \(u_\lambda = (1 + r)^T/N\) and zero in the limit for \(u_\lambda \to +\infty\).

7 The branches of the binary tree considered separately

Each term in the sum corresponds to a branch in the binary tree. Such a term depends on \(j, j = 0, \ldots, N, \) and \(K,\) and is function of \(\lambda:\)

\[
C_\lambda(j, K) = (S_0 u_2^{j-N} - K) \left( \frac{N}{j} \right) p_\lambda^j (1 - p_\lambda)^{N-j}.
\]

The functional behaviour of \(C_\lambda(j, K)\) is examined regardless of its sign.
Noting that

\[
C_\lambda(j, K) = C_1(\lambda, j) + C_2(\lambda, j, K)
\]

the derivative of \(C_\lambda(j, K)\) with respect to \(u_\lambda\) can be calculated by invoking (8) and (9):

\[
S_0 \left( \frac{N}{j} \right) (u_\lambda p_\lambda)^j (1 - p_\lambda)^{N-j-1} u_\lambda^{-1} (1 - p_\lambda + u_\lambda^2 p_\lambda) - N u_\lambda^2 p_\lambda \frac{1 - 2 p_\lambda}{u_\lambda^2 - 1} - K \left( \frac{N}{j} \right) (j - N p_\lambda) p_\lambda^{j-1} (1 - p_\lambda)^{N-j-1} (p_\lambda)'.
\]

In those intervals where both derivatives (8) and (9) have the same sign or for those values of \(u_\lambda\) where one of the derivatives is zero, one can immediately conclude from section 6 if the term is decreasing or increasing.

On the other hand we can draw conclusions about the functional behaviour of the term by remarking that we studied the functional behaviour of \(S_0 u_2^{j-N}\) multiplied by \(\left( \frac{N}{j} \right) p_\lambda^j (1 - p_\lambda)^{j-N}\) and that the term can be calculated in two steps: first subtract \(K\) from \(S_0 u_2^{j-N}\) and then multiply the result by \(\left( \frac{N}{j} \right) p_\lambda^j (1 - p_\lambda)^{j-N}\).

This leads to the following conclusions:

\[ j = 0 \]

- \(C_0(0, K) = 0\) and \(C_\lambda(0, 0) > 0,\)

\[
\lim_{u_\lambda \to \infty} C_\lambda(0, K) = -K.
\]

- If \(K \geq S_0(1 + r)^{-T}\) then \(C_\lambda(0, K)\) is negative for all \(u_\lambda.\)
• If $0 < K < S_0(1 + r)^{-T}$ then $C_\lambda(0, K)$ has a root, $u^*(0) = (\frac{S_0}{K})^{\frac{1}{N}}$. The function is negative for all $u_\lambda > u^*(0)$, it attains a maximum in the interval $]1 + r)^{T/N}, u^*[$. The root and the maximum decrease as $K$ increases.

0 < j < \frac{N}{2}

• $C_0(j, K) = 0$ and $C_\lambda(j, 0) > 0$,
  \[
  \lim_{u_\lambda \to +\infty} C_\lambda(j, K) = 0
  \]

• If $K \geq S_0(1 + r)^{(\frac{2j-N}{N})T}$ then $C_\lambda(j, K)$ is negative for all $u_\lambda$.

• If $K < S_0(1 + r)^{(\frac{2j-N}{N})T}$ then $C_\lambda(j, K)$ has a root, $u^*(j) = (\frac{K}{S_0})^{\frac{1}{2j-N}}$. The function is negative for all $u_\lambda > u^*(j)$, it attains a maximum in the interval $]1 + r)^{T/N}, u^*[$. The root and the maximum decrease as $K$ increases.

• Since the function converges to zero it attains a minimum in the interval $[u^*(j), +\infty[$.

j = \frac{N}{2}, \quad j \text{ is odd}

Since $C_\lambda(j, K) = (S_0 - K)^{N-j}(p_\lambda(1 - p_\lambda))^N/2$,

• $C_0(j, K) = 0$ and $\lim_{u_\lambda \to +\infty} C_\lambda(j, K) = 0$.

• The function is positive for all $u_\lambda$ if $S_0 > K$ and negative for all $u_\lambda$ if $S_0 < K$.

• The function attains a maximum for $u_\lambda = u^*$ if $S_0 > K$ and a minimum for $u_\lambda = u^*$ if $S_0 < K$.

\frac{N}{2} < j < N

• $C_0(j, K) = 0$ and $\lim_{u_\lambda \to +\infty} C_\lambda(j, K) = 0$

• If $(1 + r)^{T/N} \leq \frac{N}{2\sqrt{(N-j)j}}$ or
  
  or $(1 + r)^{T/N} > \frac{N}{2\sqrt{(N-j)j}}$ and $\frac{N}{2} < j \leq \frac{Nu^*}{2(1+r)^{T/N}}$

  then

  – If $K \leq S_0(1 + r)^{(\frac{2j-N}{N})T}$ the function is positive for all $u_\lambda$ and attains a maximum, larger then $u^*$. The maximum increases as $K$ increases.
If $K > S_0(1 + r)^{\frac{2j-N}{N}}$ the function has a root, $u^*(j) = (\frac{K}{S_0})^{\frac{1}{2j-N}}$. The function is positive for all $u_0 > u^*(j)$. It attains a maximum, larger then $u^*$. The maximum and the root increase as $K$ increases. It attains a minimum, smaller then $u_1^*(j)$, between $(1+r)^{T/N}$ and the root.

- $(1 + r)^{T/N} > \frac{N}{2\sqrt{(N-j)}}$ and $\frac{N}{2(1+r)^{T/N}} < j < N$

- If $K \leq S_0(1 + r)^{\frac{T(2j-N)}{N}}$ then the function is positive for all $u_\lambda$. It attains a maximum and a minimum in $[u_2(j), u^*]$. If $K$ increases the difference between the maximum and the minimum becomes insignificant. It also attains a maximum which is larger then $u_1(j)$.

- If $S_0(1 + r)^{\frac{T(2j-N)}{N}} < K$ then the function has a root, $u^*(j) = (\frac{K}{S_0})^{\frac{1}{2j-N}}$, and is negative for all $u_0 < u^*(j)$. It attains a minimum, smaller then $u_1^*(j)$, between $(1+r)^{T/N}$ and the root.

$j = N$

- $C_0(N, K) = S_0(1 + r)^T - K$ and $\lim_{u_\lambda \to 0} C_\lambda(N, K) = S_0(1 + r)^T$.

- If $K \geq S_0(1 + r)^T$ then $C_\lambda(N, K)$ has a root, $u^*(N) = (\frac{K}{S_0})^{\frac{1}{T}}$. The function is positive for all $u_0 > u^*(j)$. The root decreases when $K$ decreases. The function increases.

- If $S_0(1 + r)^{T-\frac{T-N}{N}} \leq K < S_0(1 + r)^T$ then the function is positive and increasing for all $u_0$.

- If $0 \leq K < S_0(1 + r)^{T-\frac{T-N}{N}}$ then the function is positive for all $u_0$ and attains a minimum in $[(1 + r)^{T/N}, u^*]$. The minimum decreases as $K$ increases.
8 Procedure for the Pricing of the European Call Option

Suppose that \( K \) is such that \( C_\lambda(j, K) \) is positive for all \( j \), then the price \( EC(K, T) \) (1) or (6) reads

\[
C_\lambda(K) = \frac{1}{(1+r)^T} \sum_{j=0}^{N} (S_0u_\lambda^{2j-N} - K) \binom{N}{j} p_\lambda^j (1 - p_\lambda)^{N-j}
\]

\[
= \frac{S_0}{(1+r)^T} \sum_{j=0}^{N} (u_\lambda p_\lambda)^j (u_\lambda^{-1}(1 - p_\lambda))^{N-j} \]

\[
- \frac{K}{(1+r)^T} \sum_{j=0}^{N} p_\lambda^j (1 - p_\lambda)^{N-j}
\]

\[
= \frac{S_0}{(1+r)^T} (u_\lambda p_\lambda + u_\lambda^{-1}(1 - p_\lambda))^{N-1} - \frac{K}{(1+r)^T}
\]

\[
= S_0 - \frac{K}{(1+r)^T},
\]

where in the last equality we applied (2).

This case is only possible if \( K < S_0 \), since otherwise the terms for \( j < N/2 \) are not in the sum. If this condition is fulfilled for \( K \), then all terms for \( j \geq N/2 \) are in the sum. Therefore we concentrate on the terms with \( j < N/2 \). The expression \( C_\lambda(j, K) \) is positive for all \( u_\lambda < \left(\frac{S_0}{K}\right)^{\frac{1}{N-1}} \).

The smallest root is \( \left(\frac{S_0}{K}\right)^{\frac{1}{N-1}} \). This root is larger than \( \frac{1}{1+r} \) if \( 0 < K \leq S_0(1 + r)^{T/N} \). If, in this case,

\[
(1+r)^{T/N} < u_\lambda < \left(\frac{S_0}{K}\right)^{\frac{1}{N-1}}
\]

then all terms are in the sum and \( C_\lambda(K) \) is constant for those values of \( u_\lambda \), namely \( C_\lambda(K) = S_0(1 + r)^{T/N} - K \).

If \( u_\lambda \) increases:

\[
\left(\frac{S_0}{K}\right)^{\frac{1}{N-1}} \leq u_\lambda < \left(\frac{S_0}{K}\right)^{\frac{1}{N}}
\]

then \( C_\lambda(0, K) < 0 \) and the corresponding term is not in the sum. Thus \( C_\lambda(K) = S_0 - K(1+r)^{-T} - C_\lambda(0, K)(1+r)^{-T} \). Since \( C_\lambda(0, K) \) is negative and decreasing for \( \left(\frac{S_0}{K}\right)^{\frac{1}{N-1}} \leq u_\lambda < \left(\frac{S_0}{K}\right)^{\frac{1}{N}} \), \( C_\lambda(K) \) increases for those values of \( u_\lambda \).

This procedure can be extended for all values of \( u_\lambda \) and \( K \).

Finally, we illustrate the procedure by an example in the case the imprecise volatility is described by a fuzzy quantity.
Let 0 < K ≤ S_0(1 + r)^T/N and

\[
\begin{align*}
  u_1 &\in \left\lfloor (1 + r)^{T/N}, \left(\frac{S_0}{K}\right)^{\frac{1}{N}} \right]\right. \\
  u_2 &\equiv \left(\frac{S_0}{K}\right)^{\frac{1}{N}} \\
  u_3 &\in \left\lfloor \left(\frac{S_0}{K}\right)^{\frac{1}{N}}, \frac{S_0}{K} \right) \left(1 + r\right)^{-\frac{T}{N}}\right].
\end{align*}
\]

then, by applying (7), the α-cuts of the option price are

\[
\left[S_0 - \frac{K}{(1 + r)^T}, S_0 - \frac{K}{(1 + r)^T} - \frac{C_{\alpha}(0,K)}{(1 + r)^T}\right).
\]

### 9 Conclusions

In the continuous Black & Scholes model, of which the binary tree model is a discrete time version, the price of a European call option is a strictly increasing function of the volatility, since the hedging parameter vega, i.e. the derivative of the price with respect to the volatility, is strictly positive.

In the discrete case we studied the functional behaviour of the price in order to model the uncertainty in the volatility. We can conclude that in the binary tree model the price is not necessarily a strictly increasing function of the volatility.

As further research we will investigate the functional behaviour when this discrete time model converges to the Black & Scholes model.
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Abstract
A credal network associates sets of probability distributions with directed acyclic graphs. Under strong independence assumptions, inference with credal networks is equivalent to a signomial program under linear constraints, a problem that is NP-hard even for categorical variables and polytree models. We describe an approach for inference with polytrees that is based on branch-and-bound optimization/search algorithms. We use bounds generated by Tessem’s A/R algorithm, and consider various branch-and-bound schemes.
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1 Introduction
A credal network provides a representation for imprecise probabilistic knowledge through direct acyclic graphs (DAGs) [1]. In this formalism, each node in a DAG represents a random variable, and each variable is associated with convex sets of probability distributions. The structure of the graph indicates relations of probabilistic independence between variables. In this paper we interpret independence relations as statements of strong independence [1, 2].

A credal network can be viewed as a Bayesian network [3] with relaxed numerical statements. Credal networks can be used to study the robustness of

*The first author is supported in part by CAPES. The work has received substantial support from HP Labs through “Convênio Redes Bayesianas para Aprendizado.”
Bayesian networks [4], or to represent vague or incomplete probability statements.

An inference with a credal network is the computation of upper and lower probability values for each category of a query variable. This computation is NP-hard even for polytrees [5], and it can be viewed as a signomial program under linear constraints [6]. Exact and approximate inference algorithms have been proposed in the literature, but no algorithm can handle large credal networks exactly.

In this article we propose new algorithms for inferences in polytrees. The idea is to use branch-and-bound search/optimization techniques to produce inferences. We explore Tessem’s A/R algorithm [7] as a bound generation mechanism. We show how this approach can generate exact and approximate inferences, illustrating the main ideas with of examples.

The organization of the text is as follows. Sections 2 and 3 present a summary of credal networks and branch-and-bound techniques. Section 4 describes how exact and approximate inference can be performed with branch-and-bound techniques and the A/R algorithm. Section 5 shows how exact and approximate techniques can be combined through decomposition of networks. Section 6 discusses the proposed algorithms and results.

# 2 Credal sets, credal networks and inference

A convex set of probability distributions is called a credal set [8].\(^1\) Denote the probability density of a categorical random variable \(X\) by \(p(X)\). A credal set for \(X\) is denoted by \(K(X)\); we assume that every credal set has a finite number of vertices. We can represent such a set just enumerating its vertices. A conditional credal set is a set of conditional distributions. We obtain a conditional credal set applying Bayes rule to each distribution in a joint credal set.

Given a number of marginal and conditional credal sets, an extension of these sets is a joint credal set with the given marginal and conditional credal sets. A collection of marginal and conditional credal sets can have more than one extension. In this paper we are always interested in computing the largest possible extension for a given collection of marginal and conditional credal sets.

Credal networks associate credal sets with a direct acyclic graph. In analogy to Bayesian networks, in a credal network every node of a directed acyclic graph is associated with a variable,\(^2\) and every variable is associated with a collection of local credal sets \(K(X|\text{pa}(X))\), where \(\text{pa}(X)\) denotes the parents of variable \(X\) in the graph. That is, a node stores the credal sets

\[
\{K(X|\text{pa}(X) = \pi_1), \ldots, K(X|\text{pa}(X) = \pi_m)\},
\]

---

\(^1\)We deal only with convex sets.

\(^2\)To simplify the text, we represent a node and its variable with the same symbol.
where \( \{\pi_1, \ldots, \pi_m\} \) are the instances of \( \text{pa}(X) \). A root node has only one credal set associated with it.

The sets \( K(X|\text{pa}(X)) \) are called *separately specified* when there is no relationship between them for different values of \( \text{pa}(X) \). In this paper we assume that local credal sets are always separately specified.

The basic assumption in a credal network is that every variable is independent of its nondescendants nonparents given its parents. Obviously the import of such a condition depends on which concept of independence for credal sets is adopted [1, 2, 9]. In this paper we adopt the concept of *strong independence*: two variables \( X \) and \( Y \) are strongly independent when every extreme point of \( K(X, Y) \) satisfies stochastic independence of \( X \) and \( Y \) (that is, each vertex \( p(X, Y) \in K(X, Y) \) satisfies \( p(X|Y) = p(X) \) and \( p(Y|X) = p(Y) \) for all possible conditioning values) [10].

The *strong extension* of a credal network is the largest joint credal set such that every variable is strongly independent of its nondescendants nonparents given its parents. The strong extension of a credal network is the joint credal set that contains every possible combination of vertices for all credal sets in the network, such that the vertices are combined as follows [1]:

\[
p(X_1, \ldots, X_n) = \prod_i p(X_i|\text{pa}(X_i)).
\]  

Figure 1 shows the structure of a credal network that is latter used in examples.

![Figure 1: A polytree credal network.](image)

An *inference* in a credal network is the computation of tight bounds for probability values in an extension of the network. These bounds are called *upper* and *lower* probabilities. If \( X_q \) is a *query* variable and \( X_E \) represents a set of *observed* variables, then an inference is the computation of tight bounds for \( p(X_q|X_E) \) for one or more values of \( X_q \).

Algorithms for exact inference in strong extensions can be found in [1, 5, 11, 12]. The only known polynomial algorithm for strong extensions is the 2U algorithm, which processes polytrees with binary variables [13]. In general, exact inference in credal networks is a NP-hard problem (even for polytrees), so
approximate algorithms are a natural solution. We distinguish outer approximations from inner ones; the former are produced when the correct interval between lower and upper probabilities is enclosed in the approximate interval; the latter approximations are produced when the correct interval encloses the approximate interval. Outer approximations can be found in [7, 14, 15], and inner approximate algorithms can be found in [4, 16, 17]. Generally speaking, inner algorithms are obtained by local optimization methods.

In this paper we are interested in inferences with strong extensions. The difficulty faced by inference algorithms is the potentially enormous number of vertices that a strong extension can have — even a relatively small network can dwarf the best exact algorithms. Consider the following example, taken from [5]:

**Example 1** Consider a network with four variables $X, Y, Z$ and $W$; $W$ is the sole child of $X, Y$ and $Z$, and there are no other arrows in the network. Suppose that all variables have three values and that every local credal set has only three vertices. The vertices of the strong extension $K(X, Y, Z, W)$ factorize as $p(W|X, Y, Z) = p(W|X, Y, Z) p(X) p(Y) p(Z)$. Now, $W$ is associated with 27 credal sets; therefore there are $3^{27}$ ways to combine the vertices of these credal sets. These $3^{27}$ vertices must be combined with every combination of vertices of $K(X), K(Y)$ and $K(Z)$. So, the potential number of vertices in $K(X, Y, Z, W)$ is $3^{30}$.

We note that inference in credal networks is an optimization problem. Consider the computation of an upper probability:

- The goal is to find a distribution $p(X_i|pa(X_i))$ in $K(X_i|pa(X_i))$, for each variable $X_i$, so as to maximize the probability value $p(X_q|X_E)$.
- The objective function $p(X_q|X_E)$ is a fraction of multilinear expressions:
  
  $$p(X_q|X_E) = \frac{\sum_{X_1, \ldots, X_n \setminus \{X_q, X_E\}} \prod_i p(X_i|pa(X_i))}{\sum_{X_1, \ldots, X_n \setminus X_E} \prod_i p(X_i|pa(X_i))}.$$

- The maximization is subject to linear constraints, given our assumption of credal sets with finitely many vertices.

This maximization problem belongs to the field of signomial programming [6], as observed independently by [4, 12, 18]. Signomial programs are generally solved dividing the feasible set (“branching” on various subsets) and obtaining outer approximations (“bounding” the objective function in each subset) [6, 19]. That is, signomial programming is solved by branch-and-bound procedures. The great advantage of signomial programming over more general optimization problems is that it is possible to obtain bounds for signomial programs using geometric programming — a well establish field that can be tackled efficiently through convex programming [20]. However, direct application of geometric programming
bounds to strong extensions seems to face difficulties. First, the inference problem is an “implicit” signomial programming, as the objective function is encoded in the graph through Expression (1); each combination of variables in the credal network would be a maximizer in the geometric program. Second, and perhaps more importantly, the “degree of difficulty” of a geometric program depends on the number of polynomial terms in the program — note that Expression (1) summarizes a large number of terms.

In this paper we adopt the basic idea of branching and bounding to compute lower and upper probabilities, but instead of relying on properties of geometric programming, we use bounds that have been specifically developed for strong extensions.

3 Branch-and-bound search and optimization

Branch-and-bound techniques appear in artificial intelligence, optimization and constraint satisfaction [21, 22]. The basic purpose of a branch-and-bound algorithm is to optimize a function. For example, take a problem \( P \) stated as:

\[
(P) \quad \max f(w) \\
\text{s.t.} \quad g(w) \leq 0, w \in W,
\]

where \( W \subseteq \mathbb{R}^n, f \) is a real valued function, and the image of \( g \) is contained in \( \mathbb{R}^m \). A branch-and-bound technique is suitable for \( P \) whenever it is possible to divide \( P \) in sub-instances that are easier to solve or approximate than \( P \) itself, and such that the solution for \( P \) is present in one of these sub-instances [23, 24]. Additionally, a branch-and-bound technique requires a bound \( r \) (overestimation) for the solution of \( P \). This upper bound is usually obtained from a relaxed version of \( P \), indicated by \( R \). Obviously, \( R \) must be easier and faster to solve than \( P \), and must give a good approximation for \( P \). The relaxed bound for \( P \) is denoted by \( r(P) \).

In our implementation we use the following version of branch-and-bound [25]; several variants exist for it [23].

**Algorithm 1 - Depth-first branch-and-bound**

- **Input:** a problem \( P \).
- **Output:** the value of \( \max f(w) \), denoted by \( \tilde{\rho} \).

1. Initialize \( \tilde{\rho} \) with a small value (necessarily smaller than \( \bar{\rho} \)).
2. If \( W \) contains a single value \( w \) then: update \( \tilde{\rho} \) with \( f(w) \) when \( f(w) > \tilde{\rho} \);
3. else:
(a) using decomposition, obtain a list \( L \) of sub-instances of \( P \); each sub-instance is denoted by \( P_h \) and has feasible region \( W_h \).

(b) for each \( P_h \) do

i. if \( W_h \) is feasible in the original problem and \( r(P_h) > \hat{p} \), call recursively depth-first branch-and-bound over \( P_h \).

4. Take the last \( \hat{p} \) as \( \bar{p} \).

This algorithm can be viewed as a search in a tree where the root node contains \( P \) and descendant nodes contain sub-instances of \( P \). The leaf nodes contain problems that can be exactly solved. When a leaf node \( l \) is reached, the value for \( f \) at \( l \) is computed; if this value is the largest one up to that moment, it is retained. Non-leaf nodes are processed by relaxing the original problem and producing bounds. Every non-leaf node is expanded by decomposition into sub-instances, as long as its bound is larger than the current best value.

### 4 Branch-and-bound inference in strong extensions

This section contains the central ideas in this paper. We use a branch-and-bound procedure where

- branching occurs at every vertex of credal sets, and
- bounding is achieved by Tessem’s A/R algorithm [7].

Given a query variable \( X \) and a credal network \( \mathcal{N} \), a single run of the branch-and-bound procedure computes the lower or upper probability for a single state of \( X \), denoted by \( x \).

The first step is to discard variables that are not used to compute the inference; this can be done using d-separation [26]. The resulting network is denoted by \( \mathcal{N}_0 \).

#### 4.1 Branching

The root node in the branch-and-bound search tree is \( \mathcal{N}_0 \). The root node \( \mathcal{N}_0 \) is then divided into several simpler credal networks \( \{\mathcal{N}_01, \ldots, \mathcal{N}_0U\} \). Each one of these networks is obtained as follows. We select one credal set in \( \mathcal{N}_0 \), and produce as many networks as there are vertices in this credal set — each network is associated with a single vertex of the selected credal set. This decomposition procedure is then applied recursively, following the branch-and-bound algorithm. At each step, a credal set is “expanded”. Using this decomposition strategy, a leaf node contains a Bayesian network, obtained by a particular selection of vertices in all credal sets in the credal network. When a leaf node is reached, a variable elimination algorithm is used to perform inference in the Bayesian network defined by the
Such an algorithm produces a probability value \( p(x|X_E) \); if \( p(x|X_E) \) is greater than the current maximum probability, the latter value is updated.

We always select the non-expanded credal set nearest to the queried variable, but we always keep the query variable to be processed at last (a similar criterion is used in [28] to deal with partial evaluation of belief nets). We have tried several criteria for the selection of the credal sets that are expanded, and we found that the procedure just described is quite appropriate.

4.2 Bounding

For non-leaf nodes in the search tree, we run the A/R algorithm as a relaxation of exact inference [7], because this algorithm produces outer bounds rather quickly. The A/R algorithm focuses on polytrees, even though it can be modified to handle more general networks [14].

The A/R algorithm assumes that every credal set is approximated by a collection of probability intervals. So we must convert the credal network to an interval-based Bayesian network (conditional probability tables contain intervals). Obviously the replacement of credal sets by probability intervals introduces potential inaccuracies into the process.

The A/R algorithm mimics the dynamics of Pearl’s belief propagation algorithm [3]. The functions \( \lambda \), \( \pi \) and the messages used in BP are still defined with identical purposes, but they are now interval-valued functions. The idea is to manipulate these intervals using interval arithmetic and two additional techniques called by Tessem annihilation and reinforcement.

We can understand the basic ideas in the A/R algorithm by looking at the computation of the interval-valued message \( \pi(X) \) — this message is computed at a node \( X \) with parents \( Y_0, \ldots, Y_k \). Consider then the computation of \( \pi^*(x_j) \), the lower bound of \( \pi(x_j) \) for a particular value \( x_j \):

1. Construct a interval-valued function \( \beta(Y_0, \ldots, Y_k) \) by interval-multiplication of the messages \( \pi(X_j) \) received by \( X \) (these messages are also interval-valued).

2. Construct a distribution \( p(Y_0, \ldots, Y_k) \) that is consistent with the intervals in \( \beta(Y_0, \ldots, Y_k) \), such that \( p(Y_0, \ldots, Y_k) \) minimizes the sum

\[
\sum_{Y_0,\ldots,Y_k} p(x_j|Y_0,\ldots,Y_k) p(Y_0,\ldots,Y_k),
\]

where \( p(x_j|Y_0,\ldots,Y_k) \) is the lower value for \( p(x_j|Y_0,\ldots,Y_k) \); the minimum of the sum is \( \pi^*(x_j) \).

These operations are efficient because it is not hard to find \( p(Y_0,\ldots,Y_k) \) in step 2: sort \( p(x_j|Y_0,\ldots,Y_k) \) in increasing order, and distribute probability mass (consistently with \( \beta(Y_0,\ldots,Y_k) \)) from the smallest to the largest value of \( p(x_j|Y_0,\ldots,Y_k) \). The same operations can be adapted to compute the upper bound \( \pi^+(x_j) \).
Figure 2: An example of branch-and-bound based inference. Left: a simple credal network, where $K(U)$ is the convex hull of $\{a^0, a^1\}$, with $a^0 = (0.5, 0.5)$ and $a^1 = (0.3, 0.7)$; $K(V|u_0)$ is the convex hull of $\{b^0, b^1\}$, with $b^0 = (0.5, 0.5)$ and $b^1 = (0.3; 0.7)$; $K(V|u_1)$ is the convex hull of $\{b^2, b^3\}$, with $b^2 = (0.4, 0.6)$ and $b^3 = (0.2, 0.8)$. Right: Search tree for computation of $p(v_0)$.

The A/R algorithm prescribes similar operations for computation of $\lambda_X(Y_i)$ and $\pi_Z(X)$ (where $Z_i$ is a child of $X$). The function $\lambda(X)$ is obtained by direct interval multiplication. Finally, the algorithm uses annihilation or reinforcement operations to "normalize" the functions $\lambda_X(Y_i), \pi_Z(X)$, and the product $\pi(X)\lambda(X)$ — "normalization" means simply computing bounds that take into account the fact that probability distributions add up to one.

In our branch-and-bound procedure, the deeper a node is in the search tree, the more point probabilities are manipulated by the A/R algorithm.

**Example 2** Figure 2 shows a very simple network and the basic steps of our branch-and-bound algorithm when computing $p(v_0)$. Nodes in the search tree represent credal networks; the numbering inside nodes indicates the order in which nodes are visited. The value $r$ is obtained by the A/R algorithm. Close to each arc in the search tree we indicate which vertex (and for which credal set) was expanded.

### 4.3 Experiments

We have implemented the branch-and-bound scheme in a Java program, using Pentium IV machines to run tests. We ran experiments with networks containing
variables with three and four states. Each configuration was tested against several randomly generated credal nets [29]. Experiments discussed in this section have no evidence ($X_E = \emptyset$); this restriction simplifies the presentation with no loss in generality.

We have observed that the size of the search tree explored by branch-and-bound is usually a small fraction of the potential vertices of the strong extension. As an example, consider the network in Figure 1. Table 1 shows relevant results for query variable $E$, indicating the number of states for variables, the number of vertices for each credal set in the network, and the potential number of vertices of the strong extension. The table indicates how many networks of each type were tested, and the mean number of visited nodes during branch-and-bound. Note the enormous difference between the potential number of vertices and the number of effectively expanded nodes.

As another instructive example, we applied the branch-and-bound scheme to the network described in Example 1. We tested thirty randomly generated credal networks with the same structure and different credal sets; in each one of them we computed the lower and upper probabilities for $w_0$. These sample networks had ternary variables and three distributions in each credal set. The branch-and-bound search was always able to quickly compute the exact inference, on average exploring 243 nodes per inference.

Consider another example. We took the polytree structure of the well-known Bayesian network called “Car Starts”\[^{13}\] and set all of its variables as ternary. We assumed that in practice it would be unusual to have credal sets associated to all variables in a credal network — some distributions could be obtained with greater precision, and in any case the specification of dozens of credal sets is not an easy matter. We therefore introduced credal sets in all root nodes and in the node called $BatteryState$, using $\epsilon$-contaminated models with $\epsilon = 0.2$ [30]. The resulting strong extension has $3^{18}$ potential vertices (about 387 million potential vertices). We ran branch-and-bound inference for all states of the variable $Starts$ and obtained exact values after evaluating 1,139,717 nodes (less than 0.3% of


---

### Table 1: Cost for exact inference for $E$ in the network of Figure 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># states per variable</th>
<th># vertices per credal sets</th>
<th>Potential size of the strong extension</th>
<th>Visited nodes (mean)</th>
<th>Samples (networks)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>03</td>
<td>02</td>
<td>$2^{31}$</td>
<td>5499</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03</td>
<td>03</td>
<td>$3^{21}$</td>
<td>284912</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04</td>
<td>02</td>
<td>$2^{35}$</td>
<td>559255</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2: The probability error in underestimated approximate reasoning for $E$ in the network of Figure 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># states per variable</th>
<th># vertices per credal set</th>
<th>Fixed number of visited nodes</th>
<th>Mean relative error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>03</td>
<td>03</td>
<td>150000</td>
<td>0.0013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03</td>
<td>03</td>
<td>30000</td>
<td>0.0067</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04</td>
<td>02</td>
<td>200000</td>
<td>0.0061</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04</td>
<td>02</td>
<td>50000</td>
<td>0.0097</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

the number of potential vertices were explored). An interesting test was made with the branching strategy. We ran the same inference using a "reverse ordering" for branching: that is, we first expanded the credal sets that were farthest away from the query node. Using this strategy, the branch-and-bound algorithm found the exact values after expanding 4,546,943 nodes. This simple test reinforces the intuition that the most relevant probability values in an inference are the values that are "close" to the query variable.

It is also possible to look at the branch-and-bound scheme not only as an exact algorithm, but also as an algorithm that can be stopped at any time to generate approximate results. We tested this idea by running the branch-and-bound algorithm with a fixed number of nodes. Table 2 shows the mean relative error in inferences (each row is the mean of ten random networks). The relative error is computed using the approximate and the exact values for $P(E = e_0)$.

5 Inference with network fragments

If the credal network $N$ is large, it may not be possible to run the branch-and-bound algorithm to optimality. In this section we propose strategies to handle such problems. The basic idea is to divide the credal network in parts and to run branch-and-bound in these sub-networks, in some suitable order. We illustrate this idea through an example.

Consider the network in Figure 1, with ternary variables and two vertices in each credal set. Suppose that we want to compute exact lower and upper probabilities for variable $G$ and that our space and time constraints allow us to perform an exact inference just for $E$, but not for $G$. We then run branch-and-bound and obtain lower and upper probabilities for $E$. In a particular instance of the network shown in Figure 1, we obtained $p(e_0) \in [0.199; 0.587]$, $p(e_1) \in [0.084; 0.375]$ and $p(e_2) \in [0.212; 0.604]$. We can easily generate the largest credal set that is consistent with these intervals. We obtain $K(E)$ defined by the vertices

$$\{(0.413; 0.375; 0.212), (0.312; 0.084; 0.604), (0.587; 0.084; 0.329)\}.$$
Now we can remove $E$ and its antecedents from the network, and replace $E$ by a new node $E'$ that has the marginal credal set of $E$ as its marginal credal set. The transformed network is displayed in Figure 3. We then run exact branch-and-bound based inference for $G$, obtaining the intervals $p(g_0) \in [0.091; 0.447]$, $p(g_1) \in [0.157; 0.564]$ and $p(g_2) \in [0.208; 0.591]$. Incidentally, we computed the same inferences with an exhaustive algorithm in the JavaBayes system\textsuperscript{4} and got the same values.

\textbf{Figure 3:} Transformed polytree credal network.

If inferences in the transformed credal network are still unfeasible, we can run an approximate inference algorithm in the transformed credal network. Consider running Tessem’s algorithm in the network in Figure 3. We obtain the intervals $p(g_0) \in [0.053, 0.502]$, $p(g_1) \in [0.116, 0.663]$ and $p(g_2) \in [0.128, 0.644]$.

In closing, we note that Tessem’s algorithm alone in the complete example network produced the intervals $p(g_0) \in [0.040, 0.524]$, $p(g_1) \in [0.106, 0.698]$ and $p(g_2) \in [0.097, 0.667]$.

\section{Discussion}

Any branch-and-bound algorithm is highly dependent on the quality of the bounds it employs. We have found that Tessem’s bounds, while fast to compute and reasonably accurate, are quite wide — usually the search tree is expanded to a large depth before some of its branches are discarded. To give an example, in the computation of inferences for variable $E$ in our samples with ternary variables and three vertices, the branch-and-bound algorithm explored the search tree almost completely down to levels 12 or 13 (the complete search tree has 21 levels).

As an aside, we have also implemented a breadth-first version of branch-and-bound \cite{22}, but we have found that the need to store the expanded frontier in such algorithms makes them unfeasible. Breadth-first branch-and-bound will only become a reality if better bounds than Tessem’s are found.

\textsuperscript{4}Free software, site http://www.cs.cmu.edu/ javabayes.
Generally speaking, we can say that the branch-and-bound algorithm needs to explore a tiny fraction of potential vertices of the strong extension, and is faster than the best existing exact algorithms [5]. For really small credal networks (with a few thousand potential vertices in the strong extension), the overhead of branching and bounding can be significant, and in those cases enumeration algorithms may be faster.

Clearly, the branch-and-bound algorithm with Tessem bounds cannot cope with arbitrarily large problems, and it can face difficulties even in seemingly simple situations. In the network in Figure 1, inferences for variable $L$ could not be found exactly, even after extensive tests.

7 Conclusion

This paper can be best understood as proposing a family of solutions for inference in strong extensions, using branch-and-bound algorithms as a unifying idea in such solutions. We have restricted ourselves to polytrees, but branch-and-bound techniques can be used for general inference; we have stressed the use of Tessem bounds, but any bounding scheme can be used.

We believe that our ideas are the first explicit formulation and implementation of inference in credal networks as a search procedure that runs to optimality. Branch-and-bound techniques are rather suitable for this purpose; the experiments show that inference with branch-and-bound and Tessem bounds is a definite improvement over existing algorithms.

We also would like to emphasize the possibility that a network is processed in pieces, using different levels of accuracy in each one of the partial inferences. Such a strategy seems to be appropriate for large networks. Our future research will be focused on developing and implementing general algorithms for decomposing networks and processing fragments with different strategies.
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Abstract

We contrast three decision rules that extend Expected Utility to contexts where a convex set of probabilities is used to depict uncertainty: Γ-Maximin, Maximality, and E-admissibility. The rules extend Expected Utility theory as they require that an option is inadmissible if there is another that carries greater expected utility for each probability in a (closed) convex set. If the convex set is a singleton, then each rule agrees with maximizing expected utility. We show that, even when the option set is convex, this pairwise comparison between acts may fail to identify those acts which are Bayes for some probability in a convex set that is not closed. This limitation affects two of the decision rules but not E-admissibility, which is not a pairwise decision rule. E-admissibility can be used to distinguish between two convex sets of probabilities that intersect all the same supporting hyperplanes.

1 Introduction

This paper offers a comparison among three decision rules for use when uncertainty is depicted by a non-trivial, convex set of probability functions $P$. This setting for uncertainty is different from the canonical Bayesian decision theory of expected utility, which uses a singleton set, just one probability function, to represent a decision maker’s uncertainty. Justifications for using a non-trivial set of probabilities to depict uncertainty date back at least a half century [4] and a

*The research of the first three authors is supported by NSF grant DMS-0139911
foreshadowing of that idea can be found even in [7], where he allows that not all hypotheses may be comparable by qualitative probability – in accord with, e.g.,
the situation where the respective intervals of probabilities for two events merely
overlap with no further (joint) constraints, so that neither of the two events is
more, or less, or equally probable compared with the other.

We study decision rules that are extensions of canonical Subjective Expected
Utility (SEU) theory, using sets of probabilities, in the following sense. The decision
rules we consider all satisfy the following pairwise comparison between two
options.

**Criterion 1** For a pair of options f and g, if for each probability $P \in \mathcal{P}$, f has
greater expected utility than g, then g is inadmissible whenever f is available.

This pairwise comparison itself creates a strict partial order. It (or a similar
relation) has been the subject of representation theorems by, e.g., [3, 14, 15].
Note that when $\mathcal{P}$ is a singleton set, then the partial order is a weak order that
satisfies SEU theory. In this sense, a decision rule that embeds this partial order
extends SEU theory.

Here, we avail ourselves of four simplifying assumptions:

1. The decision maker’s values for outcomes are determinate and are depicted
   by a (cardinal) utility function.
   
   *Reason:* We use circumstances under which convexity of $\mathcal{P}$ is not con-
   troversial. \footnote{The issue of convexity of $\mathcal{P}$ is controversial. See [14] for a representation of partially ordered strict preferences that does not require convexity unless the decision maker has a determinate (cardinal) utility for outcomes. Rebuttal is presented in Section 7 of [11].}

2. The algebra of uncertainty is finite, with finite state space $\Omega = \{\omega_1, \omega_2, ..., \omega_k\}$.
   
   *Reason:* We avoid the controversies surrounding countable versus fi-
   nite additivity, which arise with infinite algebras.

3. Acts (or options) are *gambles*, i.e. functions from states to utilities, $f : \Omega \rightarrow \mathbb{R}$.
   
   *Reason:* This assumption is commonplace and affords us an opportu-
   nity to contrast a variety of decision rules.

4. Each decision problem presents the decision maker a *uniformly bounded*
   choice set $\mathcal{A}$ of gambles.
   
   *Reason:* We avoid complications with unbounded utilities. Moreover,
   by considering the convex hull of a family of such gambles, we are as-
   sured of achieving the infimum and supremum operations with respect to
   expected utilities calculated with respect to the set $\mathcal{P}$.
Of the three decision rules we discuss, perhaps the most familiar one is $\Gamma$-Maximin\textsuperscript{2}. This rule requires that the decision maker ranks a gamble by its lower expected value, taken with respect to a closed, convex set of probabilities, $\mathcal{P}$, and then to choose an option from $\mathcal{A}$ whose lower expected value is maximum. This decision rule (as simplified by the assumptions, above) was given a representation in terms of a binary preference relation over Anscombe-Aumann horse lotteries \cite{2}, has been discussed by, e.g., Section 4.7.6 of \cite{1} and recently by \cite{5}, who defend it as a form of Robust Bayesian decision theory. The $\Gamma$-Maximin decision rule creates a preference ranking of options independent of the alternatives available in $\mathcal{A}$: it is context independent in that sense. But $\Gamma$-Maximin corresponds to a preference ranking that fails the so-called (von Neumann-Morgenstern’s) “Independence” or (Savage’s) “Sure-thing” postulate of SEU theory. In Section 2 of \cite{15}, we note that such theories suffer from \textit{sequential incoherence} in particular sequential decision problems.

The second decision rule that we consider, called $E$-admissibility (‘$E$’ for “expectation”), was formulated in \cite{8, 9}. $E$-admissibility constrains the decision maker’s admissible choices to those gambles in $\mathcal{A}$ that are Bayes for at least one probability $P \in \mathcal{P}$. That is, given a choice set $\mathcal{A}$, the gamble $f$ is $E$-admissible on the condition that, for at least one $P \in \mathcal{P}$, $f$ maximizes subjective expected utility with respect to the options in $\mathcal{A}$.\textsuperscript{3} Section 7.2 of \cite{12}\textsuperscript{4} defends a precursor to this decision rule in connection with cooperative group decision making. $E$-admissibility does not support an ordering of options, real-valued or otherwise, so that it is inappropriate to characterize $E$-admissibility by a ranking of gambles independent of the set $\mathcal{A}$ of feasible options. However, the distinction between options that are and are not $E$-admissible does support the “Independence” postulate. For example, if neither option $f$ nor $g$ is $E$-admissible in a given decision problem $\mathcal{A}$, then the convex combination, the mixed option $h = \alpha f \oplus (1-\alpha)g$ ($0 \leq \alpha \leq 1$) likewise is $E$-inadmissible when added to $\mathcal{A}$. This is evident from the basic SEU property: the expected utility of a convex combination of two gambles is the corresponding weighted average of their separate expected utilities; hence, for a given $P \in \mathcal{P}$ the expected utility of the mixture of two gambles is bounded above by the maximum of the two expected utilities. The assumption that neither of two gambles is $E$-admissible entails that their mixture has $P$-expected utility less than some $E$-admissible option in $\mathcal{A}$.

The third decision rule we consider is called \textit{Maximality} by Walley in \cite{17}\textsuperscript{5},

\textsuperscript{2}When outcomes are cast in terms of a (statistical) loss function, the rule is then $\Gamma$-Minimax: rank options by their maximum expected risk and choose an option whose maximum expected risk is minimum.

\textsuperscript{3}Levi’s decision theory is lexicographic, in which the first consideration is $E$-admissibility, followed by other considerations, e.g. what he calls a Security index. Here, we attend solely to $E$-admissibility.

\textsuperscript{4}Savage’s analysis of the decision problem depicted by his Figure 1, p. 123, and his rejection of option $b$, p. 124 is the key point.

\textsuperscript{5}There is, for our discussion here, a minor difference with Walley’s formulation of Maximality.
who appears to endorse it (p. 166). Maximality uses the strict partial order (above) to fix the admissible gambles from \( A \) to be those that are not strictly preferred by any other member of \( A \). That is, \( f \) is a Maximal choice from \( A \) provided that there is no other element \( g \in A \) that, for each \( P \in \mathcal{P} \), carries greater expected utility than \( f \) does. Maximality (under different names) has been studied, for example, in [6, 8, 10, 13, 16]. Evidently, the \( E \)-admissible gambles in a decision problem are a subset of the Maximally admissible ones.

The three rules have different sets of admissible options. Here is a heuristic illustration of that difference.

**Example 1** Consider a binary-state decision problem, \( \Omega = \{ \omega_1, \omega_2 \} \), with three feasible options. Option \( f \) yields an outcome worth 1 utile if state \( \omega_1 \) obtains and an outcome worth 0 utiles if \( \omega_2 \) obtains. Option \( g \) is the mirror image of \( f \) and yields an outcome worth 1 utile if \( \omega_2 \) obtains and an outcome worth 0 utiles if \( \omega_1 \) obtains. Option \( h \) is constant in value, yielding an outcome worth 0.4 utiles regardless of whether \( \omega_1 \) or \( \omega_2 \) obtains. Figure 1 graphs the expected utilities for these three acts. Let \( \mathcal{P} = \{ P : 0.25 \leq P(\omega_1) \leq 0.75 \} \). The surface of Bayes solutions is highlighted. The expected utility for options \( f \) and \( g \) each has the interval of values \([0.25, 0.75]\), whereas \( h \) of course has constant expected utility of 0.4. From the choice set of these three options \( A = \{ f, g, h \} \) the \( \Gamma \)-Maximin decision rule determines that \( h \) is (uniquely) best, assigning it a value of 0.4, whereas \( f \) and \( g \) each has a \( \Gamma \)-Maximin value of 0.25. By contrast, under \( E \)-admissibility, only the option \( h \) is \( E \)-inadmissible from the trio. Either of \( f \) or \( g \) is \( E \)-admissible. And, as no option is strictly preferred to any other by expectations with respect to \( \mathcal{P} \), all three gambles are admissible under Maximality.

What normative considerations can be offered to distinguish among these three rules? For example, all three rules are immune to a Dutch Book, in the following sense:

**Definition 1** Call an option favorable if it is uniquely admissible in a pairwise choice against the status-quo of “no bet,” which we represent as the constant 0.

**Proposition 1** For each of the three decision rules above, no finite combination of favorable options can result in a Dutch Book, i.e., a sure loss.

**Proof.** Reason indirectly. Suppose that the sum of a finite set of favorable gambles is negative in each state \( \omega \). Choose an element \( P \) from \( \mathcal{P} \). The probability \( P \) is a convex combination of the extreme (0-1) probabilities, corresponding to a convex combination of the finite partition by states. The expectation of a convex involving null-events. Walley’s notion of Maximality requires, also, that an admissible gamble be classically admissible, i.e., not weakly dominated with respect to state-payoffs. This means that, e.g., our Theorem 1(i) is slightly different in content from Walley’s corresponding result.
The combination of probabilities is the convex combination of the individual expectations. This makes the $P$-expectation of the sum of the finite set of favorable options negative. But the $P$-expectation of the sum cannot be negative unless at least one of the finitely many gambles has a negative $P$-expectation. Then that gamble cannot be favorable under any of the three decision rules. Thus, none of these three decision rules is subject to sure loss.

In this paper, we develop an additional criterion for contrasting these decision rules. In Section 2 we address the question of what operational content the rules give to distinguishing among different (convex) sets of probabilities. That is, we are concerned to understand which convex sets of probabilities are treated as equivalent under a given decision rule. When do two convex sets of probabilities lead to all the same admissible options for a given decision rule? $\Gamma$-Maximin and Maximality are based solely on pairwise comparisons. Not so for $E$-admissibility. Even when the choice set $\mathcal{A}$ of feasible options is convex (e.g., closed under mixed strategies), these rules have distinct classes of admissible options.
2 Gambles and pairwise choice rules

It is evident that for $\Gamma$-Maximin generally to satisfy Criterion 1, the convex set of probabilities $P$ must be closed. For an illustration why, if Example 1 is modified so that $P' = \{P : 0.4 < P(\omega_1) \leq 0.75\}$ then, even though $f$ and $h$ both have the same infimum, 0.4, of expectations with respect to $P'$, for each $P \in P'$ $f$ has greater expected utility than does $h$. Thus, from the perspective of operational content, the $\Gamma$-Maximin rule fails to distinguish between different convex sets of probabilities that differ with respect to Criterion 1, although each of Maximality and $E$-admissibility does distinguish the two sets $P$ and $P'$.

In order to contrast Maximality and $E$-admissibility, first we ask when do they lead to the same choices? Walley’s Theorem 3.9.5 of [17] shows that, when the option space $A$ is convex and the convex set of probabilities $P$ is closed, the two rules are equivalent, i.e. both $E$-admissibility and Maximality reduce to a pairwise comparison of options according to Criterion 1. In this circumstance, an option is admissible, under either rule, just in case there is no other option that makes it inadmissible under Criterion 1. Then, with decision problems using convex sets of options, the two rules are capable of distinguishing between any two closed convex sets of probabilities, since distinct closed convex sets have distinct sets of supporting hyperplanes.

In Corollary 1 we re-establish Walley’s result, and we extend the equivalence to decision problems in which $P$ is open and $A$ is finitely generated. The example following Theorem 1 establishes that for part (ii), the restriction to a finite (or finitely generated) option set, $A$, is necessary. More important, however, we think is the second example following Theorem 1. That example is of a finite decision problem with a convex set of probabilities $P$ (neither closed nor open) where, even though the option set is made convex, some Maximal options are not Bayes with respect to $P$. Hence, even when the option space is convex, $E$-admissibility does not in general reduce to pairwise comparisons.

We preface Theorem 1 with a restatement of the structural assumptions for decision problems that we use in this paper. Let $\Omega$ be a finite state space with $k$ states. Let $A$ be a uniformly bounded collection of acts or gambles (real-valued functions from $\Omega$). Let $C$ be the convex hull of $A$. For each probability vector $P = (p_1, \ldots, p_k) \in P$ and each $f \in C$ there is a point $(p_1, \ldots, p_{k-1}, E_P(f)) \in \mathbb{R}^k$, where $E_P(f) = \sum_{j=1}^k p_j f(\omega_j)$. For each $f \in C$ there is a hyperplane that contains all of the points of the form $(p_1, \ldots, p_{k-1}, E_P(f))$. For each $f \in C$, the halfspace at or above its corresponding hyperplane is

$$\{x \in \mathbb{R}^k : \alpha_f^\top x \geq c_f\},$$

where

$$\alpha_f = (f(\omega_k) - f(\omega_1), \ldots, f(\omega_k) - f(\omega_{k-1}), 1),$$

and $c_f = f(\omega_k)$. 


Definition 2 Let $\mathcal{P}$ be a convex set of probability vectors. We say that $f \in \mathcal{A}$ is Bayes with respect to $\mathcal{P}$ if there exists $p \in \mathcal{P}$ such that $E_p(f) \geq E_p(g)$ for all $g \in \mathcal{A}$.

Theorem 1 Let $\mathcal{B}$ be the set of all $f \in \mathcal{A}$ such that $f$ is Bayes with respect to $\mathcal{P}$. Suppose that $g \in \mathcal{A} \setminus \mathcal{B}$. Assume either

(i) that $\mathcal{P}$ is closed, or

(ii) that $\mathcal{A}$ is finite and that $\mathcal{P}$ is open. That is,

$$\{(p_1, \ldots, p_{k-1}) : (p_1, \ldots, p_k) \in \mathcal{P}\}$$

is an open subset of $\mathbb{R}^{k-1}$.

Then there exists $h$ in the convex hull of $\mathcal{B}$ such that $E_p(h) > E_p(g)$ for all $p \in \mathcal{P}$.

Corollary 1 Assume that $\mathcal{A}$ is closed and convex. Let $\mathcal{B}$ be the set of all $f \in \mathcal{A}$ such that $f$ is Bayes with respect to $\mathcal{P}$. Suppose that $g \in \mathcal{A} \setminus \mathcal{B}$ is not Bayes with respect to $\mathcal{P}$. Assume either

(i) that $\mathcal{P}$ is closed, or

(ii) that $\mathcal{A}$ is the convex hull of finitely many acts and that $\mathcal{P}$ is open.

Then there exists $h \in \mathcal{B}$ such that $E_p(h) > E_p(g)$ for all $p \in \mathcal{P}$.

The proofs of Theorem 1 and Corollary 1 rely on a series of results about convex sets and are given in Appendix A.

Example 2 The following example illustrates that Theorem 1(ii) does not hold if $\mathcal{A}$ is allowed to be infinite. Let $\Omega$ have only $k = 2$ states. Let $\mathcal{A}$ consist of the gambles \{f_0 : 0 \leq \theta \leq \pi/4\} where

$$f_0 = (0.4 + 0.8 \tan(\theta) - 0.2 \sec(\theta), 0.4 - 0.2 \tan(\theta) - 0.2 \sec(\theta)).$$

Notice that $f_0 = (0.2, 0.2)$. Let

$$\mathcal{P} = \{(p_1, p_2) : p_1 > 0.2\}.$$ 

For each $p_1 \in (0.2, 0.3)$, the act $f_0$ is Bayes with respect to $\mathcal{P}$ when $\theta = 0.5 \sin^{-1}(10[p_1 - 0.2])$. For $p_1 \geq 0.3$, $f_{\pi/4}$ is Bayes with respect to $\mathcal{P}$. Let $g = f_0$, which is not Bayes with respect to $\mathcal{P}$. Notice that, for every $\theta$,

$$E_p(f_0) = (p_1 - 0.2) \tan(\theta) + 0.4 - 0.2 \sec(\theta).$$

So, $E_p(f_0) < 0.2$ when $p_1 = 0.2$. Since $E_p(f_0)$ is a continuous function of $\theta$, $E_p(f_0) < 0.2$ for $p$ in an open set around $(0.2, 0.8)$, which includes part of $\mathcal{P}$. It follows that every convex combination $h$ of $f_0$’s has $E_p(h) < 0.2$ somewhere inside of $\mathcal{P}$. 
Example 3 This example illustrates why we assume that $\mathcal{P}$ is closed in Theorem 1(i). Let $\Omega$ consist of three states. Let

$$\mathcal{P} = \{ (p_1, p_2, p_3) : p_2 < 2p_1 \text{ for } p_1 \leq 0.2 \}$$

$$\cup \{ (p_1, p_2, p_3) : p_2 \leq 2p_1 \text{ for } 0.2 < p_1 \leq 1/3 \}.$$  

The set of acts $\mathcal{A}$ contains only the following three acts (each expressed as a vector of its payoffs in the three states):

$$f_1 = (0.2, 0.2, 0.2),$$

$$f_2 = (1, 0, 0),$$

$$g = (-1.8, 1.2, 2).$$

Notice that $E_p(f_2)$ is the highest of the three whenever $p_1 \geq 0.2$, $E_p(f_1)$ is the highest whenever $p_1 \leq 0.2$, and $E_p(g)$ is never the highest. So, $\mathcal{B} = \{f_1, f_2\}$ and $g$ is not Bayes with respect to $\mathcal{A}$. For each $0 \leq \alpha \leq 1$, we compute

$$E_p(\alpha f_1 + (1 - \alpha)f_2) = p_1(1 - \alpha) + 0.2\alpha,$$

$$E_p(g) = -2p_1 + p_2 + 0.2.$$ 

Notice that $E_p(\alpha f_1 + (1 - \alpha)f_2)$ is strictly greater than $E_p(g)$ if and only if $p_2 < (3 - \alpha)p_1 - 0.2(1 - \alpha)$. There is no $\alpha$ such that this inequality holds for all $p \in \mathcal{P}$.

Remark 1 Note that it is irrelevant to this example that $p_2 = 0$ for some $p \in \mathcal{P}$.

Definition 3 Say that two convex sets intersect all the same supporting hyperplanes if they have the same closure and a supporting hyperplane intersects one convex set if and only if it intersects the other.

In addition to showing that $E$-admissibility does not reduce to pairwise comparisons even when the option set is convex, this example also brings out the important point the $E$-admissibility (but not Maximality) can distinguish between some convex sets that intersect all the same supporting hyperplanes. As we noted some years ago (Section III of [15]), the strict preference relation induced by Criterion 1 cannot distinguish between pairs of convex sets that intersect all the same supporting hyperplanes. Of course, $\Gamma$-Maximin does even worse than Maximality, as it cannot distinguish open convex sets from their closure.

Figure 2 illustrates Example 3 and that the presence or absence of probability point $D = (0.2, 0.2, 0.4)$ determines whether or not act $g$ is Bayes from the choice set $\mathcal{A} = \{f_1, f_2, g\}$. The closure of the convex set $\mathcal{P}$ is the triangle with extreme points $A = (1/3, 0, 2/3)$, $B = (1/3, 2/3, 0)$, and $C = (0, 0, 1)$. In Example 3, set $\mathcal{P}$ is the result of removing the closed line segment $[C, D]$ from the left face $[B, C]$ of the triangle $ABC$, leaving the half-open line segment $[B, D]$ along that face. The convex set $\mathcal{P}^*$ is the set of probabilities that results by adding point $D$ to
Figure 2: Illustration for Example 3. The set of \((p_1, p_2)\) such that \((p_1, p_2, 1 - p_1 - p_2) \in \mathcal{P}\) is the diagonally shaded set inside the probability triangle at the bottom of the figure with the points A, B, C, and D that are discussed in the text labeled. The diagonally shaded surface is the surface of Bayes solutions for all probabilities (not just those in \(\mathcal{P}\)). The solid shaded set is \(\{(p_1, p_2, E_p(g)) : p \in \mathcal{P}\}\). The points \((0.2, 0.4), (0, 0), (0.2, 0.4, E_p(g))\) are indicated by open circles.

set \(\mathcal{P}\). Point D then is an extreme but not exposed point in \(\mathcal{P}^*\). Evidently, \(\mathcal{P}\) and \(\mathcal{P}^*\) intersect all the same supporting hyperplanes. Next, we indicate how to use \(E\)-admissibility to distinguish between these two convex sets of probabilities.

For this exercise, we bypass the details of what can easily be done with pairwise comparisons to fix the common boundaries of \(\mathcal{P}\) and \(\mathcal{P}^*\). Specifically, binary comparisons suffice to fix the closed interval \([A, B]\) belongs to both sets, as the upper probability \(P(\omega_1) = 1/3\); they suffice to fix that point C does not belong to either set, as the lower probability \(P(\omega_1) > 0\); they suffice to fix the half-open interval \([A, C]\) belongs to both sets, as the lower probability \(P(\omega_2) = 0\), and they suffice to fix the half-open interval \([B, C]\) as a boundary for both sets, as the upper called-off (conditional) odds ratio \(P(\omega_1 | \{\omega_1, \omega_2\}) > 1/3\). But pairwise comparisons according to Criterion 1, alone, cannot determine how much of the half-open interval \([B, C]\) belongs to either set \(\mathcal{P}\) or \(\mathcal{P}^*\). For that, we use non-binary choice problems and \(E\)-admissibility.

In order to establish that the half open line segment \([C, D]\) does not belong to
either set \( P \) or \( P^* \), consider the family of decision problems defined by the three-way choices: 
\[ A_{-\varepsilon} = \{ f_1, f_2, g_{-\varepsilon} \}, \]
where \( g_{-\varepsilon} \) is the act with payoffs \((1.8, 1.2 - \varepsilon, 0.2)\). For each \( \varepsilon > 0 \), only the pair \( \{ f_1, f_2 \} \) is \( E \)-admissible from such a three-way choice, with respect to each of the two convex sets of probabilities.

Likewise, in order to establish that the half-open line segment \( [D, B] \) belongs to both sets, \( P \) and \( P^* \), consider the family of decision problems defined by the three-way choices: 
\[ A_{+\varepsilon} = \{ f_1, f_2, g_{+\varepsilon} \}, \]
where \( g_{+\varepsilon} \) is the act with payoffs \((1.8, 1.2 + \varepsilon, .2)\). For each \( \varepsilon > 0 \), all three options are \( E \)-admissible with respect to each of the two convex sets of probabilities.

However, in the decision problem with options \( A = \{ f_1, f_2, g \} \), as shown above, only the pair \( \{ f_1, f_2 \} \) is \( E \)-admissible with respect to the convex set \( P \), whereas all three options are \( E \)-admissible with respect to the convex set \( P^* \).

By contrast, given a choice set, Maximality makes the same ruling about which options are admissible from that choice set, regardless whether convex set \( P \) or convex set \( P^* \) is used. That is, Maximality cannot distinguish between these two convex sets of probabilities in terms of admissibility of choices, as the two convex sets of probabilities intersect all the same supporting hyperplanes.

### 3 Summary

The discussion here contrasts three decision rules that extend Expected Utility and which apply when uncertainty is represented by a convex set of probabilities, \( P \), rather than when uncertainty is represented only by a single probability distribution. The decision rules are: \( \Gamma \)-Maximin, Maximality, and \( E \)-admissibility. We show that these decision rules have different operational content in terms of their ability to distinguish different convex sets of probabilities. When do the admissible choices differ for different convex sets of probabilities? \( \Gamma \)-Maximin is least sensitive among the three in this regard. We show that, even when the option set is convex, one decision rule (\( E \)-admissibility) distinguishes among more convex sets than the other two. This is because it alone among these three is not based on pairwise comparisons among options. The upshot it that it, but neither of the other two rules, can distinguish between two convex sets of probabilities that intersect all the same supporting hyperplanes.

### A Proofs of Theorem 1 and Corollary 1

The proofs rely on some lemmas about convex sets.

**Lemma 1** Let \( k \) be a positive integer. Let \( C \) be a closed convex subset of \( \mathbb{R}^k \) that contains the origin. There exists a unique closed convex subset \( D \) of \( \mathbb{R}^{k+1} \) with the following properties:
$C = \{ x \in \mathbb{R}^k : \alpha^\top x \geq c, \text{ for all } (\alpha, c) \in D \}.$

$(\alpha, c) \in D$ implies $(a\alpha, ac) \in D$ for all $a \geq 0$.

$(\alpha, c) \in D$ implies $(\alpha, c-a) \in D$ for all $a > 0$.

Also, for each $(\alpha, c) \in D$, $c \leq 0$.

**Proof.** To see that $(\alpha, c) \in D$ implies $c \leq 0$, let $0$ be the origin. Then $\alpha^\top 0 = 0 \geq c$.

Define the following set

$$D_0 = \{ (\alpha, c) : \alpha^\top x \geq c, \text{ for all } x \in C \}.$$ 

To see that $D_0$ is convex, let $(\gamma_1, d_1)$ and $(\gamma_2, d_2)$ be in $D_0$ and $0 \leq \beta \leq 1$. Then, for all $x \in C$,

$$(\beta \gamma_1 + (1 - \beta) \gamma_2, \beta d_1 + (1 - \beta) d_2).$$

This means that $\beta \gamma_1 + (1 - \beta) \gamma_2 \leq \beta d_1 + (1 - \beta) d_2$. Hence, $D_0$ is closed.

To see that $\gamma^\top x \geq d$ for all $x \in C$ and $\gamma^\top d \leq f$. It follows that $(\gamma, d) \in D_0$, hence we can see that $0 \notin E$, a contradiction.

To see that the set that satisfies the conditions is unique, suppose that $D$ and $F$ are both sets satisfying the listed conditions. If $F \neq D$, then there is $(\alpha, c)$ either in $D \setminus F$ or in $F \setminus D$. We will show, by way of contradiction, that neither of these cases can occur. The two cases are handled the same way. We will do only the first. In the first case, there is a hyperplane separating $\{(\alpha, c)\}$ from $F$. That is, there is $(\gamma, d, f)$ with $\gamma \in \mathbb{R}^k$ and $d, f \in \mathbb{R}$ such that

$$\gamma^\top \delta + d g \geq f, \text{ for all } (\delta, g) \in F,$$

and $\gamma^\top \alpha + dc < f$. It follows that $\gamma^\top \delta + d a(g - b) \geq f$ for all $(\delta, g) \in F$ and all $a, b > 0$. As $a \to 0$, we see that $f \leq 0$ is required. As $a \to \infty$, we see that $d = 0$ is required. As $a \to \infty$, we see that $\gamma^\top \alpha + dc < 0$, for all $(\delta, g) \in F$, we can assume that $f = 0$. Because $d, c \leq 0$ and $\gamma^\top \alpha + dc < 0$ it follows that $\gamma^\top \alpha < 0$ and there exists $d_0 < 0$ such that $\gamma^\top \alpha + d_0 c < 0$. Because $g \leq 0$ for all $(\delta, g) \in F$, we see that, even if $d = 0$, $\gamma^\top \delta + d_0 g \geq 0$ for all $(\delta, g) \in F$. Hence, we can assume that the separating hyperplane has the form $(\gamma, d_0, 0)$ with $d_0 < 0$. Define $\gamma_0 = \gamma/(d_0)$. It follows from (2) that $\delta^\top \gamma_0 \geq g$ for all $(\delta, g) \in F$ and so $\gamma_0 \in C$. Hence $\alpha^\top \gamma_0 \geq c$ which contradicts $\gamma^\top \alpha + d_0 c < 0$.

**Lemma 2** Let $V$ be a closed convex subset of $\mathbb{R}^{k+1}$. and express elements of $V$ as $(\alpha, d)$ where $\alpha \in \mathbb{R}^k$ and $d$ is real. Define

$$A = \{ x \in \mathbb{R}^k : \alpha^\top x \geq d, \text{ for all } (\alpha, d) \in V \}.$$
Assume that \( A \) is nonempty. Define \( D \) to be the set of all vectors in \( \mathbb{R}^{k+1} \) of the form \((a, ad - b)\) with \( a, b \geq 0 \) and \( (a, d) \in V \). Then \( D = \{ (a, d) \in \mathbb{R}^{k+1} : \alpha^\top x \geq d, \text{ for all } x \in A \} \).

**Proof.** Let \( x_0 \in A \), and define
\[
C = \{ x - x_0 : x \in A \},
\]
\[
V' = \{ (\alpha, d - \alpha^\top x_0) : (\alpha, d) \in V \}.\]

It follows that
\[
C = \{ x \in \mathbb{R}^k : \alpha^\top x \geq c, \text{ for all } (\alpha, c) \in V' \},
\]
and \( C \) contains the origin and is a closed convex set. Define \( D_1 = \{ (\alpha, d - \alpha^\top x_0) : (\alpha, d) \in D \} \). In other words, \( D_1 \) is the convex closed convex set of all vectors in \( \mathbb{R}^{k+1} \) of the form \((a \alpha, ac - b)\) with \( a, b \geq 0 \) and \( (\alpha, c) \in V' \). The definitions of \( D \) and \( D_1 \) were rigged so that \( D_1 \) satisfies all the conditions required of the set called \( D \) in Lemma 1 except possibly the first condition in the itemized list. To verify this condition, define
\[
C' = \{ x \in \mathbb{R}^k : \alpha^\top x \geq c, \text{ for all } (\alpha, c) \in D_1 \}.\]

To see that \( C \subseteq C' \), let \( x \in C \). Then \( a \alpha^\top x \geq ac - b \) for all \( (\alpha, c) \in V' \) and all \( a, b \geq 0 \). Hence, \( \alpha^\top x \geq c \) for all \( (\alpha, c) \in D_1 \). To see that \( C' \subseteq C \), let \( x \in C' \). Since \( (\alpha, c) \in V' \) implies \( (\alpha, c) \in D_1 \), we have \( \alpha^\top x \geq c \) for all \( (\alpha, c) \in D_1 \) and \( x \in A \). It follows from Lemma 1 that \( D_1 \) is the set \( D_0 \) defined in (1) and \( D \) is the claimed set as well.

**Proof of Theorem 1.** (i) Let
\[
U = \left\{ x \in \mathbb{R}^k : x_{1, \ldots, x_{k-1}}, 1 - \sum_{j=1}^{k-1} x_j \in \mathcal{P} \right\}.
\]
Let \( C' \) be the convex hull of \( \mathcal{B} \). Let \( V \) consist of all points of the form \((\alpha_f, c_f)\) where \( f \in C' \). Let \( A \) be as defined in the statement of Lemma 2. Since \( g \) is not Bayes with respect to \( \mathcal{P} \), the set \( H_g = \{ x \in U : \alpha^\top_f x = c_g \} \) does not intersect \( A \). Now, notice that \( H_g \) and \( A \) are disjoint closed convex sets, hence there is a separating hyperplane. That is, there exists a nonzero \( \gamma \in \mathbb{R}^k \) and \( c \) such that \( \gamma^\top x \geq c \) for all \( x \in A \) and \( \gamma^\top y < c \) for all \( y \in H_g \). Because \( \gamma^\top x \geq c \) for all \( x \in A \), it follows from Lemma 2 that \( (\gamma, c) \) is in the set \( D \) defined in the statement of Lemma 2. Hence, \( \gamma = a \alpha \) and \( c = ad - b \) for some \( (\alpha, c) \in V \) and some \( a, b \geq 0 \). Because \( \gamma \) is nonzero, we have \( a > 0 \) and we can assume without loss of generality that \( a = 1 \) and \( (\gamma, d - b) \in V \). So, \( \gamma = \alpha_h \) for some \( h \in C' \) and \( c = c_h - b \), and we can assume without loss of generality that \( b = 0 \) and \( c = c_h \). Now, for all real \( t \),
\[
\alpha^\top h(p_1, \ldots, p_{k-1}, t) = h(c_h) - E_p(h) + t = c_h - E_p(h) + t.
\]
So, for all \( x \in H_g \),
\[
c_h > \alpha_h^\top x = c_h - E_p(h) + E_p(g).
\]
It follows that, for all \( p \in P \), \( E_p(h) > E_p(g) \).

(ii) Define \( U \), \( C' \), \( V \), \( A \), and \( H_g \) exactly as in the proof of part (i). It is still true that \( H_g \) and \( A \) are convex, that \( A \) is closed, and that \( H_g \) does not intersect \( A \). But \( H_g \) is now relatively open. That is, it is the intersection of the hyperplane \( H_g' = \{ x : \alpha_h^\top x = c_g \} \) with an open set. For this reason, \( H_g' \) is the unique hyperplane that contains \( H_g \). Of course, if the closure of \( H_g \) fails to intersect \( A \), the rest of the proof of part (i) continues to work. So, suppose that the closure \( \overline{H}_g \) of \( H_g \) intersects \( A \). Even so, there is a weakly separating hyperplane \( (c, g) \), i.e., there is a \( g \in \mathbb{R}^k \) and \( c \) such that \( g^\top x \geq c \) for all \( x \in A \) and \( g^\top y \leq c \) for all \( y \in H_g \). We need to show that among all such separating hyperplanes, there is at least one such that the second inequality is strict, i.e., at least one of the separating hyperplanes fails to intersect \( H_g \). Then the rest of the proof of part (i) will finish the proof.

Because \( A \) is finite, \( A \) is the intersection of finitely many closed halfspaces, and each of these halfspaces is of the form \( \{ x : \alpha_f^\top x \geq c_f \} \) for some \( f \in B \). Now, \( \overline{H}_g \) intersects \( A \) in some convex subset of the union of the hyperplanes that determine these halfspaces. No subset of the union of finitely many distinct hyperplanes can be convex unless it is contained in the intersection of one or more of the hyperplanes. (Just check that \( \alpha x + (1 - \alpha) y \) is in the same hyperplane with \( x \) if and only if \( y \) is as well.) Hence, \( A \cap \overline{H}_g \) is a subset of the intersection of one or more of the hyperplanes of the form \( H_g' = \{ x : \alpha_f^\top x = c_f \} \) for some \( f \in B \). Define
\[
W = \{ f \in B : A \cap \overline{H}_g \subset H_g' \}.
\]
If \( W = B \), then \( H_g \subset A \), a contradiction. Let \( f_0 \in B \setminus W \) be such that \( H_{f_0}' \) is closest to \( A \cap \overline{H}_g \). Such \( f_0 \) exists because \( B \) is finite. Let \( \varepsilon \) be one-half of the distance from \( H_{f_0}' \) to \( A \cap \overline{H}_g \), and define
\[
O = \{ x : ||x - A \cap \overline{H}_g|| < \varepsilon \}.
\]
Then
\[
T = O \cap \left( \bigcap_{f \in W} \{ x : \alpha_f^\top x \geq c_f \} \right) \subset A.
\]
For each \( f \in W \), define \( M_f = \{ x \in H_g : \alpha_f^\top x \geq c_f \} \). If at least one \( M_f = \emptyset \), then \( H_g' \) fails to intersect \( H_g \), and the proof is complete. So assume, to the contrary, that every \( M_f \neq \emptyset \). Then for each \( f \), the closure \( \overline{M}_f \) of \( M_f \) contains \( A \cap \overline{H}_g \). It follows that each \( M_f \) contains points in every neighborhood of \( A \cap \overline{H}_g \), including \( O \). Hence, for each \( f \), there exists \( x \in T \cap M_f \). Each such \( x \in H_g \cap A \), a contradiction. □

**Proof of Corollary 1.** Let \( C \) be the convex hull of \( B \). Either assumption (i) or (ii) is strong enough to imply that Theorem 1 applies, hence there is \( h' \in C \) such
that \( E_p(h') > E_p(g) \) for all \( p \in \mathcal{P} \). If \( h' \notin \mathcal{B} \) let \( h_1 = h' \), and apply Theorem 1 repeatedly in a transfinite induction as follows. At each successor ordinal \( \gamma + 1 \), find \( h_{\gamma+1} \in \mathcal{C} \) such that \( E_p(h_{\gamma+1}) > E_p(h_{\gamma}) \) for all \( p \in \mathcal{P} \). At a countable limit ordinal \( \gamma \) choose any countable sequence \( \{\gamma_n\}_{n=1}^{\infty} \) of ordinals that is cofinal with \( \gamma \). By the induction hypothesis, \( E_p(h_{\gamma}) < E_p(h_{\gamma}) \) for all \( p \in \mathcal{P} \) if \( i < j \). The sequence \( \{h_{\gamma_n}\}_{n=1}^{\infty} \) belongs to the closed bounded set \( \mathcal{A} \), hence it has a limit \( h_{\gamma} \) and

\[
E_p(h_{\gamma}) = \lim_{n \to \infty} E_p(h_{\gamma_n}) = \sup_{n} E_p(h_{\gamma_n}),
\]

for all \( p \), and hence does not depend on which limit point we take. Also, \( \sup_{n} E_p(h_{\gamma}) > E_{p}(h_{\alpha}) \) for all \( \alpha < \gamma \), so we continue to satisfy the induction hypothesis. Since \( \mathcal{A} \) is bounded, there cannot exist an uncountable increasing sequence of \( E_p(h_{\gamma}) \) values, hence the transfinite induction terminates at some countable ordinal \( \gamma_0 \) with \( h_{\gamma_0} \in \mathcal{B} \).
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Abstract
This article introduces a new way of understanding subjective probability and its generalization to lower and upper prevision. Instead of asking whether a person is willing to pay given prices for given risky payoffs, we ask whether the person believes he can make a lot of money at those prices. If not—if the person is convinced that no strategy for exploiting the prices can make him very rich in the long run—then the prices measure his subjective uncertainty about the events involved.

This new understanding justifies Peter Walley’s updating principle, which applies when new information is anticipated exactly. It also justifies a weaker principle that is more useful for planning because it applies even when new information is not anticipated exactly. This weaker principle can serve as a basis for flexible probabilistic planning in event trees.
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1 Introduction

In the established understanding of subjective probability, set out by Bruno de Finetti [2] and his followers, a person’s beliefs are revealed by the bets he is willing to make. The odds at which he is willing to bet define his probabilities.

We develop a somewhat different understanding of subjective probability, using Shafer and Vovk’s game-theoretic framework [8]. In this framework, probability is understood in terms of two players: one who offers bets, and one to whom

∗Research for this article was supported by NSF grant SES-9819116.
the bets are offered. We call these two players *House* and *Gambler*, respectively. The established understanding seems to be concerned with House’s uncertainty, since he is the one stating odds and offering to bet. But following Shafer and Vovk, we take Gambler’s point of view. Gambler is trying to beat the odds, and Shafer and Vovk’s work suggests that what makes odds expressions of a person’s uncertainty is his conviction that he cannot beat them.

We briefly introduce our new understanding of subjective probability in Section §2 and immediately generalize it to lower and upper prevision in Section §3.

## 2 Subjective Probability

Suppose House states odds \( p : (1 - p) \) and offers Gambler the opportunity to bet any amount he chooses for or against \( E \) at these odds. This means that House offers Gambler the payoff

\[
\begin{align*}
\alpha(1 - p) & \quad \text{if } E \text{ happens} \\
-\alpha p & \quad \text{if } E \text{ fails}
\end{align*}
\]

for any real number \( \alpha \), which Gambler must choose immediately, before any other information becomes available. The absolute value of \( \alpha \) is the total stakes for the bet, and the sign of \( \alpha \) indicates which side Gambler is taking:

- If \( \alpha \) is positive, then Gambler is betting on \( E \) happening. Gambler puts up \( \alpha p \), which he loses to House if \( E \) fails, while House puts up \( \alpha(1 - p) \), which he loses to Gambler if \( E \) happens. The total stakes are \( \alpha p + \alpha(1 - p) \), or \( \alpha \).

- If \( \alpha \) is negative, then Gambler is betting against \( E \) happening. Gambler puts up \( -\alpha(1 - p) \), which he loses to House if \( E \) happens, while House puts up \( -\alpha p \), which he loses to Gambler if \( E \) fails. The total stakes are \( -\alpha(1 - p) - \alpha p \), or \( -\alpha \).

No principle of logic requires House to state odds at which Gambler can take either side. But mathematical probability has earned our attention by its practical successes over several centuries, and if we follow de Finetti in rejecting as defective all past attempts to provide objective interpretations of probability, then we seem to be left with (1) as the only viable way of interpreting this successful mathematical theory.

De Finetti developed this interpretation from the viewpoint of the player we are calling House. The principle that House should avoid sure loss to Gambler was fundamental to this development. If we agree that House should offer Gambler (1) for some \( p \), then the principle that House should avoid sure loss leads immediately to the conclusion that \( p \) should be unique. If House offers (1) for both \( p_1 \) and \( p_2 \), where \( p_1 < p_2 \), then Gambler can accept the \( p_1 \)-offer with \( \alpha = 1 \) and the \( p_2 \)-offer with \( \alpha = -1 \), and this produces a sure gain of \( p_2 - p_1 \) for Gambler, no matter whether \( E \) happens or fails.
2.1 Protocols

From a thoroughly game-theoretic point of view, the game between House and Gambler also involves a third player, who decides the outcomes on which they are betting. Calling this third player Reality, we can lay out an explicit protocol for the game in the style of Shafer and Vovk [8].

**Probability Forecasting**

- House announces $p \in [0, 1]$.
- Gambler announces $\alpha \in \mathbb{R}$.
- Reality announces $x \in \{0, 1\}$.

$k_1 := k_0 + \alpha(x - p)$.

This is a perfect-information protocol; the players move in the order indicated (not simultaneously), and each player sees the other players’ moves as they are made. We have written $k_0$ for Gambler’s initial capital and $k_1$ for his final capital. Reality’s announcement indicates the happening or failure of $E$: $x = 1$ means $E$ happens, and $x = 0$ means $E$ fails. Thus $\alpha(x - p)$ is the same as (1). This is Gambler’s net gain, which we can think of as the result of his paying $\alpha p$ for $\alpha x$; Gambler buys $\alpha$ units of $x$ for $p$ per unit.

We may, for example, present de Finetti’s argument for Additivity in this format. Consider the following protocol, where House gives probabilities for the three events $E$, $F$, and $E \cup F$, where $E$ and $F$ are disjoint:

**Multiple Probability Forecasting**

- House announces $p_E, p_F, p_{E \cup F} \in [0, 1]$.
- Gambler announces $\alpha_E, \alpha_F, \alpha_{E \cup F} \in \mathbb{R}$.
- Reality announces $x_E, x_F, x_{E \cup F} \in \{0, 1\}$.

$k_1 := k_0 + \alpha_E(x_E - p_E) + \alpha_F(x_F - p_F) + \alpha_{E \cup F}(x_{E \cup F} - p_{E \cup F})$.

**Constraint on Reality:** Reality must make $x_{E \cup F} = x_E + x_F$ (this expresses the assumptions that $E$ and $F$ are disjoint and that $E \cup F$ is their disjunction).

The constraint on Reality is part of the rules of the game. Like the other rules, it is known to the players at the outset.

To see that House must make $p_{E \cup F} = p_E + p_F$ in order to avoid sure loss in this protocol, set

$$\delta := \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } p_{E \cup F} > p_E + p_F \\
0 & \text{if } p_{E \cup F} = p_E + p_F \\
-1 & \text{if } p_{E \cup F} < p_E + p_F 
\end{cases}$$

and consider the strategy for Gambler in which $\alpha_E$ and $\alpha_F$ are equal to $\delta$ and $\alpha_{E \cup F}$ is equal to $-\delta$. Gambler’s net gain with this strategy is

$$\delta(x_E - p_E) + \delta(x_F - p_F) - \delta(x_{E \cup F} - p_{E \cup F}) = \delta(p_{E \cup F} - (p_E + p_F)),$$
which is positive unless \( p_E + p_F = p_{E \cup F} \).

This argument readily generalizes to an argument for the rule that relates the expected value (or prevision) of a payoff to the probability of the events that determine the payoff.

### 2.2 Cournot’s Principle

The rules of probability can be derived from House’s motivation to avoid sure loss. But a clear understanding of how subjective probabilities should be updated over time requires that we shift to Gambler’s viewpoint and invoke Cournot’s principle. When we assert that certain numbers are valid as objective probabilities, we are asserting that they do not offer anyone any opportunity to get very rich. When we advance them as our subjective probabilities, we are saying something only a little different: we are asserting that they do not offer us, with the knowledge we have, any opportunity to get very rich. When we say this, we put ourselves in the role of Gambler, not in the role of House. The point is not how we got the numbers: the point is what we think we can do with them.

A probability for a single event, if it is not equal to 0 or 1, can hardly be refuted. Even if Gambler chooses the winning side, with stakes high enough to make a lot of money, we will hesitate to conclude that the probability was wrong. Gambler may simply have been lucky. On the other hand, if House announces probabilities for a sequence of events, and Gambler consistently manages to make money, then the validity of the probabilities will be cast in doubt.

Shafer and Vovk [8] have shown that we can make this notion of testing precise within the following protocol, where House announces probabilities \( p_1, p_2, \ldots \) for a series of events \( E_1, E_2, \ldots \) with indicator variables \( x_1, x_2, \ldots \):

#### Sequential Probability Forecasting

\[
K_0 := 1.
\]

For \( n = 1, 2, \ldots \):
- House announces \( p_n \in [0, 1] \).
- Gambler announces \( \alpha_n \in \mathbb{R} \).
- Reality announces \( x_n \in \{0, 1\} \).
- \( K_n := K_{n-1} + \alpha_n(x_n - p_n) \).

In this protocol, Gambler can test House’s probabilities by trying to get infinitely rich (\( \lim_{n \to \infty} K_n = \infty \)) without ever risking bankruptcy (without giving Reality an opportunity to make \( K_n \) negative for any \( n \)). If Gambler succeeds in doing this, he has refuted an infinite subset of the set of given probabilities.

Shafer and Vovk use the name *Cournot’s principle* for the hypothesis that Reality will not allow Gambler to become infinitely rich without risking bankruptcy. This principle says that no matter what bankruptcy-free strategy for Gambler we specify (in addition to House’s and Reality’s previous moves, such a strategy may
also use other information available to Gambler), we can be confident that Reality will move in such a way that the strategy will not make Gambler infinitely rich. This is an empirical hypothesis—a hypothesis about how Reality will behave, not a rule of the game.

If given probabilities satisfy Cournot’s principle for any potential gambler, no matter how much information that gambler has, then we might call them objective or causal probabilities [5, 6]. On the other hand, if they satisfy Cournot’s principle only for gamblers with a certain level of information, then we might call them subjective probabilities for that level of information. An individual who believes that the probabilities provided to him by some source or method do not permit any bankruptcy-free strategy to make him very rich might reasonably call them his personal subjective probabilities.

Under this interpretation, a person with subjective probabilities is not merely saying that he does not know how to get very rich betting at these probabilities. He is saying that he is convinced that there is no bankruptcy-free strategy that will make him very rich.

3 Subjective Lower and Upper Prevision

In recent decades, there has been great interest in supplementing subjective probability with more flexible representations of uncertainty. Some of the representations studied emphasize evidence rather than gambling [4, 9, 12]; others use a concept of partial possibility [3]. But many scholars prefer to generalize the story about betting that underlies subjective probability. The first step of such a generalization is obvious. Instead of requiring a person to set odds at which he will take either side of a bet, allow him to set separate odds for the two sides. This leads to lower and upper probabilities and lower and upper previsions rather than additive probabilities and expected values. See the early work of C. A. B. Smith [10, 11] and Peter Williams [17, 18, 19], the influential work of Peter Walley [13, 14, 15, 16], and the recent work of the imprecise probabilities project [1].

In this section, we look at lower and upper previsions from the point of view developed in the preceding section. This leads to a better understanding of how these measures of subjective uncertainty should change with new information, both when the new information is exact (i.e., when it is the only additional information) and when it is not.

3.1 Pricing Events and Payoffs

Whereas probabilities for events determine expected values for payoffs that depend on those events (see §2.1), lower and upper probabilities are not so informative. The rates at which a person is willing to bet for or against given events do not necessarily determine the prices at which he is willing to buy or sell payoffs
depending on those events. We need more than a theory of lower and upper probabilities for events: we need a theory of lower and upper previsions for payoffs.

3.1.1 Lower and Upper Probabilities

Suppose House expresses his uncertainty about $E$ by specifying two numbers, $p_1$ and $p_2$. He offers to pay Gambler

$$ -\alpha_1(x - p_1) = \begin{cases} -\alpha_1(1 - p_1) & \text{if } E \text{ happens} \\ \alpha_1 p_1 & \text{if } E \text{ fails} \end{cases} $$

for any $\alpha_1 \geq 0$, and he also offers to pay Gambler

$$ \alpha_2(x - p_2) = \begin{cases} \alpha_2(1 - p_2) & \text{if } E \text{ happens} \\ -\alpha_2 p_2 & \text{if } E \text{ fails} \end{cases} $$

for any $\alpha_2 \geq 0$. In (2), Gambler sells $\alpha_1$ units of $x$ for $p_1$ per unit, while in (3), he buys $\alpha_2$ units of $x$ for $p_2$ per unit. Here is the protocol for this:

**Forecasting with Lower and Upper Probabilities**

- House announces $p_1, p_2 \in [0, 1]$.
- Gambler announces $\alpha_1, \alpha_2 \in [0, \infty)$.
- Reality announces $x \in \{0, 1\}$.
- $K_0 := K_0 - \alpha_1(x - p_1) + \alpha_2(x - p_2)$.

To avoid sure loss, House must make $p_1 \leq p_2$. If $p_1 > p_2$, then Gambler can make money for sure by making $\alpha_1$ and $\alpha_2$ strictly positive and equal.

House would presumably be willing to increase his own payoffs by decreasing $p_1$ in (2) and increasing $p_2$ in (3). The natural remaining question is how high House will make $p_1$ and how low he will make $p_2$. We may call $p_1$ and $p_2$ House’s lower and upper probabilities, respectively, if House will not offer (2) for any value higher than $p_1$ and will not offer (3) for any value lower than $p_2$.

When we model our beliefs by putting ourselves in the role of House, we have some flexibility in the meaning we give our refusal to offer higher values of $p_1$ or lower values of $p_2$. Perhaps we are certain that we do not want to make additional offers, perhaps we are hesitating, or perhaps we are providing merely an incomplete model of our beliefs (Walley [14], pp. 61–63).

When we instead model our beliefs by putting ourselves in the role of Gambler, the question is what values of $p_1$ and $p_2$ we believe will satisfy Cournot’s principle. In the context of a sequence of forecasts, we might call $p_1$ and $p_2$ Gambler’s lower and upper probabilities when (1) Gambler believes that no strategy for buying and selling will make him very rich in the long run when he can sell $x$ for $p_1$ or buy it for $p_2$ but (2) Gambler is not confident about this in the case where he is allowed to sell $x$ for more than $p_1$ or buy it for less than $p_2$. 
Clause (2) can be made precise in more than one way. Gambler might be unsure about whether he can get very rich with better values of \( p_1 \) or \( p_2 \), or he might believe that a strategy available to him would succeed with such values.

### 3.1.2 Lower and Upper Previsions

The following protocol allows us to price a payoff \( x \) that depends on the outcome of more than one event:

**FORECASTING WITH LOWER AND UPPER PREVISIONS**

- House announces \( p_1, p_2 \in \mathbb{R} \).
- Gambler announces \( \alpha_1, \alpha_2 \in [0, \infty) \).
- Reality announces \( x \in \mathbb{R} \).

\[
K_3 := K_0 - \alpha_1(x - p_1) + \alpha_2(x - p_2).
\]

Again, Gambler is allowed to sell \( x \) for \( p_1 \) and buy it for \( p_2 \). If \( p_1 \) is the highest price at which Gambler can sell \( x \) (either the highest price House will offer or the highest price at which Gambler believes Cournot’s principle, depending on our viewpoint), we may call it the **lower prevision** of \( x \). Similarly, if \( p_2 \) is the lowest price at which Gambler can buy \( x \), we may call it the **upper prevision** of \( x \).

House may have more to say about \( x \) than the lower and upper previsions \( p_1 \) and \( p_2 \), and even the statement that these are lower and upper previsions is not exactly a statement about the protocol itself. We now turn to a more abstract approach, better suited to general discussion.

## 3.2 Forecasting in General

Consider a set \( R \), and consider a set \( H \) of real-valued functions on \( R \). We call \( H \) a **belief cone** on \( R \) if it satisfies these two conditions:

1. If \( g \) is a real-valued function on \( R \) and \( g(r) \leq 0 \) for all \( r \in R \), then \( g \) is in \( H \).
2. If \( g_1 \) and \( g_2 \) are in \( H \) and \( a_1 \) and \( a_2 \) are nonnegative numbers, then \( a_1g_1 + a_2g_2 \) is in \( H \).

We write \( \mathcal{C}_R \) for the set of all belief cones on \( R \).

Intuitively, a belief cone is a set of payoffs that House might offer Gambler. Thus if \( (\alpha - g) \in H \), House is willing to buy \( g \) for \( \alpha \); and if \( (g - \alpha) \in H \), House is willing to sell \( g \) for \( \alpha \). Condition 1 says that House will at least offer any contract that does not require him to risk a loss. Condition 2 says House will allow Gambler to combine any two of his offers, in any amounts. These conditions are, of course, closely related to Walley’s concept of **desirability**.

The following abstract protocol is adapted from p. 90 of [8].
Parameters: $R$ and $C \subseteq \mathcal{C}_R$

Protocol:
- House announces $H \in C$.
- Gambler announces $g \in H$.
- Reality announces $r \in R$.
- $K_0' := K_0 + g(r)$.

We call any protocol obtained by a specific choice of $R$ and $C$ a forecasting protocol. We call $R$ the sample space.

We call a real-valued function on the sample space $R$ a variable. House’s move $H$, itself a set of variables, determines lower and upper previsions for all variables. The lower prevision for a bounded variable $x$ is

$$E_{H} x := \sup \{ \alpha \mid (\alpha - x) \in H \},$$

and the upper prevision is

$$E_{H} x := \inf \{ \alpha \mid (x - \alpha) \in H \}.$$  

These definitions are similar to those given by Walley ([14], pp. 64–65), with a difference in sign because Walley considers a collection $D$ of payoffs that House is willing to accept for himself rather than a collection $H$ that House offers.

The condition $(\alpha - x) \in H$ in (4) means that Gambler can sell $x$ for $\alpha$. So roughly speaking, the lower prevision $E_{H} x$ is the highest price at which Gambler can sell $x$. We say “roughly speaking” because (4) tells us only that Gambler can obtain $\alpha - x$ for $\alpha$ arbitrarily close to $E_{H} x$, not that he can obtain $(E_{H} x) - x$. Similarly, the upper prevision $E_{H} x$ is roughly the lowest price at which Gambler can buy $x$.

Once we know lower previsions for all variables, we also know upper previsions for all variables, and vice versa, because

$$E_{H} x = -E_{H}(-x)$$

for every variable $x$. For additional general properties of lower and upper previsions, see Chapter 2 of Walley [14] and Chapters 1 and 8 of [8].

3.2.1 Regular Protocols

Given $H \in \mathcal{C}_R$, set

$$H^* := \{ x : R \rightarrow \mathbb{R} \mid E_{H} x \leq 0 \}.$$

The following facts can be verified straightforwardly:

- $H^*$ is also a belief cone ($H^* \in \mathcal{C}_R$),
- $H \subseteq H^*$,
\( x \in H \) if and only if \( \mathbb{E}^H x \leq 0 \).

The condition \( x \in H \) says that House will give \( x \) to Gambler. The condition \( \mathbb{E}^H x \leq 0 \) says that House will sell \( x \) to Gambler for 0 or less.

### 3.2.2 Interpretation

Both interpretations of lower and upper previsions we discussed in §3.1 generalize to forecasting protocols in general. We can put ourselves in the role of House and say that our beliefs are expressed by the prices we are willing to pay—our lower and upper previsions. Or, as we prefer, we can put ourselves in the role of Gambler and subscribe to these prices in the sense of believing that they will not allow us to become very rich in the long run, no matter what strategy we follow.

The reference to the long run in the second interpretation must be understood in terms of a sequential version of our abstract protocol. If we suppose, for simplicity, that Reality and House have the same choices of belief cones and payoffs on every move, this sequential protocol can be written as follows:

**Sequential Forecasting**

**Parameters:** \( R \) and \( C \subseteq C_R \)

**Protocol:**

\( k_0 := 1. \)

For \( n = 1, 2, \ldots \):

- House announces \( H_n \in C \).
- Gambler announces \( g_n \in H_n \).
- Reality announces \( r_n \in R \).
- \( k_n := k_{n-1} + g_n(r_n) \).

The ambiguities we discussed in §3.1 also arise here. If we take House’s point of view, we may or may not be categorical about our unwillingness to offer riskier
payoffs than those in $H_n$. If we take Gambler’s point of view, we may be more or less certain about whether larger $H_n$ would also satisfy Cournot’s principle.

### 3.3 Walley’s Updating Principle

We turn now to Peter Walley’s updating principle. This principle can be shown to entail the rule of conditional probability when it is applied to subjective probability. Here we apply it to our abstract framework for lower and upper previsions.

**TWO-STAGE FORECASTING**

**Parameters:** $R$, a disjoint partition $B_1, \ldots, B_k$ of $R$, $C \subseteq C_R$

**Protocol:**

At time 0:
- House announces $H_0 \in C$.
- Gambler announces $g_0 \in H_0$.
- Reality announces $i \in \{1, 2, \ldots, k\}$.

At time $t$:
- House announces $H_t \in C_{B_i}$.
- Gambler announces $g_t \in H_t$.
- Reality announces $r_t \in B_i$.

\[ K_t := K_0 + g_0(r_t) + g_t(r_t). \]

Because we are considering here how House should make his second move, we leave this move unconstrained by the protocol. In Sections 3.4 and 3.5 below we consider two specific alternatives for this choice. Here, House can choose any belief cone on the reduced sample space $B_i$.

Walley’s updating principle says that if House knows at time 0 that Reality’s announcement of $i$ will be House’s only new information when he moves at time $t$, then at time 0, as he makes his move $H_0$, House should intend for his move $H_t$ to be the belief cone $w^i_t$ on $B_i$ given by

\[ w^i_t := \{ g : B_i \mapsto \mathbb{R} | g^1 \in H_0 \}, \tag{6} \]

where $g^1$ is defined by

\[ g^1(r) := \begin{cases} g(r) & \text{if } r \in B_i, \\ 0 & \text{if } r \not\in B_i. \end{cases} \tag{7} \]

In words: House should intend to offer a given payoff at the second stage after Reality announces $i$ if and only if he is already offering that payoff at the first stage contingent on that value of $i$. This produces simple formulae relating the new lower and upper previsions to the old ones:

\[ E_{w^i_t} x = \sup \{ \alpha | E_{H_0}(x - \alpha)^1 \geq 0 \}. \tag{8} \]
and
\[ \text{Adv}_{\mathcal{W}'} x = \inf \{ \alpha \mid \text{Adv}_{\mathcal{H}_0}(x - \alpha) \uparrow \leq 0 \} \]
for every variable $x$ on the reduced sample space $\mathcal{B}_i$.

### 3.4 Announcing Future Beliefs in Advance

We now consider House’s second move being constrained by announcing his future beliefs in advance. The rule of conditional probability can be shown to be mandated by the principle of House’s avoiding sure loss when he announces future subjective probabilities in advance. What if House announces in advance future beliefs that determine only lower and upper previsions?

**ADVANCE FORECASTING**

**Parameters:** $\mathcal{R}$, a disjoint partition $\mathcal{B}_1, \ldots, \mathcal{B}_k$ of $\mathcal{R}$, $\mathcal{C} \subseteq \mathcal{R}$.

**Protocol:**

At time 0:
- House announces $\mathcal{H}_0 \subseteq \mathcal{C}$ and $\mathcal{H}_j^t \subseteq \mathcal{C}_j$ for $j = 1, \ldots, k$.
- Gambler announces $g_0 \subseteq \mathcal{H}_0$.
- Reality announces $i \in \{1, 2, \ldots, k\}$.

At time $t$:
- Gambler announces $g_i \subseteq \mathcal{H}_i^t$.
- Reality announces $r_i \subseteq \mathcal{B}_i$.
- $\mathcal{R}_t := \mathcal{R}_0 + g_0(r_i) + g_i(r_i)$.

Consider House’s $\mathcal{H}_0$ and his $\mathcal{H}_j^t$ for some particular $j$. Suppose the variable $g$ is in $\mathcal{H}_j^t$, but $g \uparrow$ is not in $\mathcal{H}_0$. Then it would make no difference in what Gambler can do if House were to enlarge $\mathcal{H}_0$ by adding $g \downarrow$ to it. He can already get the effect of $g \downarrow$ at time 0 by planning in advance to announce $g$ at time $t$.

So we can assume, without changing what Gambler can accomplish, that if $g \subseteq \mathcal{H}_j^t$, then $g \downarrow \subseteq \mathcal{H}_0$. This assumption implies $\mathcal{H}_j^t \subseteq \mathcal{W}_j^t$ by (6) and then

\[ \text{Adv}_{\mathcal{H}_j^t} \leq \text{Adv}_{\mathcal{W}_j^t} \]

by (4). *The lower prevision at time $t$ that is foreseen and announced at time 0 should not exceed the lower prevision given by Walley’s updating principle.* Writing simply $\text{Adv}_0 x$ for $\text{Adv}_{\mathcal{H}_0} x$ and $\text{Adv}_t x$ for $\text{Adv}_{\mathcal{H}_j^t} x$ (the lower previsions that House’s time-0 announcements imply for time 0 and $t$, respectively) and recalling (8), we can write (10) in the form

\[ \text{Adv}_t x \leq \sup \{ \alpha \mid \text{Adv}_0(x - \alpha) \uparrow \geq 0 \}, \]

where $x$ is a variable on the reduced sample space $\mathcal{B}_i$.

The argument for (11) relies on the new viewpoint developed in this article, according to which a person’s uncertainty is measured by prices he believes he
cannot beat, not by prices he is disposed to offer. We expect (11) to hold because if it did not, the time 0 lower previsions would need to be increased to reflect stronger betting offers that Gambler cannot beat. Strictly speaking, of course, talk about Gambler not being able to beat given prices is talk about the long run, and so a complete exposition of the argument would involve a sequential protocol. We leave this further elaboration of the argument to the reader.

The argument does not rely on any assumption about exact information. Possibly House and Gambler will learn more than $B_t$ by time $t$. $E_t x$, in (11), is not necessarily the lower prevision at time $t$. It is merely the lower prevision at time $t$ to which House commits himself at time 0. This commitment does not exclude the possibility that House and Gambler will acquire additional unanticipated information and that House will thus offer Gambler more variables at time $t$ than those to which he committed himself at time 0. In this case, the actual lower prevision for $x$ at time $t$ may come out higher than $E_{H_0} x$ and even higher than $E_{w_0} x$.

For planning at time 0, we are interested in what we can count on already at time 0. This is why the upper bound in (11) is interesting. When time $t$ comes around, positive unanticipated information may lead us to give $x$ a lower prevision exceeding this upper bound, but there is also the possibility of negative unanticipated information, and the upper bound can be thought of as telling us how conservative we need to be in our advance commitments in order to hedge against the possible negative information.

### 3.5 Updating with Exact Information

Although the case in Section 3.4 above where commitments are made in advance in the face of possible unanticipated new information seems to us to have greater practical importance, it is also of interest to consider the case where new information is anticipated exactly. This is where Walley’s principle applies.

Extending the protocol of §3.3, we obtain the following sequential protocol:

#### Sequential Two-Stage Forecasting

$\mathcal{K}_0 := 1$.

For $n = 1, 2, \ldots$

At time $n$:

House announces $H_{n0} \in C$.

Gambler announces $g_{n0} \in H_{n0}$.

Reality announces $i_n \in \{1, 2, \ldots, k\}$.

At time $n + 1/2$:

House announces $H_{n1} \in \mathcal{C}_{H_n}$.

Gambler announces $g_{n1} \in H_{n1}$.

Reality announces $r_n \in B_{i_n}$.

$\mathcal{K}_n := \mathcal{K}_{n-1} + g_{n0}(r_n) + g_{n1}(r_n)$. 
First, we make the following assumptions:

1. House’s $H_{n0}$ satisfy Cournot’s principle.

2. House agrees in advance to follow Walley’s updating principle: $H_{n1} = w_{n0}$, where $w_{n0} := \{g : B_j \mapsto \mathbb{R} \mid g^j \in H_{n0}\}$.

3. The only new information Gambler acquires between his move at time $n$ and his move at time $n + 1/2$ is Reality’s choice of $i_n$. (By the preceding assumption, he already knows House’s move $H_{n1}$.)

4. Reality disregards Gambler’s moves when she chooses her own moves.

Will all of House’s announcements (the $H_{n0}$ and $H_{n1}$) satisfy Cournot’s principle as a group? It is reasonable to conclude that they will. If they did not, then Gambler would have a bankruptcy-free strategy $S$ that would make him infinitely rich. This strategy would specify $g_{n0} \in C$ for $n = 1, 2, \ldots$ and $g_{n1}^j \in w_n^j$ for $n = 1, 2, \ldots$ and $j = 1, \ldots, k$. Because Reality’s moves do not depend on what Gambler does (Assumption 4) and House will follow Walley’s recommendation for $H_{n1}$ (Assumption 2), Gambler has a strategy $S'$ for choosing the $g_{n0}$ alone that makes his capital grow exactly as $S$ does: to duplicate the effect of $S$’s move $g_{n1}$, he adds $(g_{n1}^j)^\dagger$ to $S$’s $g_{n0}$ for $j = 1, \ldots, k$. This strategy does not require knowledge of $i_n$, and so Gambler would have the information needed to implement it (Assumption 3). So $S'$ would also make Gambler infinitely rich, contradicting Assumption 1.

This result is a long-run justification for Walley’s updating principle in its full generality.

### 4 Summary and Prospects

In this article, we set forth a new way of understanding probabilities and previsions in which we considered Gambler’s viewpoint, and adopted Cournot’s principle, in a series of game-theoretic protocols.

The proper handling of updating depends on whether we can exactly anticipate new information.

- We learned in §3.5 that if we can exactly anticipate new information—i.e., if we have an exhaustive advance list $B_1, \ldots, B_k$ of possibilities for exactly what all our new information will be, then we can follow Walley’s updating principle, deriving new lower previsions from old ones using the formula

  $$\mathbb{E}_x = \sup \{\alpha \mid \mathbb{E}_0(x - \alpha)^\dagger \geq 0\}. \quad (12)$$

- We learned in §3.4 that if we cannot exactly anticipate new information, but we do know that we will learn which of the mutually exclusive events...
\( B_1, \ldots, B_k \) has happened, and we commit ourselves in advance to lower previsions that depend on which \( B_i \) happens, then these preannounced lower previsions should satisfy the upper bound

\[
\mathbb{E}_x \leq \sup \{ \alpha \mid \mathbb{E}_0(x - \alpha) \uparrow \geq 0 \}.
\] (13)

The requirement of exact new information is very strong. The inequality (13) depends only on the weaker condition that we learn which of the \( B_1, \ldots, B_k \) happens. There is no requirement that this be all we learn. On the other hand, the inequality only bounds the new lower prevision that can be guaranteed at the outset, at the planning stage. Unanticipated information may produce a higher lower prevision.

In this article, we have invoked Cournot’s principle using a relatively simple protocol, in which Reality has a binary choice at each step. This principle can also be adopted, however, when Reality sometimes has more than two choices, and when the choices available to her may depend on what she has done previously. This brings us to the generality of an event tree [5], offering additional flexibility that is needed in planning. Here it may be convenient to suppress the role of House in favor of a formal rule for determining the probabilities offered to Gambler, and to allow for unanticipated information and the refinement of beliefs. We explore these questions in [7].
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Products of Capacities Derived from Additive Measures
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Abstract
A new approach to define a product of capacities is presented. It works for capacities that are in a certain relation with additive measures, most often this means that they are somehow derived from additive measures. The product obtained is not unique, but rather, lower and upper bound are given.
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1 Introduction

It is a well known fact that there is no straightforward unique way to generalize the product of additive measures to the non-additive case. Several approaches to define a product for a specific family of non-additive measures, also called capacities, have already been proposed (see [3, 4, 6]). In this paper a new approach is presented to define a product for a family of capacities related to additive measures. The product of capacities defined here is in a close relation with the product of the corresponding additive measures.

Let us first explain the terminology used in this paper. Let \( S \) be a nonempty set and \( \mathcal{A} \) a \( \sigma \)-algebra of its subsets. A capacity is a monotone function \( v: \mathcal{A} \rightarrow \mathbb{R} \), such that \( v(\emptyset) = 0 \) and \( v(S) < \infty \). Additive measures used here are assumed to be finite and defined on the same algebras as the capacities. We will also use the standard terminology for the products in additive case. So \( \mu \times \lambda \) will be the usual additive product of two additive measures \( \mu \) and \( \lambda \), and \( \mathcal{A} \times \mathcal{B} \) will be the usual product algebra.

A product of capacities \( u \) and \( v \) on \( \sigma \)-algebras \( \mathcal{A} \) and \( \mathcal{B} \) respectively, is any capacity \( w: \mathcal{A} \times \mathcal{B} \rightarrow \mathbb{R} \) such that

\[
w(A \times B) = u(A)v(B). \tag{1}\]
In additive measure theory the above condition uniquely determines the product of measures. Uniqueness crucially depends on additivity, moreover, without additivity requirement uniqueness of product can in general not be achieved. However, there always exist product capacities that satisfy (1), as shown in [4] where the lower and the upper bound are also given. But the set of all products if monotonicity of the product alone is required is far too big and their values differ too much on non-rectangular sets.

In order to reduce the set of all possible product capacities, the products are sought within some class of capacities with some additional properties that are preserved by multiplication. In [4] Hendon et al. define a product of belief functions using the idea of Möbius representation of capacities. Another definition of a product was proposed by Koshevoy in [6] using triangulation of geometrical realizations of distributive lattices. Denneberg in [3] joins both ideas to obtain a definition of a product for general monotone capacities which coincides with the Möbius product for the class of belief functions.

Instead of restricting to a special class of capacities Ghirardato in [5] restricts to a special class of functions for which the Fubini theorem for capacities holds. This class contains characteristic functions for a family of sets that he calls comonotonic sets. For these sets the double integral of their characteristic functions is a natural definition of a product of the capacities.

Although the existing definitions of products cover a very general class of capacities, most of them are still limited to discrete capacities. In this paper I present a definition of a product of capacities that seems to work better for continuous capacities, however, the results are valid for discrete case as well. The class of capacities it covers is rather restricted, but I think there are ways open to generalize this idea.

2 Increasing Capacities

The product of capacities defined here works for a family of capacities that are in a certain way related to additive measures. Before defining this relation, we will observe it in the case of a supermodular distorted measure. A capacity $v$ is a distorted measure if it can be expressed as a composite $f \circ \mu$, where $\mu$ is an additive measure and the distortion $f$ is an increasing real function with $f(0) = 0$. It is well known that a distorted measure is submodular or supermodular if the distortion is concave or convex respectively (see [2]). Suppose now that $v$ is a supermodular distorted measure with distortion $f$ applied to measure $\mu$. Since $f$ is a convex function, graph of a linear function intersects its graph in at most two different points. Using this fact, one can easily observe that for each pair of subsets $A \subseteq B$, $v(A)/\mu(A) \leq v(B)/\mu(B)$ holds. This leads to the next definition.

**Definition 1** Let $\mu$ be an additive measure on a $\sigma$-algebra $\mathcal{A}$ and $v$ a capacity on the same algebra. The capacity $v$ is increasing with respect to $\mu$ if the following
is true: If \( A \subseteq B \) and \( \mu(A) > 0 \) then \( v(A)/\mu(A) \leq v(B)/\mu(B) \) and if \( \mu(A) = 0 \) then also \( v(A) = 0 \).

If \( \mu : \mathcal{A} \rightarrow \mathbb{R} \) is an additive measure, \( I(\mu) \) will denote the set of all increasing capacities with respect to \( \mu \).

Further, we define quotient \( m_v(A) := v(A)/\mu(A) \), where \( m_v(A) = 0 \) for all \( A \) with \( v(A) = \mu(A) = 0 \), and for each \( t \in \mathbb{R} \), \( \mathcal{A}_{v,t} := \{ A | t \leq \frac{v(A)}{\mu(A)} \} \). According to Definition 1, \( m_v : \mathcal{A} \rightarrow \mathbb{R} \) is an increasing set function and it will be used to define the product of capacities. Thus, the product of two increasing capacities \( u \) and \( v \) will be defined by defining the corresponding \( m_{u \times v} \).

We will also generalize the concept of comonotonicity for the case of increasing capacities. (For definition of comonotonicity for real functions see e.g. [2]). If \( v_1 \) and \( v_2 \) are capacities on a \( \sigma \)-algebra \( \mathcal{A} \), increasing with respect to an additive measure \( \mu \), then we say \( v_1 \) and \( v_2 \) are comonotonic if the union \( \{ \mathcal{A}_{v,t} | t \in \mathbb{R} \} \cup \{ \mathcal{A}_{v,t_0,s} | s \in \mathbb{R} \} \) forms a chain of subsets of \( \mathcal{A} \). Equivalently, capacities \( v_1 \) and \( v_2 \) are comonotonic exactly when \( m_{v_1} \) and \( m_{v_2} \) are comonotonic as real functions on \( \mathcal{A} \) in the usual sense.

### 3 Products of Increasing Capacities

Given a set \( C \in \mathcal{A} \times \mathcal{B} \), we will first define two Borel measurable sets in \( \mathbb{R}^2 \) whose Lebesgue measures are the minimum and the maximum value for the function \( m_{u \times v} \). These sets can be considered as some kind of products of \( m_u \) and \( m_v \).

**Definition 2** Let \( u \) and \( v \) be increasing capacities with respect to measures \( \mu \) and \( \lambda \), respectively and defined on \( \sigma \)-algebras \( \mathcal{A} \) and \( \mathcal{B} \). Let \( \mathcal{A} \times \mathcal{B} \) be the algebra of all measurable sets with respect to the product measure \( \mu \times \lambda \). Define functions \( \varphi_{u,v} \) and \( \psi_{u,v} : \mathcal{A} \times \mathcal{B} \rightarrow 2^{\mathbb{R}^2} \) with

\[
(x,y) \in \varphi_{u,v}(C) \iff \text{If there exist } A \in \mathcal{A}_{u,x} \text{ and } B \in \mathcal{B}_{v,y} \text{ such that } A \times B \subseteq C, x > 0, y > 0
\]

\[
(x,y) \in \psi_{u,v}(C) \iff \text{If for all } A \in \mathcal{A} \text{ and } B \in \mathcal{B} \text{ such that } A \times B \supseteq C \text{ } A \in \mathcal{A}_{u,x} \text{ and } B \in \mathcal{B}_{v,y} \text{ holds, } x > 0, y > 0
\]

It is easy to see that \( \varphi_{u,v}(C) \) and \( \psi_{u,v}(C) \) are Borel measurable sets in \( \mathbb{R}^2 \) for all \( C \in \mathcal{A} \times \mathcal{B} \). However, there is a substantial asymmetry between both sets. While \( \psi_{u,v}(C) \) is only a rectangle that represents the smallest rectangular set (with respect to \( m_u \) and \( m_v \)) that contains \( C \), \( \varphi_{u,v}(C) \) is a union of rectangles representing the family of the largest rectangular sets that are contained in \( C \). Clearly, the latter set therefore characterizes \( C \) much more precisely, in general, than the former one.

The definition of the lower and the upper bound for a product follows.
Definition 3  Let $u$ and $v$ be increasing capacities with respect to measures $\mu$ and $\lambda$. We define the lower product of $u$ and $v$ as

$$ (u \times v)(C) = \mu_{\mathbb{R}^2}(\Phi_{u,v}(C)) (\mu \times \lambda)(C) $$

and their upper product as

$$ (\overline{u} \times v)(C) = \mu_{\mathbb{R}^2}(\overline{\Phi}_{u,v}(C)) (\mu \times \lambda)(C). $$

The products $u \times v$ and $\overline{u} \times v$ turn out to be the lower and the upper bound for a product of capacities under some additional natural assumptions. But first we state some properties of the products just defined.

Proposition 1  The following statements hold for $u, u', u_i \in I(\mu)$ and $v \in I(\lambda)$.

(i) If $u \leq u'$ then $u \times v \leq u' \times v$.

(ii) $(u + u') \times v \leq u \times v + u' \times v$; equality holds if $u$ and $u'$ are comonotonic.

(iii) If $u_i \succ u$ then $u_i \times v \succ u \times v$.

and

(i)' If $u \leq u'$ then $\overline{u} \times v \leq \overline{u'} \times v$.

(ii)' $(u + u') \times v = u \times v + u' \times v$

(iii)' If $u_i \succ u$ then $\overline{u_i} \times v \succ \overline{u} \times v$.

Because of symmetry of the product all of the above properties also hold for the second term.

The above properties also show that the upper and the lower product are not symmetric, as one might expect. While the upper product is additive, the lower is only comonotonically additive.

In order to prove that the lower and the upper product are indeed lower and upper bound in a family of product operators, we define operators $\Phi$ and $\overline{\Phi}$: $I(\mu) \times I(\lambda) \rightarrow I(\mu \times \lambda)$ with $\Phi(u, v) = u \times v$ and $\overline{\Phi}(u, v) = \overline{u} \times v$.

Proposition 1 implies that the operators $\Phi$ and $\overline{\Phi}$ are monotonic and continuous from below (in the sense of [2]) in both terms. The upper product operator $\overline{\Phi}$ is also biadditive, while the lower product operator $\Phi$ is subadditive in both terms; however, when applied to sum of comonotonic capacities it is additive as well. Usually such operators are said to be comonotonically additive.

The following two theorems are the main results of this paper.
Theorem 1 Let $\mu$ and $\lambda$ be positive measures on $\sigma$-algebras $\mathcal{A}$ and $\mathcal{B}$ respectively. Let $\Phi: I(\mu) \times I(\lambda) \to I(\mu \times \lambda)$ be an operator that is comonotonically additive, positively homogeneous and continuous in both terms and such that
\[
\Phi(u,v)(A \times B) = u(A)v(B),
\]
for all $A \in \mathcal{A}$ and $B \in \mathcal{B}$. Then $\underline{\Phi} \leq \Phi \leq \overline{\Phi}$ holds.

Proof Sketch. To prove this and also the next theorem, we define a family of simple increasing capacities that we call cut measures. Let $\mathcal{A}' \subseteq \mathcal{A}$ be a family of sets such that for each pair of sets $A \subseteq B$, $A \in \mathcal{A}'$ implies $B \in \mathcal{A}'$. Then we define cut measure $\mu|_{\mathcal{A}'}$ by
\[
\mu|_{\mathcal{A}'}(A) := \begin{cases} 
\mu(A) & \text{if } A \in \mathcal{A}' \\
0 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]
The first step of proof is to verify that $u \times v$ and $u \times v$ are the smallest and the greatest product measures in case where $u$ and $v$ are cut measures, say $u = \mu|_{\mathcal{A}'}$ and $v = \lambda|_{\mathcal{B}'}$. It turns out that cut measures $(\mu \times \lambda)|_{C'}$ and $(\mu \times \lambda)|_{C''}$ are their smallest and largest product capacities increasing with respect to $\mu \times \lambda$, where $C' = \{C| \text{ there exist } A \in \mathcal{A} \text{ and } B \in \mathcal{B} \text{ such that } A \times B \subseteq C\}$ and $C'' = \{C| \text{ if for all } A \times B \supseteq C, A \in \mathcal{A} \text{ and } B \in \mathcal{B} \text{ holds}\}$. These two cut measures turn out to be equal to $u \times v$ and $u \times v$ respectively.

The second step is to show that an increasing capacity can be uniformly approximated by sums of comonotonic cut measures. Using first step, comonotonic additivity and continuity of $\Phi$ we get the desired inequality. \qed

Next important property that a product should have is associativity.

Theorem 2 Let $u, v$ and $w$ be increasing capacities, with respect to $\mu, \lambda$ and $\eta$. Then the following equalities hold:
\[
u \times v \times w = u \times v \times w =: u \times v \times w
\]
and
\[
u \times v \times w = u \times v \times w =: u \times v \times w.
\]

The proof of this theorem also consists of two steps, the first being proof that it holds for the case of cut measures and the second one is extension to general case, using comonotonic additivity and continuity of $\Phi$.

4 Conclusion

The results presented here, should be extended to more general families of capacities. One idea is to extend the product to differences of increasing measures.
That is, if capacities $u$ and $v$ can be written as $u = u_1 - u_2$ and $v = v_1 - v_2$, where $u_1, u_2, v_1, v_2$ are increasing with respect to some additive measure $\mu$ and $\lambda$ respectively, an obvious way to extend present definition of the product would be, to define the lower product $u \times v = u_1 \times v_1 + u_2 \times v_2 - u_1 \times v_2 - u_2 \times v_1$. Such a definition unfortunately does not provide uniqueness of the product. A topic of further study is therefore searching for alternative generalizations.

The main disadvantage of the product defined here is, that it depends on the underlying additive measure. If we, on the other hand, modified the definition to allow all additive measures and apply minimum or maximum on it, we would probably obtain a trivial result. A compromise would be, to consider a proper family of additive measures. Such a family could depend on the type of considered capacities.
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1 Introduction

By processing unreliable information, much attention have been focused on the second-order uncertainty models (hierarchical uncertainty models) due to their quite commonality. These models describe the uncertainty of a random quantity by means of two levels. Various second-order models and their applications can be found in the literature [4, 6, 7, 12, 13, 22], and a comprehensive review of hierarchical models is given in [5], where it is argued that the most common hierarchical model is the Bayesian one [2, 8, 14]. At the same time, the Bayesian hierarchical model is unrealistic in problems where there is available only partial information about the system behavior.

The main shortcoming of most proposed second-order hierarchical models (from the informational point of view) is the necessity to assume the certain type of the second-order probability or possibility distributions defined on the first-order level. This information is usually absent in many applications and additional
assumptions may lead to some inaccuracy in results. The study of some tasks related to homogeneous second-order models without any assumptions about probability distributions has been illustrated by Kozine and Utkin [10]. However, these models are of limited use due to the homogeneity of gambles considered on the first-order level, i.e., the initial information is restricted by previsions of identical gambles. A new hierarchical uncertainty model for combining different types of evidence was proposed by Utkin [17, 16], where the second-order probabilities can be regarded as confidence weights and the first-order uncertainty is modelled by lower and upper previsions of different gambles [21]. However, the proposed model [17, 16] supposes that initial information is given only for one random variable. At the same time, many applications use a set of random variables described by a second-order uncertainty model, and it is necessary to find a model for some function of these variables. For example, reliability analysis demands to compute the reliability of a system under uncertain information about its components. An imprecise hierarchical model of a number of random variables has been studied by Utkin [18], but this model supposes that there is no information about independence of random variables. It should be noted that the condition of independence takes place in many applications. This condition makes the natural extension to be non-linear and, as a result, the corresponding hierarchical model becomes very complex.

An efficient approach to solve this problem is proposed in the paper. In order to show the practical relevance of the proposed approach, it is applied to the stress-strength reliability analysis by the independent stress and strength.

2 Imprecise Stress-Strength Reliability

A probabilistic model of structural reliability can be formulated as follows. Let $Y$ represent a random variable describing the strength of a system and let $X$ represent a random variable describing the stress or load placed on the system. System failure occurs when the stress on the system exceeds the strength of the system. Then the reliability of the system is determined as $R = \Pr\{X \leq Y\}$. A general approach to the structural reliability analysis based on the imprecise probability theory [11, 21, 23] was proposed in [19, 20]. Let us briefly consider this approach. Suppose that available information about the random stress $X$ and the random strength $Y$ is given as a set of $n$ lower $\underline{E}h_i$ and upper $\overline{E}h_i$ previsions of gambles $h_i(X,Y)$ (unbounded gambles are considered in [15]) such that

$$\underline{E}h_i \leq \underline{E}p_{(x,y)}h_i(X,Y) \leq \overline{E}h_i, \ i = 1, \ldots, n.$$  

Here $p(x,y)$ is a joint density of the stress and strength. It is assumed that there exist a set of density functions such that linear previsions $\underline{E}p_{(x,y)}h_i$ can be regarded as expectations of $h_i$. Taking into account that

$$R = \Pr\{X \leq Y\} = \underline{E}p_{(x,y)}I_{[0,\infty)}(Y - X),$$  

(1)
we can write the following optimization problems (natural extension) for computing the lower $R$ and upper $R$ stress-strength reliability as follows:

$$\mathbb{R}(\mathbb{R}) = \inf_p \left( \sup_p \right) \int_{\mathbb{R}^2_+} I_{(0,\infty)}(y-x)p(x,y)dxdy,$$ (2)

subject to

$$\mathbb{E}h_i \leq \int_{\mathbb{R}^2_+} h_i(x,y)p(x,y)dxdy \leq \mathbb{E}h_i, \quad i = 1, \ldots, n.$$ (3)

Here the infimum and supremum are taken over the set of all possible densities $\{p(x,y)\}$ satisfying conditions (3), $I_{(0,\infty)}(Y-X)$ is the indicator function taking the value 1 if $Y \geq X$ and 0 otherwise. If random variables $X$ and $Y$ are independent, then the constraint $p(x,y) = px(x)p_y(y)$ is added to constraints (3), where $px$ and $p_y$ are densities of $X$ and $Y$, respectively.

The natural extension is a powerful tool for analyzing the reliability on the basis of available partial information. However, it has a shortcoming. Let us imagine that two experts provide the following judgements about the stress: (i) mean value of the stress is not greater than 10; (ii) mean value of the stress is not less than 10 hours. The natural extension produces the resulting mean value $[0,10] \cap [10,\infty) = 10$. In other words, the absolutely precise measure is obtained from too imprecise initial data. This is unrealistic in practice of reliability analysis. The reason of such results is that probabilities of judgements are assumed to be 1. If we assign some different probabilities to judgements, then we obtain more realistic assessments. For example, if the belief to each judgement is 0.5, then, according to [9], the resulting mean value is greater than 5 hours. Therefore, in order to obtain the accurate and realistic reliability assessments, it is necessary to take into account some vagueness of information about characteristics of the stress and strength.

### 3 Second-Order Model. Problem Statement

Suppose that there exist $n$ judgements about the stress $X$:

$$\mathbb{E}f_j(X) \in T_j = [\underline{f}_j, \bar{f}_j], \quad j = 1, \ldots, n,$$

and $l$ judgements about the strength $Y$:

$$\mathbb{E}h_j(Y) \in S_j = [\underline{s}_j, \bar{s}_j], \quad j = 1, \ldots, l.$$

Here $f_j$ and $h_j$ are gambles corresponding to the available judgements about $X$ and $Y$. Moreover, it is known that

$$\underline{f}_j \leq \Pr \{ \mathbb{E}f_j \in T_j \} \leq \bar{f}_j, \quad j = 1, \ldots, n,$$

$$\underline{s}_j \leq \Pr \{ \mathbb{E}h_j \in S_j \} \leq \bar{s}_j, \quad j = 1, \ldots, l.$$
The second-order probabilities \([\alpha_j, \beta_j]\) and \([\overline{\alpha}_j, \overline{\beta}_j]\) are interpreted as a model for uncertainty about “correct” values of partially known measures of \(X\) and \(Y\). Let us briefly discuss the sense of beliefs to the expert judgments. If we know that an expert provides \(100 \cdot \alpha\)% of “correct” judgments, this means that, by giving finitely many intervals, say \(n\), for an unknown parameter, approximately \(n\alpha\) intervals cover some “correct” value of the parameter. But if we have only the \((n+1)\)-st interval and do not know anything about previous \(n\) intervals, then we can only say that the “correct” value of the parameter lies in this interval with probability \(\alpha\) and outside this interval with probability \(1 - \alpha\). If we would have all aforementioned \(n\) intervals, some probability distribution of the parameter could be constructed and well-known Bayesian methods could be used. In this case, there is no need to apply imprecise probabilities.

The term “expert information” may be used in a more general sense. In particular, confidence intervals of parameters elicited as a result of statistical inference with corresponding confidence probabilities may be regarded as “beliefs to experts”. For example, if we have one confidence interval for the expectation of a probability distribution, then we can only assert, that the “correct” value of the expectation is in the interval with the confidence interval probability \([\alpha, 1]\) and outside the confidence interval with the probability \([0, 1 - \alpha]\).

How to find average values of \(\overline{R}\) and \(\overline{R}\), i.e., to reduce the second-order model to the first-order one? Roughly speaking, if we have second-order probabilities defined for different intervals of \(E_{f_j}\) and \(E_{h_j}\), then there exist a set of second-order distributions of \(E_{f_j}\), \(E_{h_j}\), and \(E_{I_{[0,\infty]}(Y-X)}\) produced an interval of lower and upper expectations of \(E_{I_{[0,\infty]}(Y-X)}\), i.e., \(\overline{R}\) and \(\overline{R}\). We will call this interval “average” to distinguish expectations (previsions) on the first and second levels of the considered second-order uncertainty model. In fact, the “average” interval allows us to get rid of the more complex second-order model and to deal with the first-order model. This problem is especially difficult if the stress and strength are independent. At that, a special type of independence called by the free product \([11]\) is studied in the paper. This type of independence is like to the epistemic irrelevance \([3]\) and, generally, is asymmetric.

In order to give the reader the essence of the subject analyzed and make all the formulas more readable, we will mainly consider only the lower bound \(\overline{R}\).

Let \(v_i = E_{f_i}\) and \(w_i = E_{h_i}\) be values of random variables \(V_i\) and \(W_i\) defined on sample spaces \(\Omega_i\) and \(\Lambda_i\), respectively. Let \(V = (V_1, ..., V_n)\), \(W = (W_1, ..., W_n)\) and \(V = (v_1, ..., v_n)\), \(W = (w_1, ..., w_l)\) be the vectors of random variables \(V_i\), \(W_i\) and their values, respectively. Denote \(N = \{1, ..., n\}\) and \(L = \{1, ..., l\}\). Then the natural extension for computing \(\overline{R}\) can be written as a sequence of lower expectations:

\[
\overline{R} = E_W \left\{ E_W \left( E_{I_{[0,\infty]}(Y-X)} \right) \right\}
\]

by given lower and upper previsions

\[
E_{I_{T_i}(v_i)} = \alpha_i, \ E_{I_{T_i}(v_i)} = \overline{\alpha}_i, \ E_{I_{S_i}(w_i)} = \beta_i, \ E_{I_{S_i}(w_i)} = \overline{\beta}_i.
\]
By introducing a random variable \( Z \) having values \( z(V, W) = E_{I_{[0,\omega]}(Y - X)} \) and assuming that there exists a set of densities \( \phi(V) \) and \( \psi(W) \) of vectors \( V \) and \( W \), respectively, we can write

\[
R = \inf_{\psi} \int_{\Lambda} \left( \inf_{\phi} \int_{\Omega} z(V, W) \phi(V) dV \right) \psi(W) dW, \tag{5}
\]

subject to

\[
\alpha_i \leq \int_{\Omega} I_{T_i}(v_i) \phi(V) dV \leq \bar{\alpha}_i, \quad i \in N. \tag{6}
\]

Here \( \Omega = \Omega_1 \times \cdots \times \Omega_n \), \( \Lambda = \Lambda_1 \times \cdots \times \Lambda_l \). The sample spaces \( \Omega_i \) and \( \Lambda_j \) are determined by sets of values \( E_{f_i} \) and \( E_{h_j} \), i.e.,

\[
\Omega_i = [\inf E_{f_i}, \sup E_{f_i}], \quad \Lambda_j = [\inf E_{h_j}, \sup E_{h_j}].
\]

A dual optimization problem can not be written as it has been made in [18] because the initial problem is non-linear. Our aim is to find \( R \), i.e., to solve (5)-(6).

### 4 Solution of Problem (5)-(6)

#### 4.1 A Set of Linear Programming Problems

Let \( W^* = (w^*_1, \ldots, w^*_n) \in \Lambda \) be a realization of the vector \( W \). Denote \( R(W^*) = E_{\phi z}(V, W^*) \). Problem (5)-(6) can be represented as follows:

\[
R = \inf_{\psi} \int_{\Lambda} \left( \inf_{\phi} \int_{\Omega} z(V, W) \phi(V) dV \right) \psi(W) dW
\]

\[= \inf_{\psi} \int_{\Omega} \inf_{\phi} R(W^*) \psi(W) dW = \inf_{\psi} \int_{\Omega} R(W^*) \psi(W) dW, \tag{7}\]

subject to

\[
\bar{\beta}_i \leq \int_{\Omega} I_{S_i}(w_i) \psi(W) dW \leq \bar{\beta}_i, \quad i \in L. \tag{8}
\]

Here

\[
R(W^*) = \inf_{\phi} E_{\phi z}(V, W^*), \tag{9}
\]

subject to

\[
\alpha_i \leq \int_{\Omega} I_{T_i}(v_i) \leq \bar{\alpha}_i, \quad i = 1, \ldots, n. \tag{10}
\]

Problems (7)-(8) and (9)-(10) are linear and dual optimization problems can be written, i.e., we have a set of the following problems for each \( W^* \in \Lambda \):

\[
R(W^*) = \sup \left( c_0 + \sum_{i \in N} (c_i \alpha_i - d_i \bar{\alpha}_i) \right), \tag{11}
\]
subject to $c_i, d_i \in \mathbb{R}_+, c_0 \in \mathbb{R}, i \in N$, and $\forall V \in \Omega$,

\[ c_0 + \sum_{i \in N} (c_i - d_i) I_{T_i}(v_i) \leq z(V, W^*), \quad (12) \]

and one linear programming problem

\[ R = \sup \left( c_0 + \sum_{i \in L} (c_i - d_i) I_{T_i}(v_i) \right), \quad (13) \]

subject to $c_i, d_i \in \mathbb{R}_+, c_0 \in \mathbb{R}, i \in L$, and $\forall W^* \in \Lambda$,

\[ c_0 + \sum_{i \in L} (c_i - d_i) I_{T_i}(v_i) \leq R(W^*). \quad (14) \]

The dual problems have been introduced in order to get rid of densities $\varphi(V)$ and $\psi(W)$.

### 4.2 Solution of Problem (11)-(12)

An algorithm and an approach to solving a problem similar to (11)-(12) are given in [16, 17]. But problem (11)-(12) has some difference. To solve this problem, it is necessary to define what $z(V, W^*)$ is.

Let $J$ be a set of indices and $J \subseteq N$. Introduce the following sets of constraints:

\[ T_J = \{ T_i, i \in J \}, \quad T_J^c = \{ T_i^c, i \in J \}, \quad T_i^c = \Omega_i \setminus T_i. \]

Then constraints (12) can be rewritten as

\[ c_0 + \sum_{i=1}^n (c_i - d_i) I_{T_i}(\mathbb{E}_{p_X} f_i) \leq z(V, W^*), \quad p_X \in \mathcal{P}. \quad (15) \]

Here $\mathcal{P}$ is the set of all densities $\{ p_X \}$. Let us consider these constraints in detail and define $z(V, W^*)$. Note that

\[ z(V, W^*) = \mathbb{E}_{p_X, p_Y} I_{[0,\infty)}(Y - X). \quad (16) \]

However, we fixed the vector $W^* = (\mathbb{E}^* h_1, \ldots, \mathbb{E}^* h_l)$. This means that the set of probability densities $p_Y(y)$ is restricted as follows:

\[ \mathbb{E}_{p_Y}^* h_1 = w_1^*, \ldots, \mathbb{E}_{p_Y}^* h_l = w_l^*. \quad (17) \]

So, $z(V, W^*)$ can be found by solving the optimization problem with objective function (16), constraints (17), and constraints for $p_X$, which will be considered below.

In order to compute the indicator functions in (15), it is necessary to substitute different functions $p_X$ from $\mathcal{P}$ and to calculate the corresponding values of $\mathbb{E}_{p_X} f_i$.
and $I_T(\mathbb{E}_{p_{x}} f_i)$. Moreover, it is necessary to solve problem (16)-(17) for each $p_{x} \in \mathcal{P}$. Obviously, this task can not be practically solved. Therefore, another way for solving the optimization problem is proposed.

We call the set $T_{N \cup J}^c \cup T_J$ consistent if there is at least one density $p_{x}$ such that $\mathbb{E}_{p_{x}} f_i \in T_i$, $i \in J$, $\mathbb{E}_{p_{x}} f_j \in T_{f_j}^c$, $j \in N \setminus J$. Now we can see that if the set $T_J \cup T_{N \setminus J}^c$ is consistent, then $I_T(\mathbb{E}_{p_{x}} f_i) = 1$ if $i \in J$, and $I_T(\mathbb{E}_{p_{x}} f_i) = 0$ if $i \in N \setminus J$. In other words, if the set $T_{N \cup J}^c \cup T_J$ is consistent, then there exists at least one density $p_{x}$ such that all linear previsions $\mathbb{E}_{p_{x}} f_i$, $i \in J$, are in intervals $T_i$ and their indicator functions are equal to 1, all linear previsions $\mathbb{E}_{p_{x}} f_j$, $j \in N \setminus J$, do not belong to intervals $T_j$ and their indicator functions are equal to 0. In this case, we will say that $p_{x}$ belongs to a set $T_J$. So, to simplify constraints (15), it is necessary to look over all consistent sets $T_{N \cup J}^c \cup T_J$. Then constraints (15) can be rewritten for all $J \subseteq N$, such that $T_{N \cup J}^c \cup T_J$ are consistent, as follows:

$$c_0 + \sum_{i \in J} (c_i - d_i) \leq z(V, W^*). \tag{18}$$

If $T_{N \cup J}^c \cup T_J$ is inconsistent, then corresponding inequality (18) is excluded from the list of all constraints.

But how to determine the consistency of sets $T_{N \cup J}^c \cup T_J$? The set $T_{N \cup J}^c \cup T_J$ is consistent if an optimization problem with constraints produced by $T_{N \cup J}^c \cup T_J$ has any solution. At that, the objective function may be arbitrary. In other words, for determining the consistency of $T_{N \cup J}^c \cup T_J$, it is necessary to solve the following optimization problem:

$$\inf_{p_{x}} \left( \sup_{p_{x}} \mathbb{E}_{p_{x}} u(x) \right),$$

subject to $\mathbb{E}_{p_{x}} f_i \in T_i$, $i \in J$, $\mathbb{E}_{p_{x}} f_j \in T_{f_j}^c$, $j \in N \setminus J$. Here $u$ is an arbitrary function.

Let $p_{x}^{(1)} \in \mathcal{P}_J$ and $p_{x}^{(2)} \in \mathcal{P}_J$. Then

$$I_T(\mathbb{E}_{p_{x}^{(1)}} f_i) = I_T(\mathbb{E}_{p_{x}^{(2)}} f_i).$$

Let

$$z^{(2)}(V, W^*) = \mathbb{E}_{p_{x}^{(2)}} I_{\{0, \infty\}} (Y - X) \leq \mathbb{E}_{p_{x}^{(1)}} I_{\{0, \infty\}} (Y - X) = z^{(1)}(V, W^*).$$

Then the constraint

$$c_0 + \sum_{i \in N} (c_i - d_i) I_T(\mathbb{E}_{p_{x}^{(1)}} f_i) \leq z^{(1)}(V, W^*)$$

follows from the constraint

$$c_0 + \sum_{i \in N} (c_i - d_i) I_T(\mathbb{E}_{p_{x}^{(2)}} f_i) \leq z^{(2)}(V, W^*)$$
and can be removed. This implies that (15) is equivalent to

\[ c_0 + \sum_{i \in J} (c_i - d_i) \leq \inf_{\mathcal{F}_J} z(V, W^*), \]  

(19)

where

\[ \inf_{\mathcal{F}_J} z(V, W^*) = \inf_{p_X, p_Y} E_{p_X} I_{[0, \infty]}(Y - X), \]  

(20)

subject to

\[ E_{p_X} f_i \in \begin{cases} T_i, & i \in J \\ T_i^c, & i \in N \setminus J \end{cases}, \quad i \in N, \]  

(21)

\[ E_{p_Y} h_i = w_i^*, \quad i \in L. \]  

(22)

So, an infinite number of constraints has been reduced to at most \(2^n\) constraints (19). Since the function \(u\) is arbitrary, then \(\inf_{\mathcal{F}_J} z(V, W^*)\) may be used in place of \(u\). There exist exact analytical solutions to problem (20)-(22) for various types of initial information [19].

### 4.3 Solution of Problem (13)-(14)

Now we have the values of \(R(W^*)\) for each \(W^* \in \Lambda\). Let us introduce the sets

\[ S_K = \{ S_i, i \in K \}, \quad S_K^c = \{ S_i^c, i \in K \}, \quad K \subseteq L = \{ 1, 2, ..., l \}. \]

For solving problem (13)-(14), we apply an algorithm which is similar to the considered one in the previous subsection, i.e.,

\[ R = \sup \left( c_0 + \sum_{i \in L} \left( c_i \beta_i - d_i \right) \right), \]  

(23)

subject to \(c_i, d_i \in \mathbb{R}_+, \quad c_0 \in \mathbb{R}, \quad i \in L, \) and \(\forall K \subseteq L, ~ \forall W^* \in \Lambda, \)

\[ c_0 + \sum_{i \in K} (c_i - d_i) \leq \inf_{W^* \in S_K \cup S_K^c} R(W^*). \]  

(24)

This is a simple linear programming problem with at most \(2^l\) constraints.

### 5 Exact Bounds for the Reliability

It can be seen from results of the previous section that complex non-linear optimization problem (5)-(6) is reduced to a set of linear programming problems with finitely many constraints and non-linear problems (20)-(22) which can be numerically solved or have exact solutions [19] for the most important types of initial
information (points of probability distribution functions of $X$ and $Y$, moments of $X$ and $Y$, probabilities defined on nested intervals). However, these optimization problems have to be solved for all values of $W^* \in \Lambda$ whose number may be infinite. This leads only to the approximate solution and makes the task to be rather difficult from the computational point of view even by a small number of initial judgements. It turns out that optimization problem (5)-(6) can be exactly solved. Therefore, an interesting and efficient solution of the problem is proposed in this section.

Let us consider constraints (24). Suppose that $R(W^*)$ achieves its minimum at $W^* = W^*_o(K) \in S_{L\cup K} \cup S_K$. Then all vectors $W^* \in S_{L\cup K} \cup S_K$ except $W^*_o(K)$ are not used in constraints to problem (23)-(24). This implies that we do not need to look over all possible vectors $W^*$. By returning to problem (11)-(12), it is necessary to solve it only for $W^*_o(K), K \subseteq L$. This implies that the number of solved optimization problems is finite and depends on numbers $n$ and $l$ of initial judgements about $X$ and $Y$. Moreover, we can obtain exact bounds for the stress-strength reliability in this case. However, we do not know points $W^*_o(K)$ before solving problem (11)-(12). Let us show how to overcome this difficulty.

It follows from (11)-(12) that $R(W^*)$ decreases as $z(V, W^*)$ decreases. Moreover, the left sides of constraints (19) and (24) do not depend on special values of $W^*$ and are determined only by the set $S_{L\cup K} \cup S_K$. This implies that we do not need to know an optimal value of the vector $W^* = W^*_o(K)$. It is enough to know that this value belongs to the set $S_{L\cup K} \cup S_K$ (this allows us to construct the $K$-th constraint in (24)) and makes $z(V, W^*)$ and $R(W^*)$ to be minimal for at least one $W^* \in S_{L\cup K} \cup S_K$. Therefore, constraints (22) have to be replaced by constraints

$$
\mathbb{P}_p h_i(y) \in \left\{ \begin{array}{ll}
S_i, & i \in K, \\
S'_i, & i \in L \setminus K,
\end{array} \right. i \in L,
$$

(25)

where intervals $S_i, S'_i$ are defined by the set $S_{L\cup K} \cup S_K$.

Indeed, $\inf_{W^* \in S_{L\cup K} \cup S_K} R(W^*)$ corresponds to $\inf_{W^* \in S_{L\cup K} \cup S_K} \inf_{p_y} z(V, W^*)$. At the same time, this is equivalent to the problem $\inf_{p_y} z(V, K)$ subject to

$$
\mathbb{P}_p f_i \in \left\{ \begin{array}{ll}
T_i, & i \in J, \\
T'_i, & i \in N \setminus J, i \in N, \mathbb{E}_p h_i = \left\{ \begin{array}{ll}
S_i, & i \in K, \\
S'_i, & i \in L \setminus K,
\end{array} \right. i \in L,
\right.
$$

because constraints (25) contain all points $W^* \in S_{L\cup K} \cup S_K$ and $\inf_{p_y} z(V, W^*)$ is achieved at $p_y$ satisfying one of the values $W^*$.

So, $z(V, W^*)$ and $R(W^*)$ can be replaced by $z(J, K)$ and $R(K)$. This means that values of $V$ and $W$ are taken from the sets $T_{N \setminus J}$ and $S_{L\cup K} \cup S_K$, respectively.

It is worth noticing that this subtle technique allows us to solve a problem of consistency of judgements (22). It is obvious that constraints (22) may be inconsistent by some values of $w^*_i$, and it is not clear what to do in this case. After introducing constraints (25), the inconsistency means that the corresponding constraint in (24) is removed from the list of constraints to problem (23)-(24).
6 Algorithm for Computing $R$

Let us write a final algorithm for computing $R$.

**Step 1.** Choosing a set $S_{L,K}^c \cup S_K$ from the possible sets $S_{L,K}^c \cup S_K$, $K \subseteq L$.

**Step 2.** Choosing a set $T^c_{N,J} \cup T_J$ from the possible sets $T_{N,J}^c \cup T_J$, $J \subseteq N$.

**Step 3.** Solving the optimization problem with objective function (20) and constraints (21) and (25) by $T_i$ and $S_i$ taken from sets $T_{N,J}^c \cup T_J$ and $S_{L,K}^c \cup S_K$ defined on Steps 1 and 2, respectively. The result of this step is the value $z(J,K_i)$. If $z(J,K_i)$ are obtained for all possible $J \subseteq N$, then go to Step 4, else go to Step 2.

**Step 4.** Solving linear programming problem (11)-(12) by using the consistent values of $z(J,K_i)$ computed on Step 3. The result of this step is the value $R(K)$. If $R(K)$ are obtained for all possible $K \subseteq L$, then go to Step 5, else go to Step 1.

**Step 5.** Solving linear programming problem (23)-(24) by using the consistent values of $R(K)$ computed on Step 4. The result of this step is $R$.

According to the algorithm, it is necessary to solve $2^L + 1$ linear programming problems (Steps 4 and 5) and $2^N$ non-linear optimization problems (Step 3). Step 3 can be realized by means of results given in [19]. For solving this non-linear problem in a case of arbitrary judgements, a software program has been developed.

7 Numerical Example 1

Suppose that two experts provide probabilities of events concerning the stress and strength. The first expert: 0.9 and 1 are bounds for the probability that the stress is less than $x_1 = 18$. The second expert: 0 and 0.2 are bounds for the probability that the stress is less than $y_1 = 14$; 0.75 and 1 are bounds for the probability that the strength is less than $y_2 = 20$. The beliefs to experts are $0.9$ and $[0.6, 0.8]$, respectively. The beliefs $[a, b]$ mean that the expert provides between $a\%$ and $b\%$ of true judgements. This information can be formally represented as

\[
\begin{align*}
\Pr\{0.9 \leq \mathbb{E}I_{[0,18]}(X) \leq 1\} &= 0.9, \\
\Pr\{0 \leq \mathbb{E}I_{[0,14]}(Y) \leq 0.2\} &\in [0.6, 0.8], \\
\Pr\{0.75 \leq \mathbb{E}I_{[0,20]}(Y) \leq 1\} &\in [0.6, 0.8].
\end{align*}
\]

Here $N = \{1\}$, $L = \{1, 2\}$. Let us find $R = \mathbb{E}\mathbb{E}I_{[0,\infty]}(Y - X)$. Define sets

- $K = \{1, 2\}$, $S_{L,K}^c \cup S_K = \{S_1, S_2\} = \{[0, 0.2], [0.75, 1]\}$,
- $K = \{1\}$, $S_{L,K}^c \cup S_K = \{S_1, S_2\} = \{[0, 0.2], [0, 0.75]\}$,
- $K = \{2\}$, $S_{L,K}^c \cup S_K = \{S_1, S_2\} = \{[0.2, 1], [0.75, 1]\}$,
- $K = \varnothing$, $S_{L,K}^c \cup S_K = \{S_1, S_2\} = \{[0.2, 1], [0, 0.75]\}$.
Let us compute \( z(J, K) \) for each \( K \) and \( J \). According to \([19]\), there holds
\[
z = L_1(1 - \bar{x}_{j(1)}), \quad j(i) = \min\{ j : x_i \leq y_j \}.
\]
Hence \( j(1) = 2 \), and the following hold for \( J = \{1\} \subset \{1\} \)
\[
K = \{1, 2\}, \quad z(J, K) = 0, \\
K = \{1\}, \quad z(J, K) = 0.225, \\
K = \{2\}, \quad z(J, K) = 0, \\
K = \{\varnothing\}, \quad z(J, K) = 0.225.
\]
If \( J = \{\varnothing\} \), then \( z(J, K) = 0 \) for all \( K \subset \{1, 2\} \) because \( \inf T_i^c = 0 \). Let us solve problem (11)-(12) for each \( K \subseteq L \). For example, if \( K = \{1\} \), then
\[
R(\{1\}) = \sup (c_0 + 0.9c_1 - 0.9d_1),
\]
subject to \( c_1, d_1 \in \mathbb{R}_+, \ c_0 \in \mathbb{R}, \ c_0 + (c_1 - d_1) \leq 0.225, \ c_0 \leq 0.
\]
Hence \( R(\{1\}) = 0.2025 \). Similarly, we can get \( R(\{1, 2\}) = 0, \ R(\{2\}) = 0, \ R(\{\varnothing\}) = 0.2025 \). Let us solve problem (23)-(24)
\[
R = \sup (c_0 + 0.6c_1 - 0.8d_1 + 0.6c_2 - 0.8d_2),
\]
subject to \( c_1, d_1, c_2, d_2 \in \mathbb{R}_+, \ c_0 \in \mathbb{R}, \)
\[
c_0 + (c_1 - d_1) + (c_2 - d_2) \leq 0, \\
c_0 + (c_1 - d_1) \leq 0.2025, \\
c_0 + (c_2 - d_2) \leq 0, \ c_0 \leq 0.2025.
\]
Hence \( R = 0.0405 \). The upper stress-strength reliability \( \bar{R} = 0.9996 \) can be computed in the same way by taking into account that there holds \( z = 1 - \bar{x}_{j(1)}(1 - T_1) \).

How to use the obtained interval? This depends on a decision maker and the system purposes (consequences of failures). The values 0.0405 and 0.9996 can be interpreted as pessimistic and optimistic assessments of the stress-strength reliability, respectively. If consequences of the system failure are catastrophic (transport systems, nuclear power plants), then the lower bound (pessimistic decision) for the system reliability has to be determinative and is compared with a required level of the system reliability. If the system failure does not imply major consequences, then the upper bound (optimistic decision) can be used. Generally, the decision maker may use a caution parameter \( \eta \) [1] on the basis of his (her)
own experience, various conditions of the system functioning, etc. In this case, the precise value of the system reliability is determined as the linear combination $\eta R + (1 - \eta) \bar{R}$. At the same time, it can be seen from the example that the obtained interval $[R, \bar{R}]$ is very wide and the results are too imprecise to make a useful decision concerning the reliability.

8 Numerical Example 2

Suppose that information about the stress and strength is represented as the following set of confidence intervals for two moments: the first and second moments of the stress are in intervals $[7, 8]$ and $[40, 50]$, respectively, with the confidence probability 0.95; the first and second moments of the strength are in intervals $[12, 13]$ and $[150, 160]$, respectively, with the confidence probability 0.9. By assuming that all values of the stress and strength are in the interval $[0, 50]$ (the sample space), this information can be formally represented as

$$
\Pr\{7 \leq EX \leq 8\} \in [0.95, 1], \quad \Pr\{40 \leq EX^2 \leq 50\} \in [0.95, 1],
$$

$$
\Pr\{12 \leq EY \leq 13\} \in [0.9, 1], \quad \Pr\{150 \leq EY^2 \leq 160\} \in [0.9, 1].
$$

Here $N = \{1, 2\}, \ L = \{1, 2\}$. Results of computing $z(J, K)$ for each $K$ and $J$ are shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$K = {1, 2}$</th>
<th>$K = {1}$</th>
<th>$K = {2}$</th>
<th>$K = \emptyset$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$J = {1, 2}$</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.122</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$J = {1}$</td>
<td>0.265</td>
<td>0.085</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$J = {2}$</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.042</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$J = \emptyset$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Let us solve (11)-(12) for each $K \subseteq L$. For example, if $K = \{1, 2\}$, then

$$
R(\{1, 2\}) = \sup (c_0 + 0.95c_1 - 1d_1 + 0.95c_1 - 1d_1),
$$

subject to $c_1, d_1, c_2, d_2 \in \mathbb{R}_+, c_0 \in \mathbb{R},$

$$
c_0 + (c_1 - d_1) + (c_2 - d_2) \leq 0.62,$$

$$
c_0 + (c_1 - d_1) \leq 0.265,$$

$$
c_0 + (c_2 - d_2) \leq 0.5, \quad c_0 \leq 0.
$$

Hence $R(\{1, 2\}) = 0.589.$ Similarly, we can get $R(\{1\}) = 0.116, \ R(\{2\}) = 0.038, \ R(\emptyset) = 0.$ Let us solve problem (23)-(24)

$$
R = \sup (c_0 + 0.9c_1 - 1d_1 + 0.9c_2 - 1d_2),
$$
subject to $c_1, d_1, c_2, d_2 \in \mathbb{R}_+, c_0 \in \mathbb{R},$

$$c_0 + (c_1 - d_1) + (c_2 - d_2) \leq 0.589,$$

$$c_0 + (c_1 - d_1) \leq 0.116,$$

$$c_0 + (c_2 - d_2) \leq 0.038, \quad c_0 \leq 0.$$ 

Hence $\overline{R} = 0.487$. The upper bound is $\overline{R} = 1$. If we assume that the intervals for moments of the stress and strength have probabilities 1 (the first-order model), then lower and upper bounds for the stress-strength reliability are 0.62 and 1, respectively.

9 Conclusion

The efficient algorithm for computing the stress-strength reliability by the second-order initial information about the stress and strength has been proposed in the paper. This algorithm uses the imprecise stress-strength reliability models obtained in [19]. Its main virtue is that complex non-linear optimization problem (5)-(6) is reduced to a finite set of simple problems whose solution presents no difficulty. Therefore, this approach might be a basis for developing similar algorithms for reliability analysis of various systems where random variables describing the system reliability behavior are independent. The upper bound for the stress-strength reliability can be similarly computed. In this case, the “inf” is replaced by “sup” in optimization problems and vice versa.

It should be noted also a shortcoming of the algorithm. The joint judgements about the stress and strength cannot be used because optimization problem (5)-(6) in this case cannot be decomposed into a set of linear programming problems. Therefore, further study is needed to develop methods and efficient algorithms for processing the second-order imprecise probabilities by this type of initial information.
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In this paper we consider decision making under hierarchical imprecise uncertainty models and derive general algorithms to determine optimal actions. Numerical examples illustrate the proposed methods.
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1 Introduction

Consider the basic model of decision theory: One has to choose an action \( a \) from a non-empty, finite set \( \mathcal{A} = \{a_1, \ldots, a_n\} \) of possible actions. The consequences of every action depend on the true, but unknown state of nature \( \vartheta \in \Theta = \{\vartheta_1, \ldots, \vartheta_m\} \). The corresponding outcome is evaluated by the utility function

\[
u : (\mathcal{A} \times \Theta) \to \mathbb{R} \quad (a, \vartheta) \mapsto u(a, \vartheta)
\]

and by the associated random variable \( u(a) \) on \( (\Theta, \mathcal{P}(\Theta)) \) taking the values \( u(a, \vartheta) \). Often it makes sense to study randomized actions, which can be understood as a probability measure \( \lambda = (\lambda_1, \ldots, \lambda_n) \) on \( (\mathcal{A}, \mathcal{P}(\mathcal{A})) \). Then \( u(\cdot) \) and \( u(\cdot) \) are extended to randomized actions by defining \( u(\lambda, \vartheta) := \sum_{s=1}^{n} u(a_s, \vartheta) \lambda_s \).

This model contains the essentials of every (formalized) decision situation under uncertainty and is applied in a huge variety of disciplines. If the states of nature are produced by a perfect random mechanism (e.g. an ideal lottery), and the corresponding probability measure \( \pi(\cdot) \) on \( (\Theta, \mathcal{P}(\Theta)) \) is completely known, the Bernoulli principle is nearly unanimously favored. One chooses that
action $\lambda^*$ which maximizes the expected utility $E_{\pi}(\lambda) := \sum_{j=1}^{m} (u(\lambda, \vartheta_j) \cdot \pi(\vartheta_j))$ among all $\lambda$.

In most practical applications, however, the true state of nature can not be understood as arising from an ideal random mechanism. And even if so, the corresponding probability distribution will be not known exactly. An efficient approach for solving this problem in the framework of imprecise probability theory (Kuznetsov [13], Walley [18], Weichselberger [20]) has been proposed by Augustin in [1, 2].

A related, quite commonly used, way to deal with complex uncertainty is to apply second-order uncertainty models (hierarchical uncertainty models). These models describe the uncertainty of a random quantity by means of two levels. Many papers are devoted to the theoretical [4, 5, 11, 14, 19] and practical [7, 9, 12] aspects of second-order uncertainty models. A comprehensive review of hierarchical models is given in [6] where it is argued that the most common hierarchical model is the Bayesian one [3, 10, 21]. At the same time, the Bayesian hierarchical model is unrealistic in applications where there is available only partial information about the system behavior.

Most proposed second-order uncertainty models assume that there is a precise second-order probability distribution (or possibility distribution). Unfortunately, such information is often absent and making additional assumptions may lead to wrong results. A new hierarchical uncertainty model for combining different types of evidence was proposed by Utkin [15, 16], where the second-order probabilities can be regarded as confidence weights and the first-order uncertainty is modelled by lower and upper previsions of different gambles. We will call these hierarchical models second-order probabilities of type 1.

It is worth noticing that there are cases when the type of the probability distribution of the states of nature is known, for example, from their physical nature, but parameters or a part of the parameters of the distribution are defined by experts. In reality, there is some degree of our belief to each expert’s judgement whose value is determined by experience and competence of the expert. Therefore, it is necessary to take into account the available information about experts to obtain more credible decisions. This model can be also considered in the framework of hierarchical models and will be called second-order probabilities of type 2.

Decision making for both models of type 1 and type 2 are studied in the paper. In particular, we give general and efficient algorithms for calculating optimal actions and illustrate them in detailed examples.

One should note explicitly that throughout the paper we assume the utility and the description of the uncertainty on the state of nature are given. Alternatively, there are quite sophisticated approaches directly extending the Neumann-Morgenstern point of view. They construct separated utility and imprecise probability from axioms on behaviour and preferences (see, e.g., the work of [8] and the references therein).
2 Second-Order Probabilities of Type 1

Suppose that there is a set of weighted expert judgements related to some measures of the states of nature \( \mathbb{E} f_i(\theta_j), i = 1, \ldots, r \), i.e., there are values \( b_i, \tilde{b}_i \) of lower and upper previsions. Suppose that the credibility of each of \( r \) experts is characterized by a subjective probability \( \gamma_i \) or interval of probabilities \( [\gamma_i, \bar{\gamma}_i] \), \( i = 1, \ldots, r \).

It should be noted that the second-order probabilities \( \gamma_i \) and \( \bar{\gamma}_i \) form an imprecise probability, described by a set \( \mathcal{N} \) of distributions on the set \( \mathcal{M} \) of all distributions \( \pi \) on \( (\Theta, \mathcal{P}_o(\Theta)) \). We assume that the second-order imprecise probability is avoiding sure loss, i.e., \( \mathcal{N} \) is not empty. Denote for any gamble \( f \) the lower (upper) second-order expectations by \( L \mathbb{E}_N f(\pi) \) (\( U \mathbb{E}_N f(\pi) \)), respectively. Generally, the judgements can be written as follows:

\[
\Pr \{ b_i \leq \mathbb{E}_\pi f_i \leq \tilde{b}_i \} \in [\gamma_i, \bar{\gamma}_i], \quad i = 1, \ldots, r,
\]

or

\[
L \mathbb{E}_N f_i(\pi) = \gamma_i, \quad U \mathbb{E}_N f_i(\pi) = \bar{\gamma}_i, \quad i = 1, \ldots, r.
\]

Here the set \( \{ b_i, \tilde{b}_i \} \) contains the first-order previsions, \( B_i = [b_i, \tilde{b}_i] \), the set \( \{ \gamma_i, \bar{\gamma}_i \} \) contains the second-order probabilities and \( \mathbb{E}_\pi f_i = \sum_{j=1}^{m} f_i(\theta_j) \pi(\theta_j) \).

The problem here is that the resulting set of distributions may be rather complex because the functions \( f_i \) are different, especially, if the value of \( m \) is large.

2.1 Decision Making

Since there exists the set \( \mathcal{N} \) of distributions on the set \( \mathcal{M} \) of all distributions \( \pi \), the expected utility \( \mathbb{E}_\pi u(\lambda) \) can be considered as a random variable described by distributions from \( \mathcal{N} \), and there exist lower \( L \mathbb{E}_\mathcal{N} (\mathbb{E}_\pi u(\lambda)) \) and upper \( U \mathbb{E}_\mathcal{N} (\mathbb{E}_\pi u(\lambda)) \) expectations of this random variable, which depend on the action \( \lambda \). These expectations can be roughly called also by lower and upper “average” expected utilities. With this respect, we can assert that every action is evaluated by its minimal “average” expected utility. By representing the interval \( [L \mathbb{E}_\mathcal{N} (\mathbb{E}_\pi u(\lambda)), U \mathbb{E}_\mathcal{N} (\mathbb{E}_\pi u(\lambda))] \) by the lower interval limit alone, we can write the criterion of decision making.

Throughout the paper we evaluate interval-valued expectations by their lower interval-limits only — more complex interval orderings are a topic of further research, see also Section 4. Therefore, an action \( \lambda^* \) is optimal iff for all \( \lambda \)

\[
L \mathbb{E}_\mathcal{N} (\mathbb{E}_\pi u(\lambda^*)) \geq L \mathbb{E}_\mathcal{N} (\mathbb{E}_\pi u(\lambda)).
\]

Then the optimal action \( \lambda^* \) can be obtained by maximizing \( L \mathbb{E}_\mathcal{N} (\mathbb{E}_\pi u(\lambda)) \) subject to \( \sum_{s=1}^{n} \lambda_s = 1, \lambda_s \geq 0, s = 1, \ldots, n \). In other words, the following optimization problem has to be solved:

\[
L \mathbb{E}_\mathcal{N} (\mathbb{E}_\pi u(\lambda)) \rightarrow \max_{\lambda_s}
\]
under the constraints
\[ \sum_{s=1}^{n} \lambda_s = 1, \quad \lambda_s \geq 0, \quad s = 1, \ldots, n. \]

Due to arguments similar to those used in [17], this problem can be rewritten as
\[
L^{\pi}(\mathbb{E}_{\pi}u(\lambda^*)) = \max_{c \in \mathbb{R}, c_k \in \mathbb{R}^+, d_k \in \mathbb{R}^+, \lambda_s \in \mathbb{R}^+} \left\{ c + \sum_{k=1}^{r} \left( c_k \gamma_k^* - d_k \gamma_k^* \right) \right\}
\]
subject to
\[
c + \sum_{k=1}^{r} (c_k - d_k) I_{B_k} \left( \mathbb{E}_{\pi}f_k \right) \leq \mathbb{E}_{\pi}u(\lambda^*),
\]
\[ \sum_{s=1}^{n} \lambda_s = 1. \]

By substituting the expressions for \( \mathbb{E}_{\pi}f_k \) and \( \mathbb{E}_{\pi}u(\lambda^*) \) into the constraints, we get
\[
c + \sum_{k=1}^{r} (c_k - d_k) I_{B_k} \left( \sum_{j=1}^{m} f_k(\vartheta_j)\pi(\vartheta_j) \right) \leq \sum_{j=1}^{m} (u(\lambda^*, \vartheta_j) \cdot \pi(\vartheta_j)), \quad \forall \pi \in \mathcal{M}.
\]

It is worth noticing that the maximal number of different expressions for the left sides of the constraints (6) is \( 2^r \) because they involve indicator functions. Let us write a vector \( i = (i_1, \ldots, i_r) \), \( i_j \in \{0, 1\} \), whose values correspond to those situations. In accordance with possible values of the binary vector \( i \), the set \( \mathcal{M} \) can be divided into \( 2^r \) subsets \( \mathcal{M}_1, \ldots, \mathcal{M}_{2^r} \) such that the \( i \)-th subset is formed by the set of constraints
\[
\mathbb{E}_{\pi}f_k \in \left\{ B_k, \quad i_k = 1 \right\} \quad \text{and} \quad \mathbb{E}_{\pi}f_k \in \left\{ B_k, \quad i_k = 0 \right\}.
\]

Here \( B_k' = [\inf \mathbb{E}_{\pi}f_k, \sup \mathbb{E}_{\pi}f_k] \setminus B_k \) is the (relative) complement of the interval \( B_k \).

Introduce the set \( K_j \subseteq \{1, \ldots, r\} \) corresponding to the set \( \mathcal{M}_j \) such that for any \( \pi \in \mathcal{M}_j \) and \( k \in K_j \) there holds \( I_{B_k} \left( \mathbb{E}_{\pi}f_k \right) = 1 \), and for \( l \notin K_j \) there holds \( I_{B_l} \left( \mathbb{E}_{\pi}f_l \right) = 0 \).

Let \( \pi = (\pi(\vartheta_1), \ldots, \pi(\vartheta_m)) \) be a probability distribution belonging to \( \mathcal{M}_j \). It should be noted that some elements from the set \( \{ \mathcal{M}_j, j = 1, \ldots, 2^r \} \) may be empty, i.e., there are no such distributions \( \pi \) that satisfy all constraints (7). This means that the corresponding vector of indices \( i \) provides inconsistent judgements (7) and corresponding constraints (4) must be removed from the list of \( 2^r \) constraints.

Therefore, as the first step, it is necessary to determine the consistency of judgements. The consistency of the set of constraints, corresponding to a realization of the vector \( i \), can be determined by solving a linear programming problem with an arbitrary objective function and constraints (7). If any solution exists, then the
feasible region is non-empty and there exists at least one probability distribution $\pi$ satisfying all constraints (7), i.e., $\mathcal{M}_j \neq \emptyset$. Otherwise, $\mathcal{M}_j = \emptyset$ and the corresponding constraint (4) must be removed.

Let $L \subseteq \{1, \ldots, 2^r\}$ be a set of indices for all consistent constraints or all non-empty sets. Suppose that $\pi_1 \in \mathcal{M}_j$ and $\pi_2 \in \mathcal{M}_j$ are two distributions from $\mathcal{M}_j$, $j \in L$, such that $\mathbb{E}_{\pi_1}u(\lambda) \geq \mathbb{E}_{\pi_2}u(\lambda)$. Since $\pi_1 \in \mathcal{M}_j$ and $\pi_2 \in \mathcal{M}_j$, then the constraint
\[
c + \sum_{k \in K_j} (c_k - d_k) \leq \mathbb{E}_{\pi_1}u(\lambda),
\]
follows from the constraint
\[
c + \sum_{k \in K_j} (c_k - d_k) \leq \mathbb{E}_{\pi_2}u(\lambda),
\]
because the left sides of constraints are the same. This implies that from all constraints, corresponding to the set $\mathcal{M}_j$, we have to keep only one constraint
\[
c + \sum_{k \in K_j} (c_k - d_k) \leq \min_{\pi \in \mathcal{M}_j} \mathbb{E}_{\pi}u(\lambda).
\]
So, problem (3)-(5) becomes
\[
\begin{align*}
L\mathbb{E}_{\mathcal{X}}(\mathbb{E}_{\pi}u(\lambda^*)) &= \max_{c \in \mathbb{R}, c_k \in \mathbb{R}_+, d_k \in \mathbb{R}_+, \lambda_s \in \mathbb{R}_+} \left\{ c + \sum_{k=1}^{r} \left( c_k \gamma_k - d_k \gamma_k \right) \right\} \\
\text{subject to} & \quad c + \sum_{k \in K_j} (c_k - d_k) \leq \min_{\pi \in \mathcal{M}_j} \mathbb{E}_{\pi}u(\lambda), \quad \forall j \in L, \\
& \quad \sum_{s=1}^{n} \lambda_s = 1.
\end{align*}
\]
Write $G_j = \min_{\pi \in \mathcal{M}_j} \mathbb{E}_{\pi}u(\lambda), \ j \in L$. Then there holds
\[
L\mathbb{E}_{\mathcal{X}}(\mathbb{E}_{\pi}u(\lambda^*)) = \max_{c \in \mathbb{R}, c_k \in \mathbb{R}_+, d_k \in \mathbb{R}_+, \lambda_s \in \mathbb{R}_+, G_j} \left\{ c + \sum_{k=1}^{r} \left( c_k \gamma_k - d_k \gamma_k \right) \right\} \\
\text{subject to} & \quad c + \sum_{k \in K_j} (c_k - d_k) \leq G_j, \\
& \quad \exists \pi \in \mathcal{M}_j, \forall j \in L, \sum_{s=1}^{n} \lambda_s = 1.
\]
One can see that the variables $G_k$ are linear for all $k \in L$. This implies that the optimization problem (11)-(13) is linear, but, in the way it is written, it contains
infinitely many constraints. In order to overcome this difficulty, note, however, that the set of distributions $\mathcal{M}_j$ for every $j$ can be viewed as a simplex in a finite dimensional space. According to some general results from linear programming theory, an optimal solution to the above problem is achieved at extreme points of the simplex, and the number of its extreme points is finite. This implies, similar to the solution in the first-order decision problem [1, 2], that the infinite set of constraints (13) is reduced to some finite number, and standard routines for linear programming can be used to determine optimal actions. If one wants to concentrate on unrandomized actions (pure actions), where $\lambda_i \in \{0, 1\}$, then Boolean optimization can be used.

### 2.2 Numerical Example

Suppose that 2 experts evaluate 3 states $\{1, 2, 3\}$ of nature as follows: the probability that either the first state or the second one is true is less than 0.4; the mean value of states is between 1 and 2. The belief to the first expert is 0.5. This means that he (she) provides 50% of true judgements. The belief to the second expert is between 0.3 and 1. This means that he (she) provides more than 30% of true judgements. Values of the utility function $u(a_i, \theta_j)$ are given in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$a_i$</th>
<th>$\theta_1$</th>
<th>$\theta_2$</th>
<th>$\theta_3$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$a_1$</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_2$</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Consistency of constraints

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$i$</th>
<th>$\mathbb{E}<em>\pi I</em>{{1,2}}(\theta)$</th>
<th>$\mathbb{E}_\pi \theta$</th>
<th>consistent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1, 1)</td>
<td>$[0, 0.4]$</td>
<td>$[1, 2]$</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1, 0)</td>
<td>$[0, 0.4]$</td>
<td>$[2, 3]$</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0, 1)</td>
<td>$[0.4, 1]$</td>
<td>$[1, 2]$</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0, 0)</td>
<td>$[0.4, 1]$</td>
<td>$[2, 3]$</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The above judgements can be written in the formal form as follows:

$$\Pr \{0 \leq \mathbb{E}_\pi I_{\{1,2\}}(\theta) \leq 0.4 \} = 0.5, \quad \Pr \{1 \leq \mathbb{E}_\pi \theta \leq 2 \} \in [0.3, 1].$$

Let us find the set $L \subseteq \{1, 2, 3, 4\}$. It can be seen from Table 2 that $L = \{2, 3, 4\}$. Let us find the optimal strategies $\lambda_1^*, \lambda_2^*$. For doing so, it is necessary to find extreme points for subsets $\mathcal{M}_2, \mathcal{M}_3, \mathcal{M}_4$. 

The above judgements can be written in the formal form as follows:
Subject to
\[ c_2 \leq 0, \]
Subset 2:
\[ \{ \pi_1 = 0, \pi_2 = 0, \pi_3 = 1 \} \]
\[ \{ \pi_1 = 0, \pi_2 = 0.4, \pi_3 = 0.6 \} \]
\[ \{ \pi_1 = 0.4, \pi_2 = 0, \pi_3 = 0.6 \} \]
Subset 3:
\[ \{ \pi_1 = 1, \pi_2 = 0, \pi_3 = 0 \} \]
\[ \{ \pi_1 = 0, \pi_2 = 1, \pi_3 = 0 \} \]
\[ \{ \pi_1 = 0.5, \pi_2 = 0, \pi_3 = 0.5 \} \]
Subset 4:
\[ \{ \pi_1 = 0, \pi_2 = 1, \pi_3 = 0 \} \]
\[ \{ \pi_1 = 0.5, \pi_2 = 0, \pi_3 = 0.5 \} \]
\[ \{ \pi_1 = 0, \pi_2 = 0.4, \pi_3 = 0.6 \} \]
\[ \{ \pi_1 = 0.4, \pi_2 = 0, \pi_3 = 0.6 \} \]
So, the following optimization problem has to be considered:
\[
L \mathbb{E}_N \left( E_{\pi} u(\lambda^*) \right) = \max_{c,i,d,\lambda_i,\lambda_j} \{ c + 0.5c_1 - 0.5d_1 + 0.3c_2 - 1d_2 \}
\]
subject to \( c_i \geq 0, d_i \geq 0, \lambda_i \geq 0, i = 1, 2, \)
\[
c + 1 \cdot (c_1 - d_1) + 0 \cdot (c_2 - d_2) \leq G_2,
\]
\[
c + 0 \cdot (c_1 - d_1) + 1 \cdot (c_2 - d_2) \leq G_3,
\]
\[
c + 0 \cdot (c_1 - d_1) + 0 \cdot (c_2 - d_2) \leq G_4,
\]
\[
(\lambda_1 + 4\lambda_2) \cdot 1 \geq G_2,
\]
\[
(3\lambda_1 + 7\lambda_2) \cdot 0.4 + (\lambda_1 + 4\lambda_2) \cdot 0.6 \geq G_2,
\]
\[
(6\lambda_1 + 2\lambda_2) \cdot 0.4 + (\lambda_1 + 4\lambda_2) \cdot 0.6 \geq G_2,
\]
\[
(6\lambda_1 + 2\lambda_2) \cdot 1 \geq G_3,
\]
\[
(3\lambda_1 + 7\lambda_2) \cdot 1 \geq G_3,
\]
\[
(6\lambda_1 + 2\lambda_2) \cdot 0.5 + (\lambda_1 + 4\lambda_2) \cdot 0.5 \geq G_3,
\]
\[
(3\lambda_1 + 7\lambda_2) \cdot 1 \geq G_4,
\]
\[
(6\lambda_1 + 2\lambda_2) \cdot 0.5 + (\lambda_1 + 4\lambda_2) \cdot 0.5 \geq G_4,
\]
\[
(3\lambda_1 + 7\lambda_2) \cdot 0.4 + (\lambda_1 + 4\lambda_2) \cdot 0.6 \geq G_4,
\]
\[
(6\lambda_1 + 2\lambda_2) \cdot 0.4 + (\lambda_1 + 4\lambda_2) \cdot 0.6 \geq G_4,
\]
\[
\lambda_1 + \lambda_2 = 1.
\]
Solution of the problem: \( c = 3.143, G_2 = G_3 = G_4 = 3.143, c_1 = c_2 = d_1 = d_2 = 0, \lambda_1 = 0.2857, \lambda_2 = 0.7143. \)
3 Second-Order Probabilities of Type 2

Suppose that the states of nature are described by a discrete probability distribution of a certain type, for example, binomial, hypergeometric or Poisson distributions. The certain type of the distribution is often known from some physical properties of the considered object. However, the parameters of the corresponding distribution may be uncertain. Denote by $\alpha = (\alpha_1, \ldots, \alpha_h)$ a vector of parameters for some discrete distribution $\pi(\theta, \alpha)$. Consider a case of continuous real parameters, i.e., $\alpha_i \in \mathbb{R}$. If we suppose that the experts provide some evidence about parameters, then the vector $\alpha$ can be considered, just as in classical Bayesian statistics, as a random variable. This is due to the following reasons: First, experts may provide some information about statistical characteristics of parameters, for example, about intervals of mean values or about some probability that the $i$-th parameter is in an interval. Second, even if experts provide only information about intervals of possible values of parameters, we can not totally believe in the experts because they may be unreliable. This implies that every expert is characterized by a probability or by an interval-valued probability of producing correct judgements. Generally, if we suppose that the vector of parameters is governed by some unknown joint density $\rho$, then the expert judgements can be formally written as follows:

$$\gamma_{ij} \leq \mathbb{E}_p f_{ij}(\alpha_i) \leq \bar{\gamma}_{ij}, \ i = 1, \ldots, h; \ j = 1, \ldots, r_i. \quad (14)$$

Here $r_i$ is a number of judgements related to $i$-th parameter; $f_{ij}$ is a function corresponding to information about the $i$-th parameter provided by the $j$-th expert. For example, if an expert offers information about the probability that the $i$-th parameter is in an interval $B$, then $f_{ij}(\alpha_i)$ is the indicator function of the event $B$, i.e., $f_{ij}(\alpha_i) = I_B(\alpha_i)$. If the expert provides the mean value of the $i$-th parameter, then there holds $f_{ij}(\alpha_i) = \alpha_i$. The values $\gamma_{ij}$ and $\bar{\gamma}_{ij}$ are the bounds for the provided characteristic $\mathbb{E}_p f_{ij}(\alpha_i)$ of the $i$-th parameter.

3.1 Decision Making

We assume that there are some bounds for all parameters $[\underline{\alpha}_i, \overline{\alpha}_i], \ i = 1, \ldots, h$. This means that the $i$-th parameter belongs to the interval $[\underline{\alpha}_i, \overline{\alpha}_i]$ with probability 1. Inside this interval, the parameter is distributed according to an unknown probability density $p_i$.

So, we have some infinite set of discrete probability distributions $\pi(\theta_j, \alpha)$ defined by different parameters. Then the expected utility corresponding to one parameter.
realization of the vector $\alpha$ is

$$E_{\pi}u(\lambda, \alpha) = \sum_{j=1}^{m} (u(\lambda, \vartheta_j) \cdot \pi(\vartheta_j, \alpha)) .$$

By averaging the expected utilities $E_{\pi}u(\lambda, \alpha)$ over all possible vectors $\alpha$, we get

$$E_{\rho}E_{\pi}u(\lambda, \alpha) = \int_{\Omega^h} \left( \sum_{j=1}^{m} (u(\lambda, \vartheta_j) \cdot \pi(\vartheta_j, \alpha)) \right) \rho(\alpha) d\alpha .$$

Here $\Omega^h$ is a sample space and $\Omega^h = [\alpha_1, \vartheta_1] \times \ldots \times [\alpha_h, \vartheta_h]$. 

Now we define an optimal action. An action $\lambda^*$ is optimal iff

$$L^E_{\mathcal{P}}(E_{\pi}u(\lambda^*, \alpha)) \geq L^E_{\mathcal{P}}(E_{\pi}u(\lambda, \alpha)) .$$

(15)

Here $\mathcal{P}$ is a set of all possible density functions $\rho(\alpha)$ satisfying the constraints

$$\gamma_{ij} \leq \int_{\alpha_i} f_{ij}(\alpha_i) \rho_i(\alpha_i) d\alpha_i \leq \gamma_{ij}, \quad i = 1, \ldots, h, \quad j = 1, \ldots, r_i ,$$

or

$$\gamma_{ij} \leq \int_{\alpha_i} \int_{\alpha_j} f_{ij}(\alpha_i, \alpha_j) \rho_{ij}(\alpha_i, \alpha_j) d\alpha_i d\alpha_j \leq \gamma_{ij}, \quad i = 1, \ldots, h, \quad j = 1, \ldots, r_i .$$

Then the optimal action $\lambda^*$ can be obtained by maximizing $L^E_{\mathcal{P}}(E_{\pi}u(\lambda^*, \alpha))$ subject to $\sum_{s=1}^{n} \lambda_s = 1, \lambda_s \geq 0, s = 1, \ldots, n$. In other words, the following optimization problem has to be solved:

$$L^E_{\mathcal{P}}(E_{\pi}u(\lambda^*, \alpha)) \rightarrow \max_{\lambda_s}$$

under the constraints

$$\sum_{s=1}^{n} \lambda_s = 1, \lambda_s \geq 0, \quad s = 1, \ldots, n .$$

(17)

If we assume that there is no information about independence of parameters, i.e., the joint density $\rho(\alpha)$ can not be represented as a product of marginal ones, then problem (16)-(17) can be rewritten as

$$L^E_{\mathcal{P}}(E_{\pi}u(\lambda^*, \alpha)) = \max_{c \in \mathbb{R}, c_{ij} \in \mathbb{R}_+, d_{k_j} \in \mathbb{R}_+} \left\{ c + \sum_{k=1}^{h} \sum_{j=1}^{r_k} \left( c_{k_j} \gamma_{k_j} - d_{k_j} \gamma_{k_j} \right) \right\}$$

(18)

subject to

$$c + \sum_{k=1}^{h} \sum_{j=1}^{r_k} \left( c_{k_j} - d_{k_j} \right) f_{k_j}(\alpha_i) \leq E_{\pi}u(\lambda, \alpha), \quad \forall \alpha \in \Omega^h ,$$

(19)

$$\sum_{s=1}^{n} \lambda_s = 1, \lambda_s \geq 0 .$$

(20)
This is a linear programming problem having an infinite number of constraints. However, for many special cases problem (18)-(20) can be simplified. Let us consider the most important and realistic case when experts provide \( h \) intervals \( B_1, \ldots, B_r \) for unknown parameters and each expert is characterized by some probability \( \gamma_{ij} \) or interval-valued probability \([\gamma_{ij}, \gamma_{ij}]\). Moreover, in order to give the reader the essence of the subject analyzed and make all the formulas more readable, we will also assume that \( h = 1 \) and \( \alpha = (\alpha) \), i.e., there is only one parameter of the distribution \( \pi(\vartheta, \alpha) \). We also denote \( r_1 \) by \( r \). In other words, constraints (14) are represented as

\[
\gamma_j \leq \int_\alpha \prod_i l_{B_i}(\alpha) \rho(\alpha) d\alpha \leq \gamma_j, \quad j = 1, \ldots, r.
\]

Then problem (18)-(20) can be rewritten as

\[
\mathcal{L}^\mathcal{E}_P (\mathbb{E}_\pi \mathbf{u}(\lambda^*, \alpha)) = \max_{c \in \mathbb{R}, c \in \mathbb{R}^+, d \in \mathbb{R}^+, \lambda} \left\{ c + \sum_{k=1}^r \left( c_k \gamma_k - d_k \right) \right\}
\]

subject to

\[
c + \sum_{k=1}^r (c_k - d_k) l_{B_k}(\alpha) \leq \mathbb{E}_\pi \mathbf{u}(\lambda, \alpha), \quad \forall \alpha \in [\alpha, \alpha],
\]

\[
\sum_{s=1}^n \lambda_s = 1, \quad \lambda_s \geq 0.
\]

Denote \( i = (i_1, \ldots, i_r) \), \( i_j \in \{0, 1\} \). In accordance with possible values of the binary vector \( i \), the interval \( B = [\alpha, \alpha] \) of all values \( \alpha \) can be divided into \( 2^r \) subintervals \( B^{(1)}, \ldots, B^{(2^r)} \) such that the \( i \)-th subinterval is formed by

\[
B^{(i)} = \bigcap_{k=1}^r \left\{ B_{ik}, \quad i_k = 1 \right\} \bigcup_{k=1}^r \left\{ B_{ik}, \quad i_k = 0 \right\}.
\]

Let \( L \subseteq \{1, \ldots, 2^r\} \) be a set of indices for all non-empty subintervals \( B^{(j)} \neq \emptyset \). Then from all constraints corresponding to the subinterval \( B^{(j)} \), we have to keep only one constraint

\[
c + \sum_{k=1}^r (c_k - d_k) i_k \leq \min_{\alpha \in B^{(j)}} \mathbb{E}_\pi \mathbf{u}(\lambda, \alpha).
\]

So, problem (22)-(24) becomes

\[
\mathcal{L}^\mathcal{E}_P (\mathbb{E}_\pi \mathbf{u}(\lambda^*, \alpha)) = \max_{c \in \mathbb{R}, c \in \mathbb{R}^+, d \in \mathbb{R}^+, \lambda} \left\{ c + \sum_{k=1}^r \left( c_k \gamma_k - d_k \right) \right\}
\]
subject to
\[ c + \sum_{k=1}^r (c_k - d_k) i_k \leq \min_{\alpha \in B^{(j)}} \mathbb{E}_\pi u(\lambda, \alpha), \forall i, \text{ (27)} \]
\[ \sum_{s=1}^n \lambda_s = 1, \lambda_s \geq 0. \text{ (28)} \]

Let us introduce the variable \( G_j = \min_{\alpha \in B^{(j)}} \mathbb{E}_\pi u(\lambda, \alpha). \) Then problem (26)-(28) can be rewritten as
\[ LEP(\mathbb{E}_\pi u(\lambda^*, \alpha)) = \max_{c \in \mathbb{R}, c_k \in \mathbb{R}^+, d_k \in \mathbb{R}^+, \lambda_s, G_j} \left\{ c + \sum_{k=1}^r (c_k \gamma_k - d_k \gamma_k) \right\} \text{ (29)} \]
subject to
\[ c + \sum_{k=1}^r (c_k - d_k) i_k \leq G_j, \forall i, \text{ (30)} \]
\[ \mathbb{E}_\pi u(\lambda, \alpha) \geq G_j, \forall \alpha \in B^{(j)}, \forall i, \text{ (31)} \]
\[ \sum_{s=1}^n \lambda_s = 1, \lambda_s \geq 0. \text{ (32)} \]

In this case, we obtain the linear programming problem with infinite number of constraints. However, if it is known that the function \( \mathbb{E}_\pi u(\lambda, \alpha) \) is monotone with \( \alpha \), then it is sufficient to consider only boundary points of intervals \( B^{(j)}. \)

Constraints (31) can be written as
\[ \sum_{j=1}^m \left( \sum_{s=1}^n (u(a_s, \hat{\theta}_j) \lambda_s) \cdot \pi(\hat{\theta}_j) \right) \leq G_j, \]
or
\[ \sum_{s=1}^n \left( \sum_{j=1}^m (u(a_s, \hat{\theta}_j) \pi(\hat{\theta}_j)) \right) \lambda_s \leq G_j. \]

Hence it is obvious that the constraints are linear with \( \lambda_s. \)

### 3.2 Numerical Example

Suppose that 3 states \( \{1, 2, 3\} \) of nature are governed by the binomial distribution
\[ \pi(\hat{\theta}_j, \alpha) = \binom{3-1}{j-1} \alpha^{j-1} (1-\alpha)^{3-j-1}, j = 1, 2, 3. \]

Two experts provide their judgements about the parameter \( \alpha \in [0, 1] \) as follows:
1. the parameter $\alpha$ is in interval $[0.8, 1]$;
2. the parameter $\alpha$ is in interval $[0.7, 1]$.

The belief in the correctness of the first expert is 0.5. The belief in the second expert is between 0.3 and 1 (see Section 2.2). The above judgements can be written in the formal form as follows:

$$\int_0^1 I_{[0.8,1]}(\alpha) p(\alpha) d\alpha = 0.5, \int_0^1 I_{[0.7,1]}(\alpha) p(\alpha) d\alpha \in [0.3, 1].$$

Let us find the set $L \subseteq \{1, 2, 3, 4\}$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$i$</th>
<th>intervals</th>
<th>non-empty</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1, 1)</td>
<td>$[0.8, 1] \cap [0.7, 1]$</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1, 0)</td>
<td>$[0.8, 1] \cap [0, 0.7]$</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0, 1)</td>
<td>$[0, 0.8] \cap [0.7, 1]$</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0, 0)</td>
<td>$[0, 0.8] \cap [0, 0.7]$</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Intersections of intervals

It can be seen from Table 3 that $L = \{1, 3, 4\}$.

Let us find $\lambda_1, \lambda_2$. In this case, there holds

$$L^{E,p}(E_u(\lambda^*, \alpha)) = \max_{c \in \mathbb{R}, c_i \in \mathbb{R}, d_k \in \mathbb{R}, \lambda_i, G_i} \{c + 0.5c_1 - 0.5d_1 + 0.3c_2 - 1d_2\}$$

subject to

$$c + 1 \cdot (c_1 - d_1) + 1 \cdot (c_2 - d_2) \leq G_1,$$
$$c + 0 \cdot (c_1 - d_1) + 1 \cdot (c_2 - d_2) \leq G_3,$$
$$c + 0 \cdot (c_1 - d_1) + 0 \cdot (c_2 - d_2) \leq G_4,$$
$$(\alpha^2 - 6\alpha + 6) \lambda_1 + (10\alpha - 8\alpha^2 + 2) \lambda_2 \geq G_1, \quad \alpha \in [0.8, 1],$$
$$(\alpha^2 - 6\alpha + 6) \lambda_1 + (10\alpha - 8\alpha^2 + 2) \lambda_2 \geq G_3, \quad \alpha \in [0.7, 0.8],$$
$$(\alpha^2 - 6\alpha + 6) \lambda_1 + (10\alpha - 8\alpha^2 + 2) \lambda_2 \geq G_3, \quad \alpha \in [0, 0.7],$$
$$\lambda_1 + \lambda_2 = 1, \quad \lambda_1 \geq 0, \lambda_2 \geq 0.$$

By solving this problem approximately (for a finite number of values of $\alpha$), we get $c = 3.636, G_1 = 2.773, G_3 = G_4 = 3.636, c_1 = c_2 = d_2 = 0, d_1 = 0.864, \lambda_1 = 0.409, \lambda_2 = 0.591$.

4 Concluding Remarks

Two models of decision making based on different types of initial hierarchical information about states of nature have been studied in the paper. We have shown
that both models can be brought into a form which allows us to give general algorithms to determine optimal solutions.

It should be noted that we have focused in this paper on the basic decision problem. However, the fundamental ideas of this paper should be also applicable to more complex decision problems, like multi-criteria decision making and data-based decision problems. Another topic of further research is to extend the results obtained here to other optimality criteria which are more sophisticated than the criteria from (2) and (15), which take into account only the lower interval limits.
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Graphical Representation of Asymmetric Graphoid Structures
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Abstract

Independence models induced by some uncertainty measures (e.g. conditional probability, possibility) do not obey the usual graphoid properties, since they do not satisfy the symmetry property. They are efficiently representable through directed acyclic I-graphs by using L-separation criterion.

In this paper, we show that in general there is not a l-graph which describes completely all the independence statements of a given model; hence we introduce in this context the notion of minimal I-map and we show how to build it, given an ordering on the variables. In addition, we prove that, for any ordering, there exists an I-map for any asymmetric graphoid structure.
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1 Introduction

The use of graphs to describe conditional independence structures (the set of conditional independence statements “X is independent of Y given Z”) induced by probability distributions has a long and rich tradition; one can distinguish three main classic approaches based on undirected graphs [12], directed acyclic graphs [14], or chain graphs [15]. These graphical structure obey graphoid properties (symmetry, decomposition, weak union, contraction, intersection). On the other hand, the independence models based on the classic definition of stochastic independence in the usual probabilistic setting, have semi-graphoid structure (they satisfy all graphoid properties except intersection). However, if the probability distribution is strictly positive, the independence model has a graphoid structure. Hence, the lack of intersection property is due to zero probability on some of the possible events. Actually, it is well-known (see, for example, [4, 6]) that the classic definition of stochastic independence presents counter-intuitive situations when zero or one probability events are involved: for example, a possible event with zero or one probability is independent of itself.
We stress that zero probability values are interesting not only from a merely theoretical point of view, but they are met in many real problems, for example in medical diagnosis [7], statistical mechanics, physics, etc. [11].

The counter-intuitive situations cannot be avoided within the usual framework of conditional probability. In the more general framework (de Finetti [8], Dubins [9]), a definition of stochastic independence (called cs-independence), which avoids these critical situations, has been introduced in [4] and the main properties have been studied. We recall that the aforementioned definition agrees with the classic one when the probabilities of the relevant events are different from 0 and 1.

The main properties connected with graphoid structures were proved in [16]: these independence models generally are not closed with respect to the symmetry property. Hence, the classic separation criterion are not apt to represent asymmetric independence statements, so in [17] a new separation criterion (called L-separation) for directed acyclic l-graphs has been introduced. It has been shown also that L-separation criterion satisfy asymmetric graphoid properties (graphoid properties except symmetry).

In this paper we deepen the problem of representing such cs-independence model, together with the logical constraints, using L-separation criterion in directed acyclic l-graphs. In particular, Example 1 shows that cs-independence structures are richer than the graphical ones, i.e. for some independence model there is no graph able to describe all the independence statements. Hence, in Section 5 we define in this context (analogously to [14, 10]) the notion of minimal I-map for a given independence model $\mathcal{M}$: a directed acyclic l-graph such that every statement represented by it is in $\mathcal{M}$, while the graph obtained by removing any arrow from it would represent an independence statement not in $\mathcal{M}$.

Moreover, in Section 5 we show how to build such minimal I-maps underling the differences arising from the lack of symmetry property, and, in addition, we prove that any ordering on the variables gives rise to an I-map for any independence model $\mathcal{M}$ obeying to asymmetric graphoid properties.

On the other hand, the ordering has a crucial role: in fact, if a perfect I-map (able to describe all the independence statements) exists, it can be built using only some specific ordering on the variables.

2 Independence in a coherent probability setting

It is well known that the classic definition of stochastic independence of two events

$$P(A \land B) = P(A)P(B)$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

gives rise to counter-intuitive situations when one of the events has probability 0 or 1. For instance an event $A$ with $P(A) = 0$ is stochastically independent of itself, while it is natural (due to the intuitive meaning of independence) to require for any event to be dependent on itself. Other classic formulations are $P(A|B) = P(A)$ and
Given a Boolean algebra $A$, a conditional probability on $A \times A^0$ (with $A^0 = A \setminus \{\emptyset\}$) is a function $P(\cdot|\cdot)$ into $[0, 1]$, which satisfies the following conditions:

(i) $P(H)$ is a finitely additive probability on $A$ for any $H \in A^0$

(ii) $P(H|A) = 1$ for every $H \in A^0$

(iii) $P(E \land A|H) = P(E|H)P(A|E \land H)$, whenever $E,A \in A$ and $E,E \land H \in A^0$.

Note that (iii) reduces, when $H = \Omega$ (where $\Omega$ is the certain event), to the classic “chain rule” for probability $P(E \land A) = P(E)P(A|E)$. In the case $P_0(\cdot) = P(\cdot|\Omega)$ is strictly positive on $A^0$, any conditional probability can be derived as a ratio (Kolmogorov’s definition) by this unique “unconditional” probability $P_0$.

As proved in [6], in all other cases to get a similar representation we need to resort to a finite family $P = \{P_0,\ldots,P_k\}$ of unconditional probabilities:

- every $P_\alpha$ is defined on a proper set of events (taking $A_0 = A$)

  $$A_\alpha = \{E \in A_{\alpha-1} : P_{\alpha-1}(E) = 0\}$$

- for each event $B \in A^0$ there exists an unique $\alpha$ such that $P_\alpha(B) > 0$ and for every conditional event $E|H$ one has $P(E|H) = \frac{P_\alpha(E \land H)}{P_\alpha(H)}$ with $P_\alpha(H) > 0$.

The class of probabilities $P = \{P_0,\ldots,P_k\}$ is said to agree with the conditional probability $P(\cdot|\cdot)$.

Such theory of conditional probability allows to handle also partial probability assessment on an arbitrary set of conditional events $F = \{E_1|H_1,\ldots,E_n|H_n\}$ through the concept of coherence: an assessment is coherent if it is the restriction of a conditional probability defined on $A \times A^0$, where $A$ is the algebra generated by $\{E_1,H_1,\ldots,E_n,H_n\}$. A characterization of coherence was proven in [3]:

**Theorem 1** Let $F$ be an arbitrary finite family of conditional events and $C$ denote the set of atoms $C_r$ generated by the events $E_1,H_1,\ldots,E_n,H_n$. For a real function $P$ on $F$ the following two statements are equivalent:

(i) $P$ is a coherent conditional probability on $F$;

(ii) there exists a class of unconditional probabilities $\{P_0,\ldots,P_k\}$, with $P_0$ defined on $A_0$ and $P_\alpha (\alpha > 0)$ being defined on $A_\alpha = \{E \in A_{\alpha-1} : P_{\alpha-1}(E) = 0\}$, such that for any $E_i|H_i \in F$ there is a unique $P_\alpha$ with $P_\alpha(H_i) > 0$, and

$$P(E_i|H_i) = \frac{\sum_{C_r \subseteq E_i \land H_i} P_\alpha(C_r)}{\sum_{C_r \subseteq H_i} P_\alpha(C_r)},$$

that are equivalent to (1) for events such that the probability of $B$ is different from 0 and 1, but in that “extreme” cases (without positivity assumption) they may even lack meaning in the Kolmogorovian approach.

Anyway, some critical situations related to logical dependence continue to exist (see [16]) also considering the last stronger formulation in the more general framework of de Finetti [8]:
The class of probabilities $\mathcal{P} = \{P_0, \ldots, P_k\}$ agreeing with the given coherent assessment $P$ is not unique. But, given one class $\mathcal{P} = \{P_0, \ldots, P_k\}$, for each event $H$ there is a unique $\alpha$ such that $P_0(H) > 0$ and $\alpha$ is said zero-layer of $H$ according to $\mathcal{P}$, and it is denoted by the symbol $\circ(H)$. In particular, for every probability we have $\circ(\Omega) = 0$, while we define $\circ(\emptyset) = \infty$. The zero-layer of a conditional event $E|H$ is defined (see [4]) as

$$\circ(E|H) = \circ(E \land H) - \circ(H).$$

In the sequel, to avoid cumbersome notation, the conjunction symbol $\land$ among events is omitted.

In this framework the following definition of stochastic independence has been proposed in [4] and extended to conditional independence in [16]:

**Definition 2** Given a coherent conditional probability $P$, defined on a family $\mathcal{F}$ containing $\mathcal{D} = \{A|BC, A|B^cC, A^c|BC, B^c|C, B|AC, B|A^cC, B^c|AC, B^c|A^cC\}$, $A$ is conditionally independent of $B$ given $C$ with respect to $P$ (in symbol $A \indep_B |C$) if both the following conditions hold:

(i) $P(A|BC) = P(A|B^cC)$;

(ii) there exists a class $\{P_\alpha\}$ of probabilities agreeing with the restriction of $P$ to the family $\mathcal{D}$, such that

$$\circ(A|BC) = \circ(A|B^cC) \quad \text{and} \quad \circ(A^c|BC) = \circ(A^c|B^cC).$$

Note that if $0 < P(A|BC) = P(A|B^cC) < 1$ (so $0 < P(A^c|BC) = P(A^c|B^cC) < 1$), then both equalities in condition (ii) are trivially satisfied

$$\circ(A|BC) = 0 = \circ(A|B^cC) \quad \text{and} \quad \circ(A^c|BC) = 0 = \circ(A^c|B^cC).$$

Hence, in this case condition (i) completely characterizes conditional cs-independence, and, in addition, this definition coincides with the classic formulations when also $P(B|C)$ and $P(C)$ are in $(0, 1)$. However, in the other cases (when $P(A|BC)$ is 0 or 1) condition (i) needs to be “reinforced” by the requirement that also their zero-layers must be equal, otherwise we can meet critical situations (see, e.g. [6]).

**Observation 1** Even if different agreeing classes generated by the restriction of $P$ on $\mathcal{D}$ may give rise to different zero-layers, it has been proved in [5, 6] that condition (ii) of Definition 2 either holds for all the agreeing classes of $P$ or for none of them.

Notice that for every event $A$ this notion of stochastic independence is always irreflexive (also when the probability of $A$ is 0 or 1) because $\circ(A|A) = 0$, while $\circ(A|A^c) = \infty$. Moreover, conditional independence of two possible events $A$ and $B$ imply the logical independence of $A$ and $B$, i.e. all the events of the kind $A^* \land B^*$ is possible, with $A^*$ - analogously $B^*$ - is either $A$ or $A^c$. (see [4]).

In [4, 16] theorems characterizing stochastic and conditional independence of two logically independent events $A$ and $B$ in terms of probabilities $P(B|C), P(B|AC)$ and $P(B|A^cC)$ is given, giving up any direct reference to the zero-layers.
Theorem 2 Let $A, B$ be two events logically independent with respect to the event $C$. If $P$ is a coherent conditional probability such that $P(A|BC) = P(A|B^C)$, then $A \perp_{cs} B | C$ if and only if one of the following conditions holds:

(a) $0 < P(A|BC) < 1$;

(b) $P(A|BC) = 0$ and the extension of $P$ to $B|C$ and $B|AC$ satisfies one of the following conditions

1. $P(B|C) = 0, P(B|AC) = 0$,
2. $P(B|C) = 1, P(B|AC) = 1$,
3. $0 < P(B|C) < 1, 0 < P(B|AC) < 1$;

(c) $P(A|BC) = 1$ and the extension of $P$ to $B|C$ and $B|AC$ satisfies one of the following conditions

1. $P(B|C) = 0, P(B|AC) = 0$,
2. $P(B|C) = 1, P(B|AC) = 1$,
3. $0 < P(B|C) < 1, 0 < P(B|AC) < 1$.

Indeed, in [16] the definition of cs-independence has been extended to the case of finite sets of events and to finite random variables.

Definition 3 Let $\mathcal{E}_1, \mathcal{E}_2, \mathcal{E}_3$ be three different partitions of $\Omega$ such that $\mathcal{E}_2$ is not trivial. The partition $\mathcal{E}_1$ is stochastically independent of $\mathcal{E}_2$ given $\mathcal{E}_3$ with respect to a coherent conditional probability $P$ (in symbols $\mathcal{E}_1 \perp_{cs} \mathcal{E}_2 | \mathcal{E}_3 [P]$) iff $C_i \perp_{cs} C_j | C_k [P]$ for every $C_i \in \mathcal{E}_1, C_j \in \mathcal{E}_2, C_k \in \mathcal{E}_3$ such that $C_i \cap C_j \neq \emptyset$.

Let $X = (X_1, \ldots, X_n)$ be a random vector with values in $R_X \subseteq R^n$. The partition $\mathcal{E}$ of the sure event $\Omega$ generated by $X$ is denoted by $\mathcal{E}_X = \{X = x : x \in R_X\}$.

Definition 4 Let $(X, Y, Z)$ be a finite discrete random vector with values in $R \subseteq R_X \times R_Y \times R_Z$ and $\mathcal{E}_X, \mathcal{E}_Y, \mathcal{E}_Z$ be the partitions generated by $X, Y$ and $Z$, respectively. Let $P$ be a coherent conditional probability on $\mathcal{F}$ containing $\{A|BC : A \in \mathcal{E}_X, B \in \mathcal{E}_Y, C \in \mathcal{E}_Z\}$: then $X$ is stochastically cs-independent of $Y$ given $Z$ with respect to $P$ (in symbol $X \perp_{cs} Y | Z [P]$) iff $\mathcal{E}_X \perp_{cs} \mathcal{E}_Y | \mathcal{E}_Z [P]$.

Note that in Definition 4 it is not required that the domain of the random vector $(X, Y, Z)$ must be $R = R_X \times R_Y \times R_Z$, so logical constraints among the variables can be considered.

The set $\mathcal{M}_P$ of cs-independence statements induced by a coherent conditional probability $P$ of the form $X_I \perp_{cs} X_J | X_K$, where $I, J$ and $K$ are three disjoint subsets, is called cs-independence model.

Every cs-independence model induced by $P$ is closed with respect to the following properties (for the proof see [16]):

Decomposition property

$X_I \perp_{cs} [X_I, X_K] | X_W [P] \implies X_I \perp_{cs} X_J | X_W [P]$;
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Reverse decomposition property
\[ X_I, X_J \perp_{cs} X_W | X_K | P \Rightarrow X_I \perp_{cs} X_J | X_K | P; \]

Weak union property
\[ X_I \perp_{cs} [X_J, X_K] | X_W | P \Rightarrow X_I \perp_{cs} X_J | [X_W, X_K] | P; \]

Contraction property
\[ X_I \perp_{cs} X_W | [X_J, X_K] | P & X_I \perp_{cs} X_J | X_K | P \Rightarrow X_I \perp_{cs} [X_J, X_W] | [X_K] | P; \]

Reverse contraction property
\[ X_I \perp_{cs} X_W | [X_J, X_K] | P & X_I \perp_{cs} X_W | [X_J, X_K] | P \Rightarrow [X_I, X_J] \perp_{cs} X_W | [X_K] | P; \]

Intersection property
\[ X_I \perp_{cs} X_J | [X_W, X_K] | P & X_I \perp_{cs} X_W | [X_J, X_K] | P \Rightarrow X_I \perp_{cs} [X_J, X_W] | [X_K] | P; \]

Reverse intersection property
\[ X_I \perp_{cs} X_W | [X_J, X_K] | P & X_I \perp_{cs} X_W | [X_J, X_K] | P \Rightarrow [X_I, X_J] \perp_{cs} X_W | [X_K] | P. \]

Hence, these models satisfy all graphoid properties (see [14], [15]) except the symmetry property
\[ X_I \perp_{cs} X_J | X_K | P \Rightarrow X_J \perp_{cs} X_I | X_K | P \]

and reverse weak union property
\[ [X_I, X_W] \perp_{cs} X_J | X_K | P \Rightarrow X_J \perp_{cs} X_I | [X_W, X_K] | P. \]

In [16] the models closed with respect to reverse weak union property, but not necessarily with respect to symmetry, (called \textit{a-graphoid}) were classified. The possible lack of symmetry is not counterintuitive (see [4, 6]). Obviously, when the probability \( P \) is strictly positive on possible events, the cs-independence model induced by \( P \) is closed with respect to graphoid properties.

3 Basic graphical concepts

A \textit{l-graph} \( G \) is a triplet \((V, E, \mathcal{B})\), where \( V \) is a finite set of \textit{vertices}, \( E \) is a set of \textit{edges} (i.e. a subset of ordered pairs of distinct vertices of \( V \times V \setminus \{(v, v) : v \in V\} \)) and \( \mathcal{B} \) is a family (possibly empty) of subsets of vertices. The elements of the family \( \mathcal{B} = \{B : B \subseteq V\} \) are represented graphically by boxes enclosing the vertices in \( B \). If \( \mathcal{B} \) is empty, then the l-graph is a graph.

The attention in the sequel will be focused on \textit{directed acyclic} l-graphs, and to introduce this kind of l-graphs we need to recall some basic notion from graph theory. A directed l-graph is a l-graph whose set of vertices \( E \) satisfies the following property: \((u, v) \in E \Rightarrow (v, u) \notin E\). A directed edge \((u, v) \in E\) is represented by an arrow pointing from \( u \) to \( v \), \( u \rightarrow v \). We say that \( u \) is a \textit{parent} of \( v \) and \( v \) a \textit{child} of \( u \). The set of parents of \( v \) is denoted by \( pa(v) \) and the set of children of \( u \) by \( ch(u) \).
A path from \( u \) to \( v \) is a sequence of distinct vertices \( u = u_1, \ldots, u_n = v, n \geq 1 \) such that either \( u_i \rightarrow u_{i+1} \) or \( u_{i+1} \rightarrow u_i \) for \( i = 1, \ldots, n - 1 \). A directed path from \( u \) to \( v \) is a sequence \( u = u_1, \ldots, u_n = v \) of distinct vertices such that \( u_i \rightarrow u_{i+1} \) for all \( i = 1, \ldots, n - 1 \). If there is a directed path from \( u \) to \( v \), we say that \( u \) is an ancestor of \( v \) or \( v \) a descendant of \( u \) and we write \( u \rightarrow v \). The symbols \( \text{an}(v) \) and \( \text{ds}(u) \) denote the set of ancestors of \( v \) and the set of descendants of \( u \) (vertices that \( u \in \text{an}(v) \) and \( v \in \text{ds}(u) \)), respectively. Note that, according to our definition, a sequence consisting of one vertex is a directed path of length 0, and therefore every vertex is its own descendant and ancestor, i.e. \( u \in \text{an}(u), u \in \text{ds}(u) \).

A reverse directed path from \( u \) to \( v \) is a sequence \( u = u_1, \ldots, u_n = v \) of distinct vertices such that \( u_i \leftarrow u_{i+1} \) for all \( i = 1, \ldots, n - 1 \).

A \( n \)-cycle is a sequence of \( u_1, \ldots, u_n \), with \( n \geq 3 \), such that \( u_n \rightarrow u_1 \) and \( u_1, \ldots, u_n \) is a directed path. A directed graph is acyclic if it contains no cycles.

Given an acyclic directed graph \( G \), the relation \( \rightarrow \) defines a partial ordering \( \prec \) on the set of vertices, in particular for any \( u, v \in V \) we have that if \( u \in \text{an}(v) \), then \( u \prec v \), while if \( u \in \text{ds}(v) \), then \( v \prec u \).

### 3.1 L-graphs and logical constraints

In Section 2 the relationship between logical independence and stochastic cs-independence has been shown, so we need to visualize which variables are linked by a logical constraint, and for this purpose we refer to the family \( B \) of subsets of vertices. Since, given a random vector \( X = (X_1, \ldots, X_n) \), a vertex \( i \) is associated with each random variable \( X_i \), by means of the boxes \( B \in B \), we visualize the sets of random variables linked by a logical constraint (more precisely, a logical constraint involves the events of the partitions generated by the random variables). Recall that the partitions \( \mathcal{E}_1, \ldots, \mathcal{E}_n \) are logically independent if for every choice \( C_i \in \mathcal{E}_i \), with \( i = 1, \ldots, n \), the conjunction \( C_1 \wedge \ldots \wedge C_n \neq \emptyset \).

Obviously, if \( n \) partitions are logically independent, then arbitrary subsets of these partitions are logically independent.

However, \( n \) partitions \( \mathcal{E}_1, \ldots, \mathcal{E}_n \) need not be logically independent, even if every \( n - 1 \) partitions can be logically independent; it follows that there is a logical constraint such that an event of the kind \( C_1 \wedge \ldots \wedge C_n \) is impossible, with \( C_i \in \mathcal{E}_i \). For example, suppose \( \mathcal{E}_1 = \{A, A'\}, \mathcal{E}_2 = \{B, B'\} \) and \( \mathcal{E}_3 = \{C, C'\} \) are three distinct partitions of \( \Omega \) with \( A \wedge B \wedge C = \emptyset \). All the couples of that partitions are logically independent, but they are not logically independent. Actually, the partition \( \mathcal{E}_1 \) is not logically independent of the partition generated by \( \{\mathcal{E}_2, \mathcal{E}_3\} \).

The same conclusion is reached replacing \( \mathcal{E}_1 \) by \( \mathcal{E}_2 \) or \( \mathcal{E}_3 \).

Given \( n \) partitions and some logical constraints among such partitions, it is possible, for each constraint, to find the minimal subset \( \{\mathcal{E}_1, \ldots, \mathcal{E}_k\} \) of partitions generating it. Actually, \( \mathcal{E}_1, \ldots, \mathcal{E}_k \) are such that \( C_1 \wedge \ldots \wedge C_k = \emptyset \), with \( C_j \in \mathcal{E}_j \), and, in addition, for all \( j = 1, \ldots, k \), \( C_1 \wedge \ldots \wedge C_{j-1} \wedge C_{j+1} \wedge \ldots \wedge C_k \neq \emptyset \). Such set of partitions \( \{\mathcal{E}_1, \ldots, \mathcal{E}_k\} \) is said the minimal set generating the given logical con-
straint, and it is singled-out graphically by the box $B = \{1, \ldots, k\}$, which includes exactly the vertices associated to the corresponding random variables $X_1, \ldots, X_k$. Then, in the sequel we call the boxes $B \in \mathcal{B}$ logical components.

### 4 Separation criterion for directed acyclic graphs

To represent conditional cs-independence models we need to recall L-separation criterion. In fact, the classic separation criterion for directed acyclic graphs (see [14]), known as d-separation (where d stands for directional), is not suitable for our purposes, because it induces a graphoid structure, and so it is not useful to describe a model where symmetry property may not hold (see Example 1).

**Definition 5** Let $G$ be an acyclic directed graph. A path $u_1, \ldots, u_n$, $n \geq 1$ in $G$ is blocked by a set of vertices $S \subset V$, whenever there exists $1 < i < n$ such that one of the following three condition holds:

1. $u_{i+1} \rightarrow u_i \rightarrow u_{i-1}$ (i.e. $u_{i-1}, u_i, u_{i+1}$ is the reverse directed path) and $u_i \in S$
2. $u_{i-1} \leftarrow u_i \rightarrow u_{i+1}$ and $u_i \in S$
3. $u_{i-1} \rightarrow u_i \leftarrow u_{i+1}$ and $ds(u_i) \not\in S$

The three conditions of Definition 5 are illustrated by Figure 1 (the grey vertices belong to $S$).

![Figure 1: Blocked paths](image)

Note that the definition of blocked path strictly depends on the direction of the path, in fact the main difference between our notion and that used in d-separation criterion [14] consists essentially in condition 1. of Definition 5. The path $u_{i-1}, u_i, u_{i+1}$ drawn in the left-side of Figure 1 is blocked by $u_i$, while its reverse is not blocked by $u_i$ because of the direction. Hence, the reverse path of a blocked one is not necessarily blocked according to our definition, so the blocking path notion does not satisfy the symmetry property.

The second and third cases of Definition 5 are like in d-separation criterion.
Definition 6 Let $G$ be a directed acyclic $l$-graph and let $U$, $W$ and $S$ be three pairwise disjoint sets of vertices of $V$. We say that $U$ is $L$-separated from $W$ by $S$ in $G$ and write symbol $(U, W | S)_G$, whenever every path in $G$ from $U$ to $W$ is blocked by $S$ and moreover, the following “logical separation” condition holds:

$$\forall B \in \mathcal{B} \text{ s.t. } B \subseteq U \cup W \cup S \text{ one has either } B \cap U = \emptyset \text{ or } B \cap W = \emptyset.$$ (2)

Figure 2 clarifies when condition (2) holds (the set of vertices $V_i$ and $S$ are represented as ovals).

Since the notion of blocked path is not necessarily symmetric, it follows that $(U, W | S)_G \not\Rightarrow (W, U | S)_G$. Actually, the lack of symmetry property depends on the notion of blocked path and not on the condition of logical separation (2).

Theorem 3 [17] Let $G = (V, E, \mathcal{B})$ be a graph. The following properties hold

1. (Decomposition property)
$$\quad (U, W \cup Z | S)_G \implies (U, W | S)_G$$
2. (Reverse decomposition property)
$$\quad (U \cup Z, W | S)_G \implies (U, W | S)_G$$
3. (Weak union property)
$$\quad (U, W \cup Z | S)_G \implies (U, W | Z \cup S)_G$$
4. (Reverse weak union property)
$$\quad (U \cup Z, W | S)_G \implies (U, W | Z \cup S)_G$$
5. (Contraction property)
$$\quad (U, W | S)_G \& (U, Z | W \cup S)_G \implies (U, W \cup Z | S)_G$$
6. (Reverse contraction property)
$$\quad (U, W | S)_G \& (Z, W | U \cup S)_G \implies (U \cup Z, W | S)_G$$
7. (Intersection property)
$$\quad (U, W | Z \cup S)_G \& (U, Z | W \cup S)_G \implies (U, W \cup Z | S)_G$$
8. (Reverse intersection property)
$$\quad (U, W | Z \cup S)_G \& (Z, W | U \cup S)_G \implies (U \cup Z, W | S)_G$$
5 Minimal I-map

Given an independence model $\mathcal{M}$ over a set of variables (possibly) linked by a set of logical constraints, we look for a directed acyclic l-graph $G$ describing all the statements $T$ in $\mathcal{M}$ and localizing the set of variables involved in some logical constraint. But, generally, it is not always feasible to have such graph $G$ (i.e., describing all the independence statements) for a given $\mathcal{M}$ as shown by the following example.

**Example 1.** Let $(X_1,X_2,X_3,X_4)$ be a random vector such that the range of $X_i$ is $\{0,1\}$, let us denote $A_i = (X_i = 1)$ (so $A_i^c = (X_i = 0)$), and suppose that $A_1 \subset A_2$.

Consider the following coherent conditional probability

\[
P(A_1|A_2) = \frac{1}{3}, \quad P(A_1^c|A_2) = \frac{2}{3}, \quad P(A_2^c|A_2) = \frac{1}{2},
\]

\[
P(A_1^c|A_1A_2) = P(A_3|A_4|A_1^cA_2) = P(A_3A_4|A_1A_2) = P(A_3A_4|A_2) = 0,
\]

\[
P(A_1^c|A_1A_2) = \frac{2}{3} = P(A_1^c|A_1A_2),
\]

\[
P(A_1^c|A_1A_2) = \frac{3}{5} = P(A_1^c|A_1A_2),
\]

\[
P(A_4|A_2A_3) = \frac{2}{5}, \quad P(A_4|A_2A_3) = \frac{3}{5}, \quad P(A_2|A_3) = \frac{1}{5},
\]

\[
P(A_1|A_2A_3A_4) = \frac{2}{5}, \quad P(A_1|A_2A_3A_4) = \frac{5}{8}.
\]

Since $P(A_1|A_2) = \frac{1}{3}$, it follows from condition (b) 3. of Theorem 2 the validity of the statements $A_3A_4 \perp_{cs} A_1|A_2$ and $A_3A_4^c \perp_{cs} A_1|A_2$; moreover from condition (a) of the same theorem it follows that also $A_3A_4 \perp_{cs} A_1|A_2$ and $A_3^cA_4 \perp_{cs} A_1|A_2$ hold, so we have (by Definition 5 and Definition 4) that $(X_3,X_4) \perp_{cs} X_1|X_2$.

While, the statement $X_1 \perp_{cs} (X_3,X_4)|X_2$ does not hold under $P$, in fact we have $P(A_1|A_2A_3A_4) = \frac{2}{5} \neq P(A_1|A_2)$.

The validity of the two conditional independence statements $X_3 \perp_{cs} X_4|X_2$ and $X_4 \perp_{cs} X_3|X_2$ follows from these equalities $P(A_3|A_2A_4) = 0 = P(A_3|A_2A_4^c)$ and $P(A_4|A_2) = 0.4 = P(A_4|A_2A_3) = P(A_4|A_2A_4^c)$.

Note that $P(A_3|A_2) = 0 = P(A_3|A_2A_4)$ and $P(A_4) = 0.2 = P(A_4|A_3) = P(A_4|A_3^c)$, so $X_4 \perp_{cs} X_3$ and its symmetric statement hold under $P$.

Therefore, the independence model $\mathcal{M}_P$ (which has a graphoid structure) contains the statements $(X_3,X_4) \perp_{cs} X_1|X_2$, $X_3 \perp_{cs} X_4|X_2$, $X_3 \perp_{cs} X_4|(X_1,X_2)$; $X_4 \perp_{cs} X_3|X_2$, $X_4 \perp_{cs} X_3|(X_1,X_2)$, $X_3 \perp_{cs} X_4$, $X_4 \perp_{cs} X_3$.

Note that $\mathcal{M}_P$ is not completely representable by a directed acyclic l-graph.

Hence, we need to introduce, analogously as in [14], the notion of I-map.

**Definition 7** A directed acyclic l-graph $G$ is an I-map for a given independence model $\mathcal{M}$ iff every independence statement represented by means of $L$-separation criterion in $G$ is also in $\mathcal{M}$.

Thus an I-map $G$ for $\mathcal{M}$ may not represent every statement of $\mathcal{M}$, but the ones
it represents are actually in $M$, it means that the set $M_G$ of statements described
by $G$ is contained in $M$.

An I-map $G$ for $M$ is said minimal if removing any arrow from the I-graph $G$
the obtained I-graph will no longer be an I-map for $M$.

Given an independence model $M$ over a random vector $(X_1,\ldots,X_n)$, let
$\pi = (\pi_1,\ldots,\pi_n)$ be any ordering of the given variables, and, in addition, for any
$j$, let $U_{\pi_j} = \{\pi_1,\ldots,\pi_{j-1}\}$ be the set of indexes before $\pi_j$, and $D_{\pi_j}$
the minimal subset of $U_{\pi_j}$ such that $X_{\pi_j} \indep_{cs} X_{R_{\pi_j}} \mid X_{D_{\pi_j}}$
where $R_{\pi_j} = U_{\pi_j} \setminus D_{\pi_j}$; moreover, let $W_{\pi_j} = \{v \in U_{\pi_j} : v \in D_{\pi_j} \cap D_{\pi_k}, i \neq k, i \leq j, k \leq j\}$ and $S_{\pi_j}$
the maximal subset of $U_{\pi_j}$ such that $X_{S_{\pi_j}} \indep_{cs} X_{W_{\pi_j}}$.

The subset $\Theta_{\pi} = \{X_{\pi_1} \indep_{cs} X_{R_{\pi_j}} \mid X_{D_{\pi_j}}, X_{S_{\pi_j}} \indep_{cs} X_{\pi} \mid X_{W_{\pi_j}} : j = 1,\ldots,n\}$ is said
the basic list of $M$ relative to $\pi$. From the basic list $\Theta_{\pi}$ and the set of logical
components $\mathcal{B}$, a directed acyclic l-graph $G$ (related to $\pi$) is obtained by drawing
the boxes $B \in \mathcal{B}$ and designating $D_{\pi_j}$ as parents of vertex $\pi_j$ (for any vertex
$v \in D_{\pi_j}$, an arrow goes from $v$ to $\pi_j$), moreover, for any vertex $\pi_k \in U_{\pi_j} \setminus S_{\pi_j}$
such that $\pi_k \in ds(w)$, with $w \in W_{\pi_j}$, but $\pi_k \not\in an(\pi_j)$ draw an arrow from $\pi_k$ to $\pi_j$.

This construction of $G$ from the basic list differs from the classic construction
given for directed acyclic graphs with d-separation [14] essentially for the second part,
which is useful to avoid the introduction of symmetric statements not in the given independence model. For example, consider the independence model $M = \{X_1 \indep_{cs} X_3 \mid X_2\}$ and considering the ordering $\pi = (2,3,1)$, the related directed acyclic I-graph is obtained following these steps: draw an arrow from 2 to 3, then consider the vertex 1 and draw an arrow from 2 to 1; now since $3 \in ds(2)$
(i.e. $D_3 = \{2\}$), but $3 \not\in an(1)$ and, since the statement $X_3 \indep_{cs} X_1 \mid X_2$ is not in $M$,
we must draw an arrow from 3 to 1.

Now, we must prove that such directed acyclic l-graph obtained from the basic
list $\Theta_{\pi}$ is an I-map for $M$.

**Theorem 4** Let $M$ be an independence model over a set of random variables
linked by a set of logical constraints. Given an ordering $\pi$ on the random variables,
if $M$ is an a-graphoid, then the directed acyclic l-graph $G$ generated by the
basic list $\Theta_{\pi}$ is an I-map for $M$.

**Proof:** For an a-graphoid of one variable it is obvious that the directed acyclic
l-graph is an I-map. Suppose for a-graphoid structure with less than $k$ variables
that the directed acyclic l-graph is an I-map.

Let $M$ be an independence model under $k$ variables. Given an ordering $\pi$ on
the variables, let $X_n$ be the last variable according to $\pi$ ($n$ denotes the vertex in $G$
associated to $X_n$, $M'$ the a-graphoid formed by removing all the independence
statements involving $X_n$ from $M$ and $G'$ the directed acyclic l-graph formed by
removing $n$ and all the arrows going to $n$ (they cannot depart from $n$ because is
the last vertex) in $G$.

Since $X_n$ is the last variable in the ordering $\pi$, it cannot appear in any set of
parents $D_n_j$ (with $j < k$), and the basic list $\Theta' = \Theta \setminus \{X_n \perp_{cr} X_n_k | X_n_j\}$ generates $G'$. Since $M'$ has $k - 1$ variables, $G'$ is an I-map of it.

$G$ is an I-map of $M$ iff the set $M_G$ of the independence statements represented in $G$ by L-separation criterion is also in $M$.

If $X_n$ does not appear in $T$, then, being $T = (X_I \perp_{cr} X_J | X_K) \in M_G$, $T$ must be represented also in $G'$, if it were not, then there would be a path in $G'$ from $I$ to $J$ that is not blocked (according to L-separation) by $K$. But then it must be not blocked also in $G$, since the addition of a vertex and some arrows going to the new vertex cannot block a path. Since $G'$ is an I-map for of $M'$, $T$ must be an element of it, but $M' \subseteq M$, so $T \in M$.

Otherwise (if $X_n$ appears in $T$), $T$ falls into one of the following three situations:

1. suppose that $T = (X_I \perp_{cr} X_J | X_K) \in M_G$, let $X_n \perp_{cr} X_n_k | X_n_j \in M$ (by construction). Obviously $J$ and $D_n$ have no vertices in common, otherwise we would have a path from a vertex in $j \in J \cap D_n$ pointing to $n$, so by L-separation $n$ would not be separated from $J$ given $K$ in $G$.

Since there is an arrow from every vertex in $D_n$ to $n$ and every path from $n$ to $J$ is blocked by $K$ in $G$, then every path from $D_n$ to $J$ must be blocked by $K$ in $G$. Therefore, every path from both $D_n$ and $I$ to $J$ are blocked by $K$ in $G$. Now, if there is a logical component $B \subseteq B$ such that $B \subseteq D_n \cup J$ and $B \cap (D_n \cup J)$ and $B \cap J$ are not empty, then remove a suitable vertex in $B$ from $D_n$, w.l.g. Hence, the statement $(X_I, X_D_n) \perp_{cr} X_J | X_K$ belongs to $M_G$. This statement does not contain the variable $X_n$, hence, being $G'$ an I-map for $M' \subseteq M$, then $(X_I, X_D_n) \perp_{cr} X_J | X_K \in M$.

Since $M$ is closed under a-graphoid properties, (by weak union property) $X_n \perp_{cr} X_J | (X_I, X_D_n, X_K) \in M$ and it follows $(X_I, X_D_n, X_n) \perp_{cr} X_J | X_K \in M$ (using reverse contraction property), so $(X_I, X_n) \perp_{cr} X_J | X_K \in M$ by decomposition property.

2. suppose that $T = (X_I \perp_{cr} X_J | X_K) \in M_G$, it means, by definition of L-separation and from the assumption that $n$ is the last vertex in the ordering, that every path going from $I$ to $J \cup n$ is L-separated by $K$. Therefore, if there is no path as in condition 1, of Definition 5, then in the remaining two cases, also the statement $T_1 = (X_I, X_n) \perp_{cr} X_J | X_K \in M_G$, so the proof goes in the same line of that in step 1.

Otherwise, (if there is a path as in condition 1 of Definition 5), then $I \not\subseteq an(n)$. Therefore, there is a subset $W_n \subseteq U_n$ such that every path between $n$ and $I \cup K$ is blocked by $W_n$. Note that, $W_n = W^1 \cup W^2$ ($W^1$ or $W^2$ can be empty) with $W^2 \subseteq D_n$ and $W^1 \subseteq an(D_n)$. Moreover, let $J = J^1 \cup J^2 \cup J^3$ ($J^1$ or $J^2$ or $J^3$ can be empty) with $J^1 \subseteq ds(W) \cap an(K)$, while $J^2 \subseteq W$ and $J^3 = J \setminus (J^1 \cup J^2)$, so for any $j \in J^3$ one has that either $j \in an(W)$ or $j \in ds(W) \cap an(n)$.

By construction, one has that every path between $n \cup J^3$ and $I \cup K \cup J^1$ is
The block \(B\) compatible with the partial order induced by \(G\). More precisely, such orderings, which give rise to \(G\), then (at least) one of \(T\) obtained by means of the proposed procedure for two possible orderings: removing any arrow from them, we may read independence statements not in its symmetric one. Note that these two graphs actually are minimal I-maps; in fact properties; while that one on the right-side describes the statement \(X_1 \perp_{cs} X_2, X_3 \perp_{cs} X_4|X_2, X_4 \perp_{cs} X_3|X_2\) and those implied by a-graphoid properties; but that one on the right-side describes the statement \(X_3 \perp_{cs} X_4\) and its symmetric one. Note that these two graphs actually are minimal I-maps; in fact removing any arrow from them, we may read independence statements not in \(M_G\). The block \(B = \{1, 2\}\) localizes the logical constraint \(A_1 \subset A_2\).

If for a given independence model over \(n\) variables there exists a perfect map \(G\), then (at least) one of \(n!\) orderings among the variables will generate the I-graph \(G\). More precisely, such orderings, which give rise to \(G\), are all the orderings compatible with the partial order induced by \(G\).

Example 1 (continued) – The following pictures show the minimal I-map obtained by means of the proposed procedure for two possible orderings: \(1, 2, 3, 4\) on the left-side and \(3, 4, 1, 2\) on the right-side.

Figure 3: Two possible I-Maps for the independence model \(M_P\) of Example 1

Actually, the picture in the left-side represents the independence statements \((X_1, X_4) \perp_{cs} X_1|X_2, X_3 \perp_{cs} X_4|X_2, X_4 \perp_{cs} X_3|X_2\) and those implied by a-graphoid properties; while that one on the right-side describes the statement \(X_3 \perp_{cs} X_4\) and its symmetric one. Note that these two graphs actually are minimal I-maps; in fact removing any arrow from them, we may read independence statements not in \(M_P\).
6 Conclusions

The L-separation criterion for directed acyclic graphs has been recalled together with its main properties. This is very useful for effective description of independence models induced by different uncertainty measures [1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 13, 16, 18, 19]. In fact, these models cannot be represented efficiently by the well-known graphical models [12, 14], because the related separation criteria satisfy the symmetry property.

In this paper, we have considered the L-separation criterion introduced in [16], which satisfies asymmetric graphoid properties. We have shown that for some independence models there is not a perfect map even using L-separation criterion. Therefore, the notion of minimal I-map has been redefined in this context and we have shown how to build it given an ordering on the variables. In addition, we have proved that for any ordering on the variables there is a minimal I-map for a given independence model obeying to asymmetric graphoid properties.
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Design of Iterative Proportional Fitting Procedure for Possibility Distributions
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Abstract
We design an iterative proportional fitting procedure (parameterized by a continuous t-norm) for computation of multidimensional possibility distributions from its marginals, and discuss its basic properties.
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1 Introduction
The complexity of practical problems that are of primary interest in the field of artificial intelligence usually results in the necessity to construct models with the aid of a great number of variables: more precisely, hundreds or thousands rather than tens. However, distributions of such dimensionality are usually not available; the global knowledge (joint distribution) must be integrated on the basis of its local pieces (marginal distributions). This problem type is often referred to as a marginal problem. More precisely, the marginal problem addresses the question of whether or not a common extension exists for a given set of marginal distributions.

In [14] we introduced a possibilistic marginal problem and found necessary and sufficient conditions, respectively. This contribution is a natural continuation of our work — it tries to solve a practical problem: how to compute the values of an extension. Its aim is to introduce a possibilistic version of Iterative Proportional Fitting Procedure and to discuss its basic properties.

Iterative Proportional Fitting Procedure (IPFP) was originally designed by Deming and Stephan [3] in 1940 for adjustment of frequencies in contingency tables. Later, IPFP was applied to several problems in different domains; e.g. for

*This work has been partially supported by the GAČR Grant No. 201/02/1269 and the GA AV ČR Grant No. A1075104.
maximum likelihood estimate in a hierarchical model, or for computation of values of joint probability distributions in a probabilistic expert system [6] (for other applications see [9]).

This contribution is organized as follows. First an overview, followed by the basic notions (Section 2); then in Section 3 we briefly recall a possibilistic marginal problem, introduce possibilistic IPFP and demonstrate, on a simple example, how its computations are performed. In Section 4 we find a sufficient condition for its convergence and present two counterexamples.

2 Basic Notions

The purpose of this section is to give, as briefly as possible, an overview of basic notions of De Cooman’s measure-theoretical approach to possibility theory [2], necessary for understanding the paper. We will start with the notion of a triangular norm, since most notions in this paper are parameterized by it.

2.1 Triangular Norms

A triangular norm (or a t-norm) $T$ is an isotonic, associative and commutative binary operator on $[0, 1]$ (i.e. $T : [0, 1]^2 \to [0, 1]$) satisfying the boundary condition: for any $x \in [0, 1]$

$$T(1, x) = x.$$ 

Let $x, y \in [0, 1]$ and $T$ be a t-norm. We will call an element $z \in [0, 1]$ $T$-inverse of $x$ w.r.t. $y$ if

$$T(z, x) = T(x, z) = y.$$ 

(1)

It is obvious that if $x \leq y$ then there are no $T$-inverses of $x$ w.r.t. $y$. The $T$-residual $y \triangle_T x$ of $y$ by $x$ is defined as

$$ y \triangle_T x = \sup\{z \in [0, 1] : T(z, x) \leq y\}. $$

A t-norm $T$ is called continuous if $T$ is a continuous function. Within this paper, we will only deal with continuous t-norms, since for continuous t-norms $y \triangle_T x$ is the greatest solution of the equation (1) in $z$ (if it exists).

Example 1 The most important examples of continuous t-norms are:

(i) Gödel’s t-norm: $T_G(x, y) = \min(x, y)$;
(ii) product t-norm: $T_P(x, y) = x \cdot y$;
(iii) Lukasiewicz’s t-norm: $T_L(x, y) = \max(0, x + y - 1)$;

and the corresponding residuals for $x > y$ (otherwise $y \triangle_T x = 1$ for any t-norm):

(i) $y \triangle_T G = y$;
(ii) \( y \triangle T_1 x = \frac{2}{3} \);  
(iii) \( y \triangle T_2 x = y - x + 1 \).

Because of its associativity, any \( t \)-norm \( T \) can be extended to an \( n \)-ary operator \( T^n : [0, 1]^n \rightarrow [0, 1] \), namely in the following way

\[
T^2(a_1, a_2) = T(a_1, a_2), \\
T^n(a_1, \ldots, a_n) = T(T^{n-1}(a_1, \ldots, a_{n-1}), a_n),
\]

for \( n \geq 3 \).

### 2.2 Possibility Measures and Distributions

Let \( X \) be a finite set called universe of discourse which is supposed to contain at least two elements. A possibility measure \( \Pi \) is a mapping from the power set \( \mathcal{P}(X) \) of \( X \) to the real unit interval \([0, 1]\) satisfying the following requirement: for any family \( \{A_j, j \in J\} \) of elements of \( \mathcal{P}(X) \)

\[
\Pi(\bigcup_{j \in J} A_j) = \max_{j \in J} \Pi(A_j)^1.
\]

\( \Pi \) is called normal if \( \Pi(X) = 1 \). Within this paper we will always assume that \( \Pi \) is normal.

For any \( \Pi \) there exists a mapping \( \pi : X \rightarrow [0, 1] \), called a distribution of \( \Pi \), such that for any \( A \in \mathcal{P}(X) \), \( \Pi(A) = \max_{x \in A} \pi(x) \). This function is a possibilistic counterpart of a density function in probability theory. In the remaining part of this contribution we will deal with distributions rather than with measures.

Let \( X_1 \) and \( X_2 \) denote two finite universes of discourse provided by possibility measures \( \Pi_1 \) and \( \Pi_2 \) (with distributions \( \pi_1 \) and \( \pi_2 \)), respectively. The possibility distribution \( \pi \) on \( X_1 \times X_2 \) is called \( T \)-product possibility distribution of \( \pi_1 \) and \( \pi_2 \) if for any \( (x_1, x_2) \in X_1 \times X_2 \)

\[
\pi(x_1, x_2) = T(\pi_1(x_1), \pi_2(x_2)).
\]

(2)

Considering an arbitrary possibility distribution \( \pi \) defined on a product universe of discourse \( X \times Y \), its marginal possibility distribution on \( X \) is defined by the equality

\[
\pi_X(x) = \max_{y \in Y} \pi(x, y)
\]

(3)

for any \( x \in X \).

---

1: \( \max \) must be substituted by \( \sup \) if \( X \) is not finite.
2.3 Conditioning

Let $T$ be a $t$-norm on $[0, 1]$. For any possibility measure $\Pi$ on $\mathbf{X}$ with distribution $\pi$, we define the following binary relation on the set $\mathcal{G}(\mathbf{X}) = \{h : \mathbf{X} \rightarrow [0, 1]\}$ of all fuzzy variables on $\mathbf{X}$: For $h_1$ and $h_2$ in $\mathcal{G}(\mathbf{X})$ we say that $h_1$ and $h_2$ are $(\Pi, T)$-equal almost everywhere (and write $h_1 \overset{(\Pi, T)}{=} h_2$) if for any $x \in X$

$$T(h_1(x), \pi(x)) = T(h_2(x), \pi(x)).$$

This notion is very important for the definition of conditional possibility distribution, which is defined (in accordance with [2]) as any solution of the equation

$$\pi_{XY}(x, y) = T(\pi_Y(y), \pi_{X|Y}(x|_T, y)),$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

for any $(x, y) \in \mathbf{X} \times \mathbf{Y}$. Continuity of a $t$-norm $T$ guarantees the existence of a solution of this equation. This solution is not unique (in general), but the ambiguity vanishes when almost-everywhere equality is considered. We are able to obtain a representative of these conditional possibility distributions (if $T$ is a continuous $t$-norm) by taking the residual $\pi_{XY}(x, \cdot) \triangle T \pi_Y(\cdot)$ since

$$\pi_{X|Y}(x|_T, \cdot) \overset{(\Pi, T)}{=} \pi_{XY}(x, \cdot) \triangle T \pi_Y(\cdot).$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

This way of conditioning brings a unifying view on several conditioning rules [4, 5, 7], i.e., its importance from the theoretical viewpoint is obvious. On the other hand, its practical meaning is not so substantial. Although De Cooman [2] claims that conditional distributions are never used per se, there exist situations in which it is necessary to be careful to choose an appropriate representative of the set of solutions (cf. Example 5 in [14]). Therefore, in this contribution we also use residuals rather than general conditionals.

2.4 Independence

Two variables $X$ and $Y$ (taking their values in $\mathbf{X}$ and $\mathbf{Y}$, respectively) are possibility $T$-independent [2] if for any $F_X \in X^{-1}(\mathcal{P}(\mathbf{X}))$, $F_Y \in Y^{-1}(\mathcal{P}(\mathbf{Y}))$,

$$\Pi(F_X \cap F_Y) = T(\Pi(F_X), \Pi(F_Y)),$$

$$\Pi(F_X \cap F_Y^C) = T(\Pi(F_X), \Pi(F_Y^C)),$$

$$\Pi(F_X^C \cap F_Y) = T(\Pi(F_X^C), \Pi(F_Y)),$$

$$\Pi(F_X^C \cap F_Y^C) = T(\Pi(F_X^C), \Pi(F_Y^C)),$$

where $A^C$ denotes the complement of $A$.

From this definition it immediately follows that the independence notion is parameterized by $T$. More specifically, it means that if $X$ and $Y$ are independent
with respect to Gödel’s \( t \)-norm, they need not be, for example, independent with respect to product \( t \)-norm. This fact is reflected in most definitions and assertions that follow.

In [11] we generalized this notion and in the following way: Given a possibility measure \( \Pi \) on \( X \times Y \times Z \) with the respective distribution \( \pi(x,y,z) \), variables \( X \) and \( Y \) are possibilistically conditionally \( T \)-independent\(^2\) given \( Z \) (in symbols \( I_T(X,Y|Z) \)) if, for any pair \((x,y) \in X \times Y\),

\[
\pi_{XY\mid T}Z(x,y\mid T) \overset{(\Pi_T \cdot T)}{=} T(\pi_{X\mid T}Z(x\mid T), \pi_{Y\mid T}Z(y\mid T)).
\]

(6)

Let us stress again that we do not deal with the pointwise equality but with the almost everywhere equality. This definition unifies, in a sense, several notions of conditional noninteractivity and that of conditional independence (for more details see [12]). Although it may seem to be controversial from the epistemic point of view [1], it is very suitable for our purpose, since it is closely connected (for more details see [13]) with a principal notion of multidimensional models — the notion of factorization.

We will say that a possibility distribution \( \pi \) factorizes\(^3\) with respect to a system \( \mathcal{A} \) and a \( t \)-norm \( T \), if, for all complete subsets \( A \in \mathcal{A} \), there exist fuzzy variables \( f_A \) of \( x_A \) such that \( \pi \) has the form

\[
\pi(x) = T^{\left|\mathcal{A}\right|}(f_{A_1}(x_{A_1}), \ldots, f_{A_{\left|\mathcal{A}\right|}}(x_{A_{\left|\mathcal{A}\right|}})).
\]

(7)

The functions \( f_A \) are not uniquely determined (in general), since they can be “multiplied” in several ways, cf. Example 14 in [13].

3 Iterative Proportional Fitting Procedure

In this section we define (in the most general way) an iterative proportional fitting procedure for possibility distributions and show, on a simple example, how it works.

Before doing that, let us recall what is possibilistic marginal problem.

3.1 Possibilistic Marginal Problem

Let us assume that \( X_i, i \in \mathbb{N}, 1 \leq |\mathbb{N}| < \infty \) are finite universes of discourse, \( \mathcal{K} \) is a system of nonempty subsets of \( \mathbb{N} \) and \( \mathcal{S} = \{\pi_K, K \in \mathcal{K}\} \) is a family of possibility distributions, where each \( \pi_K \) is a distribution on a product space

\[
X_K = \prod_{i \in K} X_i.
\]

\(^2\)Let us note that a similar definition of conditional independence can be found in [8].

\(^3\)Factorization is usually defined with respect to a graph, but this definition is more appropriate for the purpose of this contribution.
The problem we are interested in is the existence of an extension, i.e., a distribution $\pi$ on $X = \prod_{i \in \mathbb{N}} X_i$. whose marginals are distributions from $\mathcal{S}$; or, more generally, the set $P = \{\pi(x) : \pi(x_K) = \pi_K(x_K), K \in \mathcal{K}\}$ is of interest.

The necessary condition (but not sufficient, as shown in [14]) for the existence of an extension is the pairwise projectivity of distributions from $\mathcal{S}$. Let us recall that two possibility distributions $\pi_I$ and $\pi_J$ are projective if they have common marginals, i.e. if $\pi_I(x_I \cap J) = \pi_J(x_I \cap J)$.

Since IPFP is able to solve a marginal problem (if a solution exists) within a probabilistic setting, it seems to be useful to design an analogous procedure for possibility distributions.

### 3.2 Design of Iterative Proportional Fitting Procedure

Let $S = \{\pi_i, i = 1, \ldots, m\}$ be a sequence of low-dimensional normal possibility distributions, which will be referred to as an input sequence. Let $P_{(0)} = \{P : X \rightarrow [0,1], \max_{x \in X} P(x) = 1\}$ be an initial possibility distribution.

The iterative proportional fitting procedure with respect to a t-norm $T$ (IPFP($T$)) is a computational process defined for $x \in X$ and for $j = 1, 2, \ldots$ and $k = (((j - 1) \mod m) + 1)$ by the following formula:

$$
\rho_{(j)}(x) = T(\rho_{(j-1)}(x) \triangle_T \rho_{(j-1)}(x_K), p_k(x_K)). \tag{8}
$$

Formula (8) has the following meaning: at every step $j$ we update distribution $\rho_{(j-1)}$ simply by “multiplying” the marginal $\pi_k$, $k = (((j - 1) \mod m) + 1)$ by the residual of $\rho_{(j-1)}$ in order to obtain distribution $\rho_{(j)}$ such that $\rho_{(j)}(x_K) = \pi_k(x_K)$.

It is completely analogous to probability theory, where (8) has form

$$
Q_{(j)}(x) = p_k(x_K) \frac{Q_{(j-1)}(x)}{Q_{(j-1)}(x_K)},
$$

which is a generalization of the original procedure by Deming and Stephan [3].
3.3 Example

The following simple example illustrates how the computations of IPFP($T$) are performed.

Example 2 Let $X_1, X_2$ and $X_3$ be three binary variables with values in $X_1, X_2$ and $X_3$, respectively ($X_1 = X_2 = X_3 = \{0, 1\}$), and let the input sequence consist of two possibility distributions $\pi_1(x_1, x_2)$ and $\pi_2(x_2, x_3)$ on $X_{\{1,2\}}$ and $X_{\{2,3\}}$, respectively.

- The initial distribution $\rho(0) \in \mathcal{R}$ is the least informative distribution on $X_{\{1,2,3\}}$, i.e. $\rho(0) \equiv 1$ (initial and input distributions can be found at Figure 1).

  \[
  \rho(0)(x_1, x_2, x_3)
  \]

  \[
  \pi_1(x_1, x_2)
  \]

  \[
  \pi_2(x_2, x_3)
  \]

  Figure 1: Initial and input distributions of IPFP($T$)

- The operation of fitting the first input distribution $\pi_1(x_1, x_2)$ brings joint possibility distribution $\rho_{(1)}$ such that

  \[
  \rho_{(1)}(x_1, x_2) = \pi_1(x_1, x_2),
  \]

  as can be seen from Figure 2.

- Fitting the second input distribution $\pi_2(x_2, x_3)$ gives the joint possibility distribution

  \[
  \rho_{(2)}(x_1, x_2, x_3) = \mathcal{T}(\pi_2(x_2, x_3), \rho_{(1)}(x_1, x_2, x_3) \Delta \rho_{(1)}(x_2, x_3))
  \]

  with the property $\rho_{(2)}(x_2, x_3) = \pi_2(x_2, x_3)$ (cf. Figure 3).

  From Figure 3 one can see that due to the projectivity of $\pi_1$ and $\pi_2$, $\rho_{(2)}$ preserves its marginal from previous step, i.e.

  \[
  \rho_{(2)}(x_1, x_2) = \rho_{(1)}(x_1, x_2) = \pi_1(x_1, x_2).
  \]
Figure 2: Joint distribution $\rho^{(1)}$ and its marginals after fitting $\pi_1$

Figure 3: Joint distribution $\rho^{(2)}$ (with respect to Gödel's $t$-norm) and its marginals after fitting $\pi_1$ and $\pi_2$

Figure 4: Joint distribution $\rho^{(2)}$ (with respect to product and Łukasiewicz' $t$-norms, respectively) after fitting $\pi_1$ and $\pi_2$
It is evident that there is no reason to fit $\pi_1(x_1, x_2)$ again, since it cannot bring any change to $\rho_2$.

From this simple example, one can conclude that if the input set consists of two projective possibility distributions and the initial possibility distribution is $\rho_{(0)} \equiv 1$, IPFP($T$) stops after one cycle for any continuous $t$-norm $T$. Nevertheless, the resulting distribution depends on the choice of the $t$-norm, which can be seen from Figures 3 and 4.

### 4 On Convergence of Possibilistic IPFP

In this section we will generalize the observation from the end of the foregoing section and find a sufficient condition for the convergence of possibilistic IPFP. Before doing that, let us briefly recall the notions of operators of composition of possibility distributions (introduced in [10]), which seem to be a useful technical tool for proofs.

#### 4.1 Operators of Composition

Considering a continuous $t$-norm $T$, two subsets $K_1, K_2$ of $N$ and two normal possibility distributions $\pi_1(x_{K_1})$ and $\pi_2(x_{K_2})$, we define the operator of right composition of these possibilistic distributions by the expression

$$\pi_1(x_{K_1}) \triangleright T \pi_2(x_{K_2}) = T(\pi_1(x_{K_1}), \triangledown T \pi_2(x_{K_1} \cap K_2));$$

analogously the operator of left composition is defined by the expression

$$\pi_1(x_{K_1}) \triangleleft T \pi_2(x_{K_2}) = T(\pi_1(x_{K_1}) \triangle T \pi_1(x_{K_1} \cap K_2), \pi_2(x_{K_2})).$$

If $K_1 \cap K_2 = \emptyset$ then obviously

$$\pi_1(x_{K_1}) \triangleright T \pi_2(x_{K_2}) = \pi_1(x_{K_1}) \triangleleft T \pi_2(x_{K_2}) = T(\pi_1(x_{K_1}), \pi_2(x_{K_2}));$$

which means that the operators of composition generalize, in a sense, $T$-product possibility distributions defined by (2).

It is evident that both $\pi_1 \triangleright T \pi_2$ and $\pi_1 \triangleleft T \pi_2$ are (generally different) possibility distributions of variables $(X_i)_{i \in K_1 \cup K_2}$. In fact, the first one is an extension of $\pi_1$, while the second of $\pi_2$, in a special case of both, as the following lemma suggests.

**Lemma 1** Consider two distributions $\pi_1(x_{K_1})$ and $\pi_2(x_{K_2})$. Then

$$(\pi_1 \triangleright T \pi_2)(x_{K_1 \cup K_2}) = (\pi_1 \triangleleft T \pi_2)(x_{K_1 \cup K_2})$$

for any continuous $t$-norm $T$ if and only if $\pi_1$ and $\pi_2$ are projective.

---

\(^4\)Let us stress that for the definition of these operators we do not require projectivity of distributions $\pi_1$ and $\pi_2$. 

The following lemma (proven in [14]) expresses the relationship between the operators of composition and conditional $T$-independence.

**Lemma 2** Let $T$ be a continuous $t$-norm and $\pi_1$ and $\pi_2$ be projective possibility distributions on $X_{K_1}$ and $X_{K_2}$, respectively. Then the distribution $\pi$ of $X_{K_1 \cup K_2}$

$$\pi(x_{K_1 \cup K_2}) = \pi_1(x_{K_1}) \triangleright_T \pi_2(x_{K_2}) = \pi_1(x_{K_1}) \leftarrow_T \pi_2(x_{K_2})$$

if and only if $X_{K_1 \setminus K_2}$ and $X_{K_2 \setminus K_1}$ are conditionally independent, given $X_{K_1 \cap K_2}$.

### 4.2 Perfect Sequences

Now, we will recall how to apply the operators iteratively. Consider a sequence of distributions $\pi_1(x_{K_1}), \pi_2(x_{K_2}), \ldots, \pi_m(x_{K_m})$ and the expression

$$\pi_1 \triangleright_T \pi_2 \triangleright_T \ldots \triangleright_T \pi_m.$$  

Before presenting its properties, let us note that in the part that follows, we always apply the operators from left to right, i.e.,

$$\pi_1 \triangleright_T \pi_2 \triangleright_T \ldots \triangleright_T \pi_m = (\ldots ((\pi_1 \triangleright_T \pi_2) \triangleright_T \pi_3) \triangleright_T \ldots \triangleright_T \pi_m).$$

This expression defines a multidimensional distribution on $X_{K_1 \cup \ldots \cup K_m}$. Therefore, for any permutation $i_1, i_2, \ldots, i_m$ of indices $1, \ldots, m$ the expression

$$\pi_{i_1} \triangleright_T \pi_{i_2} \triangleright_T \ldots \triangleright_T \pi_{i_m}$$

determines a distribution on the same universe of discourse. However, for different permutations these distributions can differ from one another. Some of them seem to possess the most advantageous properties.

An ordered sequence of possibility distributions $\pi_1, \pi_2, \ldots, \pi_m$ is said to be $T$-perfect if for any $j = 2, \ldots, m$

$$\pi_1 \triangleright_T \ldots \triangleright_T \pi_j = \pi_1 \leftarrow_T \ldots \leftarrow_T \pi_j.$$  

The notion of $T$-perfectness suggests that a sequence perfect with respect to one $t$-norm needn’t be perfect with respect to another $t$-norm, similarly to (conditional) $T$-independence.

Let us present two assertions, which will be used later.

**Lemma 3** Let $T$ be a continuous $t$-norm. The sequence $\pi_1, \pi_2, \ldots, \pi_m$ is $T$-perfect, if and only if the pairs of distributions $(\pi_1 \triangleright_T \ldots \triangleright_T \pi_{k-1})$ and $\pi_k$ are projective for all $k = 2, 3, \ldots, m$.

**Theorem 1** The sequence $\pi_1, \pi_2, \ldots, \pi_m$ is $T$-perfect if and only if all the distributions $\pi_1, \pi_2, \ldots, \pi_m$ are marginal to distribution $\pi_1 \triangleright_T \pi_2 \triangleright_T \ldots \triangleright_T \pi_m$. 

Now, let us recall the notion of running intersection property (RIP) and the related results from [14]. A sequence of sets $K_1, K_2, \ldots, K_n$ is said to meet RIP if
\[ \forall i = 2, \ldots, n \quad \exists j (1 \leq j < i) \quad (K_i \cap (K_1 \cup \ldots \cup K_{i-1})) \subseteq K_j. \]

**Lemma 4** If $\pi_1, \pi_2, \ldots, \pi_m$ is a sequence of pairwise projective low-dimensional distributions such that $K_1, \ldots, K_m$ meets RIP, then this sequence is $T$-perfect for any continuous $t$-norm $T$.

### 4.3 Convergence of IPFP($T$)

**Theorem 2** If there is an ordering $\pi_1, \ldots, \pi_m$ of possibility distributions from $S$ such that $\pi_1, \ldots, \pi_m$ form a $T$-perfect sequence for some continuous $t$-norm $T$ and $\rho(0) \equiv 1$, then IPFP($T$) converges in one cycle. Furthermore, distribution $\rho(m)$ factorizes with respect to $S$ and $T$.

**Proof.** First, let us note that (8) for $\pi_1, \ldots, \pi_m$ can be rewritten using an operator of left composition, i.e.,
\[ \rho(j)(x) = T(\rho(j-1)(x) \triangle T \rho(j-1)(x_{K_j}), \pi_j(x_{K_j})) \]
\[ = \rho(j-1)(x) \triangle T \pi_j(x_{K_j}) \]
for any $j = 1, \ldots, n$ (which means that $k = j$) we obtain
\[ \rho(j)(x) = \rho(j-1)(x) \triangle T \pi_j(x_{K_j}) \]
\[ = (\rho(j-2)(x) \triangle T \pi_{j-1}(x_{K_{j-1}})) \triangle T \pi_j(x_{K_j}) \]
\[ \vdots \]
\[ = (\ldots (\rho(0)(x) \triangle T \pi_1(x_{K_1})) \triangle T \pi_{j-1}(x_{K_{j-1}})) \triangle T \pi_j(x_{K_j}) \]
\[ = (\ldots T(\rho(0)(x_{K_1} \cup \ldots \cup K_{j-1}), \pi_1(x_{K_1})) \triangle T \pi_{j-1}(x_{K_{j-1}})) \triangle T \pi_j(x_{K_j}). \tag{9} \]

Since $\rho(0) \equiv 1$. In particular we have
\[ \rho(m)(x) = (\ldots (\pi_1(x_{K_1})) \triangle T \pi_2(x_{K_2}) \ldots \triangle T \pi_{m-1}(x_{K_{m-1}})) \triangle T \pi_m(x_{K_m}). \tag{9} \]

Since $\pi_1, \ldots, \pi_m$ is a $T$-perfect sequence of possibility distributions, every $\pi_k$ is a marginal to the distribution on the right-hand side of (9). Therefore,
\[ \rho(m)(x_{K_k}) = \pi_k(x_{K_k}) \]
for all $k = 1, \ldots, m$, which implies
\[ \rho(j)(x_{K_k}) = \rho(m)(x_{K_k}) \]
for any $j = m + 1, \ldots$. To prove factorization it is enough to find fuzzy variables $f_{K_1}, \ldots, f_{K_m}$ such that
\[ \rho(m)(x) = T^m(f_{K_1}(x_{K_1}), \ldots, f_{K_m}(x_{K_m})). \]
But, due to $T$-perfectness of $\pi_1, \ldots, \pi_m$

$$\rho_m(x) = \pi_1(x_{K_1}) \triangleright_T \pi_2(x_{K_2}) \triangleright_T \ldots \triangleright_T \pi_m(x_{K_m}),$$

which can be rewritten in the form

$$\rho_m(x) = T^m(\pi_1(x_{K_1}), \pi_2(x_{K_2}), \ldots, \pi_m(x_{K_m})),$$

which concludes the proof.

First, let us stress that perfectness with respect to a $t$-norm implies convergence with respect to the same $t$-norm (and not with respect to any others) as can be seen from the following simple example.

**Example 3**

Let $X_1, X_2$ and $X_3$ be three binary variables as in Example 2 and $\pi_1, \pi_2$ and $\pi_3$ on $X_{\{1, 2\}}, X_{\{2, 3\}}$ and $X_{\{1, 3\}}$ be defined by Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\pi_1$</th>
<th>$X_2$</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$X_1 = 0$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$X_1 = 1$</td>
<td>.6</td>
<td>.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\pi_2$</th>
<th>$X_3$</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$X_2 = 0$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$X_2 = 1$</td>
<td>.3</td>
<td>.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\pi_3$</th>
<th>$X_3$</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$X_1 = 0$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$X_1 = 1$</td>
<td>.6</td>
<td>.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Distributions forming min-perfect sequence

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\rho_{(j)}$</th>
<th>$j$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$x_{(1, 2, 3)}$</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$(0, 0, 0)$</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$(0, 0, 1)$</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$(0, 1, 0)$</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$(0, 1, 1)$</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$(1, 0, 0)$</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$(1, 0, 1)$</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$(1, 1, 0)$</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$(1, 1, 1)$</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Convergence of IPFP with respect to Gödel’s $t$-norm

Sequence $\pi_1, \pi_2, \pi_3$ is min-perfect (due to Lemma 3), since $\pi_1(x_2) = \pi_2(x_2)$ and $T\triangleright T_1, \pi_2(x_1, x_3) = \pi_3(x_1, x_3)$. Starting from $\rho_{(0)} \equiv 1$, IPFP($T_1$) converges after one cycle as can be seen from Table 2 while IPFP($T_11$) and IPFP($T_L$) converge after four and five cycles, respectively (cf. Tables 3 and 4).

**Corollary 1**

If there is a permutation $K_{i_1}, \ldots, K_{i_m}$ of sets from $\mathcal{K}$ such that $K_{i_1}, \ldots, K_{i_m}$ meets RIP, $\{\pi_{i_1}, \ldots, \pi_{i_m}\}$ is an input sequence of pairwise projective possibility distributions and $\rho_{(0)} \equiv 1$ then IPFP($T$) converges in one cycle for any continuous $t$-norm $T$ and $\rho_{(m)}$ factorizes with respect to the corresponding $t$-norm $T$. 
\[ \rho(j) \]

\( j \)

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10, 11, 12

\begin{array}{cccccccccc}
(0, 0, 0) & 1 & 1 & 1 & 1 & 1 & 1 & 1 & 1 \\
(0, 0, 1) & 1 & 0.5 & 0.5 & 0.5 & 0.5 & 0.5 & 0.5 & 0.5 \\
(0, 1, 0) & 1 & 0.8 & 0.8 & 0.8 & 0.8 & 0.8 & 0.8 & 0.8 \\
(0, 1, 1) & 1 & 0.6 & 0.6 & 0.6 & 0.6 & 0.6 & 0.6 & 0.6 \\
(1, 0, 0) & 1 & 0.4 & 0.4 & 0.4 & 0.4 & 0.4 & 0.4 & 0.4 \\
(1, 0, 1) & 1 & 0.2 & 0.2 & 0.2 & 0.2 & 0.2 & 0.2 & 0.2 \\
(1, 1, 0) & 1 & 0.1 & 0.1 & 0.1 & 0.1 & 0.1 & 0.1 & 0.1 \\
(1, 1, 1) & 1 & 0.0 & 0.0 & 0.0 & 0.0 & 0.0 & 0.0 & 0.0 \\
\end{array}

Table 3: Convergence of IPFP with respect to product \( t \)-norm

\[ \rho(j) \]

\( j \)

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15

\begin{array}{cccccccccc}
(0, 0, 0) & 1 & 1 & 1 & 1 & 1 & 1 & 1 & 1 \\
(0, 0, 1) & 1 & 0.5 & 0.5 & 0.5 & 0.5 & 0.5 & 0.5 & 0.5 \\
(0, 1, 0) & 1 & 0.8 & 0.8 & 0.8 & 0.8 & 0.8 & 0.8 & 0.8 \\
(0, 1, 1) & 1 & 0.6 & 0.6 & 0.6 & 0.6 & 0.6 & 0.6 & 0.6 \\
(1, 0, 0) & 1 & 0.2 & 0.2 & 0.2 & 0.2 & 0.2 & 0.2 & 0.2 \\
(1, 0, 1) & 1 & 0.0 & 0.0 & 0.0 & 0.0 & 0.0 & 0.0 & 0.0 \\
(1, 1, 0) & 1 & 0.0 & 0.0 & 0.0 & 0.0 & 0.0 & 0.0 & 0.0 \\
(1, 1, 1) & 1 & 0.0 & 0.0 & 0.0 & 0.0 & 0.0 & 0.0 & 0.0 \\
\end{array}

Table 4: Convergence of IPFP with respect to Łukasziewicz’ \( t \)-norm

Proof follows directly from Theorem 2 and Lemma 4.

Let us also mention that \( \rho(0) \equiv 1 \) is not only a technical requirement that makes the proof of Theorem 2 so simple; it may be substantial for convergence as can be seen from the following example.

Example 4 Let \( X_1, X_2, X_3 \) and \( \pi_1(x_1, x_2), \pi_2(x_2, x_3) \) be as in Example 2 and \( \rho(0) \) be defined as follows:

\[ \rho(0)(0, 0, 0) = \rho(0)(0, 1, 1) = \rho(0)(1, 0, 1) = \rho(0)(1, 1, 0) = 1, \]

values of remaining combinations being equal to \( \alpha \in [0, 1] \). The convergence depends on the value of \( \alpha \) — the results of our experiments can be found in Table 5.

The reason for this behaviour lies in the tendency of IPF procedure to find a distribution with given marginals which, moreover, factorizes with respect to the system \( \mathcal{K} \) and is “as close as possible” to \( \rho(0) \). It is evident that \( \rho(0) \equiv 1 \) factorizes with respect to any system of cliques. Therefore, it is the “safe”, although perhaps
Table 5: Convergence of IPFP(T) depends on $\alpha$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\alpha$</th>
<th>$T_G$</th>
<th>$T_H$</th>
<th>$T_L$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.1 cycles</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 cycles</td>
<td>cycles</td>
<td>cycles</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

not always an optimal, initial distribution. The more “distant” the structure of the starting distribution is from factorization with respect to $K$ and $T$, the more problematic the convergence of IPFP($T$) is.

5 Conclusions

We introduced a possibilistic version of IPF procedure with the aim of using it as a tool for marginal problem solving. This procedure is parameterized by a continuous $t$-norm and its behaviour (convergence) is strongly dependent on it. Another important finding is that convergence of IPFP($T$) substantially depends on the choice of an input distribution.

Nevertheless, there are still many problems that remain to be solved. The most important is the proof of the convergence of IPFP($T$) in a general case. Another question is whether the resulting distribution is independent of the ordering of input distributions. We should also study the behaviour of IPFP($T$) in inconsistent cases.
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Bi-elastic Neighbourhood Models
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Abstract
We extend Buja’s concept of “pseudo-capacities”, which comprises the
techniques that model classical probabilities commonly used in robust
statistics. Although systematically developing various directions for general-
izing that model, we especially show that robust statistics can be freed from
the severe restriction to 2-monotone capacities by employing the more natu-
ral framework of coherent or F-probabilities. Our main new tool for doing
this is to use bi-elastic instead of convex functions.

Keywords
interval probability, robust statistics, neighbourhood models, distorted probability,
pseudo-capacity, convex and bi-elastic functions

1 Introduction
The major concept in robust statistics for “robustifying” statements concerning
classical distributions is to construct neighbourhoods of precise probabilities,
which are called central distributions in this context. There is a famous method,
due to Buja, accommodating, up to now, many of the corresponding neighbour-
hood models: Let $p$ be some fixed classical probability, let $f: [0; 1] \rightarrow [0; 1]$ be a
function with $f(0) = 0$ and $f(1) = 1$, and define

$$L = f \circ p.$$

(1)

By Denneberg (see [4], p. 17), a set function $L$ constructed like this, is called a
distorted probability, if $f$ is increasing. In case $f(x) \leq x$, $\forall x \in [0; 1]$, $L$ can be seen
as the lower bound of an interval probability, which creates a neighbourhood of
$p$ in the sense that $L(A) \leq p(A) \leq U(A) := 1 - L(\neg A)$ for all events $A$.

Now in robust statistics the standard requirement concerning $f$ is to be indeed
convex. We suspect that nobody knows a reasonable philosophical argument, why
this strong assumption is made. Instead it seems to have mere mathematical ori-
gins: “Only if $f$ is convex, then $L$ becomes an algebraic pushover.” We want to
convince the reader that not even this technical argument is true. Strictly speaking,
the word “Only” should be replaced by “Not only”.
If \( f \) is convex, then by Buja (cf. [3]) a set function \( L \) constructed in accordance with (1) is called a pseudo-capacity.\(^1\) Now every pseudo-capacity is a 2-monotone set function (see Theorem 1, model 5, and also [4], p. 17), and this fact seems to be the technical advantage. But from a philosophical point of view there are no visible reasons to restrict the frameworks of interval probability as well as of robust statistics to 2-monotonicity. Instead it is more natural to consider the wider class of Walley’s coherent probabilities (cf. [8]), which are closely related to \( F \)-probabilities in the sense of Weichselberger (see [10] or [11]).

We will show that the formulation (1) is also useable for constructing the lower bound \( L \) of an \( F \)-probability, which is not necessarily 2-monotone. For this we have to weaken the condition of convexity for \( f \) and replace it by a new assumption: \( bi\)-elasticity.

Just as there exist 2-monotone set functions \( L \), which cannot be described by (1) using convex functions \( f \), we, of course, are not able to produce the whole class of \( F \)-probabilities by only employing the definition (1), letting \( p \) vary over all classical probabilities and \( f \) vary over all bi-elastic functions. But we will explain that bi-elasticity is exactly the appropriate requirement when defining \( F \)-probabilities via (1) (see Section 6). Moreover, from an algebraical point of view the generated subclass of \( F \)-probabilities is as easy manageable as the corresponding subclass of 2-monotone set functions, i.e. the class of pseudo-capacities.

In Section 2 we introduce the notion of bi-elasticity. In Section 3 a language for interval probability is fixed: As far as needed, we outline Weichselberger’s formal and methodological framework. But this should be no restriction. Since, in particular, \( \sigma \)-additivity (instead of additivity) of classical probabilities does not play any role, the concepts developed could also be applied to other theories of imprecise probabilities, especially to Walley’s theory. In Section 4 we go into the details of the convex and bi-elastic neighbourhood models described above, resulting in Theorem 1. There we, in fact, will not use the phrasing of equation (1): Since sometimes it is necessary to apply methods of robustness to interval probability itself\(^2\) and, anyway, it is a natural mathematical task to look for closure properties, we consider the more generalized form

\[
L = f \circ L_0,
\]

where \( L_0 \) is the lower bound of some given interval-valued central distribution. Learning from Theorem 1, we also deal with a modified version of it, which is stated in Theorem 2. Its formulation serves, in essence, as a motivation for Section 5, i.e. for Theorems 3 and 4, which significantly generalize the neighbourhood models developed before. Section 6 is reserved for concluding remarks.

To give reasons for the successive steps, the structure of this technical paper is rather heuristic. Hence the proofs are postponed repeatedly — until the proof of the last theorem.

\(^1\)See [2] for more detailed information.

\(^2\)See [1], pp. 229ff, for a discussion of this topic.
2 Convex and Bi-elastic Functions

What is bi-elasticity? Suppose we concentrate on a function \( f : [0; 1] \rightarrow [0; 1] \) with \( f(0) = 0 \) and \( f(1) = 1 \) and imagine that three points of \( f \)'s graph, namely \((x, f(x)), (y, f(y)), \) and \((z, f(z))\) with \( 0 \leq x < y < z \leq 1 \), are standing in convex position. Obviously, by this terminology we mean that the following local comparison of quotients of differences is valid:

\[
\frac{f(y) - f(x)}{y - x} \leq \frac{f(z) - f(y)}{z - y}. \tag{3}
\]

If this inequality is globally true, i.e. for all such \( x, y, z \), we usually say that \( f \) is convex. Now fix \( x = 0 \), and let just \( y \) and \( z \) vary. Then it is easily seen that we get equivalently

\[
\frac{f(y)}{y} \leq \frac{f(z)}{z}, \quad \forall y, z \text{ with } 0 < y \leq z \leq 1,
\]

i.e. that the average of \( f \) is increasing. In economic sciences this behaviour of \( f \) is called elastic (e.g. see [5]).

Thus, additionally, the conjugate function of \( f \), i.e. \( x \mapsto 1 - f(1 - x) \), has to have decreasing average. We summarize:

**Definition 1** Let \( f : [0; 1] \rightarrow [0; 1] \) with \( f(0) = 0 \) and \( f(1) = 1 \). Then \( f \) is called

1. convex, if (3) holds for all \( x, y, z \) with \( 0 \leq x < y < z \leq 1 \),
2. bi-elastic, if (4) and (6) are valid.

**Corollary 1** Let \( f : [0; 1] \rightarrow [0; 1] \) with \( f(0) = 0 \) and \( f(1) = 1 \).

1. \( f \) is convex iff \( f((1 - \lambda)x + \lambda y) \leq (1 - \lambda)f(x) + \lambda f(y), \forall x, y, \lambda \in [0; 1] \).
2. \( f \) is bi-elastic iff \( f(\lambda x) \leq \lambda f(x) \) and \( \lambda(1 - f(1 - x)) \leq 1 - f(1 - \lambda x), \forall x, \lambda \in [0; 1] \).
3. If \( f \) is convex, then \( f \) is bi-elastic.
4. If \( f \) is bi-elastic, then \( f(x) \leq x, \forall x \in [0; 1] \).

**Proof.** 1.) and 2.) can be shown straightforwardly. For 3.) see above, for 4.) put \( y = x \) and \( z = 1 \) in (4). □

\(^3\)Moreover, every bi-elastic function is monotone in \([0; 1]\) and continuous in \([0; 1]\).
Figure 1: An example of a bi-elastic function $f$. Bi-elasticity of $f$ can be described equivalently as follows: For each point $A = (x_A, f(x_A))$ on the graph of $f$, the graph of $f$ between 0 and $x_A$ nowhere is lying above the line between $(0, 0)$ and $A$, and between $x_A$ and 1 it nowhere is lying above the line between $A$ and $(1, 1)$.

3 Basic Definitions of Interval Probability according to Weichselberger

Here we report the main concepts of Weichselberger’s theory of interval probability (see [10] or [11]), adding some slight modifications. For the following let $\Omega$ be a fixed sample space and $\mathcal{A}$ a fixed $\sigma$-algebra over $\Omega$. Hence $(\Omega; \mathcal{A})$ is fixed measurable space.

**Definition 2** A set function $p: \mathcal{A} \rightarrow [0; 1]$ is called a $K$-function (classical probability) on $(\Omega; \mathcal{A})$, if it satisfies the axioms of Kolmogorov. The set of all $K$-functions on $(\Omega; \mathcal{A})$ is denoted by $\mathcal{K}(\Omega; \mathcal{A})$.

**Definition 3**

1. A triple $O = (\Omega; \mathcal{A}; L)$ is called an adjusted O-field, if $L: \mathcal{A} \rightarrow [0; 1]$ is a set function, which is normed, i.e. $L(\emptyset) = 0$ and $L(\Omega) = 1$. The set $\mathcal{M}(O) = \{ p \in \mathcal{K}(\Omega; \mathcal{A}) \mid L(A) \leq p(A), \forall A \in \mathcal{A} \}$ is called the structure of $O$.

2. An adjusted O-field $\mathcal{R}$ is called an adjusted $R$-(probability) field, if $\mathcal{M}(\mathcal{R}) \neq \emptyset$. 


3. An adjusted R-field $\mathcal{F} = (\Omega; \mathcal{A}; L)$ is called an $F$-(probability) field, if it satisfies the axiom $L(A) = \inf_{p \in \mathcal{M}(\mathcal{F})} p(A), \forall A \in \mathcal{A}$.\(^4\)

4. An adjusted R-field $\mathcal{F} = (\Omega; \mathcal{A}; L)$ is called an $F_0$-(probability) field, if it satisfies the axiom $L(A) = \min_{p \in \mathcal{M}(\mathcal{F})} p(A), \forall A \in \mathcal{A}$.

5. An adjusted O-field $(\Omega; \mathcal{A}; L)$ is called a CA-field, if $L$ is 2-monotone, i.e. $L(A) + L(B) \leq L(A \cup B) + L(A \cap B), \forall A, B \in \mathcal{A}$.

6. A CA-field is called a $C$-(probability) field, if it is an F-field.

7. A CA-field is called a $C_0$-(probability) field, if it is an $F_0$-field.

8. A triple $(\Omega; \mathcal{A}; p)$ is called a $K$-(probability) field, if $p$ is a $K$-function.

Since $(\Omega; \mathcal{A})$ is fixed, every adjusted O-field $O = (\Omega; \mathcal{A}; L)$ is determined by the “lower bound” $L$. Subsequently we always “associate” the “upper bound” $U$ of $O$ via conjugation of $L$, i.e. $U(\cdot) = 1 - L(\neg \cdot)$.

Some comments on Definition 3 are useful:

- Weichselberger’s original definition of an R-field is that of a quadruple $\mathcal{R} = (\Omega; \mathcal{A}; L, U)$ having a non-empty structure $\mathcal{M}(\mathcal{R}) = \{p \in \mathcal{K}(\Omega; \mathcal{A}) | L(A) \leq p(A) \leq U(A), \forall A \in \mathcal{A}\}$. In this setting neither $L$ is normed necessarily, nor $L$ and $U$ have to be conjugate, what both is not appropriate for our purposes.

- In [1], Corollary 2.13, it is shown that every continuous F-field is an $F_0$-field. (Hence, in particular, every F-field on a finite measurable space has the $F_0$-property.) Since, on the one hand, we don’t want to discuss topological features here, but, on the other hand, intend to deal with closure properties concerning F-fields as well as $F_0$-fields, we distinguish both cases by introducing these two terms.

- It is known that every CA-field is a $C_0$-field, and hence a C-field, in case the sample space $\Omega$ is finite. For the general case, usually additional topological assumptions are made to enforce the F-(or $F_0$-)property, in particular, for defining 2-monotone capacities (cf. [7]). But, as mentioned above, we want to abstain from topological aspects here. So the CA-property, i.e., essentially, the 2-monotonicity of the lower bound, should be considered as the extracted pure algebraic part of the definition of C-(or $C_0$-)fields. There are some closure properties, we want to emphasize later, only concerning this algebraic part. Therefore the definitions of CA-, C-, and $C_0$-fields are organized as stated.

\(^4\)The definitions of adjusted R-fields and of F-fields are closely related to Walley’s avoiding sure loss and coherence respectively (cf. [8]).
For later use we record the following corollary, which can be proven straightforwardly.

**Corollary 2**

1. If \( \Omega = (\Omega; \mathcal{A}; L) \) is an adjusted O-field and \( U(.) = 1 - L(.) \), then \( \mathcal{M}(O) = \{ p \in \mathcal{K}(\Omega; \mathcal{A}) \mid p(A) \leq U(A), \forall A \in \mathcal{A} \} \).

2. If \( (\Omega; \mathcal{A}; L) \) is an F- or a CA-field, then \( L \) and its conjugate \( U \) are monotone, i.e., for \( \Psi \in \{L, U\} \) we have \( \forall A, B \in \mathcal{A}: A \subseteq B \implies \Psi(A) \leq \Psi(B) \).

3. If \( O_1 = (\Omega; \mathcal{A}; L_1) \) and \( O_2 = (\Omega; \mathcal{A}; L_2) \) are adjusted O-fields, then
   \[ L_1(.) \leq L_2(.) \implies \mathcal{M}(O_2) \subseteq \mathcal{M}(O_1). \]

As a mnemonic device concerning the definitions above, we get the following clear picture:

\[
\text{CA-f.} \land \text{F-f.} \Rightarrow \text{F-field} \\
\uparrow \quad \downarrow \quad \downarrow \\
\text{K-field} \Rightarrow \text{C_0-field} \\
\downarrow \\
\text{F-field} \Rightarrow \text{adj. R-field} \Rightarrow \text{adj. O-field.} \\
\uparrow \\
\text{C-field} \iff \text{CA-f.} \land \text{F-f.}
\]

### 4 Convex and Bi-elastic Neighbourhood Models

For constructing *neighbourhoods* of classical probabilities, in robust statistics mainly metrics are used to define appropriate topologies over the space \( \mathcal{K}(\Omega; \mathcal{A}) \) (e.g. see [6]). Here we do not rely on the term “neighbourhood” in some topological sense, and that is why we give the trivial

**Definition 4** For adjusted O-fields \( O_0 = (\Omega; \mathcal{A}; L_0), O = (\Omega; \mathcal{A}; L) \) and a K-function \( p \), we say that

- \( O \) is a *neighbourhood of \( O_0 \), if \( L(.) \leq L_0(.) \),
- \( O \) is a *neighbourhood of \( p \), if \( O \) is a neighbourhood of \( (\Omega; \mathcal{A}; p) \). \( \square \)

Therefore, \( O \) is a neighbourhood of the K-function \( p \) iff simply \( p \) is an element of the structure of \( O \), and hence \( O \) is an adjusted R-field. In general, we have \( \mathcal{M}(O_0) \subseteq \mathcal{M}(O) \), if \( O \) is a neighbourhood of \( O_0 \) (cf. Corollary 2, 3.).

Now we come to a first category of neighbourhood models motivated in Section 1. Inspired by the notions of *pseudo-capacities* (the starting point of our developments), *bi-elastic functions* (generalizing convex functions), and *interval-valued central distributions* (including precise central distributions as a specific case), we get
Theorem 1 (First class of neighbourhood models) Let $O: \mathcal{A} \to [0; 1]$ be a set function, $f: [0; 1] \to [0; 1]$ a function with $f(0) = 0$ and $f(1) = 1$, $L = f \circ L_0$, $O_0 = (\Omega; \mathcal{A}; L_0)$, and $O = (\Omega; \mathcal{A}; L)$. Then we have:\textsuperscript{5}

1. If $O_0$ is an adjusted $O$-field, then so is $O$.
2. If $f(x) \leq x$, $\forall x \in [0; 1]$, and $O_0$ is an adjusted $R$-field, then so is $O$.
3. If $f$ is bi-elastic, and $O_0$ is an $F$-field, then so is $O$.
4. If $f$ is bi-elastic, and $O_0$ is an $F_0$-field, then so is $O$.
5. If $f$ is convex, and $O_0$ is a CA-field, then so is $O$.
6. If $f$ is convex, and $O_0$ is a $C$-field, then so is $O$.
7. If $f$ is convex, and $O_0$ is a $C_0$-field, then so is $O$.

Moreover, in the cases 2.)–7.) $O$ is a neighbourhood of $O_0$.\textsuperscript{6}

Proof. 1.) and 2.) are obvious. For 3.)–7.) see Theorem 2 below.\textsuperscript{6} The “Moreover”-statement follows from Corollary 1, 3.) and 4.).

\[ L(B) - L(A) \leq \frac{L(C) - L(B)}{L_0(C) - L_0(B)}. \]

(7)

for all $A, B, C \in \mathcal{A}$ with $L_0(A) < L_0(B) < L_0(C)$. Now it is natural to suspect that it doesn’t matter, how $f$ is defined on $[0; 1] \setminus \{L_0(A) \mid A \in \mathcal{A}\}$. It should be sufficient for our CA-model to presuppose the inequalities (7). Similarly, we expect that models 3 and 4 of Theorem 1 could be modified analogously: The corresponding inequalities given by bi-elasticity are (cf. (4) and (5))

\[ \frac{L(A)}{L_0(A)} = \frac{f(L_0(A))}{L_0(A)} \leq \frac{f(L_0(B))}{L_0(B)} = \frac{L(B)}{L_0(B)} \]

for all $A, B \in \mathcal{A}$ with $0 < L_0(A) \leq L_0(B)$, and, additionally, using $U_0(.) = 1 - L_0(\neg .)$ and $U(\neg .) = 1 - L(\neg .)$,

\[ \frac{U(B)}{U_0(B)} = \frac{1 - L(\neg B)}{1 - L_0(\neg B)} = \frac{1 - f(L_0(\neg B))}{1 - L_0(\neg B)} \leq \frac{1 - f(L_0(\neg A))}{1 - L_0(\neg A)} = \frac{U(A)}{U_0(A)} \]

for all $A, B \in \mathcal{A}$ with $L_0(\neg B) \leq L_0(\neg A) < 1$, i.e., equivalently, $0 < U_0(A) \leq U_0(B)$.

These considerations are summed up in

\textsuperscript{5}Models 5–7 reflect the concept of pseudo-capacities, in case of a precise central distribution $O_0$.

\textsuperscript{6}For the moment, we can say that 6.) is a consequence of 3.) and 5.), and 7.) is a consequence of 4.) and 5.), since convexity implies bi-elasticity (cf. Corollary 1, 3.)).
Theorem 2 (Second class of neighbourhood models) Let $O_0 = (\Omega; \mathcal{A}; L_0)$ and $O = (\Omega; \mathcal{A}; L)$ be adjusted O-fields. $U_0(.) = 1 - L_0(\neg .)$, and $U(.) = 1 - L(\neg .)$.

1. Suppose that $O_0$ is an F-field and that the following two conditions hold:
   
   (a) $L(A) \cdot L_0(B) \leq L_0(A) \cdot L(B)$, $\forall A, B \in \mathcal{A}$ with $L_0(A) \leq L_0(B)$; (8)
   
   (b) $U_0(A) \cdot U(B) \leq U(A) \cdot U_0(B)$, $\forall A, B \in \mathcal{A}$ with $U_0(A) \leq U_0(B)$. (9)

   Then $O$ is an F-field, too.

2. Suppose that $O_0$ is an F_0-field and that conditions (8) and (9) hold. Then $O$ is an F_0-field, too.

3. Suppose that $O_0$ is a CA-field and that the following condition holds:

   $$(L(B) - L(A)) \cdot (L_0(C) - L_0(B)) \leq (L_0(B) - L_0(A)) \cdot (L(C) - L(B)),$$

   $$\forall A, B, C \in \mathcal{A} \text{ with } L_0(A) \leq L_0(B) \leq L_0(C).$$

   Then $O$ is a CA-field, too.

4. Suppose that $O_0$ is a C-field and that condition (10) holds. Then $O$ is a C-field, too.

5. Suppose that $O_0$ is a C_0-field and that condition (10) holds. Then $O$ is a C_0-field, too.

Moreover, in all five cases we have: $O$ is a neighbourhood of $O_0$, and the “functional connection”

$$\forall A, B \in \mathcal{A} : L_0(A) = L_0(B) \implies L(A) = L(B)$$

(11)

between $L_0$ and $L$ is valid. □

Proof. It is straightforward that from condition (10) we can derive conditions (8) and (9) (for (8) put $A = \emptyset$ in (10), for (9) set $C = \Omega$ in (10)^8). Hence, on the one hand, 4.) is a direct consequence of 1.) and 3.), and 5.) is a consequence of 2.) and 3.). On the other hand, the “Moreover”-statement can be deduced from (8): By putting $B = \Omega$, we get

$$L(A) \leq L_0(A), \quad \forall A \in \mathcal{A},$$

(12)

which is the statement that $O$ is a neighbourhood of $O_0$. To prove (11), let $L_0(A) = L_0(B)$.

By (12), we can assume $L_0(B) > 0$. But then, two applications of (8) lead to $L(A) \cdot L_0(B) = L_0(A) \cdot L(B) = L_0(A) \cdot L(B)$, thus $L(A) = L(B)$.

Summarizing, we have shown all parts of Theorem 2 — with the exception of its heart: statements 1.), 2.), and 3.). For this we refer to Theorem 3 below, since in the situations of 1.), 2.), and 3.) the set functions $L_0$ and $U_0$ are monotone (cf. Corollary 2, 2.,)). To be complete, we have to prove the additional premise (15) in Theorem 3. But this is an easy result of (11) (just set $B = \Omega$), which is proved already. □

^7In (10) it’s not sufficient to use quotients as above, excluding the possibility that the denominator is 0.

^8We can argue in a manner similar to the proof sketch, given at the beginning of Section 2, where we deduced bi-elasticity from convexity.
Clearly, the most important case of Theorem 2 is that the central distribution \( O_0 \) is some K-field \( (\Omega; A; p_0) \). For this we give an example, which — historically — led to all generalized neighbourhood models presented here.

**Example 1** Let \( (\Omega; A) = (\Omega_k; \mathcal{P}(\Omega_k)) \) be a finite measurable space, where \( |\Omega_k| = k \in \mathbb{N} \) and \( \mathcal{P}(\Omega_k) \) is the power set of \( \Omega_k \). We consider the consequences of Theorem 2 for the case \( O_0 = (\Omega_k; \mathcal{P}(\Omega_k); p_0^k) \), in which \( p_0^k \) is the classical uniform probability on \( (\Omega_k; \mathcal{P}(\Omega_k)) \), i.e. \( p_0^k(A) = \frac{|A|}{k}, \forall A \subseteq \Omega_k \). Let \( O = (\Omega_k; \mathcal{P}(\Omega_k); L) \) be some adjusted O-field. From (11) we conclude

\[
\forall A, B \subseteq \Omega_k : |A| = |B| \implies L(A) = L(B),
\]

which means that the only possibility in generating \( O \) as a neighbourhood of \( p_0^k \) with the methods of Theorem 2, we have to restrict ourselves to uniform interval probability. Hence we assume (13) and write for \( i = 0, \ldots, k \):

\[
L^{(i)} = L(A), \text{ if } i = |A|
\]

for some \( A \subseteq \Omega_k \), and consistently \( U^{(i)} = 1 - L^{(k-i)} \). Additionally, we concentrate on considering models 1 and 2 of Theorem 2, the F- and the F_0-model, which are the same, since \( \Omega_k \) is finite. Conditions (8) and (9) are equivalent to the chain

\[
\frac{L^{(1)}}{1} \leq \frac{L^{(2)}}{2} \leq \cdots \leq \frac{L^{(k-1)}}{k-1} \leq \frac{U^{(k-1)}}{k-1} \leq \cdots \leq \frac{U^{(2)}}{2} \leq \frac{U^{(1)}}{1}.
\]

Therefore, model 1 of Theorem 2 says: Every adjusted uniform O-field \( O = (\Omega_k; \mathcal{P}(\Omega_k); L) \) is an F-field — an “uniform F-field” —, if it obeys the chain (14). In [11], Lemma 4.3.5, it is shown over and above that, that (14) is also necessary for \( O \) to be an uniform F-field on \( (\Omega_k; \mathcal{P}(\Omega_k)) \).

Theorem 2 should rather be seen as a motivation for Theorem 3 given in the next section.

### 5 Generalized Convex and Bi-elastic Neighbourhood Models

The inequalities, working as premises in conditions (8), (9), and (10) do not seem to be very natural. For example, in (8) it would be nice to replace “\( L_0(A) \leq L_0(B) \)” by “\( A \subseteq B \)”, since then, e.g., we would have a connection to conditional interval probability (see Section 6).

Let us formulate this big second step of generalizing the neighbourhood models, fundamentally first presented in [9], Chapter 6:
Theorem 3 (Third class of neighbourhood models, part 1) Let $O_0 = (\Omega; \mathcal{A}; L_0)$ and $O = (\Omega; \mathcal{A}; L)$ be adjusted O-fields, $U_0(.) = 1 - L_0(\neg .)$, and $U(.) = 1 - L(\neg .)$. Assume additionally that we have

\[ \forall A \in \mathcal{A} : \quad L_0(A) = 1 \implies L(A) = 1. \quad (15) \]

1. Suppose that $O_0$ is an F-field and that the following two conditions hold:
   
   (a) $L(A) \cdot L_0(B) \leq L_0(A) \cdot L(B)$, \quad $\forall A, B \in \mathcal{A}$ with $A \subseteq B$; \quad (16)
   
   (b) $U_0(A) \cdot U(B) \leq U(A) \cdot U_0(B)$, \quad $\forall A, B \in \mathcal{A}$ with $A \subseteq B$. \quad (17)

   Then $O$ is an F-field, too.

2. Suppose that $O_0$ is an $F_0$-field and that conditions (16) and (17) hold. Then $O$ is an $F_0$-field, too.

3. Suppose that $O_0$ is a CA-field and that the following condition holds:

   \[ (L(B) - L(A)) \cdot (L_0(C) - L_0(B)) \leq (L_0(B) - L_0(A)) \cdot (L(C) - L(B)), \quad (18) \]

   $\forall A, B, C \in \mathcal{A}$ with $A \subseteq B \subseteq C$.

   Then $O$ is a CA-field, too.

4. Suppose that $O_0$ is a C-field and that condition (18) holds. Then $O$ is a C-field, too.

5. Suppose that $O_0$ is a $C_0$-field and that condition (18) holds. Then $O$ is a $C_0$-field, too.

Moreover, in all five cases we have: $O$ is a neighbourhood of $O_0$, and the “functional connection”

\[ \forall A, B \in \mathcal{A} : \quad A \subseteq B \wedge L_0(A) = L_0(B) \implies L(A) = L(B) \quad (19) \]

between $L_0$ and $L$ is valid.

\[ \square \]

Proof. Let $O_0$ and $O$ be adjusted O-fields as denoted. First we prove:

1. (16) $\implies$ $L(A) \leq L_0(A)$, $\forall A \in \mathcal{A}$.

2. (16) $\implies$ $\left( \forall A, B \in \mathcal{A} : \quad A \subseteq B \wedge L_0(A) \leq L_0(B) \implies L(A) \leq L(B) \right)$.

3. (15) $\wedge$ (16) $\wedge$ (17) $\implies$ (19).

\[ \text{It can easily be seen that the models don’t work, if we drop this additional condition. (15) is equivalent with } \forall A \in \mathcal{A} : U_0(A) = 0 \implies U(A) = 0, \text{ and hence with} \]

\[ \forall A \in \mathcal{A} : \quad (\forall p_0 \in \mathcal{M}(O_0), \ p_0(A) = 0) \implies (\forall p \in \mathcal{M}(O), \ p(A) = 0), \]

which means that $O$ is absolutely continuous with respect to $O_0$. 

For a), just let $B = \Omega$ in (16). For b) assume $A \subseteq B$ and $L_0(A) \leq L_0(B)$, where by a) w.l.o.g. $L_0(A) > 0$. Together with (16) we get $L(A) \cdot L_0(A) \leq L(A) \cdot L_0(B) \leq L_0(A) \cdot L(B)$, hence $L(A) \leq L(B)$. For c) suppose (15), (16), (17), $A \subseteq B$, and $L_0(A) = L_0(B)$, thus also $-B \subseteq -A$ and $U_0(-A) = U_0(-B)$. By (15), w.l.o.g. we can assume $L_0(B) < 1$, hence $U_0(-B) > 0$. Now (17) gives $U_0(-B) \cdot U(-A) \leq U(-B) \cdot U_0(-A) = U(-B) \cdot U_0(-B)$, thus $U(-A) \leq U(-B)$, i.e. $L(B) \leq L(A)$. Together with b) we infer $L(A) = L(B)$.

Now we give the proof of Theorem 3. First it can easily be seen that (18) implies (16) and (17) (let $A = \emptyset$ or $C = \Omega$ in (18)). Therefore, on the one hand, the “Moreover”-statement is a trivial conclusion of a) and c), and, on the other hand, 4.) is a consequence of 1.) and 3.), and 5.) is a consequence of 2.) and 3.).

For 1.) and 2.) we refer to Theorem 4 (see below).

So here we just have to prove 3.), i.e., we have to show that condition (18) transfers 2-monotonicity from $L_0$ to $L$. For this, let (18) be valid and $L_0$ be 2-monotone. Then, according to Corollary 2, 2.), $L_0$ is monotone 2, and by b) we also infer the monotonicity of $L$. Now let $A, B \in \mathcal{A}$ be given. We have to show that

$$L(A) + L(B) \leq L(A \cup B) + L(A \cap B).$$

(20)

If $L_0(A \cap B) = L_0(A)$, then by (19) $L(A \cap B) = L(A)$, hence (20) follows from the monotonicity of $L$. Thus we assume $L_0(A \cap B) < L_0(A)$ and, symmetrically, $L_0(A \cap B) < L_0(B)$. But then, by the 2-monotonicity of $L_0$ we have $L_0(A) < L_0(A \cup B)$ and $L_0(B) < L_0(A \cup B)$. Together with (18), we infer for $X \in \{A, B\}$:

$$0 \leq x(X) := \frac{L(X) - L(A \cap B)}{L_0(X) - L_0(A \cap B)} \leq \frac{L(A \cup B) - L(X)}{L_0(A \cup B) - L_0(X)} =: y(X).$$

Now, by symmetric reasons, we suppose that $y(A) \leq y(B)$, hence $x(A) \leq y(B)$. Finally, the 2-monotonicity of $L_0$ leads to $L(A) - L(A \cap B) = x(A) \cdot (L_0(A) - L_0(A \cap B)) \leq x(A) \cdot (L_0(A \cup B) - L_0(B)) \leq y(B) \cdot (L_0(A \cup B) - L_0(B)) = L(A \cup B) - L(B)$, thus (20) holds. □

The proof of Theorem 3 is not complete, because models 1 and 2 are waiting for verification. The reason for this is that we want to emphasize that these models are, in fact, local models with respect to the F- and F_0-property respectively.¹⁰ This is the content of the following Theorem 4, the last one in the sequence of theorems.

**Definition 5** Let $A \in \mathcal{A}$ be fixed. An adjusted R-field $\mathcal{R} = (\emptyset; \mathcal{A}; L)$ is called

1. an $F(A)$-field, if it satisfies the axiom $L(A) = \inf_{P \in M(\mathcal{R})} P(A)$,
2. an $F_0(A)$-field, if it satisfies the axiom $L(A) = \min_{P \in M(\mathcal{R})} P(A)$. □

The trivial connection with Definition 3, 3.) and 4.), is given by

**Corollary 3** Let $\mathcal{R} = (\emptyset; \mathcal{A}; L)$ be an adjusted R-field. Then we have:

1. $\mathcal{R}$ is an F-field iff for all $A \in \mathcal{A}$, $\mathcal{R}$ is an $F(A)$-field.
2. $\mathcal{R}$ is an $F_0$-field iff for all $A \in \mathcal{A}$, $\mathcal{R}$ is an $F_0(A)$-field. □

¹⁰This also is true for the F- and F_0-models in Theorems 1 and 2.
Theorem 4 (Third class of neighbourhood models, part 2) Let \( A \in \mathcal{A} \) be fixed. Let \( O_0 = (\Omega; \mathcal{A}; L_0) \) and \( O = (\Omega; \mathcal{A}; L) \) be adjusted \( \mathcal{O} \)-fields, \( U_0(.) = 1 - L_0(\neg .) \), and \( U(.) = 1 - L(\neg .) \). Assume that (15), (16), and (17) hold. Then we have:

1. If \( O_0 \) is an \( F(A) \)-field, then so is \( O \).

2. If \( O_0 \) is an \( F_0(A) \)-field, then so is \( O \).

Moreover, in both cases \( O \) is a neighbourhood of \( O_0 \), and the “functional connection” (19) between \( L_0 \) and \( L \) is valid. □

Proof. The “Moreover”-statement can be shown like a) and c) in the proof of Theorem 3. So we only have to prove statements 1.) and 2.), where we restrict ourselves to model 1.\(^{11}\)

For this let all the corresponding premises be given, especially let \( A \in \mathcal{A} \) be fixed and \( O_0 \) be an \( F(A) \)-field. Since \( O \) is a neighbourhood of \( O_0 \), we have

\[
L(.) \leq L_0(.) \quad \text{and} \quad U_0(.) \leq U(.), \quad \text{and thus} \quad \mathcal{M}(O_0) \subseteq \mathcal{M}(O). \quad (21)
\]

(Hence the \( R\)-property moves from \( O \)-field to \( O_0 \)-field.) Now we concentrate on proving the \( F(A) \)-property of \( O \), where by (21) w.l.o.g. we assume \( L(A) < L_0(A) \). Together with (15) we infer

\[
U(\neg A) > U_0(\neg A) > 0. \quad (22)
\]

Let \( \varepsilon > 0 \), w.l.o.g.

\[
\varepsilon < U(\neg A) - U_0(\neg A). \quad (23)
\]

We have to show that there exists \( p \in \mathcal{M}(O) \) with \( p(A) \leq L(A) + \varepsilon \). Define

\[
\delta = \frac{U_0(\neg A)}{U(\neg A)} \cdot \varepsilon. \quad (24)
\]

Then, by (22), \( \delta > 0 \). Since \( O_0 \) is an \( F(A) \)-field, there is

\[
p_0 \in \mathcal{M}(O_0) \quad \text{with} \quad p_0(A) \leq L_0(A) + \delta. \quad (25)
\]

Together with (22), (23), and (24) we get by easy calculations

\[
0 < U_0(\neg A) - \delta \leq p_0(\neg A) \leq U_0(\neg A) < U(\neg A) - \varepsilon \leq 1. \quad (26)
\]

Therefore

\[
1 \leq \frac{U(\neg A) - \varepsilon}{p_0(\neg A)} \leq \frac{U(\neg A) - \varepsilon}{U_0(\neg A) - \delta} = \frac{U(\neg A)}{U_0(\neg A)}, \quad (27)
\]

where (24) is used for the equality. In addition, (26) implies that \( p_0(A) \) and \( p_0(\neg A) \) have positive values, and hence it is possible to define the classical conditional probabilities

\[
p_0(. \mid A) = \frac{p_0(A \cap .)}{p_0(A)} \quad \text{and} \quad p_0(. \mid \neg A) = \frac{p_0(\neg A \cap .)}{p_0(\neg A)}. \quad (28)
\]

Now we let

\[
p(.) = (L(A) + \varepsilon) \cdot p_0(. \mid A) + (U(\neg A) - \varepsilon) \cdot p_0(. \mid \neg A), \quad (28)
\]

which (using (26)) is a convex combination of \( p_0(. \mid A) \) and \( p_0(. \mid \neg A) \). Hence \( p \) is a well-defined \( \mathcal{K} \)-function on \((\Omega; \mathcal{A})\). Moreover, we have \( p(A) = L(A) + \varepsilon \).

To verify that \( p \) is an element of the structure of \( O \), let \( B \in \mathcal{A} \). We have to prove that \( p(B) \geq L(B) \), where w.l.o.g. \( L(B) > 0 \). But then, by (21) we also have \( L_0(B) > 0 \). In addition, \( L_0(A \cup B) > 0 \).\(^{12}\) From (16) we derive \( \frac{L(A \cup B)}{L_0(A \cup B)} \geq \frac{L(B)}{L_0(B)} \), thus with (25),

\(^{11}\)Modifying the following arguments by setting \( \varepsilon = \delta = 0 \), we also get a proof of model 2.

\(^{12}\)Note that we are not able to infer this inequality from \( L_0(B) > 0 \) by monotonicity of \( L_0 \), since
Furthermore, using the abbreviation

\[ \Delta = U_0(\neg A \cap \neg B) - p_0(\neg A \cap \neg B) = p_0(A \cup B) - L_0(A \cup B), \]

we get the following inequalities, where (31) follows from (27) and (17), (32) is a consequence of (25), and (33) is implied by (27) and (21):

\[ U_0(\neg A \cap \neg B) \cdot \frac{U(\neg A) - \varepsilon}{p_0(\neg A)} \leq U(\neg A \cap \neg B), \]

\[ \Delta \geq 0, \]

\[ \frac{U(\neg A) - \varepsilon}{p_0(\neg A)} \geq \frac{L(A \cup B)}{L_0(A \cup B)}. \]

If \( \frac{L(A) + \varepsilon}{p_0(A)} > \frac{L(A \cup B)}{L_0(A \cup B)} \),\(^{13}\) we calculate

\[ p(B) \overset{(28)}{=} p_0(A \cap B) \cdot \frac{L(A) + \varepsilon}{p_0(A)} + p_0(\neg A \cap B) \cdot \frac{U(\neg A) - \varepsilon}{p_0(\neg A)} \]

\[ \overset{(33)}{\geq} p_0(A \cap B) \cdot \frac{L(A \cup B)}{L_0(A \cup B)} + p_0(\neg A \cap B) \cdot \frac{L(A \cup B)}{L_0(A \cup B)} \]

\[ = p_0(B) \cdot \frac{L(A \cup B)}{L_0(A \cup B)} \overset{(29)}{\geq} L(B). \]

Therefore, we can assume

\[ \frac{L(A) + \varepsilon}{p_0(A)} \leq \frac{L(A \cup B)}{L_0(A \cup B)}. \]

Now we receive

\[ p(B) = 1 - p(\neg B) \]

\[ \overset{(28)}{=} 1 - \left( L(A) + \varepsilon \cdot \frac{L(A \cap \neg B)}{p_0(A)} \right) - \left( U(\neg A) - \varepsilon \cdot \frac{U(\neg A \cap \neg B)}{p_0(\neg A)} \right) \]

\[ \overset{(30)}{=} 1 - U_0(\neg A \cap \neg B) \cdot \frac{U(\neg A) - \varepsilon}{p_0(\neg A)} + \Delta \cdot \frac{U(\neg A) - \varepsilon}{p_0(\neg A)} - p_0(A \cap \neg B) \cdot \frac{L(A) + \varepsilon}{p_0(A)} \]

\[ \overset{(31)-(34)}{\geq} 1 - U(\neg A \cap \neg B) + \Delta \cdot \frac{L(A \cup B)}{L_0(A \cup B)} - p_0(A \cap \neg B) \cdot \frac{L(A \cup B)}{L_0(A \cup B)} \]

\[ \overset{(30)}{=} p_0(B) \cdot \frac{L(A \cup B)}{L_0(A \cup B)} \overset{(29)}{\geq} L(B). \]

Hence Theorem 4 is proven. \( \square \)

we did not presuppose this monotonicity. But we can argue as follows: Assume \( L_0(A \cup B) = 0 \). Then

\[ U_0(\neg A \cap \neg B) = 1, \]

thus by (21), \( U(\neg A \cap \neg B) = 1 \). Using (17), we get

\[ U(\neg A) = U_0(\neg A \cap \neg B) \cdot U(\neg A) \leq U(\neg A \cap \neg B) \cdot U_0(\neg A) = U_0(\neg A), \]

contradicting (22).

\(^{13}\)Concerning the modified proof of model 2 mentioned above, note that due to (16) this case does not occur, if \( \varepsilon = 0 \).
6 Concluding Remarks

To start with a topic raised in Section 1, consider again equation (2), that is $L = f \circ L_0$, with the standard assumption that $f: [0; 1] \to [0; 1]$ is a function with $f(0) = 0$ and $f(1) = 1$. Already in [2], Proposition 5.2, it is shown that via (2) every convex $f$ transfers any given F-field $O_0 = (\Omega; \mathcal{A}; L_0)$ to a neighbourhood $O = (\Omega; \mathcal{A}; L)$, which is an F-field too. But in a strict sense, this neighbourhood model is not “appropriate”, since by Theorem 1, model 3, there is a weaker condition on $f$ doing the same — namely the condition of bi-elasticity. The question arises, whether this requirement is “appropriate” instead. Indeed, bi-elasticity is even the weakest assumption on $f$ ensuring that via (1), i.e. $L = f \circ p$, every K-function $p \in \mathcal{K}(\Omega; \mathcal{A})$ is transferred to an F-neighbourhood $O = (\Omega; \mathcal{A}; L)$, if we are allowed to vary the underlying measurable space $(\Omega; \mathcal{A})$. For this, there is a quick argument, if additionally it is assumed that our functions $f$ are continuous on $[0; 1]$. In this case it is even sufficient to consider all finite measurable spaces and, for each of them, only one central distribution $p$ “testing” equation (1):

Let $f$ be fixed, being continuous on $[0; 1]$ and having the above-mentioned property of generating F-neighbourhoods via (1). We restrict ourselves in deriving condition (4), where, by continuity, it is possible to assume that in there $y$ and $z$ are rational numbers: $y = \frac{i}{k}$ and $z = \frac{j}{k}$ for $0 < i \leq j \leq k$. Now, for this $k \in \mathbb{N}$, we walk up to the finite measurable space $(\Omega_k; \mathcal{P}(\Omega_k))$ and employ the corresponding classical uniform probability $p = p^k_0$ as central distribution, generating via (1) an F-neighbourhood $O = (\Omega_k; \mathcal{P}(\Omega_k); L)$ (cf. Example 1). Hence $O$ is an uniform F-field on $(\Omega_k; \mathcal{P}(\Omega_k))$, which — according to the last sentence in Example 1 — obeys the chain (14), especially its left part. Finally, an easy transformation leads to the desired inequality in (4).

Apart from this — last — positive result given here, many questions concerning the role of bi-elasticity within the theory of interval probability remain open. For example, the concept of conditional interval probability is still debated (see [10] or [12] and the references therein). In particular, Weichselberger’s notion of the canonical concept has the disadvantage that some constructions are not closed w.r.t. the F-property. Using the corresponding notation $\Psi(A \mid B) = \frac{\Psi(A)}{\Psi(B)}$ for every $A, B \in \mathcal{A}$ with $A \subseteq B$, such that $\Psi(B) \neq 0$, where $\Psi$ can be a K-function as well as the lower or the upper bound of a probability field, it is possible to rephrase sensitively Theorem 3, models 1 and 2, and Theorem 4. Considering the outcome, it perhaps is feasible to modify these theorems in a way, which is profitable for a better understanding of the phenomenon of conditional interval probability.

Summarizing, the results presented in this article can be seen as the formal basis for joining together robust statistics and interval probability in its most expressive form, i.e., the concept of coherent or F-probabilities. The systematic development of distorted probabilities should be able to initiate a variety of applications in robust statistics and beyond.
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Abstract
This paper argues in favor of the thesis that two different concepts of conditional interval probability are needed, in order to serve the huge variety of tasks conditional probability has in the classical setting of precise probabilities. We compare the commonly used intuitive concept of conditional interval probability with the canonical concept, and see, in particular, that the canonical concept is the appropriate one to generalize the idea of transition kernels to interval probability: only the canonical concept allows reconstruction of the original interval probability from the marginals and conditionals, as well as the powerful formulation of Bayes Theorem.
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1 Introduction
In the last years a comprehensive theory of interval probability has been developed which systematically generalizes Kolmogorov’s axiomatic approach to classical probability. Just as in Kolmogorov’s approach, the basic axioms have to be supplemented by appropriate concepts of independence and by a definition of conditional probability.

The goal of the theory of interval probability is not only the creation of methods for dealing with imprecise probability but also a systematic one: the establishment of a body of definitions and results comparable to the analogous elements of

*We thank Anton Wallner for his valuable remarks and his support.
the classical theory with respect to rigidity and efficiency but with a much wider field of appropriate application.

While the system of axioms describing the properties of probability assignments is thoroughly discussed in [27] (see also [25] and [26]), the necessary supplements concerning independence and conditional probability are not included in that volume. A report summarizing basic aspects results in the statement that there is need for two different definitions of conditional probability associated with different roles in employing interval probability: the intuitive concept of conditional probability and the canonical concept of conditional probability ([26]).

The intuitive concept of conditional probability is widely used as the only generalization of classical conditional probability to imprecise probability in general (for a recent study in the context of numerical possibility theory, see [8], section 6). This way of generalizing conditional probability was rigorously justified by Walley [22], who derived it from coherence considerations between gambles and contingent gambles. It is almost exclusively used in statistical inference with imprecise probabilities: In particular, it underlies Walley's imprecise Dirichlet model (cf. [23], see also, e.g., [3] and [31]), and it is often understood as self-evident in robust Bayesian inference (e.g. [24], [18]).

Mainly in the area of artificial intelligence, often another definition of conditional interval probability is applied. It dates back to Dempster [10] and his proposed method of statistical inference. Since Shafer [19] it is often used isolated from its original motivation as Dempster's rule of conditioning. It has experienced many modifications, see [30] for a comparison of different proposals.

Only very few authors have argued in favor of a symbiosis of different concepts of conditional probabilities. Dubois and Prade [11] use the intuitive concept for what they call ‘focusing’, and Dempster’s rule for ‘conditioning’. Halpern and Fagin [12] stress that there are different ways to understand belief functions, a fact which naturally leads to different concepts of conditional probability.

Weichselberger argues that the intuitive concept has to be supplemented by the canonical concept, which in rare situations produces the same result as the concept proposed by Dempster. Although in many situations the canonical concept does not qualify for being interpreted as an assignment of interval probability itself, it serves as the inevitable bearer of information for solving important problems. This is not surprising, since even in classical theory conditional probability has two different roles: sometimes as an information of its own value, but in other cases as a tool allowing the derivation of other quantities. In the theory of interval probability canonical conditional probability and canonical conditional expectation can be used for such purposes, irrespective of their qualification as interval probability or as interval expectation. The relation between the two concepts of conditional interval probability with respect to different situations is the subject of the present article. After introducing basic requirements in Section 2, in Sections 3 to 6 we compare the consequences of the employment of each concept with respect to some relevant aspect of conditioning. Section 7 contains the conclusions.
which can be drawn.

2 Basic Concepts

Every probability measure in the usual sense, i.e. every set function \( p(.) \) satisfying Kolmogorov’s axioms, is called a classical probability. The set of all classical probabilities on a measurable space \( (\Omega; \mathcal{A}) \) will be denoted by \( \mathcal{K}(\Omega; \mathcal{A}) \). According to [27] axioms for interval probability \( P(.) = [L(.), U(.)] \) can be obtained by describing the relation between the non-additive set functions \( L(.) \) and \( U(.) \) and the set of classical probabilities being in accordance with them. Set functions \( P(.) : \mathcal{A} \to \mathbb{Z}_0 := \{ [L; U] \mid 0 \leq L \leq U \leq 1 \} \), \( A \to P(A) = [L(A); U(A)] \), with \( \mathcal{M} := \{ p(.) \in \mathcal{K}(\Omega; \mathcal{A}) \mid L(A) \leq p(A) \leq U(A), \forall A \in \mathcal{A} \} \neq \emptyset \) are called R-probability with structure \( \mathcal{M} \). If additionally \( \inf_{p(.) \in \mathcal{M}} p(A) = L(A) \), and \( \sup_{p(.) \in \mathcal{M}} p(A) = U(A) \), \( \forall A \in \mathcal{A} \), hold, then \( P(.) \) is F-probability. (With allowance to the different attitudes of Kolmogorov and de Finetti towards \( \sigma \)-additivity R-probability materially corresponds to a probability assignment ‘avoiding sure loss’ described by interval limits and F-probability to a ‘coherent’ assignment by interval limits.) The triple \( \mathcal{F} = (\Omega; \mathcal{A}; L(.)) \) is called an F-probability field.

A non-empty subset \( \mathcal{V} \) of \( \mathcal{M} \) is called a prestructure of \( \mathcal{F} = (\Omega; \mathcal{A}; L(.)) \) if the following equations hold: \( \inf_{p(.) \in \mathcal{V}} p(A) = L(A) \), \( \sup_{p(.) \in \mathcal{V}} p(A) = U(A) \), \( \forall A \in \mathcal{A} \). The concept of independence\(^1\) is introduced by

**Definition 1** Let \( \mathcal{F} = (\Omega; \mathcal{A}; L(.)) \) be an F-probability field with structure \( \mathcal{M} \) and let \( \mathcal{C}_i, i = 1, 2 \), be partitions of \( \Omega \). Then \( \mathcal{C}_1 \) and \( \mathcal{C}_2 \) are mutually independent, if the set \( \mathcal{M}_i = \{ p(.) \in \mathcal{M} \mid p(A_1 \cap A_2) = p(A_1) \cdot p(A_2), \forall A_1, A_2 \in \mathcal{C}_i, i = 1, 2 \} \) serves as a prestructure of the field \( \mathcal{F} \).

In [26] this definition is illustrated in the case of a fourfold-table. As also mentioned there, apart from cases for which at least one of the marginal probabilities is a classical probability, the structure \( \mathcal{M} \) will always contain classical probabilities with some dependence of \( \mathcal{C}_1 \) and \( \mathcal{C}_2 \) in the classical sense.

The classical concept of conditional probability can be generalized to interval probability in two different ways, generating on the one hand the intuitive concept, on the other hand the canonical concept of conditional probability, two concepts with different properties in many respects.

\( ^1 \)The question how to generalize the notion of independence has received considerable attention (see, e.g., [4] for a survey and [13] for a comprehensive treatment in the context of random sets). Recently, in particular the concepts of epistemic irrelevance and independence, introduced by Walley [22], have been investigated in detail (see, among others, [7], [14], [16], [17], [21], [20]).

In the context studied here the most natural definition is to call two partitions independent if the structure of the underlying F-probability field is generated by the set of independent classical probabilities (cf. [25], [26]). This way of defining independence corresponds to the notion of strong extension ([14], [6]).
Definition 2 Let $\mathcal{F} = (\Omega; \mathcal{A}; L(\cdot))$ be an $F$-probability field with structure $\mathcal{M}$, and $\mathcal{C}$ be a partition of $\Omega$ where $U(C) > 0$, $\forall C \in \mathcal{C}$. With $\mathcal{M}_C := \{p(\cdot) \in \mathcal{M} \mid p(C) > 0\}$ the intuitive concept of conditional probability is given by defining

$$iP_C(A \mid C) = \{iL_C(A \mid C); iU_C(A \mid C)\},$$

where

$$iL_C(A \mid C) = \inf_{p(\cdot) \in \mathcal{M}_C} \frac{p(A \cap C)}{p(C)}, \quad iU_C(A \mid C) = \sup_{p(\cdot) \in \mathcal{M}_C} \frac{p(A \cap C)}{p(C)}, \quad \forall A \in \mathcal{A}, \forall C \in \mathcal{C}.$$  

It can be demonstrated that this definition generates a conditional $F$-field for every $C$ with $U(C) > 0$. The motivation of employing the intuitive concept is straightforward: As long as $L(C) > 0$ it may be understood as the transition from the structure $\mathcal{M}$ to the structure $i\mathcal{M}_C(\cdot \mid C) = \{p(\cdot \mid C) \mid p(\cdot) \in \mathcal{M}\}$, which consists exactly of all classical conditional probabilities corresponding to elements of the original structure $\mathcal{M}$. The conditional interval expectation of any gain function $G(\cdot)$ — defined for all elements $E$ of $\Omega$ — therefore is calculated as $i\mathbb{E}(G(\cdot) \mid C) = [iL(G(\cdot) \mid C); iU(G(\cdot) \mid C)] = \{E_p(G(\cdot)) \mid p(\cdot) \in i\mathcal{M}_C(\cdot \mid C)\}$. 

Weichselberger ([25], [26]) argues that the intuitive concept has to be supplemented by a concept, which is derived from a canon of desirable properties, and therefore is called the canonical concept of conditional interval probability.

Definition 3 Let $\mathcal{F} = (\Omega; \mathcal{A}; L(\cdot))$ be an $F$-probability field and $\mathcal{C}$ be a partition of $\Omega$ where $L(C) > 0$, $\forall C \in \mathcal{C}$. The canonical concept of conditional probability is given by $L_C(A \mid C) := \frac{L(A \cap C)}{L(C)}$ and $U_C(A \mid C) := \frac{U(A \cap C)}{U(C)}$, $\forall A \in \mathcal{A}, \forall C \in \mathcal{C}$.

The canonical concept of conditional expectation of the gain function $G(\cdot)$ for each $C \in \mathcal{C}$ with $L(C) > 0$ is defined as

$$\mathbb{E}[G(\cdot) \mid C] := \big[\mathbb{L}(G(\cdot) \mid C); \mathbb{U}(G(\cdot) \mid C)\big] = \big\{L_p(G(\cdot)) \mid p(\cdot) \in \mathcal{M}_C(\cdot \mid C)\big\}$$

with

$$\mathbb{L}(G(\cdot) \mid C) := \frac{L(G(\cdot) \cap C)}{L(C)}, \quad \mathbb{U}(G(\cdot) \mid C) := \frac{U(G(\cdot) \cap C)}{U(C)}$$

and

$$I_L(G(\cdot) \cap C) = \inf_{p \in \mathcal{M}} \sum_{E \subseteq A} G(E) \cdot p(E), \quad U(G(\cdot) \cap C) = \sup_{p \in \mathcal{M}} \sum_{E \subseteq A} G(E) \cdot p(E).$$

Three simple examples demonstrate the different types of conditional probability according to the canonical concept. Each is constructed from an $F$-probability field on $\Omega = E_1 \cup E_2 \cup E_3$ with $\mathcal{A} = \mathcal{P}(\Omega)$, and the same partition $\mathcal{C} = (C_1, C_2)$ with $C_1 = E_1 \cup E_2$, $C_2 = E_3$ is considered. Example 1 describes a constellation $(\mathcal{F}; \mathcal{C})$ with conditional $F$-probability according to the canonical concept.

Example 1 An $F$-probability field $\mathcal{F}^{(1)}$ is given by

| $P(E_1)$ | $[0.10; 0.30]$ | $P(E_1 \cup E_2) = [0.40; 0.60]$ |
| $P(E_2)$ | $[0.20; 0.45]$ | $P(E_1 \cup E_3) = [0.55; 0.80]$ |
| $P(E_3)$ | $[0.40; 0.60]$ | $P(E_2 \cup E_3) = [0.70; 0.90]$ |

Because of $L(C_1) = 0.40$, $U(C_1) = 0.60$ the conditional probability according to
the canonical concept is given by

\[
\begin{align*}
P_C(E_1 \mid C_1) &= [0.25; 0.50] \\
P_C(E_2 \mid C_1) &= [0.50; 0.75] \\
P_C(E_3 \mid C_1) &= [0]
\end{align*}
\]

It is easily seen that in this case both conditional probability fields are F-probability. In addition the results may be compared with those from applying the intuitive concept:

\[
\begin{align*}
iP_C(E_1 \mid C_1) &= [0.182; 0.600] \\
iP_C(E_2 \mid C_1) &= [0.400; 0.818] \\
iP_C(E_3 \mid C_1) &= [0]
\end{align*}
\]

Example 2 The F-field \( \mathcal{F}^{(2)} \) is given by

\[
\begin{align*}
P(E_1) &= [0.10; 0.25] \\
P(E_2) &= [0.20; 0.40] \\
P(E_3) &= [0.40; 0.60]
\end{align*}
\]

The conditional probability according to the canonical concept now reads as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
P_C(E_1 \mid C_1) &= [0.250; 0.417] \\
P_C(E_2 \mid C_1) &= [0.500; 0.667] \\
P_C(E_3 \mid C_1) &= [0]
\end{align*}
\]

The fact, that \( L_C(E_1 \mid C_1) + U_C(E_2 \mid C_1) \neq 1 \) and \( L_C(E_2 \mid C_1) + U_C(E_1 \mid C_1) \neq 1 \) makes it clear, that \( P_C(\cdot \mid C_1) \) is not F-probability. On the other hand the assignment \( p_C(E_1 \mid C_1) = 0.4, p_C(E_2 \mid C_1) = 0.6, p_C(E_3 \mid C_1) = 0.0 \) is an element of the structure of this field: The canonical concept here produces an R-field, but not an F-field. Again the intuitive concept produces an F-probability-field with wider interval limits: \( iP_C(E_1 \mid C_1) = [0.200; 0.556] \) and \( iP_C(E_2 \mid C_1) = [0.444; 0.800] \) completed by the same trivial interval limits as in Example 1.

Example 3 describes a constellation for which canonical conditional probability has not even R-quality, since it contains intervals for which \( L > U \) holds.

\[^2\]For an attractive example for this special situation see the nonparametric predictive inference discussed in [2].
Theorem 1
If \( L(\Omega) \) partitions of \( \Omega \) conditional probability is employed (and \( L \) does not hold in general. This fact led to the introduction of the notions of epistemic irrelevance and epistemic independence (see the references in footnote 1), independence along the lines of Definition 1 are applied, this appealing property
If the intuitive concept of conditional interval probability and the definition of characteriz ed by
The F-field

Example 3 The F-field \( \mathcal{F}^{(3)} \) is given through

\[
\begin{align*}
P(E_1) &= [0.16; 0.18] & P(E_1 \cup E_2) &= [0.40; 0.60] \\
P(E_2) &= [0.22; 0.42] & P(E_1 \cup E_3) &= [0.58; 0.78] \\
P(E_3) &= [0.40; 0.60] & P(E_2 \cup E_3) &= [0.82; 0.84]
\end{align*}
\]

The canonical concept produces: \( P_C(E_1 \mid C_1) = [0.40; 0.30] \) and \( P_C(E_2 \mid C_1) = [0.55; 0.70] \) and the same trivial interval limits as the foregoing examples. Since \( L_C(E_1 \mid C_1) > U_C(E_1 \mid C_1) \), it is impossible to find K-functions in accordance with the interval limits: A structure does not exist. Concerning the intuitive concept, there are no problems: \( iP_C(E_1 \mid C_1) = [0.276; 0.450] \) and \( iP_C(E_2 \mid C_1) = [0.550; 0.724] \).

It is obvious that in a case like this the outcome of the canonical concept cannot be interpreted as interval probability in the usual sense. In order to allow the employment of the word probability, the usage of this expression has to be extended.

Definition 4 Given a sample space \( \Omega \) and a \( \sigma \)-field \( \mathcal{A} \) of random events in \( \Omega \),
\[
P(A) = [L(A); U(A)], \quad \forall A \in \mathcal{A},
\]
need not be intervals, \( L(A) \) may be larger than \( U(A) \). It will be shown in the following sections that the canonical concept produces results which are bearers of important information, even they do not qualify for being interpreted as R-probability or as interval expectation.

3 Independence and Conditional Probability

In the classical theory mutual independence of two partitions \( C_1 \) and \( C_2 \) can be characterized by

\[
p(A_1 \mid A_2) = p(A_1), \quad \forall A_1 \in C_1, \forall A_2 \in C_2 : p(A_2) \neq 0.
\]

If the intuitive concept of conditional interval probability and the definition of independence along the lines of Definition 1 are applied, this appealing property does not hold in general. This fact led to the introduction of the notions of epistemic irrelevance and epistemic independence (see the references in footnote 1), which use variants of (1) to define independence.

In contrast, (1) extends to interval probability if the canonical concept of conditional probability is employed (and \( L(A_2) \neq 0 \)). According to Definition 1 \( L(A_1 \cap A_2) = L(A_1) \cdot L(A_2) \) and \( U(A_1 \cap A_2) = U(A_1) \cdot U(A_2) \) hold. This leads to

Theorem 1 If \( \mathcal{F} = (\Omega; \mathcal{A}; L(\cdot)) \) is an F-probability field and \( C_1, C_2 \subseteq \mathcal{A} \) are partitions of \( \Omega \), the statements a) and b) are equivalent:
The intuitive concept leads to

$$P(C_1 \cap C_2) = P(C_1) \cdot P(C_2), \quad \forall C_1, C_2$$

1. $P(C_1 \cap C_2) = P(C_1) \cdot P(C_2), \quad \forall C_1, C_2 \in \mathcal{C}$, where $C$ is a partition.

2. $C_1$ and $C_2$ are mutually independent.

It is, therefore, in this case guaranteed that the canonical concept produces conditional F-probability fields. On the other hand, since the interval limits of the intuitive concept are generally wider than that of the canonical one, in the case of mutual independence conditional and marginal probability are equal, then the canonical concept of conditional probability must be employed. Employing the model of double-dichotomy this phenomenon is demonstrated in Example 4.

Example 4 Let $\mathcal{F} = (\Omega; \mathcal{A}; L(\cdot))$ be an F-probability field with $\Omega_4 = E_1 \cup E_2 \cup E_3 \cup E_4$, $\mathcal{A} = \mathcal{P}(\Omega_4)$ and

$$
P(E_1) = [0.08; 0.21] \quad P(E_1 \cup E_2) = [0.20; 0.30]$$
$$P(E_2) = [0.06; 0.18] \quad P(E_1 \cup E_3) = [0.40; 0.70]$$
$$P(E_3) = [0.28; 0.49] \quad P(E_1 \cup E_4) = [0.33; 0.66]$$
$$P(E_4) = [0.21; 0.48]$$

(The remaining components of this F-field follow from $L(A) + U(\neg A) = 1, \forall A \in \mathcal{A}$.) Let two partitions be given by $C_1 = (A_1, \neg A_1)$, where $A_1 = (E_1 \cup E_2)$, and $C_2 = (A_2, \neg A_2)$, where $A_2 = (E_1 \cup E_3)$. By means of a four-fold table independence of $C_1$ and $C_2$ is directly controlled:

$$
\begin{array}{cccc}
P(E_1) & P(E_1 \cup E_2) & P(E_1 \cup E_3) & P(E_1 \cup E_4) \\
P(E_2) & [0.06; 0.18] & [0.20; 0.30] & [0.33; 0.66] \\
P(E_3) & [0.28; 0.49] & [0.40; 0.70] & [0.66; 0.90] \\
P(E_4) & [0.21; 0.48] & [0.33; 0.66] & [0.66; 0.90] \\
\end{array}

L(E_1 \cup E_4) = \max(L(E_1) + L(E_4), 1 - U(E_2) - U(E_3)) = 0.33$$
$$U(E_1 \cup E_4) = \min(U(E_1) + U(E_4), 1 - L(E_2) - L(E_3)) = 0.66.$$

The canonical concept of conditional probability produces:

$$
\begin{align*}
L_{C_2}(A_1 | A_2) &= L_{C_2}(E_1 \cup E_2 | E_1 \cup E_3) = \frac{U(E_1)}{U(E_1 \cup E_3)} = \frac{0.08}{0.40} = 0.2 = L(E_1 \cup E_2) \\
U_{C_2}(A_1 | A_2) &= U_{C_2}(E_1 \cup E_2 | E_1 \cup E_3) = \frac{U(E_1)}{U(E_1 \cup E_3)} = \frac{0.21}{0.60} = 0.3 = U(E_1 \cup E_2).
\end{align*}
$$

The intuitive concept leads to

$$
\begin{align*}
iL_{C_2}(A_1 | A_2) &= \inf_{\mathcal{F}} p(E_1 | E_1 \cup E_3) = \frac{0.08}{0.08 + 0.49} = 0.140 < 0.20 \\
iU_{C_2}(A_1 | A_2) &= \sup_{\mathcal{F}} p(E_1 | E_1 \cup E_3) = \frac{0.21}{0.21 + 0.28} = 0.429 > 0.30.
\end{align*}
$$

The conclusion from these results is evident: If it is of importance, that in the case of mutual independence conditional and marginal probability are equal, then the canonical concept of conditional probability must be employed.
4 Updating with Conditional Probability

The essential aspects concerning updating by means of conditional interval probability already become clear in the simple case of two states, \( A_1 \) and \( A_2 \), and two (or later, three) possible diagnoses, \( B_1 \) and \( B_2 \) (and later, \( B_3 \)). If the overall probability is given by an \( F \)-field \( \mathcal{F} = (\Omega; \mathcal{P}(\Omega); L(\cdot)) \) with \( |\Omega| = 4 \), one has

\[
\begin{array}{c|c|c|c}
P(A_1 \cap B_1) & P(A_1 \cap B_2) & P(A_1) \\
[L_{11}; U_{11}] & [L_{12}; U_{12}] & [L_1; U_1] \\
\hline
P(A_2 \cap B_1) & P(A_2 \cap B_2) & P(A_2) \\
[L_{21}; U_{21}] & [L_{22}; U_{22}] & [L_2; U_2] \\
\hline
P(B_1) & P(B_2) & P(\Omega) \\
[L_1; U_1] & [L_2; U_2] & [1] \\
\end{array}
\]

While the prior probability of state \( A_1 \) is given by \( P(A_1) \), updating in case of diagnosis \( B_1 \) produces the conditional probability of \( (A_1 \cap B_1) \) given \( B_1 \). If more than two diagnoses are possible, it is important to ensure that the process of updating is associative: Does stepwise learning lead to the same result as instantaneous learning? In the case of classical probability the answer is affirmative.

An \( F \)-probability field \( \mathcal{F} = (\Omega; \mathcal{P}(\Omega); L(\cdot)) \) with \( |\Omega| = 6 \) is given by:

\[
\begin{array}{ccc|ccc}
P_{11} & P_{12} & P_{13} & P_1 & P_2 & \text{where } P_{ij} := P(A_i \cap B_j) \\
P_{21} & P_{22} & P_{23} & P_2 & \text{and } P_{ij} := P(B_j), j = 1, 2, 3 \\
P_1 & P_2 & P_3 & & & \text{and in an analogous way for } L \text{ and } U. \\
\end{array}
\]

Let instantaneous learning immediately transfer the information from \( \Omega \) to \( B_1 \), while stepwise learning leads from \( \Omega \) to \( B_1 \cup B_2 \) and from there to \( B_1 \). A method of updating can only be accepted, if the final result is equal in both cases.

For the intuitive concept it is sufficient to remember that for classical probability the equation \( p(A \mid B_1) = \frac{p(A \mid B_1 \cup B_2)}{p(B_1 \cup B_2)} \) is valid. This is not only the reason, why associativity holds for updating with the classical conditional probability; it also means that \( iM(\cdot \mid B_1) = \{ p(\cdot \mid B_1) \mid p(\cdot) \in iM(\cdot \mid B_1 \cup B_2) \} \) must be true and updating with the intuitive concept of conditional probability produces the same results for instantaneous and for stepwise learning.

With respect to the canonical concept the first step of information (“\( B_1 \cup B_2 \)”) produces the conditional probability field with the following interval limits:

\[
\begin{array}{c|c|c}
[L_{11}; U_{11}] & [L_{12}; U_{12}] & [L_{13}; U_{13}] \\
[L_{S, 1}; U_{S, 1}] & [L_{S, 2}; U_{S, 2}] & [L_{S, 3}; U_{S, 3}] \\
\hline
[L_{21}; U_{21}] & [L_{22}; U_{22}] & [L_{23}; U_{23}] \\
[L_{S, 1}; U_{S, 1}] & [L_{S, 2}; U_{S, 2}] & [L_{S, 3}; U_{S, 3}] \\
\hline
[L_1; U_1] & [L_2; U_2] & [1] \\
[L_{S, 1}; U_{S, 1}] & [L_{S, 2}; U_{S, 2}] & [L_{S, 3}; U_{S, 3}] \\
\end{array}
\]
The second step of information ("$B_1$") leads to the interval limits $L_1$, $S_1$, $L\leq L_1 \leq S_1$, which are the same as if the information "$B_1$" had been given at once. Therefore the canonical concept satisfies the necessary condition for reasonable updating as well.

It may be concluded that in principle each of the two concepts can be employed for updating. Since the intuitive concept guarantees the F-property of the outcome it should be preferred under usual circumstances.

5 Transfer of Information

The idea of conditional probability often is employed in designing new models, combining marginal probability derived from one source of information, with conditional probability gained from another source. In particular the theory of Markov chains relies on this principle: The dynamic evolution is completely described by specifying an initial distribution and a matrix of transition probabilities, consisting of the conditional probabilities to reach a state $i$ given state $j$.

A necessary condition for the qualification of any concept of conditional probability with respect to such transfer obviously is the possibility to reconstruct an F-probability field by means of marginal probability and conditional probability. It was demonstrated in [26], that this reconstruction need not be possible if the intuitive concept is employed: different F-fields may be equal with respect to marginal probability and to intuitive conditional probability for a certain partition. This phenomenon is quite common for the intuitive concept: There are very rare borderline cases where it is possible to determine an F-field uniquely by means of marginal probability and the respective intuitive conditional probability.

On the other hand, reconstruction of an F-probability field using the marginal probability of a partition together with the canonical conditional probability is practicable, if a so called laminar constellation in the following sense is given.

Definition 5 i) $(\mathcal{A}_L, \mathcal{A}_U)$ is named a support of the F-field $\mathcal{F} = (\Omega; \mathcal{A}; L(.))$ with structure $\mathcal{M}$, if the set of equations: $L(A) \leq p(A), \forall A \in \mathcal{A}_L$, and $p(A) \leq U(A), \forall A \in \mathcal{A}_U$, is sufficient to determine $\mathcal{M}$.

ii) A constellation $(\mathcal{F}, \mathcal{C})$, consisting of an F-field $\mathcal{F} = (\Omega; \mathcal{A}; L(.))$ and a partition $\mathcal{C}$ of $\Omega$, is named a laminar constellation, if there exists a support $(\mathcal{A}_L, \mathcal{A}_U)$ of $\mathcal{F}$, so that for each $A \in \mathcal{A}_L \cup \mathcal{A}_U$ one of the two following conditions is satisfied:

1. $\exists C_1, \ldots, C_q \in \mathcal{C} : A = \bigcup_{i=1}^q C_i$.
2. $\exists C \in \mathcal{C} : A \subset C$.

This definition characterizes constellations, where all information about the structure $\mathcal{M}$ — and therefore about $\mathcal{F}$ itself — is contained only in the marginal probability on $\mathcal{C}$ or in events which are subsets of single elements of the partition.
If laminarity of the constellation is given, reconstruction of the original F-field by means of marginal probability of C and the canonical conditional probabilities for all $C \in \mathcal{C}$ is possible, irrespective of the quality of the canonical conditional probabilities, since for each A satisfying condition a) the interval limits are determined by the marginal probability and for each A satisfying condition b) the interval limits are to be reconstructed by $L(A) = L_C(A \mid C) \cdot L(C) = \frac{L(A)}{L(C)} \cdot L(C)$ and $U(A) = U_C(A \mid C) \cdot U(C) = \frac{U(A)}{U(C)} \cdot U(C)$.

The reconstruction of an F-field using conditional O-probability is demonstrated in Example 5 for a sample space of size 3.

**Example 5** Let an F-field $\mathcal{F} = (\Omega_3; \mathcal{P}(\Omega_3); L(\cdot))$ be given by:

$$P(E_1) = [0.16; 0.21] \quad P(E_2) = [0.22; 0.42] \quad P(E_3) = [0.40; 0.60].$$

The partition $\mathcal{C} = (C_1, C_2)$ with $C_1 = E_1 \cup E_2$ and $C_2 = E_3$ leads to $P(C_1) = [0.40; 0.60], P(C_2) = [0.40; 0.60].$ It is obvious, that this is a laminar constellation: $E_1$ and $E_2$ obey condition b), $E_3$ satisfies condition a). The interval limits of conditional probability according to the canonical concept are:

$$L_C(E_1 \mid C_1) = 0.40 \quad U_C(E_1 \mid C_1) = 0.35$$
$$L_C(E_2 \mid C_1) = 0.55 \quad U_C(E_2 \mid C_1) = 0.70$$
$$L_C(E_3 \mid C_2) = 1 \quad U_C(E_3 \mid C_2) = 1.$$

Therefore $P_C(E_1 \mid C_1) = [0.40; 0.35], P_C(E_2 \mid C_1) = [0.55; 0.70]$ is an assignment which can not be interpreted as a generalization of classical probability, but it is useful for reconstructing $\mathcal{F}$:

$$L(E_1) = L_C(E_1 \mid C_1) \cdot L(C_1) = 0.40 \cdot 0.40 = 0.16$$
$$U(E_1) = U_C(E_1 \mid C_1) \cdot U(C_1) = 0.35 \cdot 0.60 = 0.21$$
$$L(E_2) = L_C(E_2 \mid C_1) \cdot L(C_1) = 0.55 \cdot 0.40 = 0.22$$
$$U(E_2) = U_C(E_2 \mid C_1) \cdot U(C_1) = 0.70 \cdot 0.60 = 0.42$$
$$L(E_3) = L_C(E_3 \mid C_2) \cdot L(C_2) = 1 \cdot 0.40 = 0.40$$
$$U(E_3) = U_C(E_3 \mid C_2) \cdot U(C_1) = 1 \cdot 0.60 = 0.60.$$

Because of the laminarity of the constellation $(\mathcal{F}, \mathcal{C})$ these interval limits are sufficient to reconstruct $\mathcal{F}$. 

The Theorem of Total Probability can be formulated as

**Corollary 1** If $(\mathcal{F}; \mathcal{C})$ is a laminar constellation, the F-field $\mathcal{F}$ is uniquely determined by the marginal probability field for $\mathcal{C}$ and by the canonical conditional probability fields resulting for each $C \in \mathcal{C}$, irrespective of the F- or R- or O-quality of the conditional fields.
This result allows interpretations:

1. If the conditional probabilities do not possess F-(R-)quality, there cannot be any set of conditional F-(R-)probabilities which allows to reconstruct the given F-field through the given marginal F-probability.

2. If the process of matching a given marginal F-probability with given canonical conditionals results in a field not possessing F-(R-)quality, it is impossible to find an F-(R-)field with this marginal and with these conditionals.

Therefore, the results of transfer of information from one model to another to some extent can be foreseen:

1. If $P_C(. | .)$ describes an F-field, matching with marginal F-probability always produces an F-field.

2. If $P_C(. | .)$ describes an R-field, matching with marginal F-probability produces either an F-field or an R-field which does not possess the F-quality.

3. If $P_C(. | .)$ does not fit to an R-field, nothing can be predicted about quality of the outcome, if it is matched with marginal F-probability.

6 The Theorem of Bayes

The Theorem of Bayes is an important result of classical probability theory. While it is of highest significance for any subjectivist school, even the objectivist view sometimes finds conditions, under which it is legitimate to accept a certain prior information which is described by classical probability. On the other hand even the subjectivist cannot deny that in most practically relevant cases the choice of a particular classical prior is at least highly debatable.

Therefore this is a situation inviting to propose the employment of interval probability. If a successful transfer of the Theorem of Bayes into the theory of interval probability can be achieved, a strong argument favouring the efficiency of this theory is presented.

Ambiguity, however, — distinguishing interval and classical probability — does not obey to those laws which are the basis of the Theorem of Bayes in the classical theory. It should therefore not be expected that the roles of this theorem in classical probability and in generalized probability are the same. References to the obvious limitations for the efficiency of particular types of this theorem have been given only recently ([29], [1]).

In classical probability the Theorem of Bayes results from the properties of the concept of conditional probability. Therefore it has to be expected that in the

---

3The Theorem of Bayes and the problem of computing posterior probabilities or posterior expectations is a frequent subject in literature dealing with generalized probability: In his fundamental book [22], Walley derived the ‘Generalized Bayes Rule’, which also is used in the robust Bayesian approach (see, e.g., [5], [24], [15], [18]).
theory of interval probability the role of conditional probability — and especially of the concept employed — proves to be decisive. The transition from prior probability to posterior probability necessarily consists of two steps:

1. Derivation of an F-probability field for which the prior is marginal probability and the conditional probability is given.

2. Derivation of conditional probability relative to the actual observation.

For the first step the method to be applied in case of interval probability is obvious: Marginal probability and conditional probability (due to the canonical concept) have to be combined by means of the Cartesian product of two structures. This generates the product rules \( L(A \cap Z) = L(A) \cdot L(A \mid Z) \) and \( U(A \cap Z) = U(A) \cdot U(A \mid Z) \). In Example 6 this procedure is demonstrated introducing a special case of double-dichotomy which will be employed in all of the examples to come.

**Example 6** Let the F-field describing the probability for a dichotomy of states of nature be given by \( P(Z_1) = [0.2; 0.3] \), \( P(Z_2) = [0.7; 0.8] \), and the probability of the outcome of a certain trial in case of state \( Z_1 \) be given by the F-field \( P(A_1 \mid Z_1) = [0.6; 0.7] \), \( P(A_2 \mid Z_1) = [0.3; 0.4] \) in case of state \( Z_2 \) by the F-field \( P(A_1 \mid Z_2) = [0.1; 0.2] \), \( P(A_2 \mid Z_2) = [0.8; 0.9] \). Interpreting the first of the three fields as marginal probability and the two others as conditional probability according to the canonical concept one arrives at the following components of an F-field describing the combined probability of the states and outcomes:

\[
\begin{array}{c|c|c|c}
   P(A_1 \cap Z_1) = [0.12; 0.21] & P(A_2 \cap Z_1) = [0.06; 0.12] & P(Z_1) = [0.2; 0.3] \\
   P(A_1 \cap Z_2) = [0.07; 0.16] & P(A_2 \cap Z_2) = [0.56; 0.72] & P(Z_2) = [0.7; 0.8] \\
   P(A_1) & P(A_2) & P(\Omega_4) = [1]
\end{array}
\]

This is partial determinate F-probability and the process of normal completion has to be employed in order to calculate the components \( P(A_1) \) and \( P(A_2) \). In the present situation the results are gained easily: Let \( p(Z_1) = a \) be a K-function belonging to the structure of the prior probability, \( p(A_1 \mid Z_1) = b \) and \( p(A_1 \mid Z_2) = c \) be K-functions belonging to the structures of two marginal probabilities. Therefore: \( 0.2 \leq a \leq 0.3; \ 0.6 \leq b \leq 0.7; \ 0.1 \leq c \leq 0.2 \). The possible values of \( a \cdot b \) produce \( P(A_1 \cap Z_1) \), those of \( (1 - a) \cdot c \) produce \( P(A_1 \cap Z_2) \) and the values of \( a \cdot b + (1 - a) \cdot c \) produce \( P(A_1) \). It is easily controlled, that \( a = 0.2, b = 0.6, c = 0.1 \) render the minimum of \( a \cdot b + (1 - a) \cdot c \), so that \( L(A_1) = 0.20 \) results, and \( a = 0.3, b = 0.7, c = 0.2 \) render \( U(A_1) = 0.35 \). Since an F-field possesses conjugate interval limits, one arrives for \( A_1 = \neg A_2 \) at \( L(A_2) = 0.65, U(A_2) = 0.80 \). The last line of the table above reads:

\[
P(A_1) = [0.20; 0.35] \quad P(A_2) = [0.65; 0.80] \quad P(\Omega_4) = [1].
\]

The results of the procedure described are those components of the combined F-field which are relevant with respect to posterior probability. The components still
lacking would be calculated in an analogous manner, for instance \( P[(A_1 \cap Z_1) \cup (A_2 \cap Z_2)] = [0.76; 0.86]. \)

While the canonical concept is inevitable for step 1, there is a possibility to choose between the concepts as far as step 2 is concerned: the calculation of the posterior probability for each observation. The decision in favour of the intuitive concept is quite common and promises some remarkable advantages:

1. The F-quality of the posterior probability is guaranteed.
2. The structure of this F-field can be interpreted as the Cartesian product of the structures of the marginal probability and of the conditional F-probability belonging to the actual observation.

On the other hand, use of the canonical concept includes the risk that the outcome cannot be interpreted as a generalization of a classical probability, since the resulting intervals do not define a structure.

It is therefore advisable to calculate posterior probability by means of the intuitive concept, if this posterior constitutes the only and final goal of the analysis. However, in the following it will be demonstrated, that there are good reasons for the opposite decision, if the posterior probability is to be employed as a basis for further analysis. Two situations will be considered:

1. The posterior probability of one trial is used as prior probability for another trial which is independent from the first one.
2. The posterior probability is the basis of a decision between different actions.

As to the first of the two aspects: In classical theory it is seen as one of the most important merits attributed to the employment of Bayes’ theorem that the transition from the prior probability to the posterior is a definitive one: After the trial the posterior takes over the role of the prior. If a next trial is independent from the first one the posterior of the former trial, therefore, is the prior of the next. Obviously the following must be seen as a substantial criterion for a successful transfer of Bayes’ theorem to interval probability: The results have to be the same, whether two mutually independent trials are combined to one trial, or the posterior of the first one is used as prior for the second one. It can be shown that these requirements are met, provided that the Theorem of Bayes is executed by means of the canonical concept of conditional probability. For brevity the proof will be limited to the case of two states of nature and two possible observations.

**Proposition 1** Let \((Z_1, Z_2)\) be a dichotomy of the states of nature with the prior F-probability given by \( P(Z_1) = [L; U] \).

A first trial with possible outcome \( A_1 \) or \( A_2 \) is characterized by F-probabilities given by \( P(A_1 \mid Z_1) = [l_{11}; u_{11}], \) \( P(A_1 \mid Z_2) = [l_{21}; u_{21}] \). A second trial which
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is independent from the first one, has the outcomes \( B_1 \) and \( B_2 \). The ruling F-probabilities are given by \( P(B_1 \mid Z_1) = [l_{12}; u_{12}] \), \( P(B_1 \mid Z_2) = [l_{22}; u_{22}] \). If in the Theorem of Bayes the canonical concept of conditional probability is employed, a trial which originates from a combination of the observations \( A \) and \( B \) renders the same posterior probability as the procedure, in which the posterior probability of the first trial is taken as prior probability for the second one.

For the proof of this proposition it is sufficient to show that both procedures produce the same probability components \( P(A_i \cap B_j \cap Z_r) \) and \( P(A_i \cap B_j) \), since the final probability is derived from the interval limits of these components. The demonstration will be given for \( P(A_1 \cap B_1 \cap Z_r), r = 1, 2, \) and \( P(A_1 \cap B_1) \).

1. In case of a combined trial, because of mutual independence of the trials one arrives at \( P(A_1 \cap B_1 \mid Z_1) = [l_{11} \cdot l_{12}; u_{11} \cdot u_{12}] \), \( P(A_1 \cap B_1 \mid Z_2) = [l_{21} \cdot l_{22}; u_{21} \cdot u_{22}] \) and together with the marginal probability of the states of nature: \( P(A_1 \cap B_1 \cap Z_1) = [l_{11} \cdot l_{12} \cdot L; u_{11} \cdot u_{12} \cdot U] \), \( P(A_1 \cap B_1 \cap Z_2) = [l_{21} \cdot l_{22} \cdot (1 - U); u_{21} \cdot u_{22} \cdot (1 - L)] \). These two components are sufficient to calculate \( P(A_1 \cap B_1) \).

2. If the first trial is executed separately, conditional probability and marginal probability produce \( P(A_1 \cap Z_1) = [l_{11} \cdot L; u_{11} \cdot U] \), \( P(A_1 \cap Z_2) = [l_{21} \cdot (1 - U); u_{21} \cdot (1 - L)] \). The component of the union of these events\(^2\) is designated by \( P(A_1) = [L_1; U_1] \). The posterior probability of the first trial in case of observation \( A_1 \) — which will be used as prior for the second trial — is defined by the canonical conditional probability as \( P(Z_1 \mid A_1) = [\frac{l_{11} \cdot L}{L_1}; \frac{u_{11} \cdot U}{U_1}] \), \( P(Z_2 \mid A_1) = [\frac{l_{12} \cdot (1 - U)}{L_2}; \frac{u_{12} \cdot (1 - L)}{U_2}] \). Hence, conditional to \( A_1 \) the probability-components for the observation \( B_1 \) of the second trial read as \( P(B_1 \cap Z_1 \mid A_1) = [\frac{l_{11} \cdot l_{12} \cdot L}{L_1 \cdot U_1}; \frac{u_{11} \cdot u_{12} \cdot U}{U_1}] \), \( P(B_1 \cap Z_2 \mid A_1) = [\frac{l_{21} \cdot l_{22} \cdot (1 - U)}{L_2 \cdot U_1}; \frac{u_{21} \cdot u_{22} \cdot (1 - L)}{U_1}] \). In order to arrive at the components of the events \( A_1 \cap B_1 \cap Z_1 \) and \( A_1 \cap B_1 \cap Z_2 \), canonical conditional and marginal probability must be combined:

\[
L(A_1 \cap B_1 \cap Z_1) = L(B_1 \cap Z_1 \mid A_1) \cdot L(A_1) = \frac{l_{11} \cdot l_{12} \cdot L}{L_1 \cdot U_1} \cdot L_1 = l_{11} \cdot l_{12} \cdot L
\]

\[
U(A_1 \cap B_1 \cap Z_1) = U(B_1 \cap Z_1 \mid A_1) \cdot U(A_1) = \frac{l_{11} \cdot l_{12} \cdot L}{L_1 \cdot U_1} \cdot U_1 = u_{11} \cdot l_{12} \cdot U
\]

and corresponding procedures for \( Z_2 \). Both components are equal to those resulting from the combined trial and consequently as well \( P(A_1 \cap B_1) \) as the canonical conditional probability are alike: Both methods produce the same posterior. \( \square \)

In Example 7 this equivalence is demonstrated in the case of the F-probability field introduced in Example 6.

**Example 7** For the prior probability and the conditional probability of Example 6 the posterior probability — defined by the canonical concept results as

\[
P(Z_1 \mid A_1) = \begin{bmatrix} 0.12 \cdot 0.21 \\ 0.20 \end{bmatrix} = [0.60; 0.60]
\]

\[
P(Z_2 \mid A_1) = \begin{bmatrix} 0.07 \cdot 0.16 \\ 0.20 \end{bmatrix} = [0.35; 0.46]
\]

These two components can be interpreted as R-probability, since \( p(Z_1 \mid A_1) = 0.60, p(Z_2 \mid A_1) = 0.40 \), is a K-function in accordance with all

\( ^2 \)The appropriate method of calculation is demonstrated in Example 6.
interval limits. It will be seen that despite the lack of F-quality this assignment can be used as a prior for a next trial. Let

\[
P(B_1 \mid Z_1) = [0.7; 0.9] \quad P(B_2 \mid Z_1) = [0.1; 0.3]
\]
\[
P(B_1 \mid Z_2) = [0.2; 0.4] \quad P(B_2 \mid Z_2) = [0.6; 0.8].
\]

Combined with the new prior produced by observation \(A_1:\)

\[
P(B_1 \cap Z_1 \mid A_1) = [0.42; 0.54] \quad P(B_2 \cap Z_1 \mid A_1) = [0.06; 0.18] \quad P(Z_1 \mid A_1) = [0.60; 0.60]
\]
\[
P(B_1 \cap Z_2 \mid A_1) = [0.07; 0.184] \quad P(B_2 \cap Z_2 \mid A_1) = [0.21; 0.37] \quad P(Z_2 \mid A_1) = [0.35; 0.46]
\]

In order to calculate components of the absolute probability, the component \(P(A_1) = [0.20; 0.35]\) according to Example 6 has to be multiplied — which is executed only for the events produced by observation \(B_1:\)

\[
L(A_1 \cap B_1 \cap Z_1) = 0.42 \cdot 0.20 = 0.084 \quad U(A_1 \cap B_1 \cap Z_1) = 0.54 \cdot 0.35 = 0.189
\]
\[
L(A_1 \cap B_1 \cap Z_2) = 0.07 \cdot 0.20 = 0.014 \quad U(A_1 \cap B_1 \cap Z_2) = 0.184 \cdot 0.35 = 0.064.
\]

If, on the other hand, the mutually independence trials were combined, the components of \(A_1 \cap B_1\) would be:

\[
P(A_1 \cap B_1 \mid Z_1) = [0.6 \cdot 0.7; 0.7 \cdot 0.9] = [0.42; 0.63]
\]
\[
P(A_1 \cap B_1 \mid Z_2) = [0.1 \cdot 0.2; 0.2 \cdot 0.4] = [0.02; 0.08].
\]

With respect to the marginal probability \(P(Z_1) = [0.2; 0.3], P(Z_2) = [0.7; 0.8]\) the outcome of the combined trial is partially described by the components

\[
P(A_1 \cap B_1 \cap Z_1) = [0.42 \cdot 0.2; 0.63 \cdot 0.3] = [0.084; 0.189]
\]
\[
P(A_1 \cap B_1 \cap Z_2) = [0.02 \cdot 0.7; 0.08 \cdot 0.8] = [0.014; 0.064]
\]

demonstrating the conformity of the two procedures with regard to probability of the observations. \(\square\)

It should be noted that the procedure described in Proposition 1 and demonstrated in Example 7 is not a mere transfer of the procedures customary in classical theory. The posterior probability resulting from the first trial is conditional probability relative to the actual observation. Prior probability is always marginal probability, hence total probability, not a conditional one. Therefore total probability has to be reconstructed by means of the marginal component of the actual observation in the first trial. This step does not influence the result in classical theory — and is left out therefore — but it is inevitable for interval probability!

Concerning the decision-theoretic approach it has been shown recently ([1]) that with regard to the optimization of decisions in the general case of interval probability the Theorem of Bayes — at least as far as it employs the intuitive concept — does not render what its counterpart for classical probability renders: that the Bernoulli-optimal action with respect to the posterior probability generated by
the actual observation produces the corresponding branch of the optimal decision function. Hence the so called ‘Main Theorem of Bayesian Decision Analysis’ does not hold for interval probability.

It can be demonstrated that in the general case of interval probability this phenomenon is inevitable — beyond all questions about the methodology of Bayes’ theorem. In classical theory the branch of a decision function attributed to a certain observation produces an expected gain not depending on the circumstances related to the other possible observations. Therefore this expectation can be compared directly with those of respective branches belonging to other — competing decision functions, a task, which is achieved easily via the Theorem of Bayes.

In presence of ambiguity the situation is different: If the expected gain of a decision function is calculated, each of the partial sums generated by an observation can be influenced by circumstances which originally refer to any of the other possible observations. This is a rule of thumb for decision functions:

Classical probability — only the actual observation counts.

Interval probability — all possible observations count.

Example 8, related to Examples 6 and 7, shows: If two gain functions differ only for observation $A_2$, nevertheless the contribution of observation $A_1$ to the interval expectation of the total gain may be influenced by this difference.

Example 8 $Z_1, Z_2$ are two states of nature and $A_1, A_2$ are two possible observations, where the marginal probability $P(Z_1), P(Z_2)$ and the canonical conditional probabilities $P(A_1 \mid Z_1), P(A_2 \mid Z_1), P(A_1 \mid Z_2), P(A_2 \mid Z_2)$ are given in Example 1. Remember, that for K-functions of the respective structures

\[ p(Z_1) = a, \quad p(A_1 \mid Z_1) = b, \quad p(A_1 \mid Z_2) = c \]

the interval limits are given by

\[ 0.2 \leq a \leq 0.3, \quad 0.6 \leq b \leq 0.7, \quad 0.1 \leq c \leq 0.2. \]

The structure of the resulting F-field then consists of K-functions with the components given by

\[
\begin{align*}
\begin{array}{cc}
  p(A_1 \cap Z_1) = a \cdot b & p(A_2 \cap Z_1) = a \cdot (1 - b) \\
  p(A_1 \cap Z_2) = (1 - a) \cdot c & p(A_2 \cap Z_2) = (1 - a) \cdot (1 - c) \\
  p(A_1) = a \cdot b + (1 - a) \cdot c & p(A_2) = a \cdot (1 - b) + (1 - a) \cdot (1 - c) \\
  \end{array}
\end{align*}
\]

producing the interval limits of these components as

\[
\begin{align*}
  P(A_1 \cap Z_1) & = [0.12; 0.21] & P(A_2 \cap Z_1) & = [0.06; 0.12] & P(Z_1) & = [0.2; 0.3] \\
  P(A_1 \cap Z_2) & = [0.07; 0.16] & P(A_2 \cap Z_2) & = [0.56; 0.72] & P(Z_2) & = [0.7; 0.8] \\
  P(A_1) & = [0.20; 0.35] & P(A_2) & = [0.65; 0.80] & P(Ω_4) & = [1] \\
\end{align*}
\]

A first decision function $D_1(\cdot)$ is characterized by the following gains

\[
\begin{align*}
  D_1(A_1 \cap Z_1) = 4 & \quad D_1(A_2 \cap Z_1) = 6 \\
  D_1(A_1 \cap Z_2) = 8 & \quad D_1(A_2 \cap Z_2) = 2. \\
\end{align*}
\]
The expected gain $e(D_1(.))$ for a K-function described by $a$, $b$ and $c$ is given as
\[
e(D_1(.)) = 4ab + 8(1-a)c + 6a(1-b) + 2(1-a)(1-c) = 2 + 2a(2-b-3c) + 6c.
\]
Since $e(D_1(.))$ is minimal for $a = 0.2$, $b = 0.7$, $c = 0.1$ and $\mathbb{E}(D_1(.)) = [3.0; 3.68]$, for every K-function, $e(D_1(.))$ can be divided into the two branches: $e(D_1(.)) = e(D_1(.) \cap A_1) + e(D_1(.) \cap A_2)$ where
\[
e(D_1(.) \cap A_1) = 4ab + 8(1-a)c, \quad e(D_1(.) \cap A_2) = 6a(1-b) + 2(1-a)(1-c).
\]
With respect to the roles of the two branches in determining $e(D_1(.))$ they have to be evaluated in the same way as $e(D_1(.))$ itself, i.e., using $a = 0.2$, $b = 0.7$, $c = 0.1$ to produce the two parts of $\mathbb{L}(D_1(.)) = 3.0$: $\mathbb{L}^*(D_1(.) \cap A_1) = 1.20$, $\mathbb{L}^*(D_1(.) \cap A_2) = 1.80$, and $a = 0.3$, $b = 0.6$, $c = 0.2$ to produce the respective parts of $\mathbb{U}(D_1(.)) = 3.68$: $\mathbb{U}^*(D_1(.) \cap A_1) = 1.84$, $\mathbb{U}^*(D_1(.) \cap A_2) = 1.84$. As far as comparisons with other decision functions are concerned, the branch of $D_1(.)$ determined by the observation $A_1$ therefore is represented by $[1.20; 1.84]$. Now let a second decision function $D_2(.)$ be given by
\[
D_2(A_1 \cap Z_1) = 4 \quad D_2(A_2 \cap Z_1) = 3 \quad D_2(A_1 \cap Z_2) = 8 \quad D_2(A_2 \cap Z_2) = 2.
\]
This leads to
\[
e(D_2(.)) = 4ab + 8(1-a)c + 3a(1-b) + 2(1-a)(1-c) = 2 + a(1+b-6c) + 6c
\]
and this is minimal for $a = 0.2$, $b = 0.6$, $c = 0.1$ and maximal for $a = 0.3$, $b = 0.7$, $c = 0.2$, producing $\mathbb{E}(D_2(.)) = [2.8; 3.35]$. If this interval expectation is divided into the two branches generated by the observation of $A_1$ and $A_2$, one arrives at
\[
e(D_2(.) \cap A_1) = 4ab + 8(1-a)c, \quad e(D_2(.) \cap A_2) = 3a(1-b) + 2(1-a)(1-c)
\]
and this is minimal for $a = 0.2$, $b = 0.6$, $c = 0.1$: $\mathbb{L}^*(D_2(.) \cap A_1) = 1.12$, $\mathbb{L}^*(D_2(.) \cap A_2) = 1.68$, and for $a = 0.3$, $b = 0.7$, $c = 0.2$: $\mathbb{U}^*(D_2(.) \cap A_1) = 1.96$, $\mathbb{U}^*(D_2(.) \cap A_2) = 1.39$.

There are two striking findings:

1. $\mathbb{U}^*(D_2(.) \cap A_2) < \mathbb{L}^*(D_2(.) \cap A_2)$. Obviously $\mathbb{L}^*(D_2(.) \cap A_2)$ and $\mathbb{U}^*(D_2(.) \cap A_2)$ may not be confounded with the lower and upper interval limits for the expectation of $D_2(.) \cap A_2$, which can be calculated as $\mathbb{L}(D_2(.) \cap A_2) = 1.39$ (produced by $a = 0.3$, $b = 0.7$, $c = 0.2$) and $\mathbb{U}(D_2(.) \cap A_2) = 1.68$ (produced by $a = 0.2$, $b = 0.6$, $c = 0.1$). In the case of decision function $D_2(.)$ therefore that constellation of K-functions, which leads to the maximal $e(D_2(.))$, results in the smallest possible value of $e(D_2(.) \cap A_2)$, and that constellation, which minimizes $e(D_2(.))$, happens to maximize the value of $e(D_2(.) \cap A_2)$. 
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In the case of observation $A_1$ for the branch $D_1(A_1 \cap Z_1) = D_2(A_1 \cap Z_1) = 4$, $D_1(A_1 \cap Z_1) = D_2(A_1 \cap Z_2) = 8$ the decisive interval-expectation is given by

\[
\begin{align*}
\mathbb{L}(D_1(\cdot) \cap A_1) &= \mathbb{L}(D_2(\cdot) \cap A_1) = 1.12 \quad (a = 0.2, b = 0.6, c = 0.1) \\
\mathbb{U}(D_1(\cdot) \cap A_1) &= \mathbb{U}(D_2(\cdot) \cap A_1) = 1.96 \quad (a = 0.3, b = 0.7, c = 0.2).
\end{align*}
\]

In case of observation $A_2$: For $D_1(A_2 \cap Z_1) = 6$, $D_1(A_2 \cap Z_2) = 2$ one arrives at

\[
\begin{align*}
\mathbb{L}(D_1(\cdot) \cap A_2) &= 1.64 \quad (a = 0.2, b = 0.7, c = 0.2) \\
\mathbb{U}(D_1(\cdot) \cap A_2) &= 1.98 \quad (a = 0.3, b = 0.6, c = 0.1),
\end{align*}
\]
for \( D_2(A_2 \cap Z_1) = 3, D_2(A_2 \cap Z_2) = 2 \):

\[
\begin{align*}
\mathbb{L}(D_2(.) \cap A_2) &= 1.39 \quad (a = 0.3, b = 0.7, c = 0.2) \\
\mathbb{U}(D_2(.) \cap A_2) &= 1.68 \quad (a = 0.2, b = 0.6, c = 0.1).
\end{align*}
\]

Two remarks are useful:

Expectations belonging to different observations are based on contradictory assumptions. Therefore they are not suitable for being combined.

Comparison of actions which are characterized by means of interval expectation depends on the attitude of the decision-maker towards ambiguity. It may be described by the choice of \( \eta L(G) + (1 - \eta) U(G), 0 \leq \eta \leq 1 \), as the decisive quantity. Since it can be understood, that the larger value of gain \( G \) always is preferred, \( \eta \) is interpreted as a measure of caution.

Because of the goal of this section it is asked whether a posterior probability generated by the Theorem of Bayes can be employed in calculating the expectation \( \{ \mathbb{L}(D(.) \cap A_1); \mathbb{U}(D(.) \cap A_1) \} \) produced by the actual observation \( A_1 \).

Using again the data of Example 9 it will be demonstrated in Example 10 that with respect to that type of Theorem of Bayes, which employs the intuitive concept of conditional probability, the answer to this question must be negative.

Example 10 The intuitive conditional probability \( iP(Z_1 \mid A_1), iP(Z_2 \mid A_1) \) obviously is determined by \( iL(Z_1 \mid A_1) = \min_{\mathcal{M}} \frac{ab}{a+b+1-\eta c}, iU(Z_1 \mid A_1) = \max_{\mathcal{M}} \frac{ab}{a+b+1-\eta c} \) with

\[
\mathcal{M} = \{ p_{a,b,c}(.); 0.2 \leq a \leq 0.3; 0.6 \leq b \leq 0.7; 0.1 \leq c \leq 0.2 \}.
\]

It is easily seen, that the minimum is produced by \( a = 0.2, b = 0.6, c = 0.2 \) and the maximum by \( a = 0.3, b = 0.7, c = 0.1 \). The resulting i-conditional F-probability field is given by \( iP(Z_1 \mid A_1) = [0.429; 0.750], iP(Z_2 \mid A_1) = [0.250; 0.571] \). The i-conditional expectation of the gain function produced by the decision function \( D(.) = D_1(.) = D_2(.) \) with \( D(A_1 \cap Z_1) = 4, D(A_1 \cap Z_2) = 8 \) is determined by

\[
\begin{align*}
iL(D(.) \mid A_1) &= 0.750 \cdot 4 + 0.250 \cdot 8 = 5 \\
iU(D(.) \mid A_1) &= 0.429 \cdot 4 + 0.571 \cdot 8 = 7.429.
\end{align*}
\]

To achieve the interval-expectation of \( D(.) \cap A_1 \), conditional expectation must be combined with the corresponding component of marginal probability: \( P(A_1) = [0.20; 0.35] \). Therefore \( iL(D(.) \cap A_1) = 5 \cdot 0.20, iU(D(.) \cap A_1) = 7.429 \cdot 0.35 \) and \( i\mathbb{E}(D(.) \cap A_1) = [1.00; 2.60] \) instead of the true interval expectation, as calculated in Example 9: \( \mathbb{E}(D(.) \cap A_1) = [1.12; 1.96] \). Like in other situations, employment of the intuitive concept generates a loss in sharpness of the result. \( \square \)

If, however, the canonical concept is applied, the conditional expectation of the gain produced by the decision function \( D(.) \) for the observation \( A_1 \), due to the definition described in Section 2, reads as \( \mathbb{E}(D(.) \mid A_1) = \left[ \frac{iL(D(.) \cap A_1)}{L(A_1)}, \frac{iU(D(.) \cap A_1)}{U(A_1)} \right] \).
Combined with the component \([L(A_1); U(A_1)]\) of the marginal probability this conditional expectation produces \(E(D(\cdot) \cap A_1) = [L(D(\cdot) \cap A_1); U(D(\cdot) \cap A_1)]\), due to the simplified optimal strategy, as it was described above (Example 11).

It is, therefore, justified to use the designation ‘Interval Bayes-Strategy’ for the method of selecting in case of observation \(A_1\) that action which produces the largest expected gain — judged by means of the individual caution — with respect to the posterior probability generated by the Theorem of Bayes with the canonical concept of conditional probability.

**Example 11** Because of \(E(D(\cdot) \cap A_1) = [1.12; 1.96]\) (Example 9) and \(P(A_1) = [0.20; 0.35]\) (Example 8), the conditional expectation results as \(L(D(\cdot) | A_1) = \frac{1.12}{0.20}, U(D(\cdot) | A_1) = \frac{1.96}{0.35}\) or \(E(D(\cdot) | A_1) = [5.60; 5.60]\). The quality of the result is not affected by the fact, that this interval possesses length zero.

Hence, use of the canonical concept allows the Interval Bayes-Strategy, distinguished from the strategy based upon the optimal decision function only by neglecting any information concerning observations which did not occur. If the omission of such ‘counterfactual information’ is accepted on principle, the Interval Bayes-Strategy must be regarded as optimal.

### 7 Conclusions

This paper contributes to the question of defining conditional interval probability appropriately. A symbiosis of the intuitive and the canonical concept of conditional probability is proposed, resulting in recommendations which of the concepts should be used for what propose.

The results of Sections 3–6 can for short be interpreted to favour the employment of the intuitive concept in any situation where conditional probability is seen as a goal in itself, therefore in updating, whether it is achieved directly or by means of the Theorem of Bayes: the final result should be described by the intuitive concept of conditional probability.

The canonical concept proves to be superior always when conditional probability is used as a tool for further analysis. This applies to the transfer of information from one model to another and to the derivation of a posterior probability by means of the Theorem of Bayes, if this posterior is employed as prior for an independent trial, or as basis for decisions between possible actions. Additionally this concept produces a Theorem of Total Probability and the consistency with marginal probability in the case of independence as defined by strong extension.

While the intuitive concept guarantees that its outcome describing the final result of an analysis always can be interpreted as interval probability or as interval expectation, it is possible that the outcome of the canonical concept, which is employed as a tool for further calculations, does not possess the F- or even R-quality, resp., the quality of interval expectation, without loss of usefulness: an
obvious analogy to the role of complex numbers in algebra.
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